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Homo, nature minister et interpret, tantum tacit et inteUigit quantum de nature ordine
re Tel mento obeenraverit ; nec amplius scit, aut potest— B acon.
Quiconque n'est pas poussé par un instinct inné d'observation ; quiconque trouve trop
difficile l’abnégation de ses opinions et de son savoir puisé dans l’instruction antérieure ;
. . . . quiconque a une trop haute idée de la force etde lajustesse de ses raisonnemens pour
se croire obligé de les soumettre à une expérience mille et mille fois répétée, ne perfection
nera jamais la physiologie du cerveau. Cependant ce sont les seuls moyens de vérifier
mes découvertes, et les seuls propres à les rectifier ou à les réfuter.— G all .
One foot is to me more positive and decisive than a thousand metaphysical opinions.—
SrvasHxiM.
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A R T IC L E I.
A DISCOURSE ON T H E STUDIES OF T H E U N IV E R SIT Y . By
A d a m S edgw ick , i/L A , F. R.
&c. Woodwardian Professor and Fellow
of Trinity College, Cambridge. Third Edition, Cambridge, IQ34. 8yo,
pp. 167.
T h i s is a work of great merit, and is one of the most pleas
ing indications with which we are acquainted, of the progress of
sound philosophy in the University of Cambridge. M r Sedg
wick enjoys a high reputation as a geologist—second, we be
lieve, only to L yell; but this Discourse proves that, in moral
science also, he possesses extensive knowledge, and powers of
profound and correct investigation. A beautiful strain of ra
tional piety and love of truth pervades it, which leads us at once
to love and respect the author. I t is prefaced by a text (Psalm
cxvi. 17,18, 19,) and contains throughout numerous quotations
from Scripture; from which circumstances, and its title, we con
clude that it is a sermon. Far from objecting to it on this ac
count, we wish that many sermons of a similar character were
preached and published. We have, therefore, much pleasure in
introducing some of the author's views to our readers.
The Discourse was delivered on the day of the annual com
memoration of the founders of the University of Cambridge, and
is published at the request of the junior members of the Society
to whom it was more immediately addressed. I t contains, not a
formal, but a comprehensive and valuable, dissertation on acade*
mic studies.
One of the most important features in modern philosophy, is
the practical application of the doctrine, that all nature is regulatea by laws instituted by the Creator, and that human happi
ness and virtue are promoted by studying and obeying them.
M r Sedgwick observes,—“ W e are justified in saying, that in
the moral as in the physical world, God seems to govern by geVOL. i x . — MO. XLI.
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SEDGWICK ON THE STUDIES AT CAMBRIDGE.

neral laws.” “ I aril not now,” says lie, “ contending for the doc
trine of moral necessity; but I do affirm, that the moral govern
ment of God is by general laws, and that it is our bounden duty
to study those laws, and, as far as we can, to turn them to our
account." (Pp. 5, 9.)
H e classes the studies of Cambridge, as far as they relate to
mere human learning, under three heads:—Itf, The study of
the laws of nature, comprehending all parts of inductive philo
sophy; 2d, The study of ancient literature; and, 3d, The study
of ourselves, considered as individuals and as social beings.
Under the third head are included ethics and metaphysics, mo
ral and political philosophy, and some other kindred subjects of
great complexity.
Under the fir s t head, the author introduces some excellent
observations. “ By the discoveries of a new science,” says he,
“ (the very name of which has been but a few years engrafted
on our language), we learn that the manifestations of God's
power on the earth have not been limited to the few thousand
years of man’s existence. The geologist tells us by the clearest
interpretation of the phenomena which his labours have brought
to light, that our globe has been subject to vast physical revolu
tions, He counts his time not by celestial cycles, but by an in
dex he has found in the solid framework of the globe itself. H e
sees a long succession of monuments, each of which may have
required a thousand ages for its elaboration. He arranges them
in chronological order, observes on them the marks of skill
and wisdom, and finds within them the tombs of the ancient in
habitants of the earth. He finds strange and unlooked for
changes in the forms and fashions of organic life, during each of
the long periods he thus contemplates; he traces these changes
backwards through each successive era, till he reaches a time
when the monuments lose all symmetry, and the types of orga
nic life are no longer seen. He has then entered on the dark
age of nature’s history, and he closes the old chapter of her re
cords. This account has so much of what is exactly true, that
it hardly deserves the name of figurative description.
MGeology, like every other science when well interpreted,
lends its aid to natural religion. It tells us out of its own re
cords, that man has been but a few years a dweller on the earth;
for the traces of himself, and of his works, are confined to the
last monuments of its history. Independently of every written
testimony, we therefore believe that man, with all his powers and
appetencies, his marvellous structure, and his fitness for the
world around him, was called into being within a few thousand
years of the days in which we live—not by a transmutation of
species (a theory no better than a phrensied dream), but by a
provident contriving power. And thus we at once remove a
stumblingblock, thrown in our way by those who would rid
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themselves of a prescient first cause, by trying to resolve all
phenomena into a succession of constant material actions, ascend
ing into an eternity of past time.
“ But this is not the only way in which geology gives its aid
to natural religion. I t proves that a pervading intelligent prin
ciple has manifested its power during times long anterior to the
records of our existence. I t adds to the great cumulative argu
ment derived from the forms of animated nature, by shewing us
new and unlooked for instances of organic structure adjusted to
an end, and that end accomplished. I t tells us that God has
not created the world and left it to itself, remaining ever after a
quiescent spectator of his own work; for it puts before our eyes
the certain proofs, that during successive periods there have
been, not only great changes in the external conditions of the
earth, but corresponding changes in organic life; and that in
every such instance of change, the new organs, as far as we can
comprehend their use, were exactly suited to the functions of
the beings they were given to. I t shews intelligent power not
only contriving means adapted to an end, but at many succes
sive times contriving a change of mechanism adapted to a change
of external conditions; and thus affords a proof, peculiarly its
own^that the great first cause continues a provident and active
intelligence.” (Pp. 25, 26, 27.)
Our readers are aware that we have repeatedly and earnestly
dwelt upon geological facts as of great importance in forming a
correct estimate of the true position of man on earth. W e have
here one of the first living authorities certifying boldly the great
facts—-which, indeed, physical evidence renders absolutely in
disputable—that organic beings lived and died before man ap
peared on earth, and that there were “ not only great changes
in the external condition of the earth, but corresponding changes
in organic life; and that in every such instance of change, the
new organs, as far as we can comprehend their use, were exactly
suited to the functions of the beings they were given to.”
Another point, the importance of which we have frequently
advocated, is also discussea by Mr Sedgwick. “ Not only,” says
he, “ is every portion of matter governed by its own laws, but
its powers of action on other material things are governed also
by laws subordinate to those by which its parts are held together;
so that, in the countless changes of material things, and their
countless actions on each other, we find no effect which jars with
the mechanism of nature, but all are the harmonious results of
dominant laws.” “ W hat are the laws of nature but the mani
festations of the .wisdom of God? W hat are material ac
tions, but manifestations of his power ? Indications of his wis
dom and his power co-éxist with every portion of the universe.”
“ Yet I have myself heard it asserted, within these very walls,
a
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that there is no religion of nature, and that we have no know
ledge of the attributes of God, or even of his existence, inde
pendently of revelation. The assertion is, I think, mischievous,
because I believe it untrue: and by truth only can a God of
truth be honoured, and the cause of true religion be served."
u The single-minded writers of the New Testament, having
their souls filled with other truths, thought little of the laws of
nature: but they tell us of the immutable perfections of our
heavenly Father, and describe him as a being in whom is no
variableness or shadow o f turning. The religion of nature
and the religion of the Bible are therefore in beautiful accor
dance ; and the indications of the Godhead, offered by the one*
are well fitted to give us a livelier belief in the promises of the
other.” (Pp. IS, 16, 18,19.)
I t is moreover a favourite doctrine with a large class of phreno
logists, that man cannot advance in the improvement of his nature*
except by studying his own constitution and that of external ob
jects, and actingin conformity with the laws which the Creator has
impressed on both; and that this is natural religion. The same
view is eloquently enforced by M r Sedgwick. “ As all parts of
matter," says he, “ are bound together by fixed and immutable
laws; so all parts of organic nature are bound to the rest of the
universe, by the relations of their organs to the world without
them. I f the beautiful structure o f organic bodies prove de
sign, still more impressive is the proof, when we mark the
adaptation of their organs to the condition of the material
world. By this adaptation, we link together all nature, ani
mate and inanimate, and prove it to be one harmonious whole,
produced by one dominant intelligence." (P. 24.)
“ Under no form of government is man to be maintained in a
condition of personal happiness and social dignity, without the
sanction of religion. As all material laws, ana all material
organs, throughout animated nature, are wisely fitted together,
so that nothing, of which we comprehend the use, is created in
vain; and as tne moral and intellectual powers of man, working
together according to the laws of his being, make him what he
is—teach him to comprehend the past and almost to realize the
future—and rule over his social destiny; we may surely corvclude, as a fair induction of natural reason, that this religious
nature (so essential to his social happiness) was not given to him
only to deceive him; but was wisely implanted in him, to guide him
in the way of truth, and to direct his soul to the highest objects
of his creation. And thus we reach (though by steps some
what different), the same end to which I endeavoured to point
the way in the former division of this discourse." (P. 45.)
Under the second head, Mr Sedgwick makes the following
observations regarding the study of classical literature. “ I
think it incontestably true, that for the last fifty years our clas-
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sical studies (with much to demand our undivided praise), have
been too critical and fo rm a l; and that we have sometimes been
taught, while straining after an accuracy beyond our reach, to
value the husk more than the fruit of ancient learning: and if
of late years our younger members have sometimes written prose
Greek almost with the purity of Xenophon, or composed Iam
bics in the finished diction of the Attic poets, we may well
doubt whether time suffices for such perfection—whether the
imagination and the taste might not be more wisely cultivated
than by a long sacrifice to what, after all, ends but in verbal
imitations—in short, whether such acquisitions, however beauti
ful in themselves, are not gained at the expense of something
better.'” (P. 87.) These are precisely the views which we have
for a considerable time been urging on the public, and it is grati
fying to see them propounded by a Professor of distinguished
reputation in such a stronghold of antiquated customs as the
University of Cambridge«
Under the third branch of studies—those relating to human
nature,—he informs us, that “ Locke's Essay on the Human
Understanding,” and “ Paley's Principles of Moral and Politi
cal Philosophy,” have long formed such prominent subjects of
instruction in the University of Cambridge, that he confines
his remarks almost to these two works. His criticisms on both
authors are bold* just, and discriminative. Locke's Essay he con
siders to be defective in may important particulars, especially in
its omission of the faculties of moral judgment. He bestows the
highest commendation on Locke's love of truth, vigour of in
tellect, and generosity of sentiment; but maintains that his
system of psychology is extremely defective from the omission
alluded to. M r Sedgwick contends eloquently for the innate ex
istence of moral faculties in man. “ The greatest fault in Locke's
system," says he, “ is the contracted view he takes of the capa
cities of man,—allowing him, indeed, the faculty of reflecting
and . following out trains of thought according to the rules of
abstract reasoning; but depriving him both of his powers of
imagination and of his moral sense. Hence it produced, I think,
a chilling effect on the philosophic writings of the last century.”
“ I t is to the entire domination his ‘ Essay' had once esta
blished in our University, that we may perhaps attribute all that
is faulty in the Moral Philosophy of Paley.”
Ample commendation is bestowed on Paley also: “ His
homely strength and clearness of style,” says M r Sedgwick,
“ and bis unrivalled skill in stating and following out his argu
ment, must ever make his writings popular;” but “ he com
mences by denying the sanction ana authority of the moral sense.”
“ Amidst all the ruin that is within us,” continues M r S.,
“ there are still the elements of what is good; and were there
left in the natural heart no kindly affections and moral senti
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ments, man would be no longer responsible for his sins; and
every instance of persuasion against the impulse of bad passion,
and of conversion from evil unto good, would be nothing less
than a* moral miracle. On such a view of human nature, the
Apostles of our religion might as well have wasted their breath
on the stones of the wilderness as on the hearts of their fellow
men in the cities of the heathen.” (P. 59.)
These views have often appeared in the pages of this Jour
nal, and in the standard phrenological works; and we are much
gratified to find them so ably expounded and advocated by M r
Sedgwick. Yet he never even alludes to Phrenology. Being so
much disposed to commend, we are loath to be under the neces
sity of condemning any part of M r Sedgwick's conduct; but the
great interests of truth compel us to speak our mind. Has M r
Sedgwick heard of Phrenology or has he not? W e know positively
that he is not ignorant of its existence; but he appears not to
have esteemed it worthy of his consideration. He has a pro
found perception of the power and wisdom of God displayed in
the works of creation ; and it is our duty to tell him, that, m des
pising Phrenology, he is deliberately shutting his eyes against
one of the most wonderful and important revelations of divine
power and wisdom that has ever been made to the human un
derstanding. I t is perverse to assume that Phrenology is the
invention of Drs Gall and Spurzheim, in the absence of all evi
dence to this effect, and in opposition to the most positive asse
verations of themselves and their followers that it is a mere an
nouncement of natural institutions. The founders of Phreno
logy have no more created the functions of the brain and the re
lations of these to external objects, than Copernicus, Kepler, and
Newton, created the planetary system. M r Sedgwick laments
the grave errors of Locke and Paley in omitting the faculties
of imagination and the moral sense, in their schemes of the
philosophy of m an; but we desire to ask him by what means
the existence of these and other faculties omitted by the meta
physical and moral philosophers, can be proved with half the
force of evidence that is afforded by Phrenology ? M r Combe,
in his System of Phrenology, enumerates the discordant opi
nions concerning the moral sense, entertained by ten philoso
phers of the highest reputation, and adds: “ I have introduced
this sketch of conflicting theories, to convey some idea of the
boon which Phrenology would confer upon moral science, if it
could fix, on a firm basis, this single point in the philosophy of
mind, That a power or faculty exists, the object of which is to
produce the sentiment of justice or the feeling of moral duty
and obligation, independently of selfishness, hope of reward, fear
of punishment, or any extrinsic motive; a faculty, in short, the
natural language of which is ‘ Fiat justitia, ruat caelum.* Phre
nology does this by a demonstration founded on numerous ob
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servations, lhat those persons who have the organ of Conscien
tiousness large, experience powerfully the sentiment of justice,
while those who have that part small are little alive to this emo
tion. This evidence is the same in kind as that adduced in sup.
port of the conclusions of physical science.'" (P. 291.)
The phrenologists do not leave the fact here asserted to rest
on their own observations merely, but present the means of veri
fying its truth to every one who chooses to qualify himself and
to take the necessary trouble to do so. The following figures
are given in Mr Combe's work as representing the organ of
Conscientiousness in different degrees of development.
Mrs H .

J ohn G ibson.

15. Firmness small ;
16. Conscientious
ness large; 12. Cau
tiousness full.

15. Finuimss, i\nd It;.
Conscientiousness,
both deficient: 12.
Cautiousness, and 7Secretiveness, both
large.

D. H

aggart.

15. Firmness large ;
16. Conscientious
ness deficient; 12.
Cautiousness rather
large.

These figures, we affirm, represent Nature, not a casual ap
pearance, but forms which are found constantly in combination
with the qualities here named : and we inquire why Nature, when
she speaks to the geologist or the chemist, should be listened to
with profound attention, and her revelations treasured for human
improvement«—but scouted and despised when she speaks to and
is interpreted by phrenologists ? It is God who speaks from Na
ture in all her departments; and the brain is as assuredly his
workmanship as the Milky Way itself, with all its myriads of
suns. History presents us with numerous examples of the re
jection, by men calling themselves philosophers, of the best
authenticated natural truths, which had subsequently been uni
versally received. We are the witnesses of a repetition of the
same conduct in the case of Phrenology ; but we appeal to Mr
Sedgwick, and to every man possessing his reach of thought and
elevated sentiments, whether the individuals who have thus acted
have secured to themselves a permanent reputation for wisdom,
or afforded any reason for gratitude towards them on the part of
their fellow men. The neglect, by inferior minds, of the doc
trine of the functions of the brain, and its consequences, gives us
no uneasiness; but we cannot behold this neglect on the part of
men who have within them a profound and reverential respect
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for the philosophy of nature, and a capacity to perceive the in
valuable consequences that flow from obedience to the natural
laws, without feeling regret that ignorance, indifference, or the
fear of losing a little temporary reputation, should lead them to
shut their eyes against such an important discovery.
M r Sedgwick might have expounded many other deficiencies
in the philosophy of Locke and Paley, which it will be impos
sible to supply without the aid of Phrenology. “ The external
world,1’ he observes, “ proves to us the being of a God, in two
ways; by addressing the imagination, and by informing the rea
son. I t speaks to our imaginative and poetic feelings, and they
are as much a part of ourselves as our limbs and our organs of
sense. Music nas no charms for the deaf, nor has painting for
the blind ; and all the touching sentiments and splendid imageiy
borrowed by the poet from the world without, would lose their
magic power, and might as well be presented to a cold statue as
to a man, were there no preordained harmony between his mind
and the material beings around him. I t is certain that the glo
ries of the external world are so fitted to our imaginative powers
as to give them a perception of the Godhead and a glimpse of
his attributes; ana this adaptation is a proof of the existence of
God, of the same kind (but of greater or less power, according
to the constitution of our individual minds) with that we derive
from the adaptation of our senses to the constitution of the ma
terial world.11 (Pp. 20, 21.)
The concluding part of this sentence might be made the sub
ject of a whole chapter on the philosophy of mind. The proof
of the existence oi God afforded by the external world, is of
w greater or less power, according to the constitution of our
individual minds.11 Is it of no importance, then, to possess the
means of expounding to every man what the constitution of his
individual mind is ; to be able to point out to those who pro
fess to see no evidence in external Nature of the existence of a
God, that they are deficient in the organs of certain highly im
portant moral and intellectual faculties; to shew to the men
who deny the existence of natural conscience, that their scepti
cism on this point arises from a palpable deficiency of an organ
in their own Drains; and to be able to prove to those who deny
disinterested goodness in the human race, that this cold-hearted
distrust owes its origin also to the imperfect development of a
cerebral part ? Phrenology does this, and no other philosophy
of mind even pretends to accomplish as much.
“ Amidst all the ruin that is within us,11 says M r Sedgwick,
“ there are still the elements of what is good.11 As Mr Sedgwick
is a philosophical and precise thinker, we regret that he has
not favoured us, in some detail, with his notions of “ the ruin
that is within us.11 Correct conceptions on this point necessarily
lie at the foundation of all sound natural theology and moral
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philosophy. M r Sedgwick has expounded the past records of
creation, and gives us positive assurance that they reveal “ strange
and unlooked for changes in the forms and fashions of organic
life, during each of the long periods he thus contemplates;” and
that the structure and functions of each race of animals as it
appeared on earth, were admirably adapted to its physical con
dition. Man, he says, was introduced only lately into the world,
which had been the theatre of life, death, and change, for count
less ages before he appeared. Does he mean to maintain that
man, such as we now see him, is not as admirably adapted
to the world such as it at present exists, as his predecessors
among the animals were to their-respective external circum
stances P Does he intend us to believe that there are within us
positively noxious and sinful principles, which have no legiti
mate sphere of activity P or, does he mean that all our powers
are in themselves good, but only liable to abuse ? He does not
hint at any solution of these questions. H e may plead that, in
a single discourse, he could not discuss every topic of so exten
sive a subject; and we give due weight to this apology: but we
revert to our proposition, that the solution of these questions
lies at the very threshold of natural religion and moral philoso
phy ; and we add, that, in general, modern writers on these sub
jects, except the phrenologists, studiously blink them.
Phrenology affords us evidence that man himself, such as we
now see him with all his organs and faculties^ is a being as evi
dently adapted to the existing state of the world as any of his
predecessors were to the physical conditions under which they
existed. His organs of nutrition and absorption imply growth,
maturity, and decay; his organs of Amativeness and Pniloprogenitiveness imply a succession of generations, or the deatn of
individuals; his organs of Combativeness and Destructiveness
indicate that he is constituted to move in a state in which he
may encounter difficulty and death; his knowing and reflecting
faculties proclaim that ne is invested with power to improve him
self and nis condition by the exercise of his abilities; while his
moral and religious sentiments indicate that he is destined to
flourish in society, to practise virtue, and to adore his Creator,
as the great ends of his existence.
The human constitution, in short, contains demonstrative evi
dence of its adaptation to a world such as that in which we now
live, and to a progressive march of improvement by the exercise
of our own powers. W e do not exclude assistance to these
powers from above; but we mean to say, that the exercise of the
elementary faculties, according to the laws of their constitution,
is absolutely indispensable to human improvement in this life.
Phrenology further informs us, that man has received no ap
petite, faculty, or function, which, when viewed in reference
to his circumstances, can be truly pronounced to be in itself
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bad; that all his powers bear the marks of Divine wisdom and
goodness; and that there is no natural “ ruin” in his frame.
I t shews that each faculty has a legitimate sphere of action,
within which its manifestations are not sinful; and that the ac
tions, the existence of which has given rise to the doctrine of
the “ ruin,” are mere abuses of powers in themselves useful and
necessary. I t also throws some light on the causes which render
certain individuals particularly prone to abuse their faculties.
The three following figures represent, 1. the form of brain in
which the moral and intellectual organs preponderate over the
animal organs, and which is accompanied by moral dispositions;
2. the form of brain in which the animal, moral, and intellectual
organs are in cequilibrio, and which gives rise to a character
good or bad very much according to external circumstances;
and, 3. the form of brain in which the animal organs decidedly
preponderate, and which has a constant tendency to vice.
The portion before the line AA (figure 3d) manifests the in
tellect, that above B the moral sentiments, and all the rest the
animal propensities; and each part acts with a degree of energy,
cteteris paribus, corresponding to its size.
No. 1. M

elancthok.

No. 2. M axwell.

No. 3. H are, Murderer, the Associate of B urke.
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The differences in these forms are abundantly obvious; and
the phrenologists have appealed to numerous examples of each,
and offered to prove that they are constantly attended by the
respective qualities here described. They nave, in particular,
made one of the largest and most variea collection of skulls
to be found in Britain, thrown them open to public scrutiny,
and asserted most positively that they afford irrefragable evi
dence of the propositions here announced. Accident also has
subjected their statements to several striking tests. The cha
racter of King Robert Bruce was well known by history, and,
a few years ago, his grave was discovered, and a complete
and authentic cast of his skull obtained ; and it accorded pre
cisely with the character which he had manifested. The skull
of the poet Burns was lately disinterred, and a cast taken.
His character was strongly marked and well known, and again
the skull presented precisely the form and size which corre
sponded to these qualities. The celebrated Rammohun Roy,
certainly the most interesting character that India has pro
duced in modern times, unexpectedly came to England and
died, and a cast of his head was obtained. The phrenologists
had previously collected a number of skulls of his countrymen,
and published drawings and descriptions of them, and designated
the character which they indicated. Rammohun Roy was in
many respects very unlike his countrymen in mental qualities.
W as his brain different from the national type ? I t differed
widely. In what respects ? It was much larger, indicating far
higher power; and it had a far superior development of the
moral and intellectual organs. Are all these assertions to be
treated by philosophers as mere fictions and fancies, unworthy
of being put to the test, or even of a moment’s consideration P
or, if true, ought they to be considered as of no philosophical
im
ance P
ly criminals have forfeited their lives on the scaffold, and
their skulls, or casts of their heads, have been obtained, and
likewise found to present the development corresponding to
their dispositions. Time would fail us to enumerate all the
kinds of evidence that have been presented ; and we again a p 
peal to M r Sedgwick, and every man possessed of moral and in
tellectual qualities like his, whether all these facts can justifiably,
nay without blameworthiness, be disregarded by those who ad
vocate the power, wisdom, and goodness of God in the creation P
In no department of science are truths at once so momentous and
so easy of verification presented to the cognizance of man ; and
it is little short of infatuation to treat them with the levity, con
tempt, and neglect, with which they have hitherto been received
by many men pretending to be philosophers. If the facts here
asserted be true, that every faculty is good in itself, that the
folly and crime which disgrace human society spring from
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abuses of the faculties, and that the tendency to abuse them ori
ginates in the disproportion of certain parts of the brain to each
other, and in moral and intellectual ignorance of the proper
mode of manifesting them, how completely do these considera
tions go to the root of theology and morals ! A t present the
influence of organization in determining the natural dispositions
is altogether neglected or denied by the common school of di
vines, moralists, and philosophers; yet it is of an importance
exceeding all other terrestrial influences and considerations.
M r Sedgwick says most tru ly : “ I do affirm, that the mo
ral government of God is by general laws; and that it is our
bounden duty to study those laws, and, as far as we can, to turn
them to our account.7' W e honour him for announcing this
truth boldly in the University of Cambridge; but we ask him
whether he has ever heard of the principle started by the phre
nologists, that the key to the true theory of the moral govern
ment of God is the independent, yet adjusted and harmonious,
action of the different natural laws, and that these laws and that
action cannot by possibility be understood, without taking into
account the influence of oiganization on the mind, that influence
being a fundamental fact in human nature ? The phrenologists
divide the laws of nature into three great classes,—physical, or
ganic, and moral; and insist that these operate independently q f
each other i that each requires obedience to itself; that each, in
its own specific way, rewards obedience and punishes disobe
dience ; and that human beings are happy in proportion to the ex
tent in which they place themselves in accordance with these di
vine institutions. For example, the most pious and benevolent
missionaries sailing to civilize and christianize the heathen, if they
embark in an unsound ship, will be drowned by disobeying a
physical law, without their destruction being averted by their
morality. On the other hand, if the greatest monsters of iniquity
were embarked in a stanch and strong ship, and managed it
well, they might, and, on the general principles of the govern
ment of the world, they would, escape drowning, in circumstances
exactly similar to those which would send the missionaries to
the bottom. There appears something inscrutable in these re
sults, if only the moral qualities of the men are contemplated ;
but if the principle be adopted that ships float in virtue of a
purely physical law,—that tne physical and moral laws operate
independently, each in its own sphere,—and that this arrange
ment is in the highest degree beneficial in preserving order and
discipline in creation, and in offering rewards for the activity of
the whole of the human faculties,—the consequences appear in
a totally different light.
Again, the organic laws operate independently ; and hence,
one individual, who has inherited a fine bodily constitution
from his parents, and observes the rules of temperance and
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exercise, will ¡enjoy robust health, although he may cheat, lie,
blaspheme, and destroy his fellow-men ; while another, if he
have inherited a feeble constitution, and disregard the rules
of temperance mid exercise, will suffer pain and sickness, al
though he may be a paragon of every Christian virtue. These
results are frequently observed to occur in the world, and, on
every such occasion, the darkness and inscrutable perplexity of
the waysof Providence are generally moralised upon ; or a future
life is called in as the scene in which these crooked paths are to
be rendered straight. But if our views be correct, the Divine
wisdom and gpoidness are abundantly conspicuous in these
events; for again we perceive, that, by this distinct operation
of the organic and moral laws, order is preserved in creation,
and the means of discipline and improvement are afforded to all
the human faculties.
The moral and intellectual laws also operate independently.
The man who cultivates his intellect, and practically obeys the
precepts of Christianity, will enjoy within himself a fountain
of moral and intellectual happiness, which is the appropriate
reward of that obedience. He will be rendered by these means
more capable of studying, comprehending, and obeying, the
physical and organic laws, of placing himself in harmony
with the whole order of creation, and of attaining the high
est degree of perfection, and reaping the highest degree of hap
piness of whicn human nature in this world is susceptible. In
short, whenever we apply the principle of the independent ope
ration of the natural laws, the apparent confusion of the mo
ral government of the world disappears ; and we ask, is this a
discovery to be trifled with, to be concealed, or to be opposed ?
The authors of the Bridgewater Treatises were paid each
L. 1000, and specially instructed to bring forward for public
instruction the nighest, and the best, and the most recently dis
covered views of the divine government on earth ; and although
the “ Natural Laws” by D r Spurzheim, and the “ Constitution
of Mari” by M r Combe, have been before the public since 1828,
in the latter of which the principles now expounded are dwelt
on at great length, one and all or these writers have disregarded
them. If, in doing so, they have shut their eyes to the ways
of the Creator, venly they will receive their reward.
If these principles be well founded, is it not obvious that a
vast change in the topics of moral and religious instruction is
awaiting mankind ? At present, our moral and religious guides
deliver extremely little precise information concerning the con
stitution of the human mind and the external world, and their
mutual adaptations; and they teach still less of the doctrine
that man must study and obey the natural laws before be can
attain to the perfect action ana enjoyment of his natural powers.
On the contrary, many of the views presented are based on the
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principle, that human nature is actually a “ ruin,” and life una
voidably a great scene of endurance, for which man is to be com
pensated by happiness in a future state; although, to a wellinformed mind, many of the sufferings in question appear to be
the direct consequences of ignorance and neglect of toe natural
institutions of the Creator.
In urging these views, we may be causing uneasiness to some
pious, but timorous and ill-instructed individuals. W e would
willingly avoid doing so; but the imperative dictates of duty im
pel us to proclaim what we believe to be truths of divine autho
rity and of the highest practical importance, and to protest
against the spirit which designedly keeps them in obscurity, as
if they were in themselves dangerous and pestilential.
But to return to M r Sedgwick. He combats Paiey’s argu
ment that expediency is the measure of right, and endeavours
to shew, that, according to this principle, virtue and vice would
have no longer any fixed relations to the moral condition of man,
but would change with the fluctuations of opinion, and that
every one would be entitled to claim the liberty of judging for
himself. Christianity, he says, places the mainspring of every
virtue in the affections; and Christian love becomes an efficient
and abiding principle, not tested by the world, but above the
world. “ The utilitarian scheme starts, on the contrary, with
an abrogation of the authority of conscience—a rejection of the
moral feelings as the test of right and wrong. From first to
last, it is in bondage to the world, measuring every act by a
worldly standard, and estimating its value by worldly conse
quences.” This conclusion “ appears, indeed, not only to have
been foreseen by Paley, but to have been accepted by him.”
(P. 66.)
Mr Sedgwick, with great truth, observes, that, as God i9 a
moral governor of the world, “ in the end, high principle and
sound policy will be found in the strictest harmony with each
other.” “ If,” says he, “ there be a superintending Providence,
and if his will be manifested by general laws operating both on
the physical and moral world, then must a violation of these
laws be a violation of his will, and be pregnant with inevitable
misery.” “ Nothing can, in the end, be expedient for man, ex
cept it be subordinate to those laws the Author of Nature has
thought fit to impress on his moral and physical creation.”
There is much profound truth in these remarks, but they im
ply the great importance of a knowledge of the natural laws;
and as these cannot be accurately ascertained, in as far as regards
man, without a knowledge of his constitution, and as M r Sedg
wick does not mention any system of the philosophy of man
which he can recommend as worthy of our approbation, we
again ask, why is Phrenology, which professes to be the very
philosophy wanted, so completely disregarded P In the Appen
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dix to M r Combe's System of Phrenology, 2d edition, an illus
tration is given of the application of the principles of Phrenok*gy to the solution of Questions of expediency, to which we refer.
I t shews to what a large extent the constitution of individual
minds necessarily must enter as an element into our judgments
on that subject, before they can become sound and consistent.
In die Appendix to his Discourse, M r Sedgwick has added
some valuable and instructive notes, in the last of which he re
proves, with great eloquence and severity, the bigoted and igno
rant individuals who “ dare to affirm that the pursuits of natural
science are hostile to religion.” H e offers a most successful de
fence of the study of geology, and chastises those writers who
have endeavoured to falsify the facts and conclusions of that
science, for the purpose of flattering the religious prejudices of
the public. “ There is another class of men,” savs he, “ who
pursue geology by a nearer road, and are guided by a different
light. Well-intentioned they may b e ; but they have betrayed
no small self-sufficiency, along with a shameful want of know
ledge of the fundamental facts they presume to write about;
hence they have dishonoured the literature of this country by
Mosaic geology, Scripture geology, and other works of cosmo
gony witn kindred titles, wherein they have overlooked the aim
and end of revelation, tortured the book of life out of its proper
meaning, and wantonly contrived to bring about a collision be
tween natural phenomena and the word erf God.” (P. 150.)
T he following observations are exceedingly just, and our
readers will not fail to observe how completely applicable they
are to Phrenology, as well as to Geology. “ A Brahmin crush
ed with a stone die microscope that first shewed him living
things among the vegetables of his daily food. The spirit of
the Brahmin lives in Christendom. The bad principles of our
nature are not bounded by caste or climate; and men are still
to be found, who, if not restrained by the wise and humane
laws of their country, would try to stifle by personal violence, and
crush by brute force, every truth not hatened among their own
conceits, and confined within the narrow fences of their own ig
norance.” (P. 151.)
“ W e are told by the wise man not to answer a fool accord
in g to hisJolly ; and it would indeed be a vain and idle task to
engage in controversy with this school of false philosophy—to
waste our breath in the forms of exact reasoning, unfitted to the
comprehension of our antagonists—to draw our weapons in a
combat where victory could give no honour. Before a geolo
gist can condescend to reason with such men, they must first
learn geology. I t is too much to call upon us to scatter our
seed on a soil at once both barren and unreclaimed—it is folly
to think, that we can in the same hour be stubbing up the
thorns and reaping the harvest. All the writers of this school have
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not indeed sinned against plain sense to the same degree. W ith
some of them there is perhaps a perception of the light of natu
ral truth, which may lead them after a time to follow it in the
right road ; but the case of others is beyond all hope from the
powers of rational argument. Their position is impregnable
while they remain within the fences of tneir ignorance, which is
to them as a wall of brass; for (as was well said, if I remem
ber right, by Bishop Warburton, of some bustling fanatics of
his own day) there is no weak side of common sense whereat we
may attack them. I f cases like these yield at all, it must be to
9ome treatment which suits the inveteracy of their nature, and
not to the weapons of reason. As psychological phenomena,
they are, however, well deserving of our study; teaching us,
among other things, how prone man is to turn his best facul
ties to evil purposes—ana how, at the suggestions of vanity
and other bad principles of his heart, he can become so far de
luded, as to fancy that he is doing honour to religion, while he
is sacrificing the common charities of life, and arraigning the
very workmanship of God.” (Pp. 151, 152.)
W hy should this bigoted hostility to science coexist so ex
tensively with pretensions to religious earnestness? and why
should it be so generally received by the people as a proof of
superior sanctity ? Christianity itself is not to blame. I t is in
accordance with the best and profouudest interpretations of the
divine workmanship exhibited in nature. The fault lies in the
system of clerical instruction; which not only excludes all re
gular instruction in the constitution of the external world and
its relations to human nature, (although these abound with
the most delightful and impressive examples of God's power,
wisdom, and goodness), but sedulously confines itself to the
teaching of dogmas. These dogmas are in general merely the
prominent tenets which distinguish the sect of the preacher; the
great practical precepts of the New Testament being often al
lowed to sink into comparative obscurity. The consequence is,
that individuals who confine themselves to religious studies are
grossly and deplorably ignorant of at least one-half of divine re
velation,—that which is addressed to the human faculties in the
great book of N ature; and they entertain extremely contracted
views even of Christianity itself. They are, therefore, the easy
dupes of every ignorant zealot who desires to attract notoriety*
by defending Christianity from what he calls the inroads of ii£
fidelity; in other words, who is ambitious of gaining a name,
for himself at the expense of Divine truth and of the real wel
fare of the community. The proper education of the people is
the only remedy for this disgraceful evil.
Our extracts present but an imperfect outline of the contents
of M t Sedgwick's volume. We wish that it had been printed in a
cheap form, and that it were diffused over the whole kingdom.
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W e trust that no one will imagine, that by addressing so many of
the foregoing remarks to Mr Sedgwick, we mean to shew him
any personal disrespect. Our object is exactly the reverse. W e
perceive in him moral and intellectual qualities that place him
in the higher class of minds, and set him above low and degrad*
ing prejudices. W e discover in him moral intrepidity, as
well as depth and comprehensiveness of intellect; and it is only
on such men that we have the least chance of making an im~
pression. Our science teaches us, that unless the higher quali
ties of mind are possessed by those to whom we address our ar->
guments in favour of a new and despised system of truth, we
may, in the words of Mr Sedgwick, “ as well waste our breath
on the stones of the wilderness.”

A R T IC L E I I.
AFFECTION OF T H E FAC ULTY OF LANGUAGE FROM
IN JU R Y OF T H E BRAIN.

A ctjttjous case of injury of the brain has been published in
No. 117 of the Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal, by
Professor Syme. It is worthy of the notice of phrenologists ort
account of the defect in the faculty of Language which accom
panied it. The principal facts are as follows.
George Moodie, aged twenty-eight, was admitted into the
Royal Infirmary on the 6th July 1833, on account of an injury
of the head, which he had sustained nineteen months before, and
from the effects of which he had not recovered. I t was stated;
that, on the 4th of January 1882, he had been found lying in
sensible at the foot of a high wall, from which he must have
fallen. H e remained unconscious of external circumstances for
four days, during which he occasionally moved the different
parts of his body, and expressed by cries and unconnected sentences that he was suffering uneasiness. A t the end of this pe
riod he regained his intelligence, but was found to have lost the
power of moving the left side of his body, and of articulating
words, with the exception of one or two of the simplest mono
syllables. He was, however, quite aware of his situation, and
understood all that was said within his hearing; while, at the
same time, he retained hardly any recollection of written or
rioted words.” This state having continued for some'months,
is head was carefully examined, and a slight semicircular ridge
was perceived a little above the forehead, on the left side of the
head, below which the bone seemed somewhat flattened. He
then came to town to get the depressed portion of the skull rev o l . ix.— n o . x u .
B
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moved; but D r Abercrombie and M r Syme considered an ope
ration unadvisable—the former regarding the symptoms as
“ indicative of a much more serious derangement of the brain
than could be supposed to result from so very slight a depres
sion.” On 6th July 1833 the patient, who had now become sub
ject to epileptic fits, again came to town, with the determined reso
lution of having an opening made in the injured part of the
bone; and, after due consideration, it was resolved to remove a
portion of the skull. The operation was performed on the 2£d
July, when it appeared that the internal table was not affected,
and the dura mater presented a natural aspect. I t was thought
unnecessary to carry the operation farther, and the edges of the
wound were brought togetner and stitched. The health of tho
patient improved, with little interruption, till the ninth d a y : he
then had a severe fit; after which he remained pale and almost
comatose. In the evening he had two fits. On the following
day he had four attacks in rapid succession; and on the eleventh
day he died.
** On dissection, the cranium and dura mater were found to
present nothing remarkable. When an opening was made into
the dura mater of the injured side, three or four ounces of tur
bid serum gushed out, and the membrane collapsed upon the
middle lobe of the
—the surface of which, instead of being
convex, was concave^ and very irregular, displaying a number
pf small elevations and depressions. A section being made
through this part, it was observed that the entire substance of
the middle lobe possessed an unusually tough consistence, and
was, throughout its whole extent, from above downwards, con
verted into a cavernous structure, the interstices of which were
occupied by serum. The lateral ventricles contained more fluid
than usual; and the inferior surface of the middle lobe was dis
coloured and soft. The only other morbid appearance observed,
was a very distinct ramollissement, to the extent of about a
shilling, but of little depth, on the inferior surface of the ante
rior lobes, corresponding with the bulbs of the olfactory nerves,
and the cribriform plate of the ethmoid bone.
“ There can be little doubt that the morbid appearances
which have been mentioned, with the exception of the softening,
which may be referred to the effect of inflammation, depended
upon the effusion of blood, which, being afterwards absorbed,
had its place occupied by serum. I t is certainly remarkable
.that so extensive a derangement of the cerebral structure should
not have been attended with more imperfection of the bodily or
mental faculties. Perhaps this may be accounted for in some
measure by the integrity of the right side of the brain, which
seemed to be perfectly sound every where, except the small part
corresponding with the cribriform plate, where it was diseased
on both sides.”
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By the kindness of Professor Syme, we had an opportunity
of examining this patient when in the Infirmary, and or observing
the singular affection of language, which the Professor describes.
The patient seemed to understand perfectly whatever was said
to hifit, but had scarcely any recollection of written or printed
words. T he great puzzle m such cases has always been to ex
plain how the patient could understand what was said to him,
when, at the very same time, he could neither attach words to
his own ideas, nor comprehend the meaning of written or printed
language. W e do not pretend to be able fully to solve the dif
ficulty ; but we think tnat M r Syme’s case admits, in one sense,
of an easier explanation than most of the others.
The general intelligence which the patient manifested, is per
fectly accounted for by the healthy state of both anterior lobes of
the brain, which constitute the organs of the intellectual faculties.
The only morbid appearance affecting them, was the softening
on their inferior surface over the cribriform plate of the ethmoid
bone, which must have implicated the convolutions belonging to
the organ of Form on both sides. W e were, not present at the
dissection, but were told by a phrenologist who witnessed it,
that the softening extended to the organs of Language also.
Professor Sytne’s description applies, however, almost exclusive
ly to the organ of Form, which was undoubtedly diseased.
As spoken language was understood, while that which was
written or printeaand presented to the eyes was not, may not
the disturbance of function in the organ of Form have been the
real cause why the association between certain visible forms or
letters and their meaning no longer existed ? W e believe that
it may, but are far from affirming that even the proof of its
being so would solve all our difficulties.—Considering that the
chief disorganization had its seat in the middle lobe, containing
the organs of propensities alone, and that those of intellect, with
the single exception above stated, were uninjured, we see no
reason for the surprise which the Professor expresses at the little
disorder which prevailed in the mental faculties. A t the same
time, it is only oy means of phrenology that the circumstance
Can be easily accounted for.
W e take this opportunity to repeat a caution already given
more than once in the pages of this Journal, on the subject of
Injuries of the brain. According to the ordinary way of speak
ing, a patient like Professor Syme's, who manifests no striking
disorder of mind, is said to retain aU his faculties unimpaired.
But on what evidence is this strong assertion made ? Moodie
could not speak, so that no one could obtain any clew to the ac
tual degree of intelligence which he retained. He looked intel
ligently when addressed, and answered connectedly bv signs;
but experience of this limited extent is far too imperfect to be
b
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admitted as a philosophical proof of the f u l l retention of for
mer powers. Even a person in a state of mild delirium will be*
come collected for a moment, and answer rationally when spoken
to ; but is that held to prove that the mind is unaffected ? W e
observed, and heard it remarked by others, that Moodie’s ex*
pression became vacant and null when he lay on his bed with
out any one addressing him; and we think it not unlikely, that
had he been able to converse, those who knew him intimately
would have recognised a change in the vigour of his mind. Are
we not all conscious, in fact, of our mental powers being affected
and our tempers rendered irritable by a feverish cold or fit of
indigestion P and is this effect not to be held as a reality, merely
because we still continue to act and speak as rational beings ?
I t is time to attend to such distinctions, and no longer to pro*
ound vague generalities in the place of precise ana accurate
nowledge.

E

A R T IC L E I I I .
CHARACTERISTICS OF T H E CARIBS.

W e had occasion lately to look into an extremely well written
book, entitled, “ Histoire Naturelle et Morale dee lies A ntilles”
published at Rotterdam in 1658; and were much%amused, as
well as interested, by a very careful description of the Caribs,
then inhabiting St Vincent’s and several others of the W est
India Islands. The author seems to have taken great pains in
observing and recording the manners and customs of these sa~
vages, and to have been unusually free from the prejudices so
often attached to civilization. He evidently possessed an ex
tensive acquaintance with the natural and civil history of man ;
and in noticing the prominent features and practices of Carib
life, he makes his narrative doubly instructive, by constantly
comparing them with similar traits and customs not only among
contemporaneous savages in other parts of the world, but also
among the rude inhabitants of Europe, as displayed in its earli
est authentic records.
The race of Caribs having now almost disappeared, it is in*
teresting to go back a hundred and seventy years to the pages
of an author who gathered his information from persons who
had lived amongst them while their numbers were still great,
and their natural character comparatively pure. Even at that
time, indeed, they had been driven from several of the islands
by the fire-arms and superior intelligence of the whites; but
they still abounded in St Vincent’s and a few other places, in
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each of which modifications of character were to be found. The
author warns the reader that his description is applicable chiefly
to the Caribs of St Vincent’s.
Our readers are well acquainted with the flattened and unintellectual forehead presented by the Carib skull. The author
says: “ Admiration being the daughter of ignorance, we ought
not to be surprised that the Caribs should be seized with a
profound astonishment at every thing of which they cannot
see the cause, and that they should be brought up in so much
simplicity, that in the greater number o f this poor people, one
would take it Jb r brutal s t u p i d i t y “ Most o f them were per«
suaded that gunpowder was the seed of a plant, and many in-*
sisted on having some to sow in their gardens,” where they
thought it would grow like cabbage. They never could get
over their astonishment at muskets, or conceive how they were
discharged. They saw the match applied to the cannons, and
thus accounted for their discharge; out believed that Matoya,
their evil god, set fire to the muskets. The Caribs were as bad
as those American Indians who, being employed by the Span
iards to carry letters and dispatches, could not conceive how the
news contained in them was conveyed, and at last fancied the
letters to have eyes and ears, and to tell what they saw. Act-*
ing on this belief, a party in charge of a letter, fearing its watch
fulness, hid it below a stone, that it might not see them steal
and eat some of their master’s melons!
Our author notices the inability of the Caribs to count be
yond the number of their fingers. Their extraordinary defi
ciency of Causality or reasoning power proved an insuperable
obstacle to their forming any conception of an omnipotent and
omnipresent God; and when the admirable arrangements of
Providence were pointed out as proofs, they listened patiently,
and answered, u M y Jriend9 you are very eloquent; I wish I
tould speak like you ;” and then added, that it was the earth,
and not God, that gave every thing. Monsieur de Monte),
finding a Carib at work on a Sunday, told him that “ the Being
who made the heaven and the earth would be angry with him,
as He had set apart that day for His own service.” The Carib,
unable to penetrate beyond what he saw with his eyes, replied
coarsely, “ I am angry at your God ; you say he is the ruler
of the world and of the seasons;—it is he, then, who has not
sent rain in due season, and has caused my manioc and potatoes
to die. Since he has used me so ill, I shall work all Sunday
to vex him.” This brutality, the author remarks, is like that
of another savage, “ who, when told that God was the author
of thunder, remarked that he could not he good, since he took
such pleasure in terrifying them with it.” Remarks like these
could proceed only from minds incapable of embracing general
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principles! or following out a chain of reasoning to its proper re
sults. They possess only that kind of acuteness which proceeds
from active knowing faculties jumping to a visible conclusion.
The Caribs were never able to comprehend the doctrines of
Christianity, and although many were baptized as a means of
rotection against one of their own demons, they always constered Christianity as ridiculous and unworthy of men.
Justice was not publicly administered amongst them. Every
one was his own avenger, and was held in contempt if he did
not resent injuries. They almost never stole from each other;
so that when any thing was missing from their huts, their first
exclamation was, “ A Christian has been here? After describ
ing their diabolical treatment of their enemies and prisoners of
war, and giving a horrid picture of atrocity and inhumanity,
the author adds, “ / confess that the sun would be right in aban
doning these barbarians, rather than assisting at such detestibh
solemnities; but, to act justly, he must also retire from many
of the countries of the continent of America, and even from
some of those of Africa and Asia, where like cruelties are per
petrated.”
T he Caribs were extremely fond of tbeir children, and the
mothers were tender and excellent nurses; which trait corre
sponds with the great development of PhUoprogenitiveness in
ail the Carib skims without exception, of which the Phrenolo
gical Society possesses casts. They were scarcely less kind to
the children of their neighbours, when the parents were absent
in war. They left the infant the free use of its limbs, and al
lowed it to roll about on the ground; and by this constant exer
cise most of them were able to walk at six months old, and all
of them were finely formed,—deformity, except from wounds,
being unknown amongst them. They were carefully taught
the various qualifications of an able warrior; to draw the bow,
endure hunger and fatigue, and cherish revenge against their
enemies. T o fit them for the first of these duties, it was a com
mon practice for the parents, almost as soon as the child was
able to walk, to tie its breakfast by a thread to the branch of a
tree, put a bow and arrow into its hands, and tell it to eat when
it could bring it down ; and no pity was shewn them if it fail
ed. As the children grew older, the breakfast was suspended
from a higher and higher branch, till at last their dexterity in
cutting the thread became almost incredibly great. This may
serve as a hint in our systems of education.
In accordance with their deficient reasoning powers, the author
remarks, that their language cannot express any relation “ which
does not fall under the notice of their five senses, except the
names of some good and evil spirits; but beyond this they have
no word to express any thing spiritual, such as undcrstanding9
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memory, or mitt, and they hare no comparatives or superlatives.”
They have names for only four colours, white, black, yeBow,
and red. Can this last have relation to a small development
of the organ of Colouring ? They are easily managed by kind
ness, but harshness totally fails. They have a strict regard for
cleanliness, which, he says, is extraordinary in savages.
The naivett of the author, in commenting on the omission of
swaddling in the treatment of infants, as was the universal cus
tom in Europe when he wrote, is very amusing. H e says that
the Carib mothers allow their infants to tumble about on beds
of cotton or dried leaves, without either bandage or swaddling
clothes; and that “ nevertheless (neantm oins) they do not be
come deformed, but grow marvellously well, and most o f them
become so robust that they can matte ahen siw months old™ and
all of them are straight and well m ade!! This he seems to
have considered a truly marvellous result, and it never once oc
curred to his simple and civilised understanding, that the savages
were in this respect reaping the reward of fulfilling the inten
tions of Nature, while his deformed countrywomen were enjoy
ing the necessary fruits of their own absurd aberrations. The
modern Europeans may gather an useful lesson from the testi
mony now quoted, if they choose to avail themselves of it.
In a future number we shall probably describe the Carib cha*
racter at greater length.

A R T IC L E IV.
T H E BOOK OF APHORISMS. B y a M odern P ythagorean.
gow s W . R. M ‘Phun. 1834. 12mo. Pp. 224.

Glas

T h is is a very entertaining and readable book, well fitted
for the perusal of loungers who like to pick up knowledge
where their aim is only to be amused. The title gives but an
imperfect idea of its contents, for it contains much that can
hardly be classed under the denomination of Aphorisms.
Though of unequal merit, its contents display, in general,'much
humour, sagacity, and knowledge of human nature. The topics
are extremely multifarious, but are mostly satirical, humorous,
literary, pugdistic, and philosophical. The style of the Apho
risms is pithy and concise. Tnere are among them some acute
phrenological allusions and remarks; a very natural circumstance
in a wort from the pen of the u Modern Pythagorean,”—this
personage being identical with the Philosopher o f Sleep, whose
work *, deeply tinged with Phrenology, was noticed in our 39th
Number. W e subjoin a few of the Aphorisms as a sample.
* The Philosophy of Sleep.

By Robert Macnish.
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“ Never believe a man to be clever on the authority of any of
his acquaintances. These reputed geniuses are very often block
heads.”
“ Those who are most ardently solicitous of obtaining praise,
and make the greatest efforts to attain it, are generally less suc
cessful than those who give themselves no trouble about the
matter. The latter often do unconsciously what procures this
kind of incense; while the extreme care and anxiety of the for
mer very often defeat the purpose they have in view,—so per
versely do people refuse a man what he longs for, and give him
what he is indifferent about”
“ There are some persons whose wrath is felt to be formidable,
and excites respect, even when grounded upon no rational pro
vocation. There are others, in whom the display of this passion,
though ever so justifiable, only gives rise to laughter, and isfelt
to be utterly ridiculous. Nor does this necessarily depend upon
the appearance and physical strength of the individual,—for I
have seen strong men whose anger, like that of a child, was
matter of derision, and excited neither respect nor fear; while
that of others, weak in body and insignificant in aspect, was at
once acknowledged to impress the spectators with both feelings;
and to inspire them with emotions of involuntary respect. All
this depends upon the force of the individu&rs character. A
dwarf with a great share of such energy may excite more respect
than a /pant who is destitute of it. Had Frederick the Great
moved in ordinary life, the unimposing slightness of his appear
ance would not have stood in the way of making his resentments
be powerfully felt. I t is owing to such causes that there are
some men whom people are indifferent about angering, and
others whom they would not offend for almost any considera
tion.”
“ The most difficult thing in the world is to talk good non
sense. No person can do it but one of first-rate ability. The
nonsense of a man of genius is better than other people's sense.”
“ I never knew a person with a badly developed head who
was a believer in Phrenology.”
“ Great power of mind, and great elegance of manners, are
nearly incompatible. It is difficult for a man of genius to be
an adept in tne graces of the drawing-room. Powerful minds
have an originality and intractability about them, which render
it extremely difficult for them to fall into that ease and conven
tional politeness, which are considered to constitute the finished
gentleman. The politeness of a man of genius is more that of
nature than of art.”
“ It was a good remark of Swift's, that a man was too proud
to be vain. Vanity and pride are the moral antipodes of each
other: there is not the slightest affinity between them. A really
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proud man has such a high opinion of himself, as to be indifFe~
rent about what others think of him : a vain man has such mis*
givings about himself, that he is constantly on the qui vive for
approbation, and for ever doing what he conceives will pro*
cure it."
“ Great linguists are, for the most part, great blockheads. I
say nothing of Sir William Jones, the Admirable Crichton, and
other exceptions to the rule; but,.generally speaking, what I
state holds true. To master a variety of languages, requires
only one talent, and that by no means a high one, viz. a good
verbal memory, which is sometimes possessed in great perfec
tion even by simpletons and idiots. I t is difficult for men of
very strong and original minds to become good linguists; they
are so much taken up with substantialities, that they think little
about words. Res, non verba, quaso, is their motto. The
knowledge of a number of languages does not communicate a
single new idea; it only gives the power of expressing what
you already know, in a variety of ways. ‘ I would rather,' as
Spurzheim says, ‘ acquire one new idea than twenty ways of ex
pressing an old one.' I f men of great genius are occasionally
formidable as linguists, they are so in spite of their genius, which
rather stands in their way than assists them ; and they would
have been still greater linguists, if thev had possessed their
powerful verbal memory accompanied with less original talent."
“ If you hear a man pretending to be very stupid, depend
upon it he thinks himself a very clever fellow."
“ Persons with' small, fine, compressed lip , have generally
much sensitiveness of character, accompanied with great irrita
bility, and a tendency to be finical and particular."
“ Should you meet with a young man who is exceedingly
sensible, and neither talks nor can relish nonsense, you may
rely upon it he has no genius of any kind. If, in addition to
bis great load of sense, he is a theatrical critic, and bores the
company about acting, actors, and such stuff, you may safely
pronounce him a blockhead."
“ Decision of character is often confounded with talent. This
is particularly the case with the fair sex. A bold, masculine, ac
tive woman always gets the name of clever, although her intel
lect may be of an humble order, and her knowledge contempti
ble."
“ Never judge of a man's honesty or talents by the certificates
he produces. Such documents are just as likely—or rather
much more so—to be false as true. The greatest knave can, at
all times, obtain them in proof of his integrity ; and any illite
rate blockhead may, by their means, make himself appear one
o f the most learned and accomplished men of the age. . No de
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gree of knavery or stupidity is the least bar is the way of ob
taining the most splendid and unqualified testimonials.”
“ The most obvious inferences often escape the observation of
the most sensible men. Take the following as an example
Sir William Hamilton thought he had the phrenologists oy the
heels when he discovered that Voltaire, who despised religion,
had a large organ of Veneration. This was absurd. Voltaire
was a notorious free-thinker. He .did not believe in Christianity,
and consequently could not venerate it*” •
“ One of the,greatest mysteries stai the expression of the hu
man eye. I t depends upon something beyond mere organisa
tion, for.I haveapro th^eyasof fcwovperson* which in their struc
ture and colour ¿pert, apparently* »quite, the same, and yet the
ocular expression of each individual was perfectly different
Some owe the expression of their countenance chiefly to the
eyes, other* to tbs m outh; nor is it, upon the* whale, easy to
say which feature is tbem ost expressive. T h e intellect, I be
lie v e , is mqre especially communicated b y the eyes, and the
feelings, by the rmouth. I never knew a man of imaginative
genius who had not fine eyes.”
“ I t has been the occasion of surprise/to many* that Switzer
land, the most romantic country » Europe, haaoever produced
a poet They imagine that the scenery should generate poetry
in the minds of the inhabitants; but this is confounding the
cause with theeffeet. I t is Bot.the scenery*which makes the
poet, but the mind of the poet which mokes poetry of the scenery.
Holland» perhaps the tamest district»!» theworid, has produced
some good poeta; iand our own immortal Milton was bora and
brought up amid the smoke of London.«. Spenser, the most
fanciful of poets, was also a Cockney.”
“ In the modern education of children* ton much time is de
voted to the cultivation of the .mind, and tooiitUe to that of the
body. W hat is the consequence ? T he intellect, from such
premature and excessive exertion, and the body, from an oppo
site cause—a want of exertion—are both injured* The mind
should never be forced on, but allowed to acquire strength with
the growth of the body; and the inmgotetion of the latter,
above all, ought to be encouraged, as upon it depends most ma
terially the future health of the individual. Education should
be made a pastime with children, and not a task. The young
mind, when forcibly exerted, becomes weakened, and a prema
ture decay of its energies takes place. I t ia scandalous, as well
as absurd, to see the manner.in which children are confined se
veral hours together within the walls of a school-house. Some
parents declare that they cannot bear to see their offspring idle;
out when a child is enjoying itself in the open air, and acquit-
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iog health, it cannot be said to be idle. W ith health comes
strength of body, mid with strength of body strength of mind.
“ I f you wish to impose upon stupid people, be very myste
rious and unintelligible. The less you are understood, the more
highly will you rise in their estimation. The great secret of the
success of many popular preachers, consists in hambooEling their
bearers. Sensible, intelligible preachers are seldom popular.
This may be received as an uncontrovertible fact.”
u W hen a roan is offended at being called a blockhead, it is
a proof that he is so in reality. Clever men only laugh at being
so denominated.”
“ There are some people upon whom it is impossible to affix a
nickname: there is a propriety or force of mind about them,
which repels the soubriquet, and makes it rfecoil with shame up«
on the contriver. There is an essential want about a man upon
whom a nickname is easily fastened; he is either very weak, or
has some very absurd point in his character.”
“ I f you see a man extremely and systematically grave, the
chances are that he is a blockhead, who, conscious of his defi
ciencies, wishes to make his gravity pass for profound wisdom.
None have less gravity than1 men of genius. They are not
afraid to unbend and become playful and sportive, as is the
case with the pompons and the stupid.”
46 Never praise or talk of your children to other people, for,
depend upon it, no person except yourself cares a single farthing
about them.”
“ Two servants who have much Combativeoess and Self-es
teem in their dispositions seldom agree together. A sharp col
loquial fire, with a graceful touch of Billingsgate* may, in such
a case, be expected between the parties. One servant, however,
of this temperament, and one who is not, may not only live in
the most perfect harmony, but come to like each other very
much, the milder unconsciously giving way to, and acknowledg
ing the supremacy of the stronger spirit.”
“ There is perhaps not an instance of a man of genius having
had a dull woman for his mother, though many nave had fathere stupid enough, in all conscience. Talent, therefore, is
much more communicable to the offspring from the maternal
side than from the other. I f a man wishes to have clever chil
dren, this may perhaps serve him as an apology for marrying a
woman of talent, should all other excuses be wanting "
“ A story-teller, or dealer in anecdote, is an abomination that
ought to be expelled from all well-regulated societies. A man
of an original and truly powerful mind never deals in anecdotes,
unless it ne for the purpose of illustrating some general principle*
Weak-minded people are all addicted to the vice. I f a person
of this description begins to annoy a company with his or her
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twaddle, a good cure for it is to affect deafness—a very convenient infirmity at times. Another is—as soon as he begins to
tell a story, pretend that you have already heard, and are fami
liar with all its particulars. A dose or two of this is a sickener.9*
“ Cleverness imposes much more upon an ordinary person
than talent. The former is a light, smart, manageable commo
dity, and can shew to advantage in a hundred situations* where
the latter cannot be brought to bear. A clever man is smart*
lively, talkative, and self^conoeited: a man of talent is seldom
either the one or the other. T he former is more popular with
the million, because bis intellect approaches more nearly to the
caliber of their own.* »»
“ The English have obtained the reputation of being the
most suicidal nation in Europe? ^Tbisjie ibaeouratc: our neigh
bours, the Fuenoh, aH infinitely .knQre [add«ted iO’the crime of
self-murder* Let any one who doubts this 1visit 4he M orgue in
Paris .19
! * l-•
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NECESSITY OF POPULAR EbtfC ATIO N, AS A NATIONAL OBJ E C T ; W IT H H IN T S ON T H E T ^ E A T M E ^ T OF CRIM INALS,
AND OBSERVATIONS ON HO M ICIDAL IN SAN tTYi , B r J ames
S imps<Jx , Advocate. Edinburgh: A. A Ci. Blacky and Longman & Co.
London. 1#34. ' l^tno. pp. 402.

E ducation basrftr. gfcany years been a (favourite study with
M r Simpson 2 it isa subject on whioh heIm.readvand thought,
and writtem milch $whiJcvAt the'Sametiuitejas atr(active Direct
or of the Edinburgh Infant Sehool* and the lathee of a family*
he has bad ample opportunity of submitting his Opinions to the
ordeal of experience. *I t Jwas Phrenology wbich'fil-st directed
M r SimpsonY Attention >in a particolar ntonder to education;
and from that science, have been; (derived this'most/important
views. The present work» is phrenofegtcal lhrotiigfanut; but the
author has carefully reftasnea from.alludingto •Gall and Spursbeim* and from, employing technical tern»***-«» order that the
phrenological notions might find their »way without obstruction
into quarters frooi which prejudice would otherwise have com
pletely debarred* them. H e lays no» claim to originality of
thought, but only to the-merit of arranging and putting together
scattered materials previously in existence. “ The reader*91 says
he, “ who is familiar with works on education, will scarcely dis
cover in these pages a thought which in substance he has not
met with before; but if he shall find known thoughts in com
binations different from any in which he may hitherto have re
cognised them, and better adapted to the great end to which
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they were directed, the utmost success for which the author
dares to look, will have attended his humble labours. A new
combination, for a beneficial end, of existing constructions, is an
invention entitling to the royal patent. Every one is welcome
to claim for himself, or any one else, any such stray idea, if he
detects it in the following work; all the author asks is the use
of it.” Notwithstanding this modest declaration, many valuable
original suggestions are to be found in the work.
In the first chapter M r Simpson discusses the effects of igno*
ranee on the condition of the labouring population. Of this
class he describes successively the physical, intellectual, moral,
and religious condition» “ The physical condition of the whole
class of manual labourers*?' he truly observes, **is much worse
than it might be rendered* and reqdeved by shemsettes, if they
were more enlightened *than-»they m e? By neglecting' ventilation, cleanliness, 4and properly (regulated exerbise, their health
is seriously injured, ana their enjoyment of life diminished; and
when to all this, says Mr Simpson, is superadded the curse of
ardent spirits, “ the physical degradation of the manual labourer
is complete«” To crown/ the «vily the ruined constitutions of
rents descent} to their p^ildrcn, wjhose treatment during inicy, being d^ict^d jby ignorance, is eminently calculated still
farther to aesproy their health.
The \ntdlecty,ul condition of the working classes is next des
cribed. This, says Mr Simpson, “ we can scarcely expect, after
what has been said of their physical, to find much more ad*
vanced ; it i9 iiu truth very low, and?frttts‘itfWir with fewer ex
ceptions of importance. • Whtr has not felt and deplored, in bis
intercourse with nearly the whole class, even wbait are deemed
the most 4 decent" and respectable, the mass of prejudice, su
perstition, and general ignorance, which he is doomed to en
counter ? The working man rarely knows how to better his lot
in life, by rational reflection on causes and consequences, found
ed on early acquaintance with the simpler principles of trade;
the state of particular employments, the legitimate relation be
tween labour and capital and between labourer and employer,
the best employment of surplus earnings, the value of character,
the marketable importance, to say no more, of sober and moral
habits and intelligence, in short, on any practical views of the
circumstances which influence his condition. On the contrary,
lie is the creature of impressions and impulses, the unresisting
slave of sensual appetites, the ready dupe .of the quack, the
thrall of the fanatic, and, above all, the passive instrument of
the political agitator, whose sinister views and falsehoods he is
unable to detect, and who, by flattering his passions and preju
dices, has power to sway him, like an overgrown child, to his
purposes of injustice, violence, and destruction. He is told ia
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the harangue from the waggon, and he believes the demagogue's
hypocritical slang, that his class, because the most numerous*
are the most enlightened, and generous, and noble,—that they
ought to make the laws, and rule the state; nay that their will
ought to be law, as their judgment is absolute wisdom. The
poor man who believes this, will believe ‘any thing, and will act
on his belief as a fetody instrument bf’Violence. Witness the
peril of the mCrdy accused* but* yet ymtrfed and uneonvicted,
who chane* ttpfal) ftfed^his naftds; 4Ad ttisfoglg hint in the street
will raise’tb* Wdbflgaittkian itUiddetiV pCffeonf witn&s, too, the
eagerjdestrtmtibW df i f t r i e h h W t y U i W t H e mad burn
ing of food; Can
fbtget^m^^eover, t h d w y <tod violence with
which beneyoleAtl
MdM the chdlerawaS repelled,
under the fotpiiMioU that!
the disease to
obtain subjueu’for dlteCfcltidrtf,' ari«t'toCnt7tfcle fength ¿ f poisoning
the water1ln * { - 1‘"
=-»i* .'tr* i-»!*1 *i ^ :'» . ¡1 . .-r>i .
Though we teadily grtWt1 that thilttttfcybd *tYaccurate picture
of the stateof)tht*fm^reiabble,o r ‘Scum1b f the Wbrting'population
in every phrt ofUlie'deuntty, we ekiftOC b rif regard it as much
overcharged^iil-Wladott'Vo^the grettt^btidy^of^operatives in Bri
tain, Wei'bdHette'k
apply MeVafby fW triafty bf the cottonspbiners in forge h&nttf<Jkrt&rlftg‘tbWns» nuch as Manchester and
Glasgow; but* oh surveying the 2tftadesnkn and ’tnechanics of
gcotlaud-^Msfld: wfe are httlined'to’ fttid, o f England too—it will
be found* th tttth c y h u w k'mnCh
proportion Of shrewd«
ness and'&Agitdtyi and are1by no irieaftsf so 'much the creatures
of impressiode 'and IrfrpUteefc, the* uttrfeiStihg dtavfcfc of sensual
appetites, and' tho»passfv^tools of every’poHfiCal ¡quack, as M r
Simpson represents «hem* llo b 0: 1 He&dttdtgj ihdeedythe exist
ence of tiumerous'excepfions; but ff tve know the Condition of
the labouringf^popedatibn^he m istakes'the 1exceptions for the
general'mle. ifl'de&riblflg the Mdrttt^M&nRgibHs degrada
tion of this date, he seettiS «0 n s ttf'foM ihtb>'thfc Same error.
There can (bd no doubt* however, that) hV rdigioftaiid moraKty,
the lower US' w d lw riro h ig h te r t o d e t t t f t i f l ltithetitably de
ficient, and thAt' the/ittlhwwetftetit df'thdt'education is loudly
called fo r.^ T h e htefltewfiey1 cff,4hdiilab6urrid f>'the clergy is
well commawfed'bn'imrti*^foUbwittglseiitencH;
4< Fornonefctf our'WStfts fn sO^much'prdvisfen made as for our
religious. "Them iw»errcfr somewhere. Fhr indeed is it from
my though tstflb b p u ietiatw i to1the ek&ltaftt'men who are la
bouring ta * excavate the pebpte from the mass o f heathenism
in which they are so firmly imbedded.’ They have no power
over an erroneous system, and one not of their own creating.
But the application of their part of the process is premature.
It is as if th&metallufgist were to attempt to melt the gold be
fore it is worked out o f the vein; education is the only excavat-
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n u process ; preaching, in ils utmost conceivable perfection, is
a defective e n g in e far the purpose; purely doctrinal preaching is
utterly impotent.
“ I f education shall elevate, as. it will be shewn that education
alone can, the intellectual and moral, and, by necessary cons»,
quence, improve the physical, condition of man, education is the
human means which .must greatly aid in preparing him to re
ceive religious, impression? «¿hein gpnnina spirit,, and to apply
them to their
.«be, sparer went
forth to soar,, ft? soft .am pfiepapad-,, ^hift.p^tmwsjpreparmtio»
is so plainly peifacri PttVf»bftflrPWhjW.ltkftt Ù Wipri»®g that
any one cap joe? « $ t,,flf •&/., JttïWWiWl his way tfepnrpaied
ground, w h e n c e ,
praywndt. H e
did noUntpw*, to^lM Pftr^.^o^il^.thetBct.Qfjaw ing the seed,
else the,^eqd
offii'vifltue on the
bare wayside, and risen and ripened even among the thorns. I
shall ba*ft-flm fm tpin*prv?tt Jtb^imptntant.«d>jaet of, a legi
timate usejof,|l»MwanfpJVai»4otbese,navK#i;^twithitGod,8 means*
for they amitbe,wwhia9 thrift? fan^WrWhiabjHa haft bestow
ed that thw rfu ay.toeftp lp w lf «ad, as (sutdt^twsft i he perfectly,
recondleawe.wiftnfrailwhlacid aaripfcur»! y w M f, spiritual in
fluences, wlùch^OinwrinccivV/lHIt^oV^-taaçMtadfC%»#ans regard

as direct .ndrarinrs
shcyldhe so Bttle
visible^nud sp, limited dj W hat ,dte dhridemted’feduoariataal pre
paration shall be .which, will aid-in .furniriwagitlft ¡im p u ta to
Christianity^ not. only (or § u u d a y ,t a far. every .dayi of tho
week, will, appear w bfpX w m plo
infant education.’’
The autbprittai'flfdyfcto to the glafiag[de#cifenric» of the
present eoiwaciofi infM’bOÙPfi and, to »hegnevous-erfor of those
who regard kflnwledgB'gf reading, «rtag^anditfahw aag, as o f
them seiveathonprkanf AtveliiaduuatediiPMtoj (Weicannot fol
low his excellent remarks»»,detail, and- shall, aiwply mention the
conclusion at which-he vunrivep ;>which»», that! “ if * , national sys
tem of education,is tp, stoprat* reading,,writing, and Ciphering, k
would save,much trouble, and often i disappointment, act to at
tempt it at aü," In rips’sentiment we fully penewti •

Having disctimedidQ, the.iflm. obapfatiith? eduditiott'of the
« mnnunl labour cisco,? Mr, Simpson proceeds, in'chapter second,
to shew the sfifeots » f ipiperftct educBtion pn ‘the, condition of
what are generally regarded: as, the <*,educated «tosses." The
moderate amount of.saaUy useful ami pracricpl .knowledge which
ostensibly welLedueated individuals ,mott frequently possess, and
the selfishness, pride,, and intolerance which prevail amongst them,
are strongly remarked upon ; after which the author notices, in
his usual happy style, various other signs of barbarism yet exist
ing around us. “ A catalogue of our social defects," says he,
“ all referable to the education wherewith we are mocked, might
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be expatiated upon to the extent of a volume; the remnants
these, of barbarism which still clings to us and our institutions,
customs, habits, and manners. I will venture to enumerate a
few of these. W e direct yet, for example, an evil eye to our
fellow-men in other communities, and speak of our ‘ natural ene
mies !’ W e are disgraced by national jealousies, national antipa
thies, commercial restrictions, and often offensive war. W e have
our game laws and criminal code also to account for. Brought
to the standard of sound ethics <and reason, there are many of
our customs that have as little >chance as these o f escaping the
reproach of barbarisms, which an educated people would disown;
cruel rural sports,'for example, fox-htmUog, horse-racing, bet
ting, gambling; priee-fightingt, duelling, and. excessive convivi
ality. Tiie character and engrossing claims >of runal sports, as
they are colled, will astonish a . future better educated age.*
Such-an age will^scarcely believe < th e butcher work that then
befell' the unsparing slaughter of all that is furred and feather
ed and 'finned, in- field and flood, Son mountain, moss, and
m oor;" they will discredit the graft of the.hitnUog stage of the
race upon a civilisation, at its lowest, immensely dir advance of
that stage; they will .reject the. story that the boast of the Iro
quois and the Esquimaux was also the distinction of the most
polished ornaments of ourdiwwiog,K>otn%-«-na9ely.the havoc of
their unerring aim, the life thby hsve extmguished, tlie blood
they have slud, the*<hcad;of game" they have gloried over as
trophies ^spread out dead before them, and the larders which
they have outdone the butcher jn. stocking 1. . Aliiis not right in
our habits: of thinking,«--in other , word* in ou r education,—
when our ‘ elite" can claim, and multitudes'can accord, a cer
tain distinction to a ‘ capital shot," the.viotor in iwhaft the Olym
pics knew nob—(.a steeple Qhace," :or tbe »proprietor of a pony
which can trot sixteen miles an hour {""
In the same chapter Mr Simpson paints out the effects of ig
norance in producing had health, and in leading to fake views
of the aim of life. Its operation in the latter ease he exempli
fies by referring to the pursuits of young man bom to large for
tunes, who have succeeded in minority to their paternal estates,
and, on attaining majority, are entitled to pursue happiness in
their own way. “ It is quite lamentable,"9 says he, “ to observe
the humbling, the debasing course they almost always adopt.
Rational views of themselves, of human nature, and of the in
stitutions of society, would be invaluable to such individuals;
but they have no adequate means of obtaining them, while posi• “ I say engrossing claims; for I grant that killing game is as legitimate as
killing mutton, and do not quarrel with a subordinate and moderate resort
to the field by those whose main avocations are more useful and dignified.
It is a healthful exercise; I cannot concede to it a higher merit.”
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tiveiy false views have been implanted in their minds by a perverted education.” A very instructive case of a young man of
this description is then detailed, but to this we have room only
to allude.
Among the causes of the evils which afflict the upper ranks,
the author rightly considers the absence of any thing like ade
quate moral-training as one of the most prominent. H e shews that
moral education'has long been appreciated and recommended by
philosopher«, thotighit is oaly now that ithrir advice is-begin
ning to be foltowed. Milton and Locke both advocated moral
training. The letter, in his “ Thoughts eooeferning tEduca
tion,” says : “ Learning must be :had b u t in.thesecond place,
as subservient only to greater qualifiés* Serif out - somebody
(as your son7« tu to rs that imiy know ihonr discreetly to form
his manners! place him inihands'whePD you^mky asjmuch as
possible secure his'inndceitee, cherish and •nurse up-the* good,
and gently correct and weed out any bad indhmffcions, and set.
tie him in good'habits. » T his is the main point, and. this being
ovided for,~learning may be had'into -the* bargain.?? Lord
ames also hasilhe fdtowiWexcettent remarks;
Jt<appenrs
unaccountable Chat oitr teachers gener*%J have direct©a their
instructions to the head, wkh very little attention to die heart
From Aristotle dew»-to Loeke, -books «witbout number have
beeneomposed for cultivating and improving the underatanding :
few in proportion fat cultivating and* improving, the affections.
Yet surely, as man is intended to be more an active than a con
templative beings the educating« b f a young man to behave properly in society, is of stiU greater importance than the making
nim even a Solomon farkmawledge.” •
■i »
M r Simpson is>a decided opponent of the sacrifice of to many
years to classical education-as are. generally devoted to it. H e
fully discusses the advantages claimed for it by its advocates,
and successfally points* out its bad effects in a moral point of
view. Of bis nemurkb on this subject our space will, admit only
a short specimen
The advocates of thé dead languages uni
formly avoid, o r at'least* mistake, the true ground of the contro
versy. T hey expatiate-on the* absolute merits of ddssioal litera
ture, but never dream *of comparing it with the education which
it excludes. When'the* question, however* is set on this* latter
ground, it is’CapaUe of great abridgment 9 •for, though we should
grant much of absolute* value to the actual attainment of classi
cal accomplishment, the experience of-centuries* has demonstrat
ed that it is of value to so few of those* who are foroedto pursue
it, that the patient repetition of the error from generation to
generation,—the unquestioned duty of each oblivious father to
enter his son in the classical curriculum, as he was entered by his
son's grandfather, in which he is to devote years to what is ex?
VOL. i x . — n o . x l i .
c
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pected to be faithfully forgotten, more nuyorum,—affords a strik
ing proof of the force of an ignorant custom enthralling an imperfectly educated people. Were the actual value, then, of
classical study tenfold what it is, if it be true that ninety-nine
in every hundred who engage in it fail, and ior centuries have
failed, of attaining to that degree of proficiency which is of any
value at all, then classical study is not. the proper education for
ninety-nine in every hundred of those who at present lose their
time in the pursuit of it; and who, as there is no substitute, are
left uneducated to all useful practical ends and purposes. W hat
is therefore' wanted, is to abolish the exclusiveness of the dead
languages ; to allot them their proper place as subjects of
study; to raider them easily accessible to all who seek them,
either as necessary to a learned profession, as a direct gratifica
tion of taste, or as an elegant accomplishment; and at the same
time to substitute in early and general education, objects of
study more practically useful, which, from their nature, will be
better remembered, and will furnish the substantial power of
knowledge and resource for life. All the real benefit ta society
from the classics, will thus be preserved; it being obvious that
no benefit accrues in any way whatever, either to the student or
the community, from their stated oblivion.” The author sup
ports his opinions by the high authority of Milton and Locke.
In chapter third is given a succinct, dear, and comprehen
sive view of the faculties of man, and their relative objects. “ I f
the being to be educated,1” says he, “ is man, some knowledge
of his nature would seem to be a requisite preliminary to his
actual education. Treatises abound in which we are told that
man ought to be trained according to his nature, in harmony
with his faculties; but, with a few recent exceptions, no educa
tional writer has made an attempt which deserves the name of
systematic, to inquire what that nature is, or those faculties are.
The trainers of horses and dogs proceed much more philosophi
cally ; they leave nothing to hazard, but study, with the utmost
care, the distinguishing qualities of the animals, and apply the
best treatment to those qualities. But anv kind of training is
held good enough for the human animal, and moreover any
kind of trainer who professes to undertake the office. When
the principles which ought to regulate education are understood,
this grievous error will be corrected. I t will then be known,
and the knowledge acted upon, that education is a process cal
culated to qualify man to think, feel and act9 in a manner most
productive o f happiness. I t will be known that he has a certain
constitution of body and mind, having certain definite relations
to beings and things external to itself, and that in these relations
are the conditions of bis weal or woe. Education will then be
seen to have three essentials^—firsts by early exercise to improve
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the powei s and faculties, bodily and mental secondly, to im
part a knowledge o f the nature and purposes o f these powers and
faculties ;—and, thirdly, to convey as extensive a knowledge as
possible o f the nature o f external beings and things, and me re
lations o f these to the human constitution”
Now, as it is Phrenology alone that furnishes a practical analysis of the human mind, and makes known the faculties to be
improved, education must continue to be vague, misdirected,
and inefBdient; afe ithasr hitherto been; unless tne aid of the new
philosophy5b e callb& in. M r Simpson has accordingly intro
duced with much skill an account of the human faculties as re
vealed by Phrenology, in such a way as to avoid collision with
the prejudices of unphrenological readers. His mode of proving
to such readers the existence of the faculties established by Phre
nology is to describe them in succession, and to challenge the
reader to deny their existence. MI feel so confident,” says he,
“ that all my postulates as to human powers, impulses, instincts,
or faculties,— for we need not dispute about names,—will be
conceded to me, from the impossibility, as I humbly view it, of
refusing the concession, that I am content to peril the whole ar
gument, upon the admission by every educated person«—First,
that the impulses now to be enumerated form constituent parts
of man ; and, Secondly, that, as is true of the physical struct
lu re and organic functions, each is related to some object or ob
jects in nature, moral or physical, external to itself, but directly
pointing to it, upon which it is exercised. I wish it, however;
to be distinctly understood, that I do not found upon physiolo
gical evidence of the truth of the analysis of faculties which I
am humbly to offer, because that evidence is not generally ad
mitted ; I do not require to trace each faculty to a disputed
cerebral origin ; the faculties shall be merely* metaphysically
submitted seriatim to the reader's judgment, and his own expe
rience appealed to ; and any one which he does not recognise
in man, I am quite contented that he shall reject. If, too, he
does not think the relative object correctly added to each facul
ty as we advance, that too he is at perfect liberty to disallow.*
A luminous and accurate description of the faculties is then
given ; this is followed by some useful general observations
applicable to them all ; ana the chapter is concluded by a short
dissertation on what has been accomplished by M r Combe in
throwing light upon the Deity's moral government of the world.
T he fourth chapter is entitled “ On Education, as adapted to
the faculties—Infant Education." In this chapter the author
expounds at considerable length the principle that each faculty
must be exercised directly on its own objects,—explains the nature
of physical, moral, and intellectual education,—and discusses in
detail the manner in which infant training ought to be conduct
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ed. There are also some very just observations on the religious
instruction of children, and on the employment of medals and
prizes as a stimulus to exertion: and, finally, the objections
urged against infant schools by persons ignorant of the princi
ples by which they are regulated, are successfully demolished*
The education of children after the sixth year forms the
subject of chapter fifth. Lessons from objects, according to
the Pestalozzian system, áre now to be more extensively given
than at the infant school; by which means the pupils will acquire
considerable knowledge of the extéfoál world. After this, M r
Simpson propóses to give them some ácquáiñtañce with their
own nature. ^ W hy, he asks, <4 should riot the' pypil, who
has reached nine or ten years of áge, begin to Jcdo^ 1the faculties
of his mind ? Is there aiiy thing in those, fot’example, which
have beefi detailed in this treatise, which may not be made as
plain to him ás the lessons on objects and their qualities ? There
is no need for leading him deeply into metaphysical inquiry on
the functions of his raculties: a simple elementary knowledge of
them and their every-day modes of operation, above all, their
inseparable connexion with their related objects, might be im
pressed on his mind in such a manner as not only to be perfectly
comprehended by him ,' but firmly impressed on his memory,
and applied in nis ordinary experience. This branch should
constitute a paramount object of concern with the teacher; he
should spare no pains to put bis pupils completely and intelli
gently in possession of it. The transition will be easy from the
analysis or the fhculties to their ethical combination, made plain
to the young in their daily intercourse* I have seen the expe
riment triea on children under twelve years' of age with the
most flattering success; they have manifested a knowledge and
estimate of motives, and a readiness in appreciating, and even
regulating conduct, far above what the great mass of the * edu
cated' ever dreamed of being necessary to intelligent existence."
He thinks also that the pupils may “ with great Case and ad
vantage be familiarised with the general structure of their own
bodies, and with the functions of the digestive and other organs,
which bear the most obvious relation to the preservation of
health and strength ; while uncleanly and unwholesome habits
may be set prominently before their eyes, with their effects on
health and life fully spread out to their view." Geography,
Astronomy, History, Geometry, Mechanics, Natural History,
and Natural Theology, as branches of education, are next treated
of; but we pass on to what is said about political instruction,
with M r Simpson's views on which subject we completely agree.
“ Incidentally," says he, throughout the whole time of the
pupil in the school, and particularly in the latter years of his
attendance, he should receive much and anxious instruction on
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the subject of his political state, and his ]x>sition as a member of
the social system. There is no greater novelty in education
than th is; hitherto there has been an utter blank here. The
elder pupils should be perfectly familiar with their social rights
and duties, the principles and simpler practice of the constitution
and government, the tunctions of representatives and of electors,
the nature and powers of judicial establishments, the trial by
jury, and the functions of magistrates, justices of the peace, ana
officers of the law, of all ranks and degrees. There is nothing
in all this that a boy of twelve years of age may pot comprehena
and store up as knowledge, as easily as he would translate
Caesar. The knowledge would be given him in a series of les
sons, and his progress ascertained by repeated examinations;
and when he shall come to exercise his nghts as a citizen, his
early elementary training will be of great value to him.
“ Lessons on political economy, the nature and principles of
trade, commerce, manufactures, and money, will follow elemen
tary views of pojitical condition. Liberal relations may then be
inculcated, and all the self-defeating prejudice and selfishness of
dealing among nations and individuals anticipated .and prevented.
National antipathies ought to be especially reprobated. There are
a few plain principles or political economy of whjch no individual
ought to be ignorant, such as the balance of demand and supply,
the doctrine of wages, of employer and workman, the economy
of labour, the division of labour, the effect of competition, of
overtrading, of machinery, of poor-laws, and pauperism,' with
all its degradation when not induced by unavoidable misfortune,
&c/"
T h e sixth chapter is devoted to the consideration, of Civil
History as a study for youth. The following extract will give
the reader some idea of M r Simpson's opinions
“ Before history can be properly taught, it must be properly
written. It mu6t be written under the direction of an enlight
ened philosophy of mind and human nature, and the sound
ethics of the supremacy of the moral sentiments and intellect.
I t ought to be viewed as a record of the manifestations of the
faculties of man, and—the distinction of the animal from the
moral faculties, the truth that creation is arranged op the prin
ciple of favouring virtue, being kept in view—its events should
be classed according to their relation to the higher or lower feel
ings of humanity; exalting the former as worthy of approbation
and imitation; and reprobating the latter according to their
place in the scale of vice or crime, to which, in abuse, they es
sentially belong. The historian thus guided would not worship
the false splendour of the Greeks and Romans,—a worship too
unequivocally indicative of a sympathy in ourselves with the
lower feelings, out of which that false splendour arose;—but
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tracing through all their ramifications and tortuosities» to th a t
ultimate inevitable retribution, acts fundamentally immoral or
criminal, would sternly refuse to them the slightest shelter from
universal execration, m the most dazzling feats of heroism, the
most munificent dispensation of plunder, the finest taste, or
most gorgeous magnificence. The same guiding principles
would impart to history a philosophical character, which would
give it the highest practical value* and instead of an unedifying
monotony of vice and ,crime* would'Render it a continued illus
tration of principle, and an*’instructive guide to national prac
tice.*”
.*
«.»,
The details of a .national p lanof popular, education, are sug
gested in chapter seventh* which is tone of gréai? interest. The
author contends for the institution ^ free schools by thonation ;
because experience proves that even the most triflingfees have
the effect of preventing attendance,*«—thàt private benevolence is
of little avail in establishing and upholding scbof>ls,~-^md that
popular ignorance is a great national evil, peopling our prisons
and our hospitals, desolating the land with pauperism, taxing us
for the costly machinery of political establishments and criminal
judicature, and, at the 6ame time, deducting from the happiness
of every feeling man, by making him witness and live surround
ed by the numberless sufferings which it entails upon an im
mense body of the community. u Pay for it who may,” says
M r Simpson, “ the education of the working elasses never has
been, nor ever will, for it cannot, be paid by themselves. Be
sides inability, there is another obstacle to any thing like effort
by that class to obtain education for their children, and that is,
their utter indifference to it, arising from ignorance of its advan
tages. The very ignorance which we deplore is a mountainous
barrier in the way of its own removal. The road must be le
velled and smoothed, and almost strewed with flowers, to tempt
the prevailing apathy to move in it. It is proverbial, but erro
neous, that a thing must be paid for before it is vsdued, and
many will tell us that the working class will not care to send
their children to our gratis schools. Now that has not yet been
tried ; but it has, on trial, been found to be most certainly true
that the maxim reversed holds good, namely, that a thing must
be valued before it is paid for ; and hence tne empty halls of the
pence-exacting schools. It seems an experiment well worth the
while of the Government, who must have ultimately to deal
with the great question, to guarantee, for a year or two, the loss
to two or three infant schools, that shall arrange to open their
door gratis. From many indications, and from inquiries made
by them among the poorer classes, Mr Dun and Mr Milne, the
teachers of the Edinburgh Lancastrian and Model Infant
schools, have informed the author that they entertain no doubt
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(hat their schools would be quite full in a few days oil that foot
ing.* This might be expected by attention to the most obvious
human motives. The parent must be depraved indeed, or insane, who should prefer being annoyed with wretchedly oared
for children at borne, or seeing them playing in the kennels, of
the streets, in filth and wickedness, to placing them in the safety,
comfort, and, to them, luxury, of an infant school. I f they
could be tempted only to bring them there, the children them
selves would most certainly come back again; if so, would the
parents—could they, hinder them ? Let us once get hold of
the children, and we are sure of them ; they will make no de
mand on their parents on Monday morning for the non-existing
two-pence, which has gone for whisky on Saturday night.or
Sunday; the poor child is probably sent or driven out of doors
at any rate; he will infallibly find his way to the infant school;
and when once there, he may in most cases be counted upon,
not only for the whole period of that first school, but. for trans
ference to the more advanced school, of our fifth chapter, also
opened to him gratis; and there also he will make out the total
term.”
As a commencement to the great measure of national educa
tion, the author suggests that its merits should be discussed
fully and freely in both Houses of Parliament, and resolutions
voted in its favour.*}* Petitions, he thinks, will not be wanting,
wben the subject is “ agitated” by the legislature and the press,
both combining to enlighten the public^ and render it popular.
“ When the legislature,” he proceeds, “ have recognised by re
solutions, the principles, first, That the education o f the people,
fro m two ¡fears o f age tofourteen, ought to befurnished at the
national expense; and, secondly, That the national system
should be directed by the Government, the way will be paved
for the first act of Parliament which will empower his Majesty
to name Commissioners, under the superintendence of his Secre
tary of State for the Home Department,£ to constitute a Board
* “ Both these teachers declare that their school-fees are irregularly paid.
In the Lancasterian scarcely one-half are paid when due, and a great propor
tion is never recovered. In the Infant school it is better, though there like
wise irregular. Mr Dun knows when a pupil will cease to come back; it is
after running some weeks in arrear. H e has often made the experiment of
seeing the parents, whom he generally found drunk, and on wiping off the
score the pupil was sure to come back again. Mr Dun and Mr Milne state,
that the opinion in favour of gratia teaching is from experience general among
the teachers themselves. The boys in tne Lancasterian School are about
M V —they used to be 600. I f the doors were opened gratis, a larger number
than 800 would attend with alacrity. There are about 300 girls.’1
f A Parliamentary Committee on education has been appointed since the
publication of Mr Simpson’s book.
X “ Prussia and France have each a Minister of Public Instruction, and the
magnitude of the national object would warrant a similar appointment in this
country. In this proposition 1 am anticipated by. the Edinbuigh Review,
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of Public Education, whose duty, under the responsibility of a
minute report to Parliament, it shall be, Firsts after the most
extensive inquiries into existing improvements, not merely in
this country, where there i3 vet but little to boast of, but in
countries wnicb have made ana are making popular education
a grand national object, such as Prussia and F rance and guided
by sound philosppbical principle, to prepare a system of primary
education—a Code or directory for the teacher’s guidance,
adapted to all classes pf the community, and. with a special eye
to tne education of the manual labour class, physical, moral* and
intellectual. . The vital importance of such a book needs po il
lustration. On.lhj^ table of every school in th e .country, it
would .be the. teacher's ru le ,,guid^ warrant, and liqrit, and se
cure to. the pupil education m an. eq^ghtencdplan, apu.that
uniform from pne.epdof the em pire to tbe>pthqr, , This, is of
immense moment*. There is a vague talk, on jthe aohject pf po
pular education, even among its.zealous friends,.r.yirlqch appears
never to get beyqnd the machinery, the multiplication of school8»
and the methods pf teaching; but few, seem to think.itr.ot all
necessary to settle the.point, w h a i ; is to be- taught,,. In th is 9
we of this country haye the course dear, fqr, u^ tp^hpot a-head
immeasurably of both, P r u s ^ ^pd France* fv^pold o^cupy
too much space to detail here,
^ f edpea^iou ip .those
countries on their new popular systpm. ,Thp$e ytk^ W o .flead
their reports must,.haye .been struck ¡with the prepopderating,
the almost exclusive importance allotted to the maefuawy*—to
the minister of public in stru c t« , the boards,.the ¿pupal schools*
the primary schools, the control and visifAdpa, ¿lie uniformity,
borrowed from the very war-office apd the barracks. This is
all very right, so. far as it, goes; but the.education.conveyed by
all these appliances appears to rise, very Jittle above the,did rou
tine; and this evidently because it is not suspected in, Prussia
and France that there exists any thing better. W e miss,.in the
very front of the system, a provision for,infant education, for
the chief object of all education, to which every thing else ought
to be subservient, eariy practical, moral training, \Ve find no
provision made for imparting to the pupil a kppwjedgje.of him
self, and of creation as related to him« %apguagep, geography,
• mathematics, history, music, drawing,penmanship* *** *** excel
lent branches, but they are top apt tp be thpugut the whole of
school objects. The desiderated British Code of the. substance
No. 117 , p. 80^—<In England, where almost every thing is to do, altd a great
deal to be undone, we doubt whether any thing can be effected of permanent
Utility, without a Minister of Public Instruction* The duties of the Home
Office are already too heavy. The only way to secure unity, promptitude,
energy, and, we may add, impartiality, in any organized system of national
education, is to lodge the undivided responsibility in the hands of a public
officer, and to limit ms duties to that great olyect.’ ”
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of education may be made to exceed any thing yet known ; and,
borrowed, as it would be, by the very countries from which we
have copied the machinery, will overpay the boon.”
M r Simpson offers some judicious and valuable suggestions
as to the other duties of the proposed Board ; but for these we
must refer the reader to his pages. The great importance of
training teachers in what are termed .normal schools is justly
and strongly insisted on ; and the necessity that schools should
be under proper superintendence is also pointed out. “ The
Board,” says M r Simpson, “ Will exercise the most rigid sur
veillance over the schools for teachers, aud subsequent parish
schools. The teacher ought to be liberally paid, quite as libe
rally as thè parish minister, while his attainments will secure to
him an elevation in society, far beyond what the c schoolmaster’
has yet enjoyed. But to keep up zeal, and prevent the seda
tive effect of endowment, all the national school teachers should
be appointed trienoiaHy ; when reappointment will depend upon
previous’ conduct. The Board ought to have the sole appoints
ment of the teachers, and the power of dismissal fo r. sufficient
reason. Returns at stated periods should be made to the Board,
by the teachers, of the conaitton and progress of their schools ;
and these should be countersigned by the Justices of the Peace
and Clergy in the parish, who should have power, and be enjoin
ed, to visit the school at all times, and examine it once or twice
a-year. Otcasibnal inspections by members of thè Board, or by
qualified persons appointed by them, going in circuit, so that
die whole schools may be inspected in the course of a certain
number of years, and their state published, would furpish a mo
tive to teachers, justices, and ipitmters, alike to do their duty.”
In the eighth and concluding chapter, M r Simpson adverts
to the difficulties and obstacles to be oventohue in educating the
people, and the encouragements which the friends pf education
nave before them.. W e have room to notice oply one of the
u obstacles,”—sectarian Zeèl This, says M r Simpson, u has
hitherto been, and will yet be, the most Formidable obstacle
with which a national system of popular education will have
to contend. There exist between seventy and eighty $ects of
Christians. The zealots of every sect most conscientiously en
tertain the opinion that the only chance for the youth of the
country obtmiring what it calls a religious education, is to place
the sole direction of education, secular and religious, in i t s pe
culiar hands. Most sects, so empowered, would then proceed
to instil into the young, nay, even the infant mind, theology al
most exclusively. This is die only idea the sects, if zealous,
attach to education on a religious basis. I t must begin with
the creed and catechism of the sect, and never for a moment be
permitted to lose sight of cither. The consequence is, that both
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become objects of tedium and disgust, and neither religious nor
secular knowledge is attained. No one can have read this trea
tise without observing that religious education, or, what is the
same thing, education on a religious basis, is strenuously advo
cated in i t ; only a different mode, and a different order of in
culcation are recommended, because of the signal failure of the
prevailing method. While, in the order »proposed, secular edu
cation precedes the inculcation of Revelation* it cannot be said
by the mo9t scrupulous that it excludes it. By secular educa
tion the pupil is introduced to the God of Nature. H e desi
derates a Creator as the author of the woriders unfolded to him
in crealdon, and, as it were, discovers him in his works. Thus
prepared, he proceeds to find that the God of Nature is the God
of Revelation. Is it wise’to ’reverse this order? Is /it not im
pious to exchicte one-half of it ?*”
At page SIMs, M r fihnpsotr does»injlustioe to D r 'B4ll, as the
inventor of the monitonal system* o f : ^cbibEtfion/ or method
of mutual inBtructibn. He represents Joseph Lancaster aa
the original discoverer of that system; and stales that the
English chutcbmen, alarmed by the progress which the dis
senters were making with it in educating the people, hastily
brought home Dr Bell from India, identified him «with the new
method, established natibnal schools in accordance with it, and
refused to acknowledge Lancaster as .its inventor. Now, the
fact is, that Dr Bell invented the system towards the end of last
century, in India, where he practised it for years with the most
gratifying success. 'He returned to Europe in 1797, and pub
lished in that year a full account of his method, in a pamphlet
entitled, “ An Experiment in Education, made at the Male
Asylum of M adras; suggesting a system by which a school or
family may teach itself under the superintendence of the master
or parent.” In 1 7 9 8 , the system was successfully introduced into
various seminaries in England, particularly the charity school of
St Botolph, Aldgate, and the Kendal schools of industry. It
was not till 1803 that Joseph Lancaster first appeared before the
public. In the pamphlet which he then published, called, “ Im
provements in Education,” &c. he states that his school was be
gun in the year 17 9 8 , that “ during several years” he failed in
every attempt “ to introduce a better system of tuition” than the
common one, and that afterwards “ the internal organisation of
the school was gradually and materially altered for the better.”
In his third edition, he admits that when he opened school in
1 7 9 8 , he “ knew of no modes of tuition but those usually in
practice.” His first edition contains a fair acknowledgment of
the priority of Dr Bell’s discovery, in the following words:—“ I
ought not to close my account without acknowledging the obli
gation I lie under to Dr Bell, of the Male Asylum at Madras,
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who so nobly gave up his time and liberal salary, ihat he might
perfect that institution, which flourished greatly under his fos
tering care. He published a tract in 1798, [the true date is
1797]» entitled, ‘ An Experiment in Education,' &c. From
this publication I have adopted several useful hints. I beg leave
to recommend it to thte attentive perusal of the friends of educa
tion and youth .'9 In the second edition of Lancaster's book,
this farther acknowledgment was added
“ D r Bell was fully
sensible »of 4be wiaste of time in scherniscami, his method to re
medy the evil was crowned with complete success. , I have been
endeavouring to walk in his footsteps in the method about to be
detailed ;n p. 78. I t was only when his school attracted a high
degree of public attentiony tmu Lancaster, claimed the merit of
having invented the systbm of mutual instruction ;<andat length,
be went so far as to write, in the M im ing* Fo*t of* 4th Sep
tember l& llt I stand .forward before the public, a t ,t he bar
of mankind, to*,the present and for. future’ages; avowing my
self the inventor o f the Britifh or EoyaL Lancasterian system."
D r Bell, then, was undoubtedly the sole inventor* of tne mo
nitorial system; but Lancaster, who u walked in his footsteps,"
had certainly the great merit of introducing is generally into
practice. D r Bell, however, had been residing in England for
years, when he was called on by the churchmen to'assist them
in establishing schools to compete with those of Lancaster*
M r Simpson has appended to his work H iatt on the neces
sity of a change of principle in our Legislation for the efficient
protection of Society from Crime
“ Observations on the de
gree of Knowledge yet applied to the investigation of Insanity
in Trials for Crune, chiefly Violence m d Homicide
E x
tract from Report of the Edinburgh Infant School Socriety —
“ Summary of the Proceedings of the Edinburgh Association for
procuring Instruction in useful and entertaining Science and
several other documev)ts,~-»all containing much interesting and
instructive matter. Our limits, however, are now exhausted, so
that the appendix, like much of what is contained in the body
of the treatise, must be passed over in silence. W e anticipate
the best effects to the càute of education froih M r Simpson's
work. Independently of other merits, the animated and po
pular style in which it is written, will go far to ensure a wide
circulation. The extracts given above will so fully enable the
reader to judge of its merits that they render quite unnecessary
any farther expression of our own opinion.
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A R T IC L E VI.
PAUPER LUNATIC ASYLUM AT HANW ELL, NEAR LONDON •

T h e principles acted on àt the .Asylum at Han well ate near*
ly these:—
.*
' ' ' ’ J‘
'
1. I t is the conviction of Its activé, intelligent, and tfufy be
nevolent superintendent'Dr Ellîs, that insanity iè almost always
a patiteti; not ¿total, aberration of reason :—and; consequently,
that in all cases alleviation, and in tomriy cure, may be effected
by temperately, yet steadily, exercising the sane faculties, and
soothing the insane to repose.
2. He fe therefore very careful so to* arrangé and distribute
his pàtiènté, that those ’may not be together whose weaknesses
are likely tòtronflicf," at the same tifae that all'enjoy the benefit
of company and society. To this latter condition he attaches
extreme value ; attributing 1 the small hinhber :o f mirés éffected
in the 'higher circles almost'entirely to thè seclusion in which
such patients are usually kept. And life greatest ambition; he
says, is to be able to brihg this principle so far into evidence; as
to see a similar iftétitutïon tô thàt which he conducts founded
for the tipper ranks, surrounded with all the luxury arid indul
gence to which thèy!àré accustomed,'kftd With thè nécèsskrjr re
straint as much as pòsfcibleunseetì and dnfelt.
'
8 . In classifying hfe patients, D r Ellis prófesseà to be much
assisted bÿ Studying the minute indications of charactef fur
nished by the modern science of EhVènology, in which he 'im
plicitly believes ; and whatever may be thought of thih guide in
the abstract; ;hté tact at least seents Unerring,’ for he has few
quartets; and in twenty years has had no accident. ' I |i s ob
vious, however, thaf’this tj? hot So much a printiple as a Were
method,—a means by which he attains, or supposes that be at
tains, a particular end.
" 11 ‘
4.
He is next careful constantly to ocCiipy his patients’ minds
by light, useful labour, ffl the open air as much as possible,’and
otherwise in warm but Well ventilated apartments. ‘ It is a re*
markable gleam of sanity which appears rn all, that they will
tolerate, and even court, work which appears to them useful,
but no other ; and D r Ellis finds a medical benefit iti indulging
* Extracted from the Aifoturym of 3d May 1834, by the editor of which
the following note is prefixed.:^“ We are indebted for the following interest
ing paper to a friend, who was led accidentally the other' day to visit this
asylum; and who Is anxious to’give publicity to the-system of management
observed in it, and the admirable results of that system.*’ W e have ascer
tained the name of the writer,—but shall merely state, that he is a man of
science, and a Professor in an English University.
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this preference, as strengthening in their estimation the tie which
yet connects them with the sane and usefully employed world.
5.
For the same reason he encourages them to undertake
long consecutive tasks, that their minds may be occupied steadily,
for at least some .-days,".with the same object. •The-acquisition
and practice of a trade he thus finds eminently beneficial, pro.
videq that neitfymj is..u^gpd tpo fyst.oç.far, bfyppd the. strength
of mind of the patient set to them.
fi. His. last rule is uqdeviaiing kjpdpes^and .cyenaffVctionate
familiarity of manner to.wqrd^ them :-¿|on .wbiplfhescl,.however,
bis difficulties are infinite with the sane part ot his, establish
ment. . He complains muçb of a hard-hearted abruptness and
unkindness, which setjm,in this country and, district particular
ly, to pervade the minds even of thpse, otherwise gentle enough,
when they are, brought in, cpnU¡ct with patient^ pf jthiy descrip,
tion ; the pffect of whifclk.on tfiqse recovering, is^esppcialfy.dis
advantageous. They ^are extremely jealous of iodignityipr Con
tempt. ’
,
....
.. . i
\
Such are the leading principle^. op lphich.lhis admirable,In
stitution is conducted ; and I must say, that in all my,experi
ence, I have never seen more interesting;..or affecting results
brought .out. Th,e number of patieqt^ approaçhes^Q six hun
dred, for vbose efficient guard,! preteçtiorç,, and ,service, ajbput
forty, pane servants, qf all kinds«, aip efficient,, . A t the h<ftd of
every .department of work in thej)oiise^whet%r,popki^ baking,
brewing, washing, carpentering, sboemakuig, tailoring, stpawhat making, bricklaying gardening, (keying, os lyhaf it may,
one of these sane individuals isjptlaced ; .put, the lahpurpra under
them are all patients. About si^ty acres of,grpMnd. are annexed
to the premises, over which these, poor creatures are thus distri
buted. The fences, are by no means every where secure, yet no
attempt.is made to, escape. And the affectionate attachment of
all to D r Elbe* nod, if possible, eyeo mom obvipusly, to his ad
mirable wife, appears unbounded ; it is, indeed, almost distress
ing, for in some of the worst cases it is more like the.affection
of a brute than of a human being, and is, in.truth, nq more.
Lords Jersey, Howe, Chichester, and other gentlemen about
the Court,, have visited the establishment with feelings similar to
mine, (as appears from their observations written in the viators'
book) ; ana it has been intimated, in consequence, that their
Majesties will, shortly. examine it. A very .celebrated lady also,
(on such an occasion, I think I may name her—I mean Miss Mar
tineau),— who was in the same party with myself the other day,
has since returned alone, and passed a whole day in it, that she
might study it at leisure, and undisturbed *. I mention these
* This lady has published In Tait's Edinburgh Magazine fur June 1834, a
vary interesting account of her observations at Hanwell ; with some exeat-
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circumstances partly to prove, that I have not been unduly excited by what I saw,—partly to show that there is nothing pain
ful or oppressive in its examination, but, on the contrary, much
that is delightful, while it is improving. How id it that it is
generally so Httle known, or talked of P There is no difficulty,
I believe, in otrtaining admission: it » o n ly Wished that parties
going should not be numerous or imposing, otherwise the pa
tients are agitated by tlieir'pfeSeflce*.
J‘
A few hnecddtea may, howeyef, further 'illustrate the kind of
reflections which' a visit to this place excites. One poor woman
whom we saw working in the garden, was ten years in chains,
furiously mad. She has been only fifteen months here, never in
chains, and now under as little restraint as the others. Her de
light is the garden ; and she fancies that she has almost the ex
clusive charge of it. Another woman was fifteen years in the
strictest confinement, and has been two years here. W e saw her
occupied in the pleasure-grounds; ana her delight on seeing
Mrs Ellis, who accompanied us, was ecstatic. She kissed her
hand^' leaped about and around her, shewed what she was en
gaged in, and so forth, with a glee which seemed infantine, but
was neither offensive nor alarming. The man who shot M r
Mellish last year, and who was acquitted on the ground of insa
nity, is also here. He came moody and dissatisfied, as fancying
that he had cause for his act, and was therefore ill-treated; but
he is now comparatively cheerful and contented, working, by
his own desire, among the shoemakers, where we saw him.
Lastly, a lady of fortune has been treated for the last eighteen
months, as much as possible, in a private house, on Dr Ellis’s
system, after having been many years in the strictest confine
ment, even to a strait-waistcoat She now goes out in her car
riage without a keeper; and so much is her intellect strength
ened by being judiciously appealed to whenever possible, that
when consulted, at the beginning of last Winter, as to the pru
dence of dispensing with a guard to her fire, her reply was, that
she hoped it was not necessary, yet, as a measure of precaution,
she would recommend its adoption.
The great majority of cases have been preceded by habits of
vicious indulgence, especially intemperance and violent passion.
This deplorable malady is also a frequent termination of the un
happy fate of women of the town, especially when their materrun, as well as other affections, have been severely lacerated.
The majority of cases here (it is the Pauper Asylum) are
among the uneducated { but this is not, 1 believe, a general fact.
lent remarks on the irrational treatment generally received by the insane,
and the hurtfhl prejudices which prevail in society on the subject of mental
derangement. The article is written in a most pleasing strain of philanthro
py, and doubtless will powerfully aid in rousing the public from their apa
thy and ignorance.—E d . P. J.
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In almost every instance the extreme crisis may be traced to
injudicious and generally cruel treatment, when reason was tot
tering, but not yet gone. Without altogether denying the doc
trine of hereditary tendencies, D r Ellis is persuaded that, if ta
ken in time, these may almost always be overcome; and that
‘their effect would be comparatively trifling if unaided by moral
causes.
In the whole compass of moral statistics, perhaps, no, subject
is morn interesting than this« I t is interesting ,in itself, as rela
ting to beings of themselves utterly helpless j andrit is, if possible, still more interesting in,its interior application. For may
we not assume that the treatment which is eminently successful
in the extreme.case of mental disease, must contain within itself
the principles on which all mental .training ought to be found
ed ? In our schools, therefore, as in our lunatic asylums, may
we not infer, from this, example, that not less value should he
set on the indirect than on the direct culture of the yet imper
fect m ind; that the leisure of pupils should be improved, as
well as their school hours; that their, temper, and affections, as
well as their intellect, should be nurtured; their active, as weU as
sedentary, pursuits be such as to give habits of industry and
consecutive labour, &c. P Instead of this, it is to be feared that
in most of our English schools our boys are dismissed from their
tasks to idleness at best, but to mischief and vice much more
commonly; the weak are overborne by the strong; the strong
are spoiled by their superiority; the tempers of all are injured,
and their affections only brought out during, their brief holidays.
Ought we to wonder, then, that a fitful manhood should so of
ten succeed an unruly youth, and that both should so frequent
ly disappoint the fairest, promise, of opening childhood ? The
subject can be here only hinted a t ; but its development well
deserves the attention of every friend to national education, na
tional happiness, character, and virtue.
In saying this much respecting Harwell Asylum, I could
wish to be understood as far from meaning to intimate that k
stands alone in the interesting experiment making in it. On the
contrary, I believe that similar attempts are in progress in seve
ral other places; but I wish to testify to the almost complete
success here. In conclusion, one of the most striking physical
effects of bis system D r Ellis states: to be the.uninterrupted
sleep of bis whole establishment during the night. His patients
are not lodged in separate apartments^ but together, in wands :
yet is he not disturbed by them three times a^year. This he at
tributes both to their occupation through the day and their general tranquillity of mind.
A. M,
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A R T IC L E VII.
OPINIONS OF TIEDEM ANN AND ARNOLD RESPECTING
PHRENOLOGY—INOONSI&TfcNCY OF T H E A N T IP H R E 
NOLOGISTS.

O ur readers will be amused, if they will take the trouble to
contrast the sayings and opinions of the antiphrenologists with
each other, and see how much each admits, which the other de
nies. In the article on Temperament, by Dr Prichard, to which
we alluded in last Number, that learned opponent gives sundry
weighty reasons for believing^ the cerebellum to be the seat, not
o f Amativeness, but o f the intellect! and, as a proof, he avers,
that many Cretins with small cerebella manifest strong sexual
desire, but little or no intellectual power,—facts which he 6ays
he can reconcile with the above theory, but not with Phrenolo
gy. Tiedemann, the celebrated professor at Heidelberg, proounds a different view of the m atter; and while he is equally
ostile to Phrenology, and to the connection of Amativeness
with the cerebellum, he chooses a more dignified habitation for
the intellect, and declares in his lectures to his wondering stu
dents, “ that persons with largeforeheads are endowed with supe
rior intellects, and that individuals with small heads have inferior
intellects. The brain o f Cuvier, which was unusually large, will
illustrate the fir s t, and the skull o f this idiot (shewing one) the
second
This is not amiss for a great antiphrenologist like our
friend Tiedemann; but what says Dr Prichard on the same sub
ject ? He disapproves altogether of this doctrine, and gives the
palm to the head of moderate or smallish size. u It would ra
ther seem probable,w says he, Mthat the state of interior organi
zation, from which the highest degree of energy in its* (the un
derstanding's) “ appropriate action may be supposed to result,
would be found in a brain, the volume of whicn, both generally
and in its parts, has the medium degree of development, or is
neither greater nor less than the average dimension. As far as
our experience and observation reaches, it bears out this pre*
sumption: the individuals whom we have known possessed of
the greatest intellectual powers have been those in the form and
size of whose heads, compact and of moderate volume, nothing
remarkable presented itself."*
It would be curious to discover whether Dr Prichard has a mo
derate-sized head, and Tiedemann rather a big one ! The result
might enable us more easily to reconcile them to each other. In the
mean time, it is not too much to conjecture, that the intellectual
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persons known to D r Prichard are somewhat inferior to such
men as Napoleon, Sully, Chatham, Franklin, and Washington;
and, moreover, that possibly he is not an adept in the art of
distinguishing the ¿signs o f intellectual’ tc&ht
W« cannot help thinking' th a tD r Prabandiuw exmnmed the
Cretins very imperfectly, when he speaks of theinnieHects, and
not their appetites, bearing a relation to the size of the cerebel
lum. W e have seen numbers of them with unusually large cerebella, in whom reason was but a ray, compared to the energy
of the sexual passion which they manifested; and we can state, as
an additional fact, that, in such cases, the forehead is either
unusually small and contracted, or presents ,the appearance of
morbid distention. In a very few instances, nothing remarkable
appears in its external configuration, but .the whole expression and
aspect of the body indicate structural disease in the, Drain itself.
But to return to Tiedemann. “ This,” Jbe continues^ “ would
appear to shew that tjj^ere is some truth in the doctrines of Gall
and Spurzheim, and it would be well if the. heads pf,individuals
intended, for an intellectual or studious life were measured before
they commenced their studies, as many disappointments would
be avoided. . The assertion» however, that, m one part of the
brain resides this faculty, and in another that, I cannot believe.
In dissection of intellectual persons, the convolutions are found
more numerous than usual, and the anfractuosities deeper. In
women the sulci are less deep than in men.”
W e are glad to perceive tnat D r Tiedemann is a man of the
practical understanding which the above quotation betokens. No
doubt, a statement of facts like his does “ appear” to support
Fhrenolwy, but it is Nature and not Tiedemann that must be
blamed for the coincidence. I t is evident that he would have
avoided every appeárance of supporting such doctrines, if truth
would have allowed him. As it is, we suspect that he is a
sounder Phrenologist than many who arrogate the title. H e dis
tinctly, although by implication, admits the fundamental prin
ciple of size of brain being an index of mental power; and he
farther admits, that intellect has a direct relation to the cerebral
convolutions situated in the anterior lobes. If, after these ad
missions, lie differs as to the functions of other parts of the brain,
it is a difference only as to details; and when principles are once
established, details can be easily verified and corrected* W e are
bound, indeed, to declare, that the learned Professor is not con
scious of being a. phrenologist; but his evidence in its favour is
only the more valuable on that account, and whatever he may
now do or say about the cerebellum is of little consequence, as
time and farther progress in his new field of study will ultimate
ly remove all his present difficulties.
VOL. i x . — NO. XI.
i)
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Having noticed the opinion of one of the Heidelberg profit»sors respecting Phrenology, we take the opportunity of advert*
ing to those of another. W e learn from excellent authority,
that Professor Arnold stated in his lectures last summer, that he
agrees with Gall in thinking that the cerebellum is the organ of
Amativeness; though he believes it—for what reason we know
not—to be also in some way connected with involuntary motion.
Personal observation has satisfied him that the animal, moral, and
intellectual faculties are connected with different regions of the
brain; and he entirely concurs with Gall as to the individual re*
ons occupied by each class of faculties, but, like Tiedemann,
inks that Gall has gone too far in asserting that these regions
consist of a number of smaller organs. Arnold, then, admits,
from observation* the grand fundamental principle, that different
parts of the brain perform different functions; and, in particu
lar, that on the basilar and occipital regions depend the propen
sities, on the coronal region the moral sentiments, and on the
forehead the intellect* As a commentary on his and Tiedemann’s
refusal to admit the existence of organs of individual faculties—
in other words to assent to the details.of Phrenology—we shall
extract, but without meaning to apply the whole of it to the
two professors, a lively, and forcible passage from a work pub
lished in 1839 by Dr Caldwell of Lexington.
“ Nothing is more common,” says. D r Caldwell, “ than for
physicians and others, who ought to be better informed, to ob
serve very gravely, and, as some may think, very knowingly,
4 W e believe in the general principles of Phrenology, but not in
its details.’ But a few years ago those same sage and cautious
gentlemen denounced it, 4 by the lum p/ < principles,’ and all.
This they will not deny. But times nave changed, and they
have changed their creed and their tone* Phrenology has gained
strength, and, in the same ratio, have their oppoation and hos
tility to it gained weakness. They think by fashion, as they
shape their apparel. They feel the breeze erf popular sentiment
witn as much attention and accuracy as they do their patients’
pulses, or as they examine the state of respiration by means of
the stethoscope, and ‘ turn and turn’ as. it turns, v e t 4 still go on.’
Thus do they completely verify the common adage, that those
who 4 talk at random should, have good memories.’ Although
they may forget, the world will remember.
44 But let mem occupy their new ground undisturbed.
W hat
have they gained by it P W hat are the meaning and force of
their objection to Phrenology ? Literally nothing. In the 4 ge
neral principles’ of the science they avow their belief; and in
that avowal they concede every thing. W hat are 4 principles ?’
Generalizations of 4 details,’ and nothing more. They are but
aggregates or classifications of recognised facts. 4 Details’ are
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parts,— 4principles’ the whole. Of Phrenology, this is proverbi
ally true. By those who know the history of it, it is perfectly
understood, that,' in all bis discoveries, in developing the science,
the inarch of Gall was from ‘ details’ to ‘ principles,’—from in
dividuals to generals—not the reverse. His method, like that
of Bacon, was strictly inductive. In this consisted his chief
merit as a discoverer mid a philosopher. Could he, then, out of
fodse ‘ details1 construct true ‘ principles ?’ No antiphrenologist
will answer in the affirmative. No such alchemy pertained to
Gall or any of his followers. Nor did they ever profess it. I t
is by their opponents that it is virtually professed; and to them
belongs the task to reconcile the inconsistency, or to bear the
burden of it.
44 But they cannot reconcile it. As well may they attempt any
other impossibility ; and as soon will they succeed in it. I f the
‘ general principles’ of Phrenology are true, so are its ‘ details.’
If the parts be corrupt, the whose cannot be sound. The ene
mies of the science, then, have but one alternative; to reject or
receive it in Mo.
44 But wherefore is it that the opponents of Phrenology do not
believe in its 4 details ?’ The reply is easy. They have not
studied them, and do not, therefore, understand them. I t is
(praise enough for any one, to say of him, that he thoroughly
understands what he has carefully studied. W hat he has not
thus studied, no man ever yet understood, nor ever can. But
to pursue ( details’ is much more troublesome and laborious,
than to comprehend * principles’ when completely established
and dearly enunciated. Hence the reason why, as relates to
Phrenology, gentlemen profess a belief in the latter and not in the
former. Let thedi first acquire a correct and thorough know
ledge of the latter, and then deny and subvert them, if they can.
As soon would they dream of denying, or attempting to subvert,
the facts of the descent of ponderous bodies, the reflexion of
light, or the pressure of the atmosphere. W hy did the prince
of Ceylon disbelieve in the consolidation of water by cold ? He
was ignorant of 4 details.’ W hy have the Chinese denied the
possibility of throwing balls to*a great distance, and with a de
structive force, by means of water acted on by fire ? For the
same reason, an ignorance of 4 details.’ W hy did the world
remain so long incredulous of the identity of electricity and
lightning, and of the compressibility of water ? Franklin and
Perkins had not yet instructed them in the requisite 4 details.’
Away, then, with such idle affectation of sagacity and wisdom!
It is but a tattered covering for a want of information; a
hackneyed apology for a neglect to inquire. In truth, with men
who make a pretence to knowledge, a 4 disbelief in details,’
and an entire ignorance of them, are too frequently synonymous
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expressions. As relates to the opponents of Phrenology, this is
certainly true. T o know the 4 details' of that science,, and to
believe in them, are the same. No*dac has evor■thdraughly
studied thenij by a faftMW exac^inaticta of matt as He'S** wknout
arriving at a^wfvifctiett;of their tAttfti1 If^ iip h a n atgttMe'has
ever occuirrtdJ^C&as been fk ^dm^kidivid&Hl irhosfe odfelmi^ de
velopments1were uhfftifoiftable f ifr pkiWier
food
was
N ekH erH cm e^
whWvtoantum
was ‘‘ tai^hfrpen,1 heft any of SbakspeareV peiUpitiagea, with
4 foreheads vfflanoiisly« low,i'couM havebceoiettstly pitMdyted
to the dbctrfoed' dfi Phrenology; T h e retfetm’fo Obtnoa&t T h eir
owu heads would iW have * parsed
-Their belief,
therefore, WoUld have been s$f-6totdtotoMtety* Attthftfrfio man
is bound, :lti comiribnlaw, tb'give evidence
hifrtselfy nei
ther is it very consistent with %e kws of htim&n ftatdre, ‘for any
one to believe, more especially tb avow,his b d ief,'to {h& own
disparagement. As *the hump+bahked) k¥K*ek4u*eod,rindba»»dylegged have art hAtkltfdVehostility Ue !tbe beienoei o# bydfuiuffics,
it is scarcely ttfbeetfpe&efrthat the^H^heada, appte^ncadsy and
sftght'-lottf-headsf WiH tte^favontably^dispo^d to u b u ir f (Phreno
logy. •' Nor wflT those wbofce
ate1*#
behind*and
light *before, that •their h^add
jot^tttiugArtckward V* *' • **
a * o;;;«. •» :• *wtt j -... *? *
W e Hawd‘tioadoubt'thrft* i>0 wddeftteg th^ s^heta of bfc obser
vations, Arnold Will beeotnef Satisfied with vespect' to thedtoottr,
as well as the pririeitifes of ‘Phrenology* < 'Shbt*ld h& ultimately
declare himself a phrenologist, of which wo*have little *do*bt,
the cauSeof thetctence wilFbe greatly fbpwarded in C arriw y ;
for he is there Universally known j and it is all but dertam that
he will Succeed Tfedemattn as Prdffes&or of Anatomy a n d Phy
siology in the University of Heidelberg« > >'■
“ **■
1 ' ■• | »if ■ i ! i.. • I. *.
---- ---- *—.—
-i >»■*■ k>
---- ------’ ' ' £ ^- ’ ‘ '
'*<•'
* *• • i1' "(»
a h t i c l e ; v i i i , , .. . . . . * .
AN E S3A Y O N T H E CHARACTER ,AN J) CEREBRAL DEVELOP
M ENT OF ROBERT BUR NS. R e a so n 5th May 1934, before The
Edanbuigh Ethical Society for. the Study and Practical application of
Phrenology. By Mr Bqa**? Cox. ‘ .

I t may be affirmed without fear of contradiction, that there
is no individual whose character and history are better known
in Scotland than those of Robert Burns. To Scotchmen, even
in the most distant parts of the world, his works are hardly
• Caldwell's New Views of Penitentiary Discipline, Ac.
1829. Preface, pp. 5 and 6.
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less familiar than the sacred writings themselves. The minutest
incidents of bis life have,beçn recorded, commented on, and
repeated almost to satiety, .by a,M$ce9ftpn of talented biogra
phers* and his cweer ¿9
with .interest ^nd in8tractMN»'to (üverv sttfdentjof tip .¿pâture (of ¿nan. . f o r these
reasone d * fidiroftijgh phitinglqgMts l?ovo long. been, anxious to
ascertain th ^ .cerebral/d^ydqpment of Çurps agd. -they, con
sider it)bemsrives bigbl(f indebted to thorn geptl^ep^ift,D um 
fries, tbrcHmh who$e jex^tfjptrç theip.» ipyy before d a .in accu
rate and authentic; fepresentaijpn pf
pcjetfc skull *,
The dreuraatanoeain which thp castw #*prpçufffd aire,fully
stalled in the following narrative, from die pen of M r Blacjuock,
surgeon, originally publiehed in the Dumfries Courier.
“ O a Mob day,night, 31 st. March; 1834fl Mr John ,M‘Diarm id ,M rA d a m Rankine, M r. James Kerr, M r James Bogie,
M r Andrew :Cri>tnhie, aad the,subscriber, descended into the
vault i>t theamutolettTO forche purpose of examining the re
maina o f Burns* mid, ifiipossfole,* procuri#/* a cast of hi9 skull.
M r Gfombie having, witnessed the;e*hmnaüqn of thç bard's re
mains in 181 & and seen them deposited ia their present ratin g
place, a t oboe, pointed out the exact spot where the head would
be found, and a few spadefuls of loose sandy soil being removed,
the skull was brought into view, and carefully lifted.
**;Thfri cranial! Jjpgai were, .perfect mi*vary ^ p p c t,* if}we ¿ex
cept a JHde erosion of their external tablp, gnd firmly held to
gether by tbeir sutpres ; even the delicate bones of the orbits,
with, the trifling: exception of the os ungws in tfic left, were
sounds and uninjured by death and' the grave.<: The superior
maxillary bones still retained the four most posterior teefb on
each side, including the dentes sapientiæ, ana all without spot
or blemish ; the incisore«, cuspidati, &ç. bad, in all probability,
recently dropt from the jaw, for the alveoli were but little de
cayed. Tbe bones of the face and palate were also sound.
Some small portions of black hair, with a very few grey hairs
intermixed, were observed *h9edetaching some extraneous mat
ter from the occiput. Indeed nothing could exceed the high
state of preservation'll} which we fbtind tb erbones of the cra
nium, or offer a fairer* opportunity Of supplying what has so long
been desiderated by phrenologists-** cornet model of our im
mortal poet's head : and in order to accomplish this in the most
• A report has boon widely circulated, tkat, lo to , before the present cast
was obtained, the. phrenologists had vpde an imaginary bust ot Burns, and
adduced it in support of their dpetrines. Nothing can be more unfounded. The
report has been contradicted in a number of the Scotch newspapers : but the
English press, which widely copied the story as an excellent joke against
the phrenologists, has not in general been so candid as to insert the contra
diction. Many of our frienas, as well as enemies, are consequently full of
astonishment at the folly and bad faith o f tbe Scotch phrenologists !
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accurate and satisfactory manner, every panicle cxf sand, or
other foreign body, was carefully washed off, and the plaster of
Paris applied with all the tact and accuracy of an experienced
artist. The cast is admirably taken, and cannot fail to prove
highly interesting to phrenologists and others.
u Having completed our intention, the skull, securely enclosed
in a leaden case, was again committed to the earth precisely where
we found i t
A rchd. B lacxlocx.
“ D u m fries , 1st April 1834.'*
Before considering the particular faculties by which Burns
was distinguished, it may.be useful to offer a few observations
on his head and character generally. In these preliminary re
marks I shall advert, 1st, To the general size of his brain;
9dly} To its quality and activity ; ana, Sc%, To the relative de
velopment o f the three great divisions o f the cerebral organs—
those of the animal, moral, and intellectual powers. .
1.
In g e n e r a l s i z e , the skull of Burns considerably sur
passes the majority of Scottish crania; heads whichj even un
divested of the integuments, equal it in volume, being regarded
by phrenologists as large. The following are the dimensions of
the skull of Burns :
|nph^L
Inch«.
Greatest circumference, . . . 22}
From Occipital Spine to Indivi
duality, over top of skull, . 14
From Ear to Ear vertically over
top o f skull, . . . . . .
13
From Philoprogexdtivenes» to
Individuality (greatest length) 8
From Concentrauveness to Com
parison, .............................. 71 .
From Ear to Philoprogenitiven e w , ................................... 4}
From Ear to Individuality, .
4}
From Ear to Benevolence,
. 5}

From Ear to Firmness, . . .
From Destructiveness to fD e structiveness, . . . . . .
From Secretiveness to Secretive
ness (greatest breadth), . .
From Cautiousness to Cautious
ness, . 4 . . . . .
•
From Ideality to Ideality,'*. .
From Constnictiveness to Con
structiveness, . . . . .
From Mastoid process to Mas
toid process, . . . .

6}

5}
5{
6}
4j
4}
4f

During life, the circumference of Burns’s head must have
been about 94 inches, the length 8 $, and the breadth 6 £.
8 . The quality of the poet’s brain was still more pre-emi
nent than its size Its activity and intensity of action were
indeed very remarkable. His temperament appears, from Na
smyth’s portrait, but more particularly from the descriptions
given of his person and the expression of his countenance, to
nave been bilious-sanguine or bilious-nervous (bilious predomi
nating) ; both of which are accompaniments of great cerebral
and muscular activity. “ His form,” says Dr Currie, “ was one
that indicated agility as well as strength. His well-raised fore
head, shaded with black curling hair, indicated extensive capa
city. His eyes were large, dark, full of ardour and intelligence.
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His face was well formed, and his countenance uncommonly in*
teresting and expressive. He was very muscular, and possessed
extraordinary strength of body.” Sir W alter Scott, who bad
the fortune to see Burns, gives the following account of the na
tural language of his features: “ There was a strong expression
of sense and shrewdness in all his lineaments; the eye alone, I
think, indicated the poetical character and temperament. It
was large and of a dark cast, which glowed (I say literally
glowed) when he spoke with feeling or interest. I never saw
such another eye in a human head, though I have seen the
most distinguished men of my time*.” Independently of tem
perament and expression, however, there is a sufficiency of di
rect evidence Of the intense vivacity with which Bum sa brain
was capable of petforming its functions. “ Bums ,11 says Cur
rie, “ had in his constitution 'the peculiarities and the delicacies
that belong to the temperament of genius.” “ Endowed by na
ture with great sensibility of nerves, he was, in his corporeal as
well as in his mental system, liable to inordinate impressions;
to fever of body as well as of mind.” T o the same effect are
the following remarks, from the pen of a female writer (un
derstood to be Mrs RiddellL who knew him well. “ I believe
no man was ever gifted witn a larger portion of the vivida vis
a n im i: the animated expression of his countenance was almost
peculiar to himself. The rapid lightnings of his eye were al
ways the harbinger of some flash of genius, whether they dart
ed the fiery glances of insulted and indignant superiority, or
beamed with the impassionate sentiment of fervent and impe
tuous affections f B u r n s , then, had a brain both large and
active; and hence the vivida vis, in other words the activity
and power, of his mind,
3. W ith respect to the r e l a t i v e d e v e l o p m e n t o f t h e
t h e b e g r e a t d i v i s i o n s of the poet's brain.
Heads, as is
well known, are generally divided by phrenologists into three
classes. The first includes those in which the organs of the pro
pensities and lower sentiments predominate over the organs of
the faculties peculiar to m an; that is to say, where Amativeness,
Combativeness, Destructiveness, Secretiveness, Acquisitiveness,
Self-Esteem, Love of Approbation, and Cautiousness, or most of
them, are larger than Benevolence,Conscientiousness, Veneration,
Ideality, ana the organs of Reflection. Heads in the second
class are of an exactly opposite description, and indicate a pre
ponderance of the moral feelings and reflective intellect The
third is composed of heads in which the two orders of organs
are pretty equally balanced. A man whose head belongs to the
* Lockhart's Life of Burns, p. 114.
f Article originally published in the Dumfries Journal, and inserted in Cur.
lie’s Life of Burns.
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first of these classes is naturally endowed with base, selfish, and
violent disnpsitions, and falls into vicious practices in spite of
the best jSucation. He in whom Jkb organs <t>f ih e moral
sentiments and reflective intellect jrffrominate,
“ a lgw unto
himself,91 resists temptation to epj^doing, and remains \incorrupted even among associates the mast depraved, WbenVthere
is little disproportion between the organs of the propensities and
those 6Î toe peculiarly human faculties, as in the
class,
the character pf the individual is powerful^ influenced by cir
cumstances, and ia good or bad, according; to the society in
which hç.i$. trained, the ideas instilled into his mind, and the
example and motives set before him *. To this third class—
but with a slight leaning, perhaps, towards the first—belonged
the head of Robert Burns. The basilar^sfd occipital regions,
in which ajresituated the organs of the dsliinal faculties, appear
from the dast to have been very largely developed ; but, at the
same time, the coronal regiop—its frontal portion at least—is
also large; and the anterior lobe, coiitainmg the organs of the
intellect, V very considerably developed. Besides,' the natural
force of thfe regulating powers must have been greatly increased
by the excellent moral and religious education whicn the poet
received. The following stajtepent of the cerebral développant
indfcâted^hy ,thè fcfeuU, shews the rieîatï^ sîizé of the individual
organs ; aftidthé'foiit vlfetfs, 1 though hoi perfectly accurate, will
convey to1the readei1 â si^cieritlyCorrect notion of ( the general
appearance of the fetüll. "* . ‘
\
.. .. :•’{.«.« J<1*
i'-'T ‘
' ■': ' ' ' ' ■
’ ’
. '( .. ,î .. . ,
.

V
l i
' >1 *
DEVELOPMENT O* , 1 ^ 8 O lie^VS. .
. j , “,t;.

Softie.

1. Ainataveneps^ rather targe, .
2. PhiUprogenitiveness, Very'
h u g e /.
. { ’*!• j .
3. ConcentrativeHOS#; larger.»; .
4. Adhesiveness, very larg^ ... .
5. CsmbStiveness, very large, “.
6. Destructiveness, large, . :

16
20
16,
20
201
16

7* Secnetiveness, huge,, . . .1 0
8. Acquisitiveness, rather largey .16

9. ConStructiyeneSi, full,. . .

15

10. Self-Esteem , Urge, . . . . IS
11. Love o f Approbation, very

................ ...

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

* •.

20

Cautiousness, h u g e,. . . . 19
Benevolence, very Urge, . . 20
Veneration, large, . . . . .1 8
F irm ness,full, . . .. . .1 6
Conscientiousness, fu ll, . .1 5
Hope, to ll,.................................14

i&JHK-1“*'’

26. ‘W it* or -1
toll,
2h Im itation, U rg e,.; .
i
22. Individuality, huge,
26. Form, rather huge, .
24. Size, rather large,
.
2& W ed^it, xpther large, .
26. Cotauriug, rather Urge,
£ 7. Loca^ty/large, . >•
28. Nutnbet, ratnef toll,
29. OrdervtoU, . . .
30. F.ventuality, Urge, .
31. Time, rather large, •
32. Tune, full,
. . .
33. Language, uncertain, .
34. Comparison, rather Urge,
35. Causality, large, . , .

.
*.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.

.
.
,

18
18
15
19
19
16
17
16
16
18
12
14
18
16

. 14

17
18

• It may be necessary to apologize for the frequency with which this clas
sification o f heads is repeated in our pages. W ithout such repetition, many
of our occasionai readers would find the meaning obscure.— E d .
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I t is in cases }ike the present that those apparent contradic
tions of character, which wèrp sopuzzling before the discovery
of Phrenology, occur. .Individuals $o, constituted exhibit oppo
site phases of disposition, according as the anijnal jor thç human
faculties happen to have the ascendency. In the heat of passion
they do acts which the higher powers afterwards loudly disap*
prove, and may truly bè said' to pass their days in alternate sinT
iiing and repenting. W ith them the spirit is often willing,
but the flesh is weaK.’ Their lives are embittered .by the con
tinual struggle, between passion and morality ; and while, on the
one hand, they have qualities which inspire love and respect,
they are, on the othpr, not infrequently regarded, even by their
friends and admirers, with some degree of suspicion and fear.
In treating of this species of character, in an essay read to the
Edinburgh Ethical Society last winter, I adduced, as illustra
tions of it, the cases of Saiquel Johnson and Robert Burns ; and
the cast now under consideration shews that, with respect to the
latter, my estimate was not at fault. The mind of Burns was
indeed a strange compound of noble and debasing qualities.
“ In large and mixed parties,* says D r Currie, u he was often
silent and dark, sometimes fierce and overbearing ; he was jea
lous of the proud man's scorn, jealous to an extreme of the in
solence of wealth, and prone to avenge, even on its innocent pos
sessor, the partiality of fortune. By nature kind, brave, sincere,
and in a singular degree compassionate, he was, on the other hand,
proud, irascible, and vindictive. His virtues and his failings
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had ihcir origin in the extraordinary sensibility of his mind,*
and equally partook of the chills and glows of sentiment. His
friendships were liable to interruption from jealousy or disgust,
and his enmities died away under the influence of pity or selfaccusation.”
Throughout the correspondence of Bums, as well as in his
poems, many allusions to the internal struggle in his mind are
to be found* In a prayer written in the prospect of death, the
strength of his passions is thus adverted to t—
* O Thou, Great Governor o f all below !
I f I may dare a lifted eye to Thee,
Thy nod can make the tempest cease to blow,
Or still the tum ult of the raging sea ;
W ith that controlling; pow’r assist ev’n me,
Those headlong furious passions to confine;
For aU unfit I feel my power to be,
To rule their torrent in th* allowed lin e:
O, aid me with thy help, Omnipotence Divine !”

I t appears, then, that none of the regions of Burns's brain was,
in relation to the others, deficient; its total sise, we have also
seen, was great, and its activity was very extraordinary. Hence
the force of character for which he was remarkable; the respect
which men instinctively paid him ; the strong impression which
he has made upon the public mind; the impressiveness and ori
ginality of his conversation; the dread which his resentment inspired; and the native dignity with which he took his place
among the more learned and polished, but less gifted, literary
men of his day. With a small or lymphatic brain, such things
would have been altogether impossible. “ In conversation,"
says Professor Walker, “ be was powerful. His conceptions
and expression were of corresponding vigour, and on all subjects
were as remote as possible from common places.'1 The same
author relates a very characteristic incident, which took place
before Burns had come before the public. “ Though Burns,"
says he, “ was still unknown as a poet, he already numbered
several clergymen among his acquaintance: one of these com
municated to me a circumstance which conveyed more forcibly
than many words, an idea of the impression made upon his mind
by the powers of the poet. This gentleman had repeatedly met
Burns in company, when the acuteness and originality display
ed by the latter, the depth of his discernment, the force of his
expressions, and the authoritative energy of his understanding,
had created in the former a sense of his power, of the extent
* This is a good specimen of the old method of accounting for mental phe
nomena. Sensibility only adds to the activity of existing faculties; and from
these faculties it is that virtues and vices take their origin. Sensibility is
sometimes accompanied by eminent virtue, sometimes by strong passions, and
sometimes, as in the case of Burns, by a mixture of both. Hence, some
other cause than sensibility must be looked for.
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of which he was unconscious till it was revealed to him by acci
dent. The second time that he appeared in the pulpit, he came
with an assured and tranquil mind; and thougn a few persons
of education were present,'he advanced some length in the ser
vice, with his confidence and self-possession unimpaired. But
when he observed Burns, who w*b of a different parish, unex
pectedly enter the church, he was instantly affected with a tremor
and embarrassment, 1which apprised him of the impression his
mind, unknown to himielf, had previously received.** The Pro
fessor adds that this, preacher was not only a man of good talents
and education, but “ remarkable for a more-than ordinary por
tion of constitutional firmness.***
Professor Dugald Stewart has thus recorded the impression
made by Burns upon hiss.
T he idea which1his conversation
conveyed of the powers of his mind exceeded,‘if possible, that
which is suggested by his writings. Among the poets whom I
have happened to know, I have been struck in more than one
instance with the unatieoufttabte {difcparity between their general
talents and the occasional inspirations of their more favoured
moments. But all the faculties of Bifrns*s mind were, as for as
I could judge, equally 1rigorous 5 and his predilection for poetry
was rather in e result of his enthusiastic a m impiresioaed’temper,
than of a genius exclusively'adapted to that species of composi
tion. From his conversation, I should have pronounced him to
be fitted to excel in whatever walk of ambition he had chosen to
exert his abilities.**
I now proceed to compare.the development o f the individual
organs With the strength of the corresponding faculties. 1
Amativeness is well developed. The cerebellum appears to
have had considerable latitudinal and longitudinal dimensions;
but as it does* not seem to have been proportionally deep, I esti
mate the size of the organ at rather large.*1 Adhesiveness is
superior to it, and is stated as u very large.** Ideality also is
great. I f to all this we add the extreme susceptibility o f the
poet*s brain, we shall have no difficulty in perceiving the source
of the strong attachments which he formed, especially to indi
viduals of the other sex,—his enthusiastic admiration of the lat
ter,—his ardent patriotism,—and the tenderness and affection
embodied in his songs. “ Notwithstanding,** says he, “ all that
has been said against love, respecting the folly and weakness it
leads a young inexperienced mind into, still I think it in a great
measure deserves tne highest encomiums that have been passed
upon it. I f any thing on earth deserves the name of rapture
and transport, it is the feelings of green eighteen in the company
of the mistress of his heart, when she repays him with an equal
• Life prefixed to Morrison’s Bums, p. 45.
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return of affection.” Gilbert Burns states, that in early youth
Robert was bashful and awkward iti'his intercourse with women,
but that whenhe approached manhood hfe attichmerlt to their
society became very1 stttftig, arid frd1was constantly Vhb victim of
somef&r'enslaver. ‘ T he symptoh* bf ;hj& passkSri,* adds Gil
bert, *• were often feuch as n e a t^ t^etauai thtfee bffhe cflebhrted
Sappho. I never; indeed; kfieV that
sah&^dbd died
a w a y but the ;hgftkti6 h» of ,h tsllmtnd atifl be^y tffcvCe&d jrny
t h i n g 't f W ^ I
real1»
: *0
-K' l h ' * .
In ebrtfoririity Wfththe' views1i f MrWiMbup Scott *^Whd re
gards Adhesiveness as ^- th£ ¿ertti$ of\rbe; affecriorij” atid'Alnativeness as an auxiliary though itidis pen sable element in the’passioti of bVe, I donteive'that; 1ti tbe lotes^f’BulttiS, A5il)^veness
was a strohgeir ingredient thafr; A m a tiV ^ ^ ^ h e " iMudnde of
adiich also, ndwe^fer,'wa^ceHaShly iihJkiftatit. Notwithstanding
the fibentiotrs tobe of some d f h?s early pieces* We are qs&irbd’by
himself (and his brother unhesitatingly torifi^mtf the statern^pt),
that no pbshiVC. viqe mingled in am /'df His IdVfc adventures
until ha h ad reached his ttyenty-thira year;: (Jondddrable al
teration wa!s prodtided oh hU* tnind arid manners by a residence
for severtd months on a smuggling co*£f, whefci He rrriogled with
out reserve iri scenes bTriot and mssipsyrtAn. f n l7 8 1 - ^ he spent
six ttfdntbs.at Irvine; where; tb ti^tfcpWbfdrf o f Gflb&t, u he
cd^tt^pted'rom e^c^aihtkn^'of'a fi^rn in afth ^ q f living a id
thWikfhg thátfhe hátf beerí hlied to, WhbSe Sbéüéty pH^áred Jiim
for óVerledpidg thé ‘bounds b f rigid Virtud 1which had hitherto
reátraiiiéd him* Subsequently'ro this time, he indulged the
propensity with somfe fepedorb ; ‘b û t £ do not bélieVè that ¡tijpiis
respeef he dÿfën’dfrpttf young rneh* in ‘general at thé same pe
riod, ànd in thésâtofre tit perhaps any station of life. I have little
doubt thât Lové 6 f ‘Approbation and Sécrétivéhess, which are
largely developed, esáéntíálly contributed ‘to ¿ugtneqt the num
ber o f his fevé adVéntutes^ ’Secret! vènés£ delights in concealmerit/intrigue, and stolen interviews,1 and; Combined with Indi
viduality, giVes tact ànd m vtnr fcAre, Its organ was certainly
one of the largest in the braid of Burns, and id lové affitirs the
tendency found abundfcnt gratification. U/A country lad,” he
says, “ seldom carries on a love adventure without an assisting
confidant. I possessed a ctrriosity, seal, and intrepid dexterity,
that recommended ’me as a proper second on these occasions;
and I daresay Í felt as mhen pleasure in being in the secret of
half the loves of the parish .of TarboHon, as ever did statesman
in knowing the intrigues of half the courts of Europe -f-."1
• Pbren. Journ/vol, nU p* B%
,
+ The conseqpenp^ of these adventures, u^ya Lockhart, “ are far, very far,
more frequently quite harmless (hah persons not' familiar with the peculiar
manners and feelings of our peasantry may find it easy to believe."—Life,
p. S3.
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I t may be thought tb&tj.thegRpqpqes^ qf «Bugs’s unpublished
correspoqdepce. iudjc^tes.A ¿$ft,gi)Rpfier d«x^ppp»ppt of Amativeness tb w tbfd y h ifin p jr a ^ k fr ^ tb e skull,; IflJudgj^hojKever,
of tb ^ n ie tte ^ .s a d W W g f ^ R W f ^ if r 0“ 1
»t
“
to toke
“^ W
! t o . W
P » « i P ! i |W
ip.wbom
toqy fi^ a f^ s T h t
¡% 9fWW*hpf<WhWfy which
really subsisted- between
f^adj, U)« P9C$. ( Jo, bis Jeters, a»
in hi?|iiPiw«W#»onr fluniis,« W^ f f / 4 # ^ F j ^ i W « 9 ip,eil>ing
to W ^ W F f t n bW ^lfi/9. PM.
>85-)
I*, s e ^ ^ .i h ^ ly j p r f l b n w e ,,^ *lW |f»i«ffl?q^,{te?eletters,
and aWP,Bfrtai9,pf,lm ?9JWH the ,pbell0. i p ^ d t,p,f; giving y,<mt. to
bis pftl^ftelifgs,jB rthsr toukhi^pue ,URQp. tl^ro»ri,d[:^ugbffir
and ftppUH^<WP««tel ‘VPTO^ne.nurcle of, Jus ¿py/pl apdhcentioua
acquaintances.. ..finally#, tpeietFecta.pf ftp q u p t carousing, qn the
a a iv ;^ p f .% ^Tpl^}li«ri,Plight tp bfi.|keP(ll n v .T ^ i , • ,,.
f Hilpprpgewpvepe^is.y^ry large, ppP t H POef^ affectjpn,ior
his pbilarenw.yfap piftwrtjkwl !y.$tfpp&,i. ^ .^ .fh ilo p fp O T P itiveness
to J w ^ f f W f l^ to - A “«5nca, t n p n ^ q f i ^ ^ t ^ A f t p r ftfWP^atmg,,Uje, .Yatip.us^motiv«8.byt whifbrhq.fas.nppdisdlt®, J£^e^uaa4i>he;a4d^» “ AU
thp«b reasnpp, iygeiW ,to,«P al?w d,. and to dl^hqse i^aippa I
have-WtfyiioM W ^ F r r ^ ifiipgq.pf « i f e # r- v. T ^ >n the
present,iwp^
.pYgdjaJqnpeS.pyejry! tplflg thpt fan .be hud
in the,f«»e,against.it,*;, He dreaded..poverty,pore op account
ofhif «(«¿»d.flhUdiep ^ J b r , h i s . ? f p . « ^ ; « M .^ .P W sbm1
of leaving thepi.. .d^ptWtei gape w q . jQpany.upeMy, Reflections.
“ T ^ e b f l d w u i i ^ ^ ^ j g r t t a . t o lV f e .E to i^ .‘V^.roany
pleafunes,apne^d to $ q .state? or,husband «w.Father». % y ° d
knotys, th ^ y ,b ^ v a .p ^ w p p ^ ia r,n a t^ ((,i/ca^no,t,dnpcnbe toiyou
the .anxiou* .sleepless. bQjwhbpse tie?. frequently, giijp, jnp.' ¡ t see
a train, of,, hdpfpss.littl^, folksy pie aqd my cxei^os, «It, their
stay j and W wipt a brjttle tht^ad- dpes thc Jify of ropn hang !
I f I am nipt off at.tbp command of .fate, even.in all ,the vigour
of manhood aai^at% 7-s|ich things,happen every dav—-gracious
God ! what would become; of my little, flqck! .’Tis harp that I
envy yqu people oTfortune.7
The Bev. James. Gray# rector of the Dumfries Academy# and
afterwards one of the;masters in the High School of Edinburgh,
states, in a letter to Gilbert Burns, that Robert “ was a kind and
attentive father# and took great delight in spending his evenings in
the cultivation of the minds of lus children.”—(Lockhart, p. 244.)
The organ of Combativeness is also very large. Burns, along
with much Cautiousness, had a strong endowment of courage.
In the course of his duty as an exciseman, he on one occasion
headed some dragoons, waded sword in hand to a smugfflin
brig on the shore of Solway Firth, and was the first to
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her. The crew lost heart and submitted, though their num
bers were greater than those of the assailing force. (Lock
hart, p. 219.). Combativeness was one of the elements in his
irritability of temper. I t made him also naturally inclined to
disputation, and impatient of contradiction. “ He was more
disposed,” says Allan Cunningham, Mto contend for victory
than to seek for knowledge. The debating club of Tarbolton
was ever strong within him ; a fierce lampoon, or a rough epiram, was often the reward of those who ventured to contradict
im. His conversation partook of the nature of controversy,
and he urged his opinions with a vehemence amounting to
fierceness. All this was natural enough, when he was involved
in argument with the boors around him ; but he was disposed,
when pressed in debate, to be equally discourteous and un
sparing to the polite and the titled.” (P. 349.) The conspi
cuous part which Burns took in the theological warfare between
the partizans of the New and Old Light doctrines is well known.
This polemical spirit continued with him through life. “ When
in the company of the demure and the pious, lie loved to start
doubts in religion, which he knew nothing short of inspiration
could solve; and to speak of Calvinism with such latitude of
language as shocked or vexed all listeners.” (Cunningham, p.
352.) He was likewise a keen politician, wrote electioneering
songs, and injured his worldly prospects by too freely giving
vent to his sentiments.
Combativeness, when very large, impels its possessor to adopt
a line of conduct contrary to that which he may be advised or
requested to follow; and with Burns it produced its usual ef
fect. An amusing illustration is mentioned by M r Lockhart
W bpi riding one dark night near Carron, his companion teased
him with noisy exclamations of delight and wonaer, whenever
an opeuing in the wood permitted them to see the magnificent
glare of the furnaces: u Look, Bums ! good Heaven ! <look !
look! what a glorious sig h t!”—c< Sir,” said Burns, clapping
spurs to his mare, “ I would not look look at your bidding, if
it were the mouth of hell.”
From the earliest youth, as his brother Gilbert informs us,
he was not amenable to counsel; a circumstance which often
produced much irritation between him and his father. In child
hood he, delighted in perusing narratives of martial achieve
ments. “ The two first books I ever read in private,” he says,
“ and which gave me more pleasure than any two books I ever
read since, were The Life o f Hannibal, and The H istory o f
S ir William Wallace. Hannibal gave my voung ideas such a
turn, that I used to strut in raptures up and down after the re
cruiting drum and bagpipe, ana wish myself tall enough to be a
soldier; while the story of Wallace poured a Scottish prejudice
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into ray veins» which will boil along there till the flood-gates of
life shot in eternal rest.”
The effects of the large Destructiveness of Burns were very
conspicuous. From this» and Self Esteem» arose that vindictive
and sarcastic spirit which formed one of his chief failings. In
one of his letters, he speaks of the “ dirty sparks of malice and
envy which are but too apt'to invest m e a n d in an unpublish
ed piece, he alludes to the terror excited by
—............... “ Burns’s venom, when
H e dips in nail unmixed his eager pen,
And pours his vengeance in the burning line.”

Even those who unwittingly put him to inconvenience some
times fell under his lash. Having come, during an excursion
in Ayrshire^ to an inn where he used to lodge, but which he
on that occasion found entirety occupied by mourners conveying
the body of a lady to a distant place of interment, he gave vent
to his spleen in a lampoon full of bitterness:
“ Dweller in yon dungeon dark,
Hangman of creation, mark
Who in widowed weeds appears
Laden with unhonoured years.
N ote that eye—’tis rheum o’erflows—
P ity’s flood there never rose:
See those hands, ne’er stretched to save ;
Hands that took, but never gave.”

“ In these words,” says Allan Cunningham, “ and others bit
terer still, the poet avenged himself on the membry of a frugal
and respectable lady, whose body unconsciously deprived him of
a night's sleep.” (P. 218.).^
^ Respecting Burns's Acquisitiveness a few words are necessary.
According to his own description, he was “ a man who had
little art in making money, and still less in keeping it." That
his art in making money was sufficiently moderate, there can
be no doubt; for he was engaged in occupations whieh his soul
loathed, and thought it below the dignity of genius to accept of
pecuniary remuneration for some of his most laborious literary
performances. He was, however, by no means insensible to the
value of money, and never recklessly threw it away On the
contrary, he was remarkably frugal, except when feelings
stronger than Acquisitiveness came into play—such as Benevolence, Adhesiveness, and Love of Approlbation; the organs of
all of which are very large, while Acquisitiveness is only rather
large• During his residence at Mossgiel, where his annual re*
venue was not more than L.7, his expenses, as Gilbert mentions,
“ never, in any one year, exceeded bis slender income.4' I t is well
known also, that he did not leave behind him a shilling of debt;
and I have learned from good authority, that his household was
much more frugally managed at Dumfries than at Ellisland,'—
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as in the former place, but not in the latter, hehad it in his power
to exercise a personal control over the e^perKÜ^ure«' I have
been told also, that after his death the domestic expenses were
greater than while he was alive. These, facts <age,all consistent
with a considerable development of Acquisttiyaqçtig ;. frr -when
that organ is small, there is habitual inattention to*pecuniary
concerns, even although the love qf independence, and dislike to
ask a favour, be strong. Thé indifference,.with .respect to
money, Which Burns occasionally, aacribef tq Upneelf* appears
therefore to savour of affectation ; a failing into which be was
not unfrèquently led by Love of Approbation and Sjecredveaess.
Indeed, in one of his letters to Miss Chalmers, he expoeesly in“ timates a wish to be rich.**
. F
Bums^ as we have already seen, was in common ,silet)t and
reserved. This resulted chiefly from large Secijetivengsa. His
appearance, on the occasion of a visit ; by M r Maokebzie,
was very characteristic. iC The poet," says that gentleman,
“ 'seemed distant, suspicious and without floy wish to. interest or
pleâse. He kept himself very silent in, a dark, corner.of the
room, and before he took any part in conversation, I frequently
observed him scrutinizing
while, X ^qnyer^s^d with hfs fa
ther and his brother.*— (Cunningham ,p. 611). ,H is love ad
ventures, above noticed,; furnish another illustration. Someticbes also, like
Walter Scott, whose SecVsMveriess was no
wdy inferior to his, he disowned thé authorship of his pro
ductions. %i Burns," says Cromek, “ sometimes wrote poems
in ‘the old ballad style, which, for reasons best known to him
self, he gave to the world as songp of the olden time. That
famous soldier’s song; in particular, first printed in a letter to
Mrs Dunlop, beginning, 4 Go fetch to me a pint of wine,’ has
been pronounced by some of our best living poets, an liniaiitable relique of some ancient minstrel ! Yet i have discovered
it to be the actual production of Burns himself. The bal
lad of Aidd Langmjne was. also introduced in this ambiguous
manner, though there exist proofs that the two heat stanzas
of it are indisputably his; hence there are strong grounds for
believing this poem also to be his production, notwithstanding
the evidence to the contrary. I t was found among his MSS. in
his own handwriting, with occasional interlineations, such as oc
cur in all his primitive effusions.*—’(Reliques» p> 112.) Secre
tiveness is a chief ingredient in hujnour, of which Brims pos
sessed a distinguished share.
Self-Esteem was a very prominent quality in the character of
Bums. The organ is largely developed, and, besides partaking
of the general activity of his brain, was peculiarly stimulated
by adverse circumstances, and the painful consciousness that
his station in life was not that to which his talents made him
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entitled. Self-esteem, in fact, was a chief source of the an
noyances which embittered hifc ¿fays. “ There .are," he says
in his common-place-iboo^i •* There; are few.of the .sore evils under
the sun givq-me more uneasiness and chagrin thap thecompa»
rison how a man
nay of .avowed, worth, is re
ceived every where, with tjie reception which a mere ordinary
character,’ decorated with the. tf-appihgs and futile distinctions
of fortune, W e t 3. I imagine a map or abilities, his breast, glow
ing with honest pride, ‘conscious that men are bprh equal,.still
giving*honour td whom honour is due.; he mee{£, at a great
man's table, a Squire Something, or a Sir Somebody ; he knows
the noble; landlord, at heart, gives ‘the hard, or whatever he
is, a shave of his good wishes, beyond; perhaps, any, one
table; yet how will it mortify him to see1 a fellow, whose a b i 
des would scarcely have made an eighlpefiny \axlor%-and who^
heart is not worth three farthings, meet with attention fincj.nqr
tice, that are withheld From the $01} of genius, and*,poverty,?
The noble Qlencaim;" he adds? “ has wounded me to toe squl
here; because I dearly'esteem, respect, and Jove hup. .H e
shewed so much attention—engrossing attentiori-r-qne day, to the
only blockhead at table, (the whole company consisted of h?S
lordship, dunderpate, and ihy self), that I was within half appiqt
of throwing down my gage of contemptuous defiance." . Again,
in a letter to Mts Dunlop, be says,' “ ’Whqo I.jpust skulk io.a.
corner, lest th e rattling equipage of some gaping blockhead
should mangle ate rtf the foire, I am tempted to e$claUn, 4 Wh&i
merits has he had, or what demerit' have I had, in some state
of pre-existence; that he is ushered into this state of bping^itb
the sceptre of rule' and the key of riches in his puny, fist, aqd
I am kicked into this World, the sport of folly, or ¿he victim of
prided" I t was under the influence of such feelings that kq
composed his son^ For a' that and a* that," every line of
which is anebifttikitui of Self-esteem. He had an intense admi
ration of Smollett's Ode to Independence, and hated^abovq aty
things, to lie. under an obligation. “ One of th$ principal parts
in my composition;"he writes to his teacher Murdoch, ‘Visa
kind of pride of stomarfi, and I ¿corn to fear the faoe of any
man living: above every thing, I abhor as hell the idea of
sneaking in a corner to ovoid a dun—possibly some pitiful sor
did wretch, whom, in my heart, I despise and detest." I t was his
piwerful Self-esteem and Combativeness, along with great gene
ral size of brain, that gave him that coolness and self-possession
in the company of men far above his station, whicn various
authors have remarked with surprise: His. manners in that
society were, as Profaaor Stewart notices, “ strongly expressive
of conscious genius and worth "
VOL. i x . — NO. XLI,
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Love of Approbation was still more powerful than Self
esteem. Burns, was greedy of fame and applause, and extreme
ly annoyed by disapprobation. This was one b£ the strongest
motives by which he was actuated. Hltf cogitations before
printing the first edition of his poems, and when fee bad the full
intention of emigrating to Jamaica,* are thus recorded by him
self :— 44 Before leaving my native country foe ever, I resolved
to publish my poems. I weighed my productions as impartially
as was in my power: I thought they had m erit; and it was a
delicto«» idea that I should be called a>dever fellow, even though
it should never reach my ears.” H e writes to Mrs D unlop:
441 am fully persuaded that there is not any class of mankind
so feelingly alive to the titillations of applause as the sons of
ParnassUs; nor is it easy to conceive how the heart of the
poor bard dances with rapture, when those whose character
m life gives them a right to be^polite judges, honour him with
their approbation.” In another letter, the following remark
o c c u r s 44 I have a little infirmity in my disposition, that where
I fondly love or highly esteem, I cannot bear reproach.” He
might have added that advice was almost equally intolerable.
M r Robert Riddell, one of his friends, mentions that the poet
often lamented to him that fortune had not placed him at the
bar or in the senate : 44 He had great ambition,” says M r Rid
dell, 44 and the feeling that he could not gratify it preyed upon
him severely.”—(Cunningham's Life, p. 850.) 44 He was far
from averse,” says the female writer already quoted, 44 to the
incense of flattery, and could receive it tempered with less
delicacy than might have been expected.” The apologies with
which his letters abound, shew how desirous he was to retain
the good opinion of his friends; and the anxiety which he ma
nifested respecting his posthumous reputation was very great.
44 My honest fame,” he says, 44 is my dearest concern, and a
thousand times have I trembled at the idea of the degrading epi
thets that malice or misrepresentation may affix to my name.”
This letter is so well known that it is unnecessary to quote far
ther. One additional illustration o f Burns's love of notoriety
—from 44 The Poet's Welcome to an Illegitimate Child”—may
be given:—
“ The malr they talk, I ’m ken’d the better;
£ ’en let them clash P*

Cautiousness is much larger than H ope; in consequence
of which circumstance, joined to delicate health, external mis
fortunes, and the raging of passions within, Burns was afflicted
by constitutional melancholy, or liability to blue devils. His
teacher Murdoch records that, in youth, 44 Robert's countenance
was generally grave, and expressive of a serious, contemplative,
and thoughtful m i n d a n d Allan Cunningham, who lived
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near him at EUisland, mentions that “ his táce was deeply
marked by thougbty¡qnd thehabiliial. express*)», intensely me
lancholy” * My.conartutidñi'andiiiiwnáe^tpftyá lidrbs himself',
“ weró, mb'Otigjgm blHted.britbjaadeepinodradrieltaiirtlofiiypt»chondftal .Wha^ipdiaohaanyia*ie|ta*deJfi tuAáfcbagaihydn ja.letter
to MnjdDuátop n ^iQlhera ia;aBt<^yrRtqpiq*h^raiT)dtive>i»iaRiy
soulin-thh bous oft care ^consequently the ŒtrfaDydM^bdte-sAbi
larger tipa* Kfefli >1tHd^aiyay* Iiodised/ ftrwanditwitltrfgibdidBcp»;
ticipatidnb.to the jfutUrd, .add idppadèdla time/\wpenr<hci should
return! toi his primitire nbsaurilV/. ThetomptBaaient'ofgentúíí,
it may bé «Marked, addsáfrengtb tor.thei«auBefco£.hÿÿooHonv
dría ; ñor, by tbdiawsxjfiphy siokigíy, evéry trbBapei^ of,inspiration
is followedtoyia eornepponÉningidBprHssioaiofimind-'
ni. .'i
The organ of'fBeneirolence.iis very/largely developed/'. rT-tól
feeliBg d*s*tnèng ntfiurnsj andonas ;oaeafbisg*add tedefemisg)
virtue» >«. it* «ffiùsioiœ! >fijequéat|ly.¿ccnr So thisrieofraqwpdâtfcei
In a fetter t» (Mori Hill, itejsaiysiLfftAfaoldnd'ave)by>*>fi|tireifedi
nevolent oreatune&({'ifi vA ..,*/.'.There, lare ¿nr/eYfciyage aiW>
souls thdti aUjthe<wdnte>and bqaa-iof'-li&rl^dneè debase) bo.sell
fishnessjor e*íé®ye>the >nhcesaary a&fy o f ¡«SMtíiahí«od¡ peftdefomj
I f I am>iaodai^ea>oiiRaiihjryifiai(«rh«)F)I<cqijhMaftta-snJtstlf'iitt
this side-of taayrdjspaiáari and dQèraetdr/ .God kotwsnliam.jKa
saint ; >ï haya á.wholdhoetafisibaéadtfollies ««-.asands fñr-t btMf
if I câtdd.^nd Jlbrijevofl Ido(it ad {wiaft.I1ieati4.rI fcmiki wfipfe
away all tèànf fryiti. (dl^fyebTl ifreftfsor, Stri^acr satyr; ‘.‘.ïratH
collect he dra»:-toldI n»,' :when d nsar ddmiriagra dlaMBfc pnett
pect id.' anetof our, »morning, waits, th a t(thç-.«ighthof,Romany,
smoking. oOttqge» gavé i ptea*^ito.hia-mipd»! Which. J*»DO)«Pt4li
understand wlw'hadnetfwitnéssed^liltohHékself, thé happions*
and thfc -froéth whiobthey éontainéd»”1 T.Histchyritfef*," )»**
Gray, ^ ’Wcreigrefttrbeyopd.his.meaah.'' ,Io;parti#ul«r,he phevppi,
great kindness to. th e .harmless imbeeiló, {¡reatwes ¡ábopf Pyro»
fries. (¡See. CiutafagbsHi, -p.
Itjis believed., by
phrenologists;* that -PhiiojMogemtiwjene&s giyep ty gipathy >£ffi
weak and ihelples* object* in getfçrai* and .dipe#* .Benevolence
in an «spéftial manner, (duheschr The doctrine ceriaiujy receives
eonfiraidtion.'fwm.the hédd of, Bums.. . H e qowld not'boar.lo/pee
a bird robbed of her young; he spared and bewailed thpiaXe of
the mouse whose dwelling wasypturned .by. his, plough ; and the
verses written on Seeing-á wounded hare pass by, are expresare
of the spppgeWcotripaMiop. .1 His feylipga 9 n tfalfrtter occasion
were a r^naarka,blp cornpj^s^ioq pfiBepevoleaw and ¡Destructiveness ; twq feiritoga wbuuj)), though aoty^opipt^by pp means nein
tralize each ptner, but may be simultaneously iq a state, of high
excitement, *. T he pyem ip, cóipppund^ .óf the language of 'idiprecation and pity, in.ajmppt çquà),.prpp9 rtiont
>•''
9 Phren. Journ. ii. 495, 499, and viil. 894.
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The portrait of Burns seems to indicate a large development
of Firmness; but in the cast of hfe skull, the organ has by no
means a marked appearance. A? large dévekjpment of Firm 
ness givesalendtttey to persist in purpose, opinion, and conduct.
From i t i activity result perseverance, steadiness, and resolution.
as-1 am able to judge, Burns was nflheVdeficiept’ki'tboae
qualities. 41 T he fervour of His pasarás** «ayo MiS'BMdeU,
n was fortunately tampered by tfcdr versatility« HewasfeeMom,
never1indeed. implacable in hfeveséotm eáts; and ooftiettmes, it
has been alleged, n il frrvMhMy steady *i hw^eugugéments of
friendship. M uch, indeed, has heed sa d o f tvn hmonatanay and
caprices.' T he rapidity with which his schemes were generally
abandoned, may justly be rtgawkdasan Ulu*k*uoo of this fea
ture of his character. A letter from D r Blacklock, for example,
received when he was on die road to Greenock, with the irttenlion of sailing to Jam aica instantly overthrew his plans, and
sent him witK almost breathless' speed to E ^ñburgh. H e had
ju st written to a (Kend, 44 Against two things I am fixed as fate,
—staying at home, and owning dean conjugally. T he first, by
heaven, 1 will not do 1—the last, bv hell, I wiH never do ! '
Y et, when the lovefs met, the second of these “ fix e d * resolu
tions terminated bv hisgiving Jeon a written acknowledgment o f
their m arriage!— Firmness is of. great use hi enabling men o f
strong passions to withstand their cravings for indulgence, and
reduce virtuous resolutions to practice. Burns was certainly
not distinguished here.
C'onscientiousness is in nearly the same condition as Firm 
ness. This feeling was well cultivated in youth by hi« father,
who was a verv sagacious, honest, infelHgent, and pitras man.
It was mute sufficient to render him honest arid' candtd when no
contending impulse was present, and also to make him aware of
Jus imnerfectuw; but it wanted power to restrain the vehemence
of his lower feelings within the bounds of candour and justice.
a There is nothing in the whole frame of in a n ,'h e says, 44 which
seems to me so unaccountable as that things called conscience.
Had the troubknome yelping cur powers efficient to prevent a
mischief, he might he of use; but, at the beginning of the busi
ness, his feelde effort* an» to the workings of passion as the in
fant frosts of an autumnal morning to the unclouded fervour of
the rising su n ; ami no sooner are the tumultuous doings of the
wicked deed over, ihau, amidst the bitter native consequences
of lolly, in the very vortex of our horrors, up starts conscience,
ami harrows us with the feelings of the damned.**
Ideality-^the principal organ of poetical feeling—is large;
though, as might have been anticipated from the degree
in which he manifested most of the intellectual faculties, it
is equalled in site by many of the other organs. Burns*«
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love of the sublime and beautiful was very strong. His tem
perament was that which is best adapted for the experience of
poetical feeling. He was passionately fond of the beauties of
nature, but it wa9 in the dreary, solemn, desolate sublime that
he seems to have delighted most* Such a taste I have re*
peatedly found possessed by .individuals with large Destruc
tiveness, >Cautiousness, and. Ideality, .moderate Hope, and a
susceptible temperament. Burns was especially fond of the sea
son of winter. “ This, I believe,” says he, “ may be partly
owing to my misfortunes giving my mind a melancholy cast; but
there is something even in the
( M ighty tempest and the hoary waste,
Abrupt and dead, 'stretched o’er the buried earth,*—

which raises the mind to a serious sublimity, favourable to every
thing great and noble.* There is scarcely any earthly object
gives me more—I do not know if I should call it pleasure—but
something which exalts ine, something which enraptures me,—
than to walk in the sheltered side of a wood or high plantation,
in a cloudy winter day, and hear the stormy wind howling among
the trees,, and raving over the plain. I t is my best season for
devotion: my mind is wrapped up in a kind of enthusiasm to
Him, who, in the pompous language of the Hebrew bard, ‘ walks
on the wings of tne wind.1 " The enthusiasm here mentioned
results from activity of Ideality, Wonder, and Veneration. Ad
dison's Vision o f M irza, a production full of Ideality, capti
vated Burns, as be himself tells us, “ before be was capable of
fixing an idea to a word of three syllables.” In many of his poems,
but particularly the Address to Mary in Heaven, he manifests
a degree of ideality which contrasts strongly with the coarse
ness of his satirical effusions, produced under the influence of
far different feelings.
Burns was less remarkable for wit than for humour. The
former is well described by Lockhart as a “ peculiar vein of sly
homely wit.” Humour depends on the organs of Secretiveness,
• In the Ptiian, Bum s makes Coil* address him as follows i—
u I saw thee seek the sounding shore,
Delighted with the dashing roar;
Or when the north his fleecy store
Drove through the sky,
I saw grim Nature’s visage hoar
Struck thy young eye.”
The next stanza refers to the poet’s benevolence i—
“ Or when the deep-green mantled earth
Warm cherished every flow’ret’s birth,
And joy and music pouring forth
In every grove,
I saw thee eye the general mirth
W ith boundless love.”
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The portrait of Burns seems to indicate a large development
of Firmness; but in the cast o f'tifa skull, the organ has by no
means a mkrkfed ajpjtearattbév -Àilartge development of Firm
ness git&ra^ttedèticy* tb'pèrèfist 'iftptfrpòsei'opSiiWft, *awd conduct.
From*
s ittir ttf résUlf p e r^ ^ O fe é , «5eaidiiieSt^ mid resolution.
SSó'ftf a ^ I àm'aWe tò 'jb tf^ ^ B d in s WaS ràfchet défièiétji*ki 4hose
¿jtiàlitiès. ^ <c
M ss'Riddell,
* was fortottàtèiy fèmperéd by tffà r versatility4 ‘ H e wàfe&eldom,
’rtfcMeHndeed, implacable kt tris t4s4ntftì±its ; arftb sometimes, it
'4ias1*efe,'*ÌBégèd;‘ Jtevtótebty steady ^ ^hfa^gagèméilits of
friendship. Much, indeed, has'¿feéti StódoffoWfouonsteftéy and
caprices.* The rapjdjjty
generally
abandoned, m ay justly be. regarded ,&£jàa.illuptraJtion of this fea
ture of bis character. A letter from Dr Blacaiock, for example,
r^cèWéq Wfièri ne^ Was;on tìiè
toljfe^fiibplry WifHlheittteniidti of*’sailing' tó ^àtnai<Ar ^nétan^ly óèeytbrèW" hffa^jjBaftsi, and
(seni! Mrii With afirhòst‘br èamWè" stieeB*t8 fiuinbufgh. ' He had
" jilkt Wnr'rtèn to k ^Ketid^ 1jVgalhstJiWp'tjiingil ¿ in k e d as!fate,
—stayiig at home, àncf owning ¡fólti bòtìitigàlIV. '¡The;flrSt, by
.heaven, T ’^jW tiot'dó'!—the %$t^'‘by'hell, Will' 'never' do !*
’ ^ e t,‘ when the lóvqfs midi, tihe secbtia ò f ' f i i è s resolu
tions téftninàted ,by tiisgivirtg1Jetìtià writtèti’feèkuBwlédgùient of
their WfHage !—Firmness j$~dfgfeàt lise ?fi eiiab'finrg men of
¿trong passiona, t!ò withstand, their divings for indulgente, and
^reduce virtpolis ièscfltìtibhé’ tó^pfdotce^ *ÌBbrife'Wtó certainly
tibjt cftstinginslfed fter£. ’ l' ' ' . j \ ,r“ ? ’ ‘‘ ’ w
Conscientiousness is in nétirly tbd' feame Condition as Firm
ness.* 'T^hfe feeling wa^wèJI ctm iV ^d
jroutfi* by Tito‘father,
who Was* a f
Iiòtiesi?: itifelHVaqfrti^jptWii» man.
i t was fluite Sufficirat to r^ndèr Vifm1hònest add' càtidtd1When no
contending impulse was prèseti^ irtid also bo*ttiàteh ftg b ware of
^iis imperfections ; bpt it wanted power to retrain :the t^tiemence
bf his lower fbelings within the bou^d^df capdonr and justice.
“ There is pòthing iritjie wholefràm^òFthànì^ne Sf^s, “ which
seems to tné só teUacéòàrttàbfe as ih at tfMng called conscience.
•Had the treubteome. yelping, cur .powcrareffcieptito prevent a
mischief, he might be of use ; but, at the beginning of the busi
ness, his feeble efforts are to the* workings of passion as the in
fant frosts of an autumnal morning to the unclouded fervour of
the rising sun ; and no sooner arq thè tumultuous doings of the
wicked deed over, <thanP amidst,,th^: hitter native consequences
of folly, in the very vortex of our horrors, up starts conscience,
and harrows us with the feelings of the damned."
Id e a lity -rth e p rin c ip a lo rg a h ^
feeling—is large;
though, as might have beenanticipated from the degree
in which he manifested toos* of the intellectual faculties, it
is equalled in size fby marty'of the other organs. Burns's
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love of the sublime and beautiful was very strong. His tem
perament was that which is best adapted for the experience of
poetical feeling. He was passionately fond of the beauties of
nature, but it was in the dreary» solemn, desolate sublime that
he seems. |o have delighted most. Such a taste I have re
peatedly found possessed by individuals with large Destruc
tiveness, <Cautiousness* and Ideality, moderate Hope, and a
susceptible «temperament. Burns was especially fond of the sea
son of winter. “ This, I believe,” says he, u may be partly
owing to my misfortunles giving my mind a melancholy cast; but
there is something even in the
* M ighty tempest and the hoary waste,
Abrupt and dead, stretched o’er the buried earth,’—

which raises the mind to a serious sublimity, favourable to every
thing great and noble.* There is scarcely any earthly object
gives me more—I do not know if I should call it pleasure—but
something which exalts ipe, something which enraptures me,—
than to walk in the sheltered side of a wood or higli plantation,
in a cloudy winter day, and hear the stormy wind howling among
the trees,, and raving over the plain. I t is my best season for
devotion: my mind is wrapped up in a kind of enthusiasm to
Him , who, in the pompous language of the Hebrew bard, ‘ walks
on the wings of the wind.’” The enthusiasm here mentioned
results from activity of Ideality, Wonder, and Veneration. Ad
dison’s Vision o f M irza, a production full of Ideality, capti
vated Burns, as be himself tells us, “ before he was capable of
fixing an idea to a word of three syllables.” In many of his poems,
but particularly the Address to Mary in Heaven, he manifests
a degree of ideality which contrasts strongly with the coarse
ness of his satirical effusions, produced under the influence of
far different feelings.
Burns was less remarkable for wit than for humour. The
former is well described by Lockhart as a “ peculiar vein of sly
homely wit ” Humour depends on the organs of Secretiveness,
* In the Ptrfoii, Bum s makes Coila address him as follows*—
“ I saw thee seek the sounding shore,
Delighted with the dashing roar;
Or when* the north his fleecy store
Drove through the sky,
I saw grim Nature’s visage hoar
Struck thy young eye.”
The next stanza refers to the poet’s benevolence:—
“ Or when the deep>green mantled earth
Warm cherished every flow’ret’s birth,
And joy and music pouring forth
In every grove,
1 saw thee eye the general mirth
W ith boundless love.”
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Mirthfulness, and Individuality ; while wit is more exclusively
connected with the second organ.»* The poet had little gaiety
of disposition* nboût him, ebceèpt'Whetvstimulated'by ftfciety or
otherwisfe.'! >“ iHiariwitp1 days Pitrfe^ofJ Stew att,'* wttsj ready,
and îalüvàysümpi^ssëd? with «heutarki
vigowons kindeVfcfkndingj; ibtlt»to^HÎyrta8tê,‘iW)ü>oft0n pteft*iti£;oi" fcappyJ* ' 0< *ii,! 1 Innt^tton/ia lancet* d a m in o la ware wfctetiwr itìitftttìsr ififdulged
in aaioncsryi t>but* certainly ite» bad' a ‘tetidMiCyrio> htaittdè the Myle
of t&uchi ibeoksr àa (hn WAS véry^fttxrifiat withr» »rie 'Wds %’successi
fuEitutator çf^tAe*>kl*ongs ctfjBtitttfufdJ Ihrito tidtt'conferred
on ^ìito^so the ¿dramatic power which 'ClltaftLdtet’itttis fcbmeOfhis
humorousprodiiatgDnst'&uchra* The Tw&'Dòg^ F kiìH èfy Pair,
Theàaiïy Btggisv^j *vìA also hiabybf hw sòhgk. • He hfeki ah1ex
traordinary tact in assuming foretim e ihefeéUngs èf individuals
^identifying. himself Withlthíótf^^t)Ki,g(vihge^|^e^O h,to’those
fttUbgsMi fòrcUaie apd^trikirlg lânguàger ;The grëàt! exéellènce
of h i^ s o n ^ i consistsin the admirable adàpfcatvòfi ’òf khe Vrôrdd to
the.ttmeiii-.(SWhen4iia8ûci]^'saÿs!Sir W alter Scotty u Wasîttïent
on suiting a favourite air to wordsVbuttiorouB br^téndè^ hs>tlie
subject demanded, no poet of our. tongue ever displayed higher
skill in marrying melody tò immortal averse** For these talents,
Imitation is believed to be indispensable*
>
The intellect of Burns to s bf "a1 hlgfh Order. He was not in
deed on a level ^vvlth such men. as Bacon, Sbakspeare, or Frank
lin ; but his understanding was nevertheless one. of unusual
power. The anterior lobe projects much forward, and the
fifofttal tìnus pfohkbly diti not exceed the ordinary size. In
dividuality seems tò hâve’ beèti thè largest of thè* intellectual
tiVkinsi*1FVomHhiV, ètìd ÉWtitüàlity ; ^hidh' is very little ihferior
t o i t ,’»bHgihated1Kthéfétri^fktibTè 1aèhténesè of his ,observation,
artd the’Vividilèss b f hi^tìèsèrlptìohs., There ïs‘ potting ¿eneral
in the pictures which be draws: every object’ it Riverì With a
distinctness tind detail which make Us’almost imagine‘that the
scene itself ts'before our eyes. BurnsVlove of knowledge was
very ¿thong, and1had the sattie’origin. Iri youth, as his brother
Gilbert relates, he read sudi books as he could procure, ” Avith
an’ avidity arid industry scarcely to be equalled. * No book,*
it is added, ' iL' was so voluminous as to slacken bis industry, or
so antiquated as to damp his researches* His penetration into
the feelings and motives df others arose from Individuality and
Secréti veriest, joined’to the strength of lnsfown faculties in gen
eral. The first gave readiness in noticing and remembering
facts ; the second enabled him to dîvé’berieath external appear
ances; and the third furtilshed thé consciousness, and hence
the full comprehension, df eVery faculty which actuates man
kind.
There are several of the perceptive faculties, of the manifes*

n
tationi of which I am entirely ignorant. He was fond of tnu
veiling, and of visit^ngr scenes ‘rgwowned in history and sung.
“ I have no •idnarer .
»he t teHs Mrs Dunlop^ “ than to
have . it.in, n y power«- iroptagued wUb tbe«ro*dkie o f ‘business,
for. whMir Heaven nlwio^a i a m uefit enough, taimake leisurely
pilgrimages thnwgih £ai«dapia; «tot«t<ap.thatfieUs*uf ¡Mr bat
tles;.tp; w*n<4qr orti tbe senahtio<tmokb of.’bea r n w ri and to
miuseljy the^teiy/toiwOrs^orMcaerablerwinaoiiBe theixnMwred
abodes--of-her ^Oroettr, •>This wisbihe «fterwards-kuadniteimebsqte^fMKcmptiftodl Ita>prinSipal SQnmeiSrasAisifKswtnfiii Localify. . .,^y^neans.ofi-theisame faculty* he '^ taade a-gondprogre«",at, «:hooi in mensuration,; surveying,! and dialling. .Tfoeiorgafl iof Tune h 'ftill? b u t I h a r e expenenofed difficulty
in jadgiug of hwittHrtieal capacity.’ Hisi teacher menooni that,
in childhood, he/cpuH -haidly-dietoOguish one piahw-ttme from
anotheri ,bwt<k fa ovidentitha^ ati:a <laterrperiotiy >hei.was>fildly
alive to.tbflrheenty-ioftithe .«Scwd-music <of- ¡Seotlandi '-Thtefa
pcorved by thc.nienoer, In which helnUudes,-to! the- subject,u4t
T k c tC o(ttf* /Saturday-'Nighit-* •
t ,» -’•* «•
ROBERT BURNS.

ptrhaps Dundee’'» y lid warbling measures rise ;
■

'' OK^lainttve M d+lfavorthf of the name-

'
' *'

Or noble E lgin beets itbs-beav'nWan] fbonB, .................
The swqefept ¡far. oGSooti«> bob'b$p:

• ■

Compared withthese, Italian thrills are tame;
) ,
' The tickled eirs no heart-felt raptures raise; ''

-. i.

,

(1

• N aru atab hie they with oar O umoV* pufae."

.Thought ¿urns had no taste.for the
of
music, he was fpnd‘ of t)ie fsimple and .thje.e^ptre^iy*. , .“ „My
pretensions to, njusic^l t^ste,” he w«ritp»,ip l^T hpiinpon,.“ *«r
merely a Few olj n^ture> .instioel^? |^i)t^Mght a a d ^ n t^ g n $ by
art. For this reason, ¡manym owa|, coppo^itiop^, tpaj-tifldariy
where mush of the m^rit Ups in coupte.rpo^t» ho^X.er.they, may
transport and ravish the ears of your ,copnoisp£ur$* alject.ifty
simple lug no otherwise than perely a&melodious din. On.the
other hand, by way of amends, I am delighted wjth many tittle
melodies which the learned musician despises as silly and in
sipid.” I shall not pretend to say whether the. taste of Burns
or that of the connoisseurs was the better. The, development of
the organ of Tune* tl »ough ijiot great, is, ,1 think, sufficient to
have enabled nmi to display, after due cultivation, a very re
spectable amount of musical talent. The faculty, however,, was
entirely neglected.
i
Respecting Comparison and Causality I have nothing to re
mark,except that they are indispensable ingredients in a character
so sagacious as that of Burns. There is something ludicrous in
the surprise of Dugald Stewart, at the distinct conception which
Burns formed of the general principles of association, from a
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perusal of Alison's work on Taste. The poet's letter to M r
Alison, on this subject, deserves to be quoted. “ I own, sir,
that, at first glance^ several of yeftir proposition* startled me as
paradoxical» That, the martial elangourofa. trumpet had some
thing in i t vastly jfcote grand, heroic,>>and sublime, than the
twingl&t^angle of <n Jew?sjhatfp; «that« the dflicige flexure of a
roseawig^ when <the ihalMabwnrflower as: heavy wiith the .tears of
the dawn, was iofinitoly-niore beautiful and elegant than the
upright stub. of. a burdock, and that from something innate and
in d e p e n d e n ta iL ^associatooo of ideas c .theae:»I.,had set .down
as irrefragable:orthodox truths, qntil perusing your book.shook
my faith.11. .Allan Cunnirigharni is in ,doubt whether or not
Bums1* faith'was really shaken«;.. T o jjn e it seems* evident, from
the very nature: of the* objects. cOntrasfcedy—$he,trumpet and
Jew’s harp,:the rose an d bane &tub of a burdock,-«-that the
poet wa* only.cbmptimenting >the. »philosopher, and retained as
firmly as ever hist original rand , rational conviction. Burns bad R) good/.deal .-of -logical >power, and. could trace
acutely-cquse ahdreffdct; but it is<hardly neoessary to observe,
that of hib reflectivefacujties he had ¡little opportunity of mak
ing aoy.ratdble display; • > ■- ‘m.,
I have thus endeavoured to giire an impartial account of the
character of Bums, and to trace its (various« features to the radical
mental.qualities indicated-by.hi*.skidJ. . The subject is. by no
means free from .difficulty ;,a n d la m conscious o f many defects
in the foregoing-analysis; but, after what has been said, I may
perhaps be:allowed to hope that the candid reader will agree
with me in regarding the skull/of Burns as a striking and valu
able confirmation! of the truth of Phrenology.

A R T IC L E IX T H E PR IN C IPLES OP PH YSIO LO G Y A PPLIED TO T H E PRE
SERVATIO N OF H E A LT H , AND TO T H E IM PR O V EM EN T
OF PH YSICAL AND M ENTAL EDUCATION.
B y A ndrew
C ombe, M. D ., Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians o f Edinburgh.
2d Edition, Enlarged and Corrected. Edinburgh: A. A C. B lack; and
Longman & Co. London. 1834. 12m®. Pp. 385.

D r C o m b e ’s object in this volume, is to lay before the public
a plain and intelligible description of the structure and uses of
some of the more important organs of the human body, and to
shew how information of this kind inay be usefully applied both
to the preservation of health, and to the improvement of physi
cal ana mental education. The work is divided into ten chap
ters, in which are considered the usefulness of physiological
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knowledge,--»the structure and functions of the skin,—preserva
tion of the health of the skin,—nature of the muscular system,
— effects of, and >rule? >for, muscular exercise,—»-structure, uses,
and'he«Mi''0f 'the iKmes^riB^ration and its lists,-~the nervous
system' and mental 'fimoltfes^heuoes of- bad health,-«-and ap
plication $f vhe^prindptotof flhyiiologj^ to she- amelbrauon of
the^oondUidn- of *he*ihtane;" T he aUfchbiuhad jno>ihteptioo of en
deavouring to make' ^ ¿very 4nm •his'own doctor C but, in expoanding4hekw *w hi*lr regulate- 4b6 corporeal system,' aims
merely-at^nahlmgiperMnaioftcoaasiiootHiiBeieD takeicdre of their
health'wtiiloiti subsists^ 46 <peecfevvo utbyKjaertaiiL oircnmstances
are'feeitetfrisfl or’injririoas $■taiahdarefeuid,'inisome degree, the
nature i t 'disease; andrth^bperaliro^afi feire
,produce snd dbcmltenuitity^dwHcr co-operate wkh she physician in
removing- tlhe1morbid state wheat it oocsrs^ instead xf* defeating,
as &«<*# through grossiigqoMlnc^ cDnstaiitiyjdonja, >the best con
certed plans ibvtherrenovatioiiidiiihfaidiw''»ItiisjcaaMBOfily ob
jected ■to> the^conrmuaidateHi of-sUckhknowiedgdito the public
generally, th a t ¡itis 's u re ; to d a h irm ib y mating; people conatarnly think of !<tbiviand *the other ¡precaution, Ito the utter sa
crifice of every noble and generous feelingv and, tenth© certain
pnkiuVtttmofhypad|ondrmmpeevistmess and discontent. “ The
result* bowevar^ observes Dr. Combe* “ is exactly the ¡reverse;
and it1Wotdd be >a ringulbui' anomaly. b]> th e «coostkution of>the
mtafel wortdwete ifrotherwise. • H e whafetostrittted>hi and* fa
miliar ' with grtimmiar tahd orthography, writes and-apeik so easi
ly ¡and accurately as scarcely ¡to be iconscions of attending to the
fwlev‘by^M eh«bekgaiditi ^ while hey-am the; contrary* who is
not instructed in e^hhig'msdknottViiiDt ho w in constructhis sen
tences, toils at the task, and sighs at every line. The same
principle holds in regard to health. He who is acquainted with
the general constitution of (hp l\ug>an body, and with the laws
which regulate its actibri, sees at dncle his true position when ex
posed fo tbeqause&rof disease,,decide wpatowght to be done,
aqdtfivpeidtef feels himself at liberty to 4evote hjs undivided at
tention t? the c^Jls of higher duties., But it is far otherwise with
the p<^son who is ./destitute of this information.. Uncertain of
the nature and extent of the danger, he knows not to whi^h hand
to turn, and either lives in the fear, of mortal disease, or, iq his
ignorance, resorts to irrational and hurtful precautions, to the
coripin neglect q£ thus«? wbjcb he ought to use... Itjj} ignpmnce,
therefore, aqd .qpt.knowledge wfbu?h. readers an, individual full
of ijanciesand apprehensions, and rohs him of.jbis usefulness. I t
would bora Stigma on tbe.JCflea|or‘a .wisdom, if true knowledge
weakened tbe wdeptandiogt aqd led to iqjuriousresults. And
accordingly, tiiegepuine TbypoeHondrian, whose blind credulity
leads him to the implicit adoption of every monstrous specific, is
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riot the person who has gained wholesome knowledge by patient
study in the field of n*turp;, but he,, and he alpne, who has de
rived his option* .of ¿he h p w 111
jpn,,an d o f t{ic l*ws of
nature,, from, thp dayk rpces*«« pf.hj* qyw, crpq$! irnagip^t joq.
“ Those phq,h#ve, bpd, ¿he..jpos^
flpjKjrftroUies of
forming,«nt opinion ,pp .fhip isuh^ct^froip e^p$riepq& 0% un
equivocal testimony to,the,pdyfu^agc* which knovv^edge confers
in saving.health and,li% ¿jn?e ayd anxiety. ..Dr, payies of the
East I ndik Company's Dqpot at Chatham* for example, distinct
ly states, ¿hat, for ¡this, very reason, the Hjaiyof mature age* who
has been,some year* at a trade Ireiprg,enlisting, isfpund to mqke
the most, .valuable soldier,, because j <iJh^.oi^Mpq(y cpnformy ^ ith
more ease to the system of diet and r<estraii^.nc!WW7 to sybqrdinatRon, hyt, having mprje experience** he i&more observant, o f
healths learns sooner bow to take care o f himfietyl to avoid or. di
minish causes q f disease, , ayd whey iU, he .gives mqre aul, in
bringisig about:a ¿¡ate .tfem yo kt& yfe? , J)t .Davie* adds afterwarps, that this / knowing how to im pure is aii invaluable (jtia>lification.m a sabJiff pmharking.for service ip yxrqpicai chmate V
and if it ie.inypluable tq the sqidiqy, it,fs esshpe^ly ,no(| less'safe
and advantageous to the,civilian"
.r# , f . ,
As the health of. the brain» and consequently the proper, per
formance of the. mental functions, ,is, greatly influenced, by the
condition of the qtihqr parjLs of , the bpoy, fpartiqulanly thp .s^in,
lungs,, stomach^apd Wpqd, ft^.impppsibje^ullyjtp understand
the metal a*d mteUeotueJi pheopfyepa.pf.msn* without besjtowing attention uppp eyery part pf, hip frame#., “ I t has been, the
misfortune*” 8*ys.the<Jate Prpfessor ,Jobn (xrpgory, “ of mo$t,pf
those who havetstudied the philosophy of the rb w w * ¿niod,. that
they have bopn Jiu^acquainted Avub tb$ structure of the human
body and the laws of the animal economy; and yet the mind
and body are .sq imiraqtelyj qpnaepted, and have such a. mutual
influence on one another, that the constitution of oither^jexam
ined ap art,»can never be thorpughtyi,uj^er*|tood**. . To the
phrenologist, therefore, the subject* treated,of. by D r Combe,
especially, in hi9 chapter oq the brain, possess a peculiar interest.
In this second edition is., given a chapter in which the princi
ples of physiology are applied to, the condition of thp insane,. As
the truths which it contains ought to ;be, made known as exten
sively as i^ossiUe, and .the chaptermust be,yaw to such.pf our
readers as have.perused the.first.edition *]qpe,.we shall/transfer
the greater part, of.it to our pagea
“ Having riven .j,he reader, some notion,,of the extent to
which ham aa health, and bagpipe** depend oa . tire fulfilment of
the conditions:Wh»ph tha Creator has a tta c h e d ^ tha.pxercise-of
the bodily'aod.mtiatal function^ and shnwm thatttirevdj*^ de
sign of suffering'ftnd pain is to lead u s to a stricter obedience to
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nature's institutions, and to more perfect enjoyment of life, I
might now perhaps léfcvié' the farther application of the doctrines
to the conáiaei^tiütí ofth^WtrtÍ^f. ’ fiÚ^the retíeption which the
first edition tif thfevtriàtfié ñiétJWfth, ^Vfearítte' ni¿shíetínfidence
in thé prètticèï‘Impórtale# o f'th e piíntípleS'irbifeh 1 fcàte'been
uòfòlding, ahif encouragés ' imè tò a d d in th é fpteàéOt edition a
few reídaÁs bó
(brtditión-Qf thé ih^atÍé,'-Ma:tlass^of sufferers
who havè'tfre Strongest daims ôto'ooèsymp&ihÿ, and in regard
to whom,notwithstanding thé òumérdùb'chdimète'ìn'tfMcbpublic bënévbleôcè H&sr'of l^tehëeri Vógenéroristy ‘flowing,áirapathy
is ¿till displaced 1whïch iéndtless htartfiil thari itielarifcholy, Mand
which can pròèeécf’only fitta thé tehl state àtfdw antsòfth é in«
sanébein¿ tooîmpèrl^I^ÎAid^nn.
' ’ ‘ ' ' 4* “ ........
“ I t is certain indeed, that the secluded lìfé Ulrich most of the
insane are òbHged tò lèàÿ,* separated fl-otn kihdred arid from so
ciety, tfnd thè dÌ$gra(jèfu) ptejudiées against them which hâte
descended to ‘dé almost unimpaired firorOamidét *the superstitions
of the darker àgé^ifr Which theÿ originated, hâve contributed; in
no'ëhiall tfégréè^' tò jiérpethaló thè obscurity in Which ttìé subject
has Idng been ïnVoHèd, '¿rfd ' to rendei* insanity orfé: of the few
evils which mankind has never’V enturedtb*fôokrï 8îrly lit the
fafcë,: With ‘ai viéw to ;discover rts nature, and-' thè means of* its
prevention ¿nd* cùrei * Théçofrsequences are, that its roots have
been alipkréd to efctétìd tnôèè àfnU mòre widely, While scarcely
any fhitjg h a i been done t ò ‘arrest its growth*, or *to remove it
when formed’; añd, asliitjd improvement can be effected until
the publidkhalf become'fiifeftíBy Entéreteted ‘in tfoéctìuéè,
be
comes .an imperative duty to WlOw riòl Opportunity"ta escápe? of
spreading abroad Such' ¡Mdrñiatkin ás m ayhélp to dissipate thè
prevailing indifference;'and roiisé attention to-The *magnitude of
the ëfci&tng evils.
'* *
*í,j* 1
“ I f the state and management o f pnbfte and private asylums
for thè,réception of ¡this class of pátiehts be examined with refe
rence tò thçrconditions o f health alrèady explained in treating of
thé respiratory, mùscular, atid faèrvods systems, it cannot fail to
strike the reflecting observer, that whilëin many institutions the
most laudable zeal'has been shewn‘for the physical* health dnd
comfort o f the pattents, comparatively •little lias been accom
plished, or even attempted; ’with the direbt purpose of correcting
the morbid action* of thè brain, and restoring the mental func
tions. W é have now, in most asylums,1clean and well vtittrtated
apartments, baths of various descriptions, abundant supplies of
nourishing food;1and a better system of classification ; th e furi
ous and the depressed ‘being no longer subjected to each other's
infloence and fcodéty : atad 'the rètatft hâs<béèn, that in so* far as
these important 'éonditìons are* favourable trtihe general health,
and to that of the nervons system in particular; recovery has
DR COMBE’S PRINCIPLES OF PHYSIOLOGY.
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been promoted, and personal comfort secured. B u t in so far as
regards the systematic employment of what, is called active
moral treatment* arid its adapta&bnota particular) oases* j<*. great
deal more* remain*to be: cfenfe than b*»ibithertostoe<Hi> eanttdered
necessary.* This; Willi >b®apparei^ cta/reflaUrog hdwrJUtfromely
influential th d ^ ^ g tik n io n p lo y m eR t^
fe tin g * ia f
fections* and idteile«nualrpowisrd iB)onMtliQ :beai(h> o f r>the*(brain,
and how few asylums >pbsbekat»y «dedi»terproTMidn>fta*i!effecting this most desirable objhcti. -If, infant dfvioceupkinnt sfad the
absence of objects Of interest* <bfy akwe» hn*e»*eeo, sufficient to
destroy the heahh off-a amiild ocgatvfche »met Causes >mu*t be
not less influential, in retarding the recovery r*f tone alreadydiseased. Hence i t beoomes anohjdet <df eodbreme 'irapoFtande in
estabfehmtnfe for th e insane, -SOpijorvidejthermoebsaTyr toeere fo r
encouraging this healthy .arid .tegular..esecswoiofr the ttaxipus
bodily-and mental powers traadi fmf.drawi% AuA* asStiWfete, land
directing, the various a lectio n * feelings*tandinteUedtual f e ii h
ties to their proper objects—NtHis being afCoadAtfopetsetitiah in a
higher degree1than a b y jo&htay 4a -rfhe> success ,pf>*o&m .eunatf ve
measures.1
<{ ii •:•* dt;/. [>•. • Vl, j;rM- •»(» ,»} n w

* 11hoio4whohavfl «os.ktendrdith^lh^i^titgije^ «Day .be!dis
posed tcythinfc thattheiiinportandesStfi^iMid taiwotraljaad bodily
occupkiem h* Teases <of insanity is Ukeidxaggm«ted>> iBut the
physiologist Who lcnltS)to»shiDeitoUishod/law ofc^fcejApfek eco
nomy-, w hfrch decrees {regular*action) <bf every wgtfhkrfpffrt /to he
essential to its health, no* matter, whether that, part be bqne,
muscle, blqodveaseb nerve,'os twain, Will not fail to bear ifestimony to the -truth off-any:remarks.. T h e pathological,observer,
also, whose;attention ds-daUy? called'»** .the mkeries’/and/bad
health resulting-ftom the total absence b£ mentaloccupation in
those whom fortune has condemned to alife-of idleae^sj without
having •imparted* to them that Activity :of con^tutibn which
seeks out objects of interest and taakos occupation, JFq$ itself,, will
at once acknowledge thatwoommaad of the uta*iia;0f hfla^by
mental and bodily exercise would add ihcw&.to ibi* pnweu oven
netwcta* and*mental' ■diseases*’ than« anyt other remedy, which a rt
has yet discovered, And* yet, in th e b*}oruypfotf r »axioms,
the patient* meiistiH inevely^kced .in eecttoaty
humanely
treated* without the*haht dffet.being made,to ^pjrdolmn,occu
pation ofonrind or bedyy p* asiyrofiJthe mbretch$ari«g comforts
of sympathy abd'sedkanteredtirse!; and *th^ rbrir^g.th? COse, can
we be surprised<that onlyctnerthird 1or; obfitMf >r«flover.their
reason, or snall;wenmtfcbntentdd m imagining that btuflan means
can go no farther to alleviate their calamities ?
“ It* is in the treatment *fi this unhappy ctafe of patients who
are deprived of theirdearratf enjoy raent&iaad off the soothing in-,
tercourse and eftnsolatibns of social and domestic life, that an ac-.
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quaintance with the law» of health* and the structure and func
tions of the human body* becomes pre-eminently useful. When,
for example* we contemplate the number ef the muscles, the
importance oftHeic function», and* their influence on the circula
tion and cm 'thé generál system^Mg}'*uddiérstaôd'Ithe Jaws or
conditions of thefr healthytaetHM^We caimbt :feil, to .perrave
that any ihode of treatment which does? riot; provide forrtbeir exercise in the insane, tnilst be1radically defective,* however kindly
and judiciously it may be administered in other respeots; and we
have thus an unerring standard* by-which the efficacy of every
contrivance need to rouse thehmatiefcoiH contemplative inaction
to useful exertion,‘may >be >at allfiniés1determined. !Henoe we
can have qo hewtarioa in denouncing* as> (mpenfeit, every
asylcrm which taoe» not pfovide» fee the reg d k r active employ
ment of its'inmates,' either in th d r »former trades or- in some
kind of bodily, and, i f possible*' useful and <qnperatove exertion.
When we know fiié struotute, uses* and relations of? the skin,
and are %t*the*samie time awarè th à tm intònifyrtq exhalations
and’tífcrVoUfrfüncCKKis iire áhnest always' disordered,so tench so
as often to be accompanied with a smell peculiar t a mental
invalidi, ítbesém eéhnpòSsiblé &rtm.icfcgeB tatovdrtook the ne
cessity o f ‘devoting attentimi to its »oondftioKq ándtakieg steps
for its'restoration to'health as a means taf promoting the re¿
covery of* the brain. •When We ’become acquata ted* in like man
ner, with the function» of fchekmgs, and the «attire of1respira
tion, we can scarcely fell td to'usweweiy eiertion to secure free
ventilation, and such' ample accommodation táseballh phevent severa] lunatics front* feeing placed tagetfoer ini*a ’¿mail apartment.
And, lastly, when wo become impressed with ’the fact* that the
human qmid is endowed with*affettio«g,f taetat feelings, and in
tellectual-powers, operating fhrasgb'tke-medium;Ofbodily or
gans, and requiring for their health regular and freet exercise on
their respective' object»,—-and that without this gratified activity
they-fall into*debility and disease,«—weed« ndlongeV peat con
tented unfit every possible weansof affording occupation to the
intellect, interest to thè feelings, anderaployroentn to the. body,
shall have been exhausted. In*fact, till adeqbate arrangements
shall have been made in every public nd* private asylum for ef
fecting these purposes, it* will be only deceiving ourselves and
shutting ottr eye* to the truth, to supposé that we have accom
plished all that cab -be done for* thereookery abd* relief of the
insane ; and too much* pains cannot be taken to enforce attention
to the defects which still impair the usefulness of many of our
best institutions.
“ In making these comments J have:nowish either to blame
any one, or to overlook the difficulties which stand in the way
of such improvements as science and humanity will one day

so
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consider indispensable. Adequately trained and qualified moral
agents will not be easily obtained in such numbers as will be
required; nor -will;money be easily.procured to meet the neces
sary expense:' Stifl, however‘dbw our >prtgressmaybe, it will
begin the 'soobeiviaud. proceiedttw ftst^r j if attbfttidn be now
called to tiie argervoy oC *he pMfj ¿mil t 0 !tweleikbng principles
by wlliab .farther aonelioratiotisaro ‘to* beeflfected.' Ui • •
“ I t is a common but most deplorable mistake, to suppose,
that, bflcatise a persen>is inaanev 'heiisiifisetwible td the ordinary
feeliagsjaod^ affectionsiof hum anity that biB-rtoioii is blhid to
the.o^maryeel8ti*«*;of.. life- arid >otfi external toaitifej and’that
conseqyetotly iftna^tecsj little. ^s'nhatulangtiageJhe'tead^Vessed,
or what demonstrations of feeling are offered to him^'fijr, in
tha g/tmh(Wgjerkytioi instahocsi >tfie mindiisiGnly partially disordo^edi.-apd -Mto «Mebialixeiafc ever'to «»he jperePpridndf'rnsult,
kindn^«6iii«94n'tnuni.seosf^Rnd drivoUing/. ‘And' ¿via dH those
rafift,ipStaneeaiiv (which qll otbe:faculties' swem-to be'def-Rrrged,
and;>PM (which- roueb "irnitatk>i> and. violinoe ifreqtieiitly exist,
ti;mh, and reasons although set tbevrioMenttbeyriiay
seep^pithoutoedhet» rarely foil, When .ealibly .persevered in, to
ppi^UC? ,8 iwlutaty imprdssito, and to <sooth (the. patiebt. It
th^refere. beflcfliee • of the .utmost conceivable -iaaportArtee, in
ereqlipg,f^jiiytnsifor *be.iaiianeyiti»mclkdi«bo »speckd .provision
for ithati, systfljjwitifl mural treatment which » to tb*‘breinand
m iq d n ^at medicine and: dieteticnegimen *re>to the stomkeh,
th^liyer»ao4 M»e bowels, L thss been-wid, apd I be4ieve not
wifljqut rea&OPa.that keepera-of asyldmB, who hte,-withrtufcany
va^ety(Of .intenBPwrae^and occupation,' exclusively to tb e Com
pany of, tho insane .are, fihctoselvesiapt to become of- ubsOtind
mind ; w)4: that,of those who escape-insanity there are Compara
tively (gw who .dp not ultimately «oquire the peculiar expression
of qya which is. .observable in. lunatic* If, then, constant-ex
posure to the society of lunatics boib.anyicasq sufficient to give
rise, tp,madness in a previously baaH hyom nd,itiisasdearto the
light *>f day, that the »amg influence ¡must greatly retnrd thOi re
covery of tlipse wboso mind#* arc already, -deranged, *and that, on
the same principle, it must bq of.itnpoitmmeto aHhjeto «be luna
tic goDtinqally to the re»tprotfve infloeoceof thnaodicty of healthy
and well regulated minds., , Every day brings fresh, conviction
with it, that the. more nearly we, can oppmmmmteMtr treatment
o f the ineane to tluti.qfreqsQnabte being** ihetnore «uecetsfiil
*hall we be in. effecting, cure*, and the, more ideiigkifid u n it the
duty became o f [ministering to the m ind dieeeued* t >
“ It is hardly necessary to remark,-that in dawn observations
on the importance of regulating the.monal hNntmenLof the in
sane, I have chiefly in view, that numerous -class .of patients in
whom the acute stage has been subdued, either by medical aid
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or by the mere lapse of time. A t the very commencement of
the disease« a cure may- frequently be accomplished by the re.
moval of the./?#citi*g,sal#*?, active ® adioaltreatmeat, and carefuLsupe#pV^epce a f
¿ .Butaftscthbipeiiod^niuch more
will qg fg$qgspbsbed <by judi4iouaiy'<ragidaaing-the-- exercise of
the .mfRtpl ,*n4 ,bodily i fwacUoaa, «ban- b y stn ictlf medical
remedies; and itiaconeequenti}»chieflyta tbmstage¿hat I now
refer ,,i ... *\1 - *** - * •“ ti*■ i'*: -- ** j ’ l*

“ To,secure regular .and ammatingeKeraise of all the mental
and bodily ¿unctions« aft-conducive eqoally-to the. preservation
and restoration .of .menial ■ health«, aught then .to be our -grand
aim in the, construction andumansgeUient'of public and private

asylums.
, I.,!/.-.
.1
<'>'•' « ......
In.pWtqingithei rtiasas of mental-and bodily occupation for
the.ins^iiW eahmddjfoUowvaafar as-paasiMe,--the same rules
aiul. principles-which are apphtableto-personsof.sound mind.
Thti% daily .muscular exercise in -the open air'isessential equally to bodily health and.'to mental- soundness, Ubd- » therefore
indispensable to both-sane^aad in sa n e --'ft-'ite- more pleasant«
more.easily perse^eved io, and. also’, wore salubrious to the in
dividual, when, itis combined -with an object cal«dated to occupy
but not to-strain the -mind. Mere waiving' or-riding, for the
sal(£'pf evSeise, generally becomes >ufesome, and- is consequently
eitb?rMu ^ d d y givenlup-oriponsecl with* languid inactivity,
whicbdppei Wesifc-cf rtsutrittyv Ori-this accounts -merii&rticid
and agrioui(it‘al:puttittts; wkninialerest attention and elicit ac
tivity, ought to be provided for in-choofiug a1situation :• for ex' perienoftbos. demonstrated, that,-as'remedies socb employmehts
cannot be too highly estimated; and that, wherever the rink of
the patient-does-not preclude him from engogihg in them, they
produce d * happiest .results in promoting quiet and sleep, sub
duing .irritation; dispasing <to perfect subordination, and, abdve
all, hastening the progress of recovery.
“ Ample oatent! of .ground -for the purposes of agriculture
and gardening; ought- therefore never to be forgotten';' and for
those ,-wbo-eitnefc use fond-of mechnnivs-or* havU been trained to
some manual employment, workshops become equally necessary,
and liav« fcba advantage^» «aotribHtrag to the general expenses
of .tbs -houses -In sevwai establishments -where field labour,
gardening« and workshops, have beeir tried on an extensive
scale, tbs Jesuits have been -highly satisfactory, not only in the
improved habits and comfort of the patients* and in their more
speedy and numerous-recoveries, but -also in the important ad
vantage ofeoouom y; as the labour of 'the patients has in some
asyluaw mane fan todeftwyehrir current expensed,—while scarce
ly a single accideot is on> reeord, os Miring arisen from an imVOL. IX .— NO. X L I.
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predated, and its success demonstrated, it can scarcely be doubted that this difficulty would be surmounted. Every year, we
hear of large legacies being left to Lunatic Asylums by the
benevolent, and if one of these were bequeathed to the first pub
lic institution that should introduce such a system, we should
not have to wait long to see the example generally followed.
The wealthier classes are, indeed, directly interested in the ex
periment, as their ranks afford proportionally the greatest num
ber of victims; and if the disease Mere once treated on such
principles, there would be much less reluctance to seek early
advice, and consequently much more success in combating its
attacks.
u Pinel has said that thirty years' experience had taught him
that a striking analogy subsists between the art of educating
and training the young and that of managing the insane, as the
same principles are applicable to both. Natural activity, un
wearied kindness, tact and firmness, are eminently useful in both
situations; but they are productive of their fullest advantages
only when reinforced by an accurate acquaintance with the laws
which regulate the mutual influence of mind and body, with the
nature and sphere of the primitive mental powers, and with the
methods and objects by which each may be soothed into repose
or stimulated to activity—in other words, by an intimate k n o w 
ledge of human nature and of the philosophy of mind.
“ But it will be asked, W hat fortunate establishment possesses
attendants endowed with such excellent qualifications, and where
are such persons to be found by any one who wishes to procure
their assistance ? The answer must be, Nowhere; but os a ne
cessary consequence, it may with equal truth be affirmed, that
nowhere is the treatment of insanity so successful as it would be,
were such assistants provided in sufficient numbers to mix with
and exert a constant and active influence on the patients. In
some retreats, an approximation to this desideratum is made in
the frequent admission of visitors, who, actuated by kindness
and intelligence, seek the society of the insane, devote themselves
to their relief and comfort, and, by gaining their confidence and
shewing a sympathy with their situation, succeed in dispelling
morbid associations and restoring health and tone to tne dis
ordered mind. In these asylums, the proportion of cures is pro
portionally greater than m others apparently as well regulated,
but in which no effort is bestowed in active rooraf treatment.
In the Connecticut Retreat, this system has been carried as far
as the present state of knowledge will permit, and with the best
«Sects; the proportion of cures in recent cases being nine out of
ten of all admitted. At present, indeed, no amount of funds
aonUI command the services of a sufficient number of properly
qualified assistants; but, nevertheless, it is important that the
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proper use of the liberty allowed them, or of the edged tools put
into their hands.
“ Man is so much of a social being, and depends so much on
the sympathy, esteem, and co-operation of his fellows, that, as
one of a body, he will submit cheerfully to tasks and duties,
against which, if proposed to him as an individual or as one of
a few, he would unhesitatingly rebel. Disease may modify this
tendency of the mind, but cannot destroy i t ; and the practical
physician does not fail to avail himself of its power in the man
agement of the insane. Many will at first refuse to work in the
fields or in the garden, particularly if unaccustomed to manual
labour, who, seeing others do so with cordiality and pleasure,
will gradually allow their resolution to give way, and ere long
become as zealous as they were previously backward. One of
the chief advantages of large establishments, is the great facility
they afford of turning out numbers to every kind of employ
ment, so as to subject an individual who refuses to exert him
self to all the disadvantages of singularity, which the insane
dislike even more than persons of sound mind.
“ Where there is any difficulty in engaging patients of a
higher class in bodily labour, much good may still be done by
engaging them as much as posable in the employments to which
they were formerly accustomed. Billiards, bowls, walking,
reading, writing, and music, are then valuable resources, and
may be made to constitute the business of the d ay; care being
always taken to turn the talents of the patient to a useful ac
count, whenever an opportunity occurs, so as to give him as
frequently as possible tne consciousness of filling his place as a
member of society.
u In the smaller, and especially in private asylums, dedicated
to the middle and higher classes of society, the presence of a
NUMEROUS BODY OF IN TE L L IG E N T AND EDUCATED A TT E N D 
A N T S, is a great desideratum.
The patients are too few in

number to operate on each other by example, and their habits
are not in harmony with any manual employments. By placing
numerous attendants among them, who would act systematically
in endeavouring to engage them in useful labour, at first of a
very light description, and to rouse them by example and cheer
ful encouragement, a good deal might be done; but as in such re
treats, the patients are generally persons of a more intelligent
and refined description than in the larger asylums, the attend
ants, to be on a par with them, would require to possess propor
tionally higher moral and intellectual qualifications, so as to fit
them for being companions and friends, as well as guardians, of
the inmates. The expense of providing a sufficient number of
qualified persons will long be an obstacle to their being obtain
ed ; but if the importance of the provision were once fully ap-
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predated, and its success demonstrated, it can scarcely be doubt
ed that this difficulty would be surmounted. Every year, we
hear of large legacies being left to Lunatic Asylums by the
benevolent, and if one of these were bequeathed to the first pub
lic institution that should introduce such a system, we should
not have ta wait long to see the example generally followed.
The wealthier classes are, indeed, direetly interested in the ex
periment, as their ranks afford proportionally the greatest num
ber of victims; and if the disease were once treated on such
principles, there would be much less reluctance to seek early
advice, and consequently much more success in combating its
attacks.
“ Pinel has said that thirty years' experience had taught him
that a striking analogy subsists between the art of educating
and training the young and that of managing the insane, as the
same principles are applicable to both. Natural activity, un
wearied kindness, tact and firmness, are eminently useful in both
situations ; but they are productive of their fullest advantages
only when reinforced by an accurate acquaintance with the laws
which regulate the mutual influence of mind and body, with the
nature and sphere of the primitive mental powers, and with the
methods and objects by which each may be soothed into repose
or stimulated to activity—in other words, by an intimate know,
ledge of human nature and of the philosophy of mind.
44 But it will be asked, W hat fortunate establishment poetesses
attendants endowed with such excellent qualifications, and where
are such persons to be found by any one who wishes to procure
their assistance ? The answer must be, Nowhere; but os a ne
cessary consequence, it may with equal truth be affirmed, that
nowhere is the treatmentof insanity so successful as it would be,
were sueh assistants provided in sufficient numbers to mix with
and exert a constant and active influence on the patients. In
some retreats, an approximation to this desideratum is made in
the frequent admission of visitors, who, actuated by kindness
and intelligence, seek the society of the insane, devote themselves
to their relief and comfort, and, by gaining their confidence and
shewing a sympathy with their situation,' succeed in dispelling
morbid associations and restoring health and tone to tne dis
ordered mind. In these asylums, the proportion of cures is pro
portionally greater than in others apparently as well regulated,
but in which no effort is bestowed in active raoraf treatment
In the Connecticut Retreat, this systeni has been carried as far
as the present state o f knowledge will permit, and with the best
effects ; the proportion of cures in recent cases being nine out of
ten of all admitted. A t present, indeed, no amount of funds
could command the services of a sufficient number of properly
qualified assistants ; but, nevertheless, it is important that thie
f 2
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deficiency be made known, that we may make provision for sup
plying it, and not proceed, contented with our present means,
as if they were already adequate- The tendency of the human
mind is to become accustomed ,to çxistipg defects, and never to
think of remedying them, till some accidental occurrence displays
their magnitude and ,tqrn& tfie .attepdoç 4 ° further improve
ments.
*
i’ *
“ As matters nowj stand, ¡the higher classes of lunatics are in
one sense; tj>e most, unfortunate ojt^alU . Accustomed ajt home to
the refinement of ,educated.aAd iqte^erU,society, ,to the enjoy
ments arising, from, çh^pge of
tg.hdçse and carriage exer
cise, and to. the C opland ,of. numerous sources.of interest, they
find themselvep transported^ to .^n asylum >v))ere they may be no
doubt be te ste d with kipdiWs, bu t where ¿hey are pççessarily
cut off from ffiany o f
,comforts,tp which .they have been ac
customed^ and mp^t çnçpunter pmudicesr. feelings* and modes
of thinking,and acting, to which »they are. strangers, and with
which they eau bave po sympathy. Uejng' there restricted al
most exclusively to.tl)p fpqcty of, keepers, wjiq, fepm their rank,
education, ,and manners^epnaot, he. considered qualified to gain
their confidence :or ejicit friendly. interchange of sentiment, the
patients, are^ in a great .mea^ur^depnyed of that beneficial in
tercourse with sound minds which is indispensable tq health, and
of the numerous opportunities, whiçh such intercourse presents
for gradually stirring up .new interest^ and leadings to new trains
of thpught The medical attendant, indeed, is often the only be
ing to whom patient,* of this class freely unburden their minds,
and from whom they can seek comfort but unfortunately, in
most establishments his visits are so .few and short, that they can
scarcely be reckoned as part of an efficient moral regimen.
“ The poorer patients^ on the other hanfl, although too much
left to tbeir own society, have still th? advantage «of being, to a
certain extent, in,.daily.communication with .minds in harmony
with their own both in,feeling and in intelligence,; as the keepers
are always men of, the swne. rank, education, and manners, as
themselves. They consequently are dess sensible of the change
in their situation, and feel .less acutely any actual indignities to
which they may be exposed* ...........................
“ Experience hasalready.^frewnthat great benefit arises to
the insane frorq the frequept associatioBiand sympathy of persons
of tact, intelligence,,and kindness,* who feel a real interest in the
happiness of .the patients» and viril them fro m a wish to soothe
and comfort them9 and not from mere idle curiosity. Nothing
tends so much as this to break down the formidable barrier
which still separates the disordered in mind from the sympathies
of society, and to dispel those sinful prejudices which stamp in
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sanity with the stigma of crime, and impel us to shroud its vic
tims in obscurity and neglect.
<c I t may be said, * Thai is all true, and very proper for me
dical men to ktiôW, but:wh'ylntrodbce it into a book intended for
the general rèàdef'?*' !lR^V tohsWéi*'
thât‘ I ihthJduce it here
purposely, 'b^ôèftfeé'lt fe ïrÔtti^àmiong^thèpdbiRc thètt the direct
ors and managers of institutions for the insane are chosen ; and
so long asthéy iiémaift Imàc^Mntéd frith tHè' vfrrfrits ôF* the pa
tients, Hittite ieatv ftè'ddhe to'prò.vfdéài rértièdy." Médical men
may direct, *b u t sôciétÿ ^iusl' c^-ojlefate, 1 atnd cheerfully and
earnestly tAké à part in thégoòd wdrk. Besides, ihéré Ate thou
sands of warm^hearted^bteings :^ h b !wotdd tìtelight in this very
duty, if thtey Otfly knéWfìròvr 'tòM
set>,abotrt, it1; and they’can be
reached only* by 'writings àdtiì4ssédtft thè getterai'pùblid.1”
T hat he'may riÎftltë'tftpMdfefëd ¿^either ttxi:sefieèë in5 pbinting o u t‘e^istittg defects;’^ Wbivìstóttéhry in hii/cbbée^tiòfis òf
the iiriprévéihterit^'Vteq^ir^i, ,;Dr <joIIÍbe'Cbtttfa¿W, tBé:'Pân\>er
Lunatic A«ylutai At H^nWcll With UiAfiri* Edinburgh, arid gives
a brief a t ^ n t a f ^ focfüiWïr^sÿSterta of maftAgèmètft rit Ivty,
near Paris::‘*TircWrrièhtìtag *oirtfte 1defect's’ 6t ' thè11Jkfiriburgh
Asylum,hé gives eVefÿ credit jo the iriartagers df the'institution.
441 am quïteliWin^^Aays'hé', ^ tìfth rir ataxîéty to better thé condi
tion of the patients, «hid thhf they have already done there than
could have beeri 'eonçgvM poislble withJtheir impërfèct,'riiteans.
But it is on this'very hchonnt,~that the public may be stirred
up to provide thé ftecéSsârÿ fends,“ that I arti sa Anxious to di
rect attention to thé faiiserabfe accommodation; for I "'cannot
help considering the àsylùm; hi its present stAte’, as'a disgrace
to the metropolis of the country.’*
,
Ju strisw e Were ’sending off this artitele tbthe printer, there
was handed'tò tìtì thelPAtfrteenth Report of the Directors of the
Dundee Lnnatiô Asyfiitat, Tor the yWar'ertdmg 91st May 1884.
That a 9ÿlutn is admirably conducted { And the report iè of so
gratifying a Oaèûtfe, and so strikingly confirms many of thè ob
servations of Dr Cotnbé, that we shall1present ovrr readers with
an extract from it in next Nmnber.
'
’
W e saw it mentioned in a newspaper, some mbniHs ago, that
the province of Antwerp possesses, instead of à lunatic asyhim,
a lunatic •òtBàge. 1 It-is called Gheel, and the poor creatures
are allowed to roam at large in it;' and where their infirmity
does not incapacitate them, the inhAbitAWts- give them work.
Many districts in thé ‘Netherlands sëikTtheir'lunatics fò reside
in this village, arid pay for their bòard' Arid ctbthing. It. is
said to be found, that lor òtte cute effected under confinement,
ten are brought about by kindness and the absence of coercion.
W e shall be obliged to any correspondent who can send us far
ther information respecting the village of Gheel.
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A R T IC L E X.
PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
1.

The Phrenological Society.

21** November 1888.—Dr William Gregory read an account
of the progress and prospects of Phrenology in Paris.—M r
Itobert Cox read Notes, chiefly historical, on the philosophy of
apparitions ; and correspondence between hitnself and M r
G. M. Schwartz of Stockholm, in September last, regarding
casts of the heads of two Laplanders, and of the skull of a
Swedish criminal. D r Gregory explained the characteristics of
the individuals under mentioned, casts of whose heads were pre
sented by him to the Society. Letters from the Rev. Thomas
Liddell and Donald Gregory, Esq. Sec. A. S., relative to skulls
^resented by them, were read. The following donations were
aid on the table:—Seven skulls of Thugs or Stranglers of Cen
tral India ; presented by George Swinton, Esq. late Chief Se
cretary to the Supreme Government in India. Casts of the
heads of two Laplanders, and of the skull of a Swedish criminal ;
resented by Mr G. M. Schwartz of Stockholm. Six skulls of
)ruid 8, from the Hebrides ; presented by Donald Gregory, Esq.
Skull found in April 1888 under the foundation of the old
steeple of Montrose ; presented by the Rev. Thomas Liddell.
Cast of the head of Linn, a pugilist and parricide ; presented
by Dr M 4Donnell of Belfast. Cast of the head of a musical
child, a Negro, and a Charrúas Indian savage of South America ;
presented by D r William Gregory. Additional plate illustra
tive of the Théorie des Ressemblances ; presented by the Cheva
lier da Gama Machado. American edition of D r Spurzheim’s
work on Physiognomy ; presented by Nahum Capen, Esq.
Boston, United States.—An application by Mr John Ritchie,
6 . Hill Square, for admission as an ordinary member, was read ;
also a letter from M r William Slate, resigning as a member of
the Society.
5th December.—The following gentlemen were elected OfficeBearers for the ensuing year :--George Combe, President ;
George Monro, Bindon Blood, John Anderson jun. and Arthur
Trevelyan, Vice-Presidents ; James Crease; Patrick Neill, John
F. Macfarlan, Lindsay Mackersy, Charles Maularen, and Henry
M. T. Witham, Councillors; Dr William Gregory, Secretary ;
Robert Cox, Conservator o f the Museum ; D. Campbell, Clerk.
— Mr Simpson read Observations on the phrenological standard
of civilization. Donation : “ Discours de la Mission du Phi
losophe au Dix-neuvième Siècle, &c. &c. par le Docteur Fos-
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s a lip re s e n te d by the author. M r John Ritchie was unani
mously admitted an ordinary member.
19ta December.—M r Cox read an Account of the Thugs or
Stranglers of Central India, by H. H. Spry, Esq. Bengal Medi
cal Service, Saugor; with remarks by himself on seven of their
skulls presented to the Society by George Swinton, Esq.
28d January 1834.—M r Simpson read Observations on the
connexion between the present unfavourable condition of the
British people, and the imperfections of their education. The
following work was presented by the author:—1“ Epilepsy, a
ease of twenty years standing cured, with the treatment and re
marks thereon. By John Epps, M. D. London, 1834.”
6th February*—'M r Cox read an Account of the life, char
acter, opinions, and cerebral development of Rajah Rammohun Roy. Donations:— Cast of the skull of Dr Spurzheim;
presented by the Boston Phrenological Society. Two French
marked busts, and marked cast of the bruin ; presented by Dr
William Gregory.
20th February.— M r Simpson read Observations on the ef
fects of defective education on the condition of the middle and
higher classes of society.
20 th M a r c h e M r Cox read an Essay on the elementary
function of the organ of Combati veness.—The Secretary read
a letter which he had received from J . J. F. Hely, Esq. Rome,
relative to the skull of Raphael; upon which the Society ex
pressed themselves highly gratified by that gentleman's atten
tion.
Vlth A p ril—The following papers were read :—An Essay
on the existence of a faculty of Modesty or Shame between
the sexes, with an attempt to explain the origin of the in
stitution of marriage; communicated by a phrenologist resident
in France.— Notes respecting two suicioes, casts of whose
skulls are now presented by the Dunfermline Phrenological
Society.— In voting thanks to that Society for this esteemed
donation, the meeting expressed their high satisfaction with
the seal and activity which have so long distinguished the phre
nologists of Dunfermline,
1

The Wamekh and Leamington Phrenological Society.

4tth A pril 1834.— 1T he Society held its first meeting; John
Conolly, Esq. M. D. in the Chair. The President, on taking
the chair, expatiated at some length, in an interesting and elo
quent address, upon the advantages likely to be derived by so
ciety at large from the study and general reception of Phrenolo
gy as the true doctrine of tne mind ; and concluded by energeti
cally urging the members to exert themselves for the promotion
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of so desirable an object.—The Secretary then read communi
cations from M r Combe, D r EUiotsdn, and D r Kennedy, con•seating to. become Honorary Members of' the Society.— Seven
new Ordinary 'Members >tcere> announced^ (the names of the
original mem here were* mentioned in. oUnri last: number, p. 668 ),
namely, Peter Francis Juard, Esq. M. D., Warwick; John
<Wihnabuvst,'(Esqk' SnrgqoPy Warwidk1\ / Rev; fteorgfe Childe,
A. M., Chaplain to the County Prisma 9 (ieocg^Catfiell Greenway, E sqj»SoKoitor,: WarWek ;i -WJ El/Bucfe* Esq. Solicitor,
Warwibk ; Henry
Smithy Esqi 'Siifgeon, Southam; and
S. Levator»,,Esq! <LeaaHngtbn.<^^iOe> conversion took place
respecting casts,, bu»sf 1Sc.,* McnuitM SecwCflry was com
missioned :to write>tw9Mfr iCbnsbq tcnsoheit *hls> assistance in ob
taining whdt„ might’ be reqctisitd. i .The.thawkb of-the meeting
.were voted to M r Levason of Leamington and also to Mr Rider
of Ltatirirtgion^ for having! offered ¿hefr'&rvictsr gratuitously,
the former as caster, the latter as artist ba the» Society. Henry
Jephaon^Es^. >M(. D; o f «Leaxninglon1whs^reposkt as an Ordinary M e m b e r^M r Wafcson ittsett idad an> Essay on the his
tory of PhtoendlOgyv fiici jwinch th e President was requested by
members present to transmit to thdi Editors of the Phrenologi
cal Jottrnal^ ifor ymbltcaUon iii as eariy a nuwibev of that work
as woold suit their couvenienoa*-*-Ttoe 'Secretary was request
e d to procure foCr oopies:ofi Mv <DombfeV>Ekment® of Phreno
logy, to be kept in constant circulation amongst the members.
6th *fvne>*^Far the? benefit of the hoatfoedicftl meWbers, Mr
W. D. Watson demonstrated the anatomy of tbe scalp, muscles,
akutty and other covering* of the bisthtr and adverted to the va
rious itapedmieisto to' the formation of a correct estimate of the
development’of - certdin cerebral parts during life. He also
pointed oat the ritutitioh crf thediffcfent organa/ taking for this
purpose the'aid of<a brain, phrenological bdfct, and the beautiful
“ mechanical brain” of Mr Bally of Manchester, a copy of
which be hid profaned fo r the occasion. D r Henry Jfephson of
Leamington was elected an ordinary member. I t was announced
that an dsssy on; some subject condedted With phrenology would
be read at the next meeting, an 1st August, by D r Conolly,
3. The Edinburgh Ethical Society-for the study and practical appli• eation o f Phrenology. ’ •' *

; 1* t

hth November 1833.—The following office-bearers were
elected: D r William Gregory and Robert Cox, Presidents;
• The essay here mentioned was forwarded t»u s accordingly; but though It
is a production of considerable merit, and w ell adapted to the audience before
which it was read, we have respectfully declined to insert it—for two reasons:
It/, The subjects treated are already fiuniliar to a large proportion of our
readers; and, 9<%, Our materials are at present in a state of inconvenient
superfluity.— E d .
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Arthur Trevelyan, James Marr, Donald Gregory, Thomas
Duncan, and Robert .Walker, Councillors; Andrew Brash, L i
brarian ; Thomas Moffat, Treasurer f R. D. Douglas, Secre
tary.—D r Gregory tbencomrauBioateditd the'Society some in«
teresting particulars relative !to>>the progress o f ‘Phrenology in
S
■»
France.
»■ •, :! \f ■- ( . •* ■<l,
llf/i Naoesnber.-M^AvAQon rifad » »paper op the reception of
Phrenology b y ja e d te a ta n n 'i
18<A N o ve^ih cn ^M i BMsb readiaor fessayion Fatalism.
25ik A faj^feiv^rM irCqx kead fair Exposition* of ;tbe prin
ciples according to iwhich^pi^nohjgists. inft i] dispositions i and
talents from tire si**, £e©m,,»ad quahty-of 'the brain ; Joeing the
first of » series of <essays^on practice Nph penology which he has
undertake*), at
request'of the Society,<to iling?fat’M'ard this
winter* •
rr.M ii.:-! uc \ r«• u v
o; I*;:- /•
2d D e c e m b e r C o x ireadt am,essay omthe efiecta of dif
ferent sizes of the.head.*'*>■ .. • ................................
9 t h Decembers!}** Gregory read, phrerttilogicqlchservations
on M r BulwerVfwonk KfingJaad and the English.” M r Cox
read an> essay -oar the;eflRsctiofifcrery,(Ufge)dz&o£lhaad.,‘!
16f4 &omj*r.*«t#Ur;(Biihb t read . an essay on *he evils
resulting from .the Scotch: law .of primogeniture: atid entatL Mr
Cox read an Essay on the effects, of use different proportions
in which ihe regnand of trhe bBawl/ate devdopednlsti vriyto each
other.
».
' .* *• • •*■ i;
28d Decetnberi—D s rGntgory?fead> farther observations on
M r Bulwer’s work.
2Oth January * IBM .—M r CoxTtad an ■Essay ms A mat) vfcness.
27*/i J a n u a r y ^ M r , D rysdak nsad a Pfareookgaioaii Analysis
of the character of >:Gpwper<the-poet *Mr Gots»read. Observa
tions on the otyeotkm that Phrendogy leads to materialism.
8 d February*—Mr» Alexander Ireland read an Essay on free
inquiry.
n
i
■
lO u A J r s a jf .^ M r . A &> Hunter mad aa Essay on the
freedom of the till. .t
17fA F e b r u a r y John Maokfeacie read ■m Essay on
moral responsibvhty. M r Cox read Remarks on the objec
tion that Phrenology leads to the doctrine of fatalism ; also aft
Essay on Philoprogenitiveness.
2 4th February.— Mr. Cox read ap Essay on the character
and cerebral development of Rammohim Roy.
8 d M arch.— Mr W alker read a Phrenological Analysis of the
character of George IV:
10R March.—Mr Douglas read an Essay on the Animal
Propensities. Mr Brash read an Essay on Marriage.
17iA March.— Mr Cox read an Essay on Concentrativenees.
244h March.—Mr Mackenzie read an Essay on Beauty.
9 ,9 th M a r c h .— The Society dined in the Cafe Royal.
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8U t March.— Mr Cox read an Essay on Combativeness; and
M r James M ‘Kean read a paper on Love.
5th M ay.—Mr Cox read an Essay on the character and ce
rebral development of Robert Burns. A discussion ensued,
in which a part was taken by two of Burns's correspondents,
Messrs Robert Ainslie and George Thomson, the former of
whom read several of the poet’s.letters. On the motion of the
essayist, the thanks of the Society were voted by acclamation
to Messrs M ‘Diarmid, Rankine, Kerr, Bogie, Crombie and
Blacklock, of Dumfries, for their exertions in procuring a cast
of the poet’s skull.
12th M ay.— Dr Gregory read an Essay on the character
and cerebral development of Signor Emiliani, and on the Fa
culties which constitute the elements of musical genius.
19th M ay.— Mr Brash read an Essay on Mind and Matter.
26th M ay.—M r Cox read Observations on the effect of in
tellectual education on the moral character.
2d June.—Mr Brash brought under the notice of the Society
a statement regarding the effects of a wound in the brain, in an
article in Chambers’s Edinburgh Journal, entitled “ The Phi
losophy of Death, No. 2 . which gave rise to some conversation.
The Society spent the remainder of the evening in the examina
tion of crania.
9th June.—Mr Cox read an Essay on Adhesiveness, and
communicated to the Society a paper on Modesty and the
origin of Marriage, written by a phrenologist resident in Paris.
16th June.—An Essay on the Temperaments, by Mr Daniel
Noble, surgeon in Manchester, was read; also some account of
the Caribs.
28d June.— Several members read characters inferred from
the development of an individual whose head had been manipu
lated by M r Cox.
80th June.—Mr J. Montgomery Stuart read first part of an
Essay on criminal legislation, by Sir G. S. Mackenzie, Bart.
Messrs Brash and Cox read characters deduced from two skulls
from New South Wales.
7th July.— An Essay on civilization, by M r Simpson, was
read.
14th July.—M r Brash read a paper entitled “ AntUphrenology,” by die Rev. Charles Findlater, minister of Newlands;
with an answer thereto by himBelf.
21 st July.—M r Stuart read the second part of Sir George
Mackenzie’s Essay on criminal legislation.
28th July.— Mr Stuart read an extract from Moore’s Life of
L o r d Byron, regarding the size of his Lordship’s head; after
*which a long discussion on this subject, and on the character and
genius of Lord Byron, took place. The Society then adjourned
till the first Monday in November.
/

(
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M ISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
L ondon U niversity and P hrenology— A t the annual examination!
in the medical school of the London University in May last, several of the
pupils in the Practice of Physic class, of which Dr Elliotson is Professor,
adopted the phrenological principles as the only basis on which an intelligible
account of mental affections could be erected. W e have seen two or three of
the extempore dissertations on this subject, and have been extrem ely grati»
fied with their general clearness juid accuracy. It w ill one day be the proud
boast of the London U niversity, that, knowing Dr Elliotson to be a phre
nologist, and one who would not conceal his opinions, it nevertheless placed
him in its most important chair. To Dr Elliotson him self it must afford in
finite satisfaction to witness the readiness with which the ablest of the unpre
judiced youths who listen to hu prelections seize upon the truth and apply
it to practical purposes. W e congratulate the U niversity on having a man
of Dr Elliotson’s undoubted eminence and talent among its medical profes
sors. Few have of late years done so much as he to advance the science of
medicine; and his reputation as a physician is so w ell established, that his ad
vocacy of Phrenology cannot fail to operate most extensively and beneficially
on the younger members of the profession. W e need hardly remind our read
ers, that Dr Elliotson was one of the earliest phrenologists in Britain, and
that he wrote in favour of Phrenology at a time when obloquy and ridicule
were likely to be his sole rewards.
M anchester.—The Manchester Phrenological Society continues to dis
play much activity. W e intended to publish in this Number an excellent
essay on the Temperaments, read at one of the meetings by Mr Daniel
Noble, surgeon; hut are reluctantly obliged to postpone it for want o f room.
It shall certainly appear in our next.
L ymixoton.—W e observe from the Salisbury Herald of 31st May, that on
the 19th of that month, Mr D eville gave a lecture on Phrenology at the L ymhigton L iteraiy and Scientific Institution i the money paid for admission
being given to the funds o f the public dispensary. “ The lecture,” says the
Herald, u was w ell attended $ indeed the boxes were completely filled by most
jof the respectable inhabitants; and if we may be allowed to form an opinion,
Phrenology has gained not a few points amongst us.”
G lasgow.—W e are much pleased by the able Report of the Committee of
the Glasgow Mechanics* Institution, dated 6th May 1834. It contains a for
cible reply to the objection that the scientific knowledge taught in the Insti
tution has not a sufficiently moral and religious tendency. That Phrenology
continues to maintain its ground is obvious from the following extract
u The Committee have pleasure in announcing, that, at their solicitation, Dr
W illiam W eir has kindly consented to deliver a course of lectures on Phre
nology in the institution, during the months of August, September, and Oc
tober next. In this course, Dr Weir w ill give a concise ana pcpular view of
the principles o f the science; a ftiU account of the various oigans and facul
ties ; with a consideration of the practical application o f Phrenology to gene*
ral conduct, education, and the science of morals.*’ The first lecture, as we
learn from the Glasgow Argus, was delivered on 5th August. “ It occupied
nearly an hour and a halfj was delivered in a clear and forcible manner, and
was listened to with marked attention by the veiy huge and respectable as
sembly.”
P a r is .— An association entitled u The Universal Society of Civilization,**
has been established in Paris. I t has instituted a philosophical school, where
lectures are given gratis, on sciences, arts, and industry. M. Dumoutier ret
cently lectured on Phrenology to crowded audiences— The fifth, sixth, and
seventh Numbers o f the Journal of the Phrenological Society of Paris, which
we have now obtained, indicate no abatement of spirit in its conductors. W e
shall take an early opportunity of noticing at some length the contents of
these Numbers.

KO tlCES.
A me hic a.— Kxtract from a letter, dated Albany, United States, 30th April
1834, to a gentleman in Edinburgh:— Societies similar to the Edinburgh
Association for procuring Instruction in U seftil and Entertaining Sciences
are springingup throughout this State. One was formed in Albany last win
ter, called ‘ The Young M en's Association fqr M utual Improvement* Mr
Dean, their President, nas just finished a course of Lectures on Phrenology
before the Association^ H e prreséhjted mé with a ticket, and so great was the
interest created.1t^ht he* has1been ¿oliged to repeat thé lectures twice. H e
was without casts to illustrate the subject, which was a great disadvantage to
him. H is lectures are to ttepublished, and I shall send you a copy, so that
you may be able to judge of then) for yourselA Lectures have been deliver
ed before the Association tikis Bekson, on Astronomy, Anatomy, 'Geology, Me
dical Jurisprudence* Aihericin 'History, Horticulture, American Literature,
Comparative Examination of the Animal Kingdom,' and Botany. The Asso
ciation has a library and reading-rooni; wbete may be seen all the leading pe
riodicals and newspapers of the United States. The citizens o f Albany nave
cordially supported
jriria ig ' donatkmr Üf wioflëy and books. The mem
bers «are soudes, between nfiDeetl ahd *thirty -ifive years o f age,' who pay two
dollars of entry-money, and one dollar Wnhuàlly Afterwards.' The lecturers
were all natârêd èxcepttwrç Who weteSootchritem ' I hàvé gOr two numbers
of an American periodical called *Th9 'Knitk&btek&\' W hfehl Shall send you
shortly. ■One bontaipsan drticle on, ¡Ftafértdtegy by M r T im othy'Flint, who
always spdaks'ef Mr-Combèwith thé highest respect: thiJ othfer number has
a review of The Constiûitioa of ’MaB,’ bv another hand.,r
1
An English 1ranaUribD'of GalTé woritiW fctf
CrrtteAu, to con
sist o f three voltnues* wfesmttriineed fast winter so proposed to be published
at B o sto n
* . - - 'it
R a p h a e i / s SxüLL^—T b e following letter^ addressed t o 1the Secretary o f the
Phrenological Society, and’ dàtéd Rome, September 30. 1833, having been
sent by a private hand, did n ot rèaéti Edinburgh till March 1634.

“ Sin,,—I have ,not the pleasure of being .known to you9 but w ill indulge a
hope that the coQimu/aioatipn itself, which is the cause and subject of this let
ter, may be deemed extenuatory of the liberty I take in addressing you.
“ Late perusal of tw.o numbers of the Fhrenokgiqal Journal, has totally
suppressed, in me the.bœ ty deference with, which I. had,.listened to objections
hazarded against the system * and I now sincerely avow yegret that present
literary ana antiquarian avocations at present do, and for some time will, pre
clude my going in hteditu ref,,ox even endeavouring to master the rudiments
of so interesting a study.
' * It has happened, that just at the time when I was devouring the
pages to which I have alluded* the discovery of the bones of Raphael was ef
fected iq the Pantheop, and it immediately struck me, that attainment of a
cast of that sublime artist's .skull .might be acceptable to your. Society, and
of Utility in its researches. In consequence, I forwardedto the Pope, through
the medium of the Cardins} Secretary* a .memorial» of which the following is
a translation
,
"
M ost H oly F at be *,-—T he recent discover of the bones of Raphael
Sanzio impels Mr J . J . F . H ely, ap Irish gentleman, and a member of the
British army, respectfully to oner to your Holiness a tribute of congratula
tion upon an eyent which is a subject p f universal exultation, and w ill con
stitute a distinguished epoch in the annals of your pontificate.
' M‘ At thé same time» as so fortunate an occurrence may be productive of in
creased gratification (to the lovers of the fine arts, and probably of utility to
scientific men, and this without causing any injury to the remains themselves,
your memorialist is encouraged to bespech your H oliness to permit him to
cause a planter-cast of the. skull to be taken, by aq expert artist, and at his
expense.
•
* ‘ I f time would permit your memorialist lo transmit information of his
purpose to his own country, such tidings, as w ell as those of the requested
favour being eventually granted, would, ne is persuaded, be received with en-
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thusiasm and gratitude by all to if bom the arts are dear, and by whom science
is venerated.*
MTo this application I have not yet received any answer. Xu foot, it had
been more than hinted to .ipe4 su^sequent]yx that the ¿feqcM here are hostile
to Phrenology and its deductions. . In such,gase» J.fah nwdly expect the boon
to be granted. A t all events,, t ‘shall take ihe^liherty of saving with an old
writer—‘ Sit voluissé satis,*, Should J , however, he agreeably disappointed,
you may rely upon receiving the cast Mean {Upe* I have the honour to be,
Sir, your very obedient humble servant,
, , .. (, ,
J , F. H xly.”
Subsequently to the arrival of the foregoing esteemed ooranMinieation, we
received letters, from twq phrenological friends, who ;had seen a cact o f
Raphael*« skjull; and .with one of whom, Dr Robert V erity, a phrenologist of
very considerable skill #qd acuteness, we lately* hod eh« pleasure o f oohvers
ing. Only two casta, have been m ade; and there is a prohibition to the
effect that they «haiLnot be multiplied* u The proo& adduoed in favour o f
the authenticity ,of, the sktlU,” says one o f oUr eoricRpondenta, ' u are various.
The most conclusive we* in Raphael*» own hand-writing, contained in a codicil to his will*, M e was buried in ¡the Pantheon'beneath an altar, and hie
w ill is deppsited in th e archives, o f that church, Vhere perpetuai mass is said
for his soul, as he left .aisum of money .for' that purpose. H e also left to a
sculptor, whose name* tbo»ghra*utiuned,\ I fovtot^acerfwjn <nm todefray
the expense of a statue/of theMadoattiy^wbicfi 'hm requested to be placed
above his tomb. Beneath, this statue the skeleton was (found* ■Is was ex■mined by antiquaries* surgeons, Ac,, Ther length o f the slfefetén, 7 4 Roman
palms, agrees with the* height o f Raphael. . Thérsaeketa of; the elbcKr end
wrist bones were found.dw w nt from fooseiof theloflt^owiuptethe continual
employment of the right arm in his art. H e was a Knight of theO olden
Spur : the badge of the order was found in his grave. Moreover, it is stated
by several authors, that» he was buried in the Pantheon ; and t ie evidence
altogether is of such. a satisfactory nature, that it is the geneta&.if ^not uni-1
v en a l belief, that the;skeleton is.th at of. Raphael Sònòethe Council of
T ren t, interment beneath altars has been prohibited : Raphael died 38 years
before it.** Dr V erity says, u (Tilly two ¿asts Were allowed to be taken ; one
o f which is in'the possession' of 'the. Academy o f St Luke, and the other is
deposited at the house o f Signor Fabris, professor bfsculptdre, 14 Via Felice ,
to whose cate it was* consigned by the Acadétpy o f the Fine Arts, with
the view o f aiding hit» in the execution Of a bdst óf Raphael which bad been
ordered by th e Pope. Learning that th e casts were gtiarded With all the
professional jeeloUsv of-th eir respective possessors, I was enabled, by the
Kindness o f Sir WiifeuO <M1, to employ the influence of Signor Nibby, pro
fessor of archaeology, in obtaining the consent of Signor Fa di is to permit me
to examine the one in his studio. ■ The Professar assured me the cast might
be depended upon as most accurate, the Government having employed for
the occasion th e most skilful artist in that department who could be found in
Rome. W ith the exception of the upper part of the occipital bone, which is
broken off, the ¿nudum and bòne» of the face are nerfect, and the lower maxil
lary bone ia surmounted with a cftrlé of teeth of great beauty. T he organ
ization appeared to be o f exceeding delicacy, owing most probably to the fine
Quality or ibe osseous substance. Thè bones o f the noie descend from the
forehead boldly, and in a singularly forward mànner, full and broad in the
transverse direction between the ’orbits*—the ritùatidn of the organ of Form ;
and so filled up are the internal lateral regions of the orbits, that I could not
refrain from calling the Professor’s attention to the point, when he assured
me it was no accidental circumstance, but the exact fac-slmile of the parts
them selves in the skull. Certainly this combination of development is of
striking beauty in the eyes of a phrenologist. Holding up tne cast, and
placing it by the side of a large engraving of Raphael, Professor Fabris
begged me to observe how closely the features of the cast resembled those of
the portrait. * I t is Raphael himself,* be said.** The skull, we are further
informed, differs from that of Don Desiderio Adjutorio, formerly supposed to
be Raphael's, in being narrower, and having less general volume ; but the.
combination of the organs ia very favourable to tne excellence in the fine
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arts; and from the portraits of Raphael, but more especially from the delicate
texture cf the skull, it appears that the quality of the brain was exceedingly
line. It is w ell known that designing and expression were the departments
o f art* in which Raphael most excelled; and in conformity with this, both
o f our correspondents notice a large development o f Form and Imitation.
The organ of Colouring Dr V erity states to be only fu ll; a circum
stance which holds also in the case of Don Desiderio. Constructiveness
does not seem to be so protuberant as with the latter. On several points
our friends are a little at variance; so that we refrain from offering any
detailed remarks at present. Both agree as to large Amativeness, Concentrativeness, Adhesiveness, Secretiveness, Cautiousness, Love o f Appro
bation, Im itation, Form, Sine, Locality, Causality, and Comparison. O f
the organ of Hope, Raphael had only a full or moderate development.
Dr V erity adds: “ In the Capitoline Museum, there is a bust of Raphael,
executed by Carlo Maratta in 1674, giving very much the same develop
ment of the intellectual organs, of Benevolence, and of Im itation, as appeals
from the skull; together with large Form. In his own portrait, painted by
himself, in the School of Athens, there is the same broad expanse of forehead,
and a deep pensive intellectual expression pervading the whole countenance.
H is stature was below the average; and, as far as we can judge from por
traits, his temperament must have been highly nervous, with that combina
tion of the bilious so prevalent among the southern Italians."—W e are in
formed that Don Desiderio A<\jutorio was passionately fond o f the fine arts,
an amateur, a priest, a man of learning and refinement, and the founder of
St Luke’s Academy of Painting. Is it wonderful, then, that, in cerebral de
velopment as well as character, he and Raphael should have in many parti
culars resembled each other ?
Dr W illiam S tokes, in a lecture delivered at the Medical School, Park
Street, Dublin, and published in the London Medical and Surgical Journal
of 2U t June 1834, adverts at considerable length to Phrenology, and states
that, in his opinion, “ there can be no doubt that the principles of Phrenology
are founded on truth." H e fillip however, into the extraordinary error of
stating that pathology is entirely disregarded by the phrenologists^—an aver
ment which he repeats in a great variety o f forms throughout the lecture.
“ It is idle," says he, “ to say, as they dot that theirs is the science of health,
and that it is unfair to apply to it the test of disease. From pathology is
drawn a host of facts, from which the doctrines they profess derive their prin
cipal support." Now, it cannot fail to be well known to every one who has
perused the writings of Dr Gall, D r Spursheim, M r Combe, or Dr Andrew
Combe, that, almost at every turn, pathology is there referred to in support o f
Phrenology. Dr Gall’s book, in particular, contains a regular array of “ Preuoet
Pathologiques" of the plurality o f cerebral organs. (Sur Let Fonetiont du Cer443-467*) In what work did Dr Stokes find the idle toying with which
he charges the phrenologists ? Though we are tolerably well versed in phre
nological literature, it has certainly not hitherto fallen in our way. The Doc
tor expresses a strong desire to see the science in better hands.than those of
the rejecters of pathology, and adds, u W e shall then, 1 have no doubt, re
cognise it as the greatest discovery in the science of the moral and physical
nature of man that has ever been mode."
M r J . L . L ev i son’s temper has been somewhat ruffled by our late no
tice of his hook on M ental C ulture; and he has, in consequence, heartily
abused us in a letter published in the Berkshire Chronicle of 14th June 1834.
Having already replied to him in a communication politely inserted by the
editor of that paper, on 12th July, we deem only a few remarks necessary on
the present occasion. The passage in our review which has given offence to
M r Levison is as follow s:—“ W ant of space prevents us from giving any
thing like an analysis o f its (the book’s) contents; but this is the less to be
regretted, as the author’s ideas seem, in man^instances, borrowed from Dr
Spursheim." Now, what is the obvious meaning of this sentence ? Simply,
that as our readers were already acquainted with Dr Spurzheim’s views on
education, from having read either his own work or the analysis of it given in
this Journal, they had little cause to regret the want of an* abstract of Mr
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I^evison’s book, in which the same ideas are expressed in an inferior manner.
This is the sense in which the words were intended to be understood, and we
humbly think they w ill bear no other interpretation, M r Levison, however,
finds in them a serious charge of M plagiarism,” and speaks most feeling,
iy o f 14 the lash of the c r i t i c a n d he proceeds to justify his adoption of
6 r Spurzheim’s views, and to challenge us “ to prove that, in any one
instance* the language c/t Dr Spurzheim is servilely adopted.” Now, in the
first place, M r Levison freely admits the whole extent o f our averment,
viz. that Dr Spurzheim’s ideas are extensively borrowed, and consequently
his cry of facta non verba is quite uncalled for; secondly, we did nut say that the
Doctor’s language had been adopted; and, thirdly, Mr Ijevison received from
us neither commendation nor reproof for repeating the ideas of Dr Spurzheim.
The readiness, however, with which he has discovered in the sentence above
ouoted a meaning which it does not and never was meant to express, and
the warmth with which his letter is written, have induced us to look again
into his hook, and we now without hesitation affirm, that Mr Levison, al
though, according to his own explicit confession, he has “ reiterated the opi.
nions” of Dr Spurzheim on education, does not acknowledge hie obligation to that
philosopher fo r a single idea contained in the most important part o f his book on
M ental Culture—the chapters, namely, where Phrenology is applied to the

business of education, and which constitute nearly two-thirds of the whole
work (p. 117 to p. 269.) But even now, we are far from complaining that Mr
Levison has reiterated Dr Spurzheim’s opinions on education; every one who
aids in diffusing them has our best wishes, and we have no doubt that his book
w ill be of service in spreading them abroad. W e only assert as a fact, that he
expounds many o f Dr Spurzbeim’s ideas as his own, and thus puts him self in
the way o f receiving the honour which is justly due to another. W hether
this is intentional or not, we do not pretend to judge. Had Mr Levison ex.
pounded in philosophical and accurate language the opinions of Dr Spurzheim,
and avoided the errors which are mixed up with the great body of true and use*
fill ideas contained in his work on M ental Culture, no periodical would have
m ore w illingly and heartily commended his production than the Phreno
logical Journal. H e tries to exculpate him self by saying that he “ has not
acted half 00 much the plagiarist as the writers who principally contribute to
the Phrenological Journal«” in particular, he charges Mr Combe and Mr
Simpson with the sin, and defiles all originality to the Scotch phrenologists.
Nor does he fail to make use of misrepresentation in doing so. But even assum
ing M r Levison*» assertion as to want of originality to be true, there is this
great difference between his mode of proceeding and that of the Scotch phre
nologists, that the latter every where acknowledge, in the most open and ex
plicit manner, their obligations to Gall and Spurzheim; and not only so, but,
as the readers of our Journal are well aware, have for many yean zealously
defended the merits and reputation o f these philosophers. The question
whether the Scotch phrenologists have displayed originality o f thought, we
leave to the decision of those who have studied their writings and compared
them with those o f Gall and Spurzheim.
M r Levison calls for an enumeration o f the errors by which we stated his
bode to be disfigured. W e could easily quote a variety of statements little
redounding to his credit as a phrenologist; but having exhausted our space,
and alreaoy gratified him by pointing out, in the Berkshire Chronicle, some
of the principal blunders, we must now take leave of the subject.
The fifty-second number of Fraser's M agazine (April 1834) contains one
of the most paltry attacks on Phrenology which we have seen for many
years. Such specimens of controversy are admirably fitted to bring the cause
of antiphrenology into contempt The critic admits (what certain other cri
tics deny) that Gall and Spurzheim made some valuable discoveries relative
to the anatomy of the nervous system ; but for nothing beyond this w ill he
allow them the slightest credit So hot is his zeal against their doctrine, that
he manfully sets him self in array against the whole world of physiologists*
and, in a fit of chivalrous and disinterested enthusiasm, declares he u would
rather die” than concede that the brain is the material instrument by means
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of which the mind carries on intercourse with the external w orld! Does the
critic really believe that any man can think in this world without brains, and
that their only use is to save Nature from the horror of a vacuum in the skull t
W ith equal gravity he propounds the insufferably trite and contemptible piece
of cant, that “ Phrenology is now the stronghold of m a t e r ia lism a n asser
tion a thousand times refuted, and which no respectable opponent has ever
brought forward. * H e affirms, moreover, that Mphrenologists present us with
analogy only,” to establish the fact that the brain is an aggregate of organa
performing different functions 1 W e marvel that Oliver Yorkie admits such
trash into his magazine x he ought in future to submit all antiphrenological
lucubrations sent him for insertion, to the scrutiny of his friend the Modem
Pythagorean, whom he knows to be no fool, and who would not fail to treat
the writers according to their deserts.
R amwohuit R o t .—Some of our ideas about Rammohun Roy have been
combated—though in a very friendly spirit—by a critic in the Christian
Piemeer for J u l y ; but we have been so ably defended in the August num
ber of the same periodical, by an unknown Glasgow phrenologist, subscribing
u M. A. C.," (to whom our best acknowledgments are due,) that any re
marks on the subject in this place would be quite superfluous. The critic
falls into various misapprehensions, which are well exposed by M. A. C. W e
still differ from both writers, however, in believing that Rammohun Roy
doubted, at least till towards the close of his life, the miraculous origin of
C hristianity; nor is it possible to depart from this belief, till the reasons
which led to it, and which are detailed in our last Number, shall be invalidated.
H e a d or N apoleon B oxa pax te .—A paragraph lately appeared in the
London Medical Gazette, stating that Dr Antommarchi had published a bust
of Napoleon, taken by Dr A. him self from the dead body or the Emperor;
and that this bust is chiefly remarkable for the smallness of its size, the mea
surements being under the average. No details are given, but the case is
described as one very unfavourable to Phrenology. Now we h ave s$m and
han dled th e ea st in the possession of Dr Antommarchi, and are therefore en
titled to request attention to the following facts.
1. In October last, Dr Antommarchi possessed only a cast of the head as
for back as a line passing downwards a little behind the vertex. The back
part was wanting, and Dr A. was very anxious to obtain a copy of a cast o f
the posterior region of the head, which he stated to be in the possession of an
English gentlem an: from peculiar circumstances, however, he had very little
hope of accomplishing this object. Ifj then, an entire cast h u been published,
it is, in a ll p r o b a b ility authentic only in the middle and anterior regions, the
back having been added by guess to make a bust. But,
2. The cast in the possession of Dr Antommarchi, as far as it goes, we can
state, from personal observation, to be of a very unusually large sue ; almost
every organ included in it being remarkably well developed. W e had not
permission to measure it, and indeed the measurements of a half bust would
not have been satisfactory; but we are sure that, if the back part of the head
was only in proportion to the parts seen in the cast, the whole head must
have been one of the largest in Europe. W e have no doubt that if Dr An
tommarchi has procured the authentic cast o f tne posterior portion, and
joined the two halves accurately (a matter of some difficulty, as they are not
halves of one cast, but taken separately), the head w ill 'be found to cor
respond with our description of it. It is proper to explain, that when Dr A.
took a cast of the head, the back part, as he informed us, was broken, owing
to a deficiency of plaster, which caused it to be very thin, and that another
cast of that part was subsequently made. In joining this to the other, if
he had procured it, he was to have been gnided by measurements made on
the actual head.
Further observations would be superfluous until we either see the bust or
obtain correct measurements, along with proper evidence of its authenticity.
From the foregoing statement, our readers w ill be able to judge how far tne
an ti-p h ren o lo g ica l fa c t of the Medical Gazette is worthy of credit.
E m sB U isR ,
1834.
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A R T IC L E r.
T H E PHYSIOLO GICALCHARACTERS OPTIACESOP M ANK IND
CONSIDERED IN T H E IR R ELA TIO N S TO‘ H IST O R Y ; Being
a Letter to M . Aui6d«e Thierry, Author o f th eH k tory o f tho Gauls. B y
W . F. E dwards, M. Dl; F» 8 . Sj L.&C.
Farts, 1829.'

T a x very iiHerestwg wprk of the title .of which ar translation
is prefixed, may be clivided into two parts. In the first, the
author endeavours, and we think successfully, to prove that a
race, if not extirpated, continues, however it may be mixed with
others, to present its characteristic features, and may thus be
recognised after the- lapse of many ages ; and, in the second,
he gives some examples of the application .of this important
principle in discovering, among modern nations, the descendants
and. representatives of various ancient races, commonly supposed
to have been lost in the mixture of tribes which followed the
various conquests and settlements which have taken place in
Europe.
D r Edwards justly observes, that, MWhen a people is conquer,
ed, and has lost its independence, as it no longer forms a nation, it
ceases to exist in history; and we are tempted to believe that
in such revolutions each disaster annihilates the previously ex
isting races. But an attentive study of languages enables us to
detect, in those spoken at the present day, the ancient idioms
which have formed them, and thus to trace, in countries where
otherwise we should never have suspected it, an uninterrupted
connexion between the ancient and the modem inhabitants. If,
then, the forms of speech leave traces which betray their ancient
origin, what are we to think of the physical characters of the
race? Are they less permanent? Do we retain nothing of the
features of our ancestors ? Has climate so changed them that
they can no longer be recognised ? Has the mixture of races
eonfounded every thing? Has civilization regenerated every
thing? Has decay degraded every thing ? Has force exterminate
VOL. X.NO. XLII.
G
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ed or expelled entire peoples? Such are the questions which
must be briefly examined, before coming to the observations
which are the subject of this work.”
On the question of t h e e f f e c t s o f c l i m a t e , the author
observes, that we must attend not to extraordinary and perhaps
isolated instances, but to the general results when large masses
of beings are exposed to this cause. He shews that the greater
number of plants, when brought into a new climate, retain their
peculiar character, if they survive; and the same is the case with
animals, with the remarkable exception of the well known chan
ges in their fur and other coverings; but here the essential cha
racters remain unaltered.
AH the European nations have sent portions of their popula
tion into distant countries; and, as many of the colonies thus
formed have existed very long, we can judge by them of the
effect of the prolonged influence of climate. Now, asks D r
Edwards, do England, France, or Spain, And it difficult to re
cognise the descendants of the original colonists ? Do not these
colonists, on the contrary, exhibit the proper characters of their
mother country ? But as these characters, in the European na
tions, are not single and uniform, but mixed to a considerable
extent, and consequently admit of some hesitation in pronoun
cing upon them, let us take, says he, an example which will leave
no doubt on the subject. The physiognomy of the Jews is so
marked, that it is universally known and recognised. Thev
may be considered as colonists in all countries and climates; and,
as they have preserved their customs, and have mixed little with
the surrounding tribes, they are in the most favourable circum
stances for shewing the real effect erf climate.
In the first place, then, Jews in all countries resemble each
other, and differ from the people among whom they live. Se
condly, at distant periods, they had the same external characters.
In the Last Supper of Leonardo da Vinci, this painter, who was
an excellent naturalist and close observer, has painted faces which
might be portraits of living Jews. This was 300 years ag o ;
but we have evidence, that 3000 years ago the Jews had the same
characters.
In the copy of the paintings adorning the tomb of an Egyp
tian king, exhibited in London about ten years ago, there are re
presentations of four different races in procession :— 1st, The na
tives, very numerous, of a dark brown tint, but without the
woolly hair of the N egro; 2d, Negroes, with the black skin,
thick lips, and woolly hair of that race; 3d, Persians; and, 4ih9
Jews, distinguished, says Belzoni, by their complexion and
physiognomy. Dr Edwards says, “ I had seen on the previous
day, Jews in the streets of London ; I thought that I now saw
their portraits.”
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Here, then, is a people, existing with the same type in every
variety of climate, and for ages. W e could not desire a better
experiment to ascertain the effect of climate. Even supposing
that other nations might not so powerfully resist its influence,
we must admit that such is the tendency of nature, and that,
if no other cause were in operation, races of men would preserve
the characteristic features of their ancestors, during a long course
of ages, in every climate.
Next, as to t h e m i x t u r e o f r a c e s . This cause, to which
all modem nations have been more or less subjected, seems
likely to effect more important changes. If the mixture of races
were unlimited, perhaps it might confound a ll; but it has evi
dent limits. The differences of caste and rank, originating often
in difference of race, oppose to it a barrier which is now and
then overleaped, notwithstanding the force of laws and preju
dices, but which long restrains the mass. Let us, however, sup
pose all artificial restrictions removed, and observe the result.
First, we must consider the relative number of the two races.
Supposing a very great disproportion, the type of the smaller
number will finally disappear. I f a Negro and a white produce a
mulatto, this mulatto with a white produces an individual nearer
to the white; and after five and sometimes even four crossings
with white blood, the black taint can no longer be perceived.
T he same is observed in domesticated animals. This conclu
sion, at first, appears unfavourable to the search after ancient
races among moaern nations; and it would be so in the case of
such races as had formed but a minute fraction of the m ass;
but where the mass has been great and preponderating, this
principle shews, on the contrary, that the type of the race must
still exist. If, then, where no restrictions as to mixture of races
exist, the least numerous, if the disproportion be great, finally
disappears, still less will the type of the more numerous be al
tered, if, as in most cases occurs, such restrictions do exist.
Let us now take the other extreme case, namely, where the
two races are equal in number. W hat is required, that both
should disappear, and form only one intermediate type P
Each individual of the one race must unite with an individual
of the other, or at least each race must have nearly an equal
share in the amalgamation of physical characters. Such are the
conditions absolutelv necessary ; and if their occurrence be not
impossible, it is, at least, in the highest d e g r e e improbable.
When animals of different species are crossed, they produce
an animal of an intermediate type, or a m ule; but when differ
ent varieties of the same species are mixed, the result is often
quite different. M. Coladon of Geneva made a very striking
experiment, which bears strongly on this point. He procured a
great number of white mice, as well as of common brown mice, .
c 2
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studied their habits, and found means to cause them to breed.
In his experiments he always put together mice of different co
lours, expecting a mixed race; but this did not occur in one
instance. All the young mice were either white or brown, but
each type was produced always in a sute of purity.
Even in the case of varieties of the same species, we have an
intermediate type or mule, but this is when the varieties differ
most from each other: when, as in the case of the mice, they
approach very nearly, mules are not produced. In both cases
we see one common principle,, namely, that the mother often pro
duces a being of a type different from her own,—less so, how
ever, in the latter case. The same principle is seen even in
the same variety for here also the mother, in producing a male,
gives birth« to a being whose type differs, and in some cases dif
fers very much, from her own.
Now, the same is observed in man. The varieties which dif
fer most strongly, such as the Negro and white, when crossed,,
produce mules; and when varieties more nearly resembling each
other are crossed, the descendants sometimes resemble one pa
rent, sometimes the other, sometimes both. This is the cause of
the great variety observable in modern nations; among which,
however, we can always observe specimens of the pure types*
which have entered into their composition. Thus,' even if two
races having considerable resemblance to each other, and in equal
numbers, were to mix without limitation, the original types
would still frequently occur in their descendants.
Another cause which prevents the disappearance of the original
types, where there has oeen no great disproportion of numbers,
is the geographical distribution of the races. They cannot be
so thoroughly mixed that the one or the other shall not predo
minate in some district, where, of course, the type of the race
so predominating must exist
A type may occasionally disappear by extermination. Thus
the Guanches, savages who inhabited the Canary Isles, have dis
appeared ; but their number was small, and they were confined*
to small islands. The Caribs, likewise, for the same reason, have
almost disappeared from the C&ribbee Islands, although they are
said still-to exist on the continent. But it is impossible to ex
tirpate a numerous nation, more especially when they have at
tained a certain degree of civilization. In that case, it becomes
the interest of the conquerors to preserve the conquered people
as slaves, and not to destroy them ; and we have no example in
history of a whale people sacrificing themselves rather than sub
mit to such slavery. On the other hand, we must suppose an
incredible rage and cruelty on the part of the conquerors, if &
whole people is to be exterminated. When it was proposed to
Genghis Khan, by some of his counsellors, to extirpate the Chi
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nese whom he had conquered in the north of China, as being
useless to the conquerors, one of his ministers, Yeliu-thou-tsai,
made the emperor observe, that in advancing towards the south,
his armies would be in want of many things which it would be
easy to procure by imposing on the conquered people contribu
tions, not oppressive, of money and provisions.—How then could
it be said tnat such a people was useless to the state ? This
reasoning prevailed, although the cruelty of the Mongols was
atrocious; and such reasons will always oppose the extermina
tion of populous nations, possessed of some civilization.
A nation, that is, a-numerous people, may be dispossessed of
a large territory. This, however, has rarely happened, and
only in the case of savages. It has occurred in America, but
not in Hindostan. Where industry exists, the chiefs cannot in
duce a nation to emigrate in a body; and if conquered by a new
tribe, the latter expels a portion to obtain room, if nomadic* but
preserves the rest, as slaves, as auxiliaries, or as tributaries.
These conclusions are confirmed by history; and M. Abel Remusat has even been able, by comparing language with history,
to discover nearly all the nomadic tribes of Asia in their primitive
-seats, notwithstanding the numerous revolutions and conquests
which have occurred in that quarter of the globe.
As to the influence of c i v i l i z a t i o n on physical characters,
we know nothing, either one way or the other; but its effect
cannot be great, as it is commonly confined to the higher classes,
except to-a very small extent; and besides, wherever distinct
types are seen, they will be found to pervade all classes of so
ciety.
Having now considered the chief causes,—climate, mixture of
races, ana civilization,—that might affect the physical characters
of a race, and found that these causes are not capable, in ordinary
^cases, of annihilating the original type, we are prepared to find
.among modern nations the types of those tribes which have for
merly, occupied the soil.
We have seen that, if the accession of new tribes increases
ithe number of types, it does not destroy them. The number
increases by those which the new people brings, and by those
which it creates by m ixture; but tne old ones remain, and exist
along with the new, except where a particular tribe has been
small in number, in which case the type of such a tribe may have
disappeared; but it may have also been preserved, for obvious
reasons.
Of course we will naturally expect to find the descendants of
the most numerous nations.
In reading the historical accounts of the destruction of the
Roman empire by barbarous tribes, we are apt to imagine that
their numhers were immense, and that there was scarcely room
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for them ; but, on examining more closely, we find that this im
pression is erroneous. The Goths, who conquered the Heruli,
a race which preceded them in Italy, had only 50,000 men to
oppose to Belisarius. They were finally reduced to 7000, who
capitulated and were sent to Constantinople. The Lombards,
who possessed nearly half of Italy, and gave their name to a part
of it, remained there; but, according to Botha, they did not ex
ceed 100,000 armed men. The Normans, who conquered
Naples and almost the whole of the south of Italy, were but a
handful of men ; and the Franks under Clovis, who possessed
themselves of Gaul and gave their name to that country, were
far from numerous.
Still later, William the Norman conquered England with
60,000 men. These were memorable conquests, which totally
changed the face of affairs in these countries, but which cannot
have produced any considerable changes in the types of the con
quered races; and such is the history of most conquests, in
which a nation does not fall upon a nation, but a small portion
of one people subjugates the entire country of another.
In some cases, indeed, where a country has been exposed to
successive invasions from the same race, the latter has establish
ed itself in such numbers as to continue to perpetuate itself in
its new abode. I t was thus the Saxons obtained possession of
England, and retained, from their numbers, their own charac
ters, without, however, exterminating the previous inhabitants.
W e have consulted natural and civil history, and both agree
in the conclusion that the direct descendants of almost all the
great nations of antiquity must still exist. Now, as we have
seen that physical characters are transmitted without much
change, we may expect to find the types of these nations at the
present day.
The proper plan is obvious. W e must observe whether, in
those nations which we study, there be one or more distinct
types, and we must then trace these types to their origin.
The characters which most strongly distinguish a type, are
certainly those drawn from the proportions of the head and of
the features, since these are the characters by which we recog
nise the individual. Thus the representation of a man by means
of a bust, will always give a much clearer idea of his individual
character than any description which it is possible to give. The
description would apply to the race, but would never serve to
distinguish the individual. The modifications relative to com
plexion, stature, and colour of hair, are considered important but
secondary, because they are more apt to be changed oy external
circumstances.
Having formed an idea of the type, it must, if correct, occur
in a large number of individuals. If not, we can have no con
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fidence in i t It will be seen immediately how well these con«
ditions have been fulfilled, in the observations of Dr Edwards,
which form the second part of his work. To the consideration
of this we now proceed.
In travelling through Frauce, Italy, and a part of Switzer
land, Dr E. had scarcely reached the frontiers of Burgundy,
when he began to observe a union of features which constituted
a particular type. This became more marked and frequent as
he penetrated into the country, especially from Aukerre to
Chalons. He arrived in this latter town on a market day, and
immediately repaired to the market to study the faces of the
peasantry from the surrounding country. He was astonished to
find a great many of them totally different from those he had
first observed, and forming a strong contrast to them. During
the rest of his journey in Burgundy, the first type occurred fre
quently, and continued in the Lyonnais, in Dauphine, and in Sa*
voy, as far as Mont Cenis. There were in this large district many
shades of colour; but, with the exception of the group at
Chalons, only one well marked type of head and face. Both
types shall be afterwards described.
In Florence, D r E. took the opportunity afforded by the
Ducal Gallery to study the Roman type in the busts of the em
perors ; among which, especially those of the earlier emperors,
he found a type so well marked, that it is difficult to forget or
to mistake it. In this type, the vertical diameter is short, and
consequently the face broad. As the coronal region is flat, and
the lower edge of the jaw nearly horizontal, the head seen from
before has a square aspect. This form is so essential, that if the
head be lengthened, preserving the other features, it ceases to be
characteristic, even supposing it to be the exact portrait of an
ancient Roman. The lateral parts of the head above the ears
are arched, the forehead low, the nose truly aquiline, that is, the
curve commences near the root and stops before reaching the
point, so that the base of the nose is horizontal. The front of
the chin is rounded. This type is well seen in Augustus, Pompey, Tiberius, Germanicus, Claudius, Nero, Titus, &c.
As Dr E. travelled towards Rome, expecting to find the Ro
man type in that city, the resemblance to it must have been very
striking to attract his attention among the peasantry of Monte
Gualandro, where he entered the Papal territory ; and he saw
the same character in a great many individuals on the road at
Perugia, Spoleto, fee., till he arrived in Rome, where it exists in
all classes of society. Hid companions observed it as well as
himself. Dr E. does not say how far this type extends to the
southward; it is not seen at Naples, but to the north of Rome
it is found not only towards Perugia, but in the direction of
Sienna, and even beyond Viterbo. This type is characteristic of
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these districts; and it is remarkable that it is seen in the soldiers
and others on ancient bas-reliefs, as well as in the emperors;
and as Rome was founded by a small band, it was probably
even then the type of the surrounding country. According to
Niebuhr, the Sabines and other enemies of the Romans were of
the same race as their conquerors. This race appears to have
extended formerly, as now, into Tuscany.
But another type was found along with it in this latter country
by D r E . ; and one which had long attracted his attention. All
the busts and pictures of Dante agree in giving that poet a
very marked physiognomy. He had a long hiad, not broad;
the forehead was high and well developed, the nose curved so
that the point of it drooped, the wings of the nose raised, and the
chin prominent.
D r E. saw at Radicofani people who possessed this type,
and one of whom was the image of Dante. He had also ob*
served it in the busts of many of the Medici, and other dis
tinguished men of the Republic of Florence; and even traced it
in some Etruscan bas-reliefs. He continued to observe it at
Bologna, Ferrara, Padua, and the intermediate towns. It was
very frequent at Venice. When examining at this last place
the picture of a saint painted by one of the Venetian school, the
cicerone desired him to observe how much it resembled Dante.
In the Ducal Palace he observed that a great majority of the
Doges, whose portraits he saw, had the same character.
In proceeding towards Milan, this type became still more
frequent, and was sometimes absolutely caricatured. In one
village where he stopped for an hour or two, he saw a number
of peasants, and coula scarcely take his eyes off them, so great
was their similarity to those whom he had seen in the market
place at Chfilons. Being now in Cisalpine, as he had formerly
been in Transalpine Gaul, he naturally concluded that this was
a Gaulish type. In crossing the Alps, he met first with a Ger
man type, then with the Burgundian, and finally near to and in
Geneva, with the type observed at Chfilons and in Tuscany.
Here, then, was a population composed of two races, each having
its own type, and forming a complete contrast to each other.
The one observed in Burgundy, Dauphiny, Savoy, and the
Valais, having the head more round than oval, and rounded
features, with a middling stature. The other, observed in
Tuscany, at Geneva, and at Chfilons, having the head long,
the forehead broad and high, the curved nose, the prominent
chin, and a tall stature. W ith the Roman type we have nothing
to do at present.
M. Thierry, to whom the work of Dr Edwards is addressed,
has shewn in his History of the Gauls, that the greater part of
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Gaul was occupied by two great families, differing in language,
habits and social state.
Dr Edwards discovers in the same part of Gaul two predo~
minant types, so distinct that it is impossible to confound them.
Had there been no foreign intrusion, we oould not hesitate to
ascribe these types to two Gaulish tribes. But we know that
since the period alluded to, different nations have successively
conquered the whole or parts of this territory. How, then, are
we to distinguish P On the principle established previously, that
the smaller number never imposes its type on the larger. Now
we know the extreme disproportion of the conquerors of Gaul
to its inhabitants, who nave consequently retained their own
type.
Of these two families, which are named by M. Thierry Gauls
and Eimris (Cimbri), the former should be the more numerous,
as he has shewn that they were the ancient inhabitants, who oc
cupied almost the whole of Gaul before the establishment of the
Kimris. Hence Dr Edwards concludes that the type first ob
served by him in Burgundy, which was the most numerous, is
that of the Gauls, ana the other that of the Eimris ; and their
geographical distribution corresponds to this view.
The type of the Gauls is as follows:—The head is nearly
spherical. The forehead of middling size, somewhat arched,
and retreating towards the temples. The eyes are large and
open. The nose is nearly straight, and rounded at the point
The chin is likewise round; and the stature is middling. In a
word, the bead is more round than oval, the features rounded,
and the stature middling. This type occurs in the east and
south-east of France, where M. Thierry, from historical con
siderations, places the Gauls.
The Eimris, whose type has already been described in speak
ing of Dante, are placed by M. Thierry ehiefly in the north of
France, in the Belgium of Caesar, and in Armorica. Now Dr
Edwards in a former journey had observed this type to predo»
minate in the most marked way in the country extending from
the mouth of the Somme to that of the Seine, and we have
seen that he recognised it at Ch&lons and in Tuscany. Although
occurring in Burgundy, it cannot be the type of the* Burgundian
conquerors, because it appears in Picardy and Normandy, where
the Burgundians never appeared ; neither can it be that of the
Scandinavian Normans, because it occurs at Macon and Chalons
in Burgundy, which the Normans never approached. I t must
therefore belong to the previous inhabitants, the Cimbri or
Eimris.
According to M. Thierry, England was chiefly occupied by
the same people who possessed the north of Gaul, viz. the
Eimris, and Dr Edwaras has recognised the type of this people
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very abundantly in England. Those who exhibit it he consi
ders as the descendants of the ancient Britons, whose supposed
extermination he very properly doubts.
In that part of Switzerland where French is spoken, formerly called Helvetia, Dr Edwards finds both races. The Hel
ved, according to Thierry, were Gauls, but must have been
either then or subsequently mixed with Kimris.
From the earliest period, the north of Italy, between the
Alps and Apennines, was inhabited by Gaulish races. Thier
ry says, that both Gauls and Kimris formed the popula
tion of Cisalpine as well as of Transalpine Gaul. We have
already seen, that the type of the latter is abundant in the north
of Ita ly ; and D r Edwards also saw the type of the Gauls,
though less distinctly and marked, in some parts of that country.
One very curious observation led him to suppose that this
type might occur more frequently in those districts which he had
not visited in the north of Italy. In a bookseller's shop at
Milan, he saw an almanac containing a print, which represented
wo grotesque characters mocking each other. These figures
were the most exact caricatures of the Gaul and Kimri types,
even to the difference of stature, the Kimri being very tall, and
the Gaul of middling size. The painter surely thought neither
of natural history nor of antiquity, but he must have drawn from
what was before him, and furnished a ludicrous contrast. The
gigantic Gauls, described by the Roman historians, were ob
viously Kimris. Dr Edwards has observed, that a tall stature
very often accompanies the Kimri type in France, England,
Switzerland, Italy, in short, wherever he has seen it. This also
accounts for the circumstance, that in France, where the Gaul
type predominates, the people are not tall, so that the question
is often asked, what has become of those gigantic Gauls, for
merly so terrible ? They are still to be found even in France
wherever the Kimri type prevails, as in Normandy.*
Such are the conclusions of D r Edwards with regard to these
two races. He next examines some of the Sclavonic tribes,
which are found in the east of Europe. Having had an oppor
tunity of examining many Austrian troops, he separated the
different nations from each other, and studied their physical
characters. There were Silesians, Bohemians, Moravians, Poles,
and Hungarians. <In none of these, however, did he find a cha
racteristic type peculiar to the individual nation. But he soon
saw a type which occurred frequently in all of them, and
* See the second article of our 18th number, (voL v. p. 194), for an ac
count of the comparative degrees of Intelligence manifested by the inhabi
tants of the different departments of France. See also, with respect to the
Gauls and Kimris, Malte Brun’s System of Geography, Edinburgh edition,
ro t vi. p. 77-
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which he recognised os the Sclavonic type. I t is found in the
east of Europe, mixed with the German type, occurring very
frequently among the nations above mentioned, and also among
the Russians and Austrians. It is unnecessary to enter into
details on this part of the subject.
Among the Sclavonic nations, Dr Edwards includes only a
portion of the Hungarians, chiefly those inhabiting a circular
strip of territory, varying in width, on the frontier of Hun
gary. But the central part of Hungary is peopled by a nation
speaking the Madgiar language, which is quite different from
the Sclavonic Hungarian. This would lead us to conclude,
without consulting history, that a foreign people had established
themselves among the Sclavonians, who may possibly represent
the Dacians, the earliest inhabitants of this part of Europe.
But what was the origin of the Madgiars? D r Edwards has
observed that many of those who speak the Madgiar language
and pass for Madgiars, areof Sclavonic type. Supposing the Mad
giars to have conquered Hungary, they would, from their poli
tical ascendency,9 have perpetuated tbeir language; while the
Sclavonians, from their superiority of number, would have per
petuated tbeir type. But Dr Edwards has shewn, that another
type exists in Huogary, and is quite peculiar. He found it by
comparing those Hungarians who were not of Sclavonic type.
This new type corresponds accurately with the descriptions
given by ancient authors of the Huns, who, in the fifth century,
overran Hungary. The establishment of the Madgiars took
place in the ninth century. This type, which Dr Edwards
calls the Hun type, seems to him too abundantly diffused to
have resulted from the Huns alone, whose empire in Hungary
fell to pieces soon after the death of Attila, ana who must have
been greatly reduced in number by their constant wars. It has
even been said that they were exterminated, which is impro
bable, but at all events their type must have been extended by
some subsequent irruption of a similar race, probably the MadU
giars. Now the tradition of the latter people is, that their chief,
Arpad, was descended from Attila.
But further, the Hun type is Mongolian, and therefore we
should trace the Huns to Asia. Now, De Guignes, in studying
the races of the east of Asia, shows us a tribe called Hioungnou in their original seat, follows them to the westward, and
finds them connecting themselves with the Finns, and establish
ing themselves in Hungary. Dr Edwards tells us, that the
Finnish type is different, but that the Madgiar language is Fin
nish to a great extent, thus confirming the deductions of De
Guignes, wnich were founded solely on historical considerations.
The Hun or Mongol type, therefore, which is almost universal
in the eastern half of Asia, is found in different parts of the west
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of that continent, in Russia, and in Hungary. The study of the
languages of the people possessing this type connects them all
with the Mongol race.
It is justly observed by D r Edwards, that this correspon
dence in the results obtained by different means, adds greatly
to their interest. “ If,* says he, “ De Guignes, beginning in
the east of Tartary, recognises the same people in their distant
expeditions, and in their communications with the Finns, and
follows them even into Hungary ; on the other hand I recog
nise, in a part of the inhabitants of Hungary speaking a Fin
nish dialect, physical characters which prove their ancestors to
have come from Eastern Asia.*
D r Edwards givessome very ingenious remarks on language,
and particularly on pronunciation, as a natural character. He
distinctly traces, on the authority of Mezzofante the celebrated
linguist of Bologna, the resemblance of the dialects and espe
cially the pronunciation of northern Italy to those of France,
to the fact that in both countries the Latin language was im
posed on a Gaulish tribe; and shews that, as in tne case of the
English, the original tongue, (in this case Celtic), although
lost, communicates a peculiar and recognisable accent to the
language which has supplanted it. W e shall not, however,
dwell on this division of the subject, but rather offer a few re
marks on that part of the work which more particularly in
terests us as phrenologists.
No one can read Dr Edwards's interesting statement without
regretting that he had not the assistance of Phrenology, which
would have doubled the interest and importance of his discoveries.
But, although not a phrenologist, we nd him describing the
characters drawn from the head and face as the most important,
and laying great stress on the form of the head in all his types.
W e are therefore entitled to conclude, that where the type of a
race appears pure, wc shall find likewise the prevailing cerebral
development of that race; and it is much to be desired that
some of the many scientific men who have the opportunity,
should endeavour to fill up the blank left by Dr Edwards. W e
should then see the national character as described in history
illustrated by the development, while the identity of the race
would be shown by the external characters or type.
While, therefore, we would offer our best thanks to D r Ed
wards for this valuable contribution to the natural history of
roan, we earnestly hope to see the subject taken up, not only on
a more extended scale, as Dr Edwards himselr recommends,
but also on phrenological principles.
7
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A R T IC L E I I.
A N ESSAY ON T H E TEM PERAM ENTS. By M r D aniel N oble ,
Member of the Royal College of Surgeons in London. Read before
the Members of the Manchester Phrenological Society, April SO. 1834. *
T h e doctrine of the temperaments has been variously consi
dered, in different ages, and by different individuals. The an
cients, with Hippocrates at their head, regarded the bodies of
all the higher classes of animals as consisting of four elements,,
viz. of blood, of a watery fluid, and of two kinds of bile, yellow
and black; and the temperament was defined according as each
of these assumed elements had the predominance. The word
temperament is derived from the Latin temperate, to mix, to
temper; and, in the popular acceptation of tne term in modern
times, it is used to denote the result of a mixture or tempering
of all the qualities; bodHy or mental, characteristic of the indi
vidual ; just as, by the ancients, it was employed ta designate
the kind of mixture in each animal body, of what were consi
dered to be its elementary constituents. Hippocrates, i» follow
ing up the views of his predecessors and contemporaries, esta
blished four genera of temperaments, which he denominated
from the fluids whose excess he regarded as the cause of their
existence:—first, the sanguine, produced by an undue predo
minance of the quantity of blood in the system ; next, the lymphatic, dependent upon an excess of the watery fluid in the va
rious animal tissues; third, the bilioue or choleric, resulting
from a surplus of the yellow bHe; and, lastly, the atrabUiary,
or melancholic, produced by an excess of the fancied elementary
black bile. These respective peculiarities of temperament were
considered to be associated with corresponding powers and dis
positions ; and thus what in the present day we regard as the
combined effect of temperament and cerebral organization, was
attributed by the disciples of this school to the influence of the
temperament only ; the sanguine temperament, for instance, be
ing considered to be associated with quickness of perception,
tenacity of memory, a lively and luxuriant imagination, a dispo
sition readily roused to anger but as easily appeased, and an
undue attachment to the indulgence of sense; and, in like man
ner, each of the other temperaments was regarded as the cause
* T his essay, which we have taken the liberty slightly to compress, is in*
serted not so much on account of any novelty in the authors views, as with
the object of keeping alive the attention of phrenologists to the very important
subject of the temperaments, and of stimulating to farther diligence those
who have of late yean been endeavouring to elucidate their origin and effects..
—E d .
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of certain other mental characteristics. These views, in their
main bearings, have continued in great favour with many phy
siologists even to the present day. In its popular acceptation,
tlie word temperament is employed in a more extensive sense *,
for we frequently hear the slightest peculiarity in individuals
attributed to their temperament: thus the brave man is said to
be of a courageous temperament; lazy people are said to be of
an indolent temperament; individuals distinguished for warmth
of feeling are described as being of an ardent temperament;
persons of great muecular energy and agility are said to be of
an athletic temperament, and so on.
I t would appear from an attentive observation of facts, that
the powers of the mind, as well as the vegetative and mechani
cal functions of the system, are influenced, in a variety of ways,
by the quality of their material organs ; and whilst it would seem
that mere native power of function is intimately dependent upon
the character of the solid structures of the frame, it would ap
pear that the activity of the functions, and more especially the
cerebral, is intimately connected with the character of the fluids.
No illustration is required by the members of this Society to en
able them to appreciate the distinction between power and acti
vity of any human faculty. W e are all aware that, in respect
to the muscular system, one man is exceedingly quick, restless,
and vivacious, but unfit for energetic labour; while another is
little disposed to exertion, tardy in his motions, but able, when
set to work, to execute feats of strength which the first indivi
dual would attempt in vain. There is a perfect analogy, in
this respect, between muscular power and all the other animal
functions, including those of the brain and nervous system; and
this difference is to be traced to variations in the character of the
organs necessary for their manifestation. As a general rule, I
think it may be stated that power is for the most part depend
ent on the quantity of the solid material of the organization, and
activity upon tlie character of the fluids. I am aware that it
may be objected, that it is a difficult and almost hopeless at
tempt, to point out the lines of demarcation—where the solid and
where the fluid materials begin, end, or run into each other.
My reply is, that we have here an objection to which the pre
sent state of our knowledge will not afford a complete or satis
factory answer; but nevertheless, although, at present, we can
' receive but minute glimpses in our investigations of this subject,
still we must avail ourselves of the lights we happen to possess,
and not reject partial illumination because we cannot, at once,
enjoy the full blaze of a meridian sun. For ordinary purposes,
there can be no difficulty in specifying ,the solid and the fluid
constituents of the body.
The temperaments are considered, by phrenologists, as fairly
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divisible into four genera ; and the division is, to some extent,
founded on the principle which guided Hippocrates in his classi
fication. Spurzheiin regarded the activity of the mental powers
as being modified by the influence of the sanguineous, lymphatic,
and biliary fluids; and by peculiarities in the excitability of the
nervous system, probably dependent upon the existence of a ner
vous fluid, as supposed by many physiologists. He considered
the lymphatic temperament as least, and the nervous as most,
predisposing to cerebral activity ; and in estimating, by physical
signs, the mental characteristics of any individual, he never lost
sight of the importance of the temperament. I t is to be regret
ted that SpurzheinTs example, in this respect, has not been well
followed by many of his disciples, who, in their phrenological
manipulations, are all alive to the size of the organs, but almost
totally neglect the circumstances affecting their quality. In con
sequence of this neglect, numerous errors have been fallen into.
As least favourable to functional activity, I shall first de
scribe the characters and general results of the lymphatic
temperament. This is considered to depend upon an undue
predominance of the watery constituents of the various animal
materials, as in the glandular, serous, and mucous secretions,
and of the quantity of the serous portion of the blood. And
as the various organs of the human frame, more particularly the
brain, seem to act upon the application of stimuli, so it is con
sidered, that, with the lymphatic temperament, the fluids of the
body are of the least stimulating quality. The physical cha
racteristics of this temperament are a softness of the fleshy parts,
from undue repletion of the cellular tissue; commonly a fairness
though thickness of the skin; the hair most usually of light,
flaxen, or sandy complexion; a plumpness of figure, but with
out expression; the pulse weak and slow; and a languor and
want of energy in all the vital actions. Individuals of this tem
perament are generally remarkable for their aversion to both
mental and corporal exercise; and whatever be the native power
in either of these respects, the deficiency of activity, in its exer
cise, will even operate as an unsurmountable barrier to the at
tainment of first rate excellence in any pursuit. Persons of the
lymphatic temperament, with the highest mental power, will be
surpassed in their qualifications for the common and extraordi
nary duties of life, by individuals of far less native strength of
mind, but who, with a more favourable temperament and con
sequent love of exercise, have laid in larger stores of mental
possessions. In drawing inferences, therefore, from combina
tions of development of the cerebral organs, the greatest possible
caution should be observed when the temperament is lymphatic,
as sometimes the activity of powerful organs will hardly have
been induced, in the absence of strong external stimuli.
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The sanguine temperament is supposed to depend upon a
predominance of the vascular system over the rest of the tissues
of the animal economy ; the quantity of blood circulating in the
system being in a proportion sufficiently great to characterise
the individual. With respect to the nature of the circulating
fluid in this temperament, I suppose we are to regard it as being
constituted with a somewhat considerable proportion of the more
nutrient ingredients, as the Jibrin, the albumen, and the saline
materials , and, hence, in the course of the circulation, more ef
fectually stimulating the various organs, than when of a more
watery or lymphatic composition. The sanguine temperament
may be distinguished by the red or light brown' hair, blue eyes,
and a fair flond complexion: the arteries and veins are large,
and generally superficial, the pulse* full and frequent, the skin
soft, tolerably thin, and somewhat delicate;, the body largely
made, and inclined, especially in the middle period of life, to
obesity. This temperament, probably more than any other, is
generally regarded as influencing the mental economy other
wise than by its effects upon the activity of function; and, by
many able physiologists, it is considered to be the bodily con
dition producing the powers and dispositions specified when
speaking of the sanguine temperament at the commencement of
this paper. An appeal to facts will readily set the matter at
rest; and I defy every physiologist in civilized Europe to ad
duce this or any of the temperaments, as invariably associated
with any peculiarity of human character. Individuals of the
sanguine temperament are decidedly of a more active disposi
tion than those of the lymphatic: at the same time, there is
most commonly a disposition to indolence and mental inactivity,
in the absence of any very powerful motive; and this is probably
owing to the predominant energy possessed, in these instances,
by the organs of vegetative life,—great activity of one portion ot
the system always, cateris paribus, detracting from the activity
of another. Nevertheless, we shall find, that these individuals,
when strongly excited, will be second to none in vigour of con
duct ; and it is highly probable that the reason why we so fre
quently observe the animal propensities in a state of activity
with the sanguine temperament is, that, in the mass of mankind,
these, so far surpassing in native energy the moral and intellec
tual faculties, more frequently aflbrd powerful motives of action.
The bilious temperament affords a still higher degree of
ftinctional activity than the sanguine, and is considered by many
to depend upon a redundancy of power in the biliary system ;
as the last was regarded in connection with a similar condition
of the sanguineous vessels. I t may not be a very easy matter
to convey a precise idea of the mode in which the bilious tem
perament produces its results upon the cerebral organization
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but I will endeavour to explain, in as few words as possible,
the views which suggest themselves to my mind, respecting the
matter. As before observed, I consider the influence o f the
temperaments upon organic activity to depend upon the pecu
liar states of the animal fluids, characteristic of each ; and, in
the case of the lymphatic and sanguine temperaments* I have
attempted to suggest the rationale of their effects upon the sys
tem. But, in the case of the bilious temperament, 1 confess that
l do not see my way quite so clearly. However, I would ob
serve that we must regard the biliary system in two points of
view—in relation to the depuration of the venous blood, and
to the healthful stimulation of the alimentary canal. It is a
fact, than which none in physiology can be better established,
that a due artérialisation of the blood is essential to the full
possession of its vital qualities ; and it is absolutely necessary
to the attainment of this object, that the noxious and superflu
ous ingredients of the venous blood should be eliminated from
its composition. One great agent, in effecting such elimination,
is the liver, the organ which secretes the bile. Now, as the
secretion of the bile constitutes so striking a feature in the ne
cessary re-integration of the blood, we may be able, from this
circumstance, to arrive at some general notion as to the neces
sary influence which the state of the biliary system must have
upon the functions of the cerebral organisation. Again, the
intimate sympathy at all times subsisting between the brain
and the alimentary canal, may lead us to appreciate the im
portance of any diversity in the permanent character of a secre
tion so materially influencing the healthful condition of the lat
ter ; for the bile is universally known to act as a powerful sti
mulant upon the intestinal tube, into which it is conveyed from
the liver by its own proper duct. Hence, it might readily be
inferred a priori, that functional activity must be modified by
the character of the biliary system ; and observation has esta
blished that its energetic condition produces a temperament
midway, in its results, between the nervous and the sanguine.
In the bilious temperament, the pulse is strong and hard, as in
the sanguine, but somewhat more frequent ; the veins are cu
taneous and projecting ; the complexion of a somewhat swarthy
character ; the hair black, or of a darkish brown ; the body moder
ately fleshy, and the muscles firm and well marked ; and, often,
there is a peculiarly strong and harsh expression of the coun
tenance. Individuals characterised by this temperament have
generally a considerable share of native energy, manifesting their
predominant powers and dispositions with remarkable keenness.
Unlike individuals of the lymphatic or even of the sanguine
temperament, they require no very powerful external stimuVOL. X. NO. XLIL
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lants to produce such a result. On the whole, I should be dis
posed to regard the possession of this temperament as most fa
vourable, caieris paribus>to the attainment of first rate excel
lence, in the generality of pursuits; and from the descriptions of
historians, I should suppose that Alexander the Great, Cicero,
Julius Casar, Attila, King of the Huns, our own Richard III .,
and Oliver Cromwell, were all of this temperament. General
ly, indeed, the individuals who, under all circumstances, evince
a kind of indomitable activity of character, are found to be of
this temperament; they are neither enticed to indolence or sen
suality by the lymphatic or the sanguineous constitution, nor
too speedily exhausted of power, as is very often the case with
individuals of the nervous temperament.— I need scarcely ob
serve that the atrabiliary temperament of Hippocrates mu9t
be considered as a diseased condition; for the doctrine of the
existence of black bile in the system, except as a morbid state
of the secretion of the liver, has long been exploded.
The temperament denominated nervous is the most favour
able to mere activity of the mental powers; but the activity is
not so enduring as in the case of the bilious temperament. The
mind may then be compared to a taper burning with a light too
brilliant, and thence the more speedily consumed; or to ignited
flax, which astonishes by its glare, but whose flame is as tran
sitory as ft is brilliant. In this constitution there seems to exist
an extreme susceptibility of excitement in the nervous system,
not referable to any observed peculiarity in the recognised, fluids
of the animal system. It may here be asked, what becomes of
my own definition of the circumstances giving rise to the tem
peraments, if I adduce any of them as unconnected with coin
cident peculiarities in the condition of the fluids P In answer, I
observe, that I am now discussing a subject concerning which
very little that is satisfactory has been written, and very little of
what is decidedly established, or perfectly defined, is even
known; and I need hardly say that, under such circumstances,
1 am not prepared with facts, capable of being fashioned into a
complete system. In the absence of direct facts, therefore, I
Will, for the present purpose, call in the aid of hypothesis, and
will assume the correctness of those physiologists who have sup
posed the existence, in the constitution of the nerves, of a fluid,
intimately affecting the sensibility and other phenomena of the
nervous system ; and, in that case, it appears to me to be highly
probable that a greater or less proportion of this fluid will produce, cateris paribus, a greater or less activity in the functions
of the nervous masses. In accordance with this view, we obsferve that children, whose nervous power is far below that of
Adults, greatly surpass the hitter in activity; now, the more
fluid condition of tneir brain and nerves is well known. Again,
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US in old age we notice a comparative slowness and inactivity of
all functional power, so do we observe a proportionate dryness
and rigidity of the nervous masses. In these remarks, I wish
to be understood as but throwing out suggestions, which future
investigation may confirm or reject. However, I will now pro
ceed to mention the external characteristics of this temperament.
A soft skin; fair and thin hair; sometimes a paleness of the
complexion, and sometimes a hectic tinge; small and soil mus
cles ; delicacy of the whole organization; generally a slender
ness of form ; a sparkling vivacity of the cornea; and a quick
sharp pulse,—are signs, in the aggregate, of the nervous tempe
rament : giving rise, as I have before observed, to the highest
degree of cerebral activity. Individuals so characterised will be
sure to be in a state of very energetic excitement, on the appli
cation of stimuli inadequate to the result with the mass of man
kind. I f a person have strong animal propensities, he will, un
less strongly under the influence of properly-directed moral
feeling, be almost sure to run a short but active career of profligacy and libertinism; if the intellectual organs be in relatively
large proportion, he may speedily wear down his bodily strength,
and sink prematurely into the grave, the victim oi excessive
mental exercise; or if the religious feelings predominate greatly
over the intellect and animal propensities, he may become a
religious maniac; and so on. In children, the possession of the
nervous temperament, under the present rage for early and stre
nuous mental excitation, is sometimes the worst of misfortunes;
’* 1 <vm afford,
since their young brains, being so readi1
in the mistaken
ent of their guar
best evi
dence of g e n i u s b u s the poor victii
on, until
some affection of the exhausted brain or nervous system hurries
them to the close of their ill-fated career,—if it do not leave
them the prey of some serious nervous affection, as epilepsy,
hysteria, or even downright fatuity. In such cases, however,
ill-judging and mistaken parents usually console themselves by
observing that their children were too good for this world; or
that they themselves were too happy in the contemplation of
their excellencies, and that calamity had befallen the children as
a visitation for the sins of their forefathers. I am far from dis
puting the verity of the doctrine implied by the last proposition;
but an Almighty Providence has given us the capability of not
ing, to a certain extent, the intermediate links in the chain of
causation, and has permitted us, where practicable, to modify
their relations; and hence I would exhort every guardian of
youth or infancy to consider well the effects of conduct such as
I have just mentioned. Henry Kirke White, I should consider,
afforded the very beau ideal of the nervous temperament; and
h
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I have very little doubt that Lord Byron, Pope, and Cowper,
were mainly of the same constitution. <
These various temperaments are rarely found unmixed, but
in the great majority of mankind are found to run into each
other.- Thus, 'combinations of the sanguine with the bilious,
the bilious with the nervous, and the sanguine with the lymnhatiCy are very frequent ; and generally those temperaments will be
observed to run into each other, whose characteristic activity
makes the nearest approach. This, however* is not invariably
the case, for we may have a mixture of the nervous and sanguine9 or lymphatic and bilious;* and la m not sure that the
combinations of temperament are not unlimited : and, in esti
mating their influence upon the activity of the powers, I suppose
we must take the mean of the characteristic activity of the tem
peraments entering into the combination.
I have thus endeavoured to state in what manner, and to
what extent, each temperament may be regarded as modifying
the activity of the brain. And, in conclusion, I would earnestly
recommend every Phrenologist to employ all vigilance and zeal
in prosecuting the study of the subject, whereby we may pro
bably hereafter obtain more certain information as to the real
nature and extent of the influence of the temperaments, sepa
rately and in combination, and arrive at more precise explana
tions of the processes by which such influence is exerted.
[The foregoing essay displays talent and ingenuity, and shews
that Mr Noble has bestowed much consideration on his subject.
But though very far from disputing the truth of the general
proposition, that the cerebral functions are materially influenced
by the condition of the fluids, particularly the blood,-*-we can
not help regarding some of the detailed views of M r Noble re
specting the causes of the temperaments as purely theoretical;
add he therefore seems to us to have done well in offering his
suggestions rather in the hope that they may aid in leading to
a true explanation than as furnishing such an explanation them
selves. His description of the signs and effects of the diffe
rent temperaments is clear and accurate, and what he says re
specting the treatment of nervous children is especially worthy
of serious consideration. I t is with the effects of the tempera
ments, more than their causes^ that we are most concerned; and
happily the former are less obscure than the latter. When an
inaividual is characterised by softness of flesh, fairness of the skin,
flaxen hair, plumpness of figure, a weak slow pulse, and a lout
ish inanimate expression, physiologists agree in describing him
as a person of a lymphatic temperament; and whatever be the
cause of these appearances, we know from experience that they
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are indications of great languor of the bodily and mental func
tions. Cateris paribus, temperament seems to affect equally
every part of the body; so that if the muscles be naturally ac
tive and energetic, we may expect also activity and energy of
the brain; and if one set of muscles be active, the like viva
city may be looked for in the others. This principle is prac
tically recognised by William ,Cobbett, who, whatever may
be his merits or demerits as a politician, is certainly a shrewd
observer and describer of real life. In his Letter to a Lover,
he discusses the question, “ Who is to tell whether a girl will
make an industrious woman ? How is the purblind lover espe
cially to lie able to ascertain whether she, whose .«miles, and
dimples, -and bewitching lips, have half bereft him of his senses;
how is he to be able to judge, from any thing that he can see,
whether the beloved object will be industrious or lazy ? W hy,
it is very difficult,” he answers: “ There are, however, certain
outward signs, which, if attended to with care, will serve as
pretty sure guides. And, first, if you find the tongue lazy, you
may be neany certain .that the hands and feet are the same.
By laziness of the tongue I do not mean silence; 1 do not mean
an absence o f talk, for that is, in most cases, very good; but I
mean a slow and soft utterance; a sort of sighing out of . the
words, instead of speaking them; a sort of letting the sounds
fall out, as if the party were sick at stomach. The pronuncia
tion of an industrious person is generally quick and distinct, and
the voice, if not strong, firm at least. Not masculine; as femi
nine as possible; not a croak nor a bawl, but a quick, distinct,
and sound voice.”—“ Look a little, also, at the labours of the
teethy for these correspond with the other members of the body,
and with the operations of the mind. ‘ Quick at meals, quick
at work/ is a saying as old as the hills, in this,the.most indus
trious nation upon earthy and never was there a truer saying.”
“ Get to see her at work upon a mutton-chop, or a bit of bread
and cheese; and if «he deal quickly with these, you have a pret
ty good security for that activity, that stirring industry, with
out which a wife is a burden instead of a help.” “ Another
mark of industry is a quick step9 and a somewhat heavy tread,
shewing that the foot comes down with a hearty good will.”
“ I do not like, and I never liked, your sauntering, soft-stepping
girls, who move as if -they were perfectly indifferent as to the
result.” *
W e are disposed to think that Cobbett's advice will prove
sound in all cases where the nervous and muscular systems are
equally developed, equally healthy, and equally accustomed to
exercise. But if the head be large and the muscles small, the
* Cobbett’s Advice to Young Men, Letter III, § 102-5.
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individual will be much more inclined to mental than to muscu
lar activity; and, on the other hand, if he have large muscles
and a small brain, the activity derived from a sanguine or bilious
temperament will have a tendency to expend itself in exercise or
labour of the body. The reason of this is, that the largest or
gans have, cateris paribus, the greatest tendency to a c t; their
activity is productive of the greatest pleasure; hence they are
more frequently exercised than the smaller organs; and thus
the energy and activity of the former are made to predominate
still more than they did originally, over those of the latter. M r
Noble remarks, that when the temperament is sanguine, “ there
is most commonly a disposition to indolence and mental inactivity,
in the absence of any very powerful m o tiv e b u t this, we suspect,
is true only where the cerebral organs are in development and
cultivation inferior to the muscles. The sanguine temperament
is of it&elf no way unfavourable to mental activity; on the con
trary, its usual effect is to give animation, not only to the mus
cular system, but also to the affective and intellectual faculties.
The remarks now offered in reference to the comparative effi
ciency of the muscular and cerebral functions, are equally ap
plicable to the cerebral organs, considered in relation to each
other. Where two organs are alike in development and culti
vation, a nervous or sanguine temperament will render them
eoually active; but where one is more fully developed than the
otner, it will excel the latter both in power and in activity. In
another brain of the same size and form, but with a lymphatic
temperament, a similar predominance of the power and activity
of one organ over those of the other will be found; but the a b 
solute power and activity of both will be less than in the other
case supposed. Temperament, therefore, besides influencing the
activity of the organs, affects their power also, to a greater ex
tent than M r Noble seems inclined to allow.
Facts, it is on all hands admitted, are still wanted, to place the
subject of the temperaments on a completely satisfactory foot
ing.—E d.]

A R T IC L E I I I .
CASE OF DERANG EM ENT OF T H E FA C U LTY OF LANGUAGE,
IN CONSEQUENCE OF A BLOW NEAR T H E E Y E .

A considerable number of years ago, M. De Fouchy read to
the French Academy a very interesting account of an accident
which he himself had sustained, and which was followed by de
rangement of the faculty of language. I t is quoted by M. Moreau,
in tne Encyclopédie Méthodique^ article M e d e c i n e M e n t a l e
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(Paris, 1816; vol. ix. of the Medical Division), aud is regarded
by that writer as described “ with the courageous, calm, and wise
impartiality, which forms the characteristic of a philosopher.’1
M. De Fouchy’s narrative is as follows
“ The first of the ac
cidents," says he, “ which kept me absent from the Academy
during a considerable time, was accompanied by a circumstance
which appears to me worthy of being communicated. On the
24th of March last, leaving the house of M. Anisson, where I
had been assisting at the trial of his new press, I was returning
home about seven in the evening, when it was beginning to be
rather dark. A projecting part of the pavement tripped my
foot, and caused me to fall forwards and a little to one side, with
my face on a heap of stones which happened to be there. The
blow struck precisely on the vomer** and on the angle of the
right eye ; the skin covering the former was cut, and bled much.
I felt at the moment of the blow an acute pain, which extended
along the left eye ; but I was in no degree stunned, nor experi
enced any affection of the heart ( maux de cœur) ; and I proceed
ed on my way, holding a handkerchief on my nose. On reach
ing home, I washed the wound, which had stopped bleeding,
with warm wine, and the pain diminished so much as not to
prevent me from sleeping. Next day it was.supportable, and I
thought I remarked it in two places, namely, on the vomer, and
also above the left eye, which had not suffered from the blow.
“ The pain of the vomer was accompanied by a particular
circumstance, which lasted a long time, and consisted in this—
that when I moved that bone to the right or left with my finger,
I perceived a slight internal crepitation, as if its articplation with
the other bones of the face had suffered. Up to this time I had
noticed nothing extraordinary. I went out, and returned to din
ner, when the following circumstance occurred, which appears
to me worthy of much attention.
“ Towards the end of dinner, I felt a slight increase of the
pain above the left eye, and, at that very instant, became un
able to pronounce the words which I wished. I heard what was
said to me, and thought what I wished ; but I pronounced other
words than those which could have expressed my thoughts, or,
if I begun, could not finish them, but substituted other words
for them. I had, however, the power of every motion, as free
as in my usual state. I did not drop my fork, nor the piece
of bread which I held in my hand. I saw clearly every object ;
and the .organs which produce the action of thought were, so
far as I .could judge, in their natural state. This kind of pa
roxysm lasted for a minute, and, during its continuance, I was
sufficiently conscious of this singular distinction in the sensarium
• It ma/ be necessary to explain to our non.medical readers, that the vomer
la the thin bone which forms the partition of the nose.
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of the mind (senslorum de TdmeJ9 which had only one of its
parts affected, without the others suffering the slightest dis
turbance.
“ When M. Vicq-d’Azyr read to the Academy on the Ana
tomy of the Human Brain, I was struck by what he said regard
ing the nervous filaments which pass from the brain and enter
the interior of the nose through the cribriform plate, and I
thought I had discovered in them the explanation of my singu
lar state. These filaments, having perhaps received a shock
from the blow on the vomer, had transmitted that shock to the
brain; but I could discover no reason for the singular phenomc
non of the sensorium of the mind being affected in one of if
its parts only.
<( I confine myself, here, simply to the relation of the fa
which I deemed it my duty to communicate to the Academy,
order that, if deemed expedient, it may be entered in the
gisters.
“ An observation of this kind must necessarily be extra
rare, since it is requisite that a man of science should be the
ject, and that the accident should not be so severe as t<
vent him from observing all the circumstances attendii
Notwithstanding, however, all my zeal for the promotion «
sciences which are the objects of the Academy, I trust
readily pardon me for not wishing to present it often w it
lar observations.”
The phenomena here described are altogether inex,
except on the phrenological principle that the brain i
gregate of organs, performing different functions; am
pearance of the derangement at the very moment wh
crease of pain took place in the situation of the orga
guage, must be regarded as strikingly confirming tl'
of that part of the brain *.

A R T IC L E IV.
PHRENOLO GY AND T H E B R IT ISH ASSOC

T he British Association for the Advancement
its Annual Meeting in Edinburgh on 8 th Septi
five succeeding days. About a week previou
addressed the following letter to John Robison,
Secretaries:—
* See, in voL V . of this Journal, p. 431, a somewhat a
memory of names was impaired by a fell on the ftaqjpw1
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“ John Robison, Esq.

12]

23. Charlotte S quare,
2 d September 1834.

M M y D e a r S i r , —As I mentioned to you yesterday, I
intend to apply to be admitted a member of the British Asso
ciation for the Advancement of Science.
“ In case a demonstration of the Phrenological Society's col
lection of national skulls would be acceptable in any of the Sec
tions, I beg leave to express my readiness to give one, on any
day except Wednesday 10th September, and I shall take it kind
if you will mention this to the Committee. At the same time,
I wish it to be understood that I have no individual anxiety for
the acceptance of this offer ; and that my only motive in making
it, is to contribute, so far as lies in my power, to the fulfilment
of the objects of the Association. Believe me to remain* &c.*'
4< G eo . CoMfee^ '

M r Robison returned the following answer :—
My D

ear

S ir ,

f

’

3d September-

“ I have forwarded your intimation to M r.J. Eorbefe for
insertion in the list of communications, all of which. ifiU)b£ laid
before the Sections on their first meeting; and it will.J^tt with
them to arrange what order they shall be brought forward tin ”
M r Combe was duly admitted a member of the Assôcfetion,
and attended meetings of several of the Sections ; but he was not
honoured with any reply whatever to his offer of a commniiication. From M r Robison he received the most polite attention ;
and the reason of the silence of the Committee became âfpphrent
at the first meeting. Mr Sedgwick, the President for IastJ^iar;
before resigning his office, addressed the Association, in à'gpèët’h
in which “ he urged most strenuously upon the AssocftitiorHhe
necessity of keeping in mind the objects of its institutionafftl'to
confine their researches to dead matter, without ehtefiag'dhto
any speculations on the relations of intellectual beings ; and he
would brand as a traitor that person who would dare to over
step the prescribed boundaries of the institution. I f the Society
should ever be broken up, which God forbid, he would predict
that it would happen by some members imprudently and daring
ly passing its boundaries V*
,
f
I t was reported among the audience, that this anathema was
directed chiefly against the Statistical Section of the Association,
into which it was feared that moral or political discussion might
be introduced ; but it obviously applied in an especial manner to
Phrenology. Accordingly, in the proceedings of tlj^ 'Associa
tion, no allusion was made to our science, except a feeble at
tempt at ridicule, introduced by D r Graham in ah evening re• Report of Proceedings of the British Association, in Ed in. New Phil.
Journ. for Oct. 1834, p. 372.
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port, but which, having met with very little encouragement, was
not repeated by himself or imitated by any of the other savans.
In the Anatomical Section, Sir Charles Bell gave an account of
his discoveries in the nervous system, of which we find the fol
lowing report in the Scotsman of 18th September.
“ On Thursday and Friday, there was a numerous attendance
in the Anatomical Section, when Sir Charles Bell gave an inte
resting exposition of his views of the nervous system. He was
the first to demonstrate what other physiologists had previously
conjectured to be probable, viz. the existence of separate nerves
of motion and of sensation. His statement was a recapitula
tion of his publications, and we did not observe that he added
any new facts. In several particulars we were gratified by his
exposition, as marking the certain, although slow, progress of
truth. D r Spurzheim, when he visited Edinburgh in 1816,
maintained that the uses of the brain could not be philosophi
cally ascertained by mutilations of the brains of animals; but he
was ridiculed for saying so, and it was asserted that this was one
of his numerous back-doors for escaping from adverse evidence.
Flourens and Magendie in France, Sir William Hamilton here,
and various other individuals^ have, in the interval, performed
numerous experiments on the brains of the lower creatures, and
published results which have been extensively cited as evidence
against Phrenology. Yesterday, Sir Charles Bell explicitly
stated, that he also had made suen experiments, and had obtain
ed no satisfactory results; and he then shewed why he had fail
ed, and why all other experimenters must fail who pursue this
method of inquiry. These experiments always, and necessarily,
involve a great shock to the nervous system in general, and can
not be confined in their effects to the part cut out. W e may
add,— If we do not know what office the part performs in health,
how can we know whether the function has ceased in consequence
o f the ablation or not? It may be very true, that if we were to
cut out the orpin of Tune from the brain of a canary, the bird
would never sing again; but if, in ignorance of what part is that
organ, we were to cut out any other portion of the brain, with a
view to discover it, we should be disappointed ; because, what
ever part we injured, the effect on its singing would always be
the same; it would cease to sing, for the obvious reason that
singing and a mangled brain are not compatible in nature. We
rejoiced to hear this method of investigation renounced and con
demned by so great an authority.
“ In the 49tn Number of the.Edinburgh Review, the late Dr
John Gordon wrote a severe attack on Dr Spurzheim, for as
serting that the brain exhibited fibres extending from the cor
pora pyramidaliay olivaria, and restiformia, to its surface. In
bis 1 Observations on the Structure of the Brain,’ published in
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1817, in support of the Review, he declared D r Spurzhcim’s
description of this particular structure to be ‘ objectionable in
all its points, and full of error and hypothesis.1 He also con
demned, in strong terms, D r Spurzheim’s plate of a section of
the brain, shewing the alleged fibres. I t is due to the great
cause of truth to state, that Sir Charles Bell, according to our
understanding of his statement, admitted the existence of these
disputed fibres to the full extent asserted by D r Spurzheim, and
that the plate of a section of the brain exhibiting the fibres,
which he produced in illustration of his views, presented to our
eyes precisely the same appearance as the drawing given by Dr
Spurzheim, which was so loudly condemned.
“ Sir Charles Bell is no phrenologist. He did not allude to
the subject, and made no pretensions to knowledge of the func
tions of the particular portions of the brain. This was a sound
and philosophical proceedings and we admire the candour and
justice which dictated it, as much as the talents which led him
to his own discoveries of the functions of the nerves.11
A t the meeting of the Natural History Section, held on 12th
September, M r Pentland, in continuation of the observations
which he had offered at a previous meeting, on the physical
configuration of the Andes of Peru and Bolivia, and on the dis
tribution of organic life, at different elevations on the declivity
of these gigantic chains, entered into details on the reasons which
have led him to conclude that there existed, at a comparatively
recent period, and between the 14° and 19° of S. Lat., a race of
men very different from any of those now inhabiting our globe,
characterised principally by the anomalous form of the cranium,
in which two-thirds of the entire weight of the cerebral mass is
placed behind the occipital foramen, and in which the bones of
the face are very much elongated, so as to give to these crania
more the appearance of certain species of tne ape family, than
that of human beings. M r Pentland entered into details to
prove that this extraordinary form cannot be attributed to pres
sure, or any external force, similar to that still employed by
many American tribes; and adduced, in confirmation of this
view, the opinions of Cuvier, of Grail, and of many other cele
brated naturalists and anatomists.
“ The remains of this extraordinary race are found in ancient
tombs of the mountainous districts of Peru and Bolivia, and
principally in the great interalpine valley of Titicaca, and on the
borders of the lake of the same name. These tombs present
very remarkable architectural beauty, and appear not to date
beyond seven or eight centuries before the present period.
“ The race of men to which these extraordinary remains be
long, appears to Mr Pentland to have constituted the inhabit
tants of the elevated regions, situated between the 14° and 1 9 °
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of South Lat., before the arrival of the present Indian popula
tion, which, in its physical characters, its customs, &c. offers
many analogies with the Asiatic races of the old world *.*
The Phrenological Society possesses a skull from the neigh
bourhood of Arica on the coast of Peru, to which M r Pentland's description applies. Its form differs in a remarkable
manner from that or the skulls brought from Lima, which are
very broad in proportion to their length. W e have a paper in
progress respecting the skulls and character of the Peruvian
Indians, and shall advert in it to Mr Fentland's observations,
which are published in the Dublin Journal of Medical and
Chemical Science for July 1834. W e exhibited the Arica skull
to M r Pentland, and understood him to say that he regarded it,
though found in a burial place on the coast, as having belonged
to a native of the interior, one of the race now extinct. He was
unluckily called away before we could inquire into the reasons
on which this conclusion was founded.
On 13th September, D r Abercrombie concluded the business
of the Medical Section by a very excellent address, in which,
after expressing his confidence in the zeal of the members in fol
lowing out the investigations which had been recommended to
them, and impressing on them the necessity of cultivating pa
thology, he proceeded to make some observations on the interest
and importance to the medical profession of the study of mental
philosophy. “ In alluding to this subject, he said he was aware
of the objections which had been brought against admitting the
philosophy of mind as one of the regular Sections of the Asso
ciation ; and to a considerable extent he admitted their truth, as
it might be difficult to preserve such discussions from those hy
pothetical speculations by which this important science had been
so much obscured and retarded in its progress. But, by treat
ing it as a branch of Physiology, he trusted this might be avoid
ed, by rigidly restricting the investigation to a careful observa
tion of facts, and the purposes of high practical utility to which
they might be applied. Keeping in view the importance of
these rules, he earnestly recommended the subject to medical in
quirers, as capable of being cultivated on strict philosophical
principles, as a science of observation, and as likely to yield laws,
principles, or universal facts, which might be ascertained with
the same precision as the laws of physical science. For this
purpose, however, inquirers must abstain from all vain specula
tions respecting the nature and essence of mind, or the mode of
its communication with external things, and must confine them
selves to a simple and careful study of its operations. Some of
these Dr Abercrombie alluded to under the following heads :—
the laws of the succession of thoughts, and the remarkable in• Edin. New Phil. Journ. October 1834, p. 433.
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fluence of association:—the voluntary power which we possess
over the succession of thought, the due culture of which lies at
the foundation of all sound mental discipline:—the influence of
habit upon mental processes, and the means of correcting inju
rious habits:—the important relation between voluntary intellec
tual processes and: moral emotions, and between such intellectual
processes and the result of evidence in producing conviction
the laws of reason or judgment—the means of cultivating it—
and the ruinous effects which result from the neglect of such
culture. In concluding these observations, D r Abercrombie
alluded briefly to the moral phenomena of the human mind,
and the impressions which we derive from them, with a feeling
of absolute certainty, respecting the moral attributes of the Creartor.
“ Respecting the means of cultivating the Philosophy of
Mind as a science of rigid observation, Dr Abercrombie alluded
to the study of mental phenomena and mental habits in our
selves and in other men; and the whole phenomena of dream
ing, insanity, and delirium, and the mental conditions which oc
cur in connexion with diseases and injuries of the brain. The
subjects of dreaming and insanity, which have hitherto been lit
tle cultivated with this view, he considered as capable of being
prosecuted on sound philosophical principles, and as likely to
yield curious and important results respecting the laws of asso
ciation, and various other processes of the mind.
“ The practical purposes to which mental science may be aplied, Dr Abercrombie considered briefly under the following
eads:—(1.) The education of the young, and the cultivation
of a sound mental discipline at any period of life. In all other
departments, we distinctly recognise the truth, that every art
must be founded upon science, or on a correct knowledge of the
uniform relations and sequences of the essences to which the art
refers; and it cannot be supposed that the only exception to
this rule should be the highest and most delicate of all human
>ursuits, the science and the art of the mind. (£.) The intel
ectual and moral treatment of insanity, presenting a subject of
intellectual observation and experiment, in which little compara»
tively has been done, but whicn seems to promise results of the
highest importance and interest. (3.) The prevention of insa
nity in individuals in whom there exists the hereditary predispo
sition to i t He gave his reasons for being convinced that in
such cases, much might be done by a careful mental culture,
and that irremediable injury might arise from the neglect of it.
(4.) Dr Abercrombie alluded to the importance of mental science
as the basis of a Philosophical Logic, but did not enlarge on
this part of the subject. He concluded his address by some ob
servations on the dignity and importance of medicine, as one of
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the highest pursuits to which the human mind can be directed ;
as it combines with the culture of a liberal science the daily ex
ercise of an extensive benevolence, and thus tends at once to cul
tivate the highest powers of the understanding and the best
feelings of the heart.” *
In conclusion we remark, that although the British Associa
tion, under its present constitution, may perhap be right in ex
cluding discussions on the relations of intellectual beings, it
must be humiliating to the philosophers of the nineteenth cen
tury to make the public acknowledgment which we have quot
ed, of the entire absence of any philosophy of mind which can
be included among the sciences, and discussed with temper and
judgment, and without “ imprudently and daringly passing the
boundaries of the Association.” W e must be permitted also to
tell them, that they will make a sorry figure at the bar of pos
terity, when Phrenology shall be recognised as the very philoso
phy of which they stood in need, and when it will be universal
ly acknowledged that their narrow-minded prejudices alone pre
vented them from investigating and adopting it.

A R T IC L E V.
CASE OF IDIOCY.
A t a meeting of the Manchester Phrenological Society in
September last, Mr G. Wilson, the President, read a paper
on a remarkable case of idiocy, illustrated by a cast of the indi
vidual's head. This paper we regard as a valuable contribution
to phrenological literature. A copy of the cast having been pre
sented by the society now mentioned, to the Phrenological So
ciety in Edinburgh, we are enabled to give a sketch of it on page
128. For the sake of contrast, a view of the head of Rammohun Roy, on the same scale, isdikewise inserted.
This individual, as we learn from Mr Wilson's paper, is
the son of a labourer in moderate circumstances, 'and was born
near Prestwich, in October 1814; so that he is now twenty years
of age. He is the third of five children, and is in perfect "health.
The integuments of the skull are very thick and loose, so that
the brain is not so large as might be supposed by one who has
not manipulated the head. The hair appears to have been of
considerable length when the cast was made. The stature of
the individual is about five feet six inches, and he weighs about
nine stones.
His father states, that for a considerable time after birth he
* Ktlin. New'Phil. Joum. Oct 1834, p. 443.
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was remarkably small and helpless, and that he was three years
old before he could be taught to walk. Up to this period he
displayed no intellectual faculties, his actions being merely regu
lated by animal instinct. Afterwards he learned to recognise
individuals and to say “ mother," a term which he applied also
to his father and every member of the family. As he grew up,
his favourite habits were to walk into the garden and to amuse
himself by digging or scraping holes, either with his hands or
more especially with bits of wood. When about seven years old
he became very passionate and learnt to swear, which, when en
raged, he does freely. The next child to him was also an idiot;
she died about two years ago ; her head was larger, and she dis
played more general power, and had the command of a greater
number of words. Tnis girl and he were constant companions*,
and were seldom separate from each other. They always ramb
led and slept together, and for a short time after her death he
looked very solitary, and even now he is more attached to a girl
of the same name where he resides than to any other member
of the family.
His habits now are to arise from bed when called, having
taken no more rest than the others; and as he is incapable of
dressing himself, his godmother performs this office for him.
H e remains at home till breakfast, with which, as well as every
other meal, he never appears to be satisfied or to have taken
sufficient. After this he rambles with company sometimes miles
from home, though generally returning with those who induced
him away. During nis rambles he is, of course, subjected to the
perpetual annoyances of mischievous children, and often of those
whose years should render them more humane; yet he immediately forgets all and is soon happy. He frequently accompanies
horses and carts, and can drive with the whip pretty well. His
partiality for horses is very striking, and was manifested early
in life. A few weeks ago a gentleman was riding on a small
pony in the neighbourhood, and as this, from some cause or other,
displeased him, he seized hold of the pony's tail and pulled with
all his strength ; this with the gentleman’s weight were sufficient
to stop the pony, at which the gentleman was so enraged that
he jumped from the saddle and laid the whip so freely upon the
poor boy's shoulders, that his cries were heard at a great dis
tance, and the castigator narrowly escaped being mobbed by the
whole neighbourhood. He spends a great portion of his time at
a retail beer shop in the neighbourhood; and as he is exceeding
ly fond of drink, and almost all who frequent the place know
him and invite him to taste with them, he gets intoxicated some
times for days together. It requires more than an ordinary
quantity of beer to intoxicate him ; and when he is taken home
in this condition, he appears satisfied all is not right, and that
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lie has merited the scolding which invariably follows from his
godmother. When the storm has subsided, and he reads in her
countenance returning peace, lie usually 6eta up a loud laugh,
and under the excitement of the liquor oemaina very merry dur
ing the remainder of the evening. He is very fond of sweet
meats, and on one occasion when M r Wilson presented him with
some wrapped in a paper, he devoured the paper and contents in
discriminately. Some peas also he eat without shelling them.
■The genera] volume of his bead is very small. Thus will ap
pear from the following note of the dimensions of the cast,
{in inches), which we contrast with those .of the head o f Hamroohun Boy.
t^,

Idiot

From Individuality to Philoprogeniliveness,
...
Ear to Individuality, .............................
«.■
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SJ ............... 5i

Itwo*.
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The feebleness of his mind is commensurate with the small
ness of his head. So little force of character, indeed, does he
possess, that he willingly submits to be governed by a little girl,
and to endure the torture of boys to whom he is vastly superior
in muscular power.
Now. what explanation,” asks Mr Wil
son, “ besides the phrenological one, can be given of his imbe
cility ? If the mind can act independently of material organi
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zation, why does he not display the powers of human nature
equally with those around him? Or, if education do every
thing, where is the patron of education who will undertake to
bring his mind to the perfection of that of a child a quarter of
his age?*
The organs of the propensities are« on the whole, not largely
developed in proportion to the other parts of the brain. Amativeness, Philoprogenitiveness, and Combativeness, are, however,
of considerable size; while Destructiveness, Secretiveness, and
Cautiousness, are small. W ith respect to the manifestations of
the first of these, M r Wilson has not been able to ascertain
m uch: “ I have observed, however,* he says, “ that he is more
atient during the time he is teased by females than when teased
y men; and he turned with a very expressive smile towards
one who placed her arm within his own.” M r Wilson mentions
also, that “ he exercises Combativeness rather frequently, imme
diately striking any who offends him ; he is also bold and fear
less. I saw him pursue a large dog, and imitate its barking;
and when he had provoked its snarl, he appeared highly de
lighted. H e seldom exercises Destructiveness, and his anger is
only of momentary duration. Self-esteem and Love of Appro
bation are seldom displayed. Cautiousness is small, and he can
easily be sent into danger. Some mischievous men one day un
dressed him, and persuaded him to go into the river, although
for the first time in his life; he walked in until nearly out of his
depth, and was proceeding onward when the sight of his god
mother deterred him. Acquisitiveness and Secretiveness are
not very marked; indeed, if any thing be shewn him, he looks
attentively at it for a time, but seldom appears desirous of re
moving it. I placed some pence upon a table and turned away,
but he exhibited no desire to take it. When I brought him to
the Society, on a former evening, the Members asked him which
he would nave, a penny or a halfpenny ? he invariably put his
finger upon both, and wished for both; he did not seem dis
posed to seize the money, nor did he shew regret at not receiv
ing it*
Such of the perceptive organs as have their place imme
diately over the eyes, are well developed; but on proceeding
upwards to the intellectual region, we find there a lamentable
and almost total deficiency. “ I f he receives a penny,* says
M r Wilson, “ his Locality guides him to the place where to
spend it, because he has observed this first done by others who
accompanied him ; his Individuality informs him which is the ar
ticle he wants in exchange, and he invariably chooses the largest
piece, in preference : that consumed, he moves away : another
object attracts his attention, and he surveys it a moment with
every appearance of curious delight; he passes on, alternately no-
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ticiftg and wandering ( Individuality and Locality), until either
the sting of hunger or the friendly hand of his attendant draws
him home. Although he knows .few. things by name, yet if you
direct his eye to an object and hid liim reach it to you, he will
do it. His Form is rather large, and he recollects individuals
very. wella H e .knew the icast-maker and myself* the *second
time he saw us. His language is moderate; yet I am per
suaded, that, with proper instruction, he might have had a more
extenrive ■vocabulary. His attendants havn never succeeded in
ttttadiii^.himfhiifanticttDrtndiDttot). his own*clothes. H e shews
agreat desire to imitate, and <the artist succeeded :in taking the
cast by inducing hiqi to imitate the position shown to him. It
is >ndt mentioned whether he is to good/ rmmk. j T b e sm e o f the
organ of Imitation is not such as to make to anticipate' this.
A fter stating th at D r Spurzbeim strongly eantiem nkl r n r risge betw ixt ¡relations as likely to faad Ito m ental imbecilities
m th eo ftp rin g , and rem arking thfct die parents of th isb o y were
W ilson conckided b y (observing, idiat ffr phrenolo
gist« djway&h&vfc insisted upon them euesoty o f tooting ta ¡obedience ta!th e aatu ral lams in m arriage*; , and if these laws had
beep observed* by the'panraptS'Of him -whose cased have laid befbre you, th tre would, a t k a s t, have been .two o f •these unfortunatetodm dufilis less tlpoti record, amd lsbouW have ibeen spared
the necessity of troubling you with a short coimnerit upon the
character op oteithis'evening J*

Weshallfiui&h the, present article by quoting.e short passage
from D r Spurzbeisa’s work cm Insanity.. “ W e are very well
aware,r »tya he, “ fchat ag re e t number of facts,, repeated under
various .circumstances, aru necessary before we can draw a<gene
ral conclusion ; but with respect to idiotism from birth» we have
made such a number of observations in various countries, that
we have no hesitation in affirming! that,« too small brain is unfit
for the mamfestaue* of the mind* I begito remark, that I do
not say that Idiotism is tbe^ttributo of a too small brain Only;
idiotism may be the result of different causes, one of which is a
too small brain. W e tare convinced from observation, that the
laws of nature are constant; and if we continually observe that
the same phenomenon takes place under the same circumstances,
we consider our conclusion as certain, till experience shews the
contrary. No one, then, has the right to maintain that an in
ference-is too hastily drawn because he has not made a sufficient
number of observations* It is his duty to shew facts which
prove the contrary, if he intend ,to deny the inference/’
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A R T IC L E VI.
JOURNAL» B E LA SOCKETS PHRENOLOGIQUE DE PARIS.
T o r te ll. No. V.

W b see somewhat in arvear with our notioea of the French
PhrenoLigical Journal* partfy horn the« later numbers not having
beeuraoaved dll some months after they were due, and partly
from the urgent demands recently made upon our space. I t is
with pleasure that we now resume consideration of the labours
of our Barman brethren, and congratulate the conductors of -the
Journal en the regular advance which ita coulents are making in
value and interest. I n the. introductory notice to this number,
it is staled that the-causes which prevented, die regular appear
ance of .the Journal during the disastrous year 1882 ¡(when
cholera raged in Paris)*» being now removed, the conductors
have taken the most efficacious measures to cancel the arrears.
“ W e have,” they say, ** immense materials m hand, and, by
active oonununioations with the principal foreign Phrenological
Societies, shall enrich ourselves with the fruits of their discove
ries and labours.*
Upon the 22d of August, the anniversary of D r Gall's death,
the Phrenological Society of Paris holds an annual meeting, at
which* are reported the transactions of the previous year, the
losses sustained, fhe acquisitions made, the state of Phrenology
at the time, and the evidence afforded by lately received busts
in confirmation of the principles of the science. To these an
nual meetings the public are invited, and on each occasion a
large assembly bas come forward. Last year, the Hall of St
John was early filled by a numerous auditory; among whom
were the Prefect of the Seine,-—several members of the Institute
and Royal Academy of Medicine,—several Professors of the
Eccie de Midseinef French and foreign savans, advocates,- and
magistrates,—and also a great number of ladies. The business
was commenced by a discourse from the president, Professor
Bouiliaud; after which, a summary of the proceedings of the
Society during the year 1832-3, by D r Casunir Broussais, the
secretary, was read. Both of these are printed in the Journal,
and contain many interesting details.
In Professor Bouillaud’s discourse, we find some very perti
nent general observations on the principles of Phrenology, its
practical utility, and the treatment which Gall received from
nis contemporaries, particularly Napoleon and Cuvier. “ The
opposition of these two great men," he says, “ backed as it was
i 2
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by the power of ridicule, so, terrible in, all countries but parti
cularly in France, arrested, so, to sppakjnUie.course of the new
star which had just appeared,, above the scientific, horizon.
Forthwith the Journals, schools, and academies» formed a .sort of
Holy Alliance against the system of Gal); .and .all would, have
been over with that, system foqg era WW, w*pp it ppariblo/onthe
triumph of any Holy Alliance oyer.truth, phrqpalqgicsl or other
wise, to continue for ever. This conspiracy of influential men
and associations, against a troth may indeed delay its progress
and retard its development: but there comes at length a :time
when enlightened public opinion takes truth under its powerful
protection; and to the sway of that ruler of the. world every
tiling, not excepting even the authority of a Napoleon.and a
Cuvier, ultimately yields. But/ what concerns us most,,at pre
sent is, that the beads* of Napoleon and Cuvitf ac?, if I may use
the expression, the best arguments which,ope(ppuld desire for
refuting.the opinions of ttyi^e illustrious m ea; aqd now, ,when
both.have• descended prematurely to the tomb, P^renokgy,
which is not, th^ last ta p a y a just tribute qf, adoration ;1to. tne
vast audjofty powers with..which they* were endowed» asks no
other ravage,jfpr the injury.pjiich they infli^ed on it, thw> that
of making their.heads eqrve tp demonstrate tne wry»principles
to* which, duriqgjife, they were opposed. 0 1 auce, now, at these
busts,” continued D r Bouillaud, pointing to tne casts, qn the
table, “ glance at these busts, and» however limited.your ac
quaintance with. Phrenology may be, you cannot fja.il at once to
perceive not only that they prove by their volume, the law that,
ccBteris paribus^ power o f mind is m proportion to. the size of
the brain, but also that, in the difference of their configuration,
may be found the causeof the chief differences presented by the
characters and talents of these two illustrious individuals. This
head,” pointing to that of Cuvier, “ ought to beloqg to the
Aristotle of France; that,” pointing to Napoleon’?, “ suits bet
ter the modern Alexander,”
The Professor, is of opinion, that as Phrenology is now settled
on a secure basis, its votaries ought seriously to devote their
attention to its progress and improvement alone, and to the
fittest means that can be devised for diffusing and rendering
popular the facts widi which the science is already enriched,
ana is daily adding to its store. I t is with the view of contri
buting in some measure to the accomplishment of this important
object, that the Parisian Society, besides instituting their Jour
nal and public courses of lectures, has appointed me great an
nual meeting already mentioned to be held.
In the Summary of the Society’s proceedings, various import
ant subjects are introduced. The writer, D r Broussais, begins
by noticing a few of the numerous phrenological facts which
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had been brought before the meeting?. After alluding to seve
ral cases havirig reference tty the orgatos 6 f reproduction, reported
to the Sociétv by MM. Tanehou, SofBn, Bourieot Saint-Hilaire,
&c., and'Wméh confirm1thfe idéatf o f Sail as to the Tuttctiohs of
the cerébeüufift, he static theffolkrtiffag particulars of 'á tiée which
had' occurred; in the1*plrfcelióé of‘ P rofesor‘BotnHaud: That
phyáci&ti ‘attended1k yoübg taktt ÜFof ti Violent feWfr, 'bcfó&ibried
by‘inflammation ‘Of the bowels/ 1 The patierit’fc heád prfefcénted a
considerable'developrtiéht of the oi^an off Tutte, and ne sahg*ih
cessantly during hfá’fila Of delirium, WitiWremarkable force mid
correctness; Vhíte olf'Hó other intellectual‘fiiculty was any‘acti
vity apparent!1 Btu4tiglhrt periods of calm, 'he had nbl recollec
tion o f whtttJ'fiád ócciirréd’ during thé páróttyshis. T hérfrís
néiít tnetttibbéd "a léttfer' froth M r'TDevffie, of Lobdóto, rfelkttog
the Cáse of an individual whose Heáíd had preséntéd' different
degree* "óf cérebral* development at dHftrént perWtffc'of'hte lift.
A t first, hé wás abandoned to hita^lf, without W dotted,' áWd
in cThHimstanOes Calculated rather to impair than'to 'dévetó™ Ms
faculties ; afterwards, he Was placed in a situation fflvóurablé'fo
theirdcvdopm etit; and,' flnalfy,‘several'years lhtér, hetdlapsted
into Ids* original condition, ana anew ’exhibited' detetfóratión bf
m iad/ Mis brain presented corresponding1phased of dévdofametot and' degradatidn.—Dr'Bfoussais goes'oh to say,'that'D r
LacOTbrere, in a recerit visit to' Germany, had successfully ápilied phrenology ill the examination óf sévéral‘ patients ih a
unatic asylhm, and that the accuracy of his phrenological judg
ment had made some proselytes in Hamburgh. ■'' ’ * ‘
In reference to a Critical Examination, by'D r Sárlaridféte, óf
the classification and names of the mental faculties adopted by
Gall and Spurzhéim, published in the fourth number of* the So
ciety’s Journál, D r Broussais states, that among the members
Gall and Spurzheim had foutid champions who had combated
D r Sárlandiéré’s pretensions; ^ and from this discussion,*9 says
he, “ there has resulted, I think, a truth—namely, that the ques
tion i s 1yet insólvable, and that toothing but time and the pro
gress of Phrenology tan lead to its solution.*”
A work on the Seal and Nature of Mental Diseases, by Dr
Bottex, physician to a lunatic asylum 1 at Lyons, is mentioned
with approbation. That writer demonstrates, that’ insanity is
not a disease of the soul or mind, but an affection of the organic
structure; that its essential seat is the brain ; and that the mor
bid condition of that viscus varies according to the species of
mental derangement: and he maintains, that, without the aid
of the principle that the brain consists of a plurality of organs,
it is impossiole to account for many phenomena of insanity.
Among the skulls and casts presented to the society, and for
most of which it is indebted to the active zeal of M. Dumoutier,
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D r Broussais notices that of a negro called Eustache, of which
a duplicate was lately added to the collection of the Phrenologi
cal Society in Edinburgh (Bust, Now 159)» by its zealous secre
tary Dr William Gregory. On 9 th August 1932» thid negro,
when sixty yeara of age» obtained the P rize o f Virtue fh>m the
Institute» on account of the devoted attachment whieh he had
displayed» ia Sc Domingo» towards his master» M. BeHn. By
his address, courage, and devotion, this gentleman»' with up
wards o f 400 other whites» weds saved front the general mas
sacre, and the fortune of M r Bdin was several times preserved.
“ The idea of murder,* says the reporter to the Institute, f<_d*d
not asBOciate itself,' in the mind of Eustache, with that of>liberty.
Placed among ooC^psunona endeavouring to obtaio» with the torch
and the dagger, their bloody emancipation, and seeing his masters
in danger of being murdered amid the ruins of their burning
dwellings, he hesitated not a moment.. . . Incessantly occupied in
warning {he inhabitants of the conspiracies formed against them
(but without revealing the names of the conspirators), ¡and in
devising a thousand stratagems to enable the proprietors to unite
and strengthen their position, so as to make the insurgents aban
don the idea of attacking them,—he consorted with tne Negroes
during the day, and in the evening went to give warning to the
whites* At Paris, where, we understand, he now rerides, Eus
tache is always busy doing good. “ He never wishes,* says D r
Broussais, “ to keep any thing for himself; the profits of his in
dustry, and the rewards which he has obtained, bein& on all oc
casions employed in relieving the miserable * He has always
referred to remain in the condition of a servant, in order that
e might turn to account his skill in cookery, and enable him
self to do good to his fellow-creatures. The following charac
teristic trait is quoted from the report to the Institute before re
ferred to. A t P ort 4 u-Prince, Eustache often heard Mi master,
who was an old man, bewailing the gradual weakening of his
right. Now, had Eustache been able to read, he might have
whiled away his master** long and sleepless hours, by reading the
journals to him. I t was therefore a matter of deep regret with him
that he had never been taught to read; but this regret did not
long continue. He secretly applied himself to stu d y ; took les
sons at four o'clock in the morning, in order that the time neces
sary for the performance of his regular duties might not be en
croached upon; speedily acquired the wished-for knowledge;
and, approaching the old man with a book in his hand, proved
to him, that if nothing seems easy to ignorance, nothing is im
possible to devotion. W e are sorry that so few particulars re
lative to Eustache are given by D r Broussais. Though a P a
risian audience may with propriety be addressed with— “ J e ne
vous raconterai pas sa vie; vous la connaissez tous ; vous en avez
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tous entendu ou lu le récit
distant readers, who do not pos
sess these advantages, are left very touch in the dark«. T he
bust of Euatache, exhibits a prodigious cfowlopment <of the or
gan of Benevolence ; aw l we entirely concur ki .the sU tm eat
of D r 'Broussaie> that there is.in the coUectioes no specimen
which oau.be in this.reapectccanparai with ifc- • “ The oçgatn”
says he, “ ■.is s o .large, that, though' L ware (unacquainted with
Euatache, I should, at the sightnoi such.a bead, excli»i»-r4iene
is manastania^of Benevdeteek B u t.I am better, pleased to SUVA
up, with 34- B tifaui, h » life and bit character intwawohierrt«»».
corrigibitgem erisify."
W « have measured th s nast, and subjoin a ooteof.ito dioenn.
sionc. I t ¡«.proper to uotioej that these was no h » rp n the head* •
when the cast was taken.
1
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It will be obvious to every phrenologist,.from the jforqgmpg.
table, that the head of Eustache it of very considerable size. • I n
this respect, as well as in its form, it baa quite the appear^
ance of a European head. The organs of Veneration, Firmness,.
Philoprogemtiveness, Comparison, and -Causality are large,
though not equal to Benevolence ; Adhesiveness, Combative*
ness, Destructiveness, $ecretivenets, Cautiousness, Conscientious^
ness, and Love of Approbation,.rather large or large ; Imitation
and Wonder, where the head descends rasadlj cm.both sides fwro
Benevolence, moderate or rather full. Tnare seems to.be.a very,
fair development of the orgap of Language* Benevolence rises
to a great height above Comparison. A fulbsized view of this
head is given by D r Vimont in the Atlas tp.liia Treatise on H u 
man and Comparative Phrenology* and we hope to sew, ip the
second volume of that publication, farther details respecting
Eustache.
D r Broussais » e s on in bis Summary to offer seme remarks
on the heads and characters of Carême, the Baron de Zach, and
four musicians—^Weber, Kreutzer» D’Hérold, and Lefebure.
The mask of Weber indicates a large development of Tune,
Ideality, Benevolence, and Imitation. Of Lefebure we are told,
that, “ though not more than fourteen years of age, he has been
for several years the organist of St Roch, and his head presents
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the forehead, of an iutelligen* wen, grid) the organs of Tune
and Construoriweaessja- particular w a r y . A duplicate of
this east was presented; by, JJr, AtyHHiatn Gregory: to the Phreno
logical Society, Edinburgh* .and-is-Mew S>4r, .of the. waskB., >
The heads.of four,criminal?, .Mabdk,-.Des«emibeB, Benoit,
and Reges, are next adverted to.' “ In all, the predominance of
the .sentiment# audpcssiansflvtH-the' understanding, .is apparent,
-~&te9!in*&iictive*i
D r .BrOUsseie ihen .states
sonaeparticularB regarding nineieukide^. with.mpeot to one o f
whom, the widow Landon, tiro iateflesriug documents are given
entire; the first, M. numomiar’s ¿remarks on .herdispGsitkms,
foucded oR an. «caetinationiof her heflcfi aqd the Beoand»- an ex
tract fitrai. the Register of M. Qouriet,.a commissioner o f poiioe,
oonfirating the eepomeytof Mf .Bumoutieii’s statements. The
following table, thawing, the development of several orgs»srin
the heads of the nine suicide^ was framed by ,MM. Dumourier
and Brouasais.. Their names ate,, 1. St-irinam ? A Eirr-~.j ■3.
G------ ►4..Thuil l i e u X ^ s d o o ; 6 ,.D»r-nTrt; ?< A(nrgumhe;
8 ,;Granid; 9 .A liohelat,, ,iV :-....... .
...
-■i •“’ . 4 •• V U
Destructivepsss, , .
Firmness, . . . .
Combativeness, l
Love of Xifey - » , .
Hope, . . . .
Cautiousness, . . ‘.
Love of Approbation,

, 18 <20
10 18
10 *30'
a .4
10
6
14 20
10 10

3. ?
io
18
18

10
4
18
20

'

>«. 1 ‘6l
20
20
10
*
4
10
20

i.

16 20 20.1 20 30
18 10 20 22 i s
30 30 30 32' 18
4 10. 10
4
10
4
4 10 JO 10
3 20
16 ,16 10
20 18 18 20 Î8

i’

Scale.—X Idiocy, 4. Vary sm all; 6. Small; 8. Bather sm all; 10. Mo
derate; 12. Rather fu ll; 14: T u ll; 16. Rather large; 18. Large;
30- Very lu g e ; 32. EiiormouV

The case of a woman called Denise, detailed in the-dnrta&ade
2a Médecifi£.,Phÿtjologique ( Oct. 1832), is taken notice of, as fprnj?hihga curious example of .insatiable appetite for, food. In infaocy.sheetsbauated the milk, of ail. heir, nurses*.and ate four
times more-than, other children of the same age. A t school she
devoured the bread of all. the scholars; ana in the Salpétrière
it was found impossible, tp satisfy her habitual apupetite with less
than eight or ten pounds of bread d aily .. Nevertheless she there
experienced, two or three rimes a.month, great attacks of banger
(qrandesfaim s), during which shedevonred twenty-four pounds
of bread. If, during these fits, any obatacle.was opposed to the
gratification of her imperioMs désire, she became so furious, that
she used to bite her clothes, and even hands, and did not reco
ver her reason till hunger was completely satisfied. Being one
day in the kitchen of a rich family, when a dinner party was ex-
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pected, she devoured, M tt v e r y fm Minutes, the soup intended
Jb r tw é p ÿ ^h e sts,n b 9 ^Jfei1h iù*eh>ejXnè+i(faqfbWad ! lOtí dnother octasfcJii¿1 she drànk *'àfll thé côffeëj prèpbnNpffbi* 'feÉV&NïYf i v e of^rtom ^ahioéàfift Ae ârfpéttîët^!! flersfctíftfe smàH;
the! region OÍ M
the ‘propertriñes predétinnatés ; and thé oigan of
AKmentivrit&siéfergêlyd e v e l o p e d : ^
'*»—' * ” *,!The SocîêtyV àëTabèfé hidtetP/hosefetatoli^hed pübBéJéëini^s
of lectures tm PhtyndWgy. Thesè^are' delivered 16 y vM :' Dumotftier, ánd the fi/utce^ ié#,'théllébfírs¿ ‘preceding Ihë'amrtMd
meeting is stated té' havbberi¥ viHimèifà efrtra&tdifictifa
ofhéV attirées1hàd ’been giéëfe ; one by :thfelsahleleétti¥ë#, arifclUtte
oth«* by D r FdisaitiP •«»But H»'is: nm^ftr rtwse*
says D r BWWi8MéJtWthftt FhUénélogy Iras fdtttfd ‘dtféfldèW‘4fid
réjlresefrtàtiVes r 'oa^ ^kiéèe'Îias ïpeàetW tédlntotbe Fbeéltÿ^èf
Médfcárie ; homage* H& 1herir p i d ió itwfthfa ttie p íM n m ^ f
tháViMtitütiénv prOfesdbfsbfthfc jEicb&tavé&pbkéii óf itfWkhtbè
seriousness and aitéttíidri whieh’ itttîërit»; ábd one of thehi^thé
eWè* Btoüssaís, has~e+èn given anekpósition bf itS principies iá
several lectures devoted exclusively to tihiS'Otjfectl/ It'ië4sàt1i
few days since a..young physician». M. Lacomme, there ,ha?ed
his thesi* upon Phrenology. In>a word, we have on all sides
mitde converts to our opiiHOns* - ■
•The third árdele is entitled * Phrenological notices on Cásimir Périer, Lamarque, and Cuvier, by Dr Foissac.” It waé in
179S, at the age of twenty-one, that Lamarque began hid mili
tary career,'in the capacity of a common soldier. In k few
months be was advanced to be captain of the grenadiers of Latour-d’Auverghe, known among the «ncmics-of France as the
colonne infernale* During the subsequent years he distinguish
ed himself by bis bravery in many battles, among which were
those of Hohenlinden, Villa-Nova, Ptavë, Oberlitz, Laybach,
Alta-Julia, and Wagram, at which last he had four horses kill
ed* under hlm. ** ïn thfe brain'of Lamarque ifré'fotind tlj$ in
dications of évéry quality of a good soltlièr and a great cápthift :
the brgab 6f 4lnhabitiVeness, which, hi combination with the
hîghér seHthnefttSj is thé source of patriotism *; ‘invinéiblé èborage, obvioûs from the enormous‘distance between the tWo mas
toid processes; Cautiousness and Secretiveness, which áre indis
pensable to the general of an army in actual service ; the passion
for glory, resulting from a great development of LoVe of Ap
probation ; and, lastly, a moral power and imriiovaMe firmness,
indicated by the elevation of the coronal region,—a quality with
out which no man ever yet attained to eminence.” T he or
gans of Comparison and Causality do riot equal those of Lan* So Spirzheim conjectured; but our readers are avare that, by many
phrenologists, patriotism is regarded as one of the modes of activity of the
organ of Adhesiveness.—E d.
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guage, Form, Number, Locality, Individuality, and Eventuali
ty, which are uncouimoqly large, Hence the forehead has ra
ther a sloping appearance. Ideality iaatated to be large; in con
nexion with which rirçvmutapce D r Foissac alludes to the> splendid style for which his bulletins, are remarkable, and the bril
liancy of his speeches in the legislative assembly.
The facts naentièced withrëspect to 42uvier^s brain are of
greet interest., The postmortem eacankiation of his body-took
laceon.]A hsMoyil80S, in.pDtoence of MM. Qrfila, Dutnfril,
lupuytreu, Allard, $iet% Valenciennes, Laurillard* Bouoaeau,
Aadittl neveu, and BérarcL T he tweight of the brain was
found to he three pounds tm ouncesjo u r drachm ànd a hmjf,
—exceeding by nearly a third that of ordinary brans. I t was
ascertained that this enormous superiority applied almost exclu
sively to the development of the cerebral lobes, particularly their
anterior and superior parts ; the cerebellum, fee* being of the
usual siza None of the gentlemen present, says M . Bérard,
from whom D r Foissac obtained his.informatioB, remembered to
have aeon so complicated a brain, con votations so numeeous and
compact, or such deep anfractuosildefiy (un cerveau aussi p ku é9
des circonvolutions .aussi nombreuses et aussi pressées, des an
fractuosités si profondes), A east of the skçfl exists, but the
Society's request for «a copy of it met.with sl positive refusal.
“ Every one, however,” says D r Foissac, “ who knew Cuvier
when alive, is aware of the enormous development of the frontal
region in comparison with .the three others. W e rarely meet,
even among men of gentus, with so great a development of the
organs of Language, Individuality, Locality, Order, Colouring,
Form, and Constructsveness/ Hence Cuvier was able- to read at
an age when other children can hardly speak : drawing was
one. of his favourite occupations ; in «every respect h» memory
was prodigious, and he was deeply versed in literature and
foreign languages. These faculties^ common, though in an
inferior degree, to all naturalists, would have given to the
forehead of Cuvier, the doping appearance Already noticed in
the bust of Lamarque, had net the prodigious development of
theoigans of Comparison, Causality,, and Ideality, elevated and
expanded the anterior and superior region of his forehead, in
which the understanding resides« Hence those profound investigations,r^-tbaec precise and exact description s^~4hose skilful
classifications,— those philosophies!, clear, and prolific principles,
and that inimitable spuct of generalization, which shins in his
works, particularly bis. Lectures, on Comparative Anatomy and
Researches on Fossil Bones;”
I t is mentioned, that in his latter days Cuvier was more just
towards Gall than he had been under the influence of Napo
leon. When Gall had already one foot in the grave, Cuvier
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sent him a skull which he thought confirmatory of his phreno
logical opinions. But the dying philosopher said to the person
who brought it, “ T akebaex that skull, and tell Cuvier that
there k now only one wanting to complete my collection: it u m u
ow n: it will soon be there, as a powerful testimony to the truth
of my doctrine.” , . • ■
The. next article consiste of Craoiosoopinal Observations, by
D r Fosasii. He justly observes, that long practice is necessary
for the attainment of skill in judgtngof the development of the
cerebral organs; and that .to qualify for ^pronouncing on the
mental qualities of individuals, it is not enough to have attended
a course of lectures on Phrenology, and to know the situation o f
the organs within the skull. H e reports several cases, in which
he himself had eUGcessfnlly exercised his phrenological skill;
among others that of M. Traviás, an eminent caricaturist. On
examining the head of. this artist, D r Fossati found a large de¿
velopmtnt not only o f Constnaothneuess but also <of Locality,
which induced him to ask whether he had net a taáte for landscape painting. M. Tnavies instantly replied that tins was his
predominant taste, and that he drew caricatures only because
this was more expedient for him. He added that the earliest
productions o f his pencil ¡were landscapes. D r Fossati remarked
the same configuration in the forehead of M. Fern, the very
able decorator of the Tíéáire Italian; who is also a landscape
painter, and has published beautiful views of Paris, which are
eagerly sought áfter by amateurs. H b landscapes am more
esteemed than his interiors and architectural decorations.
The fifth article is entitled, “ Phrenological Considerations
on the Heads of four Charrúas, by M. Dumdutier.” Prom this
paper, and a pamphlet published by the individuals who exhi
bited in Paris the four savages now mentioned, we have gleaned
the following particulars.
The tribe of Charrúas occupied a tract of country on the
noithern shore of the Bio de la Plata in South America, be
tween the rivers Uruguay, Ybicui, and Bio-Negro. When
that part of America was first invaded by Europeans, these sa
vages were considerably more numerous than m recent times,
ana extended from the Uruguay to Maldonado. They are ex
tremely fierce, warlike, and vindictive, and are stated to have
shed more Spanish blood than the armies of the Incas and
Montezuma. Their dispositions, in short, closely resemble those
of the North American Indians. They have never been in the
slightest degree influenced by the vicinity of civilization ; but
when they thought themselves sure of success, were in the habit
ofcoming down nke wild beasts upon the peaceable inhabitants of
the plains, burning their habitations, and sparing neither man,
woman, nor child. Towards the end of last century, their num
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ber hac} suffered a great diminution, in consequence of the in
cessant e&pètàitlons of* thé ’StMnlaMs Wàinst theta). They stilly
howé^ëf, temàiriefl extretoeiV troxlblesdme ; ill! at length* in
1833, GerierarRïbèrh,’ PiSesiaëùt oP'ihè Republic, of tjTruguay,
finditig it impossible to fiVe" îd pèaéç WïtH these mischievous
neighbour^, àtt£f that' all thé cOriciliâtôrÿ' treasures Which "had
been used towards thçm were ineffectual, resolved to raise a jvàr
of extermination ¿gaihst them.' (<Thëy inàdè a desperate resist
ance ; but after a campaign of several7months, the whole were
massacred, except' a few' who escaped to ’the deserts, from which
it is probable thëy'will not spièëmlÿ ¿merge. 'Among a dozen
made prisoners Wéfe the foot individuals1 mentioned above.
The fitét is a dhiçf éalIed4V^imaca-réru ; the second a warrior
naihéd Séflaqué; noted for
bfavèçÿ, and who has been à con
stant and faithfbl friend to Vaima'ca-Pèrù in every vicissitude of
fortuné. His character is said to be u less open than that of'the
chief.* Of the remaining twth one is a female. M. Dumoutier
had frequent Conversations With therri all.' In captivity, they were
fond of bôàstiti^ ôf tbeii* mutdèfous^xploitsj and consoled themseîvêà With the nope of regaining' their freedom], and satiating
with'the most atrocious cruelties their thirst for revenge, ,B6tn
Sénaqué and‘the chief died soon after their arrival. M. Dumôütier'was permitted tb take'a cast of the head of the former,
and also of )ils bràin ; ¿^ d u p lic ate s of these have been pre
sented* to tne Phrenological Society by Dr William Gregory.
(Bust, No. I 6 tf; and General'Illustrations, Nos. 28. and 2 9 .)
The dimensions of the head, on which there is a little hair, are
these ;—
'

td cta.

From Individuality to Phileprogienitiveness,

...
...

Kar to Philoprogenitiveness, .
‘ ... Individuality,
.

.
.

.............. Firmness,
.
...' D estructtvenottio Destructiveness, A •
¡Secrotiveno» to Secretivenesa,
, ,

... Cautiousness to Cautiousness,

7 |.

4|

,

6|
6}

.

(

The brant, covered by the dura mater, measures-***
From Individuality to Philoprogenitiveness,

6£

... Destructiveness to Destructiveness, .
... Secretiveness to Secretiveness,
.
... Cautiousness to Cautiousness,

5|
6}
4}

The middle lobe is of extraordinary sise; the organs of
Destructiveness, Secretiveness, and Cautiousness, being very
l&rgdy developed. This seems to be a characteristic of the
tribe; for, in the pamphlet, it is stated of the Charmas gene
rally that “ the form of their head is almost round/* Adhesive^
~ Combativeness, Acquisitiveness, Love of Approbation, and
ess, are also large. There is thus an accurate correspondwccn Scnaquc s dispositions and his cerebral develop-
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Our readers will find
Ej^wst^r^ Edinturgh Encyclopaedia
(Art. Buenos 4 y? fs* V°I. y. $>. o 4 ),an apcpunt of the Charruas
almost identical with tbpt givep alcove. The manifestations of
Destructiveness» Secrptivpness,. and Cautiousness^ are yividly
described. The enemy is a)ways t#k<?n by, surprise,, and,rattacked only after the,
o f ^cpess,nas b^fen ascertained
by scouts. . . . "
\
The last article in this Number of the JournaJjis a paper by
Dr Sarlandiere, on the Measurement of the Human Head, f t
isoqcupied-chiefly with an account of an.invention of his» meant to
denote with mathematical precision the development pf every in
dividual organ in the brain.- I tjs tjie last pf ;a series of instru
ments which he has devised^ but all pf which, except itself hajvp
been abandoned as>unsatisfactory. I t consists of a pepper helmet,
capacious enough, to admit, heads of/the largest sizq, and is fixeql
on by means of screws. Exactly over the centrp of pach organ
there is a.hotp in th e helmet, through which there pae^s a gra
duated wooden screw, terminated, at both^.ends by.a knob of
ivory» the outer knob having marked uponi if the number, of the
organ oyer which the scfew, is placed. The instrument being
fixed symmetrically on the need» alt the wooden screws are turn
ed till their inner knobs touch tne head ; after which» the nunw
ber of degrees indicated by each is noted upon paper. W e thus
obtain» says D r Sarlandiere? a comparative table» representing
mathematically the extent to which every organ is developed.
I t appears iroqa some of the Doctor's ex p resses that his in
vention has been little admired‘by the other Parisian phrenoloists; and we confess that to us also it is far from satisfactory,
n the first place» the forms of heads vary so much, that though
the wooden screws be exactly over th e centre of th e organs in a
particular head, they will be found, when applied to many other
heads, to be over organs altogether different: secondly, the
breadth ofithe organs» which is an essential element of their size,
is entirely left out of view; and/thirdly, the development of
Veneration, for example, is not to be judged of merely by the
altitude of the. coronal surface from th e h n ie o f the brain, but
by the extent to which that surface is elevated above the top of
tne organs of the propensities, lower sentiments, and intellect.
About ten years ago, a craniovneter (figured in Mr Combe's Ele
ments), similar in principle to' that o f D r 9ariandiere, and much
more simple in its construction, was introduced, among the phre
nologists of Edinburgh, but being fmmd of no utility, was soon
afterwards abandoned. The caUipera effect all that can be
done mathematically: they ascertain thenleugth, breadth, and
height of the head, -indicate with considerable accuracy its ge
neral volume, and:.give,a tolerably conretft idea o f:the (direction
in which the brain is most developed from the ear to the mesial
line.
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A R T IC L E VTI.
OBSERVATIONS 4tiS T H E FU N G T M N S OF T H E OR£}AN OF

WEIGHT*

By

MrRwHxi® EausMTOflow, Mtarhasten

S o k e time ago I addressed a short paper to the Phrenological
Journal (pubUpbed in fvoL viu p, 30fi), sJptiQg that from my
own observation, and that .of my brother, I was led. to suspect
that one of tlie functions of Che org^t.of Weight, was thp per
ception through vision of the .position of objects with respect to
their perpendicularity; and since then ray, observations have
.been so numerous, and, the results so. unyarying, that all my
doubts on the subject are removed, - I
.examined a great
many heads with .this particular object in. view, and have found,
without a single, exception, th at:whenever%the organ is small,
there is a proportionate incapability pf detecting deviations from
vertically in any.objects; and that wbeh it i*laige9i that power
is strong in proportion, no matter what the. development may
be in other respects,» I have met with it ao,sn(iaH in two ladies,
sisters, that in running ..my finger over the.perceptive organs, I
found an indentation over Weight so remarkable, that it ap
peared as if a piece had been taken opt of the skull with a small
gouge; and neither of tbem.qould detect a deviation from the
perpendicular pf an inch in a line of eighteen inches or two feet.
I tried many experiments with them, and always with.the same
result. One of. them, when I first saw her, had just left a
boardingachool, and at xny request she shewed me her drawingbooks. She displayed considerable taste in representing flowers,
birds, and butterflies, but her attempts at any kind of architec
tural pieces were very inferior* One of her drawings was a
view of a small town built on a river, and when J turned to
it, she: said, “ I had more trouble with that piece than with
all the rest in the book; my master made me do it four times
over; be said all the buildings, were tumbling, and I had such
work to get it done r ig h t” And, although she had done it four
times over, not a single Iipe in it approached» to perpendicularity:
the buildings were in the moat awkward confurioa^-some were
tumbling to the. right and some to the left $ yet neither herself
nor her sister could perceive any thing wrong with them- Both
of them had largo Form, Size, Colouring, and Order, and made
considerable pragmas in drawing objects where the lines were
curved ; but they entirely gave up attempting pieces containing
straight lines, as they never could (Jesse their friends with them.
My brother and I invariably find, in our own business, that per
sons with large Form can cut good curved lines, but unless they
have Weight also large, they cannot cut good straight ones;—
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in squares, for example, they can never make them “ true? as
we say.
Another remarkable iwsfepice, o f deficiency in this organ, I
observed in a joiner in our employment. H e had an excellent
development for his?bu4iiiet$4 'exdepti ¡oí this organ, which was
the smallest1! have observed ia any máte bead; ; In planning he
was excellent, and in execution rapid ; and when he used the
square, fee: bis work was unexfceptforiaWe. ’ In fitting up our
benches, a number of Uprights were of course required, which
he fixed by the eye, and out of upwards of thirty there was not
one decently accurate i m toy of them were above an inch out
of truth, and all of them so much so, as to offend our own eyes.
W e pointed this out tofm n, and Strange to say, he could not
perceive the slightest inaccuracy in any of them ; but on our
applying the ptaitfb-lmè, he was Of coúrse convinced, Very much
to his astonishment; as he had always1Supposed hé bad * a*good
eye," as he called it. I «hall mention only one other circum
stance:—Some tíme ago, I had to superintend thé erection of
some! buildings 'cdnttccted with our establishment, at which a
great dumber Of* hands! were éidploÿed, ‘ and Where time was of
great importance ^ us. I n Wfetdtfng the bricklayers I wtfs
much struck with the difference* amount*theiri in the use of the
plumbJfafe ; some of •them bad continual réeoUrse to it, àH of
whom had 'the organ Ismail ; ’while1others, who had the organ
large, scarcely used it1 at adl.* T he master-builder had a very
large development of the organ; and he frequently found fault
wire soma of the men for losing sotnuch' time in plumbing.
The bricklayers' turn-out commenced1before bur work was com
pleted, and the master himself took the Crowd in hand. I was
quite astonished at the rapidity with whidi be worked; and the
very Kctle use he made of the pltímbJme. I have sCen him
build up-two feet of a stack of brick chimnies before he applied
it at all ; ahd when he came to plumb it, the inaccuracies were
very trifling indeed. I remarked to him how very sddom he
found occasion for the instrument, compared with many of the
workmen ; upon which he replied; 41 Aÿe, d—« them, some of
them waste half their time in plumbing the comers—a parcel
of idle vagabonds ; if they would only use their eyes, they might
almost do without it altogether." O f course he was no phreno
logist, and imagined that every one who pleased could do as
well as himself. These few facts, out of many more that I have
observed, will suffice for the present. Some other phrenologists
in Manchester have made observations on the same subject,
and have met with the same result without a single exception.
In the third edition of M r Combe’s System, a work beyond
praise, it is said on page 397, “ The intoxicated soon lose a
steady gait, fall down, see perpendiculars at other angles, believe
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the floor itse lf perpendicular, and grasp the ground to save
themselves from falling off its surface19—which perfectly agrees
with the above; and it appears to me, that this organ not only
gives us the jfleUng of equilibrium, but also the perception,
through vision, of tne position of all objects as to their centre of
gravity. I f this be the fact, will it not give a beautiful explana
tion of the phenomenon which has so long puzzled philosophers,
of objects being reflected in an inverted position on the retina ?
for if this part of the brain be largely developed, we see objects
in the position in which they really exist; but if it be small, we
see them approximating more or less to their reflected inverted
position on the retina—as those who have it small See perpendi
culars at other angles even when sober;—and if you ask them to
draw a perpendicular line, they are sure to fair, and give it a
deviation either to the right or left; and they actually imagine
true perpendiculars to be incorrect. I have sometimes wondered
that none of the numerous correspondents of the Journal has
noticed the view given in my short paper, either in the way of
contradiction or confirmation, more especially as the situation of
the organ would lead us to infer that vision ministered to its
operations; and in no published work is the inference drawn or
supposed. I slated in the Journal that the idea was originally
my brother's; and may now observe, that the way in which H
first struck him is rather singular. He was in chapel and not
much interested in the sermon, when, to while away the time,
he began to exercise his perceptive organs upon some object
before him. Individual!tv, he reflected, gave him the power to
perceive the object as an individual existence; Form, its shape,
and Size, its magnitude; but here he could go no farther by the
eye, and, after some time, the thought struck him, that Weight
might be the organ enabling him to ascertain the position of the
object as to its centre of gravity, more especially as no organ
baa that function assigned to it. He mentioned the idea to m e;
it seemed plausible; and I immediately applied to nature for
proof. I have in consequence found so mucn of the clearest evi
dence in its support, as to leave me without doubt on the subject.
A R T IC L E V III.
D U N D EE LUN ATIC A SYLUM .

T hb following extract from the Fourteenth Report of the
Directors of the Dundee Lunatic Asylum, for the year ending
Slst May 1884, will be read with interest and delight by all
who desire to see the treatment of the insane based upon sound
physiology. W e trust that each succeeding year will shew an
increased proportion of the number of patients cured.
3
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“ It has been often said, that if a lunatic is ever to be raised
to the use of reason* ,Jie mustJbe
as a rational being; for
we cqnnqi expect to rqgainf]t^e y^e! 9/ 011* foqultics,,if no oppor
tunity. is ^ffqredfpj th^ir r^j^,,eierQ jj?e. E ^eriqnce' shews
tha^ ¿ny¿hijP|e
oyr,
ge^fally accompanied with
some,degree of mental .exc^fnflent,, which may,be either salutary
or otherwise, according tp . the teinperainep.t pf each individual,
Qu^J^ameof bpdy,^ constitution, pf^inclj ¿n.Q the condition Jn
whiph we are here pkfcec£ pp^nt ou> lfibo.ur ^s, a,<Juty ln^parably
ephhected with pur present,state; ppa it is,(be proper and yell
regjul^ted exercise
hi^fnental. and Jbodjly. powers that constiti^te$ the health,, eomfpvUppd usefulness'of map. Best is found
to pe a punishment of a heavier apd, more afflicting nature thaft
labour* solitary, cpufin^ipent has, been proved to be impracti
cable, on, account of »its severity * /on;, the ,naindf either singes into
despondency,, b ^ h e bpdy yietqs¿a, the,[povyer oF death. ' In a
retreat for funatiqs, ^there^piij^jt. be nothing, i W tears the lea$t
resyjnblance to the treaUnertt. pt %pri^n ^ ana the habjts t}iat
prevail in an Asylum must ^prpxim ale
nearly' as possible to
the manners and pursuits pi the, world., ( These are views that
have been long before the minds of the Directors-T-but it is only
during the last year that thqir wishes have been fully realised.
The patient, as far as his circumstances will allow, is now re
stored to the habits of real life. Thpse who have a taste for
reading are supplied with newspapers and books, and po publi
cation is withheld that can contribute to harmless amusement or
useful instruction. .The enlivening ipflpence of «music has ajso
been employed to revive the spirits during an hour of gloomy
weather, or when the tedious evenings of winter necessarily gave
interruption to active employment.
“ In this, as well as in every other public Asylum, tjje great
bulk of the patients have been accustomed to labour, and they
resume their avocations udtlj an alaqrjty apd .cheerfulness, which
must have the happiest effect, #n thirir, mentyl and corporeal
health. However ample ,m$y .be the day-rooips—however
tensive the airing-grounds,—yet, if the unhappy patient.be con
fined within this limited circle—with few companions with whom
he can communicate in feelings of* sympathy—the same objects
continually presented to his view—rand cut off from those exer
cises with which his comfort had been associated,—we are not
to be surprised if he should feel heavily the tedium of life— that
his mind should sink into despondency—or that the resumption
of his former habits should alleviate Ms burden— banish those
thoughts that perplexed his mind—and serve as a powerful
auxiliary to the means employed for his restoration.
“ Arrangements have been formed, so that each patient, male
and female, may return to their former occupations. On the
VOL. IX .---- NO. X L II.
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male side, the tailor has more customers id the house than all
his exertions can supply. The shoemaker, has laboured, not on
ly for the benefit of bis feDpw-p^tients, hut Ms shoes have been
purchased by the friends of th e . establishment; and the work
manship has also been much admired. There are nine looms in
constant employment; and as one workman relieves another at
stated intervals, the labour never becomes irksome or unpleasant.
Several of the patients have likewise acquired considerable dex
terity in the manufacture of door matp and mattrasses. Some
of these articles have already been sojd, for the benefit of the
ljipuse, and a farther supply will bp provided if the public will
give encouragement to this branch of the tradp. in weather
jvhich does not admit of exercise in the open air, the patieuts
£re sometimes employed in teasing hemp anp ropes; and though
the employment be tedious and uninteresting, jz t it has been
round to be a happy substitute for complete idleness and vacui
ty^ In an extensive establishment there must be daily services
to perform,—such as pumping water, carrying coals, cleaning
and white-washing the rooms; and these exercises afford a con
stant resource against the influence of languor and ennui* The
formation of a washing-green, a new airing-ground, and altera
tions on the old ones, opened up a new source of recreation to
{he patients during the last spring. It may likewise be men
tioned, that some of them have been permitted to go several
miles beyond the premises, to prepare gravel for the walks.
But the grand field of operation is the garden and adjoining
grounds; and there are to be seen, at the proper seasons, in weu
prganized bands, inmates of the establishment sowing and plant
ing, digging and raking, hoeing and wheeling, with a calmness
,ftncl decorum undistinguished from the scenes of common life.
“ But though the field be not quite so extensive on the female
side, yet there the spectacle is equally inviting and attractive.
The kitchen, laundry, washing-house, and the extraordinary
neatness which is universally admired throughout all the deu
partments of this establishment, afford considerable scope to fe
male industry. Many ply at the wheel with that activity and
diligence which they had acquired when they derived from this
exercise the means of their subsistence ; and a workshop is now
erecting, to give employment to those who had been formerly
engaged in manufacturing pursuits. The needle, however, is.
the instrument most congeftiil to female taste; and knitting
also is an exercise in which many of them are not unwilling to
beguile their lonely hours. The higher classes amuse them
selves with fancy work. Some are readily induced to make for
themselves different articles of dress; others labour as cheerful
ly for the public benefit; and not only has a plentiful supply of
female clothing been provided, but the contract for furnishing
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shirts for the males has been suspended by the industry excited
within the House. The subjoined list will illustrate this state
ment, and shew the nature and vdriety of the employment of
the patients, and the quantity of wórk executed by them in the
course òf the last year.
€f The Directors are not aware thál these exercises have been
introduced into ány institution to so great an extent as into the
Dundee Asylum ; and it is with much satisfaction that they an
nounce the extraordinary fact, that it Happens not unfrequently, that out of One hundred and thirty patients, not a single inclividuál ïb tò be fouhd subjected to any restraint whatever, but
that áll of them dre Pursuing, as nearly as may be, those avoca
tions tò whichj they nad been accustomed during the period óf
health. The picture has lost much of its repulsive aspect—in
many points or view, it is most interesting ana attractive. The
Cell is abandoned, the chain is burst, the frown of the keeper is
changed into ari expression of satisfaction, the tone of command
has passed inta the voice of companionship, While keeper and
patient join hand tó hand in the same task, and unite their spi
rits in the sàrtie pursuits.
“ The effect or these exercises is apparent to aiï who are ac
quainted rtith this establishment. The condition of the patient
has beén greatly ameliorated ; his cure is more effectually pro
moted ; his labour has been a source of considerable emolument
during the laát year, and may in future be considered as consti
tuting a permanent portion of the revenue of this institution.
These áre results that will be hailed by every one as most salu
tary and bénéficiai. W ho can fail to be pleased with seeing the
prisoner in thé enjbyment of freedom, tne languor of idleness
converted into thé cheerfulness of activity, and a permanent
soiircfe of income opened up to an institution labouring under
pecuniary difficulties? ' In these improvements the Directors
claim no farther praise, than that of giving a willing and cordial
assent to their introduction ; to the Superintendent and M*.
tròn, by whom they were suggested, and by whose care and ac
tivity they have been carried into effect, is justly due aH the
credit, and all the reward.*1
_ _ — lì--------- ------------------ ;----------:---------------------:--------- -— *-------------------------------- --------------------

A R T IC L E IX .
OBSERVATIONS QN C O U B A T IV E N « » * » s i n » am a t t e m p a
D&TEiufiyE aras e l e m e n t a r y f a c u l t y to w ç ic h t h a t nam e
OEVESfAUY AVru^Dw

to
is

B y M l fOBEAT Ç s i .

O ne of the most efficacious methods employed by Dr Gall to
determine the functions of the different parts of the brain, was
k 2
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to observe, at every opportunity, the heads of persons distin
guished by any peculiarity of disposition» or talent, and to note
in what particular, region a large development appeared in them
all. Having, in the course <5 his *Researches, collected in his
house a number of persons belonging' to the dower ranks, such
as porters and •hadeneywdoaohmen^ hib attention was drawn to
the fact, that while some individuals were spoken of by their
comrades as remarkable for prnvokiag disputes and contentions,
there were others, of a pacific disposition* whom they regarded
with contempt, and called poltronsw '** As the most quarrel
some,’1 says Gall, “ found great pleasure in giving me very cir
cumstantial narratives of their exploits, I was anxious to see
Whether any thing was to be found in. the heads of these heroes
which distinguished them from those of the boltrons* I ranged
thfe quarrelers on one side, and the peaceable on. the other, and
examined carefully the heads Df both. I found that* in all the
quarrelers, the heady immediately behind and on a level with the
top of the earn, was much broader than in the poltrons. On
other occasions, I assembled, separately, those who were most
distinguished for their bravery, and those who were most dis
tinguished for their cowardice. I repeated my researches, .and
found my first observations confirmed. I therefore began, to
conjecture that an inclination to contention (penchant aux rixeS)
might really be the result of a particular organ. I endeavoured
to find out, on* the one hand, men of acknowledged superior
bravery, and, on the other, men known to be great cowards. A t
the combats of wild beasts, at that time still exhibited m Vienna,
there appeared a first-rate fighter of extreme intrepidity, who
often presented himself in the arena, to sustain alone a fight with
a wild boar or a bull, or any ferocious animal whatever. I
found in him the region of the head just pointed out very broad
and rounded (bombee). 1 took a cast of this head, and likewise
of those of some other braves, that I might run no risk of for
getting their particular conformations. I examined also the
heads of some of my comrades, who had been expelled from se
veral universities for continual duel-fighting. Among these was
one who knew no greater pleasure than that of establishing him
self in an ale-house, and mocking the workmen who came thither
to drink,—and when he saw them disposed to come to blows,
putting out the lights, and giving them battle in the dark, chair
in hand. H e was, in appearance, a little and weakly man. He
reminded me of another of my comrades, a Swiss, who used to
amuse himself af °
1
1
)rovokiog quarrels with men
himself. I visited several
much stronger
schools, and had ,
le the scholars who were the
most quarrelsome, and those who were the most cowardly. I
prosecuted the same observations in the families of my acquaint*
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qnce. In the course of my researches, my attention was arrested
by a very handsome young woman, who, from her childhood, had
lieen fond of dressing herself In male attire, and going secretly
out of doors to fight with the blackguards in the streets« After
her marriage, she constantly sought occasion to fight with men.
When «he had guests at dinner, she challenged the strongest of
them, after the repast, to wrestle with her. I likewise knew a
lady, who* although* of small stature and delicate constitution,
was often judicially summoned,* because of her custom of strike
ing her domestics of .both sexes. When she was on a journey,
two drunk waggoners, having lost their way in the inn during
(he night, entered thfe chamber where she was sleeping alone’:
she received them wish such vigour with the candlesticks, which
she hurled at their heads, and the chairs, with which she struck
diem, that they were forced to betake themselves to flight. In
all these persons, I found Ihe region in question formed in the
manner above described, although the heads were shaped in
other respects quite differently. These observations emboldened
me, and I began thenceforward to speak, in my lectures, of an
organ o f courage, as I then called it.* * The existence of this
organ has since been fully established.
Let us now attend to its manifestations in a state of disease.
Pinel mentions several cases. One of these is that of a man
affected with a very inveterate periodical mania. K His jp&roxysms/" says Pinel, “ generally continue for eight or ten days
every month, and seem to present the most perfect contrast to
his natural state. During iris lucid intervals, his physiognomy
is calm—his air mild and reserved—his answers to questions put
to him timid and proper. He manifests urbanity of manners,
rigid probity, and even a desire to oblige others, and expresses the
most ardent wishes for the cure of his disease; but on the return
of the paroxysm, particularly when marked by a certain redness
of the face, excessive heat in the head, and a violent thirst, his
walk is precipitate, his tone of voice is strong and arrogant, his
look is full of audacity, and he experiences the most violent
propensity to provoke those who approach him, and to fight
with them furiously.f "
When the organ of Combativeness is deficient, the character
is altogether pacific; the individual hates contention, and never
willingly gets into a brawl. To this branch of the subject I
shall have occasion to advert at greater length hereafter.
Grail and Spursheim confine their remarks on Combativeness
almost entirely to what may be termed its physical functions;
the consideration of its effects in a moral point of view being
•■Gall sur les Fonctions du Cervcau, tonic iv. tip. 3—6.
f Pinel sur 1*Alienation Montale. Secondc Edit. p. 101, sect. 116.
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dismissed in a single brief sentence. “ Learned men who find
every where occasion for bitter controversy, and impassioned
pleaders, have probably,'n says Gall* ** ill» organ very much de
veloped.*'’ T o this topic, also, I shaH afterwards return* <
Having thus seen the eflfect of great vigour of theiohgan
No. V., both in health and in disease* let us proceed to. inquire
what is the elementary faculty which pvpmpts
the!¿perfor
mance of actions such as those above described. > .. .
T h e attention of D r Gall haviug been a t first ¡always fixed on
the extraordinary manifestation of a quality or faculty* >arid con
sequently on the result of an excessive development of an organ,
it is obvious that it was impossible for him to discover anydw&damental ppwer in its primitive destination. “ In certain oases,”
as he himself observes, “ it is much more easy to discover the
organ which determines a certain mode of action, than the fun
damental quality or faculty itself. Actions which .are. the result
of the extraordinary activity of an organ are nhuoh more obvious
than the primitive destination of that organ, and its ordinary
manner of actings It is for this reason th a ta t first’I observed
almost all the organs, and all the faculties, in their excessive
activity. When faculties are once recognised as peculiar and
independent, it is possible thence to infer, by degrees, the pri
mitive destination of an organ.*}- " Courage, we have seen, was
the name which Dr Gall at first gave to the propensity now
under discussion» Afterwards, however, he substituted for this
name that of Quarrelsomeness, and then that of the Instinct o f
Self-Defence and Defence o f Property (Instinct de la Defênse de
soi-même et de la Propriété ; penchant aux rixes ; Courage),
which appellation he retained till his death. None of these
designations of the faculty met the approval of D r Spureheim.
“ Physical courage,” says he, “ and the capacity to meet and
repel attack, is necessary to animals, as soon as they are attached
to females, to progeny, to dwellings, or to friends ; for, accord
ing to the arrangements of nature, it is necessary to fight in
order to defend. Such a propensity must therefore exist for the
purposes of defence ; but it seems to me that it is, like all others,
of general application, and not limited to self-defence : I there
fore call the cerebral part in which it inheres the organ of the
Propensity to F ight, or of Combativeness.\ ”
W ith all deference, it appears to me that D r Spurzhehn here
falls into an error of the same kind, though perhaps not the same
in degree, with that which hepoints out in the appellation bestow
ed on the organ by Gall. To employ—mutatis mutandis—the
expressions used by himself in objecting to Gall's appellation of
* Sur les Fonctions du Cerveau, tome iv. p. 14.
-f* Ibid, tome iv. p. 1.
$ Spurzheim's Phrenology, section on Combativeness.
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another primitive faculty,—the organ No. V. is certainly essential
to fighting, but it often acta without there being any intention to
fight, and is also satisfied in wjrious, ways/f^nceessar/jy,connect
ed with such a purpose
Wd dtMukwpally fcpeafc,11says. Dr S.,
* of the nedrveaof thenastindhof^triuon, h<4 v f ibos^o(hunger and chifrst... The safcva langbage &hfcuW; t e
y l^ n speak
ing of, the organ;in spiestHm»! GalTa ^ao^ dwfi ihpt fxprps&fhe
whole sphere of .acimtyf <of' the facMhy- . N a$, i wC0us£au4 y
insist on the importance of .adopting titles wbiqh do npt^qsignate determinateactions.** •
To the soundness of these principles I cordially assent*
D r Spurzhehn seems to have applied them spqc^^fif^Hy in, apftlysing the faculty N a VII* whioh Gail termed
H>
which be gam ih e nama Secretivepess., ‘VI grajj^sayaiJH b
u that this power to3 often,acts as ounniqg, but I djq flqt rfjuuk
that tbis> name indicates the special propensity ¡¿¡¡elf. Tto&fMP
to be determined without considering the oqjqc^S' upon, w&otfe
and the manner in which, it acts; and in considering' the .pro
ceedings of sly animals and, cunning men, and all the. ftjqcfwP*
depending on this power, I conceived it po be the propensity,]!*)
conceal—to be seoret in thoughts, words, things, or proj^$;yfv.
I cannot avoid thinking, that D r Spur?Jaeini somewhat oyeplooka his own principles, when he speaks of an “ organ of |hp
propensity to fight1* On the* one hand» this dame, to use hip
own. phrase, “ does not express (he whole sphere ofactjvj^y
of the f a c u l t y a n d on the other, it is very like $n exprefsiqp
which “ designates a determinate action.11 Fighting, in theeqae
of man, is most frequently the result of the faculty when ill re
gulated or too energetic; or lather, as I shall afterwards endea
vour to shew, it is the effect of such an endowment, iq combina
tion with another propensity—Destructiveness. “ The tnoat .ex
alted action of an organ,11 however, as D r Gall well remarks,
“ is merely a gradation of the fundamental power, but
fbftt
fundamental power itself. The fundamental quality or faculty*11
says he, “ is common to all the individuals of the species; p v t
the degrees of its manifestation vary in one individual aq4 adother, according as the organ is more or less dev elo p ed * If we
disregard all the accidental modifications, and pay attention only
to what in that quality is common to all individuals, we shajl
have found the fundamental quality or faculty.^ This, I am
persuaded, is the only mode in which elementary faculties can
■ Phrenology; section on Amativenes*~_GalT8 term is * The Ihstinct of
propagation/*
f Phrenology $ section on Secretivenesa.
t Tome iv. p. 20, 21.—Gall adds: u As, in this matter, much is left to the
sagacity of each philosopher who devotes himself to it, there will always be
a great diversity of opinions, even among organolflgists, on the subject of the
denomination of the fundamental qualities or faculties.”
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be arrived a t ; and before the phrenological nomenclature can be
accurate, we must designate each facility by a term which, in
the words of Dr Spurzheim, already repeatedly cited, shall “ ex
press the whole sphere of its activity.”
j
/ \
I t appears to me that both Gafl aud Spurzheim have/ailed
to discover, or at least to expound, what jp ,the faculty under
discussion “ is common to all, individuals.” T h if elementary,
ultimate, primary, or fundamental quality or/ fapwlty* l.have
been led by muon reflection tp/jonclud^ is*.^h^ stripped of all
its ^accidental modificatipns»^ neither, raqre nprlfs« fa in -Tfafi
I nstinct or P ropensity .^q 0 -rrosp; vr, as it may he shortly
expressed, O pposiveness .
The word O ppose I use both in i(s, pritpkbff «and» in vita'se
condary sense; applying it to acts bpth,physical!andrTppral; ;
T o O ppose literally signifies to sp t (mtf&'Splf, p g ^ s t ,. .-Ac
cording to Dr Johnson» it means, to, oct agaiitftsi to be d(lv&^sa *
to hinder ; to resist; to place as an obstacle * And Q ppq?£R he
explains to be one that opposes ;, antagonist; energy; t rivaf.
O pposition may be either aggressive or' defensive* w em ay

act against another either by ailacking Qv h y resisting.
Let us now examine how far ppjrostTipN; characterises the,ac
tions to which, according to Phrenologist?, Comjbativenes» leads.
M r Scott’s acute and comprehensive essay on, this faculty, in fbe
Transactions of the Phrenological Society, may be selected as
the best subject for comment. That 'geqtleman hqs the rperit
of having first clearly elucidated the moral functions pf the fa
culty.
'
“ By itself,says Mr. Scott, “ it is a blind impulse; delight^
ing in opposition for its own sake,”-—Obs. Every faculty de
limits in the performance of actions prompted by itself»,
M r Scott—“ A restless spirit of contention* without end or
object.”—Obs. Contention is the action of two or more parties in
opposition to each other. There can be no contention without
opposition and resistance.
M r Scott.— “ Under the direction of higher powers, it gives
boldness and force to the character, and enables these to act
with energy and effect,”—Obs. Here, also, there must be o p 
position . “ Boldness” is an impulse to face dangerous objects;
to set one's se lf against them. Large No. V. enables a man to
meet them without shrinking, nay even with pleasure. I t mat
ters not whether the dangerous object be a living creature or an
inanimate object. In swimming agaipst a rapid, stream, per
sons in whom this faculty is weak will speedily become faint
hearted, if indeed they venture into the water at all; while they
who are amply endowed will continue, so long as their muscles
.are capable of resisting the torrent, to
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and dishonest men. Where the organ is small, and Cautious
ness full, the individual is utterly dtemalyed-when h(e is under the
necessity of competing with an Opponent.'* On the approach of
a conflict, Cautiousness utterly ^overpowers him /and if possessed
of sensibility, lie ife'rendered ¿xqitltitefy fotaerafole v M’his iiountenance is changed i his thoughts ¿tortile1btttq sb tftatlb* joints
of his loins are loosed* add tils kriee&stfrifetolg'agf&ttstaftother.”
When, on the other hand, Wig¿vg&tt 4s1 k u ^ opikteitiea is a
powerful incentive tark fo ib led
ifc rclt tobepdsitively agreeable. Men of this titass arafebleto'bring 1 whatever
talent they possess into Operation? they execute their plan# in a
dashing and vigorous style, and frequently impress the shal
low and inexperienced7 with a mistaken idea Of their great ’in
tellectual superiority, and oven men o f' high talebt bat defi
cient Combativeness with admiration of %bo easejand vigour
With which they act in circumstances that paralyze and unnerve
the minds of persons differently constituted. This idea is
forcibly expressed by Lord Bacon, in his Essay on Boldness.
“ I t is a tnvial grammar-school text,* says he, u but yet worthy
a wise man's considerationA * question waaasfced of Demos
thenes, what was the chief part of an orator? He answered,
action : W hat next ? Action : Whatne&t again ? Action. H e
said it that knew best, and bad by nature himself no advantage
in that he commended. A strange thing, that that part of an
orator which is but superficial, and rather the virtue of -a player,
should be placed so high above thoseothernoWe parts of inven
tion, elocution, and the rest; nay almost alone, as if it were all
in all. But the reason is plain. Thera is in hiimhn nature
generally more of the fool than of the wise; and therefore those
faculties by which the foolish part of men's minds is taken, are
most potent. Wonderful like is the ease of boldness in civil
business: W hat fim ? Boldness: W hat second and third?
Boldness. And ypt boldness is a child of igqorance and base
ness, far inferior to other parts: bqt, nevertheless* it doth fasci
nate and bind hand and foot those that are either shallow in
judgment or weak in courage, which are the greatest p a rt; y«b
and prayaileth with wise men at Weak times.'’
In private society, also, individuals with large Combativeness
and Self-esteem often make a far greater figure in the cyps of
superficial and ignorant observers* than men whom mbrai and
intellectual qualities are vastly superior. An excellent iliustration of this occurs in an amusing paper of Addison's, <in the
Tatler, where he treats of the various sorts of conversation
which are current in society, and likens the speakers to different
musical instruments, according to the nature and manner of the
conversation of each. The first sort mentioned is the drum.—
“ Your drums," says he, “ are the blusterers in conversation,
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that with a loud laugh, unnatural mirth, and a torrent of noise,
domineer iq public « sem blés>roueriwar, man-of sense; stun
their companions*, a n d ,fiU„d ép lace :they ;»re ia ¡with a-rattling
sound, .that tath.mbfom*ny<wM, heaume» or good. bn*djug in
it. The drum,(jwtwitbte»wi»grby;dw bastera«?riysnly, is
verv.pceifieR «9 impose, upon >th^.ignoraot.>1iand;jn:>convenHttMn
with1ladies- »ho am. .not lof-thoJuest, taste* often pasee» for a man
of mirth ¡and, -wit»»®0d Gw -wffiderfW pbw *inM ,«np«> • I-need
not-obtecve, that the,-emptiness ;©f;.tbetdfu« wry -much, .contri
bute», tj»/its-wise.- The. Muthor-ne«* proceeds, to the Jtate,
which, -says he, ,s‘,is,eehwlactervdi#wetJy.»ppe6ite,to theidsum,
that^ounaa,very b n f# by iteLlf,,# ¿n^.very, smell eoncert. ,.lth
notesiore exquisitely,»west,,,wxh very low» easily.drowned.in.«
multitude of,âust*umehto, end own lost ppuwg a.few, .uolt»a
you.give,a.partiçulw attention .ta-ite .A duteia seldom h eo atin
a company -of ,more,than five ; wheeoso« drum will shew -ittelf
to advantage io «».assembly of five -hundred« T h e Intenisw,
thenefoce» ene men of fine geni»i& uwrtnwpn refleotiuD, great
affeWity,,wd. .esteemed ¿ffiirfly hy.^emmm of-geod.-raste, who
are the-only.proper judgeaof so .delightful and- spft «m elody"
In this description of. the. lute, it ,is -not .difficult to recognise all
admirable and strikingly, accurate picture qf/ tbe character of
Addison himself... In large, mined, cpmpapm* lie was silent and
reserved; hut among,*.fetr chopee-friends*-be-fteely gave.-teat
to that .wit and,humour, :whis% embodied, during his -solitary
hour», in camye., contributed-'to. the (Tatler, -bpaqtete*, and
Guardian, have since -delighted millions, and will yeft.add-to-the
enjoyment of o im j generation* --,
.
-,
bh
„
v.
. . .
„
minded men, and to discover merit in pffisona- whoso modesty
and diffidence are apt to prevent -the display of tbe-telents wbwn
they possess., Many young.men ¡of-excellent M tt«-but4eficwat
in Combativeness, and, it mny -be, jn the quickness of perception
which Individuality -conferà, feel themselves brow-bèaten and
cast down when brought into, collhipn with -persons of the drum
species, and readily take up the impression that-their own m.
telketual -qualities«« of a-much inferior grade.. T o such youths
Phrenology is- of the highest service, by enabling them to dim
criminate between reckless pretension and solid ability, and also
to form a- just estimate of -tljeir own -character* • A n apposite
illustration of this is published in the fourth Number o f the
Phrenological Joum al, in an article entitled, “ Phrenology ap
plied to the Education, o f a ^iouth ” In childhood» the indivi
duai in question waa nemaakable for, good nature, simplicity,
diffidence, and hluntoeas pf-manner, and at school waauntfornily
made the fag of hoys more roughly constituted than biffiseli.
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Having only a moderate development of the knowing organs, he
made extremely little progress in his education till 'after the age
of puberty. He then studied* among other branches'of science,
Phrenology; and his observations on’this topic are particularly
deserving of attendon; “ !As So Phcerioldgy,* says he, w I am
convinced I ostetBtmiob, if not more; to it, than to any other
of my studies. • T he extreme' diffidence, which formed - so
remarkable a: feature of my dUpdritiei*, arose partlyfirom natural
timidity ; but it was greatly aggravated by my being cdnscious
of deficiency in sortie intellectual powers^ compared with -other
persons,, ana entertaining most exaggerated notions of the impe
diments which tbetee detectethnawitt' the way of tny attaining
even ordinary proficiency in any thing. In short, before I knew
Phrenology, i Was persuaded that ! was a blockhead; and vmy
whole character and conduct were on the point of being formed
and regulated on this principle. Wberi, however, I was:told
that my timidity arose from a deficiency o f Combatvveriess,
joined with large Cautiousness, Consctedtiousnees, and: Love Qf
Approbation^ I felt the truth of the observation instinctively;
and as I have dgood Self-Esteem; and no deficiency of Firmness,
I felt as if a mountain had’been taken 1 off irty shoulders, and
hoped that I should yet be able to'bold up my head in society.
The knowledge, also, that the confidence bf many of m y asso
ciates, whose presence of mind' I had envied and attributed to
great intellectual superiority, arose merely from'larger.Combativeness and less Cautiousness tbati mine, gave me additional
courage; and I found that this theory of their dispositions was
correct, not only by observing the» 1 heads, but by comparing
with these their manner and conduct when boys, and discovering
how beautifully it explained them. I had a natural tendency
to implicit belief in ail that was presented* to my mind, and took
every one's pretensions for actual attainments ; and in this way
could never feel that I was half wise enough to act on tny own
opinion, if any human being* chose to call it in question. Phre
nology gave me an invaluable insight into character, and enabled
me to distinguish the chaff from tne wheat; and also to try my
own views by the Btandard of nature, and not by the mere
notions of other men. The knowledge of character which it has
communicated, is as valuable at nt teast ten years1 experience of
the world would have been to a mind such as mine* My timi
dity and want of confidence are naturally so great, that I can
scarcely imagine the time when I would have bad courage to
place myself in situations calculated to afford experience. Pos
sessed of Phrenology, I feel myself invested with something like
the invisible ring of the fairy tales; I enter into society with an
instrument which enables me to appreciate individuals with
truth and accuracy; this knowledge makes me know my real
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situation, and feel safe ; and then I am enabled to act without
fear or embarrassment. Phrenology has placed my mind at
peace also with itself. I know my deficiencies, and avoid reli
ance upon t(iem ; vyhile l. know jdao the powers that -are given,
and the purposes tQ which they m ay be applied si and gratitude
to Providence, with a due" feeling of responsibility, have-suc
ceeded to itavi and diffidence, which ean never exist in a high
degree, without soe^e, portion o f .discontent. . Much, therefore,
as Phrenology is depised^ I must always regard an acquaintance
with it as one o fth e happieatciteumsfcaaces ofoay life ; and hove
no doubt, that others wdlL entertain-the same opinion when‘they
are practically acquainted- with .its* truths *> But it i»' time to
return to.M r Scolds anfelysis.
■••• *
M r Scoti.— 44 This propensity sométimes manifests itself very
strongly, where there is no opportunity or pretext for any serious'
or actual opposition. There are some men .in whorak appears
in the course of the lightest or most amicable conversation.Such man are your great arguers. Thu spirit of contention1and
opposition is so. strong in them, that, they cannot prevail upon
themselves to assent to the simplest propositions There are men
who make a .point of contradicting alinosi every thing that is
said ; who, whatever question is .broached, aie wire! to take the
opposite, 4 and even though vanquished they can argue still.«
Such persons cannot endure to have their-opinions assented to.
I f you are convinced by their, arguments, they will go over to
the opinion you have left,— 4 Confute, change sides, and stili con«
futeL^*”
Oba. This is a pure, tendency to oreos». Snob persons love
to contradict aggressively, and to resist defensively. With large
destructiveness and Self-Esteem, and little Benevolence, a great
endowment of Combativeness gives rise to that spècie* of de
traete» 1 described by Dr Johnson in the Rambler under the
title of The Roarer* 44 If the wealth of a trader is mentioned-,
the Roarer without hesitation devotes him to bankruptcy ; if the
beauty and elegance erf a lady be commended, ,he wonders how
the town can fall in love with rustic deformity ; if a new per
formance of genius happens to be celebrated, he pronounces the
writer a hopeless idiot, without knowledge of books or life, and
without the understanding by which it must be acquired« His
exaggerations are generally without effect upon those whom he
compels to hear, them ; and though it will sometimes happen
that the timorous are awed by his violence, and the credulous
mistake his confidence for knowledge, yet the opinions which he
endeavours to suppress soon recover their former strength, as the
trees that bend to the tempest erect themselves again when its
force is past.”
From a similar cause proceeds that peevish disposition, which
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Having only a moderate development of the knowing orgaus, he
made extremely little progress in his education till ’after the age
of puberty. He then studied* among other branches'of science,
Phrenology; and his<»bsdrvarioi» on1thistopic are particularly
deserving df aitefttidai w iAs So Phtferioldgy;n says he, u I am
convinced I o^euemutoh, if notmorc; to a t, th an to a n y other
of my studies. i T he extreme' diffidence* which formed so
remarkable afedrure of my chipdsitiora, arose partly from' natural
timidity ; ibtrt it Was greatly aggravated1by my being conscious
of deficiency in some inSeikictual powers^ compared with dther
persons»» and entertaining most exaggerated notions of the ittipedimeats which ihefee defects threw it* die way of tny Attaining
even ordinary proficiency in any thing. In short, before* 1 fchew
Phrenology, *1 tras persuaded that ! was a blockhead; and'my
whole character and conduct were on the point of being formed
and regulated on this-principle. When, however, I was 'told
that my timidity' arose from a. deficiency of Combatrventess,
joined with large Oaudousdess, Conscientiousness, and •Love of
Approbation* I felt the truth of the observation instinctively;
and as I have a good Self-Esteem, and no deficiency of Firmness,
I felt as if a mountain had been taken 1off irty shoulders, and
hoped that I should yet be able tobold up my head in society.
The knowledge, also, that the confidence of many of my'asso
ciates, whose presence of mind I had envied ana attributed to
great intellectual superiority, arose merely from larger Comba
tiveness and less Cautiousness than mine, gave me additional
courage; and I found that this theory of their dispositions was
correct, not only by observing their heads, but bycdmparihg
with these their manner and conduct when boys, and discovering
how beautifully it explained then. I had a natural tendency
to implicit belief in all that was presented to my mind, and took
every one’s pretensions for actual attainments; and in this way
could never feel that I was half wise enough to aet on my own
opinion, if any human being chose to call it in question. Phre
nology gave me an invaluable insight into character, and eirabled
me to distinguish the chdff from tne wheat; and also to tty my
own views by the standard of nature, and not by the mere
notions of other men. The knowledge of character which it has
communicated, is as valuable as at least ten years’ experience of
the world would have been to a mind such as mine. My timi
dity and want of confidence are naturally so great, that I can
scarcely imagine the time when l would have had courage to
place myself in situations calculated to afford experience. Pos
sessed of Phrenology, I feel myself invested with something like
the invisible ring of the fairy tales; I enter into society with an
instrument which enables me to appreciate individuals with
truth and accuracy; this knowledge makes me know my real
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situation, and feel safe ; and then I am enabled to act without
fear or embarrassment. Phrenology has placed my mind at
peace also with itself. I know my deficiencies, and avoid reli
ance upon them ; vybile I know also the power* that are given,
and the purposes to which they may be applied 3¡and gratitude
to Providence, .with a due-feeling of responsibility, have suc
ceeded to,feart and diffidence» which ean never « 1st in a high
degree» without some.pwtjoa of discontent. . Much, therefore,
as Phrenology is depised» I innst always regard an acquaintance
with it asrone of the happiestciteumstaiices of®y life ; and have
no doubt that others will, entertain-the «une opinion when'they
are practically acquainted-with its troths*» But it <k time To
return to Mr Scott?* analysis.
M r Scott*—44 This propensity sometimes .manifests itselfi*rery
strongly, where there is no opportunity or pretext for any‘serious*
or aetuaL opposition. There are some men in whovn k appear*
in the course of the lightest or moat amicable conversation:'
Such men are your great arguer*. The spirit of contention-anti
opposition is. so strong in them, that, they caiuiot prevail upon
themselves to assent to the simplest proposition« There are d e n
who make a point of contradicting almost every thing that is
said \ who, whatever question is broached, ave sure to take the
opposite» 4and even though vanquished they cm argue still.1
Such persons cannot endure to have their- opinions assented to.
I f you are convinced by their arguments, tkey will go over to
the opinion you have left,—4Confute, change tides» and still con«
fute.1*
06«. This is a pure tendency to opro». Such persons love
to contradict aggressively, and to resist defensively. With large
Destructiveness and Self-Esteem, and little Benevolence, a great
endowment of Combativeness gives rise to that species of de
tractor described by Dr Johnson in the Rambler under the
title of T iit Roarer* 44 I f the wealth of a trader >s mentioned,
the Roarer without hesitation devotes him to bankruptcy ; if the
beauty and elegance of a lady be commended, he wonder* how
the town can fall in love with rustic deformity ; if a new per
formance of genius happens to be celebrated, he pronounces the
writer a hopeless idiot, without knowledge of books or life, and
without the understanding by which it must be acquired« His
exaggerations sure generally without effect upon those whom he
compels to hear, them ; and though it will sometimes happen
that the timorous are awed by his violence, and the credulous
mistake his confidence for knowledge, yet the opinions which he
endeavours to suppress soon recover their former strength, a9 the
trees that bend to the tempest erect themselves again when its
force is past.1'
From a similar cause proceeds that peevish disposition, which
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Having only a moderate development of the knowing orgaus, tie
made extremely little progress in his education till'after the age
of puberty. H e then studied, among other branches'of science,
Phrenology; and his observations on' this topic are particularly
deserving dfattentioni “ lAs to Phrenology,^ says he, “ I am
convinced I owe *s (much, if not more; (n it, than to. any other
of my studies. « T he extreme diffidence; which ‘ formed so
remarkable ai feature of esy disposition, arose partlyfromnatural
timidity ; ibist it was greatly aggravated by my toeing-conscious
of defiwncy in -some intriketual powers^ compared with Other
persons»« and entertaining most exaggerated notions of the impe
diments which these defects t huew1in die way of my attaining
even ordinary proficiency in any thing. In short* before 1 knew
Phrenology, ! Was persuaded that ! was a blockhead; and'tny
whole character and conduct were on the point df being formed
and regulated on this principle. Wlteri, however, I was5told
that my timidity anise from a deficiency of Cotnbatrveriess,
joiaed with large Cautiousness, Conscientiousness, and!Love of
Approbation* I felt the truth of the observation instinctively;
aa<l as I have a good Self-Esteem, and no deficiency of Firmness,
I felt as if a mountain had’been taken1off irty shoulders, and
hoped that I should yet he able to'hokl up my head in society.
T he knowledge, also, that the confidence of many of my asso
ciates, whose presence of mind I had envied and attributed to
great intellectual superiority, arose merely from larger.Comba
tiveness and less Cautiousness than mine, gave me additional
courage; and I found that this theory of their dispositions was
correct, not only by observing their heads, but by comparing
with these their manner and conduct when boys, and-discovering
how beautifully it explained them. I had a natural tendency
to implicit belief in all that was presented to my mind, and took
every one's pretensions for actual attainments; and in this way
could never feel that I was half wise enough to act on my own
opinion, if any human being chose to call it in question. Phre
nology gave me an invaluable insight into character, and enabled
me to distinguish the chaff from the wheat; and also to try my
own views by the standard of nature, and not by the mere
notions of other men. The knowledge of character which it has
communicated, is as valuable as at least ten years’ experience of
the world would have been to a mind such as mine. My timi
dity and want of confidence are naturally so great, that I can
scarcely imagine the time when I would have bad courage to
place myself in situations calculated to afford experience. Pos
sessed of Phrenology, I feel myself invested with something like
the invisible ring of the fairy tales; I enter into society with an
instrument which enables me to appreciate individuals with
truth and accuracy; this knowledge makes me know my real
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situation, and feel safe; and then I am enabled to act without
fear or embarrassment. Phrenology has placed my mind at
peace also with itself. I know, my deficiencies, and avoid reli
ance upon them ; vybile I, know a£xx the powers that are given,
and the purposes to which they may be applied 3- and gratitude
to Providence, .with a due feeling of responsibility, have suc
ceeded to.feari and diffidence, which ean never exist in a high
degree, without soepe. portion »o f .discontent. Much, therefore,
as Phrenology is depi*eri> I must always regard an acquaintance
with, it as one of the happiest cd^ni^aoces of <ny life; and have
no doubt-that other* will entertain-the somB opinion when they
are practically acquainted* with its'tro th s" But li fe time to
return to.M r Scott1« analysis.
M r ScM .—" Thi9 propensity sometimes'manifests itself very
strongly, where there is no opportunity or pretext for any serious'
or actual opposition. There are some open in whom’k appears
in the course of the lightest or most amicable conversation.
Such men are your great avguers. The spirit of contention and
opposition is so strong in- them, that they cannot prevail upon
themselves to assent to the simplest proposition* Tnere are men
who make a point of contradicting almost every thing that is
said; who, whatever Question is broached, aie sure to take the
opposite, 4and even though vanquished they can argue still.1
Such persons cannot endure xo have their opinions assented to.
I f you are convinced by their arguments, they will go over to
the opinion you have left,—4 Confute, change stdes^ and still con
fu te d
Ob*. This is a pure tendency to oprosx-. Such persons love
to contradict aggressively, and to resist defensively. With large
Destructiveness and Self-Esteem, and little Benevolence, a great
endowment of Combativeness gives rise to that spedes of de
tractor described by Dr Johnson in the Rambler under the
title of TI*c Roarer* “ If the wealth of a trader is mentioned*,
the Roarer without hesitation devotes him to bankruptcy; if the
beauty and elegance of a lady be commended, be wonders how
the town can Call in love with rustic deformity; if a new per
formance of genius happens to be celebrated, he pronounces the
writer a hopeless idiot, without knowledge of books or life, and
without the understanding by which it must be acquired. His
exaggerations are generally without effect upon those whom he
compels to hear them ; and though it will sometimes happen
that the timorous are awed by his violence, and the credulous
mistake his confidence (or knowledge, yet the opinions which he
endeavours to suppress soon recover their former strength, as the
trees that bend to the tempest erect themselves again when its
force is past.11
From a similar cause proceeds that peevish disposition, which
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revenge. I t is to be observed, however, that a remarkable
sympathy exists between the two organs in question, probably
from their juxtaposition iti the’bram. *W hen one of them is
highly e x c i t e d o t h e r seldom temains qtriesdent. If is with
great difficulty thpt Persons who engage fo , contention avoid be
coming angry and Jll-natuted ; while, on the other hand-—as Dr
Thomas Brown has remarked, though in too unqualified terms—
“ when anger arises, fear is gone;—there is no coward, fbr all
arc brave.** This simultaneousness of action appears to'be.the
principal cause why the functions of Combativeness gnd ‘De
structiveness have hitherto been so much confounded.
The skulls and dispositions of the Peruvian Indians afford a
strong confirmation of the views now proposed. The Phrenolo
gical Society possesses several of these, closely resembling each
other. Combativeness is in them very little developed, While
Destructiveness and Cautiousness are quite enormous. In ac
cordance with this, we are told in the Edinburgh Review, ^vol.
ix. p. 437), that the Peruvian Indians are “ dastardly in mo
ments of danger, savage and cruel after victory, and severe
and inexorable in the exercise of authority.* Equally striking
are the following remarks of that most sagacious observer of
human character, Montaigne. “ 1 have often heard it said,
that cowardice is the mother of cruelty ; and I have found hy
experience, that malicious and inhuman animosity ami fierceness
is usually accompanied with feminine faintness............ Valour,
whose effect is only to be exercised against resistance, stops when
it sees the enemy at its m ercy; but Pusillanimity, not having
dared to meddle in the first act of danger, rushes into the
second of blood and massacre: . . . . like cowardly house-curs,
that in the house worry and tear the skins of wild beasts they
durst not come near in the field.*!
Combativeness, then, is a chief element in the propensity to
fight; but Destructiveness is not less indispensable. When the
latter is deficient, or when Cautiousness is very large, Combativeness will incline to seek gratification in some of the bloodless
and blowless fields above adverted to—in moral rather than
physical contention—and in wrestling rather than fighting. If
Language be greatly developed, a love of verbal disputation
will be the probable result.
I f man be destined—as there is good reason to believe that he
is—to reach that point in the scale of civilization where the pro
pensities will act under the guidance of the higher sentiments
and intellect, physical contention will altogether cease, except iu
* Ijectures on the Philosophy o f the Human Mind, iii. 24.

t Essays, vol. ii. ch. 27.
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those countries where fierce and ravenous animals remain. When
this period shall arrive, what sphere of activity will there be for
Dr Spuratlieim’? “ propensity \o .fight ?" The only field which
will then exist „is that of mental opposition and. discussion.
For lJbe*e reasons!! humbly submit, ljst, T hat Dr Spurzheim’s definition!of the function of the qrgdn No. V. is incorrect
and uicovppWe; and, S^Iy, That the word O p p o s i v e n e s s , as
above depned^ihcludes every form of action to which the pro
pensity, leads, expresses the fundamental or elementary function
with pr^cisiop and cleanpe^ and ought therefore to be substitu
ted for the» term Combatiyentw, now almost universally in use.
A t all events,,it is superior to the present name, by embracing
the.n^wfl aa well a s;.physical actions. to which the faculty
prompts.. The, title Courage^.originally bestowed by G^H, is
objectionable a$ .npt,^uf^cienuy comprehensive,, and also because
it expresses a .state 0$ mind m which tluj tendency tq oppose
prevails over, tlie dictate of Cautiousness; for,it seems to me
that .the some, development of the organ N p - V. may render
one. man.couragpqus, but,.fail to produce this effect on another in
whqm CapUoOspesa pp^Qijqinates. It may be said that a name
is of littlei importance, provided the real nature of the faculty is
understood. To .this I .reply, first, that p r Spurzheim's defi
nition gives an erroneous view of the real nature of the facul
ty ; secondly, that though advanced phrenologists may, notwith
standing, have accurate notions about the faculty, students of
the science are.puzzled and misled; and, lastly, that people who
udge of the nature of the faculties merely frpm their names,
lave their prejudices against Phrenology increased by the belief,
needlessly forced upon, them, that phrenologists nave discovered
an organ, the natural and legitimate function of which is to in
duce mankind to fight.
Whether the foregoing observations be wpll founded or qot,
they may at least be useful in drawing more of the attention of
phrenologists than,has of late been given, to the analysis of the
fundamental faculties, and. to the mode in which such inquiries
ought to be pursued.
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TO T H E EDITOR QF T H E PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL.

i'

I*.-Sir ,—I t is tieetesray to d i i ^ the attefttiun <>f your waders
to, an article in the last mitfber of the-Medical and’Sttrgical
jfm tnsl, entitled, “ Report ofrease*. ico«Em|wnicated to ,the. Ana
tomical Society of E d i n b u r g h m jwmsequencfr «of. the palpable
wisUfces into, which the author ha* fallen a» to the uataine « id
scope of certain obsmafaops published by toe on Derange
ment of the Faculty of Language*” These errors mtitst proceed
either from ignorance of the principles which the. author at
tempts to proye we erroneous, on ftp?* newer having perused the
paper in which these principles were)explained, and* advocated.
*The observations in .question /tanoistad of oh tefffo» o f !papers
written expressly for the PhmOMOgi^.JnurjIal:* <In. the first
of these, and the only one it would appearAhat D r Moir has
le^amined, it is shewn that the power:by which we employ signs
to represent our ideas and feelings is connected, not merely, as
D r Mcnr states, with the anterior lobes of the b ran , l e t with
that portion of these lobes which rests on the centre of the orbi
tal plate. It is likewise established, that when these convolu
tions are destroyed or seriously injured in bath hemispheres, the
extinction of this power invariably and inevitably follows; but
that various conditions of this faculty have been noticed, *uch as
an inability to use certain classes of words, the propensity to
employ one class in place of another, &c«, of the organic cause
of which, if any such exist, pathologists are as yet ignorant. In
the succeeding essays, a detail is given of instances of rapidity
of voluntary utterance, involuntary utterance, rapidity of invo
luntary utterance, total loss of verbal memory, partial lorn of
memory of all words indiscriminately, and so forth; with the
suggestion that such symptoms may, in general, be traced to
cerebral excitement, inflammation, or congestion, or some other
cause affecting the brain generally or locally; guarded, how
ever, by the acknowledgement, that even this much cannot be
asserted without the aid of pathology.
The object of Dr Moir is to prove, that the conclusions at
* Published in Nos. 36, 37, and 38; vol. viii. pp. 250, 308, 414.
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whica I have arrived are erroneous, or " do not hold good in all
cases.* I need not comment on the logic of holding that con
clusions may be true at one time and false at another. To ac
complish this object two cases are given, one of which is obvi
ously an example of disease originating in disturbance of the
cerebraTfunctions; the other, which is so triumphantly 'advan
ced, it will astonish Dr Moir to learn, does not bear in the most
remote degree on the point at issue. The first is that of a pa
ralytic woman, who gradually u lost the power of expressing her
ideas m proper language, using sometimes words conveying a
meaning quite different from what she intended,* but who pre
served her intelligence unimpaired. After death, tumors were
discovered m the middle and posterior part o f the brain. I will
not attempt to associate the defective power with the indirect
irritation^ occasioned by the extensive disease under which the
patient laboured, but content myself with referring to the
phenomena which so frequently attend paralysis, epilepsy,
and insanity, and with demanding if the symptom here par
ticularised is not to be regarded in the same light-—as an in
dication of the general affection of the nervous system. *That
the part of the brain regarded as the organ of Language is,. even in sudi a case, implicated and specially affected, 1 believe:
but ibis belief does not imply that the implication shall be
organk, or at least appreciable by the senses. The optic
nerve becomes insensible, although no ebange in its structure
can be perceived. In all, or nearly all, the instances which
I have adduced, no organic lesion existed, or was actually
proved* to exist—simply because the symptoms proceeded from
disorder rather than rrom extinction of the power. Of many,
the duration was brief, and the recovery complete; of others,
the continuance appeared to depend on the intensity of other
maladies; And of all, with the exception of those illustrative of
total destruction of the faculty, it was confessed that we knew
not the organic cause—a confession equivalent to saying that
they depended on /ittietional disease. Dr MoirVfirst case, then,
appears to be precisely of this description ; and if he will conde
scend to-examine the paper which be has undertaken to criticise,
he'will find that many cases almost precisely similar have been
there recorded, and attributed, not to ramollisement or structu
ral alteration of the convolutions proved to be the organ of
Language, but to some morbid action affecting the brain as a
whole.
The second ease is that of a boy who received a wound in the
orbit from the birch end of a scavenger’s broom; and whose brain
after death presented the following, among other morbid appear
ances: wAdhesion of brain to the aura mater, corresponding to an
opening in the left orbital plate of the frontal bone, about half an
l
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inch posterior to its internal angle. The cerebral matter adhered
only round the edge of this opening, &c. The olfactory nerve
of the left side was pushed aside towards the mesial line, and at
the anterior part of the bulb was, along with a small part of the
brain adjoining to it,' dark-coloured and softened.’1- - This indi
vidual, although'in a state of cbtfiaor deUrium during the whole
period between the infliction of the injury and hiP'death* is repdttrft-tb have answered questions distinctly whet! foushd; and
mk condition is t h e r e f o r e Assumed aB. proving that -no con
nexion Subsisted between the preservation of the power of langtihge and integrity of the inferior portion of the anterior lobes.
TSle presence of organic degeneration in the anterior lobes, howdVef, is hot sufficient: it must extend to those convolutions
rtbtiOgon the c e n t r e of the orbital plate; and moreover, the
Afertige must be present on the same spot nr b o t h h e m i s p h e r e s .
In Botrillaud's cases, this condition of the brain was observed,
flbd to them the loss of language was complete and permanent.
Where the injury is limited to o n e side, as in the case-under
df&ussion, we can no more expect that the faculty should be
destroyed, than that, from th e lo te o f {m e eye,1blindness should
Wrtue. But supposing for a moment* that the softening deSfcribklhad been detected in the> ^fti hemisphere likewise, the
ftdt! ' could not have invalidated'Dr Gall’s conclusions, irrnsititich as the change does not appear to have involved the organ
of Language at all. It is stated to have been situate « about
h a lf an inch posterior to the internal angle of the orbital plate,”
attd to have included the portion of brain adjoining to the olfac
tory bulb. Had Dr Moir consulted any of the works treating
Of the principles which he aspires to oppose, he would have
found that the point here indicated corresponds to the organ of'
Form, and not to that of Language.
I need not say that this case likewise most be regarded as
altogether irrelevant. I am, &c.
W. A. F. B r o w n e .
{jTMohtrote, 5 th Nov. 1834.

A R T IC L E X I.
PROXIM ATE CAUSE OF SLEEP.

L Mr A ndrew C armichael’s Reconsideration o f his " Conjectured'
in reference to Mr M acnishs “ Philosophy of Sleep ” Read be
fore the Dublin Phrenological Society.
I n the Phrenological Journal, No. X X X IX , is an able and
interesting review of M r Macnish’s “ Philosophy of Sleep.” I
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participate in every sentiment it expresses of this admirable
work. I think it worthy <pf a {place, in every well-furnished
library anckl am sprei,“ it
,the reader for
amusement and.tbeupbikgpphieal ¿hwkcari; ♦, B^t,
one
little passage, aud. perbape ^q.QoJy ^ jn, ^ bpqk^^r.ftbR,re
view* iniwbich l vgryfwidaJyfdiffeiiiroa» I^lrJVtaQm^h^apd. ^ e
reviewer ft; apd,,this (Confession, will pwhap* be.epqfccterejd
quglifitxi .compliment :tp,,bo|di,iras! ^ p . x)wt,jMssggejwgfrt.ppt
have .proved imyjH&eppdoft, if;tfbadconcerned apy., other,
ist but myMjf, Be that as it. may» 1 dissent from M r Mappis#*
because ho confounds, the essenoe of .my theory witb an.ipfer^pg
drawn- from, ÁV+T* corollary»» which, .may be ,false ev$p tbopgji
the theory, be tru e ; and.I dissent from die reviewer», beoaús^jfó
adopts, the* mistake» and. judges of me and my h y p o th ec ^
cordingly,. T h e , folk*wing- paragraph from the.Reyiew, c$sfa
priaas.4»e whole ¡of the passage jo which.I> haye ady.^«L¡nq flj
“ La treating »of. the uses of .steep,- tjie author
the views of *Mr. Andrew- Garmtebael,, of wjjigh;,wfi gfvp-í W W
account,at page,8 6 8 of ¡dró vofojne. »M r Carmichael,,5pppq$K
sleep,tobe, ttaperk*}. when assunilatioagpes pnin, tbfcbr^p,., ‘4 fl
this respect (says Mr.Macniahh I believe that die bra*n
differently careumtfanred from, the rest of the body5- Ther$, .49
elsewhere» the, assimilative process proceeds both in the.sfomb^rt
ing and in the wakiag state; but that it is at wprk in,the brain
only during sleep» analogy forbids us to- admit- So. long,as. cifr
culotioQ continues» a deposition of. matter is.going on ;. and
culation» we all, know» is at work in .tha brain, as in^tlier.QrgSP^
whether we be asleep or awake.’ M r OgrmicbaQlJs theory (dW
Reviewer continúes), is certainly an unsupported cwjjeclvre¿ aqq
we are inclined to agree with Mr Macnish in tbinkii^l,a q ^ g y
against i t ”
.
..
\
- I.never proposed»y .theory as any thing else but a .c o ^ fi^ ri;
but it can scarcely be said to be. unsupported, when it .naturally
accounts for all the various phenomena of sleep, and has stood
its ground in defiance of every objection which my own reflec
tions or thé ingenuity of others have as yet started against i t
My simple hypothesis, divested of all inference or corollary, is
this: not that sleep is the period when assimilation goes on in the
b ra in y

b u t t h a t t h e p h o c k ss o f a s s i m i l a t i o n i n t h e b r a i n

is t h e a c t u a l c a u s e o f s l e e p .

W e know that that must be something more than rest which
involves so intense and predominant a change as that which locks
up the senses and the intellect, and induces an oblivion of all we
knew, an annihilation to us of all that existed. Such a change
can only be caused by some important vital process, so indispen
sable as to be of daily recurrence, and of such general influence
as to engage every part of the frame, but particularly the organs
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of thinking, sensation, and voluntary motion. Such a process
is that which repairs the waste of the brain and nerves, and pre
serves their consistence and vigour; and powerful and over
whelming must be its effects upon the delicate« and fragile in
struments of thought, feeling, and motion. I t would be, in my
mind, irrational to suppose that a change which aifecta their very
structure, by the deposit of new particles*.if that deposit be e*.
tensive and considerable, must not be attended by,a cessation of
their functions—a n actual, though a natural paralysis—th e
PARALYSIS OF SL E E P .

I f ‘small in quantity, and while the brain* and nerves,aure in a
slate of active energy, the matter deposited may be hfimedt un
observed into the existing activity of the living m atter; but if
large in quantity, and while these organs are resting-from their
labours, can it be that the extraneous and unaasimilstfed mass
does not press its increasing weight on their fragile machinery,
and produce an e f f e c t something like the pressure of the overswollen bloodvessels—but natural, necessary, and'healthful,—
w h a t we have already termed t h e p a r a l y s i s of s l e e t ?
A large deposit of those particles not yet employed in the
functions of feeling or thinking, must have a similar effect as the
imposition of an extraneous body on those tender and exquisite
organs; and their paralysing compression must continue under
the form of sleep until the assimilation is complete, and the new
mass o f nervous particles as fit as the old for the operations and
uses designed by the1Creator. The function then commences;
internal organ after organ, nerve after nerve, enters into activity;
the external senses resume their daily occupations; the mind is
in communication with the external world; we are, to all intents
and purposes, awake.
In this account of the principal component part of my theory,
I have borrowed, in some degree, from my Memoir of Spurzheim* The passages in that work express, with a few excep
tions, the views which I still entertain upon this subject But
where those exceptions occur, I have modified my exposition so
far as was necessary to convey the opinions I would be now un
derstood to profess. I am indebted to M r Macnish for forcing
upon me the reconsideration of the hypothesis. Neither he nor
I can have any object beyond the attainment of tru th ; and, to
this happy result, nothing is more conducive than the collision
of minds*
I t is not necessary to my theory, that the assimilative process
should be at work in the brain only during sleep. I t may pro
ceed there, as elsewhere, both in the slumbering and in the waxing
state, without affecting, in the slightest degree, my hypothesis.
But it is necessary to its truth, that there, as elsewhere, this pro
cess should operate with more energy, or at least more effect,
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during our sleeping than our waking hours: and that this is the
fact, appears in many passages of M r Macnish’s own work.
" When the body,* says Mr Maonish, “ is in a state of increase *
as in the advimoerfrain infancy $o boyhood, so mucm sleep is
required^ that the gicaanri.pdition.iaf eitisttweemay be fairly
stated to*bo absorbed m jAnsiway. I t h« not memoapose Jrom
actiond ietp icantbfh q£Jtocruspng><thb wasted potrers, arrestor«
ingtl^nervoii^eiie>jg^JKAbiigrvrithitbk:ia‘EaaisMed(tbat(>M^
woa-e# tiadiagi ahd nnaginatign «which, i&essandal tx* Jandt which
in a great measure constituter, sleep. But iif* ia mature years,
the bodyriaRddingtnnhd hdlk.iby tbeiacoiuini]a|aan of<adipbse
mattbt^ mi gfreaiertentiene^ (to aoramJenoy.ooauiis than>;whenlfae
powers of)trim« absorbents alnd exhatanJE are^aabafeincBd a sto
pretentw&cbaccession-ofbulk#*/’ A • ' ... *> - w .m..
1<ctotakfagrwciJwtoh¿Mr Mannish in his observation that nblir
vion- offoriing. add imagination dn j i .great measure« constitutes
sleep. . Whatever *pauses sleeps causes >also thejoblivun with
which 'it is attended. .. But, to sl certain,e x te n d i agree. with hits
subsequent obstovatioiv that, while* «me set. oft organa is/laymg
down partiolem another<is taking j t beau u p withsuohj exquisite
nicety,: that, fo r the em dnm lsruM enteap wastes there is>oonti>
nuftl mememtawyrepair <fi This appears tom e to require a kit
tle qualification to neet the admitted fact off the renovatingi»fluenoeof sleep} $ but I should not dissent Asotp the expressbh
“ diurnal waste, and diurnal repair jV -afo n n whichroor©ac
curately connects itself with M r Macnishs . Qbservetionv>that
4‘ tfaiaw capable of going on with tih strictest equality for hah'
a century
-»■ »:
>. .?• ■ •
: ■<
;*
This renovating influenoe o£ simp is more distinctly explained
by M r Macnish, where he remarks—“ T hat «it .ineveaqn.di^cn.
tion, and as»a untpifaLooqaflquCBqe nutfitson^ is rendered; praiuu
Me fay ninny riro&nstaanes); hempQi it is the period m whsakikto
regeneration tif the body ckiejfty takesiplace. W ere there evenino
augmentaubn gurtii to the assimilative function^ as.ia m ail based
by-Brousaaia and some other physiologist», it is char that the
body would be mote thoroughly nourished /than, when awake;
for all those actions which exhaust it in the latter condition are
quiescent, and it remains in astate of rest, silently accumulating
power withouterpending any f t ? in other words* silently accu
mulating new particles, or ratner masses of particles, without
expending the old in the same proportion.
1 have already adverted to the effect of this accumulation
on the entire brain; and, did space permit, I might notice.the
consequences of partial release of the brain and nerves from this
influence—namely, nightmare, somnambulism, and sleep with
* Philosophy of Sleep, 2d edit p. 4.
$ Id. p. 6.
|| Id. p. 5.

? Id. p. 5.
rr id. p. 21.
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dreams« There is one condition, however, that ought not to be
passed over in silence ; that in which the brain and nerves of
sense are in a waking state, and the nerves of voluntary motion
are still shackled under the weight of the new and unassimilated
deposit of the nervous particles« This is a state that but seldom
presents itself. These nerves, in our waking moments, appear
to be always raa d j'&»>obfeyi the wiU, except when they are labouriiK imder parblysis ;.<but- the< patera^ paralysis of sleep is
so .çasuy dissipated th a t 4it1ravdy can. maintain its power after
the^iad^nsuesiita mandaté thtft theditob» shall mov* I should
have been without an1example of .«ftp peculiar condition, if M r
Macnish had not fun&hed me with-a »most» satisfactory instance,
io-twhich h e himself is delineator, subject, and sufferen .
During the intensely hot summer of 1805* says this gra
phic and lively writer, “ I experienced an attack of D ay -mare.
Immediately qfter dinner, I threw myself on my back upon a
gala,' and9 before I was aware, was seized with difficult respira
tion, extreme dread, and utter incapability o f moUm or speech.
I,could neither move nor cry ; while .the breath came front; my
chest in broken and suffocating! paroxysm a. . During all this
tjrue, I was perfectly awake ; l saw the light glaring in at the
windows in broad sultry streams ;. I feU the intense heat of the
day pervading my frame; and heard distinctly the different
noises in the street, and even the ticking of my own watch,
which I had placed on the cushion beside me. I had, at the
same time, the consciousness of flies buzzing around, and set
tling, with annoying pertinacity, upon my face. During the
whole fit, judgm ent was never fa r a moment suspended. 1 felt
assured that I laboured under a species of incubus. I even
endeavoured to reason myself out of the feeling of dread which
filled my mind ; and longed, with insufferable ardour, for some
one to open the door, and dissolve the spell which bound me in
its fetters* The fit did not continue above five minutes: by
degrees / recovered the use o f speech and motion 4 and, as soon
as they were so far restored as to enable me to call out and
move-my limbs%it wore insensibly away * ”
. Upon the whole,19 continues M r Maonish, “ I consider
daymahe and nightmare identical. They proceed from the
same cause, and must be treated in a similar manner .-fT." I t must
be admitted that they are nearly, but not altogether, identical.
In both, if I am right in my views, the nerves of voluntary mo
tion are under the influence of the new deposit of nervous mat
ter. In nightmare the nerves of sense are under the same in^
fluence. lu daymare they are not ; they are perfectly awake,
and the individual is in full communication with the external
Philosophy of Sleep, 2d edit. p. 157-

f Id. p. 158.
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world. Both of these instances differ from common dreams in
this peculiarity. In these instances, the mind actually issues its
mandates whether obeyed or disobeyed. In common dreams, a
current o f thought passes through the mind like a train of reali
ties, but the mandates of the mind and the motions of the limbs
are equally’imaginary;'
In his chapter npot^ Trasfcce? Mr Macnish details a-sirailar
case* bufl*in which;* th e ;symptoms *wdre much; more1aggravated
and protracted. ■>BotbicaB» dWhrialtDgetfae#)from^tHe l e a s e s
of p#oti>acted»eleepidetided «b' Mr* Mannish's eleventh chapter.
reasonfori supposing thatr these persons’were wot
iHitter'th* gnfluenoe ofintense ishimben, during1«the g tatter 'phtt
of the intervdl engaged in* the p aray ta* Moris there at)yrtosofi| fo* rejecting a s ’its cause: the oonttwfled deperition W new
nervfcuAsubstattee to an unusual extent.
The right hand and
atWiiof Mary Lysll appeared completely dead and bereft o f feel,
ing^&nd even When pneked with a pin, so as to* draw blood,
never shrunken the least degree. At the some time she instant
ly drew beck>henleft arm whenever i t was touchedby th&Jpoint
of the pin. After on nutervaLof serren days she began (to move
her left band, and* by pointing to her mouth, signified a Wish lor
food. She took readily what was given to h e r; still she disco
vered no symptoms of hearing, and made n o other kind of bodi
ly movement than of her left hand.*”
Thus* according to my theory, every kind of nerve connected
with the organs of digestion, and the nerves of volition of the
left arm, were occasionally released from the oppression of the
assimilative particles, while the other nerves of the body conti
nued under their influence, and particularly the nerves of sensa
tion of the right arm. As to those last mentioned nerves, I
would not be understood as maintaining that this cause alone oc
casioned' the numbness of the limb in question.
T he ease of Elisabeth Perkins differs from the others in its
fatal termination; After a profound slumber of eleven or twelve
days, she “ awoke of her own accord, to the great joy of her re
latives, and wonder of the neighbourhood. On recovering, she
went about her usual business; but this was only for a short
period, for in a week after she relapsed again into a sleep which
lasted some days. She continued, with occasional intervals of
wakefulness, in a dosing state for several months, when she ex
pired.*^ Is it not natural to suppose that, in this case, the Bes
eeming vessels of the head were in such a diseased state as to
effuse upon the brain much more than the quantity of nervous
matter usual in the healthy state ? I f the torpor had arisen from
the pressure of overloaded bloodvessels, or an effusion either of
* Philosophy of Sleep, p. 209.

t Id. p. 210.
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water or blood, it would have been called apoplexy, and not
sleep.
M r Macnish observes, that the cause of drowsiness, or the
“ constitutional disposition to dose upon every occasion, seems
to be a certain want of activity in the brain, the result of which
is, that the individual is singularly void of fire, energy, and pas
sion. He is of a phlegmatic temperament, generally a great
eater, and yery destitute q f imagination- Such* are the general
characteristics pf those who are predisposed to drowsiness.. The
casea where such ,a state coexist? wkh .intellectual energy, are
few. ip number
-Every wpjyl of.tbis.dcpprip6to reminds you
of the assimilating process, and its effects; nod. affordsam arked difference to another cause, which h# notices»’ofa/rirollar resuit,.yi^-th?t h drowsiness sometimes proceeds from a fidqcss
of tyood in the head; or a disordered atatte: of .the dige6ti>* org a p s^ f It sometimes, however» arises from both these Causes,
as in that instance which M r Macnish» hut. without) reference to
either of them, adduces.from Boerhaov*e,*of an eccentric.physi*
ci??o who took it into his head that sleep was theoaturri state of
man, and accordingly slept eighteen bourn out- of ¡the twenty 4dur,
till he died of Qpopjeawy a disease which*. according to .Mr M4cnish, is always apt to be produced by excessive stoep4 ;
M r Macmsh adverts to many facts» tendihg to support my
theory, and particularly those respecting the use of food»' the
very material which supplies and puts in motion the assimilating
process. “ A heavy meaT (he says), “ especially if the stomach
be,at the same time weak, is apt to induce sleep.”§ “ Those
who eat heartily, and have strong digestive powers, usually sleep
mush. The great portion q f sleep required by infant^ is owing,
in part, to the prodigious activity o f their digestive powers. The
majority pf animals sleep qfier. eating ; andr ipau nas * strong
tendency to do thesame .¿W ^espeqirily when oppressed with
befit, I n the summer season, a 6ftong iiw jiitiqn is oftdnifek to
sleep after diemer* when, the [feather, U)Ve*ynWm. ¡ UVl heavy
iqpalr which produces no uneasy feeling while the person is awake,
will often do so if he fall asleep.” || Besides the effects of the
assimilating process, ,may we not, in the two«latter instances, look
to the effects of heat and of a heavy meal as increasing the ve
locity o r the quantum of the blood, and thus creating a pressure
more than natural on the substance of the brain».and partaking
more of the character of apoplexy than of sleep ?
HU contrast of D r Reicl with General Elliot has also the same
tendency. The former “ could trite as much Jbod, and imme
diately afterwards as much sleep, as were sufficient for two
days.” <{[ The latter “ never slept more than Jbur hours out of
• Philosophy of Sleep, p. 205.
+ Id. p. 206.
§ Id. p. 16. *
|| Id. pp. 35, 36.

%
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the twenty-four. In all other respects he was strikingly abatinewt; his food consisting wholly of bread, water, and vegetables.”*
The very purposes which he ascribes to sleep , correspond in
every particular with my theoiy. “ Its main object is to' restore
the strength expended during wakefulness, to recruit the body
by promoting nutrition and giving rest to the muscles, and to
renovate the m ind by the repose which it affords the brain. Ac*
lion is necesstsrUyJbOowed by eathànsfìon ; sleep , by checking
the one, restrains the other, and keepé thé animal itiackitie in
due vigour.”+ T hettretigth expended dfrring wakefutaéss can
only be rsstowd by replacing, ‘with new particles, those carried
off by the wear and 'tear of exertion: Nutrition can only recruit
the body by replacing the1substance it has ‘lost—the mind can
only be renewated^n a metaphorical senses it is the brain which
is really renovated, and that by meads o f'th e assimilating pro
cess. Action is necessarily followed by exhaustion ; but the very
operation which causes deep remedies thè exhaustion, white it
restràins the action* and, by repeatedly renewing their composi
tion, keeps every nerve, every muscle, evety bone, every organ
of the animal machine, in due and healthy vigour.
H e throws considerable light on the subject when he observes,
that “ where there is no excitement, sleep is sure to follow. W e
are all kept awake by some mental or boaily stimulus, and when
that is removed our wakeftilness is at an end.*}; “ The finish
ed gratification of all ardent desires has the effect of inducing
slumber. Hence, after any keen excitement, the mind becomes
exhausted, and speedily relapses into this state.” “ Remove
those stimuli which keep it employed, and sleep ensues at any
time.”§ Not that these stimuli can prevent or interrupt the
usual progress of the assimilative process. They merely urge in
to the vortex of their influence each particle as it is deposited,
and do not permit the accumulating matter to paralyse the en
ergy and activity of the'tbinkihg brain. But When thèse‘stimuli
are withdrawn, when desire or reflection ceases, then thé riew
and 8CA)roely~as8tmilated substance acts with a dead weight on the
living nervous texture,—every moment adds to its mass and
power, and the seat of thought and feeling feels and thinks no
longer—it is paralysed— it sleeps .
All that I ascribe to the presence of the assim ilating pro*
csss, M r Mscnish attributes to the absence of the sensorial
power ,—all that I attribute to the diminution of the former, he
ascribes to the increase of the latter. In this respect we are like
Lavoisier and Stahl, contending for the presence or absence of
oxygen and phlogiston in their respective theories of combustion.
Thus, in his chapter on Sleeplessness, he says,
Sleep takes
* Philosophy of Sleep, p. 33.
§ Id. p. 1».

+ Id. p. 39.

+ Id. p. 13.
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place as soon as the sensorial power that keeps the brain awake
is expended, which, under common circumstances, occurs at our
ordinary hour of going to rest, or even sooner, if any soporific
cause, sufficiently strong, should chance to operate.
44 But the above power may be increased by various means, as
in cases of physical suffering or excited imagination, and conse
quently is not expended at the .usual time. In this case the per
son remains awake, and continues so till the period of its expen
diture, which may not happen for several hours aftér he lies
down, or even not at all during thé whdlé night. Now,” be
continues, “ whatever increases the Censorial power, whether it
be balls, concerts, grief, joy, or bodily pain, is préjudiciàl’fo repose. By them the mind is exalted to a pitch of unfiatünil ac
tion, from which it is necessary to descend béforè it can rôft'ihto
the* crflm channel of sleep."*
‘M
Does not the excitement of music and dancing, pleasure and
pain, joy and grief, sufficiently account for the contîhiièà'activity
of the catebral organisation, which prevents the éfcdessroh d f rifcèp
(let the cause of sleep be what it niay) Without resorting to ihe
sensorial power*for an explanation ? W hat We want tb acdtamt
for is the accession of sleep, not the continuance 6f wakefulness.
Will the Subtraction of the sensorial power account fbr any thing
that is not as readily accounted for by the gradual subsidence of
the activity of the cerebral organisation, after the excitement1has
been weakened or extinguished ? In either case, the bràintnay
be ready to submit to the dominion of sleep ; but it has not Vet
submitted. Another event is necessary to succeed either the in 
creased absorption of the particles of the brain, or the co-relattve
subtraction of the sensorial power, thus occasioned' by the active
exertion of the organ ; and that event is, I maintain, the acces
sion of new particles to supply the place of the old,-»—these'par
ticles deriving no eneigy from the exhausted tuass on which they
arc deposited, and creating a paralysis of that mass, Kke any
other foreign body.
Again, says M r Macnish, 44 Certain Stiimdating agents, such
as tea or coffee, taken shortly before going to bed,1nave often the
effect of preventing sleep. I would impute this to their irritative
properties, which, by supplying the D ra in with fresh sensorial
arr, enable it 10 carry on uninterruptedly ail its functions
ger than it would otherwise do, and, consequently, prevent it
from relapring into slumber at the usual period
Here also an appeal to the sensorial power seems unnecessary.
The irritative properties of these stimulating agents are alone
sufficient to account for the phenomena. I t is obvious that they
excite the nervous system ; and it is probable they thereby con
tinue its power to engage in its own state of activity the new
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particles which are deposited,—which, if it were in an inactive
state, would, in accumulating, press upon the cerebral organiza
tion, and thus, as in so many former instances, involve the frame
in sleep.
I t may not be out of place here to observe, that these sti
mulating agents, tea and coffee, seem to have an opposite ef
fect to that produced by other food, and even to counteract the
natural tenpepffy nf Jess en]iveqiflg nutriment to promote the
assimilating process, apd . tb&» encouragement of Somnolency.
I t is therefore prpbablfr, that civilized society has,found them
of ad^ptage after tb* subftMfotud
0f t^e day, which, might
otherwise 7 stgep. thp. ^ensf* m forgetfulness,” while we ooght
yet fob* aw fo e;. a w no dwh* the breakfast,.of:,Efeabefo’s
g o Jd w ^ fg u , beof^teaka w d ale, .baa, for the same, prudential
reason, given way to the more light and elegant dejeuu^ of later
times,........... . . . . .
..
. f ..
M r .Maeniah observer that Gooch gives an instance of a man
whp,slept only for. fifteen minutes out.of tbe.twenty-four hours*;
and oven, tfus was only a kind of.dozjitg..and. not a perfect
sleep;,, optvfithsunding which h^ enjoyed, gqpd health, .and
reached the eeveo^thffld .year. He adds,
l Wrongly,su*>
pect .there, must bp,
this c a ^ .fo r it is not cpw*
ceiyafrte’foal bum w nafoXe cquM subset upon such.a limited
portion pf repose« .Instances have,been related of persons who
never slept; put these,must -be regarded as purely fabulous V '
I am ready to agree with M r Macnish in his suspicion.as to
Gooch's case, ana his decision as to.the others. If, howeyer,
these cases were beyond a doubt authenticated, there would be
no. pfoer mode.of, accounting for these extraordinary facts, than
by boldly maintaining that such a renewal of the brain and ner
vous system, as took place in.the waking.moments of these.in
dividuals, was sufficient for them, though pot for other men;
and that they did not. sleep, because ,the new mass of nervous
particles was never so great as to resist a co-operation with the
old,, or act like an extraneous, body, by creating a. paralysis.
T o say that the sensorial power .was, never exhausted in these
individuals, wpujd be merely to say that .the power of. nemaining gwake was never exhausted ^ a discovery which would not
add much to our information*
One instance more of this exuberant employment of the
sensorial power. “ A heavy meal," says Mr Macnish, “ espe
cially if the stomach is at the same time weak, is apt to induce
sleep. In ordinary circumstances, the nervous energy or sen
sorial power of this viscus is sufficient to carry on its functions;
but when an excess of food is thrown upon it, it is then unPhilosophy of Sleep, p. 34.
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able to furnish from its own resources the powers requisite for
digestion. In such case it draws upon the whole body—upon
the chest, the limbs, &c., from whence it is supplied with the
sensorial power of which it is deficient, and is thus enabled to
perform that which by its own unassisted means it never could
have accomplished. But mark the consequences of such ac
commodation ! Those parts, by communicating vigour to the
stomach, become themselves debilitated in a corresponding ratio,
and get into a state analogous to that from which they have
extricated this viscus. The extremities become cold, the res
piration heavy and stertorous, and the brain torpid *
There is nothing in these circumstances calling for the in
tervention of such a machine as the sensorial power* I f the
baain-be torpid, the increased flow of blood and the pressure of
the bloodvessels sufficiently explain it. But if the meal be not
so .heavy as to induce these apoplectic symptoms, it may at
least produce sleep by promoting the assimilating process f . I f
the respiration be heavy and stertorous, the apoplectic state of
the bifein will at once account lor- ifc~or if there be no apoplec
tic tendency, the vety pressure of the overloaded stomach against
the diaphragm and*lungs will disturb and oppress the breath
ing. And, in fine, if the extremities become arid, it is not by
patting with their sensorial power, but their, caloric—an agent
with which, we are much better acquainted; and which* accord
ing to Richerand*seem s to increase» and in a manner to con
centrate) itself in the epigastric region, as long afs the stomach is
engaged in digestion J,” a fact confirmed by Blumenbach, who
states that the high temperature maintained in the stomach by
the quantity of blood in the neighbouring viscera and blood
vessels, is of such importance that at one time the word coction
was synonymous with digestion R.
From these observations we may-perceive that the term
44 sensorial power,” does not agnify an efficient and definite
cause of the phenomena it is brought to explain; but appears
to be rather a general term including many causes. Thus in
the instance before us, this power (and occasionally its absence)
indicates five different things, and never once i t s e l f *1. Caloric,
2. The natural cause of sleep, whatever that may b e ; 8. The
pressure of the bloodvessels on the brain; 4. The effects of
such a state of the brain on the lungs; and, 5. The pressure of
an over-distended stomach on the same organ. There is no*
• Philosophy of Sleep, p. IGw
t See my Essay on Sleep in Tilloch's Phil. Mag. lir. 258, or Transactions
of the King and Queen’s College of Physicians, li. 60. t. 62.
$ Richersnd’s Physiology, p. 100.
|| Blumenbach’s Physiology» P- 322.
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thing so common as deceptions practised on us by words. W e
are led every day to mistake them for knowledge. Spurzheim
and Combe were not so to be deluded. C m we read their mot*
to on a seal, without feeling its force as of a talisman, “ R e s ,
won v e r b a , qujeso.” It may be a defect, but the constitution
of my mind is such, that I nave no pleasure in a theory that
cannot, as it were, be felt and handled.
Even the sensible, pleasing, tranquil, unpretending words of
M r Macnish cannot persuade me—and my constitutional de
fects must plead my excuse with him, if I continue to prefer my
conjecture to his. For his theory, like my own, is not more
than a conjecture. B ut I have not advanced a single observa
tion ihtended to depreciate hie most valuable essay. On the
contrary, toy krtxious desire would be to impress op others my
sense d! ibe bblvgaftiofci 1 1owe him for much amusement, and
much (inlermation^ abounding witlrcandouiv good natuiw, and
originality, fia t to disparage his views, but ynereiy to support
my own,b&slw«fimy obiect thioligbout tbit disquisition* and I
owe hifn still another omigation for thrashing toe not only with
the ¡opportunity, but the means. Indeed I have not been un
der the necessity¡qf seeking elsewhere:than in his;own volume,
for the proofs of th& rdmonableotes, if not the validity, of my
hypntbes is ^ mhd an ¿cute( friend1jof nm e, on reading « The
Philosophy (¿f gleep,^ofeRserved that he supposed it to have b&ti
written with * view to recommend» my theory, until hh unex
pectedly lighted on the passage in which it is impugned.
B ut perhaps die greatest obligation I owe M r Macnish is-the
indispensable task he imposed upon me to reconsider my hypo*
thesis and all its corollaries, thus affording me the opportunity
of weeding out (if this were a possible achievement) every
thing superfluous, inaccurate, and erroneous, that encumbered
k. Still I must repeat, that, with all its apparent consistency,
I am aware that it i$ but a conjecture, and can never be any
thing more,—yet, I trust, a conjecture that ^utuue physiologists
will ndt be disposed to pans by as unworthy of notice, or un
supported by a due harmony with nature, and a requisite array
of facts ahd arguments*.
& Notes to Mr Carmichaels Essay, by Mr Macnish.
On perusing Mr Carmichael's Life of Spurzheim, I bad cer
tainly the impression that this gentleman meant to represent
sleep as the sole period during which assimilation takes place
• W e have been under the necessity of considerably abridging Mr Car

michael's essay, but are confident that this has not materially oiaiinisbed the
force of his arguments. The MS. was with his permission submitted io Mr
Macnish, who has kindly favoured us with the following Notes.— E d .
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in the brain ; nor, on again consulting this work, am I certain
that such is not the interpretation which may be legitimately
put upon his words. However, as he disclaims such an infer
ence, I shall pass from it, and examine the ground which he
has taken up in bis present interesting and very ably written
essay.
Though I dissent from Mr Carmichaers proposition, “ that the
process of assimilation in the brain is the actual cause of sleep,”
yet I have nowhere in my work made any allusion to this parti
cular doctrine. My remarks refer solely to what I, at the time,
conceived to be his meaning, viz. that assimilation occurs in the
braipooly during sleep. T h u I objected to on the strong.ground
of .its being, ?t . variance irijth analqgy. The question of the
assimilative process occasioning sleep is not touched ^ipon, ,at al l ;
nor, from,any thingr¿bat.ha» been sqid.cquld it be
that
I either »admitted or disallowed,the truth ot this hyppthesis. I
am glad, nevertheless, .that M r Carmichael, has resumed the
subject, as it has turned my attention to a point lfrfcich did not
formedy suggest itself,; and given m e^n opportunity, of stating,
several facts which I think are directly opposed to, dm opinion
be haa¿brmed.with regard to the proximate cause of sjeep*
I cannot conceive how a natural and healthy;deposiimp of
npw particles shpuld occasion a cessation in..the. fqpptjou$ of
ai\y organ. Before such a .deposition, can take place,, there
must be an augmented circulation of blood in the p a rt; and
it is generally understood that the greater the quantify o f blood
sent to an organ, the*greater is the energy of its manifestations.
During ,sleep,.¿he bjood is propelled in greater abundance into
the hver and stomach than in the waking state; the consequence
of which ,is, that these viscera act. more vigorously, apd that di
gestion is carried on with increased, activity. W h y ,should the
brain be an exception to this general law P W h y should itsfuno
dons be suspended, when, the very principle which invigorates
other parts must.be more actively at work within it ? When a
man is engaged in keen thought; when his .passions are violently
excited; when he labours under the influence of joy, or love, or
revenge, is the blood less vehemently sent to the sensorium,
than when his mind is in an unexcited state of tranquillity ?
When the brain is roused to its utmost energy, as in madness
or delirium, is there less force in its circulation than when it is
in perfect repose ? Common observation forces us to answer
these questions in the negative. There is more vehement action
in the circulating mass, and in proportion to this vehemence is the
ower of the cerebral manifestations. M r Carmichael's theory,
owever, leads us to conclude that the brain is least active when
the circulation is most urgently at work within its substance.
If he can show, indeed, that assimilation may proceed with in-
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creased activity without any additional impulse being given to
the circulation, his doctrine may acquire plausibility ; but such
a phenomenon is at variance with every thing we know both in
the animal and in the vegetable kingdoms. As well may we su p
pose that plants will grow better without than with water, and
that the urine will be as copiously secreted from kidneys that
are torpid as from these organs in a case of diabetes.
Mr Carmichael looks upon sleep as being occasioned purely
by mechanical compression, or something so closely resembling
it, that I must regard the two circumstances as identical,
so far as the present argument is concerned. I am perfectly
aware that such compression will occasion sleep; but this I
hold to be the sleep of disease, and not of health. '‘Effusion
of blood, of serum, or of puruleiit matter upon the b r a in ^ a
torpid state of the bloodvessels of this organ,—or the befctihgf in
of a portion of the skull cap,— will throw the person into Stupor
or sleep, by paralyzing, with their pressure, the cerebral texture.
Eating or drinking to excess, by inducing congestion approach
ing to apoplexy, will do the same; so will foul air or n*rfcdtl<&;
but the pure sleep of health has no affinity to these adventitious
conditions. So far from there'being any increase Of blood in
the brain daring healthy sleep, it is proved that the circulating
fluid in that organ is actually lessened, as I have had occasion
to shew in a case related by Blumenbach, of a person who bad
been trepanned, and whose brain was observed to sink Wh&rhe
was asleep, and swell out when he was awoke. The abolition of
the cerebral functions is, to my mind, sufficient ’evidence of'di
minished action going on in the brain. I cannot conceive in
creased assimilation without increased circulation, nor increased
circulation without augmented functional energy. To admit the
first without allowing the second, is‘to presume the existeiice of
an effect without any corresponding cause.
Supposing, however, that healthy sleep is always octasidhed
by the mechanical' compression, or similar cause, spoked of*by
Mr C., how are we to account for people being so easily awak
ened ? Sleep should be like apoplexy r it should be difficult or
impossible to arouse a man till the pressure is removedi^—Yet
we constantly see people awakened from the most perfect Sleep by
very trifling causes. W hat, in such a case, becomes of this pres
sure? Is the load at once lifted off the person's brain? W hat be
comes of the assimilative particles which are squeezing his Senses
out of him, and submerging him under the bulows of sleep ? I t
is as difficult to conceive that such mechanical pressure could be
instantaneously removed, as that any deposit of new matter
which ever takes place could have the effect of a foreign body
acting upon the brain.
Dreaming is inconsistent with this gentleman's theory. AssiVOL. IX.--- NO. XU I.
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milalion is a general process; but, according to him, one part of
the brain may be fattening while another is starving. I t seems
as rational to infer that the assimilative operation is at work in
one leg, and at a stand in the other.
M r C. endeavours to strengthen his case by the instances of
General Elliot and Dr Heid, but these must be looked upon as
idiosyncrasies. Generally speaking, the more sleep a man takes
the less food can he do with ; and a hard-working, active, lightsleeping man will require more food than a great dozer. Dr
Reid seems to have acted on the principle of the boa constric
tor. By over-eating himself, he induced a plethoric state of the
braht, toe mechanical compression <upon, which' threw him into
a'4orpari sjrfnlto totfeatwfeieh» fdilssovef the -snaky monster of
th&^niderjJeStyiwheii gorgediwith ¡food., i.H is itwo -dhys?ralumber
trad>m*ithe reposenof*heakh-*not-.the sounds sfefepdntincedby
the* feporitarisoii^ftqd'periodicaiivfiriiaustiiiniofdervbiisl^nergy.
The theory of the nervous energy, or sensoriali
to
which »Mr O objeotslas noli isufBiiiciitly idiefisiate^asirioexprnsive,
Appears* to ¡mesmgalnnlyadapted<tb/dxmiain tfcw.dri&reilLpheno
mena iof Isleetb« I »conceive thisj power to exist lintadraliol porrespobdfcig to<theactivi<jy df the cirouktiaiiu Imfavet, phrenitis,
orfnvtotUfiCKCtteitiflat of any kinidy itois tsoetoibcyand the person
reikiainsi awakpj" Myviewofcitheitfase i% thatytwl iixface sleep,
we>ha/ie duly
thei lactidri of the sensorial »pow*rv--inother
wosds^'td»riJaKi(rile force1oritirritotality o f the^asdub# system :
Alcbprding tortMf GJydt igiJtoeespary that the breia «botfid* be
c»mpresfce&^ >WpUyBUHiI kgentroperatbigiwponiit» iThisisgent
ib di^dc|ie«S(€ff n^wfpavtacfet^ iheireiultioi* increased lartivity in
the assimilating'Vetoil&'of thfe brain. »Nww^as slick ran iitcreaseduirion'ini these vessehn cannot take: plapawtfhdiit'augmented
energy» in» the<locai taraiMion, itfqllbwisr lh at the; very eireumstonced which,1nneording ta nw, oKaskto'wakduhifity according
gittetibe to ’sleep;
* m : ......
t- i ■
• i
M r »p. !ba^, #ith nb smbll ingenuityy tendeafoumd to shew
thaqtheiibcts slatted 4>yme, esperidly tboteliirith^giaKl'to the
eifert qf foirf iki intihidng sleeps^bear fint^hifi hypothesis but
ontthb»pbinUl think inwilh uotfee difficult itonhosf’that he la
bour's tinder /a mistake. ! iritputte ¿*hef sopbrifio propensity of
great eaters to the large quantity* of ¡food in the stomach drain
ing the nervous energy of the brain** turind being an apoplectie
state: it»may often act rabothways. > I do not employ the sen»
sorial power a s a ljNete imaginary ageht .for the. explanation of
enonfena which cannot he easily accounted for without it t for
hold its existence* and the way in which circumstances are
modified by it* perfectly susceptible of demonstration. W e can
show that one organ may have an excess, and another a defi
ciency, with as much ease as that one body may be positively,
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and another negatively, electrified. There are particular times
when certain organs require a larger share of sensorial power
than at others, and when material injury is done if any violation is offered to this necessary law. After eating, for instance,
it is perfectly well ascertained that digestion never proceeds so
well as when we give ease to the brain, and do not employ it in
study; while the digestive process is impaired by working the
brain immediately after taking food. To what are these cir
cumstances to be attributed, but to the law that when food
is thrown upon the stomach this viscus digests better if it
be supplied from some other source with additional nervous
energy ? For the same- reason, exercise of any kind n bad short*
ly after1eatings, as the sensorial pointer not only of the brain but
of thelmuspies i s a t work*1and so’touch is thris lost to the pasts
concerned ii> «digestion. . Thesewre riot-solieary facts : a hundoed
more, m ig h tb e brbught-in support o f the point which in here
contended for,1 . / ¡». •• *
• ' •
**
Cirarpistdnees^ indeed^ would rather induce.us to infer,>not
only tlptt increased assimilation in the brain h n a i the cause of
sleeps but1that the ¡asetmiiatrre process » nevet so feeble in that
viscus us when* its fundxotiB are locked up in dumber. In this
respect the bm n differs framt other ocgans; but the analogy be*
tween it add them is not* oa that Baeount, leso complete, in so la r
as in all oaass<an*organ » most liberally>supplied with the:dr*
culatong fluid when the greatest efforts aré damanded ;froto fit
The/brain auoirks in the waking state,' and is then most highly
vascularized—*the stomach and liver labour ,hardest while we are
asleep^ and 'xfb.consequently a t that time most .copiously excited
with the-stimulating nutriment of the circulation.
ActivMninded, deepthinking, or care-worn men have often,
perhaps generally, a bad digestion* • T he stoksmch does not .act
well e ra s when the appetite (a rare case) is unimpaired; and
they are in the habit of using medicines to stimulate the torpid
action »of itbo alimentary canal. They sleep iU—perhaps, they
lie half of the night before slumber visits their eyelids—perhaps the otlier half is spent in dreams. Men o f dull, easy, con
tented minds, are id every, respect the reverse. They eat like
horses, and think of nothihg but the next meal. A t dight they
lay their stupid heavy heads- upon the pillow, and instantly fall
into a profound sluraber—a slumber unbroken even by the
slightest glimpse of a dream. W hy aré not these men alike ?
Why does not the pale, thin, care-worn, deep thinker sleep as
soundly as the sluggish obtuse glutton ? W hy does his sto*
mach not perform its fanetioas as kindly, and digest the food
with the same ready alacrity? The cause is obvious. The
brain of the first absorbs so much of the nervous energy of the
stomach as not only to keep his mind active when it ought to
m
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be reposing, but to prevent the stomach from performing its
functions with due vigour—and thus digestion suffers. The
second thinks not at all. The sensorial power which kept his
brain awake is transferred by an easy process to the stomach,
which, reinforced in this manner, acts vigorously, and enables
him to fatten upon its labours. The two organs are here re-act
ing upon each other in the one case the brain starving the
stomach, in the other the stomach starving the brain, and giving a practical vindication of the truth of the Shakspearian
aphorism, that “ fat paunches make lean pates.”
The endless phenomena of dreams, “ for ever varying—never
the same,” are easily and beautifully explained by means of the
sensorial power. Partial assimilation (by which means alone
can they be accounted for, according to thé doctrine of Mr Car
michael) is a phenomenon unknown to nature in a state of
health. W e have no reason to suppose that párticles are de
posited in one part and not in another at the 'same tithe—none
that such ah operation is at work in this portion of the brain
and not in that, its immediate neighbour. * Assimilation is a
slow process, and cannot keep pace with the airy and fleeting
character of visions, or account for their evanesceut lights and
shades. The nervous energy coming vividly into play in one
organ while it is suspended in another, accounts readily and fe
licitously for dreams—their incongruities, rapid transitions, and
other odd and miscellaneous features1.
I shall conclude by mentioning one physiological fact, which,
of itself, and 'without reference to airy of the foregoing argu
ments, strikes with fatal effect at the theory of Mr Carmichael.
The drowsiness'that .takes .place shortly ¡after «eating, seldom
lasts above an hour or two. This, M r C. would say, arises
from the brain being oppressed by the deposit within it of new
particles, which must necessarily be derived from the food lately
taken. Here we must suppose that assimilation commences im*
mediately. Now, it is an admitted fact, that the preliminary
step of chylification does not begin till the food quits the sto
mach and passes into the duodenum, and that about three hours
generally elápse before this transfer is effected. As soon as the
mass is fairly out of the stomach and lodged in the intestines,
the lacteal vessels begin to act upon it, absorbing its nutriment
in the form of chyle, and sending it, by means of the thoracic
duct, into the left subclavian vein. The chyle here enters into
combination with the blood, and it is from this general mass
that the particles which constitute the substance of the body are
formed. The formation of these is what is called assimilation—*
a process which M r C.’s theory leads us to infer commences im
mediately, and is brought to a conclusion before the food has
really got out of the stomach, or the preparatory step of cliyli-
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fication begun. I f a m an, after eating, feels drowsy in conse
quence o f his brain being compressed by the deposit o f new par
ticles o f m atter, this deposit and the accompanying drowsiness
m ust be simultaneous, whereas we find th at the latter precedes
the form er by several hours. H ow much more simple and easy
is it to suppose th a t the nervous energy which keeps the brain
awake is transferred to the stomach, and th at so soon as the pur
poses o f the latter are served, it returns to the brain, which it
p u ts into a state o f activity, and thus dispels the tendency to
sleep.

There are some other points in Mr C.’s essay which I think
could also be made the subject of criticism ; but the principal po
sitions having been taken up, it is. perhaps not necessary to dwell
on minor details, I shall therefpr.e conclude with expressing
the great pleasure j.fraye bad in .perusing; that',geotlem&(&tpa
per, which is. written nut pnly .with great ability* >but'in a, spirit
of fairness, candour, ;aud good. Reeling, that do hiTOMthe greatest
credit.
R o b r r t M a c n is h .I
29. W e s t 'G eo rg e STtiEBiy
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TO THE EDITOR OF THE EDINBURGH TORteNttiboTCAfrJOURNAL.
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SlE,

•.
•

1884.

I s h o u l d not trouble you with^ the following rem arks, b u t
am bound to do so in common justice to m yself ,and others. I n
y o u r Jo u rn a l for J u n e , my work on M ental C ulture was re
viewed, and other phrenologists beside myself consider the ar
ticle characterised by a want o f fairness and candour, I was a t
R eading a t the time, and felt annoyed at the direct implica
tion o f my moral character, viz. “ that I had m isstated fa c ts and
d o c tr in e s and also substituted Spurzheim ’s ideas for m y own,
charges which were not substantiated by a single proof. H ence
it was th at I penned the angry epistle which appeared in the
B erkshire C hronicle; and I will adm it, th at, like all such warm
productions, my language and assertions were too intem perate
and, in some measure, call for an apology on my p a rt to M r
Combe and M r Simpson, particularly as I attributed the ob
noxious article to either the one or the other o f these gentle
men.
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W hat I said concerning the Constitution of Man, were merely
reiterations of the statements of others; and, therefore, if I have
unwittingly done an injustice to Mr Combe, I am very sorry
for it. Dr Spurzheiin complained to me himself, and afterwards
said to me, (in a letter which I still retain,) “ that Mr Combe
still insisted on publishing on the Natural Laws,” &c. Never
theless, I have myself always preferred the Constitution of
Man to the Natural Laws, believing the former to be more
generally useful, the diction and style being most popular, and
most likely to obtain converts. The same might be said of M r
Simpson’s “ Necessity for Popular Education,” when compared
with other works on Phrenology. But does this concession alter
the truth that, in both these instances, thè Phrenology o f Gall
and Spurxkeim, and the philosophical deductions o f ties loiter,
are just as much used by these authors*, and with the same la
titude, as I have done in my work on Mental Culture ? Au
honest and impartial judge could not pronounce a different opi
nion.
My reviewer charges me with giving Spurzbeim's ideas, par
ticularly in the practical part of the work. This is indeed a
greater compliment than he intended it should be, and a higher
panegyric on Phrenology than he contemplated ! for I had never
read either Spurzheim’s Education or his Philosophical Prin
ciples, although I attended Ins lectures, wherein he treats on
•both these subjects. Lèi me not be misunderstood. In study
ing Phrenology, I adopted the plan of reading men and their
actions, (after I made myself acquainted with its philosophy,)
and when I proposed writing on Education, I purposely avoided
reading works upon tbe:sutyect, believing, as I did then and do
now, that as Phrenology furnishes true data for a system of
mental philosophy, by applying its principles, either analytically
or systematically, no one could err. My work was delayed more
than a year after it was sent to the press, owing to my profes
sional engagements, and many domestic calamities ; and it was
not until after it had been nearly printed, that I read works on
education. I subsequently read Rousseau’s Emile, &c., Helvé
tius, Mrs Moore, &c. &c., and was often surprised, that in these
works I found many of the ideas which I had prized most had
been already published by these authors.
In the reply of my reviewer in the Berkshire Chronicle, he
endeavoured to substantiate the charges of misstating facts, &c.,
by saying “ that Pizarro did not conquer Montezuma, and that
the Phrenological Society had not a single Mexican skull,” and
similar specimens of hypercriticism ; and for these venial errors
he woula have allowed the phrenological public to believe that
I purposely mutilated truth, and had given garbled and vitiated
nnnrìr>|es for phrenological doctrines. Again, this candid scribe
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is quite unmerciful, because I said, when speaking of the brain,
that it had diversified, faculties, instead of saying diversified or
gans, &c. This may suit the dignified precision of a reviewer
who splits hairs, but it does not invalidate the practical import
ance of the views I have advocated. One thing I have to thank
this gentleman for,—that he has exculpated Messrs Combe and
Simpson, and has said that the former never said or wrote con
cerning me but in kindness. I t is a great error to be betrayed
into anger, and this I have been guilty o f; but in my cooler
moments I have always felt gratitude to M r Combe for his kind
and epistolary communications; and D r Arnot assured me that
M r Simpson spoke of me with great kindness. To both gentle
men I owe, then, toy. best tbaqka; but if either of,thetn had power
to alter o f htodiiy^Rttlvles which appear in thy J quVd#1, j. might
have expected; .that .they wpuly jh&ve',rendered; Wfl sonjjkhiqg
more Kke .justice;itlutu I, experienced from the,,ppmof. th^.re
viewer*. .AlUow. me .to ,^k, £fc,..as Rnhqnqijr^hW (jqdge,. to
whom I submit my cause, that supposing the reviewer's charges,
against «to to be,proved, .«bat I,m ve-.gpvty
idats,
witlunU,rendering to A m ,ivk$t
dm*
fered front., Mr-8i«paoy?. IMay nptbotfeipf Mfitoyp-..$>¥P,$9:
tuated by! ihe'Bitiae. usfc>«»vw#-,., May .ive. not haypduced to.ahpdei* iPhraeblogy(ntoroiii>i aceoKhuym(withMpppi§fer.
language? .ilAmdffitn my case.there 4smowl,dqlio^oppqyfl swply
the same IrodlahouM.oastSgate both, In pay Mphtfll QHkUTft #acfrnoeledgeitheiifimorthncn,^ Phrtnptygy, pn.4;affipfit^wt *9
correct-sycrtqnv of, leidiieation can.bfl generally, acted,qppn^.pdtil
its meuphysioal.
oeim ah ere.univerwdy adiptfd hWd IW
whole tecmfrcn thfe work is ah,attempt .tod^aonetrate these,in
sertions. . lo Mr SuApaon'* wotk, •which I. Fppidiwith ¡pJoasurp,
Phrenology i* only. ¿ffcpdefHally mpntibped id connexion' wjth_ tbp
Constitution OtMaibahhitUgn this grhtlaw«»b^fiiv)¥nthi-whole
of the philosophy, of .theiqnedtal fanulties.. It .is wasp true that
he has said, “ the. reader who. is familiar, .with, wppha ?h educa
tion, will scaredy- discover a thought which iw substance,be has
not met before,” &tc+ yet-thi&W not rendering Untq Caqar «that
ie Cesar'« due. -Fori most ideas itave been given,qy expressed
in some form by others^ could, we become acquainted with .the
thoughts of men when contemplating subjects we may be treat
ing o f ; and the recent writer can only represent them in new
* I very much regret, after what has occurred, that I did not publish, as I
had proposed, an historical pre&ce, because in it I had done ample justice to
G all and Spurzheim, and all subsequent writers. A friend who read the
M S. said, “ Why so publish the history of your data, when you ask the public
to admit them without proof, A c * a n d he added, “ I f you still persist in do*
tog so, the causual person will think the work a treatise on Phrenology, and
w ill feel no interest in perusing it.” As a witness to this statement, I may ap
peal to my respected friend Urquhart of IJverpool, to whom I shewed the ar*
tid e when in that town in December last.
/
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phases. If we have a correct knowledge of psychology, and
we can comprehend the number of the mental faculties and their
relative importance, the means of training these faculties seems
to me not a work of great labour.
But let me ask, who can trace any particular idea to the source
from whence it has been derived, as nearly all our knowledge
arises from the productions and experiences of others, which we
mentally assimilate, (like the food we digest, and which in time
forms part of our body,) so, ultimately, other persons' ideas form
part and parcel of our mental constitution ? On this obvious
truism I would rest my whole defence, and ask, what is the
moral difference, then, between other writers on Phrenology and
myself P All I have written in all probability I owe to reading
and conversation, and a habit of observing passing events, and
therefore it is unjust to state that I have taken the mental pro
perty of others to adorn myself and allow another writer to nave
done actually the same thing, and that he should enjoy an im
punity, because he has the saving clause, the merely saying, most
probably these ideas may have been met with in other works.
Any impartial man will give me credit in reading my work, that
in no instance does it appear that I have attempted to foist up
on the public views which are only.adopted ; ne will recognise
that my great object had been to render obvious the advantages
of Phrenology. That this is no mere illusion of an excited Self
esteem, I may appeal to the talented members of the Manchester
and Liverpool Phrenological Societies, (and I am sure they are
well acquainted with all the phrenological works) ; and yet the
latter society made me an honorary member, “ having proved
the cut bono of the science," &c. I f the principle upon which I
am so unjustly attacked be admitted, there is not a recent writer
that would escape. Even Gall may be charged with receiving
his first ideas of the true physiology of the brain from Herder's
“ History of a Philosophy of Man." Herder makes many in
teresting observations, which might be strictly called phrenolo'cal*. And Spurzheim may be charged with borrowing largely
om the same source, and from Helvetiu89Rousseau, and Volney,
and from the writings of the Jewish philosopher, Mendlesohn 1
But who would dare to charge these philosophers (Gall and
Spurzheim) with wilful plagiarism ?
“ I must apologise for the length of this article; but, in con
clusion, must request that the whole of it may be inserted in the

S

• 1 w ill just trouble you with a single instance, it is as follow s: Great
Parent Nature, with what trifles hast tnou connected the fate of the human
species ! W ith a change in the form ofthe head and brain, with a little alte*
ration in the structure of the nerves and the organization, effected by climate,
descent, and habit, the fate of the world, the whole sum of what mankind
do and suffer throughout the earth, is also changed.”— Vide Herder on the Phihtophy of a History of Man,
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Journal, for I would not have any thing like a mere selection.
In case it should be withheld, I shall deem the Journal as partial
as it will prove itself unjust; and however repugnant to my feel
ings, dial! he obliged to have recourse to some other channel for
doing myself justice.—I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
J. L . L evison .
P.S.—Having removed from London to this town was the
cause of my not seeing the reply in the Berkshire Chronicle un
til a few days since, having sent for one after having read the
notice in the September number of your Journal.
The foregoing communication, which we have no inducement
to withhold, compels us, at the risk of being egotistical, to offer
a few remarks.
On commencing the perusal of Mr Levison’s book, we had the
full expectation of thereby adding to our knowledge on the^subject
of education, or at least of finding previous ideas set in a new and
striking light; and we had no doubt of discovering in it grounds
for publishing—what it was our sincere wish to publish—a fa
vourable opinion of its merits. W e were, however, considera^
bly disappointed; and, though unwilling to cause uneasiness to
M r Levison, of course could not, consistently with that spirit
of honesty and independence in which we have always endea
voured to act, bestow much commendation on his work. Ac
cordingly, we spoke of it in the following terms—the mildest
we felt ourselves authorised to employ :—“ M r Levison’s style
is neither so accurate nor so precise as we should have liked to
see it, and it is rather deficient in method; but the work exhi
bits not a few indications erf good feeling and philanthropy, and
contains some useful practical suggestions. W ant of space pre
vents us from giving any thing like an analysis of its contents;
but this is the less to be regretted, cut the author's ideas seem, in
many instances, harrowedfro m D r Spurzheim. W e can merely
extract a few of the more instructive passages........................
W e regret our inability to speak favourably of the phrenologi
cal portion of M r Levison's treatise. I t is far from being cal
culated to convey accurate notions concerning the mental facul
ties, or the evidence on which Phrenology rests. Facts as weU
as doctrines are occasionally misstated; a fault which it is the
duty of every writer on controverted subjects like Phrenology
to avoid with peculiar care.” (No. 40, pp. 647-649-)
These sentences were so unpleasant to M r Levison, that, as
mentioned in our last number, he published, in the Berkshire
Chronicle of 14th June 1834, a hasty attack on the Edinburgh
phrenologists in general; to this we replied in the same paper on
12th July, and also in our 41st num ber; and, finally, the pre
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sent communication from M r Levieon has been elicited. W e
have marked in italics the two clauses which he has made the
subject of animadversion.
W ith regard to the first of these, we would ask, what is the
obvious meaning expressed by it P “ Simply, that as our read
ers were already acquainted with Dr Spurzheim’s views on edu
cation, from having either read his own work or the analysis of
it given in this Journal, they had little cause to regret the want
of an abstract of Mr Levison’s book, in which the same ideas are
expressed in an inferior manner. This is the sense in which the
words were intended to be understood, and we humbly think
they will bear no other interpretation.'” Such being the state
ment of our meaning given in the 41st Number of this Journal,
Mr Levison ricts inconsidefrately’ in persisting*to 'argue on the
assumption that We accused hit* of " moral delinquency” and
" wilful •plagiarism/’ *!Wetnerefy* Stated as a fact, that " his
idias seetn, fri •manyTttstdttdes, borrowed item D f Sporrihdm
and that mtftiy of Hhem w#feo "borrowed, he fiilty admits, not
oirty hi the Berkshire Chronicle* but' ateo in Ms present letter.
In the'former he s*y^
With gTSrtitbdel
that my
first dear notiorfs upon mental philosophy and1
were
obtained 'by attending the lectures of SpurShrimi arid •from viva
voce communications ‘With him.* Whfen a man is charged with
repeating the ideas he haS'tedri^fed IVcmiqtitrmHStjSr'he affocttonately respected and hcfaodfod, it WOdld’be father dreditable to
him than 'otherwise, particularly’If he flegrirded thfcJriew* as con
taining imporiarit truths. * . . *.
- A thirst for originalhy rather indicates the apprtibatrbc man than one of great
profundity of thought, therfe oeirig often greater merit in illus
trating subjects, rind shewing them in new phases, than in fur
nishing fine shewy speculations.” This is a most explicit ad
mission of the whole amount of otir averment, and, moreover*
expresses sentiments in which we entirely concur. Thus, as we
have never doubted the "obvious truism” on Which M r Levison
tt rests his whole defence,” it is dear that, in the greater portion
of his letter, he is fighting with a phantom which has no exist
ence but in his own imagination.
The second ground of complaint is the averment, that " facts
as well as doctrines are occasionally misstated.” In using these
words, our whole meaning was, that M r Levison occasionally
erred in his statement of phrenological doctrines and relative
facts; but it never occurred to us either to Suppose or to say
that he had “ purposely mutilated truth,” nor did we cast the
slightest “ imputation on his moral character.” W e have always
believed that M r Levison intended to give an accurate representa
tion of facts and doctrines; and if our words have conveyed to
any reader a different impression, we sincerely regret it. From
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delicacy to Mr Levison, no details were originally entered into
regarding bis mistakes, and inaccuracies, and, from the same
motive, they are still withheld. Should M r Levison, however,
request us to publish them, this shall be instantly done.
There are other two subjects, adverted to in M r Levison's
letter, which we cannot pass over in silence. To render mtelligible.his allusion to Mr Combe’s work on the “ Constitution of
Man,” it is necessary to quote two passages from the Berkshire
Chronicle. Mr Levison's statement was this:—“ M r Combe's
most celebrated work is the ‘ Constitution of M a n b u t M r
Combe bad Dr SpmzheinCs * N atural Laws o f M an9 in his pos
session some months even before he contemplated w riting the
above justly celebrated work. But this is the ground of my
c o m p la in tM r C. returned the MS. suggesting to the Doctor
the impropriety of publishing it, society not being in a state
for such refined and exalted opinions on the philosophy of man,'
and then afterwards published the above work) in which will be
found Spurzheim's ideas in a new dress!” TJie following was
our reply:—“ In all M r Combe's works there is a.direct ac-.
knowledgment of his obligations to Gall and Spurzheim. This
is particularly the case in the prefaces to his ‘ System o f Phre
nology,' and ‘ Constitution of Man.9 In the latter work, the
very fact, triumphantly adverted to by M r Levison, of his hav
ing read an unpublished MS. of Dr Spurzheim on the Natural
Laws, is distinctly acknowledged. Mr Levison imputes to M r
Combe disingenuous if not dishonest motives, in publishing his
work after reading that MS. It is a pitiful way of defending a
man’s self to state unfounded charges against another, who has
in no way offended him. Neither Mr Combe nor M r Simpson
is the author of the review, nor did either of them ever write o
word about M r Levison but in kindness. T hz fa c ts of the cir
cumstance from which M r Levison fishes out a charge against
Mr Combe are as follows. In 1824 Mr Combe recommended
to D r Spurzheim to allow the Edinburgh phrenologists to go on
establishing the doctrines in the public mind till they became too
firmly fixed to he shaken by any thing short of direct counter
evidence, and that then he might apply them in any way he
pleased with advantage and success; but gave it as his opinion
that the publication of his work on the Natural Laws at that
time would excite religious prejudices and retard the advance of
the science. On this advice D r Spurzheim acted. In 1837,
M r Combe printed, for private distribution, his own work on the
Natural Laws (the * Constitution of Man'), in which all inter
ference with religion is scrupulously avoided, and sent a copy to
D r Spurzheim. I t was not till twelve months afterwards that
the work was published. During the whole interval Dr 8. had
ample opportunity of objecting to Mr Combe's proceedings, but
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he did not do so. He published bis own work on the Natural
Laws in June 1828, and M r Combe published his at the same
time. They continued on terms of uninterrupted friendship
with each other until D r Spurzheim’s death.”
Finally, we do not think that any reason exists for charging
Gall “ with receiving his first ideas of the true physiology of the
brain from Herder’s History of a Philosophy of Man.” Herder
was the contemporary of Gall (who was born in 1757)* and pub
lished his work in 1784-1794. A t the commencement of its
publication, therefore, Gall was twenty-seven years of age, at
which time it is well known he had advanced a great way m his
discoveries. It is infinitely more probable that Herder borrowed
from Gall than Gall from Herder.

A R T IC L E X III.
EPILEPSY, a Case of T wenty Y ears standing cored ; with the
T reatment and R emarks thereon. B y J ohn E fpb, M.D., &c.
London: Palmer. 1834.
T h is pamphlet contains an account of an interesting case of
epilepsy, about which D r Epps was consulted after a number
of eminent practitioners had prescribed in vain. Some of the
patient’s friends “ concluding that a phrenologist must know
more of the diseased conditions of the nervous system than others
not acquainted with the science, recommended him to consult”
D r Epps as a last resource. He did so, and the result was not
less satisfactory to himself than highly creditable to D r Epps.
I t would be out of place to give any details of the medical
treatment here; but it may be mentioned generally, that D r
Epps was led to consider the disease as depending on a want o f
power in the nervousJibres o f the cerebellum, and that the reme
dies which he successfully prescribed were selected in reference
to this principle. So satisfied, indeed, is Dr Epps of its general
truth, that he comes to the conclusion that “ length of time in
reference to epilepsy is no obstacle to the attempt at cure,” and
adds, that he has “ no hesitation in undertaking any case of epi
lepsy of whatever duration, if general Jutu'Uy is not present.”
When that is the case, the organization of the brain is generally
so far injured that recovery is impossible. Dr Epps does not
consider this to be indicated unless the fatuity is constant. “ In
judging of the constancy of the fatuity,” he says, “ I find that
the analysis of mental manifestations afforded oy Phrenology is
the only safe guide. Thus a person may not remember his
friends; he may not know them one week, and he may know
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them the next. This would be a kind of fatuity, but not a con
stant and not a general one. This would be an affection of only
one faculty, as Phrenology establishes; and I should have hopes
of this case, if the power of remembering size, shape, colour,
succession, of the textures of bodies still remained.17
Dr Epps mentions that subsequent accounts lead him to believe
that the cure will prove permanent. We recommend the careful
consideration of the case to our medical readers, and think it
creditable to Dr Epps1professional skill and discrimination. W e
shall be glad to find his sanguine expectations of future success
confirmed by farther experience. When, as in this instance,
medical men find their advice required because they are phre
nologists, our science will speedily become more popular amongst
them.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
E d inburg h .—The Phrenological Society met for the first time this Ses
sion in Clyde Street Hall on 13th November, on which occasion Mr Simpson
read an interesting essay, entitled, “ Reasons for concluding that the func
tion hitherto attributed to a faculty of weight, resistance, or equilibrium, is
twofold, and belongs to two distinct endowments, namely, a sense for resist
ance, and a faculty for force.” The following donations were laid on the ta
ble : —Cast of the skull of Robert Burns, presented by John Macdiarmid,
Esq.—Cast of the head of an Idiot, aged 20; presented by the Manchester
Phrenological Society—Casts of the heads of Mrs Grimstooe, Miss Martineau,
M r Godwin (1829), Mr Coleridge (1828), the same (July 1834, within twelve
hours after death), Mr H-, Surgeon (1829), the same (August 1832), Mr G.
Wright, Painter and Engraver (1829), and the same (1833); also masks of
Mr Godwin (1808), and Mr Coleridge (1810); presented by I. D. Holm, Esq.
London—Cast of the anterior half of the head of Bonaparte, and mask of Lord
Brougham; presented by James Wardrop, Esq., London—Dr Epps's Hone
Phrenologies, second edition ; presented by the author—Casts of the head of
Star Walter Scott, and of the anterior part of the head of Napoleon $ present
ed by Mr Anthony O'Neill. For these valuable donations, the best thanks o f
the Society were voted to the donors.
T he E dinburgh E thical Society fur the Study and Practical Applica
tion of Phrenology meets in the University every Friday evening, at half-past
eight o'clock. The following office-bearers were elected on 14tn November:
Robert Cos, and A. G. Hunter, PrendenU ; R. Duncan Douglas, Secretary ;
Thomas MofFatt, Treasurer; George Cruickshank, Librarian; Alexander Ire
land, J. Montgomery Stuart, James Walker, H. M. Sinclair, and Abram Cox,
CounciUort,
Mr Combe is lecturing on Phrenology to a large audience in the Waterloo
Rooms, on the evenings of Monday and Thursday.

G lasgow.—Dr Weir concluded several weeks ago his course of Lectures
on Phrenology in the Mechanics* Institution. The number of hearers was
one hundreaand twenty, besides a hundred visitors to individual lectures.
Throughout the course, a lively interest was manifested by the audience, and
the attendance continued undiminished to the last. In the end of October,
Dr Wood commenced his annual course of Popular Lectures on Anatomy and
Physiology; at least twelve of which will be devoted to the consideration of
Phrenology.
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A lvth .—We are happy to learn that the members of the Alyth Phreno*
logical Society, under tne guidance of their benevolent president Mr Fenton,
are steadily persevering in their studies, and anxious to reduce Phrenology
to practice, by making it their guide in the performance of the duties of life.
The number of members is increasing, and, from the circumstance that seve
ral of them come from Lintrathen, eight miles distant, to the meetings, it is
evident that no small interest has been excited. The Forfar mechanics, we
understand, are mustering to form a Phrenological Society in that town.
W arwick.—The following communication, dated 5th November, has been
received from Mr W. D. Watson, Secretary of the Warwick and Learnington- Phrenological S o c ie t y - w On the 8th of August, the third meeting o f
our Society took place, on which occasion we had several visitors. Dr Conolly gave us a most interesting lecture on the brain and nervous system,
which was listened to with the deepest attention. After the lecture, the fol
lowing gentlemen were elected members ¿—Dr Andrew Combe, and Dr Barlow of Bath, honorary; Mr James Tibbets, solicitor, Warwick, and Mr John
Prichard,surgeon, Leamington, ordinary; and the Rev. H. T. Woodington,
Hampton-in-Arden, corresponding. The organ of the faculty of Tune was an
nounced as the autgect for discussion at the next meeting—The fourth meeting
took place on the 9d of October, by permission of the Mayor, at the CourtHouse, my rooms being too small for our numbers. There was a very good at
tendance of members, and many visitors were present. Dr Kennedy or Ashby
having forwarded a handsome donation to the Society, it was presen ted,and con
sisted of busts of Drs Gall and Spurzheim—cast of King Robert Bruce's skull
and coffin plate—cast of a brain, and a copy of the Etposure of Dr Wayte's
Antiphrenblogy. After Some other preliminary business, the debate for the
evening commenced, and, considering the novelty of the thing to most of
the members, it was carried on with considerable spirit. The following gen
tlemen, having signified their wish to become members, will be ballottea for
at the next meeting of the Society, which will take place on the 5th of De
cember:—W. B. Costills, Esq. of London; George Hayes, Esq., barrister,
London ; W. M. Shillitoe, Esq., Birmingham; George Matthew Paget Kit
chen, Esq., solicitor, Barford; Samuel Bucknill, Esq., surgeon, Rugby;
D’Arcy Boulton, Esq., surgeon, Leamington ; Sidney Field, Esq., solicitor,
Leamington; John Lee, Esq., surgeon, Market Bosworth, Leicestershire;
William Blenkinsop, Esq., surgeon, Warwick; Henry Blenkinsop, Esq.,
surgeon, Warwick. I have every reason to hope that our meetings will now
be held at the Court-House, and the Corporation have kindly furnished us
with a proper place there for our casts.”
D ublin .—We have been favoured with a sight o f MA concluding Address
delivered before the Richmond Medical Society, at the close o f tne session
ending 28th June 1834. By W. P. C., Member of the Committee. Dublin s
E. Madden, 1834.” This Address, which has been printed in consequence of
an unanimous resolution of the Society, furnishes a gratifying proof that Phre^
nology is not asleep among the medical gentlemen of Dublin. After alluding
to an Essay read during the session by Mr James Duncan, u On the Import
ance of the Consideration of Mental Disease as a subject of Medical Educa
tion,” the Address thus p r o c e e d s 114Gentlemen, it is not here my inten
tion to enter upon an investigation of the proper treatment of these truly
awful maladies; but the every day enlarging views o f this truly enlightened
age, and the confident anticipation that an accurate and diligent record will
yet be kept of cases observed in reference to this very subject, warrant my
expectation that the nature of those wonderful and appalling diseases may yet
be ascertained, and their treatment be conducted on truly scientific principles.
Do not turu from me as a fanciful theorist, when I express my humble con
viction, that from the further development of the rapidly advancing science
of Phrenology (long a chosen theme of vituperation, but now gradually ac
quiring that influence which must ever arise from truth,) those results are to
be anticipated ; compared with which the profound discoveries of an Archi
medes or Newton—tne wondrous mechanical inventions of a Watt—sink into
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comparative insignificance in point of utility and practical benefit to man
kind.”—As the two leading medical men of Dublin, Dr Marsh and Mr Rich
ard Carmichael, are avowed phrenologists, it is natural to look for a consider
able number of converts among their professional brethren and fellow-citizens.
G ebmaxy.—The following is translated from a review of Dr Hirachfeld’s
German translation of Mr Combe’s System of Phrenology, in the Medicinische
Zeitung, No. 10, 1834. The writer is Professor Ideler, physician to the great
Hospital for the Insane at Berlin.—“ W e certainly will not say that the
phrenologists have succeeded in determining every individual faculty, or that
they have entirely avoided mistakes; but the defects in'their science will
easily be remedied by its further progress, and in no degree afreet its spirit.
It already offers a treasure of well-founded reflections on the formatfon of in
dividual characters by predominating faculties of the mind, and on the means
by which these are excited, directed, and restrained* Since no system of
mental philosophy can be of any practical utility where individual peculiarities
are neglected for the general consideration of the faculties of the mind, it Is
beyond ail doubt that a> doctrine which reduces the- study of difference of
character to scientific principles, must be welcome to us. Combe’s work gives
a clear, well-arranged, and compendious account of Phrenology, and is there
fore well adapted to direct the attention of psychologists oh this subject»”
U nited States .*—The first number of the American Annals of Phrenology
appeared at Boston in October 1833, but, owing to some miscarriage, has only
now reached uf* It contains a vehement outpouring of Dr Caldwell’s logic
and indignation qpou the North American Reviewer, whom it utterly and
irretrievably annihilates. Dr C. has lately published at Boston a Discourse
on Physical Education, a copy of which we are expecting with much interest.
The subject is one tp which few are’ so well qualified to do justice. His
vigorous 44Thoughts .on. the Study of the Greek and Latin Languages”
(reprinted from the New England Magazine,) have been received. We nave
never seen Classical Learning more ably exposed.
Our American correspondents are requested to observe, that small parcels
transmitted to Britain ought to cpntain no letters ; as such parcels are occa
sionally put into the ship’s letter-bag, and hence are charged with a very high
postage. Letters, in cases of this sort, should be sent separately by post ; and
the words u To be put into the ship’s parcel bag* ought to be written on the
parcel. It is ruinous to us to receive double letters by the Post-Office from
abroad, and we beg our correspondents to bear this in mind.
M adbas System or E ducation.—On this subject a correspondent has
sent us the following observations, suggested by an article in our last num
ber :—w Give me leave to make a remark upon what is said in the review of
Mr Simpson’s work on Education, respecting priority of promulgation by
Bell and Lancaster. Bell has the merit of being the first European, as far
as I know, who adopted the Hindostanee mode of teaching—but, both in
conversation and In such of his tracts as I have seen, he cautiously used the
word discovery not invention. Speaking phrenologiçally, 1 would say, that his
Acquisitiveness and Love of Approbation induced him to wish that the world
would give him credit for what his Conscientiousness would not allow him
decidedly to claim. In India, the teacher seats himself upon the ground ; his
pupils are squatted before him in a semicircle, each with a bit of chalk in his
hand ; and when he enunciates a letter or word, each of the scholars pro
nounces and writes it upon the floor, which is smoothed like the floor of a
barn—consequently the eyes, ears, tongues and hands of all are employed—
hence, speaking, reading and writing are simultaneously acquired, and each
lesson is effaced with the palms of the hands, and rewritten and pronounced,
till facility and correctness be acquired.
“ Lancaster, having heard that, in India, poverty or economy had suggested
Ike use of sand in place of paper and slates, persevered for some time most
preposterously in covering his tables with wet sand ! Which of his phreno
logical organs was at fault ?—Your obedient, R. S.”
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Our correspondent does not allude to the method of teaching by monitors,
which is the grand distinctive feature of Dr Bell's system, and which we believe to have been strictly invented by him, not borrowed from the Hindoos.
H an well L unatic A sylum — In our last number, we copied from the
Athenseum an account of a visit to this Asylum by a scientific gentleman in Eng.
land, in which reference was made to a description of the same establishment
in Tait's Magazine, by Miss H . Martineau. Having ourselves visited Hanwell, we intended to have then offered some remarks of our own, but want
of time prevented us. W e now refer to the subject for the purpose of add
ings that while Miss Martineau does no more than justice to Han well, she
underrates the advance made in other asylums throughout the country, and
speaks of them as if they were all in the same dreary and prison-like condi
tion in which they existed twenty or thirty years ago. This is so far unjust,
that some have complained of the injury done them. Generally speaking, an
immense improvement has taken place* We pointed out the error at the
time to some of Mias Martineau's friends, and had determined to correct it,
but it was somehow overlooked. W e know one instance, however, of a public
establishment, to which even the wont of her censure was then far from be
ing inapplicable.
A F ield tor P hrenologists in Switzerland.—w At the site o f the
cemetery of Z ug is a Golgotha, where are thousands of skulls piled upon one
another, each with a label bearing the name of the owner. What a field this
for the Phrenologist! And witn such advantages, what a blaze of light
would be thrown upon the science by the establishment of a Phrenological
Society at Zug !”—Sw itzerland, $c, in 1830, by Derwent Conway, voL i. p. 49.
(The foregoing statement is not perfectly accurate; for comparatively few of
the skulls have labels on them.)
O rgan of F orm.—The following paragraph, which bean to be extracted
from the Chester Courant, fell several months ago under our notice. I f the
case be authentic, it deserves the attention of the Liverpool phrenologists.
Supposing the brain to be healthy, the manifestations are those of a large or
gan of Form.—« The celebrated child, Wm. Manual, who is able, at the age
of 34 yean, to read with fluency either Welsh or English placed before him
in the usual or in an inverted position, on Monday was brought to our office,
by his father, who is a miner from Holywell, and with much ease read pas
sages from books in four different positions; but he appean to prefer reading
upside down. His father stated that his attention was first attracted by the
reading of this singularly gifted child when only two years of age, and he has
continued to make progress to the present period without any particular in
struction, not having been at school a single day. H e is a fine child, the pic
ture of good health. During the past week he has been examined by the
Bishop of the diocese and most of the gentry in the neighbourhood, who have
all expressed their astonishment and pleasure. 11 is sometimes with difficulty
he is persuaded to read, as he takes great delight in running about: but when
his reluctance is overcome he appears to read with great avidity/' See an an
alogous case in our 34th number, vol. viii. p. 65.
Reviews of Abbot's u Teacher” and Mr Dean's “ Lectures on Phrenology,”
with several other articles intended for this number, are unavoidably post
poned. ~ We have not yet succeeded in adapting Mr Hun’s excellent essay
for publication in our not exclusively medical Journal—The letter of a “ Phre
nologist” in Paris, relative to Dr Foissac’s article on General Lamarque in
the fifth number of the Journal of the Phrenological Society of that city,
would not be intelligible to any but those who have read the article alluded
to. The writer thinks that the Doctor u has shewn too much nationality and
party spirit,” and that “ some parts of the General’s life are far from favourable
to Conscientiousness.”—We nave in types a notice of MChambers's Informa
tion for the People, No. 45,” where Phrenology is treated with great candour;
also a short article about Rammohun Roy.
E d in b u r g h , 1#/ December 1834.
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A R TIC LE I.
¿EASONS FOR CONCLUDING T H A T T H E FUNCTIO N A T T R I
B U T E D TO A FACULTY FOR M ECHANICAL RESISTANCE;
IS TWOFOLD, V IZ .—T H E FUNCTION OF AN E X T E R N A L
SENSE FOR RESISTANCE, AND OF AN IN T ER N A L FA
CULTY FOR FORCE.
( to

t h e e d it o r .)

Sir ,— T en years ago I attempted a speculation upon the fun
damental function of the faculty for mechanical Resistance, or, as
it was then, and frequently still is, called, Weight; and three years
thereafter was led to resume it, in consequence of the light thrown
upon it by a then recent physiological discovery. Occasional
short papers have appeared in the Phrenological Journal, with
facts and illustrations, contributed from different quarters, con
firmatory of the same views; so that the doctrine has been no
ticed in seven of the nine volumes which the work has reached.*
I am now induced to revert to the subject, from a conviction
that I have arrived at clearer views, with regard to both the
function and its material instruments, than at either period allud
ed to I had attained. I f truth shall be traced out with regard
to this element of mind, Phrenology will have held the torch ancf
explored the path ; and really, at least beneficially, discovered
a power, although essential to animal existence, previously all but
unsuspected ana unknown. A few words on the successive steps'
of this inquiry are here called for.
‘ • Vol. ii. pages 297, 412, 645 ; in. 211, 451; to. 266, 314; v. 222; vi. 134,
343; vii. 106 ;ix. 142.
VOL. IX .— NO. X L II I.
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In the year 1811, D r Thomas Brown, Professor of Moral
Philosophy in the University of Edinburgh, taught to his stu
dents the doctrine, that Resistance is a sensation, not cognised by
the sense of touch, but having a specific sense, o f which the en
tire muscularframe is the external organ*
D r Spurzheim in his “ Physiognomical System,7*published in
1815, comes, so far, to the same conclusion, viz. that Resistance
is not cognised by Touch; but differs from Dr Brown in so far
as he denies that its cognition is the result of an external sense,
and refers it to an internal faculty. I beg it may be kept in
mind that both philosophers, however they differ as to the nature
of the power cognising, consider the thing cognised as R esist 
ance.
The use of such a power is partially and incidentally
hinted at by both writers, as necessary for the guidance of our
muscular frame, but by neither in a manner suitable to the ex
tent and importance of the subject."}*
I was accidentally led to think on the subject of the use, in
the economy of nature, of a power for the cognition of Resistance,
or Weight, by the occurrence of two very trivial incidents to be
afterwards mentioned; and on 15th April 1824, read to the
Phrenological Society in Edinburgh, and subsequently to that of
London, a paper entitled, “ Some reasons fo r concluding that
the cerebral convolution hitherto called the organ o f Weighty is
the organ o f that instinctive perception o f equilibrium and the
mechanical relations o f matter, which is essential to the exertion
o f animal power.19! The speculation, with its accompanying il
lustrations, excited among phrenologists something like the in
terest of a discovery. I t was at once felt that we must have a
power or instinct by which we place our bodies in accordance
with the laws of gravitation ana mechanical resistance in gene
ral ; that without such a faculty no animal could stand, walk,
fly, or swim ; that in man, the same faculty is the foundation o f
mechanical skill, from the rudest use of tools up to the highest
effort of the engineer and the mechanician ; that there is an appe
tite or necessity for equilibrium, or that due balance of resis
tance and counter-resistance which is essential to the ease and
comfort of every animal; and that, even without relation to
his own body, man is offended with any violation of mechani
cal equilibrium which he sees in external nature. I t was im* Dr Brown's Lectures, voL L page 490, published in 1820b
+ There is eve ry reason to conclude that the doctrine of the cognition
of Resistance being the function of a specific power, was an original thought
in both philosophers. Although Dr Brown propounded it in ms lectures in
1811, these lectures were not published till 1820; hence, Dr Spursheim
was not likely to have known of his views till five years after his own publi
cation. The agreement between them being only partial, is an additional
proof that the ’Hews of the one did not influence those of the other.
t Phrenological Journal, voL ii. p. 412.
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Mediately seen and acknowledged by phrenologists that these
views bad an application as extensive as important; and that, as
it was expressed by Mr Combe in his Letter to M r Jeffrey,
they “ added a chapter of some importance to the philosophy
of Mind.” I endeavoured to confirm the conclusion that there
exists a power to cognise and preserve equilibrium, by adducing
some interesting instances of the suspension of it by disease.
Miss S. L. for example, in a singular affection, experienced gid
diness, believed floors and ceilings to have changed their hori
zontal for an inclined position, and felt the sensation of being
lifted up, and of falling down, and forwards, “ as if she had
been tipsy? M r John Hunter, the great anatopust, when, at
tacked by a particular affection,, felt as if he had drunk too
m uch; as if suspended in the air, whirled round with great rar
pidity, and sinking down a he also saw perpend icq] ars inclined,
and “ did not receive from his own feelings information respect
ing his centre of gravity.” The celebrated Opium-eater, among
other dreadful feelings which resulted from his miserable habit,
“ seemed every night to descend, not metaphorically, but literal«
ly to descend, m chasms and sunless abysses, depths below depths,
from which,” says he, “ it seemed hopeless that I could ever re
ascend ; nor dia I, by waking, fe e l that I had reascended.”
A t first my attention was called to the power in question as an
internal faculty exclusively, and I concluded that it must be in
dicated by a corresponding cerebral organ. This organ had been
conjectured by D r Spurzheim to be the convolution of brain lying
upon the orbitar ¡date between the organs of Size and Colour
ing. The paper above alluded to adduced a great number of
instances of eminent mechanicians in whom that convolution h
remarkable for its development, and of persons noted for skill
in those arts and accomplishments—as billiards, bowls, archery,
&e. —which imply a fine perception of mechanical relations. The
organ was held by Dr Spurzheim to be conjectural only; but
from the confirmatory observations of a number of phrenologists,
it was about this time promoted into the grade of probable, and
is so classed in the third edition of M r Combe's System of Phreno
logy. Yet, though thus cautiously rated in the books, there can
be no doubt that it has for some years been practically believed
to be the organ of mechanical perception, with as much assurance
as its neighbours on both sides have been trusted to for indicating
their respective knowing faculties. The instances are too nu
merous to be noticed, in which talented engineers and mechani
cians have been, at a glance, pointed out even by persons of mo
derate practice in organology, from the large and particularly easi
ly observed development of this part of the brain. Deficiency
has likewise been noticed; though this, to be striking, is rare.
Very large development is much more common than very small;
n 2
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btit a medium fulness is chiefly observable,—and there is a reason
for this. Ah endowment under average in this power would be
attended not only with suffering, but with danger: the sensibi
lity to disturbed equilibrium must be acute, and the muscular
response prompt and' instantaneous, otherwise fatal accidents
would often be the consequence. An individual may have a weak
perception of some other qualities, such as colour, yet live in
safety, and even not discover his defect; but there is something
to do in obedience to the calls of equilibrium, and an instant's
delay mav sometimes be fatal to life. In short, like the sense
of sight, it is too important a faculty to admit of prevalent defi^
ciency. Deficiencies are, however, sometimes-observed. A Very
intelligible and valuable instance was furnished to the Phrenolo
gical Journal by Mr Levison of Hull.* He observed in the
forehead of a gentleman, with whom he travelled in a staged
coach, so great a depression at the organ of Weight, that
the spot, according to M r Levison, resembled a valley, bound
ed on one side by the high ground of Size, and on the other
by the acclivity of Colouring; and the contrast gave a curious
expression to tne eyebrows, which were otherwise extremely fine.
M r Levison very judiciously resolved not to question the stran
ger directly, but to watch his manifestations. He had a large
organ of individuality, and manifested it in the extent of his
knowledge and the accuracy of hiaobservative power. “ When
we had nearly reached Grimsby, he expressed great regret that
the rest of the journey to Hull must, per force, take place in a
steam packet. My dislike, he said, does not spring from any sen
sation of fear; but I experience, when on the water, a kind of
dizziness and nausea, very like that felt in intoxication; / seem
as i f I could not balance myself? Presuming this case to have
been accurately observed, I consider it as one of the most pointed
confirmations of the organ, of the many which have come tom y
knowledge. I may add, that Miss S. L. had acute pain inr the
spot where the organ exists, when the perplexing symptoms of
its disease were experienced by her.
I have anachronised a little in regard to the history of the
organ, that t may dismiss it, and proceed unembarrassed with the
faculty! Of the organ, I shall at present say no more than hum
bly to suggest, that, in respect of its claims being quite as good
as those of its neighbours Colouring and Size, it may now be held
to be very probable, if not established.
D r Thomas Brown's doctrine, that the power in question is
an external sense, had not attracted the particular attention of
phrenologists: not themselves arrived at a discriminate know
ledge of the function of the power, they viewed D r Brown's sense,
and Dr Spurzheim’s m tem alfaculty, a» only different expressions
• VoL vi. p. 134.
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. fo r the same thing. They ought, however, to have been awarp,
. that it is metaphysically erroneous to con found an external sense
„ with an internal intellectual faculty. All metaphysicians agree,
lh at a sense receives passively an impression, communicated from
. an external material object to the brain by a specie nerve, and
that there its function ends. An internal intellectual faculty is an
active power, to which the sense ministers; and although it has a
markea prominence of brain, and corresponding development of
cranium, it has of itself no direct organic communication with the
external material world. Hence jtshould Jmvebeen recollected and
noticed, that Dr Brown and Dr Spurzheim, if speakingof the san?e
thing, could not both be right, when the one called this power only
jA sense, and the other only an internal faculty.
In the harmonious relation of the Creator's works, which renders
true science, however branched for human convenience, really
«one and indivisible, a new and brilliant light was soon to be
abed on this difficult question, by talent engaged in a different
pursuit, and expecting a different result and a different re
ward. On the 16ih February 1826, Sir Charles Bell, in a paper
read before the Royal Society of London,* announced the dis
covery of the fact that each muscle of the body is supplied with
two nerves,-—one, the motor nerve as formerly known, to con
tract and move the muscle; and the other to convey a sensation
to the brain of the state of the muscle, that the necessary power
may be transmitted, through the motor nerve, for adequate conaatisfactory experiments on these two nerves, separately and
alternately, as mentioned in his paper, Sir Charles Bell de
monstrated the existence and the distinct and different function
o f each; and although he found this new nerve of muscular
sensation likewise associated with the nerve which supplies sen
sibility to the akin,—viz. of pain, and heat,vand cold, (for the
hared muscle does not feel pain acutely, and heat and cold not
at all,)—he concluded it probable, that these two nerves are as
•distinct from each other, as is the motor nerve from the nerve
«of muscular sensation, f Be this, howeyer, as it may, he has
demonstrated that there is a muscular sensation which informs
the brain of the state of the muscle, in other words its de
mand for motive power; and that that power is conveyed by
the motor nerve, the other part o f what he calls a nervous circle
connecting every voluntary muscle with the brain. In the note
referred to below, I adduced an instructive instance commu
nicated by a medical gentleman of Edinburgh, of the alternate
failure of the energy of the motor nerve and nerve of muscu
lar sensation. I t is at once 60 illustrative and so decisive, that I
* Transactions, vol. cxvi, page 163.
f Note in Phren. Journ. voL iv. page 3M.
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am tempted to give it again. 441 was consulted by the son of a gen
tleman m the country, who has had a singular paralytic affection.
H e lost the power of motion in his arms, but retained sensation
acutely, and felt another person's hand cold or warm, as the case
might be. [This concerns the sensitive nerves of the 6kin.] Now,
at the distance of three weeks, hehas regained the power of motion,
but has'.lo6t iiu sense o f the state o f the muscles so completely,
that be cannot tadapt his mwsculan contractions to the purposes
hedías in viene [This is the proper*nerve of muscular sensa
tion;} ' In seizing a small object;-he bears down upon it with bis
extended hand, gathers it in, and grasps it like a vice, not aware
of th e disproportion trfhis effort.' H e has at the same time the
completecofnniand of bis «túsele» as tó contractions and relaxa
tions [dnother word for* the energy of the motor nerve], but
wantsTonly the sens# o f their etatei” <*
'T h e discotery of Sir Chariest Bell,? is broad enough to
reconcile D r Btowarand D r1Spurzhtim, not as having given
dUfereot and incompátibie names to the» same thing, but as
tutting booh fiwnished’a name few which there is a distinct correspdndiqg th in g : in other words, the constituent part of man
m'question is-compounded of both a (passive sense and an active
internal facultyAnd* thi»I humblythink is demonstrable. The
nerve' of znuscnlai* sensation conveys* to the brain information
of the* state? of the múdele, and does no more; it neither has
#nor con have an 'ulterior function. T he state of the muscles
is another phrase for the degrees of the impression of resis
tance'upon the muscular frames a sensation produced by an
external* material cánse, and therefore beyond all question as
much a sense as smelling or tasting* -T h e will is under no mo
ral necessity to act upon the sensation or message from the
muscle conveyed by the nerve of muscular sensibility, and to
command the motor nerve to do its' duty, and change the state
df the muscle. T hat it invariably does so, and with the speed
of electricity ■}, is nothing to the purpose: not only are we able
to conceive Hie sensation without the responsive action, but we
can suspend that action, and endure the sensation, provided it
be not intolerably painful or dangerous, quite long enough to
• This discovery is claimed by a physician of Turin, named, by singular
coincidence, Carlo Bellingeri; and the medical journals have lately maintained a warm controversy on the question of priority. Bellingeri claims to have
distinguished the motor nerves from what he vaguely calls toe sensitive nenes.
Fromnim therefore, I never should have got the idea of a nerve conveying to
the biain a sense of the state of the muscle as to contraction; of this import
ant function, which is every thing for my purpose, I owe my knowledge
to Sir Charles BelL Bellingeri may have discovered two nerves formerly
believed to be one; but Sir Charles Bell has thrown greatly more light on
their respective functions.
f Mr Wheatstone, Professor of Experimental Philosophy in King's Col
lege, London, has discovered a means of measuring the velocity of electricity,
which he declares to be equal to that of light, 190,000 miles in a second.
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demonstrate that it is a sensation independent of anv action
whatever—in short, that the newly discovered nerve or muscu
lar sensation is as much the nerve of a s e n s e , of which the whole
muscular frame is the external oigan, as the optic, auditory, or
olfactory, are die nerves of their respective senses. That this
sense was so long unobserved may be accounted for by the fact
of the universality of its external organ: a limited organ, like
the eye or ear, points out a sense by the sense's failure when its
organ is destroyed; but there was much less obvious reason to re
fer a sense to the entire muscular frame, mother words to know
that it is a sense at alL
A t the point where the passive sensation of tbe muscular state
ends, and something to be done at the command of the will be
gins, there is a necessary and most evident distinction of agents
as well as operations. Here commences a function for which m
external sense is altogether inadequate, an act of the will for
which the higher power of an active internal faculty is neces
sary; and for this faculty there is « specific servant, namely the
motor nerve. The conclusion appears to me unavoidable, that
in every change, produced by an act of the will through the in
strumentality of the motor nerves, in the state of the minutest
o f above four hundred muscles with which the human body is
furnished, two distinct functions are exercised, two separate ope
rations performed: the muscular sense does its specific duty, and
reports to tbe brain tbe state o f the muscle, whether in repose or
tension, and in what d e g r e e of tension; and subsequently, al
though instantaneously, th e faculty q f muscular adaptation per
forms its part, and, with the most perfect calculation of the
counter resistance required, changes the degree of contraction,
in other words the state of the muscle.
Important consequences follow from this distinction between
the sense and the internal faculty. While the precise function
and extent of function of both are philosophically discriminated,
the discovery of their almost invariablyjoin* operation will render
yet clearer than hitherto, the manifold phenomena of the rela
tion of animals to the mechanical laws of the material world, Take,
for example, those two most constant of all resistances, gravitation
and the impenetrability of the earth's surface, for, to the sense, they
are both resistances. Gravitation, by attracting our bodies ia
the line of the earth's centre, prevents them from flying off as por
tions of matter into infinite space; while the resistance of the solid
ground antagonises that attraction, and saves our bodies from be
ing actually carried to the centre; the result bring that they are
retained on the surface. These ioint though counter resistances
are frit by us in consequence of their producing a certain state of
our muscular frame. Suppose us at rest, sitting upon a chair,
the whole frame in equilibcio—the muscular sense informs the
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brain, whether we are attending to the information or not, that
the muscles are in a certain satisfactory state; a state the disturb
ance of which is painful to us, by failure of support, or the sense,
however brief, of falling; for falling is nothing ehe but the ope
ration of gravitation, not antagonised by the counter resistance of
the earth’s surface; or something solid resting thereon, as a chair,
a floor, a horse, or a carriage. The fall or prostration of our body
itself, from the vertical to the horizontal position, depends upon
the failure of another kind of antagonising power, to be presently
adverted to. W e wish to change our position and stand erect:
the sensation of the state of the muscular frame, at the moment of
forming this resolution, in other words the mere sense, would
never enable us to perform the act of standing erect; under its
province we should simply continue to feel passively the state of
the muscular frame which gravitation and the earth’s resistance
produce, and this without the slightest possible variation. But
a distinct power comes now into action, and let us see what it
does for us. The instant the will resolves that we shall rise up
from the sitting posture, not only is a message sped by the fa
culty under consideration to those muscles which, by their con
traction, draw the legs close to our chair, but, to the end of aid
ing and antagonising, the muscles of the trunk, neck, and arms,
are subjected to a new contraction ; perhaps few muscles in the
body are left totally unsummoned and unchanged for the import
ant and complicated feat of standing erect. That this is an ex
ertion, and a great exertion, of muscular power, is familiar to
every one who has experienced the fatigue of long standing,
when the muscles are successively appealed to in vain for a pos
ture of ease, and the sufferer longs to sit or lie down. Suppose
us erect, the duty of the faculty is by no means done: it has
mounted guard, and it never deserts its post or relaxes its watch
fulness. All unconscious as we may be, our instinct of calcu
lated force is active, and, in a manner which would excite our
wonder and admiration could we but see and comprehend it, is
keeping to their duty some hundred muscles, eacn performing,
by nicest calculation of its directing power, the precise part al
lotted it, and exercising the exact measure of force which is neces
sary to antagonise the power with which gravitation is unceas
ingly endeavouring to bring our body, so much longer than it is
bro$d, and placed on so narrow a base as the feet, down to the
safer base of its back, breast, or side, on the ground. The mus
cular frame antagonises die resistance of gravitation; but this lat
ter resistance itself assists in keeping us erect, and we could not
stand without i t : it is the basis of the whole operation,—the per
pendicular support, antagonised by the resistance of the ground
m the vertical direction; while it is the duty of the muscles to1
keep the body laterally in that position in yrhich the resistance of
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.gravitation and of the earths surface are vertically applied. I f
the muscles lack strength to preserve that position in which a
perpendicular from the centre of gravity of the whole body shall
Tall within the space occupied by the feet, the body will fall;
and it falls instantly, in consequence either of weak muscular
• power, or of the suspension by some cause of unconsciousness,
as syncope, intoxication, or death, of the faculty for applying
the necessary force to preserve the balance. W e have on appe
tite for the perpendicular, and any defect of it is pahifuty arid
instantly felt by the muscular fram e; this will •be apparent!*»
any one who is pushed or pressed out of his perpencUeuiarf arid
staggers to save himself from falling; and this it is ¿which areuders the mere sensation ofJailing, independent of and befbwthe
blow tp be received, so alarming and painful.
< *•
Again, it may be that having succeeded in standing erect, **e
desire to walk. To produce motion it is evident that equikbrimn
must be disturbed, for equilibrium is essentially rest. In-stand
ing erect, so long as the muscles have force to keep theibfcdy Jn
that position in which the two resistances of gravitation '¿mcLdfe
ground are vertically applied to it, there is, theoretically tat lehst,
a state of rest. W hat, then, is our first movement to attain the
end of walking ? Before we move, the brain is cognisant ¿«by
the nerves of muscular sensation—and there are no sHch'faftibfully minute and prompt informers,—of a certain state oft tectuan
of the muscles, necessary, and no more than necessary^ >t&pneserve at rest the upright position; but their state must betthaugfed,
else there would be no change from the vertical position,; and
therefore no advance. The faculty under consideration kshanges
the state of almost every muscle in the body, by the Thqumd
.contraction, and no more, and the body is slightly thrown» for
ward. This inclination in walking is so slight that it is scarcely
recognised; but its necessity can be put to the test, by any one
attempting to advance by merely planting the foot forward,
without an accompanying forward movement of the body.' 'By
the inclination of the body, the equilibrium of the standing
position is destroyed but the faculty, in obedience to the ne
cessity of equilibrium, instantly restores the disturbed balance,
by that specific muscular contraction which advances the foot.
This, which is the first step of walking, is a new position of
equilibrium or rest, and, because of an enlarged base, a stronger
position than that which the body before occupied. A second step
is to be taken, and tbe faculty, informed by the sense of the
state requiring to be changed, repeats the first operation, and
does so again and again till the walk is finished, and we change
.the state of the muscles to prepare for standing still and erect,
and again for sitting or lying down. Nothing can be ¡mtu
gined more exquisitely precise than the measure of force allot
ted to the muscles by this wonderful instinct, for each and all
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of these operations. Gravitation, the resistance of the ground,
and the contraction of the muscles, are all instantaneously and
unerringly calculated. I f a false step follows, it is not the fault
of either the sense or the internal faculty; it is ignorance of
some external condition: for example, the ground, which was
believed to be level, is uneven; there is a step down or a step up
not allowed for; there is a hole covered by a thin tu rf; ana the
unprepared frame receives'a shock or jar of the most unpleas
ant and alafntiing k'md. • When the external conditions are true
tbef&caky is unerring.*vIn short, if there be any of our intellec
tual powers from Which we con obtain an idea of those instincts
of anitnalv Which produce1the most certain and complicated re
sults, like that perfect’ piece of tnathematfcaL workmanship the
cell;of the honeycomb, and all the varied architecture, as it is
called, of insects and birds* it is this our almost automatical
power of disturbing and restoring equilibrium,—a feat perform
ed almost without consciousness, yea as complicated, as precise,
as tnathematical in tea result, astheoell of the bee. Short way,
indeed, do we even yet see into tbe Scriptural truth, that we are
u wonderfully made.”'
I bave* instanced only standing and-walking; but it must be
obvious that; the -sense -of the muscular state, and the faculty
for changing1that state, must both be> Concerned in the sim
plest and in the most complicated animal movements; and in
each and all of these movements, however rapidly perform
ed*' must both be in vigilant operation. • T o the minutest move
ment in the magical flight of the fingereover the keys, strings,
or stops of a musical instrument, tne sense and the. faculty
have both, with exquisite precision, done their duty a thou
sand times over, before the piece of execution is finished; and
in the speed of the race-horse, the ostrich, or the antelope,
evety movement is calculated' by the animal, the state of the
muscles at every ’spring felt, and the exact force to be ap
plied to the next correctly estimated. The inferior animals, not
less than man, must possess both the sense and the instinct,
for both are essential to their existence: they could not attain
equilibrium without them, and would perish, lying like dead
matter on the ground, or floating, if lighter than these media,
in the water or a ir; but the moment they crawl, or creep, or
walk, or run, or leap, or fly, or swim, both this sense and this facul
ty must be possessed and exerted by them. Some have thought
these almost unconsciously performed muscular movements au
tomatic ; but this is an error, for the motor nerves connected
with the voluntary muscles are servants of the will. Bellingeri
himself observes that the motor nerve, but not the sensitive,
obeys the will; which is the same as if he had said that the for
mer is the medium of an active faculty, and the latter.of a pas
sive sense.
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On 1st March 1827 I read another paper to the Phrenologi
cal Society *, in which I endeavoured to apply Sir Charles Bell's
discovery, that the nerve of muscular sensation is distinct from
the motor nerve, to the views which, nearly two years.before the
publication of that discovery, I had entertained of an instinct for
adapting animal movements to the mechanical laws. I had not,
even in 1827, clear, . v i e w s ¿ h e necessity of both a sense and an
internal faculty*;! yet.that papfejhtiirtiiaUy embraced both. It pre
dicated that an aai wall would (Speedily be destroyed which either
had no sense of'nesiateBceion bad no mtore than a sense without a
power to act on rtsiAiiggpstMtai . Sir Charles Bell points out two
nerves, the one .precisely .suiting a sense,. and the other fitted to
serve an active instinct o r foumJfcy. cT hi» sense and instinct, are ana.
logousto the sensatiofeof hunger and themstincti.to relieve it by
food. The infant» a few hours old, experiences ihesensatioa, and
relieves i t ; it haa jto> powfer to relieve apy.'other uneasiness, but it
has at its command <aeoroplbated, pneumatic, and hydrodynamic
operation in theaot crf auikingt to removortbat specific pain,called
hunger. Sir CL (Bell' haf pointed out <Uhat the,aeositive,nerves
convey a sense of the state of the muscles necessary fqr-thp.regu
lation of their a c t i r y i t y b u t,thb, regidatiom, itself is not a sense
but an activeppweivand S*r(i3<?U&eee its, use jo balancing the
body and governing, the* mosaolar fname- MXbb. activity,’' I
stated in my paperdasfc referred to, “ .is,dependent, upon the opera
tion of the nerves of m otipn,and its regulation is essentially an
animal instincts The state of ifo muscle is the degree of contrac
tion which suits it to the mechanical force applied to i t ; and this
relation perfected i&anethefe word for equilibrium* Now, as there
b often bodily danger ia disturbed equilibrium, nature compels
the animal to preserve ¿bat tmoscular balance which b essential
to its safety, by rendering tbo disturbance of it so intolerable to
its feelings,-as to produce ail instant muscular effort for its .res
toration. Nature has, as it .were, established an appetite for
equilibrium, to which the nerves of motion are the ready minis
ters.”
In the same paper there are several proofs and illustrations,
which, by brief repetition here, will have a fresh interest in their
relation to the sense and the internal faculty respectively, as now
more clearly distinguished; the reader will at once make the dis
tinction for himself, and see how much in each instance is the ope
ration of the one, and how much that of the other. I may first ad
duce a few examples of the sudden struggle to restore equilibrium,
when disturbed by a change in what may be called the angle of
gravitation. I f a horizontal platform on which we stand, the deck
of a ship for instance, be suddenly sloped, our whole muscular
frame feels, as a sensation, the change of the angle of gravita• Phrenological Journal, voL iv. p. 266.
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tion, and the consequent disturbance of our equilibrium. So
far the sense. But we instinctively lie down and hold on, as die
sailors say, by every possible exertion of our muscular power,
which the sense alone would not enable us to do, without the
instinctive active faculty. This is neither, as some may think,
knowledge of the danger nor fear; for a kitten or a puppy a few
hours old will do the same thing, while an infant shrinks when
the ritirseV support iff lessened; in which cases, fear of consequen
ces is out of the question.1 Nature did.not. trust to that tardy
safeguard, but established a more, prompt weans of safety, by
giving the animal a salutary uneasiness in its. muscular frame, and
moreover endowing it with an itopulse-and. a capacity instantly
ta exert itself to remove that uneasiness. The descent in the car
o f the Montague Russe, once famous in Paris, is perfectly safe,
hist 'its effects on the state of the muscles of sdme persons,—and
the same is true ai.th&descent in a swing,—is utterly insupport
able. ' Sleep and total ‘intoxication' have both the effect of re
lating the rou9rie0i> Garrick was told. that.he had tailed to imi
tate complete drdnkenness on horseback, as bis left leg was sober,
Icsepibgv *s it did, a rigid position in the stirrup. The sleep
er ¿Wakes, and the state of his muscles is instantly changed to
that of tension; he stands, he walks, and I have already de
scribed the ehanges his muscles undergo by these operations,
and the* manner in which he alternately disturbs and restores bis
equilibrium.
The preparation of the muscles for the intended exertion,
whiob we make in our confidence in the uniformity of mechar
nicai nature, is an interesting field of observation. Our suc
cess passes unnoticed by us, but our miscalculations give us
good reason to mark them. Such mistakes, as already observed,
Originate not in preparing too much or too little force for a
known resistance, out invariably in some misapprehension of the
true nature of the resistance itself The mistake may be our
own, as when there is an unexpected step at the foot of a stair,
or a step expected but not found at the top, for the first of which
the muscles are unprepared, and for the second over prepared ;
and there is little difference in these in the shock experienced.
A vessel full of water, it may be, is often lifted by u s ; if it
chance to be empty when we believe it full as usual, we over
prepare the muscles to lift it,—we put on too much force, and it
starts up, with an unpleasant feeling, in our hands. Sometimes
our miscalculations are produced by others suddenly changing
the resistance upon which we counted. Thus a dragoon falls
forward when his enemy alertly avoids the stroke of his sabre;
he flies over his horse's head when the animal at speed suddenly
stops; when pulling a rope against an antagonist, we fall on
our back if he suddenly relaxes his hold; yet, in all these
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cases, a moment's warning of what was to happen would have
prepared the muscles to , antagonise the foroe, and none of the
three results would have taken place. Practical jokes, often
very dangerous experiments, for the most part consist in decep
tions which lead us to over or under-prepare the muscles.
W hat we hold loosely is knocked out of our hands, our nmscles
being unprepared; while slacking a rope, eluding a push} avoid
ing a blow, and many other modes of balking a powerful effort,
take advantage of our overjptwpared museles.
* *
Some animals that spring, especially of the feline species^ such
as the cat, the lion, the tiger, &c. seem topossess more power than
others over their muscles; in other words, to have a more acute
perception of their state, and the changes in them necessary tw
execute the required1movement. In them both the sense and; the
instinct are powerful. The oat falling on her feet, often tfrenr
a great height, and in such a ease of course unexpectedly^ seem*
to prepare her museles for the resistance she is to meet with on
finishing her descent, and reaps the full benefit of* the elastic
cushions which fortify her feet, on which she always lights. *
I have mentioned some failures both of the sense and of .the in*
ternal facul ty occasioned by disease. An intoxicated person isuftem
severely from the sense of disturbed equilibrium; while the-ftb
culty of restoring it, although laborious efforts ase often'mfade by
him, is greatly abridged^ Much of the muscular*power, or* «in
other words, the energy of the faculty, is gone; his tongueirefuses
its office; his eyes either will not open or well not shot; he «nlitees
his lips with his half spih glass; and can neither keep a straight
course nor reach a desired object. In palsy and St VitusV dance
the sense remains, but the motor nerves refuse to obey tlje in
ternal faculty. In palsy the limb-affected is often«, from a fake
perception of gravitation, felt to be very heavy. A a ’additional
instance to those furnished by the English Ofaum-eater, is men
tioned in the Phrenological Journal ;* a single* experiment,
for a philosophical purpose, was made by M r Madden, the tea^
veller in T urkey; and the effects of the drag, on the muscular
frame of others as well as on dria own, «are vividly described,
and are strikingly confirmatory of all I have advanced. He con
cludes—“ I made my >way hotness feat asi possible, dreading«
at every step, that I should oomrait some extravagance. In
walking, I was hardly sensible o f my Jbet touching the ground;
it seemed as if I slid along the street, impelled by some invisible
agent, and that my blood was composed of some ethereal fluid
which rendered my body lighter than air? In Mr Madden's
state, neither the resistance of the ground, nor that of gravitation,
was properly perceived by him ; which proves that we not only
• Vol. vi. page 139.
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require to be subjected to these resistances, but the faculties which,
were given us in relation to them must be in a sound condi
tion to perceive them, in order to the regulation of our muscular
movements.
The following passage, slightly varied from a paper in the
Phrenological Journal *, on the agreement between the cere
bral development of Ducrow the,noted equestrian and his wonderful powers, well illustrate» the operation of both the sense
and the internal faculty;—“ Let us consider Ducrow’s easy
and never-failing maintenance of his balance, in the critical posi
tion of standing on the back of a horse at full speed. The
more nice the perception of a changed state of the muscles,- the
more readily will their equilibrium be restored; and it is only
supposing this sensation very exquisite* and. the motor nerve
and muscles very, obedient, to eoneeivg equilibrium not only re
covered when endangered by ;great variations of gravitation,
but so steadily preserved* as never to »be lost* or even appear to
be lost. • I t requires no inconsiderable degree of the sensation
of resistance or its failure.and the, response of muscular con
tractility, for the human body to stand erect on the ground; it is
an increased degree of the quality to preserve the balanoe of
the body on a moving support, as on a oart m motion ; but when
the ever-varying aad m uscW ^haa^g forces, of which the mo
tion of ,a herse at. full, gallop is the>(»08e lo DuiQrowstanding on
the saddle* nay, of six. horsesmttonet andi the- same time* pro
duce no perceptible change on the ¡steady, easy ^ andieyen grace
ful attitudes of the rider, the. highest decree of the'ftfwi&&rtumpreservm g power is attained.7' In Ducrow, the organ for
W eight, or more correctly for the application of Mechanical
Force* is unusually laige, It. is likewise very large in a gentle
man of my acquaintance! who,, among.other.taients, possesses
that of mechanics and engineering fverj'remarkably; He assures
me that he baa great power of balancing his. body; and when
a boy, was. the wonder of his compaaioasifoiNtbt ohamoisJike
ease, and safety from wet feet, with (which he skipped about from
stone -to stone in a shallow river. ,
. The knowledge of resistance being acquired from gravitation
and impenetrability, and of force from the instinct of muscular
counter-resistance, the combined effect, probably as the result of
experience, is much more extensive than the regulation .of our
muscular movements. W e can perceive the mechanical relations
of external matter to external matter, and provide for our safety
and increase our power by taking advantage of these relations.
W e find the different relative powers of resistance, called theic
density, in different kinds of matter, and, availing ourselves of
this knowledge, and exercising another faculty, namely, Con* Vol. v. page 222.
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structiveness, which manually fashions, forms, and constructs *,
wc make tools and instruments ; hence we know and prize iron
as the most valuable of nietals, and form the axe, the chisel, the
knife, and the saw. The mechanical powers, in their rudest state,
are applied instinctively, in other words under the impulse of
the faculty in question. “ W e can scarcely,19 says Sir David
Brewster, -f- “ conceive a slate of society so rude1as to have been
entirely destitute of some of those mechanical resources which
seem to be absolutely necessary for supplying the very earliest of
our wants. In detaching a stone from the ground, and in sub
sequently raising and removing it for the purpose of erecting
(L e. constructing) a habitation, the savage could scarcely fail,
under the influence of natural instinct, to employ some means
that involved the principle of the lever.1* The other mechanical
powers would naturally offer themselves ¡to man, as hi* knowledge
advanced. S r D. Brewster, like the metaphysicians of the old
school who deal in generalities, speaks of natural instinct as direct
ing these applications of power; it'was reserved for Phrenology
to trace that instinct to a weH marked specific intellectual poweh
There can be no doubt that the1science of mechanics owes* its
'nciples, combinations, system, and'progress, to higher in tex
tual powers; but the basis of all this'will be* found *in thé
faculty under discussion; Tbe military engines o f the Cheeks
and Romans, which involved' much of compound wachhüéCy,
were used long befbre any attempt was made to explain die
simplest principles of mechanical equilibrium. Aristotle madb
some progress m tbe ¡theory of mechanic*'; but Archimedee,
who oemonstrated the laws of the equilibrium of the lever,
may be considered tbe father of that science. The seience 6ff
mechanics goes far beyond natural instinct'; i t *discovers thé
laws of equilibrium, and the laws of the morion .of solid bodies,
* of the forces by which bodies may’be made to act on* each other,
and of the moans of employing one force to overcome itaoibev:
The term mechanics has been ‘lately extended to embrace theequi.
librium of all* bodies,-Bolid, fluid, and aeriform*; and to include
dynamics, hydrodynamics, pneumatics, statiesy bydrostatids, and
hydraulics ; yet, in every step of the most complicated! mecha
nical operations,—as of the construction of the steam^enghio it
self,—the faculty under consideration is in constant requisition.

E

• The feculty for Force is not Constructiveness ; for the ablest mechani

cian is often obliged to employ more expert workmen than him self to con
struct what he suggests—fo realize hie principile in a oonttrueiian, aa patentees
aay. M'Lauchlan, the Saltcoats weaver, mentioned in the Phrenological Jour
nal, voL iL p. 415. and 431, in the energy of his perception of momentum,
engaged for yean in making experiments on the stroke of a pump, and ruined
him self by employing others to make what he invented ; and accordingly in
him the organ of W eight is large, and that of Constructiveness small,
t Edinburgh Encyclopaedia, voce Mechanics.
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Nay, that faculty is necessary to the original impulse, or turn,
as it is called, which guides mechanical genius in its specific di
rection ; and, accordingly, we find the faculty powerfully mani
fested by eminent engineers and ingenious mechanicians, and in
them, as formerly stated, the organ largely developed. The
greatest differences are observable among individuals in the de
grees of the instinct itself*—in'the perception of equilibrium, not
only in their own persons but in the relations of external ob
jects, and in the feelings thfey manifest when they see equilibrium
in danger, Or force erroneously applied. 1 stated, in another pa
per, that I once witnessed an incident in a stage-coach which ar
rested my attention, though at the* time to rlo purpose ; long after, another occurred, and it tfas on connecting the two that I
was led to think, I trüst* more beneficially, on the subject. I
promised, in the outset of this letter, to narrate the two occur-’
rences. A gentleman was making very awkward attempts to let
down the carriage window, holding the strap at least a foot
from its junction with the glass, when a very young girl, of
fended by such a misapplication of power, snatched the strap
out of his hand and impatiently said 4‘ Take it shorter.* The
other incident, which recalled that of the stagecoach, was the
interference of a lady, with something of the same impatience,—
for awkward movements in mechanics are painful, and even irri
tating, to the better endowed,—with the endeávours of a servante
to fix a tea-kettle trivet on the bar of a grate which was a little
too large for it. The lady took the trivet out of the servant's
bungling hands, and applying the poker as a lever to the hooks
of the trivet, while she used the bar as a fulcrum, in a moment en
larged them'so that they ¿held. There can be no doubt that we see
equiliorium, in external objects, as well as feel it in our own per
sons, and this vision likewise is necessary to our safety. The safest
and strongest position of external objects is in the line of the
earth's centre, or, in other words, perpendicular to its siirface.
W e instinctively place objects, which it is meant to erect from
recumbency, as nearly vertical as possible, being painfully of
fended with seeing any material variation from the perpendi
cular ; we have a visual perception of the vertical, and an in
stinctive desire to see it preserved. A paper, which was after
wards contributed to the Phrenological Journal, was read to
the Manchester Phrenological Society, on 26th Nov. 1880, by
M r Richard Edmondson,* on a function of this faculty, which
he calls w the perception (that is the visual perception) of the
* Vol. vii. page 106.—Mr Edmondson has sent to the Journal another
paper (vol. ix. p. 142,) in which he adduces additional evidence, both from
endowment and deficiency of the organ, that the power of teeing the perpendi
cular depends on the organ of W eight.
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position of objects, relative to their centre of gravity.'* This
perception some persons possess more acutely than others, so
as to be able, with :the eye a]pne, to test the perpendicular in
spires, towers, and other buildings, with the accuracy , of a
plumb-line. This is quite true, and shews that the equilibrium
of external objects is obseryed by the sense of sight, in addition to the primitive perception in our personal sense of resist
tance. That the faculty enables us to . see objects in their re
lation to gravitation and mechanical resistance, is farther proved
by the effects of its derangement in intoxication and vertigo,
when horizontals appear perpendiculars, and vice versa, as oc
curred to Miss S. L. and
^
"
»
seen a drunk man holding
he should fall from an inclined or perpendicular wall; while the
occurrence is not uncommon of the. drunkard’s conviction that
the pavement upon which he falls has risen up and struck him
on the forehead. This illusion is instructive: we learn from it
that a faculty is required for forming just notions of position in
relation to gravitation; and we farther learn that that faculty
must not be deranged, else it will mislead us. In a sound state,
it feels that the securest position for our bodies—when not lying
horizontal, which last position, itself, is only a multiplication of
vertical lines on an extended base,—is the perpendicular; as that
is the direction of the most powerful attraction. I t sees tfiat
this is also true of a tower or a wall. Whatever may be the re
lation of that perpendicular to the heavens, it is vertical to the
perception of the faculty in question; and when our own body
is the attracted object, the line of the strongest attraction must
constitute, to us, what is called up and down. Although our
position changes its relation to the heavens at the rate of 1000
miles an hour at the equator, and 560 at Edinburgh, it re
mains perpendicular, or in the line of the earth’s centre, and
therefore, to our ,feelings, never can change. There is.no up
and down absolutely m space. I t is a sensation produced by
ravitation on a sense provided for i t ; and, when, that sense is
eranged, the perceptions of up and down are no longer to be
trustee. It matters not where our heads point; if our feet, or,
more properly, the centre of gravity of our bodies, be subject,
as it must be, to gravitation in the hue of the earth’s centre, we
will have the feeling of the spot of earth we tread on being per
manently below us, and the opposite point of the heavens for
the moment, vertically above us. It puzzled the learned,
in the days of Galileo, to conceive how our opposites the an
tipodes, and we in our turn, stuck on the inverted earth’s sur
face. The witty Buchanan, tutor of James, I., wrote a long
satirical poem, in Latin hexameters, on the incredible theory;
and, with precisely the same degree of light, a young woman
VOL. i x . — x o . x l i i i .
o
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lately changed her mind about going as a colonist to Van Diemen’s Land, because she saw plainly that there she would live
with her head down and her feet up, like a fly on the ceiling ;
the world, as was shewn to her, being as routid as art apple, and
while we possess the great advantage of having our beads up,
those opposite tto>us having*, of n&ëssity, theirs the other way ;
a change which no prudent perSdfyeSp&irily'm female attire,
would think of making;
All the e n g in e e r notions* of the strength and strain of the
materials with which' he> works, ‘and their adaptation to the de
sired resistances and coütiter-rëélstanees^tiginâtwinthisfàcalty;
the carpenter uses it in every dkectioh of 1Ms ttlatfe^so does the
shipbuilder; fof<aMf she improvements by Sir'Robert Seppings
in that important art, are sktlfèl adaptnwtts and applications of
his materials to produce'resistance àtoô toottatei^resfafttice, strain
and counter-strain.
**
Finally, The distinction between the external «setose and the
internal faculty *font$ removes'thé M^ëedbnthfet Vhe convolu
tion between Sisse atfd Cbliuring cdunat btë the organ ^0f the fa
culty, because the nerve of muscular feeling is not traced into it ;
for neither is the optic* nerve traced îtotO the oigauGf Goldàring,
nor the auditory nerve into thé mgM'Of Tune ; which1organs,
respectively, these nerves neVertheiess subservé.1 My position is,
that the faculty for applying Fbreé, and for ibaihtftitnrtg equili
brium, is as' different from the setose of Resistance, às the facul
ties of Colouring and T une 1 are1 from the' senses of Sight and
Hearing, however close their dependence On these senses i and,
if wé can and do observe the degree of enflowmebt Of Colouring
and Tune* by the development of two distinct otgansV îtoW^either of which -the optic or auditory werfë is 'traced,. sé'Wé ‘may
observe the degree o f endowment* Of ttoeehdnfeaf FOTée1 by its
own organ, although the:nerVéof'Resistance fa not1traced into it.
I shall conclude this letter witii some remarks on the most
appropriate names for thé senseànd thé faculty, respectively;
for I have, as yet, rather described than named them, thinking
it advisable that their nature Should be dearly uofddéd before
they were definitively named. Dr Spurzheim, denominated his
power the faculty of Weight or Resistance, and considered it
as cognising momentum, consistency, density, ductility, soft
ness, and hardness. Nothing was changed in the notion of
resistance by any of these terms; for, including weight itself, they
are all varieties of resistance. D r Brown likewise adopted Re
sistance as the sensation of his sagaciously conjectured sense,
and concluded that the muscular frame,—which, he said truly,
Mis not merely a part of the Kving machinery of motion, but
also an organ of sense,”—is the external organ of that sense.
Under the generic term resistance Dr Brown includes hard-
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ness, softness, roughness, smoothness, liquidity, viscidity, so
lidity, be. Sir George Mackenzie's speculations an the name
are most instructive: his very uncertainties doubts and varia
tions maintain a progress towards tru th ; and when, io one of
his papers, he modestly gives up the -research as beyond his
powers, be all«des,.hi quiningiitj to- the- possibility o f the very
h y p o t h e t i c , , with powers iftr w iriw i to his, I have above
offered reasons for concluding to be the truetofte - T his process ia
Sir Gs<M|t«]Mhflb^rt9^im ^tslniripiM »iai«diesti«m ely interesting.„!l«fc foibiMtosmdioleiiPliBbeenology, p. 160, he suggeHa-,thei ipa**«,
ee^desigoating the only, im pretnm
which left. jrh h rtsl b|y>the;qpshdes, o f.weight, herdnew, &c.
In the «ainer^^hihe/lKaijwtUWi'that there may bo a faculty
which giMqii Ait),ppiwptj©qsi o f :JPOW* op-power. 2d, In an ingeniw« jwpgv floatnfcMtedfte thp;?4wwnol«^l Journal, on the
faculties exercised in playing at billiards, chess, ^and other games
of sluJlSSw^wre^M «wtensie:’s conjecture of %fa tu ity far. Fore*
bag gathered eMei^ths ^sid he ¿»much disposed to ahandoa alto
gether his(first love Rtsjsta«oe,whiobh* tmmeoualy imputes to
the sensgof Touch- ‘.'I tarAtipmseBfc’*hesays,'^wcliaed to tlfiak
that the organ «riled -thatof- W right in»y be the otganof ofm atity which gives ue thp notiw o f ^ tr e , or m ectonicaipow tfi that
which » required tu overcome rmstapee. Resistance'appesip to
be discovered but' by Vfo
o f Mich, from wWefcwe derive
all our notiops.of hardness, softness, roughness, and smoothness,
and whiriiiar»,all>of .¿»e*.«nodes of oeristawe-t- .B ut there is
something required to.overcome'resistance or balance, of whxdi
our ideas are; perfectly distinct, and’which » capable of being
compered in degree« This» I apprehend, is not momentum, or
vis in ert* , because this "is a q u dky -or property dot elicited or
known,until a body: is. seS in motion- W hat I .look for ia that
which produces-o<? prevents motion. . I t is not reactance itself
which overeop** resistance, because a body at rest is capable of
resistiqg without exertion bring made, Force is the only word
that occurs to me at present, for expressing the function of the
faculty-1 suppose to exist, and -I must distinguish the special
• V riL & p . 211.
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+ This error, mainly prevented Sir George Mackenzie from clearly seeing
¿U the truth. I may here take occasfdn to remark, that the same error has
probably retarded fbr many years the realization of the benevolent project
o f a tangible aktufoet for the B lin d Characters nfeed above the level of
the paper, are held to be addressed to their sens? of lTouch* In truth they
are addressed to their sense or Resistance, and affect the muscles of their
fingers, while no appeal is made to their proper surface sensations o f Touch.
T his last would be done by a judicious disposal o f points and edges, to picque,
though not to pain or wound, the fingers; and thus two means, Instead of one,
o f distinguishing characters, would he enjoyed by them. As one application
of the doctrine of this letter, I hope at a future time to offer you some views
on this curious and interesting subject.
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nature of the force I have in view, to be, 1 *1, that derived from
muscular exertion, that which we can produce by will.. T he
discovery that, to a certain extent, we have the power to over
come mechanical resistance, maybe called instinctive; but still the
cohsciousness of this power must be derived from the interven
tion of a power of the cerebrum. The-notion of muscular power
is abstracty i. e. we know it, though we are not exerting it. 2 d,
I refer the knowledge of ftrfce jirodtioed fromother sources, such
aathe farce produced by expanrion, as in the 1examples of steam,
the inflammation of gunpowder, and the force of gravitation
and attraction, to the same faculty. * W e see no causes producing
such forces; wo are quite ignorant of the riatufe of that which
produces will, and of the manner in which WiM 'produces mus
cular exertion. W e know not How the expansive force is brought
into action ;f we only know thfe fact; that its production follows
certain conditions into which matter mAy be brought. W e knoW
nothing of the causes of attractive forces, or what? it is that causes
weight or gravitation. On the whole, 1 am indutiedto consider
that there is a faculty which takes cognizance of /ore* generally,
and I think that this may be what M r Simpson Whs in search of
when he made his ingenious speculations on the organ Of Weight,
and that this organ may be that of the faculty of Force.” a The
notion of resistance appears to be necessary to us/ We'krfow,
from experience, that a billiard-ball has something in it that re
sists, and we cannot make it move merely by willing' it to change
its position; we apply force to remove it. R e s is t a n c e a n d
FORCE APPEAR, THRREFORE, TO RE DIFFERENT THINGS, EACH
REQUIRING A SEPARATE FACULTY BY WHICH WE ARB ENABLED
to e s t im a t e t h e m .
Motion is a fact learned through the

medium of our senses; and experience tells us that motion is the
effect of force applied. We farther learn that force is communi
cated by motion; and perhaps we may say, that motion is force
in action, after having overcome resistance. I now begin to be
sensible that my powers will not enable me to carry on this ana
lysis farther, and I must leave my ideas of resistance and fbrce
being cognisable b y t w o d i s t i n c t f a c u l t i e s , to the considera
tion of our highly gifted phrenologists.1’* I t will be observed
that Sir George Mackenzie has again taken Resistance into fa
vour, and forined the happy conjecture of the possibility of there
being two faculties concerned in the phenomena of motion and
equilibrium; in short, of the very truth which I am now offer
ing to your consideration as demonstrable. 3d, In a subsequent
cottmuriication'f’, Resistance is once more at a discount, though
* The words in the above page distinguished by capitals were not so mark
ed by Sir G. M .; for he was not sufficiently assured of the truth, at which
he had nevertheless arrived, to be so emphatic.
t Phren. Journ. voL iv. p. 364*
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still admitted as playing a subordinate part. “ On farther reflec
tion/ 1 he says, u I am satisfied that resistance is too narrow an ex
pression yet for the perception in question, although resistance
must be included in any more extensive term, just as weight is
included in resistance. In a former communication, I stated
some reasons for thinking that the more general perception in
question is fo rc e ; I now offer you some farther considerations
in support of that conclusion.11 Referring to the.paper itself for
the statement at length, I will endeavour tpgive ibe substance
pf Sir G. M.’s argument. Every knowing faculty, he thinks,
cognises something constant and invariable m nature,-—as space,
time, order, number, light, sound. Resistance, weight, equi
librium, are not constant, but force is *. Motion is the effect of
force overcoming resistance; it is the sensible exhibition of the
effect of force. But we find all nature in motion; no body is at
pest except relatively to other bodies. Force is in constant ope
ration ; different forces always acting keep the planets in their
orbits. Force may be estimated by Causality, but Causality would
never of itself cognise force, more than it would light or sound.
Equilibrium is the harmony of forces, just as concord is the har
mony of sounds. In equilibrium, forces are combined with, re
sistance in such a manner as to be equally divided around i t
“ Being thus an effect,11 says Sir G. Mackenzie, “ arising out of
combined causes^ and discovered .to us after we acquire a know
ledge of force tmd resistance, the perception of equilibrium ap
pears to me a subordinate function. I give up my notion that,
resistance is cognisable by a distinct faculty. I t is not peculiar
to the sense of touch, for we know resistance by seeing its effect#
as well as by feeling them. I now consider it as subordinate,
and including various qualities of matter, as will be seen in the
following arrangement;—
P rim ary Function,

Force in General.

“ FACULTY OF FORCE.
Subordinate Functions.

Gravitation
Resistance, including
W eight,
Equilibrium,

Expansion,
Contraction,
Buoyancy,
Projection,
Attraction,
Repulsion,
In all these F oxes is the Index.”

Adhesion, Friction,
Elasticity, Density,
Hardness, »Soilness,
Roughness, Smooth
ness.
These are degrees of re
sistance ; wad each is
subdivisible into de
grees ; and indeed
tney may be consider
ed as degrees of each
other.

i

The above process of metaphysical thinking is most in* W ith due deference to Sir George Mackenzie, I am inclined to think that

U s doctrine of constant force without constant resistance, is an error, if not a
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structure. Sir George Mackenzie repeatedly approaches the
truth, and again flies off frbm it, misled hy a defect m his know
ledge. First, he considers resistance «dime to-be-the quality
cognised. 'Next, he conjectima f la t it i» possible there may be
distinct faculties fo r 1 the' osgtiisanee of «cfaiitahcé 4bid force.
Then ranstanee ;is>ttoflrivad>esti«ely uf'Tte'fcdnoarwas-a primi
tive function, nay, with it the.idéa of ftuoiifajsuMes-iB dismissed,
and force remains .the td e e m a tM ptitnitivefontftidn. Yet the
process of reasoning by which «his eoncitJBibn 'W'cbme't» is, to
my mind, the dearest demonstrationof the aotu&l 4rftth, namely,
not that force is thè sde foliotions I»u4>thiMr resittaiqre and force
areoorexietent but (hstihct^feCfs ef'begaitfou, eéèh requiring,
In order toreegtaltien, Wettra-ptMrcrçi they
viiry conditions
which, as Sir Geofge Mackmizte'mys* wbrivedmlriwed, pfoduce
equilibrium, the equilibrium. uf<thii ptaftetavy systeW'iteelf. Sir
Or. M.’s gradual depredatièndfraristiittCejJWithnhëër two qucdms
which bring it to a-higher quotation ©ntyte droop àgaid and finally
to fall, is evidently the result'of Ms haring iong itapufeA it to the
sense ofToueh: his UWtt1sagacity, for he 1was rthtthenawatle of Sir
Charles Bell's nerve of museuhtr sebtttiuBj'diaëhVëtiedl that this
was an error; and, finding that' fodstànce'is‘fiM'tiognikéd-by
Touch, and apparently1being unHWafdofuhy Other fortilty for it,
he dfamissedit altogether as the dbjefct’of a pribritivè* ftwbtion.
I fed assumed that'-if1Sir' George1Marfcenme riiifflàbknéNtledge
tite sertseconieCtUred by Dr'ThotnaslM oi«!*ahd pftvided'with
a'nerve by Sir Charles BeU, he Must recan resifetahce'to hre'fa
vour as the only conceivable sensation of that seryse. . Whether
affected- by impulse or pressure, the sense cognises resistance
alone. Impulse is unly touddeuprassuie; an object in- motion may
impinge upon my body, or my hddy'in motion ;thay, a$ ih, a fall,
impinge upon a resisting body, at rest The. sense, would never
hate given us the notion of forpe, -or of- any thing beyond the
sensation of a pressure o ra Wow, excepf fbe negative ,pf pressure^ namely, Us removal, w h é p ,^ presépçé,!,waa pécçspaiy .’for
support.
- ■l- . , •!! tjiij ■*n.- ■h. . •
But we have the notion of force, and wher^ do yre p^tain it ?
Not from motion, fur motion wqititinpvef SMgg(%)U.oiy,n origin.
Not even from the pnemuee,or. impulse .«fjionerexternal .object
upon another followed by motion, for wé neitlfer see nor feel their
connection. But we hove a clear ngtîon bf tlid forcerçe our
selves can create and originate.by tjbe contractioo-of1, owr.own
solecism. I f force be constant, so netèesarflj ttriist redstance, otherwise force
were a superfluity. Force, never tptaljy overcomes resistance. I $ is enough
to say that a billiard ball or a planet oilers its density to the indving force,
to conclude that its re8istence,.tno^igb to a certain extent ttvçréome, is as con
stant as the force that moves t L Force fend resisbulcè die co-relative and co
existent qualities; and, if there he a power to cognise each, Sir George
Mackenzie’s condition of constancy mutt be fulfilled in both. In truth, Si*
George’s argument assumes the very point he denies.
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muscles. W e c«n push, squeeze, strike, and draw, and motion
and caoseqiMDt. abang* instantly follow the effort Experience
teaches us that theroaraextmmal forces, which can push, squeeze,
strike aBd^raw,iand,we seemotion follow; hut our own muscu
lar power, I , humhly think* i.ist.the origin of all «ur notions of
force ,ag a causeuf metioft, oras*cduaterrcesUtaoeeito resistance.
W e instiuetixely apply.it to kacpiw r balance when sensation
informs us that:thatoperat«paiisrBees8sary. The operation itself
is an actaffom etfpr we-.arectxisrious of the energetic cause as
weU asufitaefiaob..-Jtesistanf** then, being a mare sensation,
and force a poaitu^aet, they cannot be results of the same power
or faculty ¡ the ,«nei requirw nq «K>re than an. external passive
sense, .whjle-fthOiUtheir teqitireei an. iinternal .active faculty. *. I
would ^¿FafoteihurnWy propose\taigw e toc&e.scnse-r-whiah is
a *ixtk in onp ct>n8tit«ii(ai-^rtb41n*we of. the Senas os R esist ano« , . end do. the '*nten)al>i'aeulty!ithat>'Of< the F acubty or
F o# ce, . ,A9.,a towUtry»-! would, conclude that E ouimbbiou ,
which I have lutherto-ernweousty held to be a qualify cognised
by a. special,faculty, is,nothing .mpse ti»an.a.4afe, the state of
halaueeibeheeeu foroe and resistance- I t is essentially rest;
while the djstMrhwwia fif that betapaa ¡poduqes M ona».
Thaaaalflgftiita wbhhI.f«r«erjy alluded,^, between the connet^cthcfi the,sensedResistance with the.faculty of Force, and
the. eouneciwn of thoisestsa o f Sight with the faculty of Colour
ing, or,of. ¿by toftto of, Hearing frith .the faculty of Tune, appear«,to.ms tp.he.cqrrnct; ¡and it is* valuable analogy for my
* I request very [¡articular1attention to the above reasoning; for it has
bean stated tem tia s a difficulty, that as there must be /dree exerted to prow d i*sist«w e*re inseparable, in -other woodsy identical,
and therefore do not require .separate faculties. tyojv, in deajipg yrith the
sense, I have considered/and could only consider, the impression we receive,
not the souse df it. However produced, rettstdnefe Is the bole impression which
an- e<lfff>et «object toakea uton our passive sense. . I t ntatfcera not to this
that the, o t^ cg ^ h e i^'a splid rock pr. w pteV t-is, exerting fonpe, in . the dir
vulsion of its particles, in 6raer to resist u s; for we do not cognise this
force by th e impressions we'receive from it, more than we cognise a red and
solid rose from sm ell alone; and we should never, but for our own muscular
exertfans (far which W
faculty, is indispepfsble), gain the idea of force,
as exerted by the rock or the water, J adirnL ana even have assumed, that
force and resistance are inseparable, but aeny that, relatively to our powers
o f cognition, they era'identical. ' Thi* cbAchkshmie not affected by the add!iw fep en tot*ik u tlv.U iat w n w iiiF feiix*******fare*(an d they
do so in their very
in c^de^: tjo feel ,f^istance from the rock or the
water; for even after making that exertion, or‘by mere vis inertia causing
the counter retflbtthcfe,’ tfe get no more fnim the todi than a passive sensa
tion. For this sensation there is a nerve, but there is another nerve to obey
our w ill, when ire ourselves apply force either to balance or overcome reafetauefe The relation is necessarily bilateral. That resistance is all that
we feel, whatever produces Resistance, or whatever, in consequence of that
feeling, we do, is the concurring opinion o f Dr Brown, of Dr Spurzheim, and
substantially of Sir Charles B ell. It was Sir G. Mackenzie's belief, and I feel
assured will be so again.
f Vol. iv. 283.
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purpose. Sight and Hearing are mere passive sensations of light
and sound ; so that, without faculties distinct from» but re*
lated to» these senses, respectively, we should never have acquired
a knowledge of colours and . music. . So i t « with the sense of
Resistance aod .the faculty of» Force ;i the sense of Resistance
would not hatie<gftven « » ifcbe,knowledgeof fiaren When t
claimed for th^ iw ^ity o i Foseen as itil* proposed momtijo ball it, an
organ in. the brain, analogous! to,those for.Colouring and Tune,
and removed ?the/objection that die .nerve oí the sense of Re
sistance is not traced into thfe (convolution of braifi ¿Hotted to
Force, by answering^fthat/neither á a .tiie 'opSic tnerve traced
into theorgan of Colouring, norithe auditory nerve into the or
gan. of Tune, which faculties of Colouring and Tune have
nevertheless organs demonstrated, to aocompany their respec
tive manifestations^ I observed that u the'set) sea of Seeing and
Hearing minister to the faculties erf Colouring and Tune ; but
these last facilities work up higher the raw materials of light
and sound, into all the combinations of tints, melodies and har
monies ; so may, and probably so does, this new sense of Re
sistance minister to a higher faculty, which can.eomhibe forces,
and estimate their harmonies ill complicated equilibrium. But
we must crave time both to observe and tbinkipn this difficult
subject, for .Hit yet only ahypotbemstKata« sense a^dia.higher
faculty both exist.” I mustleave it to you and muriphifciBophi~
cal readers to form your own judgment as to/wnat- advaociMias
now been made on the above conjecture of 1827 1 and whether
what was then a hypothesis is or is not now nearer to a demon
stration,—viz. that there exist in man and all living animals a
Sense foe M echanical R esistance w ith its nerve , and
A FACULTY FOR FORCE WITH ITS ORGAN ; THAT ORGAN IN MAN
HAVING ITS LOCALITY IMMEDIATELY ABOVE THE ORBITAR
PLATE, BETWEEN THE ORGAN8 OF S lZ E AMD COLOURING.---- 1
am &c.
J ames S implon.

A R T IC L E II.
ANNALS OF PHRENOLOGY, Nos. I.& It. Boston: Marsh, Capen, A
Lyon. 1833 A 1834.
T h e design of the conductors of the American A ntals o f
Phrenology, is to publish “ articles from the Edinburgh, Paris,
and London phrenological journals, and such papers as may be
selected and approved by the Boston Phrenological Society.”
Each number is to contain 128 octavo pages, with such engra
vings as the subjects introduced may require. “ Since the visit
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of Dr Spurzheim to this country,” it is said, “ the science of
Phrenology has assumed an interesting aspect, and intelligent
men of every class have become engaged in the investigation of
itr This Journal 4s proposed »with « 'view to facilitate free and
general, iaquiry’hite the truths fend object» of 1Phtfenology, and
to ascertain ito ¿Matings'Upon •'the ’physical* moral, and intellec
tual condition of Iman**'-:'The -first »nufober appeared in October
1883» and <ihe «efcoaditrSemeaiber 1384*
T he remaining
numbers of theflrdt' vohnme^nowerterv Will 'be published before
January 1885. '•T h e cause» of delay, herdtofore, have been Un
avoidable, but they aienow entirely rdbioved;” '*•
Two-thirds o f the dust number are odcubfed ’by an article
from the pen o f Dc Caldwhll^ «Btsded^ Phrenology Vindicat
ed, in remark» on- Article III» o fth e Ju ly number, 1888, of the
North American Review, headed Phrefeolbgy^ I t J is in Dr
CaldwelPs usual vigorous style, and, as we formerly remarked,
utterly annihilates the reviewer; Having ourselves (Vd. V III.
No. 40,) replied to that antiphrenologieal writer, we think it oAnecessary to give a detailed view of the line of argument adopt
ed by Dr Caldwell. It will be enough to advert to a few of the
more prominent topics discussed, particularly those which our
limits did not permit us formerly to notice, and those which
bear upon phrenological» doctrines important in themselves with
out any reference to the present controversy.
D r Caldwell treats the reviewer with unsparing severity : to no
other treatment, in» his opinion, can there be the slightest claim.
“ As one of hs lightest faults,” says he, “ the article is wanting
in that respectful observance, which should mark tiot only the
intercourse o f polished minds, but every form of intercourse in
which either letters or science are concerned. Comparatively
trivial as this omission may be thought, it is not destitute of
weight and influence. An entire absence of good nature and
good breeding in such a case,—for both are involved in it,——is
always disagreeable, and not unfrequently a source of mischief.
I t awakens fresh feelings not friendly to impartial inquiries, pro
duces usually a return of discourtesy, and, by strengthening
prejudices and jealousies already existing, tends to perpetuate
disagreements, prevent the co-operation of minds in a common
cause, and thus retard the progress of knowledge.
“ But the article possesses other characteristics much more ob
jectionable. I t possesses, indeed, but few that are free from ob
jections. W e dislike its whole tone, taste, temper, order, spirit,
and, in fact, all its qualities, except its errors, want o f strength,
and inconclusiveness. Our reason for not disliking these, is, that
they render the paper harmless, in its attack on a science we have
long delighted in, and which we believe to be founded in truth,
ana destined to be highly beneficial to man. We further dislike
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the production, because the arts «od devices of the witling, and
the cavilling sciolist, mingled with.tbe«fííit o í .üievpvetender to
orifthodoicyi, /too often /utauipclbei pUqetini it^iorhinb vitghhtoile oc
cupied ibs tbe^iactaaiid áifju tocrtsl Df)lhfòdsqarientidi»ittquirer.
Above ^íwe^Ubi^¿<ocDiiaicpOitii^lb£> therddbefHlhied fearit; of
faisificationjatKioblòqny which >pervada it* ita an iflXJteÉt tuiat has
scarcely'h parallel^ > ' ■
. •• n/-. .
There a*r same printed lranratbs on llteriteurt& y ¿-of endea
vouring, attkààtm & ofdm ^ to stmbglQShmnole^y bpfalsehood
and .abuse. 4‘ I f Phrenology her doomed tcbextsadtiim (which we
deem as improbable iaK)íbablhoiuní/wiUpetitígmdfi>aD l¡iispath)
the Work»mpet £eiefòdtto| lory«other umariis» i ■Mbrjpbesetotation,
denunciation* and átl thè áhufflirig devices ofi linfairaess, od the
parM f its adverwKies^ haveubsdi thpir.tinted and Juuve.&iled to
perform their aUotteditaski >Tlv^imust.thmeim».t^ase, and ob
servation, inquiry, and argument >be£¿nL< Byisitch means only
can truth be elicited, ta whatever, ¿ d e o f the controversy it may
incline. And though i t . would astonish qs greatly yrqre it to
declare atainst Phrenology; ^éi,nff thè cotitèst bè thus to ter
minate, tne sooner the bétíer: ‘ Phrenologists até' labouring for
the attainment of troth, and Will delimit to give in exchange for
it their mo^t cherished hypbthedés.' ! TKéV tnéràfore fnyi,te their
Opponents to state 1frankly tfreir dhjféttìbhs tó thesdienqe, áb f¿rvité thenú thqrboVei-, ítí rr}àkè‘theft statement^gràvelÿ afnd ¿ourtepusly, like phHbkjphers atid ipen ¿/f-breeding ; not rudely
ènd sneéringlyj lik ^ 'coarse1,jesters, and òharlatans ih Spence.
Should i t bp mad£ to appear, fn'ttye coferrsebf oar inquiry» that
thè author gf thé’artïèle'belongs ÌQ'tìié latterJdkss,’ trie îadlt is
his oWn. Nor WjlfthpfÿuUHë, kfetiüst,afta¿h ány Maine tb us,
shoiild we openly ek^ejse tfr'thénfpo máhy audsuch gròss viola
tions o f truth r a k b paipèr às^to dystroÿ entirely Ms credibility
as a writer/*' ’ * '
" V M ! ,,,: 1 1 ' ' ' /'* ; ' ; *
D r C a lc e li ^ccordin^lÿ bÿs dpèh in à tùastterly marmar the
batetaced ínisrepcesétiiátións atyd' Fafeehôods to which1the review
er isso fond or resorting. ' O f tM$ portion of thè article^ \vë have
room for oMy 4 ibbrt specijfcnen. ‘
we fear,

.
„ , ______r _jr____
Sntletriaifi
e; strength of a ’mental fecWty is id prdportion to^the develop1

meht ofitsoVgan,’W’isays,—r:' 'i;' " ' '
11
!' u ‘ The phrehofoMchi wrtteWiheidsdves kdtoit the Statement
not to be correct, wnien they dedarb, fn the difee of any'particu
lar organ, that the surrounding organs may be so much devel
oped (we use the orthodox phrase) that this organ, though ab-
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soluiely projecting, matyin a, mechanical raise (another orthodox
term) b e d rp rri^ d i‘ j<£p.eKl,iB& *
.i*
'*, ■
“ WeiifcKithe'fcuthor, whatjphr^odo^cBlivvidtQrsiiaviOXiulde t h e
declaration hereigpqted! totb*m<?;acd weaffiert, itt aelflreply,
that, aaiidraistate^ noia/kWijgfiPB^ plireDokgirit efreDmade jt, nor
ever will, because it rfs iselflnonUr*diomry/apd iotodofaefli an iw tp o s*
sttrilitym An organ a t the same time ‘ projectiiigPiand] ‘unviohimk*
caliy 'de|)r€!iSed^T^aidva^iw ed taw ^ y ^ ^ ^ r^ tiv a b n g d n jrard lv l
as weWmayiit beTep^sfem pd'a^ at <enee^ rotraduitithtriangular
— hot and cold«****! exigence •land ^sd of»iti‘i CTrue, jui ¡argon
may peqjieet>oii)xei|eh:acextamidiitcb<ie^ihiinitdsdot^and«titt^bh
xdativeiy dopeA ed ; (because 'its yibighbblkriiig Joigan*;<'being
largely developed* may p ro ^ c t bdyond itJ) Bufci that «k1not whale
phrenologists mean by'the.plrojoodoir/of! an>cvgaii< - T o firofeel
in iheitruei phBSDdl^peai »«amseethe ofeganimkist bejitomineitf,
not sunkem «But flue whwtednatteriiajonljyi) v*. i/in
tfefe Wneni^-J \

a
p h r# ijo lw , by «prosentn^gjit^s inconsistent, -^th .itfelr, and, up worthy, pf belief, . f t
is thus perpetually,Antvphrenpjpflis^s peyer pss^U the science
as it ii, put they m&rej^esent it, , £hey construct a, disjointed
and ifpehiei|abn,c 1 olf ^¿.pw A b dpXf^fci
¿ ^ d e m o lis h ft
and prqpl^ijp, yicU^ry^ s W e haye, never, w jtn^ed .$n. attach pu
the geip^eFhri?ft^
jG^dUtfd S p q r z l i e n p , . r p a p o a i?
plain. i/Wljien vj^wed, ap.^, fxapflned, m , it# ^ye^/cp^ractprp, it is
perceived to*be, .proof agaqpsfc asfagh* No eifemy, therefore, ven
tures to raolesfi.t ..We should, rather .say, that,'wbpn seen in
its real symmetry, ptrengtn, and, beauty, it.fyw no enemy. .All
tho$e wh<f have beep. supb, becopifl ifs frjends^ W e .defy itp
oppopeptj to adduce a. single .instance in ^ n je p JJthas been at-,
tacked, ,withput‘haying ,heent,at the same time, falsely spoken, of.
Hepc^i i^o one. who ha^ studied U, thoroughly* #nd fully, compre
hended it, has ever failed to become a proselyte to it., fiqjr can
an example qf pppst^y from it be cited.
“ Tne, chief .pjafpn ¡yhy, the public are opposed
¡phrenology
is, that they afe nrac|8 peguainted qnly wxth, the ?hrepolpgy of
the newspapers and other periodicals of the cpuntry? and pf com
mon rpmpuf* w h i c l i , , t h e absurd/de^ attached }° U> j? tperedible and ¿rialcuiqps” , (A chief device pf the epenjj^s p f‘the science if thuf ,jp^disjort jit ip ¡all its features, apd thfp proclaim it
incongruouRapd.nnfpund^a., . F f o n j i , . ^ ^ h a s ftrisqn
much ot their temporary success in jetardjpg it#,progress. .JLft
it be correctly e^ppundpd apd eom prebend^. and it must soon
become,the cr^ed in mental philosophy; pf the whole enlightened
portion of the community.
t
,
w One unqualified falsehood more, (though we could specify
dozens of them), and adieu to that part of tne discussion.
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u< We remember one learned gentleman, who, in the warmth of
his zeal, declared that he ‘ was conscious that he studied meta^
physics with one parti of Us héàd, afidertjoyed poetry and light
rea|ihigw iththeother.1,, P . ,?6 .
•“ •This is as poskive a departure from trashy as the history of
fiotjotv oan< furnish« - Nor do we (consider it accidental. Our
chanty is not so flexibb and'aocommodatiag« We sore compell
ed to «believe it a premeditated ^fabrication, intended for mis
chief.
,
. " •
»
“ The 1 learned gentleman’ referred to in the eatréét is inti
mately known to tisi So are his vièws and discussions on Phre
nology. And yre assert positively, 'on authority which cannot
be held doubtful, that heriever made the remark here'ascribed
to bun* H e has 8â*id, and. is prejiared to repeat, thaç when en
gaged in iptense intellectual laooor, he is conJckms that Ate brain
is in action, and that the part immediately ewerciocd is that
which lies in front* Farther than this, he has never gone in
discussing the subject. Should the correspondent of the North
American be dissatisfied with these remarks, he is invited to
name the ‘ learned gentleman’ he has alluded to, and he will receive from himself a similar statement, accompanied probably by
a sterner rebuke than any contained in this paper, for the nu
merous violations of truth he has been guilty of. W e 9ay again,
that there are many other palpable misrepresentations in the
paper before us, to some of which it may possibly be requisite
for us to refer hereafter.
“ W e may observe, that, apart from his direct and open falsifi
cations, the author of the article is inaccurate in many of his
statements ; we might almost have said, in all of them. A pa
per so replete with faults of this description, interwoven with a
sort of snuffling sophistry, we have rarely, if ever* before per
used.”
The reviewer stateshis belief, “ that the evidence in favour of
the fact, that the human brain does not increase in size after
die age of-seven, is stronger than we have seen adduced lor any
phrenological fact whatever.” On this Dr Caldwell rem arks:—
“ T o be convinced of his inaccuracy, in the present instance,
the writer has only to provide himself with a piece of tape
or riband, select promiscuously fifty boys *of seven,’ and an
equal number of full-grown men in the same way, measure
their beads, and note the result. Unless he be proof against the
evidence of sense, this will satisfy him. H e will find the adult
heads much the largest. Nor is there, in Boston, a hatter’s boy
of the age 1 of seven’ who cannot profitably instruct the writer
for the North American, on this point—notwithstanding the
measurements he says he has taken with M r Combe’s craniometer. The boy will assure him, on the ground of daily obser-
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vation and experience, that his own head is not as large as that of
his master, or of other gentlemen to whom he selk hats. • I Tasked
for the reason >o£ his'belief,he wiiLrcply, that*tÿe»«towns oThats
which fit full grown men, are ‘«loofcig' for<him**+andithat/‘b o is
pertain of this^boirrawn he fans *itriec}jfli«ro
■i ^ ^ . i
44 F urtheiv should the suiter evep>make4 vojiageitd Loodnoi o r
Paris, he may therei«oeiive>:addkfoiml
the feamb
effect. L e t irim, indhose plaee^ /m it the 1great bat factories,
many of which have been carried on in the same buildings for toeriturieS. .He will there team, that, without? eyen »an?acquaintance
with the.tesm-£hrenoilogyrvthe snami&oturei», or itbeir employe
era, have finir* general, and Matinee iq easures for •thei crowds! oé>
hats. Of these, the •smallest ¿s forbc^s tinder twelve ycèrt oi
age ; the next for servautsandjonoliiiaby idaydabonirera ; a target*
size for formers.a*d eonunot, mechanics ^ arid the (largest of att,
for the mo»jttuIHv0teiéÊndi intdierfiad rtai&jy isuclvas profes*
sional msn generally* audboray mechfanidana and ^astists of *high
standing^legisfaytms^iaod« ministers
((¿And* !he^ wül ftwther leant, tnat such has bren^rh^arfatogemeBtyin- tbosefoctories, almost time dtri«f Icnind. . On. this we.' ifaake Mo commenté
Every intelligent reader, can drate j fiobi; & the i proper inference.
W e merely stafo the;fact, rind vouch for its.truUxi Once.more.
“ Mere hatter's measure. does not determine the mitire magni
tude of the brain. ,It onlv gives its extent m one direction^
horizontally. I t does*nothing toward aaaortahuog the depth of
it perpendicularly—we mean from its base to-its .arch or top.
One man may require a larger hat than another* and yet have
a smaller brain, on account of the greater deprem onof the top
of his head. The Carib furnishes a>striking «xempHfieadbo.of
this. The same is true* to a certain extent, in boys, the upper
portion of whose brain is not yet developed. T hat development
does not take place until the period of puberty, when tne re?
fleeting and the moral-organs attain their growth, and the youth
becomes a being of morality and reason in a much higher de
gree than he was before. Even after the brain has ceased U>
enlarge horizontally, then, it continues to grow in the other di
rection. Though the hoy, when thirteen, therefore, should re
quire as large a liât as he does when be is a man of twenty-five,
it does not follow that his whole bead and brain must be as
larger—nor are they.
44 There is stifl another reason, why the boy^ before puberty,
and even for several years afterwards, is not so mature 4md vi
gorous, in his moral and reflecting faculties, as he becomes at a
later period. The organs of those faculties, though of full size,
* “ We are not confident that there are four sizes of hat-crowns, kept in the
large London and Paris factories. But we are certain that there are three>
and that crowns for boys and servants are the smallest.”
7
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are-not y e t complete in tbeir structure and tone—they are not
tfadbashw perfectly d r g w k i& fe k '■ThthylbrOgfey -is' not pereeptibfe—-or in bnt'R dery <sligW dtgretsi ' <'Ttoeyis-ephlpy and im
mature. Nor do-rireyi toetowfe.^VrtiY ¡ripkiuhtlL the prime of
manhood; wbeni, lifce m e masole8'aoa otber t>Art»of rife tystem,
they •hare /attained aUi-tbepcffcetlori i of ■Wh>rh' they ;#rd wusceptihlei iTZhenvaCdvri»* jbfforei rieos thtedirnd o p e tn ie ittitfll vi
gour ; predselya* mnstularpoMfertothttfeett1it» heigtt&iiolti the
easeof each? lUB<t8t6riis;dlh> sathe»1'ttotlPYbetntrsljteSiiittll the
bnaasihad iieenf)pririi(ieiriy ifti^ ti* e ^ aRdrieWrtphrittiv^yCoeffi
cient. This is common sense'; ItbfcfefltoirfotwWttRlWy; a^d> intsUigiMa toeveirii anal' i©or| atghoris ebteeridtt wiitidwlthyoff
spring bS ignorantce; loimprejudifcei'orl bdm ff< Swd'kwrB'wilt be
h e re a re taedbcw on ttf'thtwoitoU*1''1 '■• ' •'■'>•
:
D r Cald«reU;‘Sri ireply to tharttstesbof 411 tbetttate' aigtaffents
against Fhrewdogyy tbit'the'tfcbtee df'tbe skuH'tfteiHJttferdllel,
offers to refer- the <m atter tio 'the tfeW df SXperiroeW, the^ kblest
arbiter in -the settlecneqt1of 'cOiittwttrBteeJ • H e ’W lvileS'ihe' reviewier to th e following trlad-ofiti'1' ' . ip. ' " ' •' •
' t<>
■ ** L et him take twenty, Ar w euatu bo mired skulls,1of different
figtanfrandthmensnfeSf.ohdmake'in theCtwHyof each d1Wax or
plaster castvhy filling It With either Of'those 'materials fa'& pro
per-state of preparation.- ■T h at these''¿MW will be precisely similar, ini«iari and f i g u r e ^ to the brrinsw hiclrihd skulk» respec
tively eontafafedjwdl not bo denied/ N te will they b e ' less si
milar, m ttos« poteri^ to the/ ¿knife in' which1they' were made.
In evidence;of -this, a. practbfcd'eye, or eketi'briW M l rhbch ex
perienced in such eiamination*; can immediately rHdfetltfe the
sluill whirh served aS the mould-Of each eatet;*'1 Oli llrii'eftperiment, which w ethiak a fair ones we are Willing Wo hazard the
iasne-ef the whole controversy!: -Or, 'f firb S :cobS!dei*ed ildfair
by the writer, let him say hi what respect; and' We1\riH ■propose
another-ntddr of-demfifin. " i t is odr wish 'that1the question be
Settled; W e sbali only add; th at'it feitoh long since We ¿¡fenced
the cairibdB a noted anli-phlfenuib^tst by'this expferitheW^-we
mean bis cavils oo the pbint we ahe coh«(fering.n' : * T he fellotring very remarkable. case isifltrodueed by D r
Caldwell, to illustrate the acffonof the'(Wain dbrftrgthe pdrrbrtnanoe of the m ental functions. 'T he case, he mentions, is re
ported by D r Pierquin, a s having1failed under'his'notice in
one of the hospitals of Montpelier, in the year 1831.
w Tbesobjeetofiit was a female, at the agfedf tWtfrrfjMfik’ who
had lost a large portioaof her scrip, sltuik-botte, and dura tnater,
in- a neglected attack of lues Yenerea. A. corresponding portion
“ • This ¡».particularly the case in relation tojjl striking skulls—«11 that are
remarkable, we mean, n r either size or form. The casts made in them can
be recognised as iar as they can be distinctly seen.”
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of her brain was. conseq uently. , bftrew and .aubiacf) .ito inspection.
W hen j s b f t i w a e « ¿ A m d l w & v b r ' itaamaj mndanfesfr
and lay w^Wp.itheottyiiu®., . n<WbdB i¡herisfesptwdsi'iiiipe^fetf,’
and shewafli Agitetfld ■bjf<liyift|ie, -hflivbrti nrietnA ,
protruded
without tfcto tcaniunpyiM toi^'.a^nai kthnidi* foriKwfidedmMj
reported.as a«fch<lfey be|aelii</the i prptntoi&i hras. ctmsMfeifaMeh
and wberi shot tjas Ipfirfectly awf&^iesptcMUyl if .eHgagbd iitafc*
tive thougbtioflsprighlilyice*tewa^aniirt.'wa8 still greater. N<h>
did tbftpiWtmflkm.'eotiittfn jerks* wrnatiag'.wiftb rebassitas,as
if cauaeu-^•d^fjunpb4ap«‘)Wilh^ArtidmliUiN^H'J!t nibiMwd
steady* wbi»«eovlrrSstkinlM*td"-xi■>- >u.nvi:<-»-r •
W e have, never seeO!a strortger proof than-this*/that tWfbtiea
of the citvwlaliop in, tihd bnsip iS.iqcfqased oftsfaanBshhd aocm>
ding to the activity or qui&dcktoe/of the. mental fwhihieS. • h
pointedly, confirms ,the dodkriue*f. UhlnfHnbech,thrit during
sleep, the quantity of- bfopd- tcM ito.thethfjuAbJeastbSn in.the
wakeful, :*taAc 4. being strictly analogous..to •.S least) .which fell
undeflthe.pensoijfl observation « f .that (physiologist*! of akving
person whose “ brain sank wheOetvebba wai/aalbdp, and> swelled
again with, blood the, mmaSnt. be. awoke.*” /.The fallowing case,
reported by Sir Aatlay COopSr, i» ,not less striking, and ¡valuable;
I t is thajt .of: ayooqgignntieqiahiwhohad ipstfla p 6r.tkm of. hif
skuVijifat,i*^vfe,theeyo:br<m<li ‘fiOl' examining-the head*" says
Sir Aftlcy» « I disthWtly- sSwthet puls«tian.*>f!*ne brain was re
gular ana islow; ,but ot this ¡tisfce* he ‘Was. agitattdby some op*
position to his wished .aqd dhtttttlyjtfie blood wps. seat with in*
creased force to,.the. brain, and (the palpation ¡became frequent
and vtotenb: .•if.ithetw&fley’i.eptJtilMtfieSir. Astle^ ^ 4yob omit to
keep, thei mind free femagitttiW w .jourbther Imeans.will be unavaitiflg” in She. omatmer* o f ihjurie*of the brain. ■'■•.•.
TheiattffWpt ,gf theirttvicwer t a fasten on PHrehology theim putatiop <>f atendfflflcyi to .suppoffeiifidehty, it wall exposed. Ha
confines hi# attention Ho D r Sputzbiim's Pmloisophichl Gatedbisin
of theNetwrail.imWi.aod* fiadingitbebe are same opinions winch
happep to. hqtre been b*M by , VOltainre, Paine, Diderot, and
others of the same echoed, ,makes, use of thii circumstance to excite religious prejudice agsldst Phrenology. D r Caldwell's
answer is.twofold: 1st, that DrSpursheim 's opinicnS on na*
tural-refigioumay.be either, true or false, dnd yet Phrenology
be in each csseelike unaffected y a*dy£dly, th at if-Dr Spufxheim
does err, he eers in orthedot nothpony.
>.* .
“ Oar main business with this poitttoaof the article we arb con.
sidering, may be dwpgtchedin a feWwords. I t has no direct
bearing on Pirepalqgy, either J b r it w agrin tt i t I t is not
* See EUlotsoo'e filumenbaefa, 4tb edition, pp. 191, 283.
t Sir A. Cooper’s Ltfctunei on Surgery, by T yirel, 1, 279i
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true, as asserted by the writer, that the doctrines contained in
the ‘ Philosophical Catechism' are ‘ legitimate deductions from the
phrenological principles.' .T heir strongest^■if not their only,
connexion with Phrenology >is,<that theyaro written b y a phre
nologist« But are ¿hey/ therefore necessarily of a phrenological
character P Certainly n o t * Thai divine ¡does not always write
or talk on divinity,; the. politician on. politics, nor the* latijer on
jurisprudence.. Neither, b the phrenobgistconstaridydealing out
Phrenology; This >b; pteuliiarlyl^uC id th e' piecehc* instance.
The errors of a- phrenologist, m oreaaet,.anknoO becessawly the
errors of Phrenology., They may arise! fvdm^impetifaetibns in
the man, not is* the >science. Were >Christianity made answerable for all the doctrinal errors of the clergy andliheirfoUowers,
its whole strength and purity would «be scarcely sufficient to sus
tain a responsibility so*enormous.”
After oiling three* pages'in illustrating these propositions, Dr
Caldwell p r o c e e d s *
“ Thus far of the oatechismal. doetrinea, and tlieir connexion
with Phrenology» Let it not be inferred, however,*»from any
thing here stated, that we are> hostile to those doctrines. I t is
hot.our intention to sit in judgment on them, as respects either
their truth or tendency. Like all other forms of opinion, they
must stand or fall, not on* the ground of any evidence we could
offer, but on that ooutaiaed within themselves. Yet we may be
permitted to observe, that whatever fate*may await them, they,
will ngt. meet it aJone; but that however widely they may have
departed from the path of reputed orthodoxy, they have strayed
in good company. As far- as we comprehend them, they are
not more in accordance, with the sentiments of Voltaire and:his
associates, than, with those of Bishop Butler;* D r Doddridge; D r
Barrow, and many others we could name, acknowledged to
have been among the mqst pious and distinguished teachers in
the Christian church. L et ¿he matter be fairly tested. ’
“ Aleading object of the author of the Philosophical Catechism
is, to inculcate the tfnet, that the verity of all laws written by
man, is.to ,b e.determined by reason, and a strict comparison of
them with, the laws .written by ike fin g er o f God in the works
o f creation; in other words, that the truth of revealed religion
may be best decided by bringing, it to the standard of natural
religion. And we apprehend h will be difficult to convince the
enlightened portion of the community that this is a heresy.
Let us listen to Bishop Butler on this point.
“ ‘ N atural religion,' says that eminent prelate, ‘ is the Jbundation and principal p art c f C/tristianity. * * * ♦ 4 Christianity
teaches natural religion, in its genuine simplicity.’ * * *
“ ‘ Reason can ana ought to judges not only of the meaning, but
also of the morality and evidence of revelation.' # * *
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4f 4 L et reasori be kept to, and if any part of the scriptural ac
count of the redemption of th e world by; Christ, can be shown
to be really contrary to it, lei the. Scripture, in the nàtine o f God,
be given.up? In what part e f h » catechism has Spuraheim
surpassed thw^ia boldness and Kberality ? Palpably in none:
44 D r (Doddridge. 4 Those rules of action, which a tnan may
discover, hy the tue o f reason^ to be agreeable to th e ’aafyjr* o f
things, aod en which his happiness will appear to him to depend,
may be caHed the imo o f nature ; and when these are considered
as intimations of the Divine will and purpose, they may be-call
ed the natural laws o f God? * * * 4 F or any one to pour con
tempt upon these natural laws o f Gòd, under pretènce of extoll
ing any supposed divine revelation,*or intimation of God’s will
in an extraordinary manner, will appear very absurd? * *■* *
4 No discovery (meaning revelation) ean be supposed so parti
cular, as not to need the use of reason upon the principles o f the
law of nature, in explaining and applying it to particular cases.’
“ D r B arrow . 4 T he first excellency peculiar to the Christian
doctrine is, that i t gives us a true, proper, and complete charac
ter or notion o f God, such as perfectly agrees with what the
best reason dictates, the works o f nature declare, ancient tradìlion doth attest, and common experience testify.’
46 * * * * * 4Every religion that should, in this case, clash
with the law o f nature, would bear upon it the marks o f repro
bation^ mA it could not come from the author of nature, who
is always consistent, always faithful.’
44 W e could cite many other passages, of like import, from the
same authors, as well as from the writings of other pious and
distinguished divines. And we repeat, that between their ge
neral scope and meaning, and those o f the Philosophical Cutechiaro, we perceive no material discrepancy. In spirit and sub
stance they are thesame. W ill o u r author, in his tender regard
for religion, empty the vials of his wroth on all these writers,
and condemn them, by the lump, to the penalties of infidelity,
here and hereafter, because they entertained opinions in unison,
on some points, with those of Voltaire and Thom as Paine ?
And will he doom to the same fate all the living clergy and
others, who concur in these opinions ? I f so, bis condemnations
will swell almost to,infinity. H e will eonsign to the worm that
never dies, an huodftd^fcid more of the human race, than ever
bled beneath thesw brdiof the moat sanguinary conqueror. T he
whole enlightened and liberal portion of mankind will fall under
his ban. And the numbers will augment hereafter, in direct
proportion to the progress of knowledge. Finally; we might
defy him to show, any material disagreement between the tenets
of the Philosophical Catechism, and those of the Christian reli
gion, stripped of sectarian dogmas and unintelligible subtleties.
VOL. IX.--- NO. XLIfl.
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bright judge of the matter for himself?4 “The hnsrwer isf^i«y.
'Such procedure would i» t h a ie /suited His minister ]^tpbs^>,be¿«use it would not have sostaihed the^Views he wi8hed tokieWRbhsh. Detection in his uriftirness, dnd tbe 'frustration b fJhis
hopes, Would have been the consequedc^of'it.'^'Yet charity,’ but
slightly exercised, might perhaps suggebt fSr hlb ¿Oridtifet a dif
ferent cause. Such may oe his anatomical and pathological ig-
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•Jate
ha»,as#4 tned th^ apnepyaptft o fp gpatinpu^ mas^ surrounded by
serum orpenetretep py it. several dissectipns in the large hos
pitals of. Paria^espfy to this. So.dqps the'.late dissection of a
case, reported jn, $ m ,J I. of the Journal of the Phrenological
Society of Paris. And, from its extreme tenderness and imperp2
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feet organization, the brain of a mere child must be more easily
reduced to a semi-fluid cariditio/) ifidiAhat of an adult.”
A summary of the evidence in favour of the doctrine that the
cerebellum is thk bv£an of ttfd;setfual pfl&ion^ is:
given. So
far as we are aware, it is bv much the fullest account of tfro
niahe^ that
¡iff the' English 1Tati^u^^/' 1 ‘ 1

ex ure niiore e la W a tb 'a n d ^ h ititt2^ ^ ifraid\riWdert^5iifliessaiy by ap opponent sidm tle' forttntfible^ ‘“Id sliih iaiit(
we should* tie disposed to
di^w ^(Intft1th^dk'if 4
that,the smart castigation nere
i t pbssibie^ futurb attacks of 'alfte'natbre,/firtnnJmsbAi] nt
noraht Wntersinthe* Umte^*&ate£ ^ n e ' cliWulhtliJo
ply among our ¿ransallacmc^Mfetnreh, rilust KaVe1/
strong feefihg in favour bf l^rehology: &ndW&h&
tulate the Ataerican phrenologists oh’tnrirfbKiiflfe

84fy on the .practical utility of. ftrerioIoW ,1 atuf‘HhVetibU:
c^ses Jwth in fio. Si).,
/ ,
v; * * ‘ 7
'.The second, number contains a PhreriologicAf sk^tefi '
Gall,’translated from,the Journal o f the Phtenolbpcal JoliW il
of pans vpl. X. ^Remarks by.Dr Etliotsoh otl ohjecobp^ to Phre
nology By Professor Kidd of Oxford and a' curate of t!b^ Jiafue
of Taylor, from the Lancet} On the sthfe of Pht¥n 6 i6 gV
tain, being replies by the Loncfoh (PhreftoldgiciJ Swrety'tb a
series of questions addressed by the French mirtisfbr1ojf^bommerce to the French consul‘in/England,' respecting1th£fprogress
of Phrenology in Great Britain, also ‘frbmtne Lbncet aoa the
following papersfrom the first and sedond vbluines bf oCi^dwn
journal: Essay on the phrenological
df the different deess of liberty enjoyed oy different nations';—Oh the organ and
3ulty of Constructiveness;—Application df Phretioldgv to'eriticism ;-r-Application of Phrenology on a v o y a g e O n i l f e com
binations in Phrenoldgy ;—On the slatement'of'cefebtal devel
opment in words and numerals;—On the ftontal $lnb$ i— Fata
lism and 'phrenology! Some notices of'the'progress of the
science in the United States are added; bf which the substance
will be found at .the end pf our pfespht number. |
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T h e winter session of ,thet Society opened on X^eclncscjay
evening, at their rooms in Sackville Street! Xhe meeting, as
on former occasions, presented a very fashionable array of the
Fair sex. " Some, of the most distinguished medical gentlemen
of the ¿ity were in attendance, and seemed tp take a very pro
minent part in the proceedings. Members of the other learned
professions were also .present, who, as we are informed, are not
less earnest and zealous cultivators of the science, The chaif
was taken by the Rev. M r Armstrong, whp premised that’ it
fell to }iis lot, as president« to give a general outline of the p'rinl
ciplesand objects which the Society nad in view. .H e commen
ced by entering on a very minute analysis of the doctrines. and
reasonings of the ancient philosophers, Pythagoras, Plajo, and
Aristotle, whose fancilpl theories and extravagant assumptions
triumphed so long in, the departments of science, and gave rise
to all that vagueness and sterility in the physical systems which
existed in those days. He detailed the various speculations of
the Epicureans, Platonists, and Peripatetics,—their extravagant
notions concerning the essence of mind, its precise influence in
all operations, with its relation to the external world ; and, tak
ing in review a long line.of metaphysical inquiries, laid parti
cular stress on the opinions of ^Descartes, Mafebranche, and the
celebrated John Locke, whose hypothetical system of ideas form
ed an introduction Jo the principles of Hume and Berkley, wboj
in their outrages of common sense, would sacrifice every property
of matter in the temple of their own imaginations. He illustrat
ed, with the happiest effects, the pernicious influence of the Aris
totelian logic, in tending to prostrate the mind by the domination
of authority, and warp the reason bv the monarchy of system.
By Uie portals to improvement were completely* clpsea—the
currepts of knowledge dried at their very source—the.veins of
intellect exhausted of their previous stores—and every ray of
original genius suffocated in impenetrable pbscurity. He showi
ed aq intimate acquaintance with the history of the middle ages«
and pointed to tfie 15th century, when the art of printing^was
invented, as the period when man earnestly roused nimself from
a species of "mental paralysis, and openly rebelled against the
dynasty of uncompromising dogmas., Then it was that he be
gan to observe seriously, and examine closely—thus fanning that
dormant flame of research which gave a brilliancy and a splen
dour to all subsequent discoveries. It is scarcely possible, ob* From the Dublin Freem an's Journal of 19th December 1934.
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serveidthe Re*-.' 0^ntlBHia%||to«bncewe «tie wooderful advantag i4'#hiehnhedridu«ttoe'»rdi^ irf1iT»Hsoinnghf<5t Conferred on

Natural- PhilbHèphya^dditibil»1 orb behs^>dnityninadb Jtwrifthe
Stttre» rtf RnoWtedgii^beW'fefc&aroTafidlY taoriwwlfetiagirwhi^i,

Collected tritir accuracy and' repuhéd; -withl t fidafej^triaffirirflaa
•stable ^dlÀ ipetteb^lé'balis^M iaBeitbfe m ét^phon^utxptéa'S56n ofNatfuré' being p u t to Jtheitoeture* hbri inomatljaecngfs stfiutiniied,' and 1the* key W her»inektiaustiMe treasures ideliveriediup
tom aiv^he lérdof<|thç foWer worlds.(larAwcordspoeiraithKtbe
tnie spirit ¡ofittductioW he becSttitew-npnifrLta I*ferdhCiogy;j/iMl'•'iaà aattottg eènViciïortfi n 'thiê!«rath 10ÎP1itàijdwotriaesjîIJ»*^cfcfip6-Bed tb ath é was csie of 6hd*e who I raraadfen^eirlys cryusgaiusib the
'feystem'; h e 1was ptéjudicid^batrhjsprijüdicfea bein g t& lin i^ in
ignorance span vanished1bèfohrthe' Oigbtoàf.lreasoo,: j&tndjd
bdticeivcihdt it» iberidhotioaiwH» inténded forji*he.>p»r]»jl»<f>f
givihgan efcplauatnxi'of thb esaenoe «tf;inind|>andiAWHridi i^Sh
prObtmlit}r,endin'ther reèèWl of all looser hewiWeritig!#pni#>1denies which clbüdçd the pereeplkma o^ .Tqerti for wfeotefsittuii « . 1 Hehlsofolt'Bcvferyseriohsiiiigecitiionl» thtfcpftrasadofey
that wa^ adopted i,J »he ideejieft therdbdiiHg QtgasiSt^fieciaiiy
■intended fer Murder, =theftf fan; established .Aideside .c&rfiàn-

fatalânn; >wl»Khi-w«p /qdt|Bn iwèccmcUeèble; iwjfchudile
Setntrs
fepensationiof 'PWovidéticcy and niahogfethtfr subyewivfc ,o£*livine revelation. -¡Adyo'unbüuoedinqunfet* howewHM w üljr»dily leam that tHbsei tend* ftieappheablc—ta tb e jobwe»jof
the organs, and' oomW . 6jr! ,iiB , means"Jonn.¡any ; ¡argument
’against'the principle»>themaèlvœ, l'Wiflp; reaped, tnilhftidcp"trinée of the «rien«!( be-would1bold itaa, uodeniaidy ,Uwie,
that: ’particular forms of beads wcinoonneotedin !digM«hp$ ,-or
leas degree with particular mfaifestatiehs.ofimnd ¿>4&&jr«o/A>f
1the same pnrèntB, brought bp under: the ¡same ,bh»»1w « Iphy'siial control, birthing then same 'méritai. attoOBpbgrëoiiwd^n
every respect similarly circumstanced, nevertheless >!faftbrpj$d
tidit* of chamber anjd -tendencies bf tdUpopÜQB.diaOetrfcally
"opposite; Who his hot remarked.idle facility with .wfcidb -¡«fee
has : acquired & knodledge Qf liBjgusgo, another ,tbe>.ttoeftnfcof
numbers, while a taste1ftw ipocbteiral, fontriffan<^> wholly[«£>-sorbs the attention bfia third ? iTlhe W^Uianti bpiv*n£j¡of#fl ¿eye
radiating- tboughtapd iintelligence, forrasan «KMnprotnarJt ¡e«ritrtut with the du|l exttrestibn of.Beepban ImtWQtonyjl^îTn(E(lald
: epithéts tof “i felix cerebri,” * putridumceeebauol^rand tfeeiKtàre
modern and -popular terms of hpcbrdioed,” f‘ tJWtkthpiiMii,n
“ brainless,” flsc.,wéreib themeelvee argumente,in,supporto f .-the
doctrine generally; and shewed hoar wer.were ¡in ppunfe mdtuyire
compelled; by à- ipeem nf intuitive instjwfc to f»frn<oWjnPMcto8
of indmâuaLchtntaotcmâmn something striking igtbei8«tf%Bratioa of their béac|s/' Hefcheri exhibited the i<eaat>of |»n idiot's
head in juxtaposition with the head of Edmund Burke, and ar-
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gued, as in these two cases the shapes of .the head clearly indi
cated «the degrees «if mental qualities, was it not reasonable to
admit that intermediate states of development had similar mani
festations; of intellect? He would deny the position of those who
maintained that the capabilities of all Are originally the same,
differing merely by the influence of education. He would ad
mit that- education does in a great degree modify .the faculties,
butt it <»A!iaet ’create them. Great minds are unquestionably
to fh unto* great -men, however sullied in particular instances by
natural 1failings and propensities; for in the brightest intelleeUiJft'picture we ar© oftentimes able to discover blemishes which
dbtfnwt UKore'or? less ¡from their intrinsic value. Several pea*
s a g ^ from'sacred history proved that Phrenology was supported by revelation. I t inculcated chatty, disposing us to
wiakep allowances! for th e 1 errors-and frailties of fellow-men.
By cftteotvng ¡our attention ao the axeruke and use of our
'Stfveret.-'ta
self-knowledge; teaching us Jo
‘ebMroJ'Wr 'evih propensities, and to regulate our moral conIt-atetf went to establish an-aristocracy in nature, unlike
ih#> aristocracy of birth or fortune, which is merely conven‘tidnarj but 'an aristocracy which points out with the finger of
tfentifane^wisdoitt' th e 1 mighty pre-eminence of man over all
(tailted' bdingb* A t the dondlusian of his able and eloquent dis1a>ufe*t' he untreated his audience not tobe biassed by pre-jeon^vedapinlons^-recotrirBeuding them in the words of the iip'tftsvta}-Baton, to observe patiently, examine cautiously, and
generalise slowly; appealing to their senses and their understand4Wg, Whether a system founded in nature, and consistent with
reltgtafti, did not merit a serious consideration. A vote of thanks
•w ar potted tmamimously to the Hev Gentleman for his very able
tthd argumentative dissertation, which contained an epitome of
Phtienotogy, and 1 combated so successfully the objections of its
appcinents. ■
; M r BrafhaBoii -presented to the Society a very remarkable bust
•for their'examination. Tlio Secretary, Dr Evanson, an eminent
jdiMWftlogiet, Surgeon Carmichael, and others, severally express
e d'their <)pinions~u*all equally agreed that it represented some
oxtmtadiffftry personage, iftie organB of Language, Causality,
MC-eatemi) Constructivencss, and Ideality, presented an unusu
ally ttigh state of 'development. M r B. expressed his satisfac
tion* alt their forming so accurate an estimate of one of the most
tKxtlnftliMied men of the present age. He was no less than
th^cmebmted Mexsofanti, prefect of the Vatican Library, who
spoke' thirty languages and understood nearly forty. The
M ttttesaof the everting closed by allusions to the rapid progress
o#,Pheennlbgy.on Uie continent, and some cursory observations
from ’Mi* Carmichael'Oil--the heads o f Napoleon, Spurzheim.
Locke, &c.
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♦In the Christian 'Piókeer fo r Octobetf '1884;lithél'following
remarks have been Elicited'front the respected1edito*'b f that
periodical, 'by a 'paragraph aftaotafc the **Notices* in-tMir 41st
namber}«■■
.o m *
i*4From a careful pericial of the *writihgs!of 'ItammoburtRoy,
and from personal conversation with that iHustrious ^nan on this
particular subject, We are convinced that he effnbrafced'.Cftiristiariiiy on the ground of its miraculous, its divmej origin, long
eviously to his visit to Bristol. We* are:also persükted, -•that
td the editor of the Phrenological Journal had aifcfess to the
same sourceséf inform arion^been aware of the degree of credit
to be attached to ’some supposed evidëiKfe ^n* tohidhhisopiMon
Was foufoded; Msdèrirfmv wotfkV havéibeen directly the reverse
of that to which we'bbjëct.^ ' "
'■ ,,i*
^
1
; Our chief reason for doubting Ratombbuh :Roy’á Conviction
of' the diviné origin faf Ohristlaimy*Waa the expMc&^atemerttof
his 1secretary, th e lafe M r:,SahdfbrÔ Afridt, that .he bÜlievéddn
no Christian tenet whatever? Mexcept'*htí doëtrfiie of th é'unity
of God." (See om* -8 th vdl;"^ ‘fiM .)1 ' 1T h isfa obviously 'the
w supposed evidence " alluded to by the édite# -of the Christian
-Pioneer, and the trust-worthiness o f which he seéms«to have
reasons for doubting. Were we personally aware of thexircumstances tending to invalidate Mr ArnotV statement, we-showki
certainly be induced by the evidence on the other side to believe
that Rammohun Roy was for many years a Christian.
The following remarks are from a quarter on which we place
much reliance. “ I am convinced by-a certain degree of per
sonal knowledge of Rammohun Roy, and by the testimony of
those who were more intimate with him, that afalseyv^wf ¡is given
of his character in representing him asdeficient in the pm rage
to say N o* and as disposed to temporize from “ love of appro
bation." In the Phretiologtad Journal itself* sufficient evidence
of the contrary is afforded'by'the account of his resolution* in
maintaining hisviews of Christianity in India; whéni he ;had to
encounter the calumny and prejudices of all his early oohdtctious,
and of a great part of the European aa well «6 Hindoo popula
tion. From a conversation which I had with Rammohun Roy
myself, I perfectly understood why he was liable to th é hfcfcutation of concurring in turn with Christians of different ddíppinations. He distinctly stated to me, that from the-deep* study

C
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of their respective tenets, he had come to the conclusion that the
differences were purely rer6«Z—the result of the imperfections
of language,—and that In ever«1essential all Christians were
agreed. I t followed naturally, that he could join heartily in the
worship of every sect, though1thei Unitarian was to his taste
leasr exceptionable in respect to language. These sentiments
of, his, remind m e j q f iw h a t * s a i d by.JPty (Tuekeraoan of adistisinuitbedi.frteinbe^of .enelfcerii^hufphTTT* I -41»! divided femn
sue« a «Baft xm ly^y, <vwor4! , I ffb # evidence.qf countenance b r
not rejected, the expression of moral intrepidity would -havebecw
seeQ|iu,th«t:iof }RWBMbM«sBnp:irr1 There MiwtHtetrrMk your
foew honesty and icppstaufy.’i,, Ai,toihiswpiieBQenee/r<nnri»untesy,,I hAdpenanaUxparieniaatff/tbia <wt«*ry «.ietiwhouiatiiny.
house, lw oppoaedlaDtopiQiop,c^,mne'mi^i#r»id «nriK^' /H e
mriptrinedittairaiwdev,ought to.be.punishedwith deatbo/whikmy own.opinion, is infnwrdai*«.»wui thatof.the oonduetora of
the FhmnokgieaijJ«uiwal.reapenti«g(«sp^«h{wiabnw«iKr!> W o are ilxippy/yto, leara ftom tide «ofnmwnicatier), ¿ha* ie -seri
ous, msttere Basm ohuuiRoy-a lo v e o f,Appreberio*,di(h not- al
ways lead him so far astray as we were inouoed byiMr.Annflt to
imagine. .I f we wnderatwM our correspondent aright, however, mo
doubt, is- raised >with raspestto.the I^jabV great anxiety, to «void
givingjofiiancs, and V .thft diepositwn.to epquiasceuoev’,which,
aeoanding ito j^ r -Carpenter, ,wa* ¿w w riew ,hnqw» ,to place
b in *0 . oncutnstanoeei and dead bimi.to e»ipreiieions,-which.. made
hie sincerity questioned ” , -I t improbable that during ithe,fwriod
o f .the Rajah's illness* hi» acquiesceace might, oocesiooully-,app«ar
to.be gmatter than it .really .was, frony a desire to -avoid the
annoyance of.d isp u ta tio n ./ 1 /
.......... • ' i! .»
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ANTIP ITHENOIjOGICAL ESSAY, by a CtetoYtour of She Cnvttcn bf
Scotland ; iHth an A vars* thereto, by Mr Wal**& To*.*
A ll m en tal e f id i^ or ia w ^ p tib ility lw ip g pne*qmed to be
lodged in th e head, aflod these to. he indicated by the sk u ll, eith er
in its general conform ation, o r b y its particular proaiinanea^ d istvngaishable b y sig h t o r tou ch . , the system set o u t under tbe
m odest title o f C m atascopy.
* The two papers composing this article were written in the year 1833, with
out, ye believe, the »lightest view to publication. Having been favoured
with a perusal of them, we conceived that they were likely to prove Interesting to our readers, and solicited permission to print them. This request was
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in the
tmtoww. {CWPpted
forthrM c^rwfeUiW ftir^edy; foeiPttv dienwtfjn,' rAvthwwrwv
phnftndagwtS/l^lwitb^hM)t^^t(pertprf^3e*irfri*h4!«»h^e-,b0l4 ,of

wlriie Ibuntfftijtjpffb iibq<w*flw#> tfr*hergm$rft|£fepd4a& disiAe
o*hmtltftgfi#w!w
jbflmp-whwiPwli^^r fin
fek
have all of them a controlling in fie e n c e jM ^ ^ h w ^ rip e n d i»»
th feiftretadt $M >rg9»^al>iih^^9«iionM ^om «iheffiide i f a
i#i*>fdtlw « doswp^TM di& fm *

of them alleged to be filled up by a corfcaspeftdlpg, et>(^»r«d
protuberance or organ;—from these considerations it is evidfebt, tj^vfjmnVwaro4he».M*camtadb'fitafidedtiMHl Italy ¡any
ttaiw liko i i nlwpii In 'lannifijn rif litl miinli In' irulliiiiiulj mootioeaktcya ivttnjKfispr] adept^;jdnd)dwht)m>£fa;grdatdF<«famb«r>qf'
thbsej preemrihgi tdpractieefmfxmdt* priaeiplfes, iriustvbfe mens
bunoheg isakiwtf, «he* ioatea^«ifliaUinringi«thais tfle>Enr ¡Hay
of^iDtiiyodg^dirby ^bevrbnneiuctv^atfid rtake .hfi.tliedndet>uBfouritieot smsomstnidtioMi o fjtk d r >tahhnrot0K*r<iXM)dosinnb' meet
ing «p6n iaa(piU4diaeat^'^)Mdalc9b^l>'pkf^a£dej<; Meantime
maongithownotnbtoliMB^ M rnciyifclBj'rt^htmiiievstatTOg, «arid in*
ai«#(WSiuWt«pfitsj,atid^4ia6dbiig)toBv4beheie Aend^and, oaritfae
etiuife edibbdmp»tmg.itfftpte(atien^ngioac^^ietml4ri<ins|Ma.
tidn* vouldn&riae jateverjixodipany in Apuirtiutjpg'comppiuqi
ofeimpiwitinbtit edriosity, jenfaswrauMurimr and' unyalrranted .im
ptstaooit,,iyowld;i^nidhiipti rfiutbal, ieaeS^ettep#•anddeatspy «11
«d(|»^ent^)Sod)»iinteeoei*i)B«o7o vl'.-r.m ovniI m:w lin v »>..it

n<^Vb*trdan^esrioi' injfntipa^ltoo^tbigbhiberain^lijbeiiatnxlbatd
«M i tte,dd«limsti«ljb»ik>rtoruninai[ilBW(i,'w(ero^i»i «Mrartooete
pannabtp bejtri«iityfla^nr^tiu»<dflfabldrsiin tPhrerisJegyd-^whp,
lMtda4^7toradifyipg]4miniguddnant\by>biBi(imlatb rfn&sfepate»
wmWiibwdlbyiieitnbsaes/^la^i-jlMs Tfi^roerlnonduqt* bhoUra* in
stead of calling witnesses, cause his head to be shaven, that the
dPhto'boUite’wigfft to# aSwmAttid'. Shlioddiit‘ fd AhiiWir
V* J'v v.. i.\ t\\ttv.V.-“ *
' '• >'
............ 4 "■ » '

«

4PR?f f,i:nT
it

o f » .fit',

.........

*\ ** .iVW iv *“ *------- ‘ lV. »
| ! • ’ v 'i i:, ll« ■ t, • t •• o M.il

o 1 l i.

'.Sd, But* the *heoiy>it«4# is ,ftitee tmd«*»founded.1 Ft>*

*,»

<!

... ¡thwHigu tueaiio jp a t awatcd tianjiR, w*
tuafonnljh abservs ia«nipStfifaB»iindwi<rayodcppUUkm<f1*o*>0■<thing iwdisethetvto
j^hetddiM1
1'' ' ";"1.1,hi"
‘,u ‘";''"1'".' •'•*,l: • • \
fpr social
tHMttfc •Hebii^boififtiifitoiiHisi’Vdvidi th*»«nq$i Treakand defenoetanndf animate;1the fel|ptes*ntfc* tifUW iriffcfttylrloffger jtfdtraifctcd than that of any other, and his strength And defence depend
upon'social combination. Through the combination of mutual
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experience is acquired that knowledge which is power ; and
thròtogtr tfie fombftisMòriof 'power* aré effected'.those purposes
toWhfeh indiVidriál pòWer Werè* totally inadequate* 1BtitJ fthat
Bftch cotnWnátkíri wrttíjrlie èffteted,,; it waf^neeésèffry thaf a c t 
able adaptation ^Ptheatis shoriM be provided^ «Ad l,thfef
one íé^accordingly provided in1the Ciptfcity o f ‘tttèW tò cótnrirariicate td èàch bther their ktìdwièdgé, tneir d e s iti, théir'dèsigfls,
atitfthéir motori! prirfHised.amívpíedgefcto co-üpferátíon. ,J
Attlfiéfel ládgtftóéfotofo, rio doabt/itr próceariof' time; téjcbnsttotte thè mode or cbthteunhmtbft: i I t is, hbwevèr, Mlthtiè kttt&rálifnóde, but thè oMìfibinli ‘èngrufted Upon, àrid deHvitíg' its
signification íVónr *the náturaü ' áoünda, ihdéed, jáW m thral
modes of expressing Vdriòu* etáot*km$vWh as Ihosé'oF admira
tkfti, grief, fear; indigriatlhn* &4:, arid as such ate mifbnrilÿ'the
same, arid universally and- iriAtiwetiVèlynmdèrbtèod; BdtWéte
articulate lknguage an equally* riritiirbl *e^tehfc*v it' Wëüitt^bè
found equally universal Uftd°rihifbrtti‘ Arid1 itislühétWètyiinfléHîgible, instead of prèaèritîrigithàt eridiësi diversity {ntb!Whifefi it
is divided, and Whichihakès »thfe speakers' o f unë1tbftgfièkjrôritelligible to'thrive 6f lùkither; ; 'ï^ e è ë Wrist bavé béèn^arid thé¥e
are, natural signs, of thought arid émotion; universally :étid mstinctiveiy tatellfgibte,-'front Which1the artieulate founds crfwdHSs,
pronounced under theit1influence, dërived their méatrfbg i ‘£nd
Which being, throUgh ctistom, attached të ttW origitriAsign; When
pronounced would hring'të reèollèctlori thé' origihaîilSîgri? ^#ith
its signification. *
'
,
‘
''M’
In this mode of mutual adaptation1off One thirig
universally prevalent*—and through which, for^ihstartéé, the*lnfant, without the least experience, information, àr rèrifonihg, ripphés its mouth to the tnoth*r% breast for nolirislitueht^-W ^his
very same mode, 1 aW perffotlVfottViri(^!thatJ1ihe Child,l4n*Wdev to avoid what may protë hürtfoî; and cRng to :wlidt Way
prove beneficial, iri the thoughts(arid kenthnehf^ i f ot^br^,4* led
instinctively f o t h è interprètathni ‘bf these jby {Hrit'hatriràl’ sighs
and expression ; arid that It is VWilyk d m ad r ‘héfpétîtïoh ¿hctciistotri that he learns1W cotméfct'the- artificial substkiftè to thfl, flktural sign, so as to comprehend the felgtïiffcktîbrt 6F’wbrdsi JBtft,
in this process, it i* evident 'that the child Was never intended
to be a cranioseapist, but to be a physiognomist.
When speaking of physiognomy, I would not be understood
to use the term in that confined sense in which it is 6ften üfeëd,
a$ restricted .to the mere features of the countenance (constitut
ing, though they do, an essential branch of the subject), b u tin
that enlarged sense, in which it applies1not merely to the fea
tures of the face, w ^ their various play, but.comprehends.also
tbe iatonatkms of thevoiee, the ak of the head, w*th the various
gestures and carriage of the body, &c.-; and I am persuaded,
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that, fo.foi?,
ip'ipraa) .s**te,.pr.ouiptft,m.it$ own appn>p rip te i^ ip re ^ ^ ^ ^ p p h ^ h ^ tr^ d , « lo.ye, aversion or ?<pplacenoy, ^sfoV ^nt,pfrgijtfituds, . f a r o prfoope* sorrow « j o y , .pi*sil^PW»itjri9riwmraf^ .pity.yE.flonftroptytfwftdw^w Wispicfow
««Mwf’rt# >o?r spiw
PTsURpi«* ffosw* .«jftdiffarf
e W ^ i f i r , 4 i » # 11
/»1pby«i9gpqD»^,is‘^PWa99n
suited to #njT -A m A p p d . ^ P f b ^ p e y ^ p ^ r t ^ . a f f j R V ^ ^
*p«l& vfojfotahsU ,^ y«y ¿ K W h ?
IffiffWifon,
■W* « ¿ ¡ W ?«ry?fo# W9« P»¥iWWiiftri#W?P/wlfi-.fcpbUffl» isjpfl»
as, various, »»„foe vaw ns .fofierapt fajgWKeftwfofo « M P iW d
oyw foe e*|cih)} jptfface j, and it myjtfers, not, t<*,foe yhW.-.flbjsH
of tfasg ijt.shall'be,aflcuatocned to .c q n i^ t xwH-fo^ifoyWgWn
i^prflfaoq,.
f a / “T"7W*
ip<Hh?r4au«ue,
.fotfo,f
flip,
“ipjvai;
T~" THri
rTT?T''^>- ppd,
*TT'W>foefoftr
T7TTT ."^V
•7^'Ter-rT:rrf„
. a_ ^..
hf$W , .Qreeki,«
. ( ^ e e k i)« , I ^ O n- S ,refteJh . ^ g l j f o . / f a l t e h f t n , i Npr-A*, *»
iWB^qicWiPfpbfPd
wnp«,*.,c}tild,.Bbwtd4
W A i^ iW R ffffiJ W til M gn ifiw ffffflio f.ffP id * ., .•■nr

SPfiWtiffilywMMJwjt dwg.,foe,*Hg)otf,^.yrgr<te d w « tf >§Pfl»
t|^ p h jW io g R o W p a h « ^ ^ p ,^ t.tt( g rff)9«,iTOprBWj'Te)W tRry
*fogy * W% foitheraid.^fntl^.lfitter,.;^ w gpjy fasi dffoeipnejyi fa
f a fufofafa*ufafaum,;,Hm4 foft fofo fapryssjo».depends muse

ufftiufa t* a p p ^ o f[^ H « » (t^ h d fw .th « .w ^ !« n ^ ^ ,• •■ •,
fa#odfa to .jM fa
mflfa fa «MRpwliwndpng. <H«fo ,9foer,>)fappiisfld.jpUHtfiopflj.foa
child, aevonfo^t« tfa.analogjifa univ«p»l: m opfa adaptapop,
would Have been furnished with the correspondent ^ifatineti ye
desire f a fand ling ihier.mwfa& bump?.; ,|>ut: he «^ifayfaH fw f as
little, desjre to Handle fa n bumps jfl* kpionsfHiap,■as, toi suck fa r
nppelornourishm ent,.. ..... .
..,•••: . . - , • ! .,!> >•„ .,.,
...»
1¡The patrpns .of Phre»ology..|pay.pedhaps n fag fffa fa favopr^
that physiognomy ismore calculated fa jnfacaite foe pryawatmofaepfay emotion*; bfo rtnypfalogy,,fo ipfocsietfa; fixed aqd
permanent disposition Therein, however, a f i f a d q n d ^settled
State fa the.pltapt features and gestufa,vfbic|i they Iacquire, io
being »fafo frequently called into actiop^ .and it is, to. these, apd
npt fo bumps on. the ApU,<tbat-we.must, Jook, tp form a notion
of foe predqnnnant^Wpwticm^.i
„. . . , >
( i . y But, besides itafeefog» at. vnrianqe'with foataystew of: mui.
>.! ■<:
*l8ie,W sltfii ftorttl)Uwl/»hfewdnbirrreii oflA utoa. nstnrn htatfiiM rew sdcedtbetacute diw rm igfapo, flf fiMWw».» , ifortp xetiw . piw nm w w ieat
gkrns i—u And, indeed, children-are generally' acute nhvsiogpqmists. ana not
only pleased with what ’ ' beautifuf in' Itself, but peculiarly mlidic m dlstingnumugfend replying tor tBM' attaritiiarii^cif thogewhd really lo ts them. ■ It*
they aee a eecaon in can^any,' though a perfect «trapger, ivheU by .nature
fond of children, the littl^ impe seem to discoy?f. it bya sort^ qf freem asonry;
whilst the awkward attempts of those who make advances to them, for the
purpose of recommending themselves toi^ie |vanents, usually fkiVitraiMctfAg
their reciprocal attention.”—Aftmarfary,* chw it. and 1st paragrtpiv
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pretettddd expct e rab must of; necessity tic in line highest degree
ilfusory and inconclusive; for, as n o instituted experiment: can
beftafNdbjUbe ttath dfitb^ theory iriüst reek upon the experience
offaá^jQmViniied ebaerratioiiyAidiof mot* inthnato acquaintance
of'bbtiiehrhd'Wre observed uponyiesl apactifcl coincidence should
bt'mistofc#*'for geéera 11a
1
¡however, weewudder (he acknowledged very email
pvttttftttíwhicbifaaeiyét beet* made m the science of medióme*
(ah ifo ^b it hatifortwed the most interesting study of mankind
M fK^al^b^iiiRingtif tinie^.it must appear most suspiciously
surprising' inat^thisháme edieuor^ with a rattfihramn-l&e rapidity
of'gsowlity kbdisUihwreiarrived to the acmé of infallible certainty
doiWALbeshort perifodicrf thofourishing of.Dre Gail* Spurz«htimvanid Gambo; ‘r .
»■*-, .
.......................
rftadmdt* fodwever, «full surprising that it should have met
With socb a irajAdi aNd^easy reception iVoin the LTechility of
mtmlvind^ w hoW^vefy easilyfact* might setm to he attained, to
verify nhe (ruth of'it' by experience. For, undoubtedly, except«inwsnUh^ie&seof madwessior idiocy, all mankind are essentially
alttfe,?beiog ail* to a certain exient, possessed of the samé Intelleeittolipowers andimeñtal^susúeptibilities; ¡Suppose, then* the
phfefJolegiMtt9hf:t* anyimimbwr of subjects for bis observation,
^ le ru a jrá ito ^ n c v ^ l^ M B fo e fy your bumps that vou arc. be»
nbroiaoi) W ao^Kkishiée,mrpbiloprógenoasvor cásualist,” &c., as
thweaUe gwjhbe: Now, m thero are none who do not in some
degrp¿> partake of all these poweroor propensities, the person obu
sihwM tipdnv I f be-has» any confidence in this trier or diseerner
ofim tit^w ilbbe easily.persuaded that what is predicated is in f a d :
hismredbmhvalft q u d ity ; 'if *hm faith is only abundantly strotig,
h&wiftbe>4éd to aujuiatec in th e phrenological conciernan, even *
akfcni|^-W tot has<been''ii^rred from his bumps.has boeirvidoUa:anü (coadirawittUr, and still >more readily if virtuous: and
phskewwthyv - f t ¡is by facts bf this equivocal nature, and so
very easily obtained, that the phrenologist supports his theory
by^ltt'Heifepfeasedi t o ' ^ l experience*.
) A i t o this 4»ested.experience by ^)iicU phrenologists pretend
their theotty to be verificdl,:k.appe&rB altogether unworthy of
críftfa^ftaw ranother (Ooiwdvratioii/ : I f human .skulls have aU :
thiwgeneral -reseáibWicé, rhat [they m iglit *tt,u p o n inspection,
be'pronounced to be'human skulls, dt must then nave been some
remtorhnble prominence¿ in some partknfar bump, in some- person
recdhrkabl* for somr remarkably strong mental power or pnopboflityv th at oould alone lead to the suppositiim that siich bm»p
wasitbe mtgánr of such particular, power oc propensity, unless,
indeedy»the’ phrenologists pretend to hove, bad a supernatural
i^élad b n b f ihd resiibnoe bribes* dosens ;ef powers aod pns*
pens ties in th d r apprepriatetbrnrips^: Now, oowsderiag theinb»
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maie'actaùMntahce ncoéfesa^y tò fprm ¿n^ccpratejuclgreéni even
of ohe single character!, it would require the lifetime of one \ybo
had nothing else to do, to make extensive ob^ervatipnt sufficient
to verify the invariable connection even of one single bump with
any òneof these powers o*\ propensities ; ory if it is allegedtj^at
this verification is' the result'bf ythé potob|né(^ experience/itf1a
eat humbef of 'òbseifvefs, /thè qtòslipb tecùrsp How many of
ese observers had the capacity òf appi&lati$g à xhiiract^r ?
This pretended experience, therefore, ought absolutely (p gò for
nothing.
. . 1, ,
1,
^
(3.) The foolery of the system appears W the great multiplicity
of powers and propensities, each different and aistinct'from the
rest, and having eaph its own distinct cerebral organ,-^wtjchl the
phrenologist attributes to the brain. And, indeed, did riot the
organ of smell appear outwardly to be one nose, I have no doubt
that the phrenologist, with the same propensity to fritter down
into particular individuality, and aversion at generalization, would
be inclined to suppose two distinct organs, ohe for. (he percep
tion of perfumes, and the other for that of stenches. They seepi,
indeed, in this respect, to have taken for their riiodel toe late
Lord Karnes, who, in his Elements of Criticism and Sketches of
Man, when at a loss to refer any phenomenon to a general law,
considers it as an ultimate filet constituting a law of itself,—such
as his principle o f thè dente q f hunting, or o f the desire o f
Jinishing. A s a specimen of a similar mode of philosophising
among phrenologists, I would instance what they denominate
Acquisitiveness^ by which I presume is meant what the unini
tiated call avarice, which they seem to staté as a distinct original
principle, acting by a distinct organ of its own. I t appears, how
ever, by far more reasonable to consider it as a secondary pas
sion, originating not in a primary liking to geld and'Bitter,'hut
attaching* itself to these*merely os »the means* of procuring the
gratification of othef desires ; but that a persevering attention to
the means makes the end be lost sight of, when the, means
come to be pursued as. the end,—just as, at the restoration of
learning, Greek and Latin were studied at first as the only ac
cessible mode of attaining to qaeful knowledge, but were at .last
studied for their pwn sakes, the original end being forgotten.
Now, if by Acquisitiveness is meant the desire of riches, which
is called in common parlance avarice, and, if this organ requires
a separate distinct o r g a n ,f o r the same reason a distinct organ
ought to be spught alter for the desire of acquiring the learned
languages
òr, if by Acquisitiveness is meant an undistinguishing desire of acquiring and. accumulating* no matter whether
gold and silver, or old cast-iron hoops ana rusty nails, it might
then be fitly likened to the undistinguishing voracity of the os
trich, who gobbles up iron or stones as readily as food.
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(4.) But further, if these said bumps are the receptacles Of
cerebral organs, whiph there find shelter and protection ; and if
character is determined by tne due order and proportions of
these ; it. then behoves the,phrenologist to explain tvhat varieties
of character are produced \>y the operations of savage nations
upon thé skull, whoi not contented with Nature^ conformation
of the humpn head, reduce it hv compression, while tlje bones
remain flexible,, into .the more eligible, fqrms q( ja .square of a
sugar-loaf, or flatten it at. the top that it may extend laterally*—
operations which cannot be performed without diminishing the
space for the development of various organs, whil^.it allows
roorii for the expansion of others, perhaps to the extent of a
supremacy over the rest. Surely were the same freedom used
with the organs pf sense, their functions could not but be strange
ly altered and disturbed.
_ (5.) I t is presumed that the boldest of phrenologists will not
deny that there is a material difference betwixt the characters of
an ancient and a modern Greek—-betwixt,those of an ancient
Román and an Italián—betwixt a freeman And a slave ; nor do
I conceive any will be so hardy as to affirm that a corresponding
difference takes place as to the bumps.1 In short, character, so
far from being dependent upon bumps and their supposed con
tents, seetfis to depend chiefly op* circumstances of situation;
and of these principally upon, political institutions. .And indeed
phrenologists, aware of this.gW wg fact, are obliged to allow a
greatinfluence to education, which they admit may produce a
character widely different from that indicated by the Dumps,—
an admission which reduces thé theory to a state of complete
inanity, from which I hope it shall never recover.
i - > »i i
* * *■
Reply 0 an Eé&ay against Phrenology by the fien. Charmes F ihdLATBRj' N sw bm ds ; in a, Letter to dm Author», by W alter T oo.
'* '*
f'
i, ahGflorE, Oct. 1833.
M y D ear. Sia ,-—I have'read your essay ágáínst Phrenology
with great attentipnyapd am quite delighted that a mafi of your
distinguished foletos should have been able/to do the system so
little harta. Like most aritiphrenologists, you have begun at
the wrong end, and reasoned against the utility and consequents
of the system, without first settling the great question of its
truth or falsehood by an induction of facts. .This, you must
admit, is unphilosophical, as facts in nature cannot be overturned
by reasoning against their supposed utility, and consequences,
but must be disproved by evidence.
I am surprised that you should have imitated the conclave,
that condemned the discoveries of Galileo for their assumed con
sequences, without being able to disprove the facts upon which
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ai<Nob<^J<fw««dbeit<ji tKim¡^«awtel£^ dMAialjnost
f ltW (WS^SlMÿ9^Bi»wqfl hwajbf^ÉJ^lindK pi^Bn^vby.jirhe
flSîHWaRfiiÜ&^lgîtfl aytebyo^feé4$Mp8tt»*» «bs*tikiae».TBin .
oe-B«frü<Min*olh» fc% eti«to 9 W d«rtiefnÆ»iiifct^l iMf>'»ani>
J W t & b i ^ ^ <^ / t f ^ f* ^ W

i g n tB < ë w W iH '4 lto fl3 i^ d » ri]rta id p p p d e .

.9|SlWüWt
fWePIsA^^isloftg^viift; fais w«|y<i*<Î8&wl>i>ibeândmABd>by
Abâi6ksil<t^^NM Hb«fcgfl«eW
ifeipabtiiAilar
4^> m W % K h

W % ik ji;9 * g h trf> r<

flvo-jW »((eW i a e t

-«Bfc^éWtfrAhS9Bp<i4kphfegte
J(ifc*s<)îlCi; iNaWijilbia
is not a correct statement.ftflibrf dtattitfte 9 Î tâàr& lttlQ feyy aad I
its reaiîjgWâplsWtea'iCjtttf^W^J ïUiiyjb )r ibiil// *-*yiît y<J f)‘Jii;r.
v \ 1« % b B t ^ j b t f » 6 §
< p p w e r» ,(in .t& e ip rtie n t
«Rfti'MJiÎ fa*jb»ib-i «7/loi ÎlI^jJtnii -J/M1 JJu { . 1 : Il

.81 SoiÆflSfifrteft ^ J^ l{P ^ ite^ ¥^ h i8i^ laâèct**aoil«^ d ified
Sflbfa fl^a
U»t,wjpwu.i<I Jilj iji!)-I '
yi& i33»«a&eilÿ£ftjn,/}e^
consista of a congeries of orgagftrc foayfetg fatini*ja«d)difflmnt
‘ftWfMSSfen aill ■)rvx-jh Ifull -.j?.i^o:<-ii yilq hui, - ;i.n.,niniir. V f
j
¿ftîgMrfteWftl»« Ah»jbw«X(i#s,i}ti((^aÿ(tie«mj,'j|#;I«igan!of
JWW
eS tJfalwideftoùihtwi faite foàfbJme ;
•»»$& bfcfle, ffl^tfcwiyW ir.redueed
btWnjo|ftj«if«oâ(bejiitnài«yTca¥il
f â ' f P f f î f F t f f j ÿ r q c n q n o d î J o ^ io l i i f t ^ n i l m i i ocli î o a io fô crn Jiv;i.

Weèd füà yi^jlhAjbÿa4/^iO)mUA4M9M^OBe0t,
p h y w ifo „ ^htoejftyat-

WMoftHpi
# ff4 « Î!il^ Dg f l r e j f r 3 ^ ^

tbaâWbe(itog
toofe

vV\^&jWHrW# ta m (tf^|%|i*r,wsW * tbift «teati Ctort/in [the
constitution of h u m a n ) f ^ ^ ^ ^ h ) c K M l
M#M?B ef APjbM # toi» p fy\m > p km yb œ > æ w ta tw i * 3 » iphilo.
WHroBiS8SWifllll fü>H§A y !,<'■> ni ■!:••'(<}£ Ij ' ii ></ ^ n n » irnr... •„
•/liw 6 ««RMÎ Jtiÿ^joffiw ltpriqfi^li^iiliufc.tlw .nlcnliél datai-

PWAM ^ i;tbB-Mzei fevakh, m d ac-iiftW» ^^ifcgatd.fciAhe first «f.tifesaio©»-

J9fW»n
«Brian Mgart »ibe^ntosirfe of
liflW W i ,fffl-,fb«iRW!PQP'‘iw .is^BiitersaU.iandnon« to wfcch
«Msam of
qrcttmsMWMysjj »fleets in exact propor
tion to the quantity of matter which it contains; and wood, iron,
brass, bone, and every substance in nature, have strength in
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ipeapurtfadi tdabairaiM vIJ Ifilpdbvfo«»'lhtit<tiv¡this ¿v«i*M r—
<fcht^dz^gCTff<p(iiw r i Jthew dm tm t
(emlejMfiM, w i t s
deniaTwowld'be'tbe *awre tbidg to-deby >tfo« 1qndtrthifeSGWhlcb
•wo«qiM i tri’tbei«titn*<4)&ig w * uotiieqiM ttt'bW 'nkitftb&il-so
tbW ^isfaaA rtaeatal p H n d p le ^ lfHiritraieg1* fcdsd »*Aft>fttrddictadr^y thel whoteanaW y ofi
yw$tteffl*.
A rid
•dcc>iW mfoi«nth<dirn^W >v(dmaMd dfliviewiil ■faVfioP’atertfem.
idiAmdi^fith regard'totheh& ilth fetfsmikntWfl brihgalibtJdifim
J o f itepowetyll aM l^t«w tlisr'a'{M n|^^M ^>H i'tk> sSttel1 ttt» <
ain
<SdKeve>ftr a n k N n W t'to ^ 'd iM ia fe & a ti^ a to
iiis«!Vit|iiithe>'eMr^ efttnferifa
<o !Ehu*>the*wu'$andamtotal p ritftifte ii'p f¡P h te n ttt^ ^ e ’e«!*.
blisbed by facts which it seems tO>tne^itllj3bssiWe1<fb>WfSfet!.1 ,r| ' ni -I^tbeu,"these twp pwntipilierttliistjibe ttdjftt^cd'Ji Istlfl,' t<J be
candid, you have brought forward'titilttab ifitetS>tottf
toditpnsVewthier^the'ODiy vtttettMttg'qtleAtfoW fotJdftttTdsioii is,
W hether the brain Mots’'aS> ttaritote'fc» Itfpatki1? ’11 I t ia mi1this
pointy lindeed^i that >statipfereiidtagiMt bttW ’b ^ Hye’Mlotit daysuvd’MhdjwaMotliir tbtif'abu& t^1" '-"
<• ’•
A ll anatom ists and physiologists th a t deserve the n a tt^ ’Hiltb
tdm hted'tlibtw »^ret>«rineit))es);'bu«W heti’ptAtehoilbgi.sb fy a & h t

mairfpMtdAwd bntm^orwbie fae^ ioptbve'thdt tfcftbtafiW'dte*
fart>d«ias-«'iM tid>'fedftsiM d
I t w ^ h t i t e 't t f t i 1dw^ertefe
o f ior^sdsfihavihg>>distftico:nnd different^fch^tldn^'sikhd’vaif*'thfe
great m asters o f the healing a rt forgot their propriety,'tffel$% fth
th fv tx k n sa i Kif ’ignorinbej' tdolt! Ileitvh td km* brndul wetyMitfagly,
«tw fepcthey' wen# *t'tk* ^ d s 'W 'tm d iW A « d ^ n d , f # ,d,'Ayy
■:i* y ;li to c b m ) ?>ib

fit

,b l>v

d is ^ iM i
grittjjdMctedtW g A n . ‘^ h b
eunbbto; blot M «i^‘d i M k ^ f ^ < t & ^ ^ e < y t '>thiSlliii^MM(>,ies
fissfcttotMJ lare^tim liy>\mUho«tni *t S^anneM'lii*- ‘th e tfdit& hV ttf
theiftii«Rds|t><>dqtl ^ o u s ^ s ttd ih o ’th ^ ^fltkiAW
jjH?losophical princiftios." ,J|k to iii'^u« ji\i «i nuvid j Hi ir..ii .'/‘j*»•*•
m ULmA o J? in th e fitdt p te o e ,^ M h v td b SCttid
onMR^^MWd j^ n in slt^ M ^ iisip a t* S M e tlll'nMl ’•> •|,,,Jll!‘l' ‘"
oI»qriif*br«irtiptM Scssed'gfttd'etiergyj ttnd W H d f : t o 1« to % ,
the same energy would appear in every itttftM l MjurtftMhRbh.iin
«W eb Umt bram wl»8>emplojf0di ■BbripJ{lW 'lrite !ftifct?' iM hy,
th e bevy rbfrw ie is generally Use ea se:1"Bbhtd childrfch lhy «fteir
hands^MOn an M stvuwint^ and1make m usic at'dftcd; 4 h lle thou
sands o fy o d ftg - Indies 'tehtt> distiagM sh1 «Wn&rivCS' 'in^ other '
branches oPknowiedge, never -arrive a t’ Snyi prcfeciCtlcy iftirtbsic,
feven atfeer th e laboow o f ntany ‘yeeirej under the gresrtest {Advan
tages c f education; T h e sam e-'thing take# place11in1painting,
poetry, sculpture, eloquence, and m echanics; in one word, in -
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to d 's r e p l y

to t h e

s c i e f t ^ ^ h n ^ t b e C9fpp»ss(p f .hum an knowledge.
M fh

»j: 1'>r. ■>•)!. -'1'iL u : j i l t ij;iIT

Jinr. jjn .^ io i/iili ,

W i
•P ?1®aiiW fiP W iÎW ff^Ç 'flÎ

S!®
m M ut

C * eP ? W l ipi. W fr flronjpfed.tty,?om e; ine^aXjpa-

jp w ,| m w
,flOt. I^e;,bafei|.fl^,içipu}se.; . N ù,p»^
çy,er( «cchui» the. ^ i ) i t
p/^&kipgimpftjif, Wfto( has jbàrplyqny pefpeptipp of n |e i o d ^ ^ d
£0| ui^Ui'ptber <ca4es. .. You
before the/Hbré&. , ( t
^ «$uf; JpepjJje)»’$ f uh'^i|osoplùt«|).ç|i)araptér ;«f .this jm uoâqpiv
oif yours, it is contraiii^ted by, the wliole hiitpry .ht m a^ jn d .
How, pi y in?» have ,retnaipep sl;eer doits, after fcirçpvn^tayces,
flaVitj ftud 9 4 uc».tiou/hpd donp their utmost !,_ To.|8cfyoç&tkpd
Colleges they wept in “ stirkeppd, cajue out asses ; a n d if npnçst
W u r o . w aqe them foqfc' yth^f' ,«èrw». f b « r

.W .m poxipea ,of^rigpal ^ptûi^. baye risen t b ^ n e p œ j j ^ n d less alike qf bçjps a^'prbiqÿeraqpç«, L Tne list of 4uci! (^jieij(js
Ippg anq ¡glorious* and frptn thatj list it -were easy (jp ipenton
naines which, ought tojsut. your hqbiiaha educatimi m fn tp ¿tie
blush. .But in tpçrcy/Inparçjyop, ‘a ra shall only add, (Hat,the
w an who believes th?bfh« gpwVW °^
ÿ W t^.jjêjiul*
p f habit ¡and ..education,, should W p « b m fm frV n ip .M w W g
o
c
/ ;
. . But* in thç second place, j^tirUal însarçjty is i n c o i n ^ t ^ . ^ h *
the unity o f Ifre braim Y pu m ust adm it tjiat
common than partial insanity.. .Nqw, iT th e brain a ç te i.a f la
runitv, this phenomenon would b,e impossible ; since, if tl^e prain
acte<| as a unity» jwhateypç, affected itm u sta fip c t it<as a wfrçle
apa not as .a part.
- t- , ’
(
.
. 7 t{
,0.. In the tjrird plaice» {h^t the W n d is found to be ¡reljeyed
by merely chapgiqg the p ujeets,of thought and study» is « ¿ o tte r
fact inconsistent with jthe unity p f the oraip. F o r, if tbe.w nple
brain were employed in all manifestations ro f m in d ,itc p u ld not
be rested by, any change* o f thought o r bpptemplatioD., . A ipan
would not be rested by first yunning east a n d then west upon
the same level plain.
1, ;
t , r ,

2

, 4v In the fourth place, partial iiyurie* of the brain* byproduring partial derangement of the «rental manifestations,*mdiibit another factj inconsistent with the unity of the brain.^ Baron
Larrey (no phrenologist) has given a body of facts on this pdint»
which no sound .ui^emtimding can resist/
6,
In the fifth place, dreaming would be impossible, if the
brain acted as a unity. For if the brain acted as à whole, it
must be either all asleep or all awake, and in either case dream
ing could not take place.
Thus, my dear sir, I have established by undeniable facts,
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o f that organ,: ancL 8dlvf That the brain does not act as a'iifyUy,
bi/i tìcinsÌats or a Wngeifes oTôfgkns:*'
tftéfée riféthé ¿reat
anp fundamental p rim é e s óf T ^rèn ^6 )^j^^U ìt% hb toèVér.yi&i
haVe iëft ab^iutelyjUptou^ë^Mth'érB^àc^'ôi^fèW n^h^1 YÓu
haWwàstèd'y pur sfréngtH, àHdr tt^s^rik'ybò'^ timé,'ìnehdèkvótaritig tolop oïf a few ôns^iiilV bratichfe ëhgèkfiëd bÿ ëriiitmèb ; whjfle you liavë ïèfif thè tr^e ph^enologìckr tfëc to ' ¿priékti
itkróot’s wider phd dë^periijtì‘ttife'tëàrai; 'Àmiph^énbjogfèts!KaVë
in ^ n e ra ï snéwa'tBérasèiVe^ ^ëry Ihaccüratëïrrthèii' kirôwlkclgé
ofli|s real principles and ¿Watàòtèt'r àtìp’iii tMd Rét i arri iòrry
in Hièing obliged to a s S ^ 'yòil a'dis^h^kh'éd placcÌ.' r
'L
Ü b o ù l the/midcfle ór yàiir èssày'Vòusky,
Had thê'bùrripSs
oiV thè'siedili Jneen Iritefiaed1Jto Bè fyë Motte.1b f fcómpitëhert'âŸdt
each1othèr^ views arid ihtenttitosf'U ç. ‘No W,' ' that t hë -views
arid intention^ o f1one àpótbér ckn1Be asceVtàïrièd By ihbpectuW,
is distinctly denied by .^ e ry phfenoipgîcaf writer ; and tlWefore
thè* absurdity which you ópposp fotofit1^h'cfV fether èlsewRéffe
than1among phrenologists. *The sanie toantbfcorrect?knowledge
characterizes ypur account Of its risè apd progress, à circutlijstànde the More: inexcusably à s D r G allons gitetia VeW.ihiriütè
account 'òf the origiti arid progress pP his discovery. Yòu';A!fè
equally iiifelicitoils iti falling the science* * mushroom-like^ îri rçk*
pidity o f growth ; as Phrenology is nearly in her fortieth yeatfj
¿Àd'stïfl possèdes àH thò fre^hness and* vigour of youth, though
from ,her cradle exposed to strangulation and death in every pos^
sible, foritf, Which ruthless and reletitless enemies could* devise.
Ifotiir friend.Mr Jeffrey, thé present Lotd Advocate, instead of
trying lié* by'the Tdfntt of lkW, turned quack, and ai three difc
Cerent times gave her t^ree pills, which he hoped would Hhvè
rpvëd'her death ; But as hé was ignorant of her constitution,
Is pills merely acted as*an eiuetic, and she did not die ; and t
vëhtjiiré to predict that she will be, in high places when thé
lekriVeff lòri! is out of office.. D r Gall ïèctufrea on Phrenology
ih ‘Vienna m 1T96, at\& Mr Combe in Edinburgh in 1832:
'
” ïh Vour remarks on the ¿òmmon form of'speech, in referring
thought to the head, and the affections to the heart, the same
fatality attends yoii. For this! mode of speech neither suggest
ed'ttyp system, nor is referred td'as a pfoòf of its truth,—but
simply to shew, thkt mankind, in every age,, believed the mind

E

• Though the facts and arguments adduced by Mr Tod in support of the
principles o f Phrenology are •amply suflMont to establish them, our readers
o f count will noi understand that he has here exhausted his ease. Had
every fact and argument demonstrative of the truth of these principles been
stated, the letter would have occupied volumes— K d .
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to act through, the medium pf material organs; and for this pifrpftfajkbin<M&lwillMUhiwiHfa<rat->> j •• o'. . • *<_■n I • .».t I - - I - In, you*! iohscrHatjods oorthe/OrMm of tAcqrtisiUvenefs ijfouj«jce
stilliafc fault in ^^fc;«,ooi»ok» l ^ w t e c ^ w.Oft ito,d»ieo* uteois

urifhfttfdfa# wminmdiMUlblil; the^ilsqalediisjra oflpenianaAfi»»perty-i .nTheftuandlwarite «re abu*3»[ofi thei fawkyruneegiilalpd
by, ju*tice<«ad .benefaience^, ¡You.loail jw&rice ¡.Mi«, ,$£ebofib*y
pBMfTOOir 11i.Tbatl a t laaH.implieeitbbt.there w;-ag6wferjat>d iftfeSe

be
Wt«J<ejf] a*ari«ft, itbecejinay be.p.tbiriLoiql
faqrthvxpwu lust. the, .tenth; i»8tet»tio8ni: . This■
<philosophy, fair,tp
roey abeer|B^ewrdiiyin!5For fawi tho.fttaqrie^isirai
fa.tfea.mort jvioldiHipwion.sfdr iferlthodoswciiihinat diffietena.an
kmdibtH)ini<dtgi>efeij tYofeiare d^aleaiea, witb.phrtppkgistafih-

hamag) m Jbrgf Aoriiwl^erotfl^ngiml principles-.in ihuuieq odtuh». I.-Bat tbottgbijfoiws.ei^less,.nuit emus,, they a re i’aclmorfe
prolific! frr if,teach of-them produce ten iUtegtabnate cbUdfadtro*
sdwithatnyaun whete-. philosophy -w., in>» state,of >fbsolrftt
U w dy.oTha.iiflh, ibowevfeni.ts,I thatt the .tfhfcki kmalegy.* f no*
tiKefj»fm(ftm^af{UQtt»)<gf function,, iTbeipaccannotiflebjinbith ie v e ibnarftf¡and.tbteHricorory .«ft-Sir iGbatJep Belli; hvfekhjjlGti
roew ou,<is\ia 1striot^ioo^-dwioi) yritfeithe principles, inf<|£breno»
>t^4n<iMoMy «C ftmfcttdnd jIt>w«S[6 tfrtreiriy ibflKeviidiitbat'tbe
fMne(tieBiNl fbodit^fansyW /wiv«ndaworiooli which-wouldi hade
bran « .d o u t* fauctapo oioysujgfe org»»U'b»ltS»(Charles^BeHi^
diwwveejh tends,tb-, support IihftitottftuneiH. )fthafen«.o|gtai.pdrt
feritiSideiiMb (fuoatwii9 sir*p,th&fr,i this, faafclif ldit»nc|iyv«gaiifc»
3^i«*tiplrtenol*^aJpjy^oasirtlM eej^(te^;< «u*b«rjotf «rigi«
nal principles in the human,mindy W oS^uatty against the actaal
eonstitutkat, o E !tbe body,,aayau-would ham made one toenrte^lerfitBdi/taplidiifciieqt,.functions t ibpt rby,', die fH otjust knentidied,
you sise that nature iaxxinatitu ted Opontbei principle d£ distinct
nagtms .and- unity !06 fubotfotk.Sottaueh .forttbe dwpevetycd.Sin
G hdrlesjfett.; .. , : ■■ •
. . ..... ,1. ,
•• .
■Y o u s m rtta , think .it.very difficult, to distitrgaiah one head
boRYOnother. .This, hosteler, .i» in. tru th far tntore easytharr
ta.diatipguinh. one face frotU another;,of th e difficulty, ofwbidh.
imhody ootnplnihs,, .¡There a e e * » tttfo j things alike;,in.liatnr*
mOre than hinds. YauPpreiadidesragainstlthe dystemliaiTULipt}
you id aid Ignorance.of the iBcts Uf»aiwbkh-u«jreiW.'DitGnllj
nas left six volumes, full of; the most important facts regatdiogi
the phydoaland owntnlronditlonof our face. Double that num*.
bar ad 110lumen.have.heen published in,this txnurtifyjall abound«
ing.incjfeefully observed and accurately! recordedfacts. 'Crania;
hate b®ed eollebted Bdiagtteat Mariety o f tribnsj sa/vage and! ciri-d
heed, atcientlaudmodertl, which; hdra beep cardfully compared!.
with the national character of the different tribes to which' they,
belong; so.that your difficulties have been solved.a thousand
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times. D r Gail's collaetiM was'VeKjr ku^e/and<the j*hrBHt>|ogiiMil
Society of Edinburgh possesses cranitPR^wyMtttbfePUf itKfetfcfOit
opposite parts UP ehpe&rth. n^hy^tiiei». dtpy0H^4ifrJM(p*ioul
totfae tOBcimdlattoa od*he«egid^faote,kndfgi*f <tt dfaidifctiBfiMd
reapcknohjiHlhte» Caril* ittid ¡¡NoW HdllAtKkwih*»» ftft&iitodiflta g e iu g a a w a t^ e f'A M d & p c w tfe ftw l^ i^ b iiiiiiM Y o u ^ ^ a
iadeedfgiven a roast**, ytwhmsit is^ ^ tti& u o d c k M io tp i^ y ^
Eutajli Iwtoerd'y^qfStfy^^'-lh
& fbtfttom I>«njaedijpendatf >upotf haffipviiidd thtfiP««{^toM>icbtttigMsi>a»d(H<it(^ » .
peed ctidsHy^H^reubistaaee^Of^U^tfen^mMitofttbiiiepritUjpfl)cN o^^«dthiiigi^^sp«»dto.w e
4ndWP^Mb in<'i4tihiMBliydDhsU ihls^oif^i«fcIinitfc«Kiw»dJ^
¿bdrktuiby pdiiioil 'instiit)tkwsL{ IVdgripliHoaofihy'hcfe’ppuJ, M % m M
ly^uhttilcaw
iWfed wfti»
ready^fayde etm«a»i^hit'4ito<tii«»Gf wodwl* 'httokta ic/l'hefitltmj
UU«dlf)dittieBiiinsdtati(Ms'^mif%e4»dM ««Ninjiufolafiikhey
are feh ^ g rb w h ^ ih e ditlefULwiifld/ j«W^dP^sri*«Mii^'afJtW
liberalwiMMUtioflS'that'WeroitViodid fcki(to>8^fl/aMdtF»rtiig*i'l
l^e-EfaHilifoti) <pdlitdQl
tatyid&ptoisnwi> >£HM4l thbajgfoj liMiabt4iio%)ori4u«i7^rciK!^M
odr 4sdhti>hw»rted t&ghbeiuf* f o lk li«i#10»W,t JbevMMbhnis \p$l
therf tbb'tnstf^ttbv U&ttMtelftae/tMt^flae^t^’borty bnwft,a«iA
▼dn^lscabiyi iheairtsi hdshtKfe-» ^ p a y * ! » pipto/fil $ b tt£ o a aattl
pb^imfa^»i«-AMiiiotMi^ torftuMJ bttcyj«tMrdlt*b*fUhrtta)t8Hi
afrifagiHMV’WMikl «$>14»** ptdUkbirliMMsti«lltittMiii)l 4lfe>«fery<lte$
okihe imn^bbviiO(EilpnhcM^i>rdhiah‘r4gulate9h0'tslii^>«auM lt
to«(OH ©flthittg^tinf&SOfrhieH t*«<li*e(;iij<i()ii sdi -u Yilqonhtj Ion
•->ljVbei><I earned* youri jjithy'stmtpatKvfhel «¡ihfe'tfeedtyilMetf
isialsd'and omfbiftHlkV(for- (1A 1<it i»(twm«sdidK4'%itba*«Ataid
analogy af natt»o,”!Fj^rtMii|lyWpMHd> factir'atui M(Uagie3.<eiC
natL#e;/bro«ght w 'bedt- ba>ithetpiestioivfini dfebdtojJ-iiMtetKbof
which, you enter into a discussion upon what you call
tMrJ
mtmioHsadhpluifit&Hibf ©hei tohM^ttfanothei1,' to nrodutteimportant ¡ends," and aboiit bum b*»tig<madeift>f'f‘ sotihl uniofa.# Now,!
who1w b t'doubted' ondiwbrd•m '-all this! and <m<\dhar,: possible!
waw'does it^betor «gailist1PhrMwlogy
R?hy, iRlr,<3otnbb' Hag
pitraslmdia whole Yblumexm thd'^pwttbtttidn ofl>Mdrii‘1&1eebit
jeesbf‘Chichiisto1shew tto<qdutintble■'*'iadaptafioi^ Which: e»<
isto between that'odaotitvtion 'aad' the ganMali doHsiitudoh «fl
nMoreji iW eteyiu really ao bknpletas toibeluniethabphwholoit
gistB oobtettded ¿or tbe constitudoh uf| nattsfebeibgiondef WKHttl
chfyiand n a s n ile lt1 Set feriBthisffiom being the cktd^thatahqy i
have been aceosed by sotne of youV ftatertuty of teachm^ the!
doctrine of absolute perfectibility.
Tania eta discordHi fnt- 1
trun*»’’ >••
■' •' ■• • ■• ! .............. . ■*•"• '•'••" ,!; '' •*
W ith respect to your iemarks oit>phy^logaomyy and- the dils* ‘
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Unction between natural apclprtifioial, language, I am happy to
inform ¿yflu.tbatfpoor t » # s onjtheseipointa aresiatniotle poreuoUigiwb'naqdv iHiJ^vha^beeBic^fin^ettaBAUjiusttetedibijriphre«W flp^atvgieafe.teBgtklq XHat,$«risny fdci^ty,: *pntMna«k*imnd
^ftssiaD.oX.bumaninatwrte tesAttiajwaibspfld^Itonepandlanguage
¡ f o lia r , to iu#lf,. fa iteyond a&ddtotojrerovu 11 ttutiiqobifa^tiadr
witting, that>4myi£uailt^/s^BwM^i4n(lfKuUidn^jhaslatiiAinct
«Ad. definite constitution jiVinatuce, «ndus.ncrtitheirbmltiBffjbabit
and association? /¿r4istinotlfaflulbdscaadit*impto>fi«ctioteiiinanifeatgd by distinct end idiflerenfcorgarisy iar*>iuael «great ifotnda.
U o n a n i B h r e o o io g y , ,,* , ., l i„ j /I ,t jii',,11 n , i i „ 'in>. n iiU T y i'

. HAviog n«w<aftventedito aH -y^iobjeptktasriwhiehjaeemed to
me tOideservfi,fti> w»sHiet,-jp<*in»t,«fi!j» offiari a.&wr remarkd on
the-uses ■of .Pbflehology !and ltd iwport««te >tp;teiaokiudj ad Joontraeted.with; the old school; of «>e>ktal philosophy to whifchnjrou
belong, .You seftwhatia pentode Jogicnan youAreit! la o a e ia m
compelled to end where) .yotk began« byj tnmirlg tbebindu^udi of
your Essay foremost,J,-i..,i...-.ir,.l , • •■¡•o .^nini ,*isn.
.> Those, who long denied tbeicir<»Uttiano£-[the. bleodbhkfe yt>u
said «ui
iShartfsj^ttoduaieni ^The -ildowjdd^d eflnhat
simple fact h«Uincrra»edutbe^p*#eri.Qfilibe,physician <oiiem<tbe
human fmote!a lhdi»a»d&»lcL_ 11iAad iif ltjM«fiimttfoiiatofo(|hat
magnificent, organ, tbe.braiuibe neiw disckwrerecMho luiility-ofythe
discovery must be-utunenm. .Wduldi it>tai ofi.mo.iadvadtagmso
have a sound philosophy.0$-the human!mihd,ibdsed:ufxxij*woormet knowledge of the oonstitpionoChtimhn nature, sraiett wartdd
enable us to lay dawn, aphiiasophicali and. uni vuraali.svstm»bf
physical, intellectual, aita moral education, whfahwouidiapply
to all the varied conditions.of the human race ?.i Would)«tribe
of no importance to know accurately «be strength and meekness
of our own physical and mental constitution:?/ Sel£,kU0wledge
has been sought by wise p e n .ia all ages^ asof adknwwlfdgtfthe
most important to their ipptovemenbio'virtiteiind jhapfansss.
The functions of the brain obce knoyrn,; whals a flood of dightis
thrown on the,laws .of,health. ondd)6eBse,wtibe eutejof.itb*' in
sane,-r-criraioal la*v-T-penitenUary disciplme<tlnabd«.inioheWe|rd,
all,the relations in wbiou marl «an $xist aa A, physiti^ly inbqll«tm),
andftoralbeing 1 . .<
.
1 ..¡¡1
1 v.i .t
JVow,.what hat: your habit. MitdiomHualitm phiiotophfdone
■6tc the human.raced -Absalateiyjiathing.,.;;Mankind fiektthht it
tame.not home to t|m r business dr theic-iboedaiSy and.msgfabted
it as a thing.of no¡value..¡.Artd lbokw pould it'b e . otherwise?
You reasoned about.Abe powerslandipnmeipies laf-ajbeiifc of
whom you had no experience* ’..You spafaeidf ■thr>mindiaasf it
had.already “ shuffled off this mortal ooilv or¿..rather« ds if it
had never put it on. And yet it.is cnlyfrom birth talldeath .
that we have any experience of the human m ind; and during «11
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that period it is connected with a physical frame, modifying the
mental! phenomena atewp ryafrpj" And io<s4y>abthing>m the
mAopiideiiofafaiti |^hy«cil-pwfli^>i8toi^dofclwigi (of pArtlnf the
Wptnirtaft»«onipow^lfe thfe iietng,i«lid phenw*riidiof-tvhos^tt«ture
3DHUjm ^wtom ipUdn. ¡-iltaMtfnhtemi throw ¡Ltfrd'fiafeopyroles
■IffldJph'dofcDphy « th*«iindsh£>hdi»dir#> rA n d ^ fM r «fcesbP this
IritiAiif ifatUe‘ilaboup,i'wheftiweiAafc'yqU'whit'fethd tactual' «onBtitJtibnJand naititoiof ¡rian^ .sotneiof'youiiajy'that he is 4 dom•ponnd>of>«ultter'ai«d,JtiC)ad^Bndther'Mys nte is-ell matter1, >.as
aiaUertisjnripdyitadmiHdisttatteri - SomA'Of yeoisay he was-orice
a certain animal, but unluckily lost his taili^^One:0 f yoirtibys
<heUsia«ocidii)!anotberf4iiatibe>is an uhloetalawimAi. -Solute!say
(he Ummaayr'ftotiltneh't others, -that"he-has-wry »few. 'Sente say
«hat he iawsehisii ^otiier^ th at he *■* bepei'oieMbein^. ''Softie
igrantl him a moiql'eehse;; lathers itonlej Sohie atlow him «'conlamehoeputhereeay that«, ts& thingof mire habit and education.
iTHeifoaodatida of ivimeefitailflias been'lndde ito coeds« iniproiety, fitness, utility, benevolence, selfish»««,' isympathy,'<&c.
r Bcfidt,sridr' bis'<conihilm/<tenaij yui« 'irltL'Unoomtnow sfense
toiitbei b h a sk -M r •StewArty thao elegam and splendid'writer,
ftcm h is UBtBea«ieriidition, hasjcivleniu«itheiliteM(tiiwk)f many
mdp6MaBt<qtwstioMiibut taofhing>ihat'«a»jbe (called'thfe philoso
phy «of >the hum an mind« 'That«toMe>*eadonwv und^deiightfdl
•many Ik r'Thomas-Brown,' throw th e' philosophy, of fjteid>arid
-SlewBrt><hehind‘hii>ibackv'mitt thing'of nought; while, •on'the
father hawd, .at learned' >Baronet,' the 'Other year, fell upohi-Br
iBnowti, -add if- he> Had: doc bgan weighed' riown with a 1lotdMof
{sppnaU metaphysics, would actually 'have finished1him, ' Nor
canjyou. hatne fornattenythal a sknple noteion Cause and EflKeet,
•fay Professor liemio, had sA iw yeaiw agd nearly stranded the
whole/G eneral Assembly.' < * ■
•'"'•■
• >
>■ Now,, my dear sir, areynuybelonging to a band of philosophers
bkcitlqsyentitled'to assume aits, look big, and talk' of Phreno
logy.as w seiche* ebar deter ves to be ♦*hooted off «he stage ?v- >
•'.'Nothing has surprised' m em ore, than that men o f thought,
iepatation,ahd observation, should continue to deny the futrd*isedtal principles of: Phrenology, when1they m ust feel* theirow n
mental powers modified every day, by the different slate» o f their
physical 'frames tn'health attd disease; or that they can-idsist
such facts aB bbal' thevmost gifted minds beoome- mere infants
tundee disease of «be bnuwj' -But here I stop for the prew ar, till
I «bear.-Awn-yon dgaki, which I hope wUl’beeaon.

£

Ifca te sdid nothing1regarding the tone and temper of your
communication, which is certainly in both sufficiently irreverent.
•But I make no complaint. Some allowance must be made* for
An author who writes in defence of • sinking cause,—-Yours
in d y,
W altcb T oo.

(
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T H E -T E A C H E ll; Or MofibtL ItfVTbktfÒEtfKàpLÒWxVift’ttn^lfr&feiyié-riow dir*
'YWfcai intended Chiefly to astìfet Yclàhg Yèibbettf fin ‘òr.
‘fckniéiitgsJKl coilducitng thMr Hehottl^ By .TAcoi Atìiot+'^Prltìèifiài
•tff M ountVtt-non Schtibl; New EngHttth-Ttevweilby thè R i v . t r t i t t t t i
"M ato , LL. D-, late'PèlioW of St JòhnVCèllegM, Ostftrd. Ldritfctaf! feeelèy
jfeSonfc.: >1984; 12m ur P p 8 * 8 .> ;
■' ■* ' 1
•M\* 1
ii • ì.
1
1: ■ i ■ 1 :! - ;■
■; ‘-i*■=-fÌ » 1-H '
M a . A b b o t t remarks* >tliai were teachers to visit the schools of
each .other, they Would vastly inorbase. their knowledge of r?anA
interest in the art of instruction, v“ I t is mot .always the<?apdy?
says he, “ that any thing is observed by the visiter which-he Con
directly and wholly introduce into his own school o but w hat be
sees suggests to binainodifications orclianges ; and it givdshiia,
at,any rate, renewed stxength.and resolution in hÌBwdrky iò^sev
how similar objects, are accomplished, or <&>n)ilar difficulties riey
moved* by others*’! ¡“ .NfXtitpa visitV* a schixib?il*ettMh*iw^
“ nome* the reading of a vivid description of i t I dolnot knee*’
a, gold theoretical exposition of ¡the.groeijal principles -of-its «da**
PUgeroeutaud instruction for -thesef re ieswhtialiy the same*in
gUecboojs i l mean, a minute] account
the plans and arrarigé*menta by which these geaeml prhacipfea are applied, Supposé
twenty of the most succws&furt eschars lim.New:England irimU
wrùe such a description, each o f his; o wn ¿school, how.ialuihle
would be the volume which abould coataio them
Abbott ■
baa followed this recommendation in publishing the work under
review. Its general nature is well set forth by D r Mayo in hit*
preface to the English reprint
■i
M The little volume now presented to the British public, sets
forth in a lively and practical. manner, the every-day life of a
North American school. W e are fairly ushered into the class
room, introduced to the pupils, made acquainted with the lights
and shades of their characters ; and all the physical, moral, and
intellectual machinery of the institution, is set in motion before
our eyes, and its principles familiarly explained» I t is not indeed
an elaborate exhibition of abstract truths addressed to a few
philosophical minds, but a lively picture of school scenes, a mi
nute detail of lessons, many of which were actually given, and
a circumstantial report of cases which have really occurred, and
may auy day occur again. I t is a volume for the practical edu
cator ; the teacher in an infant school, the master of a proprie
tary establishment, the professor in a university, the instructor
in a private family or in a school of any description, may btudy
its lively narratives and judicious remarks with profit toihimsbif1
and his charge. It exhibits to us how moral discipline and ve-
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ligious influehce may be exercised, even in a day-school, and that
without violating sectaries} pi^jjLi^jcps.T\
M r Abbott's work gives us a very favourable impression of
his.flppyfd,
i Jtfe wrgwe$ rtW Pgly^ainst
the pw pifaiL
ipf.Mtuiion^wd/raainteiiia that
by ad^ptipg tl^ mod* oii teaching* and subjects taught, ,t«>/the
imrofc' tosbff ppejratRd /Qnj^t^iCTriUag .imitivfeain/tbe pupils
b
y
j
^rtbarir<iiKAriiosuia yfflJwhW8j-<*be tbusiness
of instruction may be rendered comparatively-way* and pleasant.
44 The school-room,” says he, 44 is in reality a little empire of
mtBiholftbci b*etwtofraid** kiokr ¿fekirifriiir tn it lig(vt( stdAes
the ndtureijuld ieridebcy of libeittiirida wfvMv liar has -to fcOnri'dl,*
adapts hU pjandtarid hife iieasurO&to'thfelfcute Of- huHiati ftattnty'
and ciiafeacourei to acdbmplidv hM^put-posaW for thetri, rtf# bJr
m^m iaboiiriaiid tinea, W t byiftvgon*^y and ^htdrpfot»'; tifcWl'
tafcel pleasure
•vH» Witt
watah with «and arid:intetesciliaopfeteftiott >tfa# motet and irfis
teHeciuhl caiiies ^ihMih lie sbesiiri^peraftonvaAd flttd^ &s be ^
compfefces with inofeassng foci)ivv<tinft p6w*i h k ’vdriott£(o&je£ts^
that'fh&xdeHtfes ar
plfea$uW>' from I k Wpric.
Scholars '.never can bp Ssmtrujctod1b^ the ipowfcrof atfytt}e£h*tt4c&i
routines nbr dOn tth^btfgGweftadd'by and bttftd!ukaed 1Sttengfhf
ofaheimaiter Faukh«^dosimuiao&it)t^ack^t#pl^ \hfc^purpbs££
designed; and*tfqnpeqiieatiyatariq?*ieh*rwhap t fit* M h dr^mlfta^
m is t hate cbnsUinrlytlipdirhWttftricf «W discouraging,' diAheafterf.*
ing!buinki*o4 dcnuoceorful'ahd'albtiftt 'litete&idD0u£ r H& hf
ccisdd dflll^inedsyr ' diimtisfied^rinti# AHdd wwh i anirtdus lc*res ?
andxsouhm oflrveotdidri ^d< petpl&mywttl -c^iinuraHy^ttHse
He attempU to bewb^ eVili by wagitig ¿igaitifit themtla unless
and most vexatious warfare of threatening and pdnisbment, and1
h e « trying .bitotHiually Yd'dHtv,»'vhetl he •fright'khow^that
neither die intellect no#'the heart ate capable of bCiti^ drived” ■'
Since, then, an-accurate kkowiedgb of hutiian nature is sd in/
dispestaaMeto thle sutxjessfcliedwcatfop of the ydung; it tamani*
fest th at'th e 'study of Phrenology, the only science by Whibh'
the fariihtes of man are prabtkaMy disclosed, is of the deepest'
importance; to teachers. ^Cowpov1has 4wetl'Said, jthat| * *
■ I

'

1

;

'

* . ,,

r

,

1•i

. * k Though Nature weigh oup talents, and dispense
»
To «vary onto his nttdicDM of sense,...
1
Y et much depend?*, ib in itb&tUtar’s tail,
. , On culture ajul tip sow-pig gftb^soiLV ,

|

And it may well be asked, Whethfcr is idle tiller who knows
scientifically the qnaKlyxtf thesdl, its relations to different kinds
of seed« and the penodeiaa which-thebasiness of sowing maybe*
most advantageouslyperformed, drhbwho is ignorant of all these2
matters, likely to-be theinore successful cultivator? Surely no
one can hesitate to name the‘former in reply. As he who has
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studied
less
ft*
mited
stands!ihre facilities which' It is his profession to ci^Uvat^
t
and< étili¿hten,‘-^th¿r dégreé in which eyery individual mjpij jip^
endhWètTwhh ¿hem,—and the m bdeof increasing and ajpwpifpp,.
ing'the t ó i b of ^ácri,^-bé¡ g ritty ,w j* rljv fp hini>ho p ^ , .
ceedsemprricAlly to his task, anti spepqs half a lifetime be/pto.
evfert arriving |it k settled conviction of the' innate idjver^jjy,qf.
human'dispositiotis and tajehti ' Mr! Abbott is e;yidcijit)yj;urj^(
acâùàdnted Vittl^Îhrénôlogvi'qu^tpèfe aremany nçssAgesin hia^
botik Which sheV thaf h^has CjàrefulW stoaied'and ¿quijmv pea- ¡
sobëd tij^prt the ‘tyieritaV {íhenotóhq beheld in 'his7 ^ h o o f-iro n ^
and that he Is fbUy'aWare How important it is that tfye teacK^r/
should be fâtriiliàÿ With thd characters oí* his pupils.
pfj,
cotrrse,"1hé say6, ** ode'essential part of a man’s duty jiti cn ^ g iq g ,
in ahy Undertaking whejther it wiU leacl him to act upqh matter,. f
or npdn mindj tô becomp first well acquainted with ti^ prpim -^
stances of the tasé,—the fnàteriàts hë, i£ to act upon, and thq,¡
means whfîch he i h ^ reasonably expect to have at his command.1v
If he uñderfatós his dimbültieb ór Overrates the power of bis/.
mentis of óvetbot^iS¿ihétii ’% ft hisiplstake ; a mistake for whicnj
he is folly1it^pottábie. "w batéV¿r|tóáy Ve thë nature pf.|jhe ef-J'!
feet Which be "aims kt accoibpffthin^ né ought jftiïlÿ to ùhaer-^0
stánd It, artd to àpprèciatë justly iliè difficulties jw h ich lí^ ^ ^
Ÿhese general remaries Mr Abbott ‘illustrates *tiu&;
class of teachers seem never to roáke it a part of their qalcuJi^-,{
tion that their pupils will cfó Wrong; and then, when any’mi^V
coriductocctírs, they are disconcerted and irritated, and look and!,
act as if some unexpected .occurrence had broken in upon their'
plans. ‘ Others understand and consider all this beforqb&nu*,
They seem to think a little before they go into their school, what
sort ' of beings boy s'and girls arej ànd any ordinary case óf
youthful delinquency or dulness does not surprise them. I do '
ndt fnean that they treat such cases With indifference or neglect,
b ut1that they expect them, and a h preparedfor them* Such a
teafcher knóws that boys and girft are ¿he materials ha has to
wofk upon, ánd he tákes dare to rríaké himself acquainted with
thèfeètnaterials Just as tHen úre:'L The other class, however, dq(i
not seem to know at' fell*What*‘sort o f beings they have to deal'
with, or if they know,' do
consider. Tney expect from them .
what is not terbe obtained, atid then are disappointed and vexed
at the failure. ï t ft as if á carpèhter should attempt lo support
an entablature by pillars of wood too small and weak for the
weight, and then go on, from week to week, suffering’ anxiety
and irritation, Às he sees them swelling and splitting under the
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.foWrçg.the

w im ^ W p ^ ^ ’. P ^ a p s i ougfei to say, neW ,g^ojuf{.pi.^atifp^
ail 'Hiitig^' Ifeto'ember1^ a |' cl^jWss‘ a^d
W y.»U
. i * “1'
,«* m . v$ bt>m j m k b
gerp u t or patience with. , Jr p f , £reavor,|ia? sp<^ortoep ¡yie mind
ty. impeded py qbstnjQtiQn^ w|>i<^hotpprs.dp, pqt f e ^ ^ d ^ e r .
pressed"by dtscoiliragepients wijich ^ t^ r ^ ¿ipyer'itpaYr^.tii^.jgt
s i i r e ^ l ^ enpugh, without. JfWjijf, y t f ? W
ana suffering whiph' sarcasip pnd. rep^opcp f^iB ypj*. can pppp,
u ^ tth ira .' ^Lpok over y pur ¡sepro^n^m * therefore,.a w .
ever jy6u fir|jl pue yhpm you percqiy^ the Creator to Wy^ eo-^
d u ^ with le*s intellectual fyower^an pthersi 4.*,.your eye uppfli..
bfljh with* art expression of jcmdp^ss, ¿ip# sympathy,,.{ ^ ^ a J ^ j j lf,
rill‘have
Frcm thé.
the selfish,
f/*' t^pnny. pf* 'tye.caqr-^;
will
.have suffering enough Frdm
fops; he flight to fiqd'in yop a protector ana friend., Ôpçf
of ¿he greatest4pleasureswhich a teachers life «awards,, is thf UK
terbst or seeldng out such an. onp,. bowed down with bpraens
of depres^on and discouragement* unaccustomed to sympathy t.
and* kindness, and expecting nothing for the future but a weary ,
continuation of the cheerlçsstpils ,Wyhich have embittered t^e
past; and the pleasure of taking off .the burden, of surprising
thd tunid disheartened sufferer by kind words and cheering looks,
and offâeéing in. his countenance the expressions of ease and even .
of happiness gradually ifetprning^
, ’
*^Jr Galib in refuting ffiç. theory pf fjelyetîfijs, that; all differ.,
endes of minds are the groductt
entertain such an opinion fo énlîglïten tnpmsejvesiby conversing;
on1the subject with persons wbôj dedicate tj^eir liyes tp tha train**
ing of youth. l?rom those persops^ says, Gall,, they wilj,.lean* ,
thàt every day furnishes occasion to remark, that in e^ n .in d ^ .
vidua 1 the dispositions vary even from birth, *nà that,education
can be effectual only in proportion to the innate qualities; if it
were otherwise, he adds, bow! eould these excellent xçep pardon
themselves, and how could others pardon, them, for neglecting
to root out. from the minds of their pupils eveiy fault, every
viqe, every evil passion, and. every grovelling inclination* ? . Letus ,now hear the result of M r Abbotfs experience. u Do not
hope or attempt to make all w u r pupils alike. ÏVovidenoe has
determined that hùinan minds should differ fropj each other, for
the very purpose of giving variety and interest tQ this husy çceno
• Sur les Fonctions du Cerveau, i. 148.
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by M r Abbott, of securing the personal attachment of boys, is
“ to notice them—to take an interest in their pursuits, and the
qualities and powers which they value in one another. I t is as
tonishing what an influence is exerted by such little circumstan
ces as stopping at a play-ground a moment to notice with inte
rest, though perhaps without saying a word, speed of rumriqg,—
or exactness of aim,—the force with which a ball is struck, or
the dexterity with which it is caught or thrown. The 'teacher
must, indeed, in all his intercourse with his pupils, never forget
bis station, nor allow them to lay aside the respect, without which
authority cannot be maintained. But he may be, notwithstand
ing this, on the most intimate and familiar footing with them all.
H e may take a strong and open interest in all their enjoyments,
and thus awaken on their part a personal attachment to himself,
which will exert over them a constant and powerful control.”
The following observations shew that Mr Abbott is aware of
the true method of improving the moral character. In a recent
article on penitentiary discipline, we recommended its applica
tion to criminals*. “ We should all remember that our pupils
are but for a very short time under our direct control. Even
when they are in school, the most unceasing vigilance will1not
enable us to watch, except for a very small portion of the time,
any individual. Many hours of the day, too, they are entirely
removed from our inspection, and a few months will take diem'
away from us altogether: so that subjecting them to mere ex
ternal restraint, is a very inadequate remedy for the motel eril
to which they are exposed. W hat we aim at, is to bring for
ward and strengthen an internal principle, which will act when
both parent and teacher are away, and control where external
circumstances are all unfavourable.”
The teacher ought uniformly to address his pupils in a goodhumoured though decided manner. Were this rule attended
to, his correctory remarks would on almost every occarion he
well received. ‘‘ Whenever strictness of discipline,” says Ml*
Abbott, “ is unpopular, it is rendered so simply by the iH-hu.
moured and ill-judged means by which it is attempted to be in
troduced. But all children will love strict discipline, if it is
pleasantly, though firmly, maintained. I t is a great, though
very prevalent mistake, to imagine that boys and girls like a lax
and inefficient government, and dislike the pressure of steady
control. W hat they dislike is sour looks and irritating language,and they therefore very naturally dislike every thing introduced
or sustained by their means. If, however, exactness and preci-’
sion in all the operations of a class, and of the school, are intro*
duced and enforced in the proper manner, i. e. by a firm, but
mild and good-humoured authority, scholars will universally be
• See vol. viii. p. 594.
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pleased with them. They Î&é' to see' the uniform appearance,
the s(ftttgkttkK^ittottrria)««mapsitnwmwei& iThWMVe tP/fefk
the dwm«kwii#tsyet*tiqiaB*idtoiin*IitM|j .#rhila.tiwyiare,ii» ,the>
scho«-tbonrjrJ(|h«t)i!th0y foras Ia / conlimlmky, -jpeernfdi'by. fiK*dand’Mwdydamil 8enriy7*ilt»ipigw a*^«*^^enç|d,. Q» thé,
othe* hbfid, laMity o f thsctplmie-, hndofoie) rfc§orc^,jÿh}ç^,wilI. re-,
auk £0rbm!iit,)<wiH‘ qniy-fead> dioypupihtd despvmlhw; .tpapher*,
and tbdii(te'théif(bdboMi7lv> .ji,w w u ,i v fr r,,r,; ■{,.,
-,
Mf^Abbokt strongty hMisit^omthi
pfi «md uc.tipg .the,
busmt%STofiscbriohitp«fejteteinfttio<»ennéG,,! Instead, .says hp,,pf
vainly âtitcéipting' ^e'iaUiépdl,Mjpakaoep9$)y tp.ja, dpzep, things,)
teachéirijshoaklvé plan tHejnJtorlkthsAiWl# <^tWihdpmand;aU,
tenticaaili St iDu^mg ^heiwlintet Swoth»,i,y)hil«^ principal .com?,
mon'jarfpxjihi hk>it>uhxc«ifiQi^w^Â9f|Pl)^«ti^#,is spd,torefléqt|
how-.iaiihyrtraehafeioomhfcamq av«»je> ^ng^ with newijdçrçjd
and abfaing .herte»7bqv(0$ bmi-KajrdyntfiP^yflH-,thq <|ay ip dq,
six *10iig8 -at)o(trim ew a'l^)H e,iiidift,pi^,e^)hpWi^iPV0d ha8'
detenu inad that ti ti shell,dobutl jo»#,,,, lifter ip%y.beppn?e
couihg^d and-dieheapteped.hy yidiat.tbqy confer,- tfle .qnavpji)abkfitijiabtofi « IteacherV Jifeiand ,gitfp opfo despote» jngt.peppse,
thekrifacidttea<wiHiQot> Blutai»)j»,aixrihhi t^sk, .T here are miiltitndesywhoj itr early- life, attempted,, teaclqqg, apd,.after haying,
bee« worried, almost, to, distract)qn,.h(y,the. snnqltanjçüUi pressure
of time»multtfario.iM,cates« gavel(yp,l,he employment in disgust,
andrfoehwefiaftenwonder,(hpwf,#ny (fipdy,pan Jike.teachmg. I
kno\»«mltitii<tatio£ jwwonMP.ytPQq) life nhpyp desyriptiqn will
exactly a p p l y , . . t
......... .
.
: i
.
Some idxcelient remark?, on the subject of themes or essays,
wrhtenchyi boypjr tyellid^setve to, he.iqqpted
There is no
branch of stody ettundfldiitoi.ia sqhpcj, which tpay, by judi7
cious efforts, be made more,effectual ju , accomplishing this
obiee*;-rrhtading;tlie, pupil*, (to, >sep .the practical utility and the
vaille ><£ kn»w1adgey~4han nompppippm, ?f .,such subjects as,
are «Nitahlie themea f w morph waoys ¡arç, assigned, the sçIkv,
larft willindnedi dislike ithft
tjqitiflgrmKl derive little be
nefit inw t k«f ThPrmwBpf-.pqpikjniour¡sphoplsarc.not.to,be
writer* <«f m«std essays qripj^tipu?j and, they OQ not, need tjo fortn
thalistyle,of empty,, florid, verbose déclamation, yhich the prac
tice ¡ofi writing composition in opr. æhoqls, as it is top frequently
managed« tends,to. form- ■A^igd.,Pri^ ic a l subjects—subjects
relatiogto the bwwnesa of the.schpol, or the events taking place
aroandtyou.M. 1« « qrp, a. qnfstiqn before the copimunjty on the
8 u b ^ :of,thq,|pBatioin.pf. ai nqy ppht^j-house ? Assign it to your
pupib,>ae,a jqqepffon for discussion, and direct them not to write
empty declamation,.but ,ip obtain frpm their parents thé real
arguments in the case,and tu present them, distinctly end cleurvol. ix.— mo. xt.i i i *
¡ ./
a
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ly, and in simple language, to their companions. Was a build
ing burnt by lightning in the neighbourhood ? Let those who*
salir the scene describe it ; tbpir nraductions to be read by the
teacher aloud ; and let them iseé that'¿rear descriptions please,
and that good legible writing can be read fluently, and that cor
rect strellin^W tì ptìitótuiticfl àhd y tìtìtìiirj nfìkké tìtè* dtìtóé gq
smoitnly'antf jfdèataàtly' ahd enàble it to priilùtb Its1filli1éffect.
Is a public building going forward in the neighbourhood of your
9^ p l ? y¡ou.cw
a .very fpuitful ttw r a o f subje^U^nd
q ^ tio n s , to give' intprps^apd jn}puJ$e ( o (h^ s t ^ d ^ o f :jhe
^hpoWooni. Your classes in .geometry may treasure—your
af^fjim^tiqlans may calculate, apd make,estimates—your writers
ipfty describe its progress frmp We$k to week, and a n tic ip i the
siqpries yriiich it will in future years exhibit.*
/,t
’ ‘
^Tne, following s^iort senteppe, embodies, ai) imjror^n^ tr,utb.
“ A class* should go, on slowly,. apd ^we|l pn Retails,
a»
to fix fymly, apd^ke^pjerfectly
,wh^eyei; tbey ^ipaer-

. , p » r y u p p i i a q y r s 10

^ v * c e , of

Í P p r r ^ B ^ ^ . ^ n d much la n c e d .
*; 3 m fceach» A M ?'& W A m W ff
Hnbtbjng.foflee
%‘Ytt W.ntal luihi^; to w^ctj, jiis^taUo^ auc*,employment, ex4/S®y&W f*9Í W " S f ? » lw 4 •tV ..^ 'cl.> P T O u^ e
yfx^i miqds whisb, P
, prid feebfc, ppmparèd w i^ pur
°WJk w ^ ^ ú a l l y
«od
tjoe fn^dpn of, active life pr^vrjt ijrom ,gfrtppring ijVqi^d. otfier
n»yn., Narro w-^pipded,t M/ejujhtój,, ewjl prqposspssjoos;
im
bibed, through the facility,
jrx^pr
.l^ttl^ $om«mwty; we. adqptJUfy} p ^ B ^ ip ^ufoM ,,
tpò.fjtropg cppfi4f»«l m,.our,Qjrn
qp ..epety, si^jflcfc, elflapsf, irrita b ly
9p m ^ from payer ft?eriqg opr ppigiops flontr^ujt^d
“*
question \t *pd v# « tpi^9 ,tho?e c p p ^ n s ip e , It^e ojf, aujbprity,
and /eyen sepeliros, of, .awogfpp^, w $ $ . TO,^Cfl|vtitp m .^he
#phoolr*oom; foF,,th^,.Khpn we apeafc»,n9b<*fo| cap Xff/U.*,,
, A j í ?*? p ro p o i^ q pFrr!M.>: ,
t
f
99fi u¿u$, ffitf» »
detailed descj^ptipn. qf tip m a ^ a j^ e p to / Im fcbpph a^djj^oce
it » hardly, sufráptibje o f
¿n^erá, i W f § f » o f
tftetnpting to gtye an a b ^ c t . q f if, We bftve,pre|^fredi^o1J^y be.
fore the reader a few detqqhfll
,«^,ípM¡^ñee
in every system of educa^ioq. ...The^j
q^fe.f^rgph «
specunen of the author’s stylf of .wr^tipg^d,.ihi^ktng^apd.«1»1hody ideas and facts w^lL deserving io be repordeti,in, thq pages
of a Jouroal having ibr its chief M>ject the élgpújatíon and irayeroent pf human, nature., By reprinting thejrotk in ¡Eng', Dr Mayo has performedgood service tq the British public.
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f t d i narne'off fi y B t ‘is ¿ssbèîatéd*‘throughout JtMe cWflhseff
Worla with thé humane method of treatment npw so générallV
employed in tWe management òf thè insane. ?lWhen the father of
the Ureseni'author was first appointed to the charge bf the Salpélrférè in thé neighbourhood of Paris, the ipfcarie were treated
there^ as every where1else,.With a harshness, ëëverity, arid ne
glect^ which rendered an asylum the abode of terror and misery,
and which 'accounted perfect!y for thè horror which is still so
generally felli the. Wry ripttqri of ¿ place of confinement./1
fyq sooner hkd Piaci tirnè to' sfódy the àctûâl state of mind of
thé Unhappy' initiate's, and td bh^efWihe irritating'apd hùttfùl
consequences Of Severity,‘lhari he két Himself id ‘improve their
condition,4by treating them With kiiidfiess, and soothing their
mórbid feelings By every1mèans in his power. He reformed thè
whole system of discipline, arid substituted watchful attention
on’the part' o f’.the attendants tor ’thé' chains and ¿eclusibti in
which alôné sëèurky Tlad(jpréWôùfelÿ 'beeh! sought. He intro*,
ducetf ord'er, t!léahlinés$. ano‘conforti Wher¥ nolhirig but suffer
ing àifd éortfflriòh ' w è^r fbrj(rieriy ItriòWtì. T h é consecjuehcëa
were1surprising. 1 TranqaÏÏfïty prevailed,among thè patients to
an extent far exceeding ail past etpërîénce ; whîlé recoveries be
came more rapid, ând nïôré h ümèro Us.
HayiW£ accodijihshed1só much, Pihel announced to the Wòtid
th^ principles*Which Had guided him, aiid the success which had
atteneteti în^ efforts.1 Backed by results so decisive, arid by the
extetiaiVe! opportunities which he enjoyed, he spoke wrtn an
authBKty wnièh prejüdlèe could not long withstand; and with’a
philari&ropitf èîbquence Yiot' less bqnvincing to the reasori than
cheéring to .thè best*feelings of human nature. • And from the
extensive circulation and influence of bis work throughout
Europe and America, it cannot be doubted, that toPinel is, in
a great measure, due the beneficent impulse which has already
materially alleviated the sufferings of thousands, and which pro
mise# ère long to ¿ëndet insanity a much less terrible affliction
than It has been in thnés pkst. Pinel, in short, was a notable
instance of the advantage of plaeing at the heéd of'a large pub
lic establishment a man fully qualified for the situation, and
capjibfe of availing himself of the opportunities afforded fqr add»
ing to Ihe st$ck of human knowledge and thereby to the sum
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of human happiness. Had an ordinary routine physician been
appointed in nis place, the same .abuses might have continued
unabated for years, and no suspicion have ever crossed his
mind that the system was susceptible of the smallest improve
ment. How lew, accordingly,—how very few—are there,
among the numerous establishments of Europe, whose physi
cians have done any thing to advance our knowledge of insanity,
or even given to the world any record of their principles, prac
tice, or experience! Many golden opportunities are thus lost
for ever; but the day is approaching, when a more active and
enlightened zeal will hasten to remove the reproach.
After this preface, we need hardly say, that the name of
Pinel on the title-page of the above work gave us. a sanguine
expectation of finding the son carrying on the labours of his
lamented parent, and contributing a fresh stock of information
on this most interesting subject. Nor have we been deceived»
W e miss occasionally the perfect sobriety of judgment and soli
dity of matter which distinguished the father; but we recognise
the same acute observation, glowing benevolence, and scientific
zeal, which characterized him ; combined, indeed, as is quite
natural, with a more youthful and ardent imagination. These,
however, are defects which the lapse of time and further expe
rience will not fail to remove.
W e intended to notice the present work at greater length
but, owing to want of room, must content ourselves with offer
ing a strong recommendation to its able author, to make himself
thoroughly acquainted with the facts and evidences of Phrenology; as we feel assured that it will enable him to give additional
force and precision to his views, and to explain satisfactorily a
variety of phenomena, which will otherwise seem perplexing and
contradictory. His liberality, intelligence, and candour, lead
us to believe, that conviction of the truth and value of Phrenology will follow his study of its doctrines; and we feel persuaded,
that, with its assistance, he would not only do greater justice to
his own talents, but add much to the practical value of his work.
In the hope that a second edition, thus amended, may make its
early appearance, we leave him at present with our best wishes.

A R T IC L E V III.
PROCEEDINGS OF T H E M ANCHESTER PHRENOLOGICAL
SOCIETY.
TO THE EDITOR OF THB PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL.

S ir ,— I am directed to make the following communication

to you respecting the Manchester Phrenological Society’s pro
ceedings since the last report inserted in the Journal:—
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3d June 1864.—M r James Edmondson read a paper on the
character and development of Burns the poet; which led to an
animated discussion at this and the ensuing meeting.
10t& June.—M r Bally introduced Mr Ditehfield, a resident
of Paris, who visited this country mainly for the purpose of
estimating the progress of Phrenology, with the view of report*
ing on the subject to its advocates in Paris. He was unani
mously elected a corresponding member.
9d July.—The president, Mr Wilson, read a paper on idiocy,
peculiarly referring to the case of the Salford idiot, as pUDfished in the last Journal.
5th August.—M r A. Prentice suggested for discussion the
question, “ How far are the principles adopted in infant school
education consonant with those of Phrenology ?” In the course
of his observations on this question, Mr P. entered into the
description of the mode adopted generally in infant schools in
the neighbourhood, in the founding of several of which he has
been mainly instrumental. A long discussion arose upon the
question, particularly as to the liability of the faculties to fatigue,
and the great necessity of peculiar regard to avoiding an over
exercise of them during infancy.
29d September.— A paper was read by M r Edmondson “ on
the practice of taking developments”—deprecating the course
adopted by some Phrenologists in pursuing almost indiscrimi
nate manipulation of heads, and the prediction of character there
from—a practice which, owing to a due regard not always being
had to the whole relative conditions, he considered calculated
to do injury to Phrenology, and so tending to impede its pro
gress, by increasing the prejudices already too general against it.
14th October.-**Mr Bally laid upon the table ten casts of dif
ferent sections of the brain, as exhibited in the course of its dis
section, according to the plan of Dr Spurzheim. The casts are
beautifully executed, and are coloured and finished so as to
constitute an invaluable substitute for the real brain in the illus
tration of cerebral anatomy. M r Bally also displayed and dis
sected the brain of a sheep; upon which, in connection with the
above-mentioned casts, he proceeded to give a series of observa
tions on the anatomy of the brain, and to point out the corres
pondencies of the sheep’s and the human brain. His remarks
and dissection elicited the warmest thanks of the Society, and
subsequently the set of casts of the brain was purchased and
added to the Society’s collection. The subject of the anatomy
of the brain was continued at three subsequent meetings by M r
D. Noble and M r Bally.
21 st October.— TAr James Edmondson read a paper on the
character of the natives of Loo-Choo, as described by Captain
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B m l HaH, and /suggested aai*inferred general development;
whichiledtodninformtingdispiis&feoin><#■ * .~i ,t ,
,•.
8Ü Decehibtr***Mr cBuniel Ndbie< nead i hi rpaphr iff on the
means, iphyisiealîaüd moraiy dfi estimatif g huottao<*^naDter ”
So highly W**© thq (meritò of tHn eseayuppns^tfidiityt^e mem
b e r s pressi*: od» thc'eeòònd eveikig'òf dtacw iian^ihat ¡they
dtténrósed'upon'its pubBcbtkim 'inthen fond ef ui pamphlet.
This dosdiutbn hits dm » been ¿j&atóedintaefFect, aridd cdpy is
hcMwHhf4brwvlrded.' '
f *i«■>
^ ^ ¿ îc d w ^ .- ^ ^ r e v io a d y to>esnem«)iiitoiithe forthatidiscussion bf Mr Noble's pupér road at the last meetings M r Noble
begged to make1some rector ks upb» tUe1oritâcp*j oomadned in
t ^ im t ;ninMberieffche Journal, <upan hisympcn antheitétopetdmehts, therein' published; 'and forwarded D j-tb» -Society to
the Editors! After »m e discussion upon those remarks, i t was
resolved unanimously^ * T h a t the Secretary is.directed ¡to ecennttimcaté to the Editors oFthe Journal the objections vôf this So«
ctety tb the critique on thè abridgement rofr M r Di rMobie*s paper
on the temperaménti ecu tamed ’in the Beceinbbr number of
that* nUbttetttiotv.” ' In'actordhnéé with j U s »neœlntion« dh aaay
be allowed respectfully to remark, that l l r Noblu dees.notmtote
m the essay that w indolence arid mental inactivity^ibAthd ab
sence of any very powerful motive" are the rem it of thesàngiìlne
temperàment ; b u ttb a t this condition of thtag» is moasù 00mmonly associated1with it, and for the reasons stated' b y MciNuUe
in-the succeeding paragraph, tin. * in consequence of theipre.
dominant dnergy usually possessed in theise instances bjr! the
organs of vegetative lijFe,” loading moot denteraUyi to* the stale o f
bodily constitution which yoo^ Srt voèr mtic^ilfastnrtion^attow
lo be productive of rientri indolence end inactmty.?H lé Was
conceived by the Society, that had thè ìwbòle sentence within
the periods, relative to this matter, beem qitoted^yniiriidlftco^
dfemnatory remarks would not have been deemed So appropriate.
In your concluding* remarks* in the bri tique m qnestiei^ you
observe, that “ Temperament, therefore, besides hrauencmg*thc
activity of thé organs, affects* their power rido, towigAeateo ex
tent than M r Noble sèems hirimeA to allow;” ’ TherSnarety ap
prehends, that bad not «‘very important paragsaphdbeai abstncted, in the process of abridgement, this objection could naot/have
appeared to hold good. In the draft of'the paper hi1the posses
sion of Mr Noble, the paragraph alluded to runs thus, “ The
practical inference which I would deduce from aH tifeseumumstances is, that, in forming an opinion of mental peculiarity from
corporeal structure, we should m all cases take into die account,
not only the sise o f the brain generally and the cerebral organs
individually, bbt also the kind of temperament with which they
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are associated.; -for as-th is.latter treryi materially modifieS' the
degree of exercise to which.the'pdwwr may havgh ewuauhawttad,
it will be afa>nfutelyii«apoSdib)% tmfiirtih a Mbrscefc£dea,bf the s o
tttiiir«MkgvfaCiahy)^oane;^ritboi*.«nni dttsntiesdwlqg.dMealed
to b i p j m i t n n i m g ,i K i wHkflutbcitnmpdianwiit ekfertd such
aitm toiftstanfkm nt. t\V «u*e.ail hraHawarb thatitlw cngoMSrtof
•aelf[6ephyiB obviously incrraaidit^nits daeneatrcjssyaaAteertaiiily b i f b e e tnvjfk-eanrespancliiig <iaereaaa>ia die eMKnoiwtheorgfcaic material can have taken place,” Sec. 8eo. iIa cdnihwim s.it
appealYta odithat thffrielrs expressed .in’M r Mohle * fkapetpare,
thaf eiirciee increase* the e a t v g g o f itbp<p6*e»fc, .tad. th at, sueh
exenrisrra. promoted by a iqvouiriblfr.teaqiemmtat« ••
'W eifbelrit incumbsrit>itppn usTtbus tadetilareiAarselTeS' nfk>n
■the’faeegoing subjtet^ having hmanlmdndjy adopted lM rtfliebis’s
essay.'dntsl» tca^Mrameatts aad >having origuudly.idnsaadad
die sadwdov insertind inyoueivaiilitble JaUiwaL •. •<
HittlOeona6eriU-M r Pnentiteotad a paperi “ oBChe.ooaiMr tlif s okhhhiiH d6«nM t « f ancttassfdl and uwsa ccemful »ttaefesm enj’.sw which, «Henth instances .* ad . facts,. valuable.<to 4be
-acM csiish« nantribnted. H e hastpeomibed additional cotam«-ninatione wpon th e m tfeot a t h it .earnest, tonvenywicd. , •
M tt i h t w i h o -IE n eR etjfliB iy Halford Jo raain th e chair.
T h iaiin n g an~ especial annual.m eetm gof the Societyior reestriag the report of the past'peait and for. the election ■of officers
A»4hd enaning oae, tbe report* Of1,the Treasurer and S e c r e ta r y
■wcrei'read ana reeeiyedv so d .the' balloting then took place.
Ulthttatelyutha follottringr dasnlts- wereittnnpuooedhyt the. chairo h s m U i Daniel. -Noblsy surgeon; P fe m S ttU - t M r George
In d ia > (P r m r k r e r ; -Mr .Jonathan N. fltnwseOy J S tc r r U u y f M r
W dhain BaUy, anttht; (?Mmh>r;>Iievv H . H -Jones, M c;G«Dt*e
Pkwt,.so*geen, M r Ridhald iAnderson,.aurgean, Mo Eidaapnd*0B,(lifr-Jiame4'Ediponds0n,,aad Mbi John Stansfield, Gotmpfb n i ] ‘ *T|ie .thinks «fi thedBamtp mem than gpven to tW officers
of theipast ysar, .apd-the Society.ad)ourped totfce& h January
1 6 8 5 ; ..... >’ h , . ^ .:•

• •(

• . ,i

• fitf.
Secretary read a paper “ -an. the
eh am ter'an d teoureedf the disagreeable firaUnggugacated by the
obserdatk». bf nnoleaaluM sa.the person: ;n in. which the S afety
ultim ately thought, after two nveoiilgefidieeusrian, th at he had
aaeaanrfwlv> shewn that the five external senses passeeSyJike.tbe
intellectual facuhire, psroeptiaa, memory , and, p r v b o k k fi, jm aginatioo. H e examined the sources. to which peculiar n g s d . to
elaaaliness o f the person is- usually attributed, and shewed,, the
deductions or condim ent
be unsatisfactory. & ftx c p.-brief
description of th e nature o f the feeling experienced in uncleanli
ness, and the process. of>annoyance it odoaaioas, he expressed the
conclusion a t which lie had arrived to be, “ that the source of
> to
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that abhorrence which some display at . the sight of uucleanliness, or of extreme regard*to cleanliness «t the same time mani
fested, fa the peculiar aoateness Of thesenseof touch or feeling
in some *deg*ee»<in 'joint*«operatum iwith the observing powers.”
''£7thJam toifyr-+ The life of (Caspar Hauser wasrdad by the
Seettetaryy^ith^a <7iew^to the dictting of^the opinions of the
members, and inducing attentionito that most interesting case.
I t fe expected that it will lead to a more particular notice in the
form^of an e s s a y Y o u r attention to these communications will
oblige, Sir, your most obedient servant, for the Manchester
Phrenological Society, 1 *■
J on. N. R awson, Sec*
M«

»• •

■.*»

—.•<-----

'

•We insert with much pleasure the foregoing communication.
The'Manchester phrenologist» continue to prosecute their in
vestigations with most commendable seal and perseverance; and
we rejoice to find that they arc presided over by such an intelli
gent and well-informed phrenologist as Mr Noble appears to be.
His “ Essay on the Means» Physical and Moral, of Estimating
the Human Character,” a copyof which M r Rawson has kindly
sent? us, is excellently fitted to rectify the crude notions enter
tained by some as to the extent to which character is ascertain.abie<from the mere size and form of the head, without regard to
-temperament, or inquiry into the kind of society in which the
individual has moved,* and bis moral, religious, literary, and
scientific education. The important influence of these circurostances in modifying the natural tendencies, though treated of in
-all the standard works on Phrenology, is too frequently neglect
ed in practice; and the consequence is, that grave errors are
committed, which, instead of being ascribed to the ignorance or
rashness of the manipulator, are often regarded as demonstrative
of the unsoundness of Phrenology itself. The present essay,
therefore, in which these modifying circumstances are insisted on
•in detail, is calculated to be of great service in checking the folly
of unthinking phrenologists; and weheartily recommend it to our
readers, both for this reason and on account of its intrinsic ex
cellence and soundness of doctrine. The pamphlet is sold by all
the booksellers in Manchester* and also byour Edinburgh pub
lisher. A short specimen may be given here*
W ith respect to the modifying effects of example, M r Noble
observes
W e all know how much mankind, especially in
youth, ^re the creatures of imitation,, and how much example
influences the disposition in early years. W e all know how. nabits, from ibis souoce, become sbrantid, to which there was not
any especial predisposition; and how, when they have become so
formed, they exist almost as a second nature, and this either for
good or for evil. The great tendency in.the inferior feelings of
our nature to obtain a predominance is well known, and we may
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almost infer with certainty, that, in the very great majority of
instances, »an undue .activity, and improper direction will have
been communicated to these, if subjected in early life to the in
fluence <of evil association« This will hold good, net only in re
spect ofi those whose tendencies to immorality are naturally constderablcv but tin respect ala» ¿of those who possess from nature a
fair «avesage of moral endowment; and indeed I may go fur*
therv and assert,, with the highest, confidence, that even those
who are the most favourably gifted of nature will lose that high
sense of Christian virtue, which is the perfection of the moral
code, if in early life they have been engulfed in the allure
ments of vicious society. For, as the apostle emphatically ob
serves* ‘ evil communications corrupt good manners.’ And, in
like manner, an individual of no great moral strength by bis
nature, will often pass through life with more true honour to
himself than one more eminently endowed in a moral point of
view, whose opportunities as to early association have not been
so (fiurouinble. But the influence of society is not alike upon
all 3 moral «example will have infinitely more effect upon one
who is possessed of a high cerebral oiganiaalion, than upon one
whose head k «viUaaously low and whilst I believe that an
individual of this latter character will, from his earliest years,
be almost sure to run riot if evil communication be not studious
ly prevented, I am yet satisfied that even such an one may, by
dint of an excellent moral training, be rendered a tolerably re
spectable character.* And the intermediate results may always
be anticipated under intermediate circumstances; the proper
proceeding, in the estimate, being always to compare the predis
position with the external agents by which it is modified, and to
deduce the legitimate conclusion from a consideration of their
reciprocal influence.”
There is considerable force in what M r Noble says in com
mendation of the study of literature, which he conceives to po
lish the manners by cultivating Ideality. W e think him mis
taken, however, in supposing that it is against sound literary
education that the public mind is now so generally excited.
There is a great difference between the mere acquisition of sy
nonymous words in different languages, and the gaining of a re
lish'for the beauties of native or. foreign literature. O f twenty
boys who receive what passes for a literary education, probably
not more than one really appreciates, follows out» and is im
proved by the study of belles lettres.
A ft» mentioning that the function of the perceptive faculties is
to observe external objects and their qualities and phenomena,Mr
Noble adds, with great truth,—“ But the kind of knowledge
* This statement appears loo "broad. Heads of the lowest class are in no cir
cumstances accompanied by a tolerably respectable character.—E d.
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sought] after, andits«fi*»Ss anouasriiwidaals, will'vary w itbraria• ttoasiMthedagreairfHaf««dfn(ki»*iytiaodwrwBpeotsi and with
tbcittgoM rfcl'TdacariodJ 'T haaj'fbtsuam apta/w pm 'sotf tsey b av e

. great^»w drsiin /tfeeilaequiM ran wf)iIsnmetodgey b u c d ia b b e o f
• tnoderatfe rtflactW g 'apad useslcn t s iif 'mcfuM riomr bfHeft><pbim.m lf,-jdraigrem ipreU abiik*L ^/lb& l|if Mnsfe-iaoHdeHiilbe bent
-upon pstepigpesift aaith'fnflidgidm aih'ifi ntbarfl hdtiray fwupd
to>todionuaa»;i.i^sty)artlh««tiprrlM idplfcd;B ahm IattvM ual,
b y ;theicbnunuinioatiati' of-taoMe'jfwin r f ukjaftnw paptodlaiyiB fe,
.inighebfcveiaoquired.intufli usefhlim faisnatioh, jiad$.'a& awreferee
•far rtjune'.iooreilMgMyleaddwed 'w&tfii rdkftivd>po«m , fea«ut«on« d tn ^ in o iu iiim |* ia aatl ;nfembe#7ofl<kxMtyii>< Apsbijf{<toa»e'one
w eteto pm diaatojifaoafr'abiekr dbeefaainbiafcm retoai - devdopnead, th a t h ip ersan 'w ifa’.gstokiifam dlialtty/aiud'ievctottkality
>would make -grekt p fo redssiiu- phjisiailUci«teaa£hiiil)beiyeiap<ond
• f n t n n i bisiofry,, earn «bony it; arightiliippisridiatsa' vauygreat
<em >p<flh«tdAbeosbraiidtd,i m ikrw uftsa-frbkrtialfejw r'afrivilfa re paliticsy « r o f sane'odiierohj|cM «10 Hlreifaiutpcjty w jitrle t«Tlsyvrtgleet.efieaiuektioo, m ight baV eentatedam vcnstfadistJiste
to (he v ery dungs in wbinity pnsttr «dietrwrctunstBBtastheiW isuld
h are beena> respeefabie paafirientvi A nd in-regard» to>tbtaw:in•Uwce&where, >watbsftrength >of peeteptiotv« potoatfol redeotive
-faculty- existed »hi twill dspeqd veto- m ach^apba -tttei «ddration
.w hether such, a m irid.bdhanoarabtyfhrectechm itS'jpurim tB . I
-h av c seen indndduaia, iwkhi -great iSmteflaoluat power, .presenting
Matanoes o f m en tal em sleiicenfar iufaifav'toisgpay itfaefae berebvalorganicatkiiii'W U 'muob benentW ahieiiviWHnitparah'inldjese
cases, the result m ight readily be traced to the etboeatiori.— -The

•form er d a n of individuals I have generally observed to be very
'.expert in.their ordinary a vocations; very dever at a bargain, or
in arranging some scheme relative to the ordinary affairs of life;
well inform ed, and happy ih tehstm ra^, upon the politics o f the
.‘d a y ; and, in a cose w twtMPhiahiili have<p«w in m ind, decided-iy ignorant upon, and entertainine distaste to, most o f those sub
jects to tlie cultivation o f which tneir own minds m ight, by th eir
.■aftire^.heicOHsidetndipinnev >.A ad {tt-staalrfthutippefste-class
-I< hasp .seen* jwboaBfeeaebSalJtov’ganusdtiDd^itbolrgiKire^eCUble
indeed,’ bas not beebieaiifatijie'bfiafiyifi «ferrite power,‘ibdkvrbo,
-by the influence. o f. a n riso fU ed titcaiitn r,1baWsodi^ibguialked
theuneivesbafarU tbeiw hblescibitrftf ab rU tn ao d tins, Wo, un
assisted b y ipatsonage and .undue inti Hence, Tbede illustra
tions are intended i to convtty*' a n -ia d eae s” to'> th e m ethod in
wbichiihe-dwwctib» of. she liutali ectBai fabultjcs m ay modify the

• rarnhs." ■
• •• i
■ ■1 ■
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Due consideration has been given to th e . Society1« remarks on
our critique o f M r Noble's essay on the Tem peraments; but
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data on which such statements are founded, ought to be narrowly
looked into ; but aa M. Guerry has a high reputation for accu
racy, and his tables ;seem to havebedn compiled'wMr care, the
probability ¿s> Chat ¡the aboi» account mriy be* safely i$Ked on.
Now,« it may naturally .enough foeinjaginedvthàt if tne foots are
really so, they furnish unquestionable ttidei^llsW ifditatioD ,
instead of diminishing «rime, positively tends to fcfcreatie it.
Such an inference, however, seems to-be as yet tm warranted ;
for, until it be proved that education has the same kifld of 'sub
jects to operate on in every part of France, its effects cannot be
judged of from such data as those furnished by M. Guerry. I t
appears from the 43d number of the Phrenological Journal,
article 1st, that France is peopled by two great families,—
named by M. Thierry, Gauls and JLiinrist-^wnose mental qua
lities are very dissimilar ; and I have been informed, by a phre
nologist who recently travelled in France, that he observed the
heads to be in some districts muchi inferior to these seen' in
others. Now, this important fact ought net to.beuverlooked,
as it has hitherto been, in judging of the influence of education ;
for it can hardly be doubted, that educated but inferior minds
will display less morality than minds which are uneducated
but naturally much superior» W hat should we say of a man
who should call in question the efficacy of medical treatment,
because a patient tainted from birth with consumption,land who
had been long under the care of a physician, was not sohealthy
as a person with naturally sound lungs, who had never taken
medical advice in his life ? But for the treatment, the consump
tive man would have been much worse than he actually was,
and probably would have died in early youth. To judge cor
rectly, therefore, of the question at issue, we must compare the
present amount of crime in particular departments of France,
with its amount in the same departments when there was either
very little instruction or none at all. In this manner)we shall
avoid being misled by the effects of other influences ç i sitah as
the density or thinness of the population,~~*the employment of
the people in agriculture or manufactures,'-¿and* their« résidence
on the coast, in the interior, or in mountainous or fertile districts.
Were"such a trial made, I think it would almost without*excep
tion be found, in cases where no great change of circumstances
had occurred that m exact proportion to the increase of educa
tion there had been an obvious diminution of crime. I am well
aware that, by the system of instruction *generally pursued; the
moral feelings, which restrain from crime, are wholly neglected :
but cultivation even of the intellect appears favourable to mora
lity
by giving periods of repose to the lower propensities,
of whose excessive activity crime is the result; secondly, by
promoting & ~
oi habits of regularity, subordination,
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and obedience; and, thirdly^ by strengthening and informing
the intellect, and thereby enabttng<it*tb'see mere clearly the
dangerous, oensequqpees ofcrim e. No doubt there are criminals
on whom, an exceUent^HiteUectwal edudation has been bestowed;
but in s t e a d : of thence inferring th at education increases th eliability, ofpnanJrind to,crime, lb may with great reason -bo asked,
whether« had .thei same indivkiqafs wanted* education altogether,
their crimes would not hare' been ten times more atrocious.—
Yours,.fee.
Q. M. Q.
T

A R T I C tE X.
CHAMBERS'S INFORMATION FOR THE PEOPLE, No. 45.
' •

Treatise on Moral Philosophy*

T h is number of the Itifbrmation Jbr the People is occupied
by a Treatise on Moral Philosophy, m which are briefly and
intelligently described the1leading doctrines propounded in an
cient and modern times relative to the powers and operations of
the* human mind. The author, in concluding his sketch of the
metaphysical systems which have hitherto prevailed, states that
* it has been given more with the view of affording our readers
an idea of what has been done in the way of exploring the hid
den mysteries of mind, than with the hope that any benefit will
be reaped from the perusal. The sketch, such bs it is, exhibits
a lamentable picture of misdirected ability—o f valuable time
spent m a search as vain as that after the ‘ philosopher's stone.'
From the day* of Zeno and Epicurus to those of Immanuel
Kant, the world has been the theatre of successive systems of
metaphysics, each of which, as we have seen, has met with fol-'
lowers of greater or less distinction, in schools and colleges,
without having, either iridividually or collectively, been of any
sensible benefit to the mass of the community. Logic, the de
sign of which is to teach the right use of our reason, or intellec
tual and moral faculties, and the improvement of them in our
selves and*others, has been actively employed in the endeavonr
to subvert, the most obvious truths. Zeno demonstrated the
impossibility of motion; ■Spinoza, that there was no G od;
Hobbes, that there was no difference between right and wrong;
Hume, that belief was imaginary; Descartes, Mallebranche,
and Locke« that mind was mattery or, in other words, that when
we lose our consciousness of existence, we no longer preserve
our identity. Well may the untaught reader inquire, W hat
does all this mean ? W e may answer him in the words of Reid
—‘ Poor untaught mortals believe undoubtedly that there is a
sun, moon, and stars; an earth which we inhabit; country,
friends, and relations, which we enjoy ; land, houses, and move-
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able«, which we possess. But philosophers, pitying the credu
lity of the>vulgar* Msotote to hiato aw fakir but what to founded
on iw as».‘: They>ttppfy fé^phttoSépfy
ftfrifisb them with
reasdwft* tbft>^belief<<oíl-tfeléife Ibh^^MbM^aU^tiunriiiaé base
belfevcd wfebottt' btoi]g>'teMedt«^g^te^^
f b r t t b ’ And
surely-otto would* expect )>tfa*t$ far ^nitotterb >*oP siMi ¿importance,
the* ftéeS woMdaet he difltoek > 4tj i* Ufa most dttto(fto«hing
iiribéw oriih;<fce
andLocke^W ith the best'gbdd will, havw not been abite; from
all tb e :treasures of philosophy, to dr&w ope argument that to fit
to ooaviuée* mftft:tnat'cán>rea«dfi. of the'tekiatéwarcjf anyone
thing without hbn. Adfeniited philosophy f^dafnghter of lig h t!
—parent of wisdom and knowledge f-1—if -thou árC she, surely
thou hast* not- yet arise* upon the ItaxtMft’faiiith 'notjWessed. us
with more of thy rays than are sufficient \o sited a *darkness
visible* upon the human faculties* and to disturib that repose
and serenity which’ happiermorthto^etljoy, whosever approached
thine altar, nor feltthirie ittfinete£&4•But/:if* fadeecLthoui hast
not power to dispel^thoste^louds wnd phantoms which:\thou hast
discovered or S e a te d , Withdraw this* p re c io u s and 'majigtiant
ray—l despifié philosophy,1and renounce its*‘guidance ; >let'm y
soul dwell witb common souse.' These are no doubt severe
expressions of reproof from one of the most eminent inquirer»
into the nature oi mind in ipoderntimes, buttbey are obviously
no>Jéss just than severe Professor» Dugald Stewaet fax? ad«
ntttttd; with* the Abbé de Bouakl th at %diversity ofhdoctrine
has increased froto agento age, with ^he< »umbel’s of{masters, and
with the-TRbgsesS^of knowledge; and Europe, which at present
p o ssess libraries filled* with philosophical works, and which rec
kons up almost as many philosophers as writers, poor in the
midst of bo much riches, and uncertain with the aid cf all ita
guides, which road itshould follow*—Europe, the centre and
locus’of> all.the lights* of the world, <has • yet ita philosophy
only in expectation.’ 79
After thiis’giving’his opinion**« to the value of>the labours o f
the metephytfcfane* and alluding’Wish approbattontothe recent
works of D r Ab^rcrdmMe, the author proceeds to -notice “ the
extraordinary-exertions which for the. last few years have been
made, by the phrenologist?* whose system of mind, laying the
question of its physiological, origin and alleged foundation en«
tinely aside» has perhaps better jclajm# to»notice than many who
are repelled by toe startling question as to that origin may be
aware e&" A short account of die rise and progress of Phrenology
to then given, and &hightotdogiumis pronounced on M r Combe’s
Treadse.on the Constitution of Man. The author observes, that,
“ as if '
' to compensate the credulity which their anees?
tors
meting alchemy and astrology, the public
b*v<
*eager to condemn a science which, though
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the injustice o f the review o f my work on Mental Culture, o r
your comment on njy last ^letter, in your Journal, but shall re
quest you to ,^ns^rt aH/the m lssteted fa d s and doctrines which
you bave promised io cto, should Jewish i t t h a t l am not
taxing ypur courtesy top mycn* t T ^ r f o u to the last number
o f yQurJpuynal^ page * 1 ^ -where ^ypu ^say,— 4 l?fom delicacy
to M r T evison, no de tailswereoriginal^y enteredinto regarding
the ipi^kes, ancLmacciiracies, and, £ypm the same motive, they
are stilj
/ Should M r J*ev|sori,‘j y >\vever, recjliest
to
publish tnehi, tnis snall jbe inst^ntly 4pne 1 shall , therefore,
expect to see a list, o f tbe mistakes! 8zc.y in the next Journal.—
I am.
&c.; ■ ’ \, ■ •t 1. * f ) \ u 1: i l,- i ‘j d{ • •. U J. JJ. L-evison
.
1 ,'•>
,,

Incompliance With
!Deri«0flVre^riest* we shall how exhibit,
a t some length, the gitirtkttdi c« ‘which we) said that*' in fois*book,
“ facts as well tts doctrines1'aroocearidnalfy misstated; a fault
which it is the' dtity'Wf every Writer on controverted Subjects
lilte FhVehdligy to1ataid with'peculiar
: ")— ' *
Speaking of the; inode' itt)Whl&i the activity faf. Acquisitive
ness may Be dflayed, Mr Letiteon ^ayS'i^-tu i t would be ad
visable to treat a criVetmte child
the following manner s viz.,
never to hxciteihe tehdency, but dlwayk to praise generous and
disinterested1acts; andthusj if we camibt Eradicate the feeling,
we have it in dur Jpow&r fed1give*it d better and more* salutary
direction. In d u cetM little beirifrto desire the acqiiisifikm iof'toiowledge, b y initiating1it in5sortie departwient ¡of PatuVahhistory,
for instance; you may g ra tify thefeelin g without any defnaralizattok, and m is a propensity, otherwise tending to tiiee^ may be
rendered a means o f instruction mad intellectual aetpcmtaget

acting in concert with the iriordl arid reflective, kpiaiities of the
mind* and exercising’a salutary influence on the charabter."—

(p- m.)-

.r

:

a.

W e itefVam frtim inquiring Co w hat extent the nioval and re
flective faculties are called intb> «action b y the study o f 1natural
history; and shall simply!express oUr suroriae that; the Word
A cquisititeness should- have;Sol far misled Mjr Levl$on,as to
make him believe; tihatthik propensity^* gratified by the acqui
sition of knowledge. The fundtioci of Acq«risitiveneS6, as cor
rectly stated by Dr Spurdhehn (to whose authority Mr Levison bows), is merely to 44givfe a desirie for every sort of proper
ty", (Phrenology, 9d edit, .p 171); arid, in the words of the
same phrenologist, it is the intellectual faculties alone “ which
procure to maul or animals a n y k in d of lotwhyledge.’1-—(Id.
p. 216.)
• ■• ,
» »i
>./<« 44 Wte are told," says M r .Levison o n pp. 80, 81, 45 that Pizarro, with a few Spaniards, conquered tne kingdom of Monte
zuma*
fact that the crania of the Peruvians have
the c
fiveness small, whilst in the heads of the
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Spaniards it is large. This phrenological test is further esta
blished by a similar comparison between the heads of the Mexi
cans and their conquerors. There are many Mexican and
Peruvian skulls (Aborigines) in the excellent museum of the
Edinburgh Phrenological Society. On the other hand, we find
that many of the natives who inhabit some of the Malacca Is
lands (the Caribbean Indians, for example) are notorious for
tfieiY brutal courage, and their skulls form a striking contrast
to those of the Lascars and Hindoos, both which people are
proverbial for their timidity and cowardice.”
In this short paragraph are comprised several inaccuracies of*
vthich any writer ought to be ashamed. In the first place, It
was not the kingdom of Montezuma (in other word?, Mexico,)
but that of Atahualpa (namely Peru), which was conquered by
Pjzarro. Secondly, Nophrenplogical comparison has ever been
made between' the heads of the Mexicans and those of the
Spaniards—there being in the museum of the Phrenological
Society, instead of “ many” Mexican skulls, not one. And,
thirdly* The geographical statement made by Mr Levison is
very erroneous; for the Caribbean Indians do not inhabit
“ some of the Malacca Islands,” but the Caribbee Islands in
the West Indies, and the northern part of South America.
Where,, we take leave to ask, are “ the Malacca Islands ?” Inf'
the East Indies there is a peninsula called Malacca; but as for
the u Islands,” their position on the face of the globe is not
very apparent.
On page 35, M r Levison affirms that the Hindoos hav#
“ Benevolence large.” Unless he is able to invalidate the evi
dence given to the contrary by D r George Murray Paterson,*
who made very extensive observations in India, and to annul
the testimony afforded by about forty Hindoo skulls in the
Phrenological Society's museum, we are entitled to say that his
statement is not borne out by facts.
Such expressions as “ the size of the venerative faculty*
(p. 55); “ This organ is situated laterally on each side of the last
mentioned faculty” (p. 8 8); and, “ It should be remembered
tnat the brain, composed of these diversified faculties f &c.
(p. 109)—are uttphilosophical and absurd; for faculties have1
neither size nor place, and it is of organs, not faculties, that
the brain is composed. These absurdities were, we doubt not,
tittered through mere carelessness; but such carelessness is very'
injurious'in a philosophical work. The whole book, it may be
mentioned, bears obvious marks of negligence and haste; the
reason of which may be partly found m a fact stated by M r
lx?vison in the Berkshire Chronicle, viz. that it “ was composed
* Transactions of the Phrenological Society, pp. 437, 438.
VOL. IX . NO. X L 1H .
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after his professional hours, and that in a very tew months.*
Respect for the public ought to have induced nim to bestow
more of the labor lima on an elementary treatise like this, where
accuracy is of greater importance than in works intended for
the advanced student.
When the head is very small,* he says on p. 20, “ (but
accompanied with the nervous temperament), there is great ge
neral activity, but, at the same time, we feel that there is a
mental feebleness. On the contrary, if the head be very large,
then, with the same temperament, there is a corresponding su
periority : the individual is impressively profound, driving all
before him by the strength and energy of nis genius, sometimes
like a hurricane carrying desolation whenever he appears, or,,
as the glorious sun, enlightening and blessing mankind with
the rays emanating from his moral and intellectual attributes :
such a man was the great Lord Chatham* Now, these last ef
fects occur only when the organs of the moral sentiments and
intellect are large, which either may or may not be the case in
a very large head. Mr Levison's statement, therefore, is too
unqualified, and gives countenance to an error very prevalent
among persons ignorant of phrenology—that a large and active
brain, of whatever form, is, according to the cultivators of our
science, always accompanied by genius. That M r Levison
meant otherwise, there can be little doubt; but the inaccuracy
of his statement is certainly u a fault which it is the duty of
every writer on controverted subjects like phrenology to avoid
with peculiar care.*
Speaking of Combativeness, he says (p. 31):— “ In the well
organized individual it is a feeling of great importance, infus
ing a moral courage which fits the possessor for the noblest acts,
and urges him to make, if necessary, a sacrifice of personal
ease, and even of life, in the cause of truth and virtue, from a
stern sense of duty.* Here is an obvious misapprehension.
Combativeness no doubt gives the courage, which enables men
to act according to the dictates of higher powers, but it “ urges*
no sacrifice whatever.
On Constructiveness, according to Mr Levison, “ depend all
our powers of contrivance* (p. 43). The truth is, that the in
tellectual faculties are the contriving powers, and that Con
structiveness merely gives the manual dexterity necessary for
carrying their contrivances into execution. “ It guides,* says
Dr Spurzheim, “ the practical part o f construction, but does
not determine the objects to be constructed.* (Manual of Phre
nology.) There are persons who, though excellent contrivers,
are (as in a case mentioned on p. 207 or our present number,)
obliged to employ other men to construct what they plan ; and,
on the other hand, many good constructers are almost, or even
wholly, destitute of the power of contrivance.
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In the section on Self-Esteem,, the following words occur :■
“ This cerebral organ is situated wove the organ of Adhesive
ness, and was supposed ‘to give nobleness to thought, and con
sequently to infuse a kind of dignity into all our actions,” (p. 48)*
Its real situation is above the organ of Concentrativeness, that
over Adhesiveness being the organ of Love of Approbation.
By whom has Self-Esteem been “ supposed, to give nobleness
to thought r” Certainly not by Gall or Spurzheim.
Speaking of Love of Approbation, Mr Levison says, “ When
this feeling is comparatively small, ap individual is indifferent
whether he ha£the gpod or the bad opinion of his associates;
and such a perstfp will be negligent uhcourteous, and selfish,”
(p. 46).
But these results by no means necessarily follow.
There is a courtesy of benevolence as well as of Love of A p 
probation ;, find selfishness may exist either with or without a
strong endowment of the latter sentiment, which simply ope
rates as a chock upon its outward manifestation. Persons ig
norant of phrenology would naturally infer from M r Levison’s
statement, that a small organ of Love of Approbation indicates
selfishness, and a large one disinterestedness. The reverse of
this is often seen.
u The organ of Conscientiousness,” we are told, “ is situated
on each side of Firmness, and. the two sentiments taken to
gether may be qompai;ed to censors appointed by the Creator,
to guard us against acting from the mere impulse of our lower
feelings; or they may be* regarded as a moral balance, by which
we should weigh all our motives, so that we may not infringe
upon the rights of others, or gratify personal desires by com~
promising our dignity as moral and intelligent beings,” (p. 56).
Firmness has nothing whatever to do with the weighing of
tives in a moral balance. I t is only a tendency to persist ini
such conduct, and such opinipns and purposes, as the other
faculties—moral or otherwise—may determine.
“ These (the reflective) faculties,” says M r Levison, u are
perfectly developed about the age of puberty, and indicate the
greatest energy between thirty apd forty,” (p. 95). . Nothing is
more rare than their perfect development about the age of pu
berty. Perfection o f development, and possession of the great
est energy, are co-existent, the latter being the necessary result
of the former.
According to M r Levison, had man been destitute of Loca
lity, “ his thoughts would have had nothing of regularity, but
would have been like the fleeting and evanescent forms of pass
ing clouds; and it would have been impossible for him to con
ceive the natural or accidental relation* existing between the
different objects of the universe on.which he moves and dwells.”
“ I t is that power of the mind which informs us of the relation
s 2
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of one object to another,” (p. 84). The word relation is hère
most inaccurately used instead of relative position ; and as to re
gularity and stability of the thoughts, we are puzzled to discover
how these are influenced by a faculty whose entire function is
to observe, remember, and judge of the physical position of ob
jects. We know in d iv id u a ls , who, with'deficient Locality, are
remarkable for thoughts thé very opposite of irregular and
evanescent.* «.............. t .* 1 * ■
• >• ''u\* , i It .
Mr Levison says of Eventuality, th a t. <when,an object is
spoken of, or presented to us, whether in a tangibleiform or
merely orally, in an instant this- highly vaktaWefacul ty recalls
all circumstances connected with it," (p. 88). Surely i t is not
intended'that these ' oonclhding words should received literal
interpretation.
- .
t
“ Theorgan of Melody is situated in a lateral direction, on
each side of Time,” (p. 89). Another very careless expression.
M r Levison entertains unsound and novel opinions respectnig the sentiment of Wonder, thoúgh; he propounds them as
established doctrine: H e thinks that this facility1gives man
kind “ an instinctive faith” in the recurorencetof natural pheno
mena of which a regular and unbroken series has for a long
time been observed. “ Possessing this-sentiment*of natural
belief,” says he, “ we are not now under the necessity of reconvincing ourselves that the operations of nature, winch we ob
serve, are uniform and constant : we feel certain that they are
so,” (p. 63). Facts, it humbly appears to us,4are wholly at
variance with such an. idea of the function o f the organ of
Wonder—an idea in support of which Mr Levison offers not?
the shadow of an argument. Observation proves, that the
larger this organ is, the less confidence have men in the uni
formity and constancy of the operations of nature, and the
more are they disposed to expect the supernatural interference
of occult beings.
- .
Some very odd statements are made with regard to limitation.
“ When w e reflect on the multiplicity o f i d e a s which are ac
quired by children withoat any kind of direct tuition,.we must
conclude that there is an innatefacu lty o f i m i t a t i o n ” ! (p. 69.)
In what part of Dr Spurzheim’s works, we again ask, did Mr
Levison find that Imitation, or any other affective faculty, ac
quires ideas? But this is not all : Imitation, he say sy. besides
conferring the power of im itating or assuming the natural lan
guage of the faculties) is the source of natural language itself,
and of the power of comprehending it. • His words are the fol
lowing : “ The organ of Imitation is situated on each ride of
Benevolence, and, from its natural tendency, might be desig
nated the ‘ mimic power,' as it is this same faculty which gives
to children a language of natural expression long before they ac
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quire the least knowledge of artificial sounds.(verbal language) :
and, in this manner*,they eomprbhend certain physiognomical
signs* even when they do not understand the words, which orally
represent them; as, fi*example, the nod of the head, as an af
firmative;- and the/lateral ¿hake; •as meaning to express a nega
tive. They also evidently distinguish between the frown of
anger and the smile of .approbation, as* they intuitively *shrink
back at the exhibition of the former, and are attracted by the
pleasitig impressions of the latter,” (p. 70). Mr Levison neither
ives; botv we toay*safely add, is able to give, any good evience a t îtbasoiMdness or thèse new views as to the .source of
natural* language arid ppjwei* of understanding it.
44 T he organ ¿f'Formy’ \says. M r Levison, “ lies rather upon
Individuality, at each side of it,” (p. 80). This is pure non
sense.'
• * « **
A t the end of «the book there is gi'tf&n an explanation of tech
nical terms ; and here, at least, might care and precision have
been expected« : Sven 'm.defihitions, however, Mr.Levi son dis
plays his characteristic vagueness and inaccuracy. . W e.shall
extract several:of them entire,1and leave them,^without com
ment, to the judgment of our well-informed readers.
44 Colour f organ1o f
Perception of harmony or relation of
colours.” - - ...............
44 Constructiveness.—*Instinct of contrivance.”
44 Desfructivens#s.-~Qarmvorous instinct”
44 Farta.—Perception* of symmetry and proportion.”
44 Hopes— A sentiment which urges the mind to regard a fu
ture stated
•
44 Imitation (Urgent of).— Source of expression and natural
language^ • J
44 Màrvetlousneês.^lnstixKXiye credulity*”
44 Number ( organ ç f ).-^Perception of quantity*”
44 Secretiveness.— Instinct of cunning and evasion ; also an
element ih prudence.”
44 SelfF sttem .-± -\n'its good sense, the instinct of self-preser
vation, but generally used with a reference to its various abuses.”
44 Size ( organ ^ . — Perception of distance and perspective.”

S

W e now take leave of M r Levison, by expressing our re
gret that he should have .done himself the injustice or sending
into the world a .book sullied by so many imperfections, and of
which we have been compelled to speak in ternis the reverse of
those which we should otherwise have gladly employed. W e
beg to assure him, that notwithstanding what has lately, and
on the present occasion, appeared in our pages, we shall ever
be ready to speak with favour of whatever future productions
of his pen may seem to us worthy of commendation.
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A R T IC L E X II.
SINGULAR DREAM.
TO T A B KDITOB OF T H E PHRENOLOGICAL JO U R N A L.

S ir ,—As the subject of dreaming is rather a curious one in
the philosophy of the human mind, and phrenology is the only
system which affords a rational explanation of the nature and
origin of dreams, the following narrative may prove not unin
teresting to your readers, as an example of considerable activity
of some of the intellectual faculties co-existing with the com
plete inactivity, or sleep, of most of the propensities and senti
ments. The whole occurrences were as distinctly impressed on
me as if I had been entirely awake.
In the dream referred to, I was standing in St Paul's Church
yard, when a funeral procession, consisting of a magnificent
hearse, drawn by six horses, preceded by a great number of
mutes, and followed by an immense train of carriages, slowly
approached from Ludgate Hill, and made its way towards the
entrance on the north side of the Cathedral. A dense crowd
was looking on, and I was given to understand that the de
ceased was a man universally known, and distinguished for the
services which he had rendered to his country and the lustre
he had shed upon the age in which he lived ; but I could not
discover his name. On arriving within a short distance of the
gate, the procession stopped, and presently Lord Nelson step
ped forward from beside me, dressed in his admiral's uniform,
and, with a respectful inclination of his head, as a mark of pro
found respect for the character of the deceased, stated to him
that he had left his own tomb, and come to do him the honours
of the funeral-vault, and receive him amongst the other great
men already buried there. The recently deceased, who, strange
ly enough, was not in his coffin, but stood near us, received this
piece of attention courteously and graciously, and signified how
much he was pleased to put himself under his Lordship's guid
ance in this hitherto untried scene.
After a short pause, Lord Nelson, perceiving the crowd look
ing eagerly on for the completion oi the ceremony, remarked
to nis guest, that he must now take his place in bis coffin, and
be earned forward in the splendid official hearse prepared for
the occasion. His Lordship then ordered the richly ornamented
coffin to be brought forward, and said, that as he was now ac
customed to the thing, he would shew his friend how to place
himself, which he accordingly did by laying himself in it at full
length, and carefully pulling a folded covering over his body.
He then got out, and the deceased placed himself exactly as
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directed, on which his Lordship made a signal to lift the coffin
into the hearse and move on. This was done accordingly, and
we then mingled with the crowd, and proceeded on foot to the
door of the Cathedral—I walking familiarly alongside of his
Lordship, without ever wondering how I haa become acquaint
ed with him, or perceiving any thing extraordinary in the fact
of a man who had been dead for many years, rising from his
grave, stilt dead, and, in the character of a dead man, doing the
funeral honours to another dead man. I never for a moment
imagined that Nelson was alive; but, on the contrary, was
conscious that a long interval had elapsed since his death, and
saw distinctly the glazed eye and cold dull features so cha
racteristic of death: and yet so completely were the feelings
asleep, that I felt neither wonder, nor awe, nor incongruity,
but every thing seemed perfectly natural and as it ought to be;
and indeed I was more at ease with him than I probably would
have been had I met him in society as a living man.
W e entered the church together, and Nelson, with respect
ful care, was ready to direct every movement, so as to make the
situation of his guest as little uncomfortable as possible. He
descended with him into the vault,—saw his coffin properly
placed,—took his leave,—and then adding that he must now re
sume his place in his own coffin, was going away, but imme
diately turned round and said, “ By the bye, as I am Here at
any rate, would it not be as well to take a look of my head be
fore I go?1’ I answered eagerly, “ that I thought it would, as
this was an opportunity which might not occur again, and ought
by no means to be lost.” W e thereupon proceeded to the re
cess of a window for the sake of a better lig h t; and as he stood
before me with his sunk and glazed eye, dull leaden features,
and armless sleeve, I thought how very like he was to his por
traits, and to the wax-figure in Westminster A bbey! At this
time, too, it struck me as extraordinary, that he who had been
so long dead should be aware how much interest phrenology
was exciting now, when, at the time of his death, it had scarcely
been heard o f ; but this was the only thing approaching to
wonder or perception of incongruity of which I was conscious
during the whole time.
On looking attentively at the forehead, I was struck with the
breadth and fulness iust above the root of the no&e, where In
dividuality lies; and remarked to him that his power of ob
serving what was passing around him must have been peculiarly
acute and rapid, atid that I coitld now see many uses in his
profession to which it was applicable, although I had never be
fore thought that it was so necessary. He requested to know
exactly what was comprehended under the term Individuality;
and after listening to the explanation, replied, “ It is quite
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true: / must have it large— that was my fo rte — I war always
quick in observing* I then noticed the great development
of Locality, Weight, Size, and Form, told him the qualities o f
mind which they indicated, and remarked on the fondness
for exploring other countries, which such a combination be
stowed, and the facility which it gave of recollecting place?
and countries once seen. He said this also was correct, and
that he found Ilocality useful even in stationing the ships of
his fleet. I proceeded in my examination, and remarked, that
I was disappointed to find the upper part of his forehead more
retreating than I had anticipated—denoting less power of lo
gical reasoning and systematizing than what I had conceived
nim to possess. He begged I would explain particularly the
functions of that part of the brain; and when L gave him
the usual account of Causality, he thought for a moment and
replied, “ Well, after all, you are perhaps not f o r wtong there
either: I was not remarkable fo r reasoning power ; observation
and the other qualities were what I excelled in * My interest
jn the examination was becoming every moment more intense,
and my eye was taking the direction of Firmness, an organ
which seemed to be very largely developed, when, unfortunately,
.the vault-keeper came quietly up, and, tapping his Lordship
on the shoulder, said all was ready for him down below, and he
would thank him to resume his place, as he had not time to
wait longer. His Lordship at once obeyed, and bade me good
bye, with a slight bow, but without altering a single feature of
his face. I then left the church, thinking now fortunate I had
been to be there at such an interesting time, and soon after
awoke.
Such are the facts of my dream. I shall not attempt to ex
plain them farther than by remarking, that they exhibit a strik
ing instance of activity of some faculties co-existing with repose
.of others; a circumstance which can be accounted for only by
the phrenological principle of a plurality of cerebral organs, each
of which may be active while the others are at rest. The perfect
recollection which I had, not only of Nelson's history, appear
ance, and death, and of the localities of St Paul's and the as
pect of its monuments, but also of the phrenological doctrines
god their applications in life, formed a singular contrast tp the
total absence of every feeling of awe, incongruity, wonder, or
disgust, which, in the waking state, would have been so strongly
excited. The only cause to which I can ascribe the dream, is
having previously resolved to send to the library for Southey's
Life of Nelson, which I had heard praised as an excellent piece
of biography. I am, &c.
e
A. C.
E d in b u r g h , 3d F ebruary 1835.

(
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A R T IC L E X I I I.
PROSPECTUS OF A B R IT ISH ASSOCIATION FOR T H E
ADVANCEM ENT OF M ENTAL SCIENCE. B y Sir G eobge S.
M ackenzie, Bart.

T he establishment of an Association for the advancement of
Physical Science, naturally led several persons who have paid
attention to the state of Mental Science to desire the promotion
of the latter by a similar Association* Whether mental science
be regarded as orie hardly yet in existence, or as having advanced
Sufficiently to enable those who have particularly attended to it
,to perceive that it is minutely interwoven with human conduct
and human institutions, it has been too long neglected. While
physical science opens up to view many proofs of the immensity
.of creative power, and administers to the increase of human
.comfort, it likewise multiplies human wants, and contributes to
the useless gratification, even to the extent of abuse, of appetites
which were destined not to be the guides of human conduct, but
to be subservient to the higher faculties, the exercise of which
■alone can direct, mankind to the rational use of physical dis
covery. The rational enjoyment to which physical science can
administer, can be rendered so only by a knowledge of the real
.constitution of man n and such happiness as it may be permitted
to us to enjoy in this world can be attained only by searching
for the relation in which man stands to his fellow-men and to
external nature—in other words, for the laws which it has
pleased Almighty Power to establish for that relation—and by
obeying those laws as* part of the Creator's will. No doubt it
has been discovered that the mind is so closely connected'with
the body as to produce mutual influence; and to investigate.this
is a branch-of physiology; and thus, mental science might ap
pear capable 'of being connected with physical, in. our present
Association: But, since the-mental faculties have not yet been all
discovered, nor those'known defined with sufficient accuracy,
they have .to be'submitted to farther metaphysical inquiry ; and
it seems proper, from the Wide extent of the subject, that a se
parate Association should be established. While mental science
is truly one of observation, inquiry being applied in the first
instance to the discovery of faculties, much discussion will be
required before the definitions of discovered faculties are settled.
Seeing, therefore, that this is what may be called a mixed
science, and that its results are applicable to legislation, tbe ad
ministration of justice, political science, education, and the
treatment of the insane, and, in short, to every sublunary con
cern of human life, it would be improper to attach it to an Asso
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ciation for the advancement of purely physical discovery, while
its extent is ample for the full employment of a separate one.
The immense importance of mental science to mankind has
been overlooked, because for a very long period no discovery of
any importance had been made in it. Philosophers had specu
lated only on their own individual consciousness, and had made
themselves standards for the whole human race, neglecting, or
setting aside as not worthy of regard, the marked differences o f
human talent and character. Attention has been attracted to
physical science, because discoveries were, to all appearance,
more easily made, and every discovery opened the field still
wider, so that every one found a range for his prevailing talent.
Physiologists, however, have at last withdrawn the veil which
had obscured and rendered uninviting the track of those who
had embarked on the ocean of metaphysics, without a single fact
to serve as a pilot.
Enough has been said to introduce what is proposed to be
the manner of proceeding. As soon as a sufficient number o f
persons shall have announced their desire to be members, a ge
neral meeting will be held at such time and place as may appear
convenient, at which officers will be selected, and rules for fu
ture government enacted. And, if they can be procured, re
ports will be read on the following subjects:—
1. On the present state of mental science.
2. On the present state of our knowledge of the causes of in
sanity, idiocy, and other aberrations of the faculties.
8. On the present state of the criminal law, in reference to the
mode of trial and punishment, and as applicable to the human
faculties.
4. On the present mode of administering justice in civil
cases.
5. On the present state of education.
6. On the present state of political science.
7. On the present customs and usages of society, as affecting
the faculties.
It is proposed that the inquiries to be instituted shall be re
mitted to different committees or sections as follows:—
I. Enumeration and analysis of the human faculties; the
physiology of the brain; the causes of difference in human ta
lent and character; hereditary influences.
% Education, in reference to health, and the discipline of the
animal, intellectual, and moral faculties; the customs and usages
of society, in reference to their influence on the human constitu
tion.
3. Civil and criminal legislation ; the relations of man to ex
ternal things.
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4.
Political economy; colonization; in reference to the moral
faculties.
It is proposed that the sections shall report their proceedings
daily to a general meeting, when, if any member shall choose to
make observations, he shall be invited to deliver them, and some
member of the section, on whose report the observations may be
made, shall be at liberty to reply, after which no farther discus
sion shall be allowed; and a recommendation made to inquire
farther into facts to be submitted to the section at the subset
quent annual meeting. No question having any reference to
religious creed to be admitted.
The establishment of such an Association as that proposed by
Sir George Mackenzie, is certainly most desirable; but we fear
that, unless the members were phrenologists, the business of the
meetings would consist of vain and endless speculations, and
that the most opposite opinions would be advocated without the
possibility of appealing for their support or refutation to any
fixed and admitted standard. On the other hand, were half of
the members phrenological, and the other half unphrenological,
the Association would evidently prove inoperative,—those igno
rant of phrenology denying, doubting, or groping for principles
which the phrenologists consider fully established; and the
phrenologists, on their side, by no means consenting to be thus
retarded in their progress. W e would suggest, therefore,
that the phrenologists of the United Kingdom should associate,
and meet once a-year in some central place, such as York.
Phrenologists would all agree on fundamental points, and it
cannot be doubted, that, by such meetings, and the reading of
reports like those suggested in Sir George Mackenzie's prospec
tus, a very decided impetus would be given both to the ad
vancement and to the diffusion of phrenology. The public
might be attracted to some of the meetings by lectures on the
history and principles of the science.
As the maturest consideration ought to be bestowed on this
important subject, we recommend it to the attention of phreno
logists and phrenological societies throughout the kingdom, and
shall be happy to receive communications (post paid, through
any of our publishers) from all who incline to favour us with
their suggestions, or promise of support to the projected Associ
ation« Should insuperable difficulties present themselves, it de
serves to be considered by Phrenological Societies whether they
should not individually hold annual general meetings, as the
Parisian Society does, and invite the public to hear reports of
the labours of the preceding year, and the progress which phre
nology is making throughout the world.— E ditor .
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MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
E d i n b u r g h .— The following evening courses of Lectures are being deliver
ed in the Waterloo Rooms, under the auspices of the Edinburgh Association for
«Procuring Instruction in Useful and Entertaining Sciences:— 1. Lectures on
Phrenology (twice a-week), giving a full view or the Philosophy of the H u
man mincL and embracing the applications of the Science to Education,—
Morals,_Criminal-Legislation,—Insanity,—Health,—the elucidation of Cha.racter,__and the .Happiness and Moral and Intellectual Improvement of the
Human Race. By Mr George Combe.----- 2. On the Laws of the Animal
Economy (once a-week), embracing a Popular View of Anatomy and Phy
siology, and the application of their principles to the preservation of Health.
B y Dr Allen Thomson.-----And 3. A second course of Natural Philosophy
(once a-week), on subjects which were either altogether omitted, or but
slightly treated of, in last winter's course, such as the doctrine of Bodies or
Matter in general—Atmosphere— H eat—Electricity—Meteorology—Gal
vanism—Magnetism, and the general features of Astronomy with a view to
the formation of artificial Globes and the construction of Maps and Charts.
By George Lees, A.M., of the Scottish Naval and Military Academy.
The attendance at these Lectures is shown by the following statement of
tickets sold, and visitors admitted, down to the 4th February 1836:—
Phrenology.
Natural Philosophy.
Animal Economy.
Total.

'Tickets 212 L.96 .4
yisitors 835 20 17

6 203 L.68 15 6
6 140
3 10 0

L.116 2 0

L.72 5 6

102 L.64 16 0 607 L.228 16 0
255
6 7 6 1229
30 15 0
L.71 3 6

L.259 11 0

We extract the following from the Edinburgh Chronicle of 27th December
1834 :—fctA correspondent in Melrose reminds us, that in making, some time
back, a few remarks upon Phrenology, we promised that we would take an
early opportunity to enter at more length into that important question. ‘ I
have waited,* he says. * and watched for that number, but it has never ap
peared ; and in the sickness arising from hope deferred, I have taken the li
berty of begging that you will, in as early a number as possible, express your
opinions upon its tendency and merits. The operatives in the south of Scot
land are beginning to appreciate its merits. Nothing but cheap information
on the subject is required. A public lecturer upon that interesting science
would meet with certain and deserved success. Many of the readers of your
journal in .this quarter, have a faint perception of its doctrines, and the exression of your opinion would be an unspeakable benefit and pleasure.* W e
ave no recollection of the particular occasion alluded to, but nave no doubt
we did make such a promise, and we assure our correspondent that we are
.exceedingly pleased to find that the subject excites so much interest. To
those who are not acquainted with the principles of the science—and we can
pretend only to a knowledge of these—we dare say it may appear ultra
absurd ; but our belief is, that were Phrenology generally understood—and
it has only to be understood in order to be appreciated—it would lead to a
complete and most beneficial social revolution. But we cannot enter into its
merits at present, and are afraid it will not be in our power for some time,
owing to the present state of the political world. W e nope, however, in due
tim e to he enabled to devote an article or two to its consideration.*’
The January and February numbers of the Christian Pioneer, a Glasgow
periodical, contain the first and second of a series of articles on phrenology,
and a regular continuation is promised. “ Considering the philosophy of
mind,” says the Editor, to he one of the most Important subjects that can
engage human attention, and that every thiijg whicp tends to throw light on
,mental phenomena must be useful to man, we have requested a series of pa
pers on phrenology from an individual well qualified to do justice to that in
teresting science; and though we do not pledge ourselves to coincide with
every statement he may make, we are well satisfied that none will be made
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but ouch as will merit candid and serious consideration.” The first artide
consists of preliminary observations intended to remove hostile prejudices ;*
and in the second is given the history of Phrenology, down to the departure*
of Gall and Spurzheim from Vienna in 1805. The editor of the Edinburgh
Chronicle^ in order to meet the request of hi3 Melrose correspondent, has
copied the fonner of these articles, slightly abridged, into his paper of 31st
January, and promises to quote the others as they make their appearance.
‘‘ To such of our readers,** he observes, “ as still labour under the erroneous
impression that Phrenology is a tissue of unfounded and absurd doctrines, we
may mention, that it is taught as the true physiology of the brain, and the
science of mind*, by professors in the London University, in the University of
Dublin, in the Andersonian University in Glasgow, and by eminent private'
lecturers in Edinburgh—that its general' principles are now admitted to be
true, even by professors of the old school, who continue to deny its details,
but at first ridiculed it entirely—that at a late meeting of the Royal Medical
Society of this city, (the most important of the juvenile societies connected
with medicine.) at which it formed the subject of the evening’s discussion,
the essayist, and all the speakers except one, declared in favour of its truth__
that the spirited editors of ‘ Chambers’s Information for the People,* in a recent number of that work on Moral Philosophy, gave phrenology the preference, for clearness and usefulness, over all former systems of mental philoso
phy—and that, at the present time, Mr Combe is lecturing in the Waterloo
Rooms twice a-week, to an audience of 250 of the citizens of* Edinburgh, o f
all ages and pursuits. These facts, we hope, will be accepted as an apology
for our complying with the request alluded to, by presenting some account of
the subject in our columns.”
P h r e n o l o g ic a l S o c ie t y .—-The following office-bearers were elected on
27th November 1834:—George Combe, President; John Anderson, jun., Ar
thur Trevelyan, Sir G. S. Mackenzie, Bart., and Dr Francis Farquharson, Vice*
P residents; John F. Macfarlan, Lindsay Mackersy, Charles Mnciaren. H .T .
M. Witham, Dr John Scott, and P. Deseret, Councillors; Dr William Gref ory, Secretary; Robert Cox, Conservator o f M useum ; D. Campbell, Clerk.
everal donations have been lately received:—Skull found under the foun
dation of the old steeple of Montrose, presented by Dr William Gregory;
cast of skull of the Dugong or Indian mermaid, presented by Mr Anthony
CTNeill; and three Hinaoo skulls—two found on the banks of the Hoogley,
and one from Pullicate on the Coromandel coast, presented by John Chisholm,
Esq., surgeon, London.

G lasgow— On Monday 5th January, a phrenological soirie was held in
the Andersonian University. There was a good attendance of ladies and
gentlemen, but little or no discussion took place, as Professor Hunter and the
other phrenologists had almost undisputed possession of the field. Dr Lawrie
was the only opponent that presented himself, and even he admitted the
claim of Phrenology to be ranked as “ a science.” At the following joirfe,
Dr Hunter introduced some remarks on national character, illustrated by a
selection of casts.
D unferm lin e .—Mr W. A. F. Browne having undertaken, at the conclu
sion of his course of Lectures on Phrenology in Dunfermline last year, to
give there an annual lecture on the science, delivered that for 1835, on 10th
February, at a quarter past 8 o’clock r. m., in the Maygate ChapeL The sub
ject which he treated was National Character, and the audience amounted to
about two hundred and fifty individuals, each of whom paid sixpence. The
delivery of an annual lecture in other provincial towns would be attended
with much benefit
D undee^—On the forenoon of Sunday 11th January, a lecture on the con
nexion between Phrenology and Christianity was delivered in the Thistle
Hall, Union Street, by the Rev. H. Clarke. This lecture gave so much sa
tisfaction, that, as we learn, the Dundee Mechanics* Phrenological Society
intend to print i t Mr Clarke has delivered several additional lectures on
Phrenology.
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G reenock.__The Phrenological Society of this town has lately procured
an extensive collection of casts, and is proceeding with great vigour in the
study of Phrenology. W e beg to be favoured with occasional accounts of the
progress of this and other societies.
Southampton.—Mr J. R. Stebbing lectured on Phrenology here in N o
vember last. H e was attacked by a correspondent of the Hampshire Advertiser, cn the subject of dreaming, &c- ; but in a subsequent number of that
paper was defended by a third party, and also by himself. The opponent, as
usual, evinced the utmost ignorance of the science.
U nited S tates.—From the second number of the Annals of Phrenology,
we learn that the Boston Phrenological Society held regular meetings last
summer, which were attended with unabated interest. A remittance of L. 100
was made to London in order to purchase casts. A course of public lectures,
commencing on 3d October, at seven o'clock p . m., has been delivered at the
Masonic Temple, under the direction of the Society.—A social Phrenological
Society, composed of ladies and gentlemen, has been formed at Hingham,
“ it s members are of the most respectable families in the town, and their
display of ability, and zeal in the study of the science, is highly creditable.**
—At Nantucket a similar society has been organised. “ Its members are able
and active. Mr Dunkin has just closed a course of lectures on Phrenology
at this place. It was exceedingly popular.’*—At Brunswick, Maine, “ a So
ciety has been formed, in which the best studentsTof fthe College take an ac
tive part. Its success is certain.**—At Andover, Amherst, and Hanover, N. H .,
“ Phrenological Clubs have beeu formed by the students, and the science re
ceives no small share of their attention.**-—Societieswhave arisen also in South
Reading, Leicester, Worcester, Hanover, Mass., Providence, R. I., and Hartford,
Con.—The Boston Medical Magazine defends Phrenology in an unqualified
manner ; and the reprints of Mr Combe’s System and Éléments of Phreno
logy, Ac., and of Dr Combe’s Observations on Mental Derangement, have
met with a very rapid sale. In short, the prospect from the other side of the
Atlantic is cheering beyond expectation.
Dr Caldwell's excellent Treatise on Physical Education, published at Bos
ton several months ago, has been received, and will be noticed. W e have been
gratified by receiving a copy of a useful little volume of 192 pages, entitled
“ Illustrations of Phrenology ; being a Selection of Articles from the Edin
burgh Phrenological Journal, and the Transactions of the Edinburgh Phre
nological Sciety. With twenty-six wood-cuts. Edited by George H. Cal
vert. With an Introduction by the Editor. Baltimore, 1832.” The editor's
introduction is very well compiled, but his alteration of the numbering of the
organs seems to us uncalled for, and tending to produce confusion. The re
maining contents of the volume are the cases of Gottfried, Williams, Bishop,
Burk, Hare, Pope Alexander V I, Melancthon, King Robert Bruce, and the
Rev. Mr M. ; with reports of Dr GalPs visit to the prisons of Berlin and
Spandau, Mr Combe's visit to Dublin, and M t Deville's examination of heads
or convicts on board the ship England in 1826. The idea of the volume is
excellent ; and the wood-cuts, though in general coarsely executed, add much
to its value. Such a book is well fitted to rouse the attention of the indif
ferent, and to lengthen the visage of the scoffer.
Irakis.—T he January number of the Journal of the Paris Phrenological
Society has just been received. It is now increased to the octavo size, and
contains much interesting and original matter.
Q uick at M eals, Q uick at W ork— In a notice of the last number of
this Journal, in the Lancet of 27th December 1834, some degree of misappre
hension is fallen into, regarding what is said on p. 117, in an editorial note at
the end of Mr Noble's Essay on the Temperaments. We there observed,
that, (( cœteris paribus, temperament seems to affect equally every part of the
body ; so that if the muscles be naturally active ana energetic, we may ex
pect also activity and energy of the brain.” This principle, we added, is
virtually recognized by WilUam Cobbetl, in a passage quoted, where he in-
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forms lovers^ that a girl who walks and speaks quickly and distinctly, and
piles the teeth rapidly in eating, may, with considerable safety, be presumed
to have an active and industrious mind. “ Quick at meals, quick at work,**
says Cobbett, “ is a saying as old as the hills in this the most industrious na
tion upon earth; and never was there a truer saying. Get to see her at work
upon a mutton-chop, or a bit of bread and cheese; and if she deal quickly
with these, you have a pretty good security for that activity, that stirring in
dustry, without which a wife is a burden instead of a help.” On this the re
mark was added,— We are disposed to think that Cobbett’s advice will
rove sound in all cases where the nervous and muscular systems are equally
eveloped, equally healthy, and equally accustomed to exercise.”
By this it was meant, that in cases where vivacity of the muscular system
is evinced by habitual quickness of gait, speech, and movement of the jaws in
chewing, the brain also will usually be found active; and that Cobbett*s ad
vice, that these symptom» of muscular agility ought to bs noted by lovers wishing to
ascertain whether a girl is likely to be aclive-minded and industrious, will
generally prove sound. The writer in the Lancet, however, understands
Cobbett and ourselves-to recommend the hasty and imperfect mastication of
food. “ To our mind,” says he, “ the advice deserved some criticism like this.
•c Nature meant teeth to be used, not food to be bohed. Teeth were designed
to save trouble to the stomach,—to save it an effort which sometimes it can
not consummate at alL The young woman who deals very ‘ quickly’ with
her food will soon have a slow digestion, and that will end in disinclination
to both mental and muscular activity. < A time to work and a time to
chew/ is a better saying than * quick at meals, quick at work,*—a proverb
which task-masters may easily make the agent of a gross crime against health.
The saying deserves reprobation. W e reflect too seldom on the purposes of
the teeth." We cordially agree with the Lancet, in thinking that food
ought to be thoroughly chewed before being swallowed—and not only so,
but that labour of mind and body ought to be refrained from until digestion
has made considerable progress. But we do not perceive the slightest in
compatibility between a quick and a thorough mastication. It is possible to
chew quickly, and yet to “ use” the teeth to the fullest extent, so as to
avoid “ bolting.” The young woman who bolts her food, is, in ordinary cir
cumstances, likely to do so through sheer laziness; and the Lancet is indispu
tably right in affirming, that the effect of this will be to augment still more
her disinclination to both mental and muscular activity.

S

B e e c h e y ’s V oyage in t h e B lossom .—Can any of our readers inform
us what has become of the skulls brought to England from St Lawrence
Island, Beering’s Strait, by Mr Collie, surgeon of the Blossom ? W e under
stand that they were taken possession of by Government, along with all other
specimens of natural history collected during the voyage; but of their subse
quent fete we are entirely ignorant. They must be comparatively useless to
all but phrenologists, and we know that Mr Collie intended them as a dona
tion for the Phrenological Society. That gentleman also, as L ieut Beechey
mentions in a passage quoted in our 34th number, p. 96, gave in his Journal
a description of the Beads of several Loo-Chooan9, which was too long for in
sertion m the published narrative of the voyage. We hope that some friend
will be able to bring to light both the skulls and the,description of the heads.
The latter, though too long for L ieut Beechey, would probably suit our pages.
B ra in of t h e B ull D oo.— Extract from The Field Book, article Dog.—
« The cerebral capacity of the bull dog is sensibly smaller than iu any other
race, and it is doubtless to the decrease of the encephalon that we must at
tribute its inferiority to all others in every thing relating to intelligence.
The bull dog is scarcely capable of any education, and is fitted for nothing but
combat and ferocity.”
M r L oudon makes the following sound remark in his “ Encyclopaedia of
Cottage, Farm, and Villa Architecture,” published in 1834, p. 1124. “ Be
fore we recommend any youth to study Architecture as a profession, we
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would endeavour to ascertain, upon phrenological principles or from generaf
observation, whether his organization was favourable for that pursuit. One
of the grand causes of the slow advancement of all the arts of taste, and oT
the groat prevalence of mediocrity among artists, is the utter neglect of this
preliminary measure on the part of their parents or advisers ’’
T he London M edical G azette of 7th February contains a most dis
graceful and abusive attack on Phrenology, which, for misrepresentation, ig
norance, and main Jides, has had no parallel in this country since Dr Gordon's
scurrilous production in No. 49 of the Edinburgh lit riar. The Gazette did'
not reach us till our pages were full, but we may possibly recur to it.
Among other signs of the times, we notice, that, in the account of Dr Gall
just published in the new edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, his history
and discoveries are calmly narrated in accordance with the statements of the
phrenologists themselves ; contrary to the custom hitherto prevalent on such
occasions, of misrepresenting and distorting facts. It ought to be remarked
also, that the writer preserves the strictest neutrality, declaring neither far
nor against the phrenologists ; a circumstance which, if taken in connexion
w'ith the fact that the editor of the Encyclopadia Britannica is also editor
of the Edinburgh Review, must be held as symptomatic of a considerable in-#
crease of respect for Phrenology. The article alluded to, however, contains A
few trifling inaccuracies. Thus, Dr Gall's Christian name is said to be John
Joseph instead of Frcncis Joseph, an error copied from a French biographical
sketch. Again, it is erroneously stated, that of his Anatomie et Physiologie dhf
Système Nerveux, i$-c, only a volume and a half appeared ; whereas the work
was completed in four volumes. “ The most elaborate of his productions, how
ever," we are told, “ is Oryanorogie, on Exposition des Instincts, Penchant* $c.t H
du Siipe de leurs Organes, which was completed in 19*25. His I listmre des Fomo*
tions du Cerveau had appeared in 1922, in two vols. 8vo." The fact is, that the
Organologie is merci \ a poition of his work Sur les Functions du Cerveau, which,
in its turn, is hut a ltpnnt. with very few additions, of the physiological por
tion of the Anatomie et Physioloyie du Système Nervem,
M abqcis M oacati__ Our readers may recollect, that we took occasion a
few numbers back (vol. viii. p. 227), to defend Dr Spurzheim and Phrenology*
From the misrepresentations of their soi-disant friend the Marquis MoscatL
At the time of our notice, we knew him only as the author of the misrepre
sentations which we exposed. The history of his conversion to Phrenology/
which appeared in some of the newspapers shortly afterwards, and was
greedily read by mmy, served only to confirm, by its inconsistencies, the
suspitions of gross inaccuracy which his first p:iper excited in our niindsi
and at List, about a month ago, the Marquis, as the prosecutor of the Timm
newspaper, made an appearance in court, which, however characterized by
cleverness and samir faire* has at once and for ever extinguished any little
claim which he may have formerly possessed to the attention or favour of the
Rritisli public.
Mr Combe has completed a second edition of his work on the Constitution
of Man, consideiably enlarged and improved. It will be published on lit
April. Three new chapters have been added, and many new illustrations in
troduced into the former text.
Among several articles very reluctantly postponed till next Number, and
mostly in tyjios, are a Reply by Mr Carmichael to Mr Macnish's objections
to his theory of sleep ; a Review of Mr Dean’s Lectures on Phrenology ; and
a very interesting communication, by Dr Barlow of Bath, about the dilM
William Manuel, mentioned at the end of our last Number. I f Dr Barlow
could, in the moan time, procure a cast of the boy’s head, or an accurate note
of its dimensions, he would add much to the favour already conferred in tiana*
mitting the history and cerebral development of the child, and also increaM
not a little the value of his highly esteemed communication.
Edinburgh, lx/ March 1935.
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from the misrepresentations of their soi-disant friend the Marquis Moscati.
At the time of our notice, we knew him only as the author of the misrepre
sentations which we exposed. The history of his conversion to Phrenology,
which appeared in some of the newspapers shortly afterwards, and was
greedily read by many, served only to confirm, by its inconsistencies, the
suspicions of gross inaccuracy which his first paper excited in our minds ;
and at last, about a month ago, the Marquis, as the prosecutor of the Tim es
newspaper, made an appearance in court, which, however characterized by
cleverness and savoir fo ire , has at once and for ever extinguished any little
claim which he may have formerly possessed to the attention or favour of the
British public.
Mr Combe has completed a second edition of his work on the'Constitution
of Man, considerably enlarged and improved. It will be published on 1st
April. Three new chapters have been added, and many new illustrations in
troduced into the former text.
Among several articles very reluctantly postponed till next Number, and
mostly in types, are a Reply by Mr Carmichael to M r Macnisht objections
to his theory of sleep ; a Review of Mr Dean's Lectures on Phrenology ; and
a very interesting communication, by Dr Barlow of Bath, about the child
William Manuel, mentioned at the end of our last Number. I f Dr Barlow
could, in tl>e mean time, procure a cast of the boy's head, or an accurate note
of its dimensions, be would add much to the favour already conferred in trans
mitting the history and cerebral development of the child, and also increase
not a little the value of his highly esteemed communication.
E dinburgh, 1«/ M arch 1835.
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A RTICLE I.
OBSERVATIONS ON R ELIG IO U S F A N A T IC ISM i Uliutnted b y «
Comparison of the B elief and Conduct of noted Religious Enthusiasts
with those of Patients in the Montrose Lunatic Asylum. By W . A. E#
B row ns , Esq., Medical Superintendent of that Institution.
T h e healthy exercise of the sentiment of Veneration enters so
intimately into many of the amenities of social life, and constitutes
so important a part in religious creeds and religious observances,
that it has become a habit, a fashion, a point of orthodoxy, to
regard some of its most erratic and extravagant manifestations as
akin to virtue, if not as virtue itself. That sentiment, from which
spring filial obedience, patriotic subordination, and the humility
of the sincere worshipper, is held to be of too sacred a nature to
be susceptible of excess, and of too beneficial a tendency to be
susceptible of over-cultivation. It at first appears monstrous and
absurd to affirm that the utility of such a feeling may be de
feated, and the peace and harmony of society disturbed or en
dangered, by its predominance in the mental economy. Yet the
paradox which seems to be conveyed in the proposition, that the
ends and purposes of veneration, in common with those of all
other feelings, may be nullified by its exercise and encourage
ment, is not only reconcilable with history, but is itself a histo
rical truth. The fire which warms, may and must consume us
if too largely and liberally fed; and the feeling which is the
torch to guide us heavenward may dazzle and dim the inward
eye by its intensity, until the path to be pursued or the power
to pursue it is lost« We do not here speak of the aggregate
sentiment of religion: the rational and practical character by
which it is distinguished aflbrds an unexceptionable guarantee
VOL. IX .— ’NO. XLIV*
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that in it and by it all interests are consulted ; and, as human
perfectibility is its object, that excess is impossible. We speak
of one of its ingredients, of veneration or mere devotional piety,
and of its cultivation to the exclusion of that reason which exa
mines and recognises the truths, and of those principles which
dictate the duties, of the gospel. Divest a man of the hundred
ties of love and friendship, justice and mercy, by which he is
bound to his feHow men ; strip him of every attribute of reason
save a blind and submissive perception of a high and mighty
intelligence; and leave but a strong instinct to venerate and
worship : or do what produces results precisely similar—edu
cate this solitary feeling ; teach that in its activity, in acts of
adoration, there is supreme happiness ; rouse and stimulate it
by rewards and punishments; appeal to it by every mode,
through every channel by which such a feeling is accessible—
until the moral equilibrium is destroyed—until the trinity of
truth and mercy and praise is disunited—until the counsels of
judgment become as inaudible as the “ still small voice w of
¿onscience : do all this, and you will have established that con«
dition, that vicious excess of veneration, to which allusion has
been made, and of which it is designed to treat.
By a singular perversion of religious education, a great por
tion of the time and talent of those to whom this trust is com
mitted has been directed to the accomplishment of this very
end. This error has proceeded rather from the alliance of reli
gion with a false philosophy, and consequently from erroneous
views of the powers which it is intended to cultivate, than from
erroneous views of the real objects of religion. Veneration, or the
propensity to worship, has been lookea upon, and correctly, as
the natural effect of spiritual-mindedness : but it escaped obser
vation that this feeling may and does exist, altogether indepen
dently of the latter disposition ; that it is in no aegree commen
surate with the strength of that disposition, ana accordingly
may never warm the oosom, or warm it imperfectly, while that
disposition is in constant operation and regulating the whole
conduct It is, in fact, a mere feeling of reverence, abstract
from all knowledge or practical excellence ; which in uninstruct
ed minds leads to the worship or profound adoration of some
being, the nature of which is determined by extraueous circum
stances ; and which, in minds improperly instructed—that is,
taught to'consider adoration even as the amount of Christian
duty—leads to that fanatical enthusiasm which places the cause
upon which it is engrafted in jeopardy. Enthusiasm is the tro.
eal sun of the religious feelings, and fanaticism may be called
e fever heat to which the moral temperature will rise.
A whole nation or nations, engaged in ritual observances, in in
ternal experiences, in adoration, to the contemptuous neglect of
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every other object, would be a striking phenomenon ; but it is
one which the world has" mote than once been on the verge of
witnessing. Such a catastrophe could only arrive by long per#
severance in a discipline which would keep this fading in con*
stant excitement, by making its gratification a part, and the
principal part, of the happiness of each individual,-—by creating
it into the golden way whereby immortality might be attained,
and by substituting its dictates for better and nobler guides.
What may be styled the religious idiosyncrasies of particular
periods have often threatened a visitation of the condition de
scribed : but, more than all others, the several Crusades, the
reign of Charles V., and that of Cromwell, serve to exemplify
the features and results of such an event. There appears to
have been at those times an epidemic mania of the religious
feelings. But, without venturing to insist upon so harsh a con
struction, it may be stated, that certain periods have become sig
nalised by the supremacy and inordinate activity of the senti
ment of Veneration. An excess of devotional feeling is thus
created into a pivot upon and around which all previous and
succeeding events revolve; and in place of recalling these by aU
lusions. to, or details of, civil and political changes, we speak of
the age of the Crusades, of the era of the Reformation—in other
words, of Veneration acting as the mainspring in the grand ma
chine of human affairs. Other motives, it is admitted, baser or
better, contributed to the production of these and similar reli
gious movements. But wniie in them, as in all grand and vital
agitations of the mass of mankind, there will be found to have
mingled, in governing, guiding, modifying, or increasing, all the
passions, propensities, prejudices, and degrees of enlightenment
under which the component members of that mass ordinarily
acted; still the main impulse of the majority can only be recog#
nised in intense devotional feelings. It may be perfectly true
that the wars styled Holy, which first assimilated Christianity
in spirit to the ferocious creed they were intended to crush,
which tinged every river, from the Thames to the Bosphorus,
with the blood of the best and bravest sons of early civilization,
and which, in seeking the possession of one empty and surrepti
tious sepulchre, filled hundreds of thousands—it may be perfect»
ly true that these pious emigrations were in keeping with, and
emanated from, that spirit of chivalry which distinguished the
age, and converted the dominant church into a species of half
military, half monastic feudalism. I t is not less true, however,
that band, unresisting, unquestioning bigotry—respect for the
doctrines, and subjection to the commands of the church—and
that deep and romantic reverence which comprehended every
tradition of whatever degree of authenticity, every relic, and
every spot of earth connected with early Christian history,—in
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short, an excess of veneration,— were the chief moral agents
which put in motion and animated the cohorts of the Cross:
On the other hand, it is immaterial although the origin of the
Reformation can be traced to the squabbles of two indulgence
vending orders of monks, or the society of the Jesuits to the
broken leg and persona] vanity of Ignatius Loyola; since the
cause by which these striking manifestations of moral power
were sustained and directed was so obviously an enthusiastic ve
neration for holy things;—in the former case, accompanied by
reason and conscientiousness—in the latter, it may be, with
these allies, but assuredly with Wonder, Ideality, Cautiousness,
and Secretiveness. W e are free to confess, that while we view
in these heart-stirring scenes much of that veneration which is
catholic to all 6tages of the world's progress, and which is com
mendable wherever it may appear, we see much—infinitely
more—of that extravagance ana unhappy combination of fleet
ing which with propriety can be classed only with disease; sanc
tified, perhaps, by its symptoms, but in its character essentially
disease. In retrospective analysis, such events must not be es
timated by their consequences, or through the medium of mo
dern feelings and opinions: we might as rationally compute an
cient distances by statutory measurements. That secret lever
must be sought for which gave them impetus and direction.
W e must endeavour to look on history as we look on histrionic
representation; and, identifying ourselves with the feelings of
the actors, forget for a moment that the Crusades proved the an
tidote to the universal spread of Mohammedanism, and remem
ber only that they were frantic or fervid ebullitions of religious
zeal, uncombined with the eternal dictates of justice, and in open
defiance to the suggestions of reason. In like manner, we must
turn our eyes from the blessings which were bought by the R e
formation, and narrowly scan tne miseries and follies of fanaticism
by which that purchase was attended. In the latter scrutiny, it
cannot fail to be observed how beautifully the antithesis of human
opinion is illustrated, and the identity of human feeling proved,
by the deeds of Loyola and Luther at the two extremities of the
empire. Both of these men were devotees; sincere, supersti
tious, and, in the eyes of their contemporaries, sane: but were
many of the dogmas which they promulgated broached in the
present day, little faith would be placed in the clearness of the
understanding from which they sprung. The present day does
not lack superstition ; but things are now called by their proper
names, and deprived of all mere conventional value The veiy
same opinions and actions which in the good old times—the
middle ages, the period of Catholic supremacy, for example—
entitled a man to the reputation of a devotee, and a place in the
calendar of saints, now condemn him to the charge of insanity,
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and confinement in a madhouse. However much diversified the
fates of the holders of such tenets may be by the spirit of the
era in which they live, the identity of their religious feelings»
and the similarity of the effects of these, cannot be disputed.
The never-changing attitude, the fixity of feeling, or the mo
notony of some incoherent exclamation, may be substituted, in
the cell of the maniac, for the rigid severity of penance, the
million-times repeated ave or credo, which sanctified the cell of
the monk ; but the principle to which such manifestations can
be traced back continues to be the same—a profound sentiment
of prostration and adoration before some almighty power, un->
directed by a rational contemplation of the attributes of that
power, ana uninterrupted by tnose impulses of charity and love
which such a contemplation would indicate as acceptable offer
ings at such a shrine. But Catholicism must not be stigmatised
as the only faith which impregnates the mind with this descrip
tion of fanaticism; for, although the crown of canonization has
lost its efficacy as a stimulus and its attraction as a reward, the
spiritual elation and self-satisfaction of the devotees of other
creeds are perhaps as intense and as little justifiable as those
elicited by the conviction that this much coveted crown was
within the grasp.
. These reflections were suggested by the following observa
tions. Among the inmates of one of the immense hospitals for
the insane in France, there was, some years ago, a woman who
proclaimed herself a Jesuit, and who, in the anxious hope of ex
piating imaginary crimes, exhibited a course of real suffering
and punishment She alternated penance with prayer, and
prayer with penance: her form was emaciated by a rigorous ab
stinence ; her limbs bled and festered from constant kneeling;
her tongue never ceased to murmur some consecrated name or
pious ejaculation; and her whole conduct, so far as such gradual
self-immolation admitted of any thing but a negation of evil,
was blameless and beautiful. Her derangement was nothing
but excessive devotion. Such a spectacle forced upon me the
reflection, that had this woman lived and presented such claims
to sanctity in former times, she would inevitably have been re
garded and reverenced as a saint, and, in place of coercion and
medicine, would have received incense and adoration. In the
same vast lazar-house of mental disease and decrepitude, was a
ward which, from the number of holy personages it contained,
was designated, in derisive discrimination, “ La Salie Sainted
Here were gods Christian and pagan; the resuscitated shadows
of former saints, and substantial aspirants to the same title; the
founders of new religions, and the defenders, prophets, and mar
tyrs of o l d a motley assemblage, which, if at liberty, and
placed in circumstances congenial to the development of their
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exaggerated feelings or the fruition of their ambitious projects,
might have attained to the same unenviable moral distinction
and political power as Mahomet, or Meaner, or Loyola, or other
enthusiasts of higher pretensions and more modern date.
Instruction is said to have been derived from comparing the
career and character of distinguished men of different ages;
thus establishing historical parallels or portraitures of the pro
minent features of particular and often widely separated epochs.
Psychological parallels drawn between such minds as those to
which allusion has been made, and the real actors on the stage
of life who are influenced by similar motives, cannot fail to be
interesting and instructive, especially if care be taken to ascer
tain and estimate that course of events, and that impress of the
time, which invests the same attribute at different seasons with
dignity or dishonour, and calls that human wisdom during one
century which is stigmatised as insanity in the succeeding. A
very humble attempt will now be made to'put this suggestion in
practice, by contrasting the conduct of men by genera? consent
regarded as lunatics, and as such under my superintendence»
with that of others who have long stood, or still stand, high in
the estimation of their fellow-men. The cases to be detailed
will serve at the same time to illustrate a fact long since pro
mulgated by medical phrenologists—that insanity generally takes
the direction of the predominant organs.
C ask I.-

R.
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This patient has been insane for thirteen years; but his cotnhunts appear to have undeigone a total change during his connement. His mind became affected while on a voyage to the
W est Indies and subsequently to an attack of fever. The prodominating feelings are stated to have been a t that time those of
pride and ambition, manifested by delusions as to rank and pro
perty. Convinced of his dignified station in society, that of a
ronet, and satisfied with the extent o f his domains, he expa-
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tialedon the magnificence of bit possessions, the philanthropy
and gigantic scale of his projects, and the respect and reverence
which he claimed and would exact H e spoke incessantly of
kings and emperors as his intimate friends, His loquacity dis?
dosed that, though prudent, pains-taking, and sensible as a gar
dener, he would have been extravagant, vain-glorious, apd aria,
tocratic in his imaginary character* No record exists of the
progress of his malady, or of the transition from the original to
the present diseased train of feeling, except what is contained in
the words, “ from being rather talkative he has now become, in
1882, taciturn.'’ This taciturnity is to be understood to imply
rather a paucity of expression than disinclination to speak or a
determination to remain silent. In place of being silent, be
speaks almost incessantly $ at all times, however unsuitable or
improper, and upon all occasions, however ridiculous. But his
vocabulary is limited to four phrase* which are repeated with
interminable iteration. The religious character of these ejacuT
lations affords evidence that, at the period of the cessation of his
loquacity, a change took place in the direction of his feelings—that Veneration had become powerfully excited, and derived
gratification from paying that devotion to the Supreme Bring
which formerly found an object in riches and high ran k ; and
that Self-Esteem bad ceased to operate, or, relinquishing the
pleasures of aggrandisement, revelled in those of the enthusiastic
and inflexible votary *. The words consist of a sort of invocation, uttered in complete abstraction of every external impress
Sion, and evidently with intense elation and satisfaction. H e
repeats, “ Bless G od; bless the heavens' G od; bless the Holy
Bible; and bless the Psalm Book;” .in a whining supplicatory
tone, with the eyes fixed on the skies, the hands raised, and the
whole attitude and expression of the body conveying the idea of
concentrated devotion. A fakir never succeeded more thorough
ly. During the whole day bis only occupation is to walk to and
n o , or to stand statue-like engaged in this worship. His tneals
offer but e momentary interruption. They are despatched with
rest rapidity, as if salvation depended on the resumption of his
evotional exercises, which are repeated at every pause. The
most inclement weather produces np alteration: the pitiless
storm descends on his bald head unheeded; his aspect and orison
continue the same. W hen addressed in the ordinary tone ana
mode of salutation—when flattered, threatened, entreated, com*manded—his reply varies n o t; and although plainly shewing,
by bis look of pleasure or fear, and by his act oi obedience, that
he understands what is said, he acknowledges it no further than

5

• Dr William Gregory examined the head of this individual in my pfg.
sence, and immediately decided upon the generic chaxtetcr ef his tauiuutyt
dcrignatlng it * religious madness.”
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by “ blessing 6od.w T o an utter stranger and to bis own pa
rent his deportment is the same. His sententiousness does not
depend, moreover, as in some lunatics, upon an incapability of
uttering, or forgetfulness of certain classes of words; for he pos
sesses a Psalm book preserved with the greatest care and anxiety
in his bosom, which he can occasionally be induced to read.
But even in this instance bis powers are limited to a single
stanza. No persuasion can lead him beyond this favourite pas
sage, Psalm civ. verse 1, which, it is singular, commences with
“ Bless God, my soul,” and must have been selected on this ac
count
Some striking and rather ludicrous illustrations have occurred
of the intensity and strength of this morbid disposition. Al
though despairing of any cure or even alleviation, I concluded
that, could the latter be effected, it must be by forcibly inter
rupting, by means of some stronger impression, physical or
mental, the train of thought to which his mind appeared bound.
As the only mode within reach, the Bhower-batn was had re
course to. While undressing he trembled, and evidently dreaded
the experiment, but persisted in his devotions. When he was
placed in the bath, a few minutes were allowed to elapse, in or
der to give full force to the horrors of expectation; the water
was then permitted to flow; but even when the stream fell most
furiously, instead of the expressions of rage, or petitions for
mercy, which are usually heard, he continued to “ Bless God,
the heavens' God,” and so on. Subsequently, when the douche,
a still more powerful agent, consisting of a column of odd wa
ter directed on the head while the body is immersed in the warm
bath, was employed,«*—and while gasping for air,—his cry was the
Bame. Again, when a cast was taken of his head, and he lay
with both head and face enveloped in plaster of Paris, and re
spiring through tubes inserted in the nostrils, the usual sing
song monotonous hum was distinctly heard, indicating that he
was still busied with his self-imposed*ritual. This man is docile,
innocent, inoffensive, and in the contemplation of his supererogating veneration exquisitely happy; but he is to the apprehen
sion of all insane, and must be cared for as such. His brain
bad in all probability been injured by the attack of fever, and
derangement was the consequence; this derangement taking the
directum of the predominating organs, Veneration, Self-Esteem,
Firmness, and Concentrativeness. The other powers are obso
lete or extinct, and those feelings which must nave given to bis
character its prominent features in health, now constitute the
peculiar symptoms of bis madness. His disease consists as much
m the absence of intellectual operations, as in the intense and
sustained excitement of certain feelings. It would be a vain
speculation to inquire whether, had judgment continued its su-
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perintending and regulating influence, there would have been
more than a strong religious bias tending to actions recognised
as praiseworthy; but some interest may attach to the question,
whether this state of abstract spiritualization, as it is, would not
at certain times, which have frequently occurred, and there is
every prospect will again occur, have been esteemed a specimen
o f exalted and immaculate piety, worthy of all admiration and
imitation. Have there not been periods when the man going
about saying prayers has been preferred, or at least counted
equal, to the man going about doing mod ? Is there, in the
page of history, no psychological parallel to the case of J . R. ?
W e believe that there are many.
Such parallels are to be found in times of great excitement,
when the mind is led by early education, by the construction of
society, and by that atmosphere of moral miasms which is created
by public teaching and opinion tending to the cultivation of
feelings purely venerative or mystical, to the exclusion or neglect
of that philosophical investigation which gives to religion its sta
bility aud majesty, and of those sentiments of justice and mercy
which give it practical efficacy. The first centuries of the
Christian era may be pointed out as one of these periods. The
irresistible truth of our Saviour's mission was acknowledged,
but by men who, though they had abandoned the principles re*
suiting from an impure and irrational faith, were strongly im <
pregnated with the mode of thinking that resulted from i t ; and
who, leaving the altar of an “ unknown God," still ignorantly
worshipped him who was proclaimed—limiting duty to propi
tiation, and attributing excellence and merit to him alone, who*
burying the affections and forfeiting the objects of intelligence,
spent his life in praise and prayer. Reason, as applied to reli>
gion, was yet in the cradle; while Veneration, Wonaer, Ideality,
and the lower propensities, were in the full vigour of maturity.
The cause of asceticism was thus triumphant; and the ex
traordinary attempts to achieve a conquest over the stomach,
were equalled only by the subjugation of every mental energy
to one concentrated impulse. Of this creed Simeon Stylites ap
pears to have been the most distinguished votary. Educated in
a monastery-—the established austerities of which he put to
shame by tne ingenuity and novelty of his own devices to tor
ture the flesh, and where it required constant care to prevent
him from committing pious suicide—he returned to the world
to obtain the martyrdom which he coveted. Erecting a pillar,
sixty feet in height, he chained himself to the summit, and,
leaving every earthly thought and wish and habit below, de
voted himself to adoration. For thirty years be kept this vow.
His eye and soul were bent on the skies, and he stood, even at
that elevation, unmoved. The intensity of this feeling of ve-
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atkm rendered him im enible to impi m ioM from without;
for heat and cold, calm and tempest and disease, found and
left him imperturbed and imperturbable. Pain, privation, and
«lent suffering, however, he did not deem sufficient, and he
never ceased to perform acta of devotion. These consisted in
praying with Us arms extended in the form of a cross, and in
bending the forehead to the feet From these be never desisted.
Upwards of a thousand repetitions were counted, following each
other in rapid succession. A t last his lips and limbs refused to
obey the holy desire, and be died in the odour of sanctity, on
what may literally be called the pinnacle.of his greatness*.
W e may now sneer at this Syrian anchoret, but much may
be learned from ascertaining that no such sneers existed at tfaie
period in which he lived ; m at he was looked upon as most per
fectly fulfilling the will of the living G od; that iris example was
then and afterwards followed by thousands of hermits and
and that his conduct furnished a pretext and tradimjunction for the manacUsm of succeeding ages. At
this moment, a small religious community almost realise his
self-imposed severity by condemning themselves to perpetual
silence, save when offering up the prayers of their ritual
Yet in what do these enthusiasts differ from the maniac whose
history has been detailed ? Had he lived in the same times, or
under similar circumstances, would not his singular delusion
have been hailed as the fruit of inspiration ? W ould not his
memory have been preserved and reverenced as a sacred thing?
Or, to render the contrast more forcible, bad Simeon Stylises,
bis immediate followers, or the Trappistee, been submitted to
the same ordeal of examination as my patient—that of common
sense«—is it not certain that a commission of lunacy rather than
a patent of saintship would have been issued in their behalf?
C ase II.—W . C.
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Tins patient has been insane for thirty years» H is previous
bistory is scarcely known; but from the relations which he
sometimes volunteers, it would seem that he was originally a
farmer in a remote Highland glen, where fierce paasions and
dark superstition reigned in primeval power. H e speaks of
sanguinary feuds and protracted canousal8,*~-of dining with this
laird, and taking snuff with another great personage^—and of
the familiar terms upon which he stood with the minister; for
all of whom he testifies unqualified respect. H e is equally at
home in discourse, when recounting how such on one was pos
sessed, and how strange and mysterious his own situation is;
or when descanting on the horrors of ghosts, evil-spirits, witches,
and other powers of darkness. Of the symptoms of his malady
eviou6 to confinement we are likewise ignorant; but it is pro.
ble that his friends were forced to have recourse to restraint,
in consequence of the overt act of cutting off the tails of half a
dozen cows, which, by this summary process, he proposed to
disenchant. The keepers assert that, on admission, he was in a
state of furious satyriasis; indulging in the grossest obscenities,
and most revolting gestures and practices. The base of the
brain is very large. The old ally of mental medicine, intimida
tion, was tned and with success. His frantic demeanour gave
place to a calm, submissive, and obliging manner. The calm,
nowever, is that of subjection, and not of docility; and now,
from the native imbecility of his mind, began to appear the prominent parts of his character—a result explained by the small
size of the organs of intellect, and his large Veneration and
Love of Approbation.
Age ana the chronic nature of his disease may have narrowed
the circle of his delusions; but within their orbit his mind ever
continues to roll, with the fixity of a natural law. His appear»
ance is that of great humility; his reverence for every one
around, almost all being in his estimation superior to himself, is
profound; his ordinary occupations, for he works most willingly
in the service of the establishment, are performed as duties ex
acted by a master, and are often interrupted by the number of
his obeisances; for whenever addressed, nis bonnet is raised and
his head bent. H e is completely under petticoat government,
every maid-servant claiming him as a subject All this be
speaks the predominance and activity of Veneration. But what
renders him especially an object of curiosity is his mode of wor
ship. When among his companions be kneels every two or
three minutes, and so long continued and so often repeated have
these genuflexions been, that the floor now bears tneir impres
sion, and his trowsers monthly tell the same tale. But this does
not satisfy his longings. In nis moments of greatest solemnity
he prostrates himself, and kisses the earth three times; and this
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This patient has been insane for thirty years. His previous
history is scarcely known; but from the relations which he
sometimes volunteers, it would seem that he was originally a
farmer in a remote Highland glen, where fierce passions and
dark superstition reigned in primeval power. H e speaks of
sanguinary feuds and protracted carousals,—-of dining with this
laird, and taking snuff with another great personage,—and of
the familiar terms upon which he stood with the minister; for
all of whom he testifies unqualified respect. H e is equally at
home in discourse, when recounting how such on one was pos
sessed, and how strange and mysterious his own situation is;
or when descanting on the horrors of ghosts, evil-spirits, witches,
and other powers of darkness. Of the symptoms of his malady
evious to confinement we are likewise ignorant; but it is pn*
ble that his friends were forced to have recourse to restraint,
in consequence of the overt act of cutting off the tails of half a
dozen cows, which, by this summary process, he proposed to
disenchant. The keepers assert that, on admission, he was in a
state of furious satyriasis; indulging in the grossest obscenities,
and most revolting gestures and practices. The base of the
brain is very large. The old ally of mental medicine, intimida
tion, was tried and with success. His frantic demeanour gave
ice to a calm, submissive, and obliging manner. The calm,
wever, is that of subjection, and not of docility; and now,
from the native imbecility of his mind, began to appear the pro
minent parts of his character—a result explained oy the small
size of the organs of intellect, and his large Veneration and
Love of Approbation.
Age and the chronic nature of his disease may have narrowed
the circle of his delusions ; but within their orbit his mind ever
continues to roll, with the fixity of a natural law. His appear
ance is that of great humility; his reverence for every one
around, almost all being in his estimation superior to himself, is
profound ; his ordinary occupations, for he works most willingly
in the service of the establishment, are performed as duties ex
acted by a master, and are often interrupted by the number of
his obeisances; for whenever addressed, his bonnet is raised and
his bead bent. He is completely under petticoat government,
every maid-servant claiming him as a subject All this be*
speaks the predominance ana activity of Veneration. But what
renders him especially an object of curiosity is his mode of wor
ship. When among his companions he kneels every two or
three minutes, and so long continued and so often repeated have
these genuflexions been, that the floor now bears their impres
sion, and his trowsers monthly tell the same tale. But this does
not satisfy his longings. In his moments of greatest solemnity
he prostrates himself, and kisses the earth three times; and this
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custom he observes, although he should lie down in the deepest
and dirtiest pool of the court-yard. H e is wroth when inter
rupted, and expressed the greatest horror and astonishment
when requested to exhibit this self-invented ceremony. H e
would deny the accuracy of this appellation; as the only expla
nation which he will vouchsafe on the subject is, that he acts
after the manner of the prophets, and that he is unhappy when
he does not do so. He can repeat large portions of the Scriptures,
generally containing the titles and terms of honour and dignity
applied to the Supreme Being; but he seems to retain little or
no conception of the principles which even these passages con
tain. Here likewise Veneration is evidently the presiding feel
ing. IBs visions are of two kinds,—peaceful and pastoral,
or belligerent. He sees from the window of his cell multitu
dinous herds of cows issue from the clouds in the west, and
follow each other with such velocity and in such myriads, that
the whole earth is covered, the sky darkened, and the sea filled
with their numbers. The procession sometimes consists of larks.
The organ of Number, which is considerable in his head, may ac
count for the nature of this apparition ; while the species of ani
mals may have been suggested by his original occupations. Four
or five times during each day and night he has to witness objects
much less interesting to his pastoral imagination. He is molested
by evil spirits of all grades, often by their chiefs with whom he
has to wage war; and most manfully is the struggle main
tained. A t these moments his eye opens, brightens, and be
comes fixed; his brow is puekered'ana lurid'; bis lips are livid
and protruded; he suddenly shrieks out the most hideous im
precations on his antagonist, tosses his arms, and kicks most un
mercifully whatever object is nearest. The tug of war is some
times fierce and protracted; but if approached in his wildest
mood, and while howling forth his abusive epithets, he becomes
instantly calm, raises his bonnet, and only looks back with a
scowl on his tormentor, saying, “ It's a fine day,”—a salutation
which he utters even when the snow is up to his chin. His
mast frightful conflicts occur during the night, when the cries
he sends forth would imply that the result is unfavourable. He
speaks of these encounters, and of his adversaries,, with a degree
o f terror-struck awe and respect* A t the onset his look is that
of defiance and vengeance; at the close he expresses reluctance
to allude to the matter, kneels down, and says that he is very
much troubled. The demon is here conjured up by his Won
der and Cautiousness, which are both considerable; the strife is
the result of his large Destructiveness and Combativeness. The
latter are besides often manifested in quarrels with his fellow
patients, who are for the moment treated as equals, but who,
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whenever the storm of passion has subsided, immediately assume
in his eyes the aspect of superiority.
Now here is the history of a St Anthony in the nineteenth
century. Here is the same ceremonial piety, and similar Satanic
conflicts, attended with similar triumphs. The spiritual me
tempsychosis appears to have been more extensive in the primi
tive church. The transformations of the adversaries of him who
may deservedly be called the Father of Superstition, were num
berless ;* but although W . C.’s habits do not permit us to de
termine the aspect of his tormentors, that it is sufficiently hideous
and loathsome may be gathered from his horror and desperation
during the period of possession. In both characters there are
clearly the common elements of perfect confidence in the nature
of the services of worship performed, and perfect credence in
the reality and presence of the phantoms which disease has con
jured up. But, viewed through the medium of former opinions,
or were the principles upon which these men have acted followed
out to their legitimate application, what would be the conclusion
o f a philosopher ? Simply that they have experienced strong,
and to them irresistible impulses to worship the Deity, and in
obeying these have chosen tne most humble and abject postures
expressive of s u b m is s io n th a t in repeated acts of tnis kind
they have the delight of religious consolation ;—that to other in
dividuals of less intense feelings of adoration, such conduct ap
pears exaggerated, because it is at variance with their own, and
because they rest content with and receive consolation from dif
ferent or less humiliating modes of worship;—but that in these
devotees it is the faithrui manifestation and exact measure of
their frame of mind. Further, these men succumb to the sug
gestions of Wonder and Cautiousness highly excited, and believe
supernatural agencies and appearances. If belief in, or appre
hension of, the power of witchcraft, be a proof of madness, we
must hold lunacy to have been epidemic in former times. L u
ther, Calvin, and even greater men, entertained this belief, and
lived at liberty the admiration of mankind: it was, in truth, a
bit of the orthodoxy of the day. Indeed the superstitious feel
ings of the former innovator—so his foes, and some even of his
fnends, allege—went much further. Rejecting as unworthy of
credit his successful tilt with the blue-bottle fly, that being the
incarnation in which Satan attempted to disturb him during
composition, we yet find passages in his works which may be
and have been interpreted as affirming the “ manifest apparition
of the devil to dispute with him.”-f"
* See the plate of his Temptation.
•f For the controversy on this subject see voL iv. p. 546. of Scott’s Conti
nuation of Milner’s Church History.
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Be this as it may, there is still another d a n of pietists whom
my patient even more closely resembles. I allude to the more outrageous of the Independent and Fifth-monarchy men who figured
during the usurpation of Cromwell. The majority of these fana
tics-—?or some are cbaigeable with gram hypocrisy«—appear to
have despised aU pleasure apart from the activity o f their Venera,
tion,Wonder, Combativeoess, and Destructiveness. They engaged
incessantly in demonstrations of these feelings: they knelt down
in the highways and byways, m sohtude and in society, armed
with a Bible and a naked sword; intending by means of the one
weapon to conciliate tbs wrath of God, and by means of the
other to repel the attacks of Satan, with whom they asserted
they were , called upon to maintain a constant and personal
struggle. The feigntful “ wrestling,n of which they so fre
quently boasted, was unquestionably, in some cases, a term used
to represent a mental conflict; but in others the expressions
were too explicit, the general demeanour was too much that of
a combatant, and thorium s and contortions o f the body were
too violent, to lefmemyiipflBOQabledoabt that the strife in which
they were engaged, mas« by. theta ¿bdtased to be real, and sus
tained, bfetod ta-hand^ w itba substantial antagonist»*
Under all «irmsmstaaoes, tb rir lives were a ‘compound of the
word and body woifehip which they condemned in others, and
of the dark and malicious ferocity o f the demon to whom they
supposed themselves to be opposed. Y e t these men assisted in
subverting one throne, and in erecting another of greater power
and more tyrannical sway; and they are even now recognised
by many as worthy of a place m the calendar of freedom and
religion. Such a title I would be loath to dispute; but it
seems fair to claim that my patient; possessing qualities so iden
tical with theirs, should be enrolled beside them.

(To beamimueeL)

A R T IC L E I I .
LEC TUBE6 ON PHRENOLOGY 3 Delivered before the Young Men*
Association for Mutual Improvement o f the City o f Albany. By A mos
D ea x . Albany, N. Y ., 1494. 12ma pp. 262.
T h e perusal of these lectures has gratified us not a little. Mr
Dean has obviously studied the wonts of the European phreno
logists so attentively as to imbue his mind with their ideas and
spirit; and, although no pretension is made to originality, the

* For a somewhat exaggerated account of the leaden of these enthusiasts,
see the novel of Woodstocr.
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style of his work indicates that he has thought for himself) and is
far from being a servile copyist. I t is eloquently and vigorously
written, though sometimes rather too flowery for the British taste.
But the Americans are fonder than we of florid composition.
M r Dean offers some excellent remarks on the opposition
which new doctrines generally meet with, and which he justly
regards as positively conducive to the suppression of error and
the progress of truth. “ I t is the safeguard/’ says he, «• against
useless and inexpedient innovation. I t protects the existing state
of things, until a state obviously preferable is offered. I t
checks that constant tendency to change, which is sufficient
ly impressed upon all human phenomena. W e are far from
complaining that the infant science of Phrenology has been
opposed. W e rejoice that it has been so. W e do not, here,
even complain of the spirit with which that opposition has
been conducted; although we could have wished its manifest*»
tions to have been more humanized than they apparently have
been. W e even pass over the instruments of opposition, asser
tion and ridicule, after entérirígiour protest against their uso
generally in theinvestigation m d discovery o f truth. W hat
we do complain of is, unfairness of representation. The Phre
nology, or rather Craaiology, or Cranioscopy, of the Edinburgh
Review, just about as much resembles the Phrenology of Gall
and Spurzheitn, as Paddy Blake's echo did the voice to be
echoed. When asked, c H o^ do you do, Paddy Blake P* it
would echo back, ‘ Very well I thank you, sirP Our oppou
nents have kindly taken it upon themselves to raise up a Pure*
oology of their own, to clothe it with their own mantle, to in
vest it with their own properties* and then take to themselves
most immeasurable merit for knocking down what could not
stand alone.'”— P. 14, 15.
After narrating the .rise and progress of Phrenology, M r
Dean proceeds to lay down and demonstrate its fundamental
principles. In adverting to the phenomena of genius, he intro
duces the following striking observations on the wonderful ta
lents of the father of poetry.f “ Is genius the result of educa
tion P The name of Homer seems destined to run parallel with
the course of time itself. And yet such was the entire destitu
tion of the light of literature and science in his age, that we
cannot now ascertain the land either of his birth or of his burial.
Notwithstanding, however, this obscurity that rests upon his ori
gin ; notwithstanding this gloom that settles upon his history;
notwithstanding tins deep mental and moral micmight, in which
all but the name of Homer seems to be involved and enveloped,
we do know that he has kindled the purest fire, upon the high
est altar that ever yet sent up its incense, even to Grecian skies;
a
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Who, then, frere hi¿ masters ? W e answer he had no masters 1
The same creative power moulded his mighty mind, that iriould$d and brought within its energetic grasp the mental and mate*
rial uoiverse. H e had no masters.
fountain of light was
within him. H e found himself in the possession of poetic feel
ings. Nature's God had bestowed upon him the faculty that
gives birth to those feelings. He had only to follow their im
pulse and immortality was won. He had only \o póHray the
creations of that faculty, and he is exhibited to all after times
a solitary beacon on a benighted shore—an oasis amid the desert
of ages."—P. 30, 81.
As the objection that Phrenology leads to materialism and fa
talism still continues to be urged with amazing pertinacity in
many unenlightened quarters, we shall quote the reply given to
it by Mr Dean, who treats the subject with conciseness and
ability.
“ This science has no such tendency. I t nowhere identifies
the faculties with their organs. The faculties, in fact, no more
constitute a part of their organs, than the music of a piano-forte
constitutes a part of the instrument The organs are the in
struments, and the faculties the musical result of their play.
This science simply notes that result, it observesphenomena, and
from correspondencies deduces conclusions. The fact is indis
putable, that there is a dependence of the enure mind upon the
entire brain. That the mind is liable to diseased affection in its
manifestations, to the explosion of mania, to the weakness of
idiocy, is undeniable. I would refer it to the most rigid anti
materialist to decide which doctrine is the more reasonable—that
which refers these mental phenomena to diseased affection of the
organ in which the mind is known to exercise its powers, or that
which refers them to diseased affections of the immaterial mind
itself, implying its liability to maniacal hallucinations, or to the
weakness of idiocy. From our knowledge and experience, it is
correct to assume, that throughout the ample range of nature,
whatever is subject to disease, is also subject to death. They
are both parts of one great system. Death is the ocean in
which all the rivers of disease find a termination. I f disease,
therefore, can attach to the mind, what, I would ask, exempts it
from the natural termination of that disease, a ceasing to be?
“ Again, if these diseased affections attach to the mind, I can
see nothing in the death of the body calculated to divest it of
that disease; The only legitimate effect of death is to hush the
music of our material organs. If, then, the physic of the tomb
is inadequate to afford a restorative remedy, mind must cross the
dark harrier, subject to this diseased affection, and exhibit in
another world the ravings of insanity, and the vacuity of idiocy.
“ But if it be conceded that diseased affections of the brain are
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productive of diseased affections of the mind, that concession,
involves the admission that the whole mind is dependent upon
the whole brain. I f that be admitted, in what consists the ini
quity of making a particular part of; the one dependent on a
particular part of tne other? If the whole of our corporeal
acts are dependent upon the action' of the whole of our muscles,
where is ttie crying lack of logic in ‘referringparticular act to
the exertion of a particular, muscle ?'
“ I t is farther objected, that this doctrine tends to fatality.
W hat is fatality ?* Adeprivation of will. A rejection of free
agency. An absolute necessity of the performance of acta
W hat is taught by this science ? F irst, That certain intellec
tual powers, sentiments, and propensities, are incorporated in our
nature : and, Secondy That each of these possesses for itself a
local habitation and a name. Is the existence o f,these'powers,
sentiments, and propensities denied ? I shall hazard the as• sumption; that their existence will not be controverted : but
their existence being once admitted, whence can result the evil
of their distinct ana separate locations in different parts of what
is conceded to be their general home ? Their separate location'
gives them no new existence, clothes them with no new energy,
invests them with no new power, nor imposes upon them any
new or additional necessity of acting, i t is in* the fa c t o f the
existence o f strong propensities, that the tendency to fatalism;
if any there be, is to be sought and found,, and not in the mode
o f explaining it. Until, therefore, it can be shewn that phreno
logy creates the fa c t,, let it not be charged with t^e injurious
consequences flowing from it,.if there be arty. But there are
none. It would be as>unjust to require of a being possessing
these strong constitutional tendencies, the' same correct course
of conduct that would flow from a high moral development, as
it would be to require of man,, constituted as. he is, that he
should visit the depths of the ocean with the fish, or penetrate
the mid-heavens with the eagle. Man is answerable only fpr
the proper exercise of the faculties he possesses. Hence differ
ent degrees of accountability result from different combinations
of faculties. I t may require as strong, an effort in one to pre
vent the murder of a marinas in another id avoid .the kilting of
a fly.. ‘ To whom much is given from him mfich will be re?
quired.’ A less happily constituted organization will be sub
jected to a less rigid account. This'mode of explanation ac
cords to no one the plea of complete exemption from account
ability ; because no one, on this side of idiocy» is entirely desti
tute of any one faculty or organ, and the possession of all is
coupled with an accountability for the proper exercise of all, according to the different degrees of strength. It is in this way
only, that the free and moral agency of man is reconcilable with
VÓL. IX.— NO. XLIV.
U
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the justice and benevolence of Deity. I t is9 however, in defence
only of things as they exist, of the general economy o f the uni
verse, of the justice and benevolence of Deity, and not of Phrenology, that this or any other explanation of this nature can be
demanded.
“ So far as regards materialism and fatality, this science leaves
mind precisely as it found it. I t creates nothing new ; it adds
nothing to the old. Any objections, therefore, grounded upon
these supposed evil tendencies, are valid only against things and
phenomena as they now exist, and ever have existed.”— P . 4048,108-8.
M r Déan explains in the following manner the mode in which
the combative and destructive propensities are made predomi
nant by intoxication. Whatever may be thought of the sound
ness of his tbeoiy, it has at least, if we mistake not, the merit of
originality.
“ The effect of introducing stimulus, in the shape of ardent •
spirits, or in any other shape, into the system, is to mortgage
fo tu re energies to supply present exigencies ; or, in still terser
terms, it is the making a present use o fju tu re resources. In
the same proportion, therefore, in which the energies of die fu
ture are applied to the purposes of the present, will that future,
when arrived at, be found deficient in its supply of energy.
Hence a state of intoxication ends in the proioundest sleep,
arising from the exhaustion of every mental mid corporeal func
tion. The living system must cease to act, except ror the mere
purpose of living, because that future has arrived which had al
ready parted with its energies. From this general view, let the
science explain the phenomena actually exhibited.
“ The stimulus introduced creates an excited action in every
organ of the brain, and hence every faculty feels its power, and
is disposed to exercise i t A larger quantity of cerebral matter
is allotted to the sentiments and propensities than to the percep
tive and reflective powers. From the portion allotted to the
propensities, the nerves take their departure. The action of the
propensities, particularly of Destructiveness and Combativeness,
is ordinarily under the influence of the reflective powers. The
stimulating material, through the medium of the nerves, or the
circulation, or both, exrites to increased action the large quan
tity of cerebral matter allotted to the propensities, particularly to
those of Combativeness and Destructiveness. Those propensi
ties are, therefore, clamorous for the exercise of their /unctions.
But the organs of the reflective faculties are also stimulated to
excess of action, and hence enabled, for a time, to exert a con
trolling influence. The introduction of additional stimulus ren
ders the propensities still stronger and more clamorous for ex
ercise ; and the reflective powers, in order to restrain them, are
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driven to a preternatural energy of action. The heavy drafts
they are compelled to make for this and other purposes, soon
exhaust their resources; and, upon the exhaustion of those re
sources, they must necessarily cease from their labours. Reason
strikes its flag. The directing power is removed. The propen«
sides, unrestrained by it, instantaneously rush into a state of un
mitigated action, and the inevitable results you will find recorded
in the annals of drunkenness, and on the catalogue of crime.”—
P. 89, 90.
In treating of the organ of Colouring, the author notices,
that it is largely developed in the Oriental nations, such as the
Persians and Chinese. u This fact,” says he, “ has been ob
served, but it has not that I am aware of, been further remarked,
that it is in the east that Nature has bestowed her strength, and
beauty, and variety of colours. The tint of its sky—the hue of its
landscape—the beauty of its bird and its blossom—even the gay
attire of the insect that sports away life in the beams of its sum
mer sun,—all announce, in language too dear for contradiction,
that Nature has selected the land of the east to leave there the
loveliest hues of her pencil. Is the striking coincidence between
the full development of this faculty in the east, and the ample
bestowment of that with which it is in relation there, one of those
stray events that has accidentally wandered from the fountain of
light, and found its way to tliis earth uncalled for and uncaused,
or it is one of those beauteous harmonies, arising from the mu
tual adaptation of things, that, together with every other of the
same kind, was originally cast in die grand scheme of creation T*
—P. 165-6. W e do not know that sufficient observations have
been made to prove that a large development of the organ of
Colouring prevails among the inhabitants of climates where vege
tation displays much gorgeousness and beauty of colour. The
supposition, however, has much probability, and is supported
by the converse fact, noticed in our eighth volume, p. 68, that
in the skulls of the Esquimaux, who see almost nothing but
the sky, and snow, and ice, the organ is manifestly deficient
T he subject is curious, and merits farther investigation*
M r Dean is, for the most part, correct in his statements of
phrenological doctrines; but it is necessary to point out several
passages m which we conceive he has fallen into error.
Speaking of the faculty of Weight, he says, “ This faculty,
like all the others, is weak in infancy; hence the inability of the
infant to walk, or to preserve a perfectly erect attitude. In ad
vanced life also, when age has seared the faculties, this is a suf
ferer in common with outers, and, from its weakness, gives rise
to the uncertain totter of the feeble frame.”—P. 159* Are not
these effects to be ascribed rather to muscular debility than to
u2
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impairment of the organ of Weight P At all events, th e former
is undoubtedly one cause.
He says, that “ where Destructiveness is coupled w ith Bene
volence, its active manifestations are neutralised, so fa r as re
gards living beings-"—P. 94. T b » is,an inaccurate .statement.
Benevolence never neutralizes Destructiveness, but only restrains
and directs it. Nay* it eyen has occasionally the effect o f rous
ing Destructiveness to action against living beings. W h e n the
benevolent man sees a villain maltreating the destitute a n d help
less, be instantly experiences a sttoog inclination to “ break the
jaws of the wicked"— an inclination which arises from De
structiveness alone. An example will be found a t th e 68th
page of this volume of our Journal.
M r Dean's mode of comparing the development of the reflec
tive organs with that of the perceptive, is somewhat objection
able. He imagines a plane, passing through the pupil o f the
eye and th e axis or line connecting the two openings o f the ear,
to be intersected1by another plane “ passing from the surface of
the reflectmg faculties," or, as we should have said, organs. The
angle formed at the point of intersection of the two planes will
indicate, he says, “ the comparative development of those two
classes of faculties. The larger the angle, the more will the re
flecting faculties preponderate over the perceptive and knowing.
The more acute the angle, the greater the comparative strength
of the perceptive and knowing over those of the reflecting."—»
P. 219. Now. this way of measuring applies oqly to tlje organs
in the middle line of tne forehead, and is moreover defective in
asmuch as it overlooks the relative breadth .of . the superior and
inferior regions;
W ith respect to the temperaments, M r Dean falls into the old
error of ascribing to tItem tne determination of character! This
blunder is certainly not a little surprising in .a writer so well ac
quainted with Phrenology a* M r Dean. “ The individual pos
sessing the sanguine temperament," says he, “ is ever of a dis
position the most happy. Gay, lively, and mirthful, he pos
sesses much buoyancy of temper, and an elasticity of spirit, that
reverses may bend but cannot break. H e is ever a welcome
companion, and enlivens the circle in which he moves. H e is
inclined to the softer passions; and the net woven by love finds
him an' easy victim. He is well calculated to tumble about on
die rough side of the world, without being subdued and over
come *by its asperities."—P. 229. Again, “ I f the sanguine tem»raznent iodines to love, the bilious inclines not less to ambition.
enus cannot find in the bilious temperament an Adonis, but
ambition has found a Napoleon. I t is the individuals of this
temperament that overcome opposition by patient endurance» and
determined perseverance. They are characterized by inflexibility
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of purpose, unyielding tenacity of opinions, and steady, uniform,
determined adherence in the use of means once employed. A
wrong treasured up by them breathes in the atmosphere of ven
geance until it can wreak thë rain it; meditates. *I t is the.individual possessing this temperament that stamps a people with
the impress o f his oWn nrirtd, and thenîèàvés d natùe behind him
to float down to aftèfr âges.*—*P. S90t ’ NoW, it is shewn by
daily experience,1toat there ib nd fixed and constant proportion
between tempevamehtfc and particular dispositions. 1 The activity
and energy of the mind are materially affected by temperament;
but every particular-ôiü* of disposition or talent is determined
by the form of the brain. There are melancholy and frigid
people of the sanguine temperament, Attd fickle ana placable of
the bilious. M r Bean knows all’this so Veil, that ke ale teihpted
to suspect that thé sentenced just quoted have been thtuét into
the volume by some' officious friend.
1
From the present Work, And What Mr Dean has formerly
written on Phrenology, wfc derive the confident expectation that
he will prove an able, useful, eldqtient, unflinching and effec
tive advocate of our science in the-United States.

A R T IC L E IH .
SUGGESTIONS f o r FACILITATING a n d e x t e n d i n g t h e
STUD Y OF M ENTAL DERANGEM ENT, AND IM PROVING
T H E TREATM ENT OF T H E INSANE. Ry Mr J ames F o cus
D uvcav, A. B., Dublin.
T h e treatment of the insane is a'branch of «medical science
which has hitherto been very inadequately studied and taught
in the universities and schools, of tne United Kingdom; and,
as a natural consequence, it has in practice been usually fol
lowed by a signal want of success. There is reason to nope,
¿hat before the lapse , of many years, the subject may attract
that degree of attention to .Which its undeniable importance
-renders it entitled; and with the view of in some measure pro
moting, by agitation, the change so much to be desired, I am
induced to submit to the medical-profession—its younger mem
bers in particular—a few hints on the study df mental derange
ment, and on some improvements of which the treatment of the
insane appears to be susceptible.
F irst, I would recommend that the Lunatic Asylums for the
poor should be thrown open, under judicious restrictions, for
.the attendance of a limited class of students. The city of
Dublin is .provided with two large and well conducted esta
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blishments of the description alluded to,* in which are to be
found, I doubt not, many interesting examples of ev£ry form
of insanity; and medical students, if permitted to visit them,
and there observe the symptoms and progress of such cases,
would evidently be better qualified than they are at present, to
give opinions in courts of law as to the sanity of individuals,
and to superintend the management of cases when entrusted to
their care. Yet, it is equally evident that certain restrictions
should be imposed, to confine this privilege to persons quali
fied to derive advantage from it, and careful not to abuse i t ;
for it would be hurtful to many of the patients to be visited
by an indiscriminate number o f thoughtless young men, who
would perhaps feel no regard for the peculiar nature of the pa
tient's malady, and exercise no control over their own conduct
and conversation; for even a single word, a silent action, or a
passing look, might be erroneously attributed to improper mo
tives, and, by disturbing the tranquillity of the patients, be
productive of much injury. I need scarcely observe how often
m these cases, offence has been taken where none was meant,
and how frequently the best intentioned, and perhaps most
ingenious efforts to please, have failed to produce the wished
for effect Merely to accost some patients, to cough in their
hearing, even though not in sight, or to perform any other un
meaning action, whereto their" disordered mind may have a t
tached some peculiar importance or unkind intention, is occa
sionally quite sufficient to irritate their feelings, and excite that
unhealthy action in the diseased organ, which is so prejudicial
to their recovery. Now, as these asylums were originally in
tended for the recovery and relief of the unhappy sufferers, it
would be worse than useless to sacrifice their utility as plares
of refuge, to the vain hope of making them nurseries of science.
I say vain, because if either the number or injudicious remarks
of the students were permitted to disturb the tranquillity of the
patients, no treatment could be expected to succeed. For, as
in mere injuries of fhe body, rest has been found to be more
conducive to recovery than the exhibition of medicines, so, in
this class of diseases likewise, it is absolutely indispensable;
and, it is extremely probable, that this necessaiy rest would be
interrupted by the questions which a young student would pro
pose to the patients, in his anxiety to avail himself of the ad
vantages afforded by his attendance at the lunatic asylum. I
am therefore of opinion, that it would be infinitely preferable
to have these institutions closed against the admission of stu* St Patrick*» Asylum, founded by the celebrated Dean Swift, and the Rich
mond Asylum, which affords accommodation to 300 patients. Incurable lu
natics and idiots are likewise accommodated at the House of Industry. I am
not quite certain of the numbers admitted there, or at St Patrick’s Asy
lum ; but they are considerable.
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dents, rather than permit the feelings of the patients to be out
raged, and their recovery retarded, in the manner just de
scribed. But if there canbe found amongst medical students—
as 1 believe there, can-yspme ardently desirous of obtaining^ in
formation upon every pvityect connected with their profession,
anxious to relieve the suffering? of their fellow-creatures, and
willing to submit to every wholesome, restriction, which the go
vernors, medical and moral, may think fit to impose, then I am
satisfied, that the doors of these institutions may be thrown
open to such students, without iiyury to the patients, and with
advantage to science.
I need scarcely, upon this point, intake apy allusion to the
private estabUshiqettts which accommodate the richer classes of
society, and which, from a due regard to the feelings, of rela
tives, must be closed against intrusion; for, even though ac
cessible, they would afford the student such very inferior op
portunities to pursue his investigations, that it is a matter of
much greater professional1impqrtance to endeavour to obtain
access to those larger asylums where attendance would be really
an advantage.
My second suggestion is, that lectures upon insanity, and the
matters connected with it, should be instituted in our various
professional colleges and schools. Although few cities in the
world are supplied with a greater number, or a higher order,
of teachers of the various branches of medical science than
Dublin,’ we have to lament» that this array of talent and indus
try is too exclusively greeted to lojrer and less important dis
eases than those which affect tty? human kind. Ip illustration
of this, I may; state that an epunept professor <of ,t|ie practice of
physic, when compelled by want of time to omit a portion of his
course, selected this very class of diseases as that which could
be most safely discarded. Perhaps he acted more judiciously
in not entering upon the subject at all, than he would have
done had he glanced at it in the superficial and obscure manner
in which it is usually alluded to ; and I cannot help remark
ing here, that as, in ordinary cases, clinical lectures convey
more practical information to the student than any others, so
probably the best lectures which could be instituted upon in
sanity would be those which refer to actual case?, and illustrate
at once the degree of disease, and the details of treatm ent I t
is greatly to be wished that the medical profession of the Bri
tish islands may direct their attention to this subject, with the
view I have just hinted a t Other countries have already set
us the example, and our continental brethren bear away the
uncontested prize: but I venture to assert, that our resources
in this department of medical investigation are not inferior to
theirs, if we but knew how to use them ; nor is there so little
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yet to be ascertained in this field of research, that we may leave
them to complete, without disturbance, the diMoveries they
have begun.
1
A third suggestion is, to have all‘establishments fdiMthe treat
ment of insanity bnilt upon a large and e*teosive'sc*ki' ‘ Were
they so constructed, nett' ohly would thtf students derive^ pro
portionally gteat advantages from ’atttwdafvce oti tkenvbeing
thereby enabled to scea greater number andvinimy'ofjftoseStiian
could be accommodated hi «mailer ‘intftittffhms;—4mt> dso the
facilities of ctkre would be mo6h increased;
itt suchplaces,
suitable employment and amusement can* be iwteieatiiytafmded
to each o f the ' inmates, *nd the possibility i i greatly iim aaed
of intercourse amongsrthe LonvaleSoeat ‘pat&nth, wlmfchaotbe
tendency to relieve that feeing 6 f loneliness --so’fk ^ u d m d to
recovery, and so apt to occur whWifhttr number does^iotJ ex
ceed one or two. -iffc quite obfeidug, that, cdeM although the
medical attendant should '(ievdto the wboteof >His ¡tkrfeiqither
directly or indirOctly to the cure o f hisi patiettte, be fdaxmoi al
ways be present; and*from peCtiliattty oftoste4>r wf temper in
his patients, his presence at any time will not/beeqewdly ac
ceptable to all.1 Upon such occasions, o r under suefr'Circum
stances, I conceive it is absolutely iujuridns' -to leave-the pa
tient altogether to himself,'or to the ¿company <rf a pecson in a
different rank faE fefrom his own. In'the former case he be
gins to ponder on his melancholy condition, and sinks into de
spondency ; in the latter, proprietyof taste isteflendcdthy the
coarseness of his companion. B ut when, under proper restric
tions, rational interconrse iepermitted sntongst the convalescent
patients, a cultivated mind-is both occupied andpleafedby the
society and sympathy of equals. In seme instances I have
known this intercourse productive of greater advantages than
conversation, even with the physician. The tncnrbid state of
the patient’s mind frequently produces dislike to th e medical
attendant, and suspicion even of his kindness: advice from
him will b e disregarded; and 4ugumoftts <perverted, because
they are supposed to arise from interested or improper motives;
b u t a remonstrance from a ‘fellow-sufferer seems theiessence
of affection,—and the intention,' whatever k may have bten, is
immediately abandoned, and tranquillity is restored:; 1 'have
known many instances of patients determining to commit some
desperate'design, but defeated by an underphririn which ano
ther patient acted a part, and b y his; timely and •successful ad
vice prevented the necessity erf resorting to restraint.
In advocating this opinion, I have ventured to difibr from
Dome authors, * who condemn large establishments as tending
* See L etter of Mr Bakewell to the Chairman x>f the Committee of
H ouse of Commons, IS 16. *
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to create a »horror in the minds of the patients, and thus pre
vent their recovery. These writers conceive, that as some in
curable patients must be confined for life in all large establish
ments, each i new innate must fear that he is to be added to
the numbtff of those in that deplorable audition. But as it is
the duty <£ every ¡person tto report, the result; of his own ex*
peidence fat the gewtoal advantage, ham bound to say, that,
out of a .large, number of* oaae^rin an .establishment with which
I am intimately acquainted,. J recollect but one in which the
patient either «allifded to, or expressed dislike at, the circum4tancerofhi* being confined with insane persons; a patient,
too, tb*t<recovered in spito^of his feeling upon.this point. In
many cases^ ¡indeed, th e patientsexpressed annoyance at being
confinedy h«fc this was ¿altogether! independent of the place or
mrcumstanots of* their «confinement.
ThatsuckafseHng vms^notoftone^ manifested by thepatients,
may. probably be acooiuetfced.for by the attention-which was paid
to their, classification«; in proof of which may.be stated the fact,
that, in several instances (I distinctly recollect four), members of
the same family were at one time in the house without either of
them being aware of the condition or confinement of the other.
Of course, large establishments are advisable only when they are
ao arranged as to provide for the classification of the patients,
and the separation of such as bright by conduct or conversation
interrupt th at tranquillity which is essential to the health of the
convalescent'.and to the recovery Tof the insane .1 believe that
few asylums exhibit such, a .number of real -recoveries and
amendments in proportion to the total number of patients, as
the large/puhlic .pauper asylums. In these we can conceive no
adequate motive:which could influence die. managers to falsify
or exaggerate the returns; whereas in all private establishments
the reverse« .is obviously the case,, and any statement of cures
» such/quarters is not to he reCertainly there may be some
peculiarity ia the constitution and circumstances of the poorer
classes, giving, rise to this superiority in the success of their
treatment; but the facilitywith which, in large pauper .asylums,
suitable employment can he-provided* .seems to me quite suf
ficient to account for the difference.
In the Jm trik pkoe, I would suggest, that all e§tybUsbments>
both for the poorer and the richer, classes of .society, sjjpuld be
placecLuodor toe c^euanAiirianag^meptf/^ Goveriup^ift., At
present, the Government of the country e^e^cises a control over
all private Lunatic .Asylums, through the agency of inspectors,
whose occasional visits prevent the occurrence of any of those
gross and lamentable abuses which were formerly so common ;
b u t I humbly suggest that some public body should be .en
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trusted with the management q^,.and not,merely a controlling
power over ail of them; and tfeat sqch.aUu^an9esrshould bemade
to the medical officers, as will secyrp,the eeryi«P8 i9jf tfie#Uest
in the profession, and enable thpiyito dqvpte the^wfiole of their
attention to. therespaysible duties qf,,their,office, ^eaeduties,
I hesitate not to assert, am the most difficult,, e^.weJJ.as the
most important, in the whole range of medical practice, and it
would be absurd to'intiwsf them tpp person of udeppr medi
cal education fiom the.pyh^y.meiilfeofiieq^py^ Kmi.
I am aware that were, tfiis suggestion,cmrmedliptQ pflfct, -the
consequence^, would. be ,hnptfid,.to the, ppflLy^y<jyi|qrpsip of
many who have undertaken .this difficult m idftnrppfteqt ¡trust
I have been to Jd b v .tH friend*
pntfpltfSftty¡
y
obser
vation was madey thyt ,they^puld,not,feel thftfsa*j<e (fqyfidqyce
in the management, of Lunatic Asylums, uydfr au<di,circum
stances, as they do at present, when theproprjeterJs labouring
to support his own reputation amidst much hpypnrable rivalry
and some secret suspicion*; | and I, pgt fpftbef. aware that it
would be more, difficult tq cynceid the,rump fifed,,ranlf, <°t the
patient than, it .is.at .pppysut e bu t 1. am (fyqommeudwgi.those
measures which appear to me most likely to fofifobdf* the suc
cessful treatment o f insanity, and yue of, tb&Klfc] ihyt the mind
of the physician should be undisturbed, by
many cpres and
anxieties which devolve upon ,thp proprietors pf sqcb places,
and left free to study and to,tretit,tbfl.£ i^ ,,t) ^ ,r o ip p before
him. And farther, whenever he repommfpded any mode of
treatment, he would he uufettewbhyj the fear that hi* .counsel
might be supposed to be dictated, [ l ^ r e i f / { . have
known instances where, from.tbi&.yery <4r<umstaace,irejnoval
to or continuance iy an otylufft ^gs inpt#4vis^d,.thflugh the
patient's state leaned to rfq i# p dt,.Jhgt;{isho>ild hyve been
supposed to have emanated' frppm this unworthy motive*; and
the patient's advantage wa& paerificed to-this delicacy of feel
ing.
Another advantage fbllowingitbe adoption, of this suggestion
would be, that the statistics of insanity aright be carefully com
piled. The uses , to which accurate, and properly prepared
tables could be applied are too. many Ito be. enumerated here:
some documents lately published by Sir A. Halliday, comprise
nearly all the information we are possessed of on this sub
ject ; and its imperfect nature furnishes a strong argument
against the continuance of the present system of separate and
independent asylums.
Farther, I would recommend that all such establishments
should be properly adapted to the state and health of the pa
tients. Some are continually talking aloud, singing, or shout
ing, either to create disturbance, or to enjoy the gratification
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of a whim, or without any apparent motive whatever. The
ession is happHy now so far advanced as to know that the
arous practices formerly ih use to quiet these refractory
patients were cruel ánd fnefflcaéious. In most establishments
at the present day, distinct wards are appropriated for their
accommodation ; b u t'I would humbly suggest the propriety of
having distinct and distant buildings allocated to their use, to
prevent the annoyance of the more rational patients by the in
cessant monotony1of this melancholy sound! In connexion
with such establishment, I would have some smaller cottages
or residences situated near some quiet sea-port or other desir
able locality, whithèr such patients as might be likely to de
rive advahtágé! frotan chàtìgè óf scéne, séa-bathihg, or even the
diminution Of that *testrSht’ Which must characterize every
large1and' wéQ regulated establishment,' might be removed,
and yet be not altogether divested of medical control. I have
known occasional exercise beyond the limited precincts of an
asylum, country eicursionè, and even extended travelling, to
relax the morbra afctiòti of the «rtelléfcf, give risé to a tram of
newthòubht&, rt&aH tilfeaSing hssòéiatfbns, and(facilitate and
promótètSc^Véry. : *' * ^
Lastly/ T would atì vide students not to confine their atten
tion or practice to diseases of this description, even though it
be desired to make them the chief objects of study. The re
latives of a patient are so feufbl1lest it should be supposed that
any of théit fatrifl^'O^'fWendÜ íaboiír under mental derange
ment, and so èautfdtià td prevent such a supposition from gaining
ground, that if a person by his ability and perseverance should
attain the unenviable distinction of being skilful in treating in
sanity, his opinion would be the last they would apply for—
his carriage the only one which they would object to stopping
at their door. So much is this thè case/ that’I have known
persons studiously avoid a physician of such an obnoxious reutation, lest it should be thought that their acquaintance with
im originated in the nielandioly manner ju st described. On
the other hand, the friends of a patient will never object to ask
the opinion and assistance of a man who has the reputation of
being skilful in othèi1classes of disease.

C

E

W e have much pleasure in giving a place in our paces to
the above interesting communication; because, although M r
Duncan no where alludes to Phrenology, his remarks are in
accordance with its spirit, and with die principles so zealously
inculcated by Drs Spurzheim, Georget, Falret, D r A. Combe,
and other phrenological physicians, in their respective works.
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and in various contributions to our journaL Mr Duncan, for
example, -suggests that students be admitted1to public asylums
.to study inaanityin tlheisam e^v as'they do bther diseases, by
.the persdnal exabnnationof'the pati£fWs;'rahdhearguq9 that
by selecting the students properly, and having a control over
them, no iharm witlTOsub
^Yj&tikr visited. " Ife 'might
have added),
experiment ¿hub' beenlextfensivdy made,
artdbeeiiiAttendediwith
¿tU2tte&hi©n tiaMbe' Mentions
in<th£ fotifodtfctidtfJto fctework
-Derkttg^tfui, *hat
h&\i*4 the
fotftemaWfcflfcfcd ' «he><dttt*
fctinfeal
lectum iev^ givtbvm
pdtefeife^prJPaW^sb idnfg'agolis
bi0n;
dehte Wcvdadwltted wdhfe^atietit« (At tb altkae^tiie ^ its ^ ^ lth out ¿serve rostriotitm* arid ^thoughi|imnbersi^VailedfJthetaselves of the pri vikge for several mouth s‘id sUciee^doil[ 4W'are
assured by D r Combe, th a t ii l no ¡one*!ihstehice1did ^ufy 'Anpleasant or injurious 'consequences ^ffoUcrt^^whileim ttafc* con
trary many of the patients were amused *dnd' gratified! I11¡M.
¡Esquirol, of course, fexerbised ^ is’dwn dfe^&tion iritpafering-by
those cases which he considered Ukely to» sttffbr from the in
trusion, and his presence operated as a resersint onUhe evil
propensities of any of the visitors who^migtit' have; 'been1in
clined to provoke or ridicule the patients V' btrt 'feeycmd these
.precautions there was no* otherform*or ceremony observed or
«required in the admission of students; '
*■■
Since that time, now sixteen years ago, the same system has
-been.noionly continued but extended Hi*the Parisian hospitals.
At the immense asylum for m ak *patients'at Bicetre, Dr
Ferrus, the enlightened physician of the establishment, admits
students to his visits, and delivers regular lectures on the more
.remarkable cases .which present- themselves to his notice; and
h e also bears testimony to the double advantage to both students
and patients which results from the practice.
W e may even go a step farther, and-say that there is more
than presumptive evidence to prove, that th e profession owes
this important step in the study of mental diseases to the hu
manity and,genius of the late lamented Spuraheim. I n his work
on insanity, published in 1816, after alluding to the obscurity
in which the subject was involved, and the splendid oppor
tunities for improving our knowledge1of k, possessed-by men
at the head of large establishment* Uke those above named, he
feelingly remarked; how painful it was th a t persons thus favourably situated should communicate so little of what they learned
. t o the public. In Spurzheim this sentiment was the offspring
•of the purest and profoundest humanity; but.it was very dif
ferently viewed by some of the friends and admirers of the
ju stly ce1 1
J ^Hnel and Esquirol. By them the sentiment
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was stigmatized,as a.grassland almost defamatory personal at
ta c k s
swsijfeaenteo aod rdpahi -by. virulent abuse and the
mostp^tkiMSiflQitiinsm&iaqid a. great, effort was made to destroy
th e reputation) qf>the bpsbwqrk.on insanity wbieh had ■till ;then

' appearadiiui» ,:.i

. < ...> -i-.*.-;

. Strong lin tf)9<siwphsifiyi^f truth» add -iRn«toence,i.Spurzheim
8togd>iimhp«tvadi/ Jbs.iW w j^iw eaei wpundad, »hot be.knew he
wa%iiP:('th$ifiight,t<md4eftrad' not jfosr>¿hei retudk., •flbe. storm
padsedtOVMi>$RdiMs b p p M p i ii g ftwgatten<.ibiuti two .ahdrt years
aft^r* i^ n ie ^ iliratufes'PnrtssiMisiyiwereiisnnottiioedj and ipiupils
regulafiyiadHdt^dltisi>the.iWsite»wh«r«;MO ranch itatntctMUiiwas
o b tain sl^b efette irtpd^to^iisboBoujihe ifcsald*Esqoirph who«
wet hajWiii^Ofls^rsaedwit^sJ^yibeikiqedihimMf nisted-at by D s
SpMri^nhns J^'dl«M »Q l'nboiiedlthe jvuyjtaitbi* inew ondiun.
tried,field,iiaad.he has:tinc(»«hly beei><jiiu^i4rted^ „.n ».. In/rag^.t^^fl^JDuhean^iswpiidiBUg^eAtiai we majy,tnen.
tioo, that a lectureship,wit mental,diseases.w*si pstabhdhed in
Edinburgh .«boqfciteu.yeiWMcage, %by .E>ri iMorrison* th e . author
o f Borne very sensibWttwkstOA (tbe,subject. ,.JQr .Morrison was
bound, torgwe, one-, oewwe annually»- which. be.,did io r several
years, iron* soiae,cause or. other these Gesture» have of late
been discontinued. The, lectureship,,however» yet. stands in the
Edinburgh Almanae among,the. ¿¿nshn^things.......... .
T he soundness. iofr,Mp Duncans remark» that, the chance of
cure is much greater in larao asylums than in ;smah, is not only
d e d u c ib le^ m ith e tpwMS^Nksi & physiology, b u t likewise de
monstrated by- w peritpoc-,,Even in, the healthy condition, so
litude, or a: too liinttodr.oircleof' areociates, is .very prejudicial
to the mind, by Wiithh<4dinghron> the. social feelings their ap.
propmate atimulM.endiood,.andyb!y.igiving undue, ascendancy
to the selfish, propensities u end; these .evil consequences are
greatly aggravated) by the presence'of: disease. The success
attending the mode ofi treatment.adopted by D r Ellis, in the
largo Pauper -Anylunvetdienwidl, (of which some account will
be found rn ottn 41st Number)*» ^hews, in a very striking man.
ner, the utility.of social inteUKHtree, active employment,, and a
pr^r.qlaseifi(»iiftn.«f( the insane. ' .
W e repeat» (that':We. in se rt,M r; Duncan’s paper with great
satisfaction;, because, although it does not contain any Sung
s t r i c t i y , b i s . y i e w s . a r e im portant,and well brought out;
and. .it is only bjf.tbe.rapm bediagitstian ,of a subject that all its
bearings nowoitn.be>perceived and. appreciated, .. W e.think the
author would ,da»vte> much .gratification fnoBtt the. eaaeful per.

usal of Dr Spuraheim?*,treatise,»—E®«mb.;

■: i
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A R T IC L E IV.
MR CARMICHAEL'S EXAMINATION OF MR MACNISH'S OB
JECTIONS TO HJ8 THEORY OF SLEEP. IN TH E PHRE
NOLOGICAL JOURNAL FOR ■DECEMBER USA

M r M acmhh 1ms set n s« n admirable example in the good
temper and kindly feeling with which he has combated my
hypothesis of the proximate .cause o f sleeps I trust I shall lie
able to convince him that my views ase rational and well
grounded, notwithstanding bis objections; and I still mare
anxiously hope, tbatyin executing my task, if I have not his
abilities, I nave at least a wish to imitate hia courtesy in our
common pursuit*-—the ascertainment o f a curious and interest
ing, even though it be an unimportant, truth.

My proposition is, that “ The Process o f Assimilation m the
Brain is the Actual Castse o f Sleep*t" but M r Macniah cannot
conceive how a natural and healthy deposition of new particles
should oocarion a cessation in the-functions o f any organ: he
argues, that “ before such a deposition can take p la n , there
must be an augmented circulation of blood in the p a rt; and
that the greater the quantity of blood sent to an organ, the
n e a te r is the o a m of its manifestations. During, sleep,”
he adds, “ the blood is propelled.» greater abundance into the
liver and stomach than in- the- waking state; the-consequence of
which is, that these viscera act-more vigorously, and that di
gestion is carried on with increased activity” A nd he asks,
“ W hy should the brain -be an exception to this general law?”*
T hat the brain is an exception to this general law, is the opi
nion of Blumenbach and other physiologists, including M r
Macnish himself.-^ Blumenbach even considers .the diminished
or impededJUm o f oxygenated blood io the ¿row as -the proxi
mate cause o f sleep*\ His able and learned translator observes,
“ Analogy renders it extremely probable that during the inac
tivity of sleep, the brain, having less occasion for arterial blood,
has a less vigorous circulation than during the waking state;
and we know that whatever diminishes the ordinary determi
nation of blood to the brain, or impairs the movement o f the
blood through it, disposes to sleep. But although this be
granted, it must be viewed, not as the cause, but as a circumsbmee, or, in fact, a consequence, of ordinary sleep.” § Ri* Phrenological Jou
Z- H h ta o ’i transla

17&
+ Id. 177>.’s Physiology, p. 282. Load. 1828.
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cherand expresses the same opinion: “ During sleep the in
ward or assimilatingJunctions are going on; digestion, absorp
tion, circulation, respiration,;
nutrition, are carried
on; some, as
W rg y .th an
during waking, whilst others are evidently slackened. During
sleep the pulse is:sldWffr Jfrld^ttEaky^; Inspiration is less fre
quent ; inseMifel# pet^jirbtibny
¿If dflief hVririoirfi 'derived
from the blood, are separated in smaller quantity.” * “ While
it lasts, the ¡cptebral tferaenbiiktps«i;1a sign' ’that theflow o f
blood into it -rdna*ka6fy iees^tted.".^ !
My1theoryy tHerefbroJwfci notice He>supposed; lead Mr Mac-

nish torooheiade thfllithtf bnunife Ittfk afctrVewheu die circula
tion ifa modt hegendywtrvbrk' vtithinl ite> substance: On the
contrary^ kfajipears-Hdmt/inaeeoydance with tay theory, while
the braindsitawl'utaito^so iealfebthe circulation within its sub
stance. i H e cadis' <upon<me,-however, tofehew “ that assimila
tion may proceed i with,: increas« !1activity,'without any addi
tional impulm bdfl&gtomrth th'bcii^tilkiiim^ and'allows that,
if I shall dofsb^ adyiludtnne'mjiy Me*w»quife'ptaustbi!ity4
Thist is ensliy dttae^fcry aadbeedy noticed, Mr Mannish
himself admits tbat^i^ so'diur from febewbeing any increase of
blood in tfre bfesinduring heaHhy sfeep: k is proved that the
circulating thud tisfwcrfuahy teifceaed^’Sandi he even goes so
far asterstate that*sleepsje'the period in Whiehthe regeneraium qfjke iddy cMefiyvab» plade.|): ■And Darwin Shews the
mode By whichitmaybe; rationally «apposed that this is ac
complished; ' >He>argues that all me 1nhwaents composing the
solid pah* of the body, hawwpossessed, dr do possess, the pow
er of contraction,and o f;coBseqderitmartian tw elongation;
and'that kseemsprabuble, that ‘the1nutritive particles are ap
plied dining ih«ir<times of elongation, when'their original constituent purtitlesare•remdved awn greatert&stance from each
other.
Fdr,” he; continues, ^eaen mbicufer¡orsfensuil fibre
may be considered asa M to r d d ^ e fh ttiib , which approach
when in ccfBtraetibtv&nd Teoede during iiar& t or elongation;
and our daily Experience shews ns, that great actionemaciates
the system, and that i t i t repaired duriA grM .*
But, still mote closely to irieet Mr Macnish’s challenge, is it
neoessary to remind him, t h a t during the dver-acoderated cir
culation of the blood which' attends fever, the secretions of the
several glands are niore or less disturbed, and are sometimes
even interrupted altogether; while theAnt effect of a return
*
' 1
• Richerand’s Physiology, p. 344. Lond. 1815.

+ Id. 347.

X Phrenological Journal, No. xliL 176, 177*

§ Id. 177«

H Philosophy of Sleep, 2d edition, 21.
f Zoonomia, § 37-3. YoL L of the Dublin edition of 1800, p. 529.
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V)
1tò h ¿¿tìtiètitìfe ' intìàflQnd&tibtì tiiJoA’bffy 'àiéiiifetiiAa^ organ
b a
Ì)é ' l'èstotèB1ti^ il ^eT V i^tiitóàU on' r^ ’dilayep, ¿¿d'the'éìreuk»
f ^ F ò n ^ ’frod ali
that
fe m >
pèoè' ihitèaji ' (if mraHingf the
MstHifliiiiiiiA ; but, to
«ittitì stll| élpèériolLlie
1fkt '¿sà^, I 7havV ‘^ièaà^/fcitéSd Ri-

óliktàriflV tìbWvtftìOT^tWt hjuìrttì&fi1is ‘earHitf x>n/¿MgM* sleep
with moreeiierapy than dunng.4tfdkmi£..' 'He* sàtyi wswlji^re,
fi
¡*
àìffeVètd f
i
« 1 $ e rfém , of
Whifch tK étiis^V tfv^ hrfe fc tìS fiiili^ H n ^ ì & i ^ 1of the
MAte fo -eàéh rfòr tnètn abeculiar &tiiltjÌ15ty,
by mèatik òrWhith tìtèy ^tótìvCT^'t^'feÉKra '¿hich^tfae .Vessels
bring1t6<hém| thè' njktferìal^bf‘tft£ (hiid;Whfcfr t^ V ^ te . des
chi èo i o 1sécrjétèri fthdVllh^ Wfe\f ¿dbrSpridte' .(o u>étxj$elvk by a
V*eai selectkj^.1,ilf ’^érm itj ¡ine, ta. ^ a , / tbat 'fh è : complicated
iàtte of /thè' gtàti8ss tó n ifitlp tri^j ^¿il Jof hervé^asj of ¿f'miinber
of vessels ¿f all fritte^ .wbogécònVol bted'itVan^brite/i ii aiifl capil
lary d i b t^ rtòitót tietósgàrfly irtpiédfe and f^ssèb (Jlé 'ràtódity of
the flaiSs àinéuUitjing itt; thehii àjppdrènily j^diòàte ‘k ^slowness
ttf morion osòn£ 'p jrth e 'c w ^ ^
thè pédùlitóf ’secrerion1is1produced V tfre sloWri&s' óf tnè cifbÙlatiotì,1fHeref<Jè*ei i»
the brain sefetfas happily tittédÌóf thè jòród^òtiòh óf flit J^efvous
dùbatattce-^-ttìat fine ah^ exdoièité ¿»r, in t^ è d 'R y ' ^ A^bor
dTljfdtùrefbr th^Viorture ò f th/e A bught^ib^ j^ssióni ahp the
powers o f action. Jntìther tòbàttwn la, that theté ahohld be
■4C
\fJU/«n Ìto
m MlAwa A mJL *1>’a
-'-' -—■
ma«.
itètVes
seléctirom the cirfctola[Hnd IJ
fluidr'i(Lv
the abjydpriàte
ma*
telala, the àtytièréd ’ingtiédìerita ttf.this soft,: wheS^rthe brain
Itself^perftirmà thfi.office, dr VhetHei^ lt ccint^lh$r aLjpeìciùìlar ma*
d iipéri for thè 'pdrpòsé, ifc'à (Juéstittn / thàf must Ve W t 'io futiirè physiologist sr/to cfitide i but if the àòéeskipns of néW pai»*
titìès be considerable, i t is not very irraftonà): tò'sjupposé that
the. as.yet unasshmlàted inafe should a¿fc like an extraneous
body on theJ ddHcate ‘strticture o f the btain, and paralyze its
m ì

nothing to object
* Bicherand, 230.

f Id. 23L
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look upon sleep “ being occasioned purely by mechanical com
pression, or)t something „closely resembling i t ” The whole of

m
iide^ act^

Par*

»0 ;
;fcpay i>P .tbft cerfebr^l
substani
qT'substance,
.natural
and occasions the paralysis «
? oc^sipned
p m r f f lM m ïM
* or

3w ¿tre .wp to
account forpepple ^be^ng^e^spy, a^akeo^d ? Jt
sifch
a case,'becomes pf this pressure ? ^Is the lo^cl once luted off
the person’s brain ? W hat bedomes'o f tfye assimilative parti
cles which are squeezing'his senses out of him and, submerging
him under the billows of sleep
People are hot always so{easjIy awakened as MrMacnish here
supposes. It is true, very trifling causes ¡will awake a person who
has taken nearly his full' complement of ¿sleep, or who is not
constitutionally what is called a heavy sleeper. But do wp never
hear of an individual that could not be roused from an intense
sleep by any effort to awaken him ? and who has even been
carried asleep from his chamber amidst the alarm of fire or of
flood ? Which of us, If suddenly disturbed in the middle of
the night, has hot started from bed half asleep and half awake ?
which of us hq,s not occasionally felt u that species of headach,
which scarcely amounts to pain, and is little more than a le
thargic and sluggish inertness, accompanied by mental confu
sion and ineptitude, occasioned apparently by the .pressure of
the new nervous particles not yet perfectly assimilated?” ];
Does it not sometimes require considerable exertion, whether
muscular or mental, to keep ourselves awake ? But if we grar
dually shake off the pressure, the load is not at once but g radually lifted off the b rain ; u the assimilative particles which
are squeezing our senses out of us” entering into perfect assi
milation with the substance of the brain, and becorping ade
quate instruments of perception and reflection, feeling and will—
operations in which they never had assisted, before. But in the
natural course of things, this perfect assimilation takes place
before our awaking senses "bring us into communication with
the external world; and as organ after organ becomes fitted
for exercise, the thoughts in which it is engaged are embodied
in a dream.
It is not necessary, therefore, to suppose, that “ one part of
the brain may be fattening while another is s t a r v i n g theJaU
...

• Phrenological Journal, No. xlii. p. 177*
t See Tilloch’s Philosophical Magazine, liv. 326.
VOL. IX.— NO. XLIV.

t Id. ib.
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tening has already been àécomplished, and the starving scarce
ly is an applicable epithet, as thè fàlftèning fa theft Merely turned
to the use ror'wtóèliit wWs ftrtértdtìd by’tìàttttei7 ‘bfriMfacnish,
however*' says,1t
h
a
t
t
h
e
assi
milative operation is*¿t ‘wórk' ito bile lèg, ènktatf a lstttnd 'fri die
other.*' B èl how1'Will1Ìliis1Iflustrktioir' indi1ìii^SAwifr theory ?
The’" ’ÀMkmè eàfr^y* '\\te àtfféttSt'ais ge^feral dn'thflueiiee as
the process of assihriJatiort' àritì1he1*wilr fft*d 'fitJ"feS difficult to
set it to wdrlriii one leg*1and* tarfke 4t ^WWA'èdll to M o th e r ,
as tbe;task-hefte Uléated W itìp o sè^i ^ ^ e > ^ fÀ ^ fa ^ ‘*ierefote, a* Mr'MÀbfefeh’à lè£è é#ì' fcdtttWbUiét ft0'4h^ildp)Mfr{txf his
arguinewt, «4fhèr o f uà may bè tìght^cr ftetìiPt/f tìdfWiNfrigi' •
' I have hókhirtg héWtb safy ad td the idibSfaci-fetfea1¿ f r e n e 
rai Elliot ahA Dr Réìd'$ ortebf'Whbrìi,' h ‘Seetóis^‘fettled1W the
principle of the Ohàrftéleòti, and the othèrof the ‘boàJoobstribtor.
There is no Very Wnte ditferènCe bf opinion 'between M r 'Macnish and me'with ^eàpéCt to these1gbritletnen¿their habits,' and
the result. Nor have I1Vtny4farther Objections' uòw' to adduce
against“ the eetisdritolpotoetT* *’ M r Macnish avert that he can
shew « that one orgén may have on exbess fend another1^defi
ciency, with as mueh ease as th a t one hody:m aybe positively
and another négatively^electrifled.^^ ' I 'wish ' n é 'could shew
that these two powers1were'one arid' the same. ‘This would be
an undertaking worthy of hie abilities: 1 H e Wflf th w h av e ex
changed a mere word,* a mene’general term, comòrisiag a va
riety of meaning's; ftir’a reair dfefihite, acknowledged, substan
tial existence. I shall wittingly admit its operation*'in all the
phenomena which can be legitimately assigned to it ? dbd if he
cam prove that fttoérfbrms the office which I have federibed to
the process of assimilation, by such a coAcehtratiòd of facts as
I have brought forward, I promise hitrt faithftilly té relinquish
my hypothesis in favour of his néw~amd improved òtte, even if
there be in the balance foot the weight of a feather’against me.
' I must, however, c&sent from afoobsft eveiy word MV Macnish has said, in contrasting active-minded, deep*thinking,
care-worn men, that sleép ill,” with u men o f dull, easy, con
tented minds, that eat like horsed, and think of nothing but
the next meal, and lay their stupid heavy heads upon a pillow,
and instantly fall into a profound slumber.’* Neither of these
classes can sleep well, unless they take a due portion of bodily
exercise. I f they do, M r Macnish may be assured that they
sleep equally weU ; unlèss, indeed, the latter be Ma sluggish
obtuse glutton, who devours more than is good for him,” and
in that case his nights are still more restless than those of his
care-worn neighbour. His slumber, like D r R e id \ is u a tor
* Phrenological Journal, No. xliL I7&

t Id. ih.
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por similar to that .which .fells oyer the -snaky monster of. the
wilderness. whengorged.with fopd,” ^ ,sud a p p ro v e s the na
ture ofiapoplexy, catWr^thWiofodpepi w hate^r.of it is .deep,
I would ftwmbe,.¡to. iht,p«t^pce, o f , <jhe ossimUaiwe pwtiples;
whatever,pf.it, ift.appplexy, J(,w<Mild,attrjboto,tQitbe, pressure p f
the .oyerwollen. ;bJefiwyewl«i,-, ■Mx Maepish,, on tha contrary,
conceiveat.fchftt '“ . the. sensorial i.power which, hept vtb® brain
awake4*Itransforsed i%i an>iPtyi process .Withe,stpmach*, which,
reinforced ¿a ,lhb manner, acts yigoEously,,and enables.the in
dividual |to/fatten ,iqNPtit&.W te^ - T h e (twD -organ*: (he, ob
s e r v e s ) ^ ¡here, s i t i n g ¡upon each ptheesuie ItoroiWoiwej.the
brain starving the,0Uftwhrt*i9 the/o^er,, theetqataqkahwving
the, brain,. and ,giviogi a, 1practical vindication, of the, Shakspeariani ^bpr*«», -th*d 'jfat, paswcfoi mvjcfi k m pote*),” ! I .
Shakspeatshere was obviously, »efoi^rw fab'TTiby,.lean': he
meant meagre pfbnawfodge», pptiPf.defibrHipr fot paunches are
generally i«wowpmied by. fot ,pates* >«md<heth,!of, them,«re u»equivocal ¿ndicutfonsof .the iytepha^c, ,temperament- ,The most
usual, .aqowpaoweeii•«f/tb?r temppraflpepf is,<a.lazge organ.qf
Alimentivenes8;iaedif this pijppei^tKpiYerhalanesa th« influence
of the vapors intelfoetBal-ppwffis,,the^?ew.«f. the latter .will
lie fallow and unp(Eoduptive, aeqwiai^, neither, size nor iStrength,
while their, mpre sensual,poippanipps ,wUM‘, fatten” on. the n«v
vous deposit),' chichi there.j& reason, tp.presnwe, ift ahnndantin
proport*w ,V> the. .e^rcise .pf, the-organ,laud thua(Contributes
to the size, of that (fat1«pntenfi^ jgpaoraet ,brai%, which entitles
its lyqipharip owzter to |the well-,kapwtn,SQbriq upt of .big bead
and li(ttle wit.?.i ,.. „...
.y .i »1 ¡„->
• ....... >•
Mr.Macpieh tpsprves, his-sfsppg^gw ieat, for theJaat, which
he cop^ived.wpw^ strikeiwjith iatal .effoefpn-my theory. , He
gives a consecutive detail pf.,the,whole. jHrpfiesa of digestiqn, ob
serving that ¡the. drpwriw#», which, takes, place shortly after eat
ing seldom lasipahoyaw hou« or ,tw% land, that “ M r
wotdd
saytha£ this.arisesfrpm-,the,.hfiain beingoppressed by the.de.
{»sit w»th>P it. of i^W p a r w h i c h m ust necessarily be de
rived frpip fo .J w d ,la te ly fakffn^'Y .¡But -I haye, neither said
so, nor wPt4^aay, spi; ,What I have said, on ,this. point in my
original essay, is directly the reyetse, and ,ia aa follows,
I t is
true that sleep after meals fo W st irresistible while the, food is
still in the^omafhajafter digestipmhus commenced,. and long
before assimilation has taken its.-turn*. But. we are ignorant
how for the arrival-of new maW# in the bloodvessels may in
stantly, contribute to the deposition of the. old,, as an additional
number of balls p u t info a.tube at one extremity, will force out
some of their predecessors a tth e , other”

c.

* Phrenological Journal, No. xlii. 178.

+ Id. 180.
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" •I'enteM ntorna’bpgQmeriü ¿n the'Sutgebtq l'reposé'ofl the
rational ■presutaptioh ¿that »ifléep ¿d» isomething ' more1»than1rest
after fatigutHutnailf'it fe iptobjWy ithe^cmseqUené^ df 'ttn 'im
portant w its!propessintbe (^licoté aüid fragile
of
the rhind,—*dnd!that rio jirooess «an'beitTK#e«r^quisi%e to these
instrument»,' or Jmerb likely to iproduce tfae’effebt? thfiti the'pro
c e ssif lasMmifetion/** •
r >•« »; -m ^«{. :!■*j -: «I
,
Sophy therefore,'arq mybt&eriktibiis jW this btiBjédt'in'my
original essay ; but M r'M achlshjim his thbdvy üîthesdnfcorial
powbr, appears toibe û devoted* disciple/bf» the 'oelebittted Darwin;' iEn:reference**therefore],ito hfawiâsfcer^Authority¿1 might
now: »remind ihini, thtttttfie protess d f losshfcilhtioh 'frequently
takes place! by means «fi i^tielesw hiehM ave'ektapedthtfihree
hours' sqjourii in the duoaemita^aiid tJia^comtiKm circuit through
the lacteal*, thei thoracic duet,'the*left"duboh^iati1vdn, the
lungs* the heart, -and dne aFtdrieà* Bnt l reritf notch* the tnted
experiments of1
whcngiavèinadderito domb/âlniniàls,
havirig pnevionsly paib àihgâtuTeon th é 'thomcib dbcty and
found >theirbonës aqdtheiseruihof theirblood^cototired' néd,;"-f*
nor on those df iKrhtienstèiil *' O taries Uarwin^ Hughes, and
others;J; in some1of whièh'; nitre'and aspatttgds, shortfr after
they were {taken‘int^ the-human stomach* gàvo’eVidéttt^proofs
of theit presénoe in i oertain^secintiond, wttï& &t>»tfaé/s*tatë time
they aoindnbt be detected dnithq blood. / N orridii ^ t b a th e
other instances in which! similar <èvidericei» derived'Â-om Various Other'facto equally satiafodtoryjner oh any Circumstance
inconsistent With niy origmah views. 1 T h eaerv o u s Substance,
before it' is deposited bn the bthki;f9mist^ünd^i*gu all’ the sub
limation1and reiihemenb ^t 'can!receive, in the-mbs* powerful
and efficient. Uboratdriei of the fr&riKVto’fU i t ’fdr its high and
pre-eminent déstination. This ¿mulot* 'therefore, fee? the raw
and unprepared material, hurried from the stomach to the head
by any short ,and* narrow byLWdy. I I t 'tntisti be the1'highlywrought ànd* elaborately ahimalzéd material, which
passed
through every necessary process* and •bos advanced through the
circulation to the very spot prepared to receive i t ., The ner
vous oommunkation between the stomach and the bhtfri may
announce, with »telegraphic despatch, that a’toew supply has ar
rived in thé frame, and may stimulate,1with: the speed of elec
tricity, the capillary terminaribn» of th e; arteries,'to deposit in
abundance the congenialpartidfes with which they hhve been
furnished from à preceding supply of nutriment \ and if the
deposit be abundant, the sleep- may* be sudden and profound.
,/
, » i‘ j i' J ■1 \ ' >i ♦ i ' i I i»
* Transactions of the King and Q ueers .College of Physicians, ii. ; or
Tilloch’s Philosophical Magazine, liv. 258.
t Zoonomia, g 29-2, voL i. p. 354.
Î Id. 359, 387, 371, 372. See the whole section.
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Of the .¿ruth and >justness o f thiftjfiiipfftteview;' the instantaneou»:slumWifwJux)hjs<«etimQq fciUojsRfilB doeejof morphiais at
oncerap 1Uustmti^ia)|>]»bf9<hAdia}qiQfil si dmridnstrapariJ i . i
MriiMmawhilt^UsitwaiciiMUbgjpaioftgrapb, observes .that
t h ^ afle^Jtihi^ppoiwtSi^rLihpi^sB^iwifioh m ith in k a ^ u id also
be fisde ithte 5 u i^ t)(6 f nriifoiGpb? ^>Jildof<Hat'ioo«tmiwrtithe
supposition; but perhaps, on a reference to imp idrigmalt essay,
he.wbiddjflnd Elaiijudf^iotna^}^ of (these point&alfceady disposed
o f wvXihav^Phl ^et bbeaihsaail^ib^iiin injection (that I found
tw IttMOU‘l^>tx)r ^tuildy^rwbolLUBter;J, Soxlfae my ijippatheais
wea^ft |he/ j^ b b e € ^ d f.in ttd t( w liis im tlo f .^ffident iiornent
to ta^.enyífol^brlirQ uble sritfoitt -■■•WhafiSt shorilfiifaci'admit*
ted ibyiftitwpphysiofogisM *&elebs^eptarewinot Id bejfcqecfed
as WHitppQiW randitfratifridvbut jCM<whi^
ed a$ founded ¿O)Uatur0) land i r^aaob, ^ p la in in g jeydry KEiicumstanra itwdJ'emoMing #vjar$i difficulty jcoataetoted witbitbei subject,
is tf*3 nhigh$ftt pointidfumnhitjgn) to* which. :Lvcan> aspire*
bring it. flo th^teat;ofibxperiimnt«ii6id dofopfetnrate itjto jte a n
incpnt^o^tibfoihot^fisiindt within thelscbpe of ariy (inveistiga.
tion which l\ hnowihhw )to;tostitute.ii I]d<)' !ndt) see^even if it
were e^bliahpd^ th a td t ioonld iloaditoi any .higher result than
the giptifrtatioa of jth^carelesatonridsU^'of ra few,i upon a phe
nomenon abbot, which<a few. only arocurious; o c ifta^ i higher,
it may perh*pdjcosi/ey 4he.important insUnibtkrti that! tre ought
not ¡to, ibd .sstisfiedt wrthjia shaddmiwhdni.We icon grasp ia t the
sub&tanee,: nori with. wordsiwhebiwe ihay1 possibly ^attain to
things,:,;But ^veuj so44l ha^.doteiasinueh.ae the aoattierwill
justify. • Qther objections may tbd started ibut,i£kny theory be
true, .they waft be as .eaailyj dissipated. » their predecessors.
But I. ^ w d d /h e ashamediagsain'tOitake the .field, everi'iii the
cause pf troth, .^horUtthe truth ait ilfekueisofeueh. pony import
ance.
i . ' i, >• *•» m(
As this,is the last.timfe I shall Approach the public on the
subject, I. may be pardoned it . 1 , still linger to dbtfcudea short
and con^ptehettsiveivieiFidfi.my whole hypothesis, as 1 am at
present disposeddoinaiutainAt-- ; . . i<'
•! •
The; ebsorbenits. and secerning vessels Bdver remit.their offices
—those parrying off the old ipartibles. from e v e r y p a rto f the
frames and these depositing.new ones in their place; the* absorbentp..being most bufey with the muscular fibres which are
most exercised by. labour; or the nervbiis fibres most exercised
by the ¡operations,.of. sensation, volition, and thoughts Yet
these fibres* .no exercised, iare always the.strongest add most
powerful oi their kind in the fram e: the secerning vessels must,
therefore, be equally busy in restoring* new particles in the
* Phrenological Journal, No. x lii p. 135.
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place of the old, Ot, dtirfngtefertiin irtterVah; rather more busy,
because mor^ aft imitated vtfrifrr fcd-e taken away, hg is proved by
the incitease
^i^portiohi^ tJO'th^ occaabnal w habitual
exercise of the bartd.1 ‘Y tt it ib •evident* ttiat it i^iiot'during
the triomehri''of exifeibe
great niaasof ne*f matter is
d e p o se d / otWe^Wisd rfhbftti^eulat a n d fWrtnuW fibfeb ta fquestiori ^otildf gti 'bft mfcllehiflg‘ ¿fid'Wrengthenittg the 'longer the
exercise’ b f lirtiouf1a n d 1thought' Was tamttotiW* littd- tnis, we

more, or the ajbsbrh
By resti I mean ti mere cessation frohi labour $'awef such rest is
not sleep. ’ T he large *mass o f1new partible deported'bn the
muscles cahhbt affect their tough ana insensible fibrefe by any
striking phenomenon; but When such a ‘mass1is deposited on
the delicate, tender, and sensible Structure "of the b raih a n d
nerves, hoW* different must be the effect. I f sinall i n 1quantity,
and while these organs are In a stite of ’active energy, it* may
be hurried unobserved into the exiStihg activity of 'th e Mving
m atter; but if* large Iri qUarttity,;!ttndrwhile these organs are
resting from 'theft labout$ chri ^t be'thftt' the extraneous and
unassimilatbd ‘mass docs not presa itfcinbf easing weight1oh their
fragile machinery', and produce ari E vrect' Something like the
pressure of the Ovefswollen bloodvessels, h u t rtatnrid, necessary,
and healthful— the p a r a l y s i s , n o t , o f apoplexy, but of s l e e p ?
While the incumbent mass thus paralyses the encephalon, the
body is powerless; there is no voluntary motipn, no perception,
no thought, no dream. B dt when 4;he assitnilktioH ’M cdmplete
in any one of the organs of the mind, then thoughts''arise; but
there is no perception until the assimifitidn is also totnplete in
one or more of the organs qf the senses; until then thesimple
current of our thoughts constitutes knWdirtafy'drriwi.
I f the nerves of motion continue invested in a newly depo
sited mass of nervous matter, while the mind anxiously desires
and essays in vain to move the limbs—this is nightm are.' If
these nerves are extricated from their trammels, and thosfe desires and efforts of the mind still continue—if they command
and the nerves obey—this is sohmambnlism. But these dreams,
whether ordinary and natural, or attended'with the'horrors of
nightmare or the perils of somnambulism, vanish as our senses
admit the impressions of the external world. ' W e are then
awake ; but wnile thus awake, if the nerves of motion are still
asleep—if their trammels still continue upon them—this is the
daymare, so feelingly described by M r Macnish. I f through
any idiosyncrasy the process of assimilation were never suffi
ciently considerable to paralyze, by the mass of new particles,
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the b w n land.W«v^jpf,sCTiewrt«.wdiy?<iHil\VjPJi^ ejgpt, as one
thatfunw 4ept,. even* tbohghjWsiAW^OWW^eW.^wW .obtain
in avtje, cfegfee, those, bktewgs .Bffrjpb, ap ^ e.p ecu jjap ,cppcpmitantftpfisie^, ,ft
,qf^opriihpiieni |«fpd
vigow6.il lf„ithw»^bi W b isp p ^ tei^ Q W iW W ^ ^ ^ wP???1 #
newi.pattiol^: afepMW,,^#):«» firtfWwJwnftftPt.wW JW fsW i i f *?
contHn4«4hftiparaJysi6,bqyflo<J,^be .H«i4^i|4 JMt^iral jpenw of
slubber, [this Hfttetirmdd ^ w s e n t,
aqd ftibeftto.n^sterio«8i
qf .prfiiryotaii fkep^>#pm?ticfiefi, te^ijanating
even^o,death, j »
f t .9^
M r Mawu^ht., Thffte- .tiwq, oppositejdjqpyoci?w^s seem,?? arise
from, opposite djgflasqa-df the ^e^w^ing ,yps3dft,9t .tbe.npaa, one
promoting d9^pess„«i4,thfl fltfrfir i f l j u a l . d e g f e p prevent
ing,, the effusion of, thu^ne,quantity, 9? nervoqs piat^er requi
site forjtheifceaUhyianff mgpo9«te.«tatp.pf ^.tnerypgs ¿ysfem.
i f lit.sbqvW be,asked,'How,^gi tbe,sant^ owae operate in dtfferentijWttya?; How ^atlrthe •,s$timdatiBg prwpsp atjqhe, time
cai»fi,e^e^>ie«ij3ttanofber n«i|1cegse.^tii „Ifaer.fian.tt, though
unnemiftma-in .atatixitiy» a t, ¿me,, time. paralyze jthe bpuq and
nerves,, and. a t tanqther..ttathw eitliyap, apd-invigprate them ?—
ThesequestMWp afle, difftewHy epd ,tbe more difficult because in
the material >atorW WiWmrffqd BO ot^t..TvbeBeWtb tq compare
and illustrate/the^ph^ppinffnaiof mtpd.. ¡.The,element.??
must,auflatacin,,the present ocqawtn», where no better ligament
of an«l«gy,'betwsen, tbinga.sp. diff<*<mk < m be h a d :
. .
i

\-

l<. *1•** c ffy trltiif ^ e irtf s j'V fe n tls 'e s tla g n f td r ig n is ; '

'/ * ' Lertfis«lit'ftaitttifls,gfaúdioraurañseat.v

*

If a ffce, hUtns,cleapiy, ¿rightly,, and fiercely,, still it reauixes á
constant (Supply.pf fMel to *eep q p its intensity, aqd replace the
solid, .noticies, expended ip
Á small quantity fre
quently added? QQfar froip paralysing, increases the activity of
the fire ;,vbut wH^n ¿hat activity is exhausted, when the very
energy iof, the flaipes, like the exertion of a powerful mind, .ha?
wasted away tb,e substance "on which it fed, and these flames
sink qi^ehled» ip d toe fire}« diminished and dull, if you heap
over, it|ft ^ v y JW S.pf fuel» the .flakes, axe smothered, the ac
tivity, .ceases, the element sleeps, Hours aré. required to extend
the vivifying, influence to the new p a tte r ; at length the in
creasing .w^rnitfi .pervades the whole mas?,’ the assimilátíotl is
complete, and the smallest incitement stirs up again* all'the
energies p£ the ¿urnac^. * I f too little aliment be supplied to
the j^ W n g ma$p,rit wi|l ^urj} out, tike an over-worked brain
in similar, circumstances; jyhile too great a eight of ftiel cast
on the exhausted hearth overwhelms the expiring embers, and
the result is the slumber of death, not of sleep.
A. C.
1)ub i.i X) 1834.
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CASTSi ç . F T F ^ M
,
?

S f ^ i l P . m f l v ^ W î W i W F -Sfi W W f f f . t i -ij.it n o ,
i ! " ;. Vu, J u n i ; i // / »ilî <i; lit il ii >flj to

^j : ft* > l u ' ) b i.I j i ! ;

I n iSeptemoerrl883, Ithéiial^veimènlionedî casts Ifwqre loans*
mitted by M r Schwartz to Edinburgh ; but they ¿»eré^cdbmU
panied by no ini<*nf^|Uoft aa itOi the tiaowb acd chafaractersldf the
individual*. Xbej'boxj barông Jbech/ âe&vprddd lo< >Af il<jltabavt«
Co*, Conseruatol? o f t b e iÎh'tedola^ical iScîçiety’siiMusfeunvbé
immefUatelywroteU^Mr SdhWartz m. *h«i Jotyowingcteraœ :d -,t

‘ i* i

-«

'MJ .LM>

II

1

*

. . . .

particulars rQgafdiiig ^ (^pc^tions ;md history o f tHp
.
duals,who^se'Reacts, the cast§ represent ;p This will add very

niucti lo their y

A

aI P

*?t

Laplanders, and % s^uH
pf-a, c n p i^ l: T^e % i r a ex
hibit a lymphatiq^mpframertf,,apd ^he(ip&vippa|s^em tp(lmyp,

quarrelsome, vain, unprincipled, coarse, snallow-minded ch^r^erj

ter\.

t y ^ e .b ^ v e r y

restless and troublesome. I snail be, anxious tç> ¡receive an, ae-j
count of him. . IJjs oply goo4 ¡qqjtlily is affection for ^children,
and also, though in a less denrée,' foi* friends. He would be
tyrannical, proud, intractable, .andq^rbe^ripg ; wjthout,philan
thropy, profundity of intel^ect. or poetical, ‘oij musical ^alpnjt^
Be so kind a£ tp say ^hét^er tnes!^ inferences from the c^$t;$p£
correct.
/trc. tu ,1. »,

To this fetter lilr Schwartz fretiirped !aqt answer,
September 1833, 9 f which tfye f o l i c ? t r ^ p s i a t i o p

‘ *A

* Sib , T h e c ae te ^ ie h lbaddart the hdnouriof foi^ardidgito’
you fortbe PhrenolcmpaVSocietyjdfEditdxirghv a r^ in th e ljrtt
placet, of the heids of tigojXarikDders^~<a>ikul of L&yeapsTaiMi a>
girl;of £8. Ojj ¡the. ctyt 6f tnelatter- JwilL^q ©bsdrvfed ^he mark
of a/foatbcr,.lwhiohj wasi :put 1into) iher>rraopth ibecause, she was
enrhumte*., Thef werercdnriuf^.aii^ libavelcendnim ned that
the boy resembled his mother, and the girl her father. Of their
characters I have been unable to obtain any account; and I
can say nothing myself, except that the girl appeared to be very
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rational in her conduct, but the young man had less judgment.
Both, in perfect accordance with, the configuration of their
heads, were very reserved in tneixmahner (tres retains dans
leur manière (¡fire}* and doubtless partook of the general charactfei(
1LaiJIandeW/ "wWcft \is
1' T hatf KdriMy
tinie' io’tdke tfte ckkts Ì1
drev^ously,
oraW to1VeiidcV the
configuration o f thè Kehds tffori/ viii me, '¿1 àclè both the gìrl1and
the lad cut off as much of their hair as they would part with. It
was o f equal ?length erottoci 1 th# -head bf fU(^ lafteiyiafcjworn tby
the ¡Laptandef&ib ?nd lig/.'jd.rih.f *>i
u f m:
MT h e third;dasbis thatiof alcritmnahwihoidièdr in on^ bf rhq
prisimb of Btookhblnvabd whoéè body Was,« at ceriding tbcbstbwr,
disseeted atfdhe Surgical iScbdo^frttm which' thdisktifiwds,lent
me bygone)bf th e jmfeasom in -1804: ^Thdse’ar^alf the* parti
cular^ with which T a m a c q u a i n t e d . I h a v e p r e s e r v e d t h e c a s t
on a rc c m m t ¿ f i t s c ( i n f o r m a t i o n , w h i c h is t h e m o s t u n f a v o u r a b l e
th a tt h a v e e v e r s e e n o f a h u m a n h e a d b e l o n g i n g t o a c i v i l i z e d
country h i t h e n o r t h o f E u r o p e ; a n d it i s in t h i s v i e w t h a t I
thought it w o r t h y o f a p l a c e i n t h e S o c i e t y ’s c o l l e c t i o n .
u I ¿ h a ll u n d e r ta k e in a fe w d a y s a v o y a g e o f b r i e f d u r a t i o n
to L o n d o n , a n d re g re t m u c h th a t th e a d v a n c e d s ta g e o f tb e s e a s o n w ill n o t p e r m i t m o t o v i s i t E d i n b u r g h l i k e w i s e , t o i n s p e c t
t h e ’c o l l e c t i o n o f t h e p h r e n o l o g i c a l S o c i e t y , a n d b e c q t r i e a c q u a i n t 
e d w ith M r C o m b e . H is m o r a l w o r k , '* T h e C o n s titu tio n o f
M a i l , 1 is n o r i t r a n s l a t e d i n t o S w c d ^ l i , a n d w ill h e p r i n t e d o n m y
r e tu r n , u n d e r th e title o f 4 T h e D o c tr in e o f H a p p in e s s o n
E arth;....
; J
;;
“ A f c c e p t / S i r l , t h e is s i i ^ a n l p ^ p P £ h e c o n s i d e r a t i o n w i t h w h i c h
I h a v e t h e H o n o u r t o b e ,* 1 & c . 4 1
1
"
•
'f-‘
'
'
V
"
"
'
'
"
|
'
/
S
i
g
^
j
7
'
'
*
‘(
*,•:<>// * {
rii0
I) > «I i\S . i*i*!*S C H W A K T 2 ”

We bave looked' i n i p M alte-^ruifs tjn iversa l Geography
for l*‘ihè genera} character* of t^e Laplanders,^ to which Mr
Schwartz refers ; and have been gratified by ¡finding a strik
ing description of the manifestations of very powerful Secretive
ness. . jThat organ is very large, not only in tjie two heads noticed above, but also in the skull 6f another Swedish Laplander,
a cast of which Vas presented by Mr Schwartz to the Society
in 1683*... The entire biterdl regions, indeed, sore very much de
veloped. hxaU thei tkrtei; indicating Acquisitiveness, Destruc
tiveness, and Gautootisnese, to be-also large *. Hence the whole
resent ai globular appearaneej. .T ne kLapianders, says Malte!run, * are a t dice .passionate and tiipid;' their choice may be
easily excited, but their feat prompts them to dissemble or sup• •• • •
•• ■ . • ’ 1 ■• : f r

P

* T he two heads are B usts 161 and 162 in the Museum; the Lapland
skull is No. 184 of N ational S ku lls ; and that of the criminal is Skull No. 27.
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press, it.. ...Ey^ry stf^ngefiis.ppn^er^i if,# «¡py> # q w p fe jf? t(is
to dUfioy^theiryW^aliJi,
J)PftY¥* u n p o ^ p w .
Paper n j ^ y wasi^ «ttemp^iijdjiiqw/;. sw xefib
an#®#* dKWJi
gpJd W FiS'W K .p
tbq,c*j/U«!8.p£ rP9kftvi«i<iforg9t. ^a?etjnafl^ tq-teU tjppffifih^dj^n
w h e fp » ^ ffe 3 l^ ;^ i# l?p flsii^ ,7/
raiafifPflE^W*1
with great avarice and selfishness
W W yfi
alwaysit|i994q^lw^,rtip,purfih^r«;W^ .thejfiqnippg^Ujqpian is
often the.dwpfl.-pf ih p ^ a F J ftw a ^ n iV p lv V i^ P r i^ ^ / ii^ r u i^
tivenpss .r^nders .thPffi ip^fiopafo,
^ ip iiA W ^ W r
tiveness pyaririPM?» #n4< ^ewe^y,pppss)snspiqim and d^sfcrpJjJiijg.
-j; H tr]\

/ ;J'>
■'

i .1; ,u(1ri y; i ’

1#•).;( i .» i l i I f 11i ^ Ii i
>1i 11i *. •: i *• -i f • :•

»! *.»• f 1‘.' .Ofi-ii ( ,*(j
i * i i;i(|l!ntil«r. u.

¡:j-. . .>n<j Mr.ciii ^iiii'fiJn«.:.) ] *■*»■ ■ :v. ?.•
R E M A R K S ON IN H A B IT IV E N E S S A N D

<j ,’.’'n >;;«

to V)ll. m w m

it

i>jI ;r.*I i^f !i. *k,
■>>
i1
i:1:>*)*
>>tu
tu
,

- ,r

J h» ,^ w,pb^erv%tjpq?,ppw, toj)t>e oflerf^ PP.'t^ ^ n f ^ n of
theoTgaq.JSlp, ittrr^ n S M L m ^ o d u p e im .th e .sftapepfja Cffin:----- - ¡w ¡a,
i. -----a djeypted ;^ 0 p s - < — ♦ ^
~ t:iflentary:
srctiah.
W,fJlR

.to

objections.
tfle Wiws. q©1*1 ;of. :l>.r ,.Spprzheim .aiyi. of, ])flr
Com^e.' ^ tne^ two p W p o lp i^ ^ fw 'ie left, this, fapultyj(oi>eB
for c p p ^ e ra ^ p , .ppd,^a? the D^sf .xpode.of arriving, at, truth ¿s
to ljs^n to t^ ^ u g g ^ o n s qf every hottest, ipquijer,, we sptypin
all .that .ftir 'p^m^ays, on ‘the, subject , ; (
, tiJ jv t ,.
“ /th e fpncjtipp. a ^ ib e d to this faculty by. P r § p i^ h eW> »
the p ropqisjty,ty;b}h^ ita parfoular place., H e grpqqds the
existence of. trie propensity upori thc assumptionfhat u^tp^e in
tended every region should be inhabited, and has, therqifor^i be
stowed upop all. her anjrpated .prod^Jctiops an mhabitiyepropen

sity.

., ,

_ t,

;‘

.

u The objection that occurs to me goes to the existence of a
faculty possessing this kind of function. The origihai inten
tion qf.nature , that different climates should b e ;pp}&bifm by
different animals, and that, in this manner, every region, ^hoqlfl
be peopled, is clearly indicated by the fact that sh4, nas adapted
the, pnysical constitution and capacities o f t h e . a n i d ^ , ^ , . ^
clipra^she intends it to inhabit. The same,g iW systepjpf
adaptation, tbat.fits man to be a tenant of tHis w t h ; .fits thc yarious races of animals tq jinhabitj the yarjed ctitqa(es^ wb^re we
actually find them. The aispoation tp ‘inhabit^, therefore, is a
general apd not a particular result* lt A faculty possessing this
specific function, for the purpose of being a faculty, must be
independent. If, in the exercise of that independence, it should
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sèl&t'Si'fcHttt&'é tWHfrMiR ifh¥*lÄtfiSfl«itiÖBil»ri» ¿ d u t i e s ’öf;the
aViîrilàr hrë ddähtW“ lîtÿ
'Bë1ÔS^leèfe ; 1’bëeaUSe1the
affittlkl1‘[Wis^sfe's îHïJ ôriginïil”t^riârk(‘ÿ,tÔ’sifcli''¿electföti.' ' I f it
sHotïra'&tféBt bbe* tO',Whieh'lttfër|ÿrti#i'â11i^ '0d<,'Âdat)ted, it» éfîtértfaréè» Fhh&’m fe é ^ 'l'^ tfc s tb to 'ii ratüHÿ that at
W W W i i t l èü6aî'fetfti,1at
'héfèr twuld
'] r'\>
m
... „
.
, .
¿tifl'iàéériôèf'W i‘t''tfWfüHttiôn 6F'Wfae&itiéftittk dHd" Continuing
thé’é k ë r f
t w e ^ ^ ù t e r 1Wbjetit y (* rather, perhaps, of holding up the object itself as the only sub
ject of coniempTätTöh^ äf the “same time excluding“äfrothers from
interference. They observe that; some individuals are much
more abstracted than othbrs/ and* pdl&ss, to a great extent, the
power of concentrating and continuing upon one obiect their inThere are objections <o*ttf&‘te£}stenceof a faculty possessing
the function here ascribed to it.
* 4VT*Nèl1fuhctiôfts W ' trié ^eVéfa j^ cifftfei àtë'l'riothW' ' more
tharf ïh^ft* ’^¿yCrärtriö'des d f’¡àiiHoh^'kbïfeëquént uporl ’the rélatÎorik dièitiig* b e ^ ^ r i
thé Objects' tipdn Whifch 'thëÿ are
¿éKtlhèdl'tb att*, ând bëactéH^iipôB. ‘Tftesè Ÿëlâtfcrré havè ' the
f6bcei,ànaJtflW^ii f :pâtUràVlaWs.‘,î‘1?oydlBi<v me existence of a
ftdultV, ihé fiitlétlort âf^hiéh -iy'dF^.* sUdèi'Vi^ôr'y: cWatracter', ànd
thé 'd’mcé'bf’tytiîcti \k to1côihtiîn^, ëohëén Irate/ àtfdëôritfHue the
abtiBri'of7t h ^ H » r i t Jftc iffib y,VheifI^àtW è,'hi«|hItëady'Esta
blished the relations betweèfrtliëin'à^d’théiV'bhibèWj Vbuïd^eem
to bié ndthïAg jfùoré in ëfféët, tlMri}Yd
m ai ‘riatütë made
à ôeéorid'protfffon fttf lh ^ jiti^öW (ff^comnàllnur and’ thüs rendériite iffi^tBrÿ ïhèW st; dtftd sæte ber crédit by its efflcièncy,
st/ppoéing'thenrst'shouldfeôli*1' /4i 1

........" ‘-Z1 vl

" ''

‘
Tf ôrië ,JfàièÜRÿ 16f'4hiHd ^rfedbmintiteis; ‘itÿ ktittfuhià' w ll
arouse, and in sgme measure direct, the energies of other facul
t é , tbe ^ecdlrà^^hèri’ôf Vhôfe^f^ôdods' câi assist'it ht its inVë^ii^âtîot^,ÎMI f uiis ¿titritiltos be whât i£ ttteant by thé function
df ihiÎ fàcültÿ; it croufd tlUt/dëfhaüàj'be ‘dëemçd objectionable.
Éftit wé' are'prècldded’from'mixing thte supposition, fof the rea6dh»that"lf*if Were,, this1fhctihy Would be dependent iiboti the
a fecultyj'tf fluff! fs defined tô b è àtt independent power.
u Bétwéefl othér facdltiés ¿ntt exterriàl bbÿédts, rëlatfôris esist,
and consequent upbÜ tftofeè rëîatibns âté the dperatibUs ôf their
functions. But hete illationti càti vnlti 'èùtàsi bétween this and
other faculties, not external objects. W hat these relations are.
I am unable to perceive, unless they consist in the stimulus f
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a predominating*
th isin to ' ac
tio n
^fl tbtsbtbiitheir) nature^ thb fonrtiofeikselfjliudefariy
depcnd^-lcm ,ith«\^iniihi^)JKiiflpithekeibi®4 novfaatfeyiiaprftUJ
Sdpposc|iihbtfafaifllU^B](iiBo^bs»iaBd(pii ib o n d iim te ^ e ^ h > in A
head sin \whicfi e'Be^ucrthetfiorJj*n teas afcmUy/neli dfimtldpadj
and^cans^uBody^e^diypfeheqfpniihyrpo^Bsfedfbf oqii»lidtf€37^th^
could!
iikiifanjfcb©^/fflrcTinKtfl»csB,<^^
n i f literiketiuri
wevDt 6bddkntiita{qtiniiialu^iit(UaaclyMiniiu«ij naf*nbqcaqse Juerd
there is none. .iWideperifldbcb fnuskjpijebliiddtito ftynt>rculjHg*
aod»iudder)1thiv£tRtbb^)thidgBy'Jba^ da tm 0iisbto>it&iinrfAskiii, a
lo ftlin tbe^ahbipfiahuani^^^fnnrdhiB^difi^w ndA lofijiii s| k«Wj
if“ ButdCno depehdenod exists itfli a t turn 1mvwtifheio’fl do
tratfy nritaria v ahdlfoia& itnary poi^jtojceeroqqw oior raore/ifH
eulties; to combine)/arid oonaeiijt^beydndccQfliidnueAheiqfjenevgpesy
I should itegdrd as/aniii^ovatbnupswdx»ting(f ebrtiobsiiJWfd b€hde
douta the (propriety jgv nflaesptyiof! ifci//setovioesj ?Ndfi jtoitinge
that 'the posdesshi&Qfiilihblarbiutin^ po^rear^Rflntfi jtsoririfriptek
leotual, and) >tfr.eifcfcitey: qato%ubaptiblp)i6f^
ng>^enlightened,
would be\of dangerads tendency^ ^ it be\UrgedjthMtthejftine^
tion of. the>faotalty i$ \r a th e r W o n tijp u d O b je c t>as>djoisingie
subject>of.ooDteihpktiaO['£Bur tH e^'teulties^toitko taduskm <f£
eveiiy otheri; rt m ay;!» answeredy^liatithe samei loni^naliipatoer
th a t is.competenttfo appoehend\ar4euu> tupori tthejbbgdat, ib>also
c o m p e te n t» jre ta m k ia s the><swbject icf fOootemplaj^n; tQF all
th& purposes <f(»n<yhich k* was apprehended j / ..l j>) Lui/jil >tm
«. ^ I have thus gi/rea toy ¿vjciva>isdiiiewha]ti aiJargeftn (relation
to tbe alleged functions.d f this ifaiultyu i<i-L ((»riskier *ithiL iwhole
as open to fuluredntrjeAtigathiiiL >Anu Appeal non ail ^des/is/rnade
to &Gty fort the . phnenologist js /ever naore iolicitoysitci havsilhe
truth established, than Jik ¡own'particuiar viewa.^H-JB. i89^S6."

The objection hero O ig ^ ^ g a w M !? ^ yiews pf D r Spurzheim, appears to* us .of no force whatever, and indeed is fully an
swered by D r Spurzheixty himself in his work. entitjed “ ,Ptyrer
nology. *Jt is true that the jropstitutiQn and capacities'of ani
mals are adapted to the circumstanqes iq which they ljyej but,
as observation she\ys> it is equally true, that there, js a special
instinct directing them to choose ,the situations to which t^heir
constitutions are adapted. Thi^is a blind instinct, and is Followed
before any opportunity has been enjoyed by the animal of ascer
taining what place is most suitable for its, abode!. Nor is spick
an instinct superfluous; for tjhe. understanding js in many apimals insufficient to serve as a guic|e.—and even where the casei^
otherwise, half a lifetipie. might be spent belojre discovering
the appropriate habitation. Moreover, without supposing the
exit*»*™ of such an instinct, it is. impossible to explain, why
'milar constitutions—different varieties of the same
ance—often choose to live in dissimilar localities.
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S* fttoRs 'lU t fciwtcr aniiriah!ár$ ccmo»aed 1rttó-efo««,1w* bhre mo
dbubtofi thbekisteofciiiof xh'tífhxuhy ceotbndédfdr by DH Sporzhién^fán/ tHKrtéver pandt\ai>'the Ibraio ¿hi ongam hiaf be Bihaatpd.
A * t(J J$*r>pbs9d«ichir©fi a)-péealiart fijcuk)! nof this desciri pfcioji iby
tbeqhtorrubi ifaee,vtoBwre -sot without «bnipies? fbr attadiM ent
td ithejptabe frhich^i'peqseri happens« lot have/been born* of to
taráfeilivéd ifor rriányt ;yefeurs,. isv ¡á aicm >viewy «ásendally different
front a 'propdmhyf td icAoo.yf1m l ábode* ándappe&r&itot fall natu
rally enough withhiiMw sphere ofcAdhespviene&fc. >>i •
<> Jito-D ea^ obioetions) to Mr Combefe opinion arej for the most
parti^ puhffl^>metapbyHÍcdlpíand'íajpjjiynwitih' dquál forcé to 'the
or^an of> Btormhefespwhose function is beyohd tfié reach oft contrbversyi mío appears to tu v h w ayer* 'that-MhCombe has laid
hhn^etfiopenitoisofneofrthe cdii^cttocio bf M r Dean* and also
ofiDd SfwrzhehriybyaSciHbiwgíto^he orgnntwo fadicaily’differeaü'furicCi&rfs, onei of^wbkdl he .passes over in a v^ry curtory
vtaVj'Without iHhfetrafling if fatty dsj heidoés the ethers ^ Concbotrrtrivebess^ says^heJ ^ iípT^ o^o«^ zqith'thc fe e lin g s ds^well
as ’the ibtelldcty m d'pebhrtgs emotídmP -Nowvto'ptolotig emo¿tb/tsisjilst <tat pwdbngf the 'period,o f activity o f the fe e lin g s; an
ópenMiott 'of GbncOntratitawefes by nd meand jftheisamC' ittk ih d
with ^hht'Rdrioh iris said'toJpebform in; relatioo to th e >intellect,
nainelyfith^Uetehtioniof partioulkr* ¡deas\n chennind^the festéhinjrbf' the ctttoütioii 6n fcpfoticular^biectof'thought. ¡¡An
intellectual faculty fbi^httharVfe its activityÍ prolonged<t o ,any
extonty and yefrbfe altnttie while engaged withes quick svccéssion
of sira^glingiodiuncbnuected ideat; Inrealttyy therefore, Concéntratíverless [ieems to jnflunhce the iniglleotualPeraltaos afapne;
attention béingam bdeof activity peculiar‘t o them / Its function,
we<ii6BCdive*,
w th e <wbrdsrof| Gowper^ ij 1*
'
'»'■i' u 1 ^ To arr^st tfié fleeting
t^a*t 01t'
nr. /;' •;1 ,k The tnltYér.^f'the mmdr a»d liold thefi* ñiBt.9*

1

But though unable tu b«e how Co^etihátivériess <!pn prolong
emotions by acting " along iol(h the feelírigá,’v(we have no dif
f i c u l t y in ULuicrstimiling t h a t this result* may Indirectly fLovt
f r o m i t . I t ’ A c f j L L i s i t i v e n e s s b e grieved W lo ss of fortune, the
g r i e f will, i n all p r o b a b i l i t y , b e more epefu ring where Concen
trad venes* is large, l i j a n where it is small.! The idea, circum&fance,or'Jaci, p i I f ié p e c í m i a r y misfortune, will be maintained
by Concentra ti Vcne& beiore the nririd ; the attention will be rivet
e d u p o n it; arid t h u s , through ¿fie medium o f the intellectual
fácuUÍc$s wifi ''Acquisitiveness' oe affected arid Kept in a state of
eNciu-mi nt, ín olhé? words, w-e are far moré dpt to grieve when
thinking of a misfortune than when thé/ihougpts are employed
on á totally differeri t s ubjeyt,^ ‘
\
’*
It would be diificult to ffnd a better illustration of what we
conceive to be the true influence of Conccntrativeness '
intellectual faculties, than a case of its morbid impairr
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lated by Sir A. Criehtob, in hisiWork on* Mental1Derangement,
voi. ii p. 281», } 'iPhe pattern v(attendèd^ b y D r i^tcaim ^ind Sir
Alexahd^r bjm àelf)\tas/ a tydi^n«adfeinaii|qfc kege tortone,
who, tiU thè age qf ttwèài^obe-u4and<be ^dews)iboytfeaeaa«.to
have been much tbore-ati ^he t ^ ^ o f d e ^ rito g i irà .oai&u^had
enjoyed? ¿'tol$wb4e>shknei of» tóàtoh^thoaglr cf ^delicate fidine.
His absenbe o f mindjwaisi ektréttrer, jutdihem buliks^^ilinte «ni»
lirjgly sit fora'wholè'day wit^odt niowin^ir yBtiho whsJmiiiQ)«^
gree toefehohdly^ijntd itw^itesytto'difecireH by>hiscodfttenàiira}
that a multiplicity o f thoughtsuzeer^wnM aktiy sétcndàtffiùmth
other in his mind, many of which were gay and cheerful ; for
he would laugh heartily at-times» not with an un meaning-coun
tenance, but evidently from internal merriment.. H e was occa
sionally so strangely iitót&nilvtpiBait^Awhen pushed by some
want which he wished to express, if he had begun a sentence,
he would suddenly >st&psftbrt after géiHbgth'alf'. tèliy/thìràugfi^t,
as theuffi h& kadfbrgoiim zbhat'elsehcihadtoisayt i iYefy'when
his attention Wt» ^uóed dnd>bè%a9?ifiddced 4b spealC, he always
expressed himsèlf hv ^oéd léhèuà^^ ahdi w^th-mubh/p^optvrty ;
and*if a questioni wer# prdposèd ^to bim ^hich ireqQired thd ex^
ercise of j u d g m e n t , iitctfu& l Ite iiiùdeto1atténd <fo'4ti he
judged correctly. ^It was with, difficulty he could be made to
take any èkéròisè ^bdt'KeAVa^df'lte^th pfèVdiléd tìpòn tò drive
his carriòle, 1 in"WhÌéh1S iti,Ailètaritìtr atrtitoèS àbcùifrprfitièd him.
At fifdt' he èoùld to tfbe induced *tòJgo feéyòhd fedf a 1tofre^' bùt,
in succeeding àttétrfffts^jhé cófrstótèd tò^gò'fhWHéfri'I Hé drt*tè
steadiIjyHnd, whièh aljput
’àfrriage^took*paink àVòiki
it ; bùt Whèji 'aft ià ^ ‘ hlè bèèrime faiiifflia^èd Wfth 'this'éke^éiéle;
he would often filli ìàto dé9ùìtofcy
(WàhdéHng4Hòb^ht^;‘ànif
allow* the réin$fto hang lòo&eirr ‘hte hànds. j’*H ìsidèù# éèentéd tó
be jò r evèr \jaVyìny: Wlìén 'à b y b n è Cahiè acibsàrh!is frittili,
which excited angeli]thte{Hòrses kute^reA fBt* U ' but thè Spirit
they exhibited atsuchain 'imtfàitól énA (inkitìfl ÌreAttoétk^mAttè
hinì sóòn tfesHt^'and 1rc-fekdtedIIhls aìtèrltiitt to his òtorfifeafièt|y>.
As soon as they were quieted, he would relapse into un^&ltìd
though tT'iF His ‘idéttg ‘irrito lnelittichdly^ tHé ^borkrié’Ktetof aHrivVed
to wSk'sluw i':if Vhfy‘Write1'gby tìWd JèhrièHftif,1 they write gehèrally enfcouraged *
t o
n rii: *
>'
• *)
*
Here the intellect fcèètos tò^hàVi ^beeti' perffeètly^ilrid, And
capable òf judgment'Jàttd‘thófrghtTf bht, ¿t}pateMiy*frrito’'àbtìte
derangement o f ’CoiWèftti^yitoésS^thé’kubjecfs thòtìght'òfr'tfrtderwent k prirpefctml diànge .1‘ '’thè'càsé toséifrbléfc1closely' thkt of
D r John Walker, noticed in our 8 th volume, p. 400.!I t *wòili# Ap
pear that although atteritiòìHk Undoubtedly a ifròde bi? 'activity
of the intellect] y e t Cóttòerìtriatitefress ik Essentially néce&ary to %
keep the intellectual fa ctd tièi bt thèir* dilty in this sort bf ’em
ployment I f this view Ile ¿òutid; inability to fasten the’atten
tion upon a subject of thought may arise either from deficiency
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of intellect, which attends, or from weakness of Concentrativi
mm^ wskichi endilea 4h*\ intellect tv attend- And may not this
m w fifa giyirrt àpparendy contradictory observations oil phrenolggi^*)Jbyoab«wifag dial the thoughts may sometimes be^apt
toriraodon, ewfeix>thòugh Concentrativeness is full ? >
rTfcte'ibregding UnCs. are from the pen of a correspondent, who
m ja AntTthaj^ateethrown out with:diffidence, and ratheriin the
MparthatAbeyitniiy aid in,.leading to a correct -analysis of the
(awkyyahan udder the belief that they are entitled to be placed
àroahopibDve the tank of conjectures
Ï’» MV . V ; ... .

. *jIi’j I1l j" '' i' i*;1■-'
O H m W U K 'P H R E N O L O G Y ; o a Tire T eachings

of t h e

N ew T es -

- T jaaK T " RESPECTI TO THE ANIMAL, MORAL, AND INTELLECTUAL N a- /T V teE p r I& ax . Three Lectures deUfored in the Thistle H all, Dundee,
• oW'SvBKbiJP Jan*2#., Feb- .1. ami 8., 1835. B y H en ry C larke , M inister
. / o f . the ¡Congregation. Dumdee s SqU by tlve. Booksellers; also b y John
. i A n d en on Jan ., Edinburgh, and K, H unter, London. 8vo, pp. 48.

'

: r . ;'
X hk relation between Christianity and Phrenology appears
to ps tp be the following.. The communications of the Bible
may be divided into two great classes ; the one relating to matters
which the human intellect could never, by its own powers, have
discovered ; and. the other consisting of descriptions of beings
which exist, ip this world, and of rules of duty to be observed
by .those beings,—which rules and beings appear to be subjected
to fho examination of every ordinary understanding. To the
fçnper class belong the character and offices of Jesus Christ,
an4 >the state of man after death; and in the latter are compre
hended human nature, such as it now exists, and all moral and
: ’■
1 ities which bear relation to human happiness in this
T he Calvinist, Arminian, and Unitarian, entertain views
widely different regarding the character and offices of Jesus
Christ. On such subjects Phrenology can throw no light what
ever, and therefore it would be unphilosophical to mix up a dis
cussion of the one with a treatise on the other;—and this obser
vation is equally applicable to every announcement contained in
the Bible regarding matters which arc not permanent portions of
ordinary nature.
The, Bible* however, contains numerous descriptions of hu
man nature, an d .numerous rules for the guidance of human
conduct; all of which may be compared with the constitution
o f the mind as it is revealed to \is by observation, and with the
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inferences which may be drawn from that constitution concern
ing its most becoming and most advantageous inodes of action.
The result of this comparison appears to us to establish the har
mony between Phrenology and the representations of Scripture
on the points alluded to. But let us come to details»
W e are informed in Matthew's Gospel (xv. 19), that “ out
of the heart" (clearly meaning the mind) “ proceed evil thoughts,
murders, adulteries, fornications, thefts, false witness, blasphe
mies ;" and statements essentially to the same effect are made
in the Enistles of St Paul to the Romans (i. £9~S1), and
to the Galatians (v. 19-21). Now, according to Phrenology,
excessive and irregular action of various faculties produces evil
thoughts;—an abuse of Destructiveness occasions murder; an
abuse of Amativeness gives rise to adulteries and fornications;
an abuse of Acquisitiveness produces thefts; an abuse of Secre
tiveness leads to falsehood; and an abuse of Destructiveness and
Self-Esteem is the origin of blasphemies.
Here, then, is a striking accordance; and the harmooy will
be more fully appreciated if we put the faculties enumerated by
Mr Dugald Stewart to the test of a similar contrast. M r Stew
art’s “ Active and Moral Powers" are the following:
I. A p p e t i t e s —Hunger; T hirst; Appetite of Sex.
II. D e s i r e s —The Desire of Knowledge; of Society; of
Esteem; of Power; of Superiority.*
I I I . A f f e c t i o n s — Parental and Filial Affection; Affections
of Kindred; Love—Friendship; Patriotism; Universal Bene
volence ; Gratitude—Piety.
Malevolent Affection*.—“ The names which are given to these
in common discourse,* say^ M r Stewart, “ are various:—H a
tred ; Jealousy ; Envy ; Revenge; .Misanthropy. But," con
tinues he, “ it may be doubted if there be any principle of this
kind implanted by nature in the mind, excepting the principle
of resentment; the others being grafted on this stock by our er
roneous opinions and criminal habits."
IV. S elf -L ove.
V. T h e M o r a l
VI.

P

r in c ip l e s

F

aculty.

w h ic h

co - o p e r a t e

w it h

our

M

oral

viz. Decency, or
Regard to Character; Sympathy; the Sense of the Ridiculous;
and Taste.
P

o w er s in t h e ir in f l u e n c e

on

conduct;

These faculties, then, joined with intellect, compose the hu
man mind, according to Mr Stewart; and it will be found much
more difficult to account, by means of his single malevolent af-
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4hë' òthet ‘pòwer»
Shàéë ^ ^ t i M é d frtethe

'!

St* lÌiikfV thatci< efcery
tree is knowuJbjf ite own> fru iti fcrfW thbiW'ifléh dòridi ¿àthey
ifiggr/doribf,i^lrambl&baaW gatbèt Jtìtéy 'grtrpe^.1" !,À góod than,
.c^ o fid lé ig o tó iW i^ iiV é W lli^ ^ ^ brittg^t^ ^iTók-th <h*l Which
ìs lg o d d ;^ o d io n W
i
i
i
’bf bfehèkrt,
jfa io g e tb fè rtb nbainwhidh » ‘e
t U
^
o
f
the
Gb«rt(Hfe^tiòb tty spealwdU;11-(liubé v W 4 , t é . ) 1 ‘A ndito& aUheW ’a
.a p ^ w iv ^ y cdu0«ikitbiiM fólfeWerfri {fitriM ^ L è t ^ b i l r ’ìigrit so
bW ieiicA w ecpâijithrà tJh^m yideë^ÿédl*
òi-ks, and giorify
<]PDiinfrmherH(ohiclpis>it^t^vëGUV;affli ¿fgato^** ‘L a m tiotcbm e

w ^fymndkfr

ta icd l thBtrighteoiiìG^bdtJtóifìiiè^^tò rej^tatide'^ illiath v. 16 ;
ìxl>18.)u

>Oi^aehaittlttihe<8âiltÎi<^ B ehbidJlan ilsftu&te indeed,
i*i;whóm/iis»iJDfr
4fy)"l ^Éxpfldinihg thè p ar
rable of the sower, he tranci Hò^lloW i tfg^Wtìréà : “ B u t th at on
Che gaDéigrdusidîaheiahe^t44iiôhv >ib #tt^hèriésraiid good heart,
bdhhii$im nfctheittattfì fcéèpU ,;#ntì ferittjgfbHh fru ii with pàr
tiertce i ^ ^ L o t o Viii^ l& L n Atid> ifrthe^afràblé òfthef lòst stìeej) :
“ I say untq.yeuv th a tu k w is e 'jd y ^ t ó ì ftè In'heftvèiv^over one
sinner that repcnteth, more than over ninety and nine just per*
sons, which need no-repentante
( L u k e tìt. 7 ) O f Zacharias
fjpd hjis^ wife, Eli^dieiJj ,wô ar,e tpld*i thfltj “ they were }jqi\t
righteous before God, walking, in all the commandments and
ordinances of the L o r d , blameless
( L u k e i, Ü .) And the
Àpôatljè^ays “ Follow righteousness, faith, charily, peace,
witKItHëtn that call o n the L o r d .out of a pure heart;11 ( 2 T i m .
ii. 22.) A n d again :
Unto the pure, all things are pUje;’
(Tfttia' i. 15,)
Thus also the ^Psalmist says: “ For thou,
Lòfd, wik blrts the righteous ; With favour wilt thop compass
bimasXvKh a shield
(V. 12.) u (J)n let the wickedness of the
wibkëd Come to an end, but establish the jttstT (vìi. 9.) *4 With
the ineit-ifuJ thou wilt shew thyself merciful, with an upright
m an thoii wilt shew thyself upright : W ith the pure thou wilt
shew thyself p u r e , and with the howard thou wilt shew thyself
fro w ard ;” (xviii. 25, 26.) Finally : “ Mark* the. perfect m an,
and behold the u p rig h t; for the end of ^hat map is peace Ç'
(xxxvii. 6 7 .)—-See also Psalm s i. T, 2 ; xv.‘; xxxii. l l ; xxxiii1 5 ; (^X^vii. l 6 ,,1 7 ; xcvii, l ( ^ 1 2 ; c x ii; cxxviii.
..,Thva,4tvk abundantly/evident, .that while th e .human, mind is
represented. ip Scripture a$ liable. to. commit every species of
wickedness, it is at the same time spoken of as possessing moral
qualities of a pure and exa^ed description}
^ gqod man,11
we are, expressly tolcL u out of* the^ good treasure o f his lieart,
bringeth fopth tnai which is good,11 Now? Phrenplogy shews us
VOL. i x .~ $ o . x u v .
Y
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that although the mind is endowed with strong animal propen
sities, which are, in the majority of individuals, prone to rush
into abuse, yet it has received also Various moral powers,—
Benevolence, Veneration, and Conscientiousness. This system
of philosophy, therefore, in representing human nature as pos
sessing excellent and amiable qualities, is also in harmony* with
Scripture.
In the third place, St Paul, in his Epistle to the Romans,
argUes, that " when the Gentiles, which have not the lair, do
by nature the things contained in the law, thesé, having'not the
law, are a law unto themselves; which shéw the 4wore of the
law written in their hearts^ their conscience also bearing witness,
and their thoughts the meanwhile accusing or else excdsing
one another
(Ron»« ii. 14, 15.) I t will b è 'recollected' that
the two classes of faculties, the propensities and moral :sentiments, do not appear to the understanding to possess the same
excellence and aùthorityv but'that wé are instinctively 'conscious
that the latter classi* ofi a higher order, and Mis faceti iidnsed
by nature to gòveri* the former f f^qd tAatr it’i f fadm* thèi dic
tates of'the moral sentiments that Jour, nàtomi notions of duty
begin. Now this is 'precisely, .out wnd out, thie dóctrine of St
Paul. The Gentiles were enddweri by nature with Berievólence,
Conscientiousness, Veneration, add Intellect ; their intdHeet, on
Comparing the irregular and'excessive manifestations of the ani
mal propensities’with thè dictate* of the moral sentiments, per
ceived tne opposition between them,—and instantly their minds
stood convicted of offending against a law of morality Written
in their hearts.
In the fourth place, we are taught in the Bible that God has
given different talents to different individuals ; to one five ta
lents, to another two, and to another one, and that each shall
be accountable only for that which he hath. (See Matth. xxv.
14-80 ; also Rom. x ii 6 , 7, 8 ; 1 Peter, iv. 10, 11 ; 1 Cor. iv.
7 ; vii. 7.) I t is impossible to look at the cerebral develop
ment, either animal, moral, or intellectual, of any two indivi
duals, and not be convinced that Scripture and Phrenology
precisely coincide in this view of human nature ; and here also,
while Phrenology accords with the Bible, many of the other sys
tems of mental philosophy stand in opposition to it : for not a
few philosophers maintain that all men are created with equal
talents ; and even those who admit a difference, merely state the
fact, and do not point out‘the nature, the causes, or the extent
of the variety apparent in the capacities and dispositions of indi
viduals—which Phrenology makes palpable even to the senses.
Finally, St Paul observes, “ I know that in me (that is, in
my flesh) dwelleth no good thing : for to will is present with
me ; but how to perform that which is good I find not. For
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the good that I woyld, I do n o t; but the evil which I would «not,
that I do. Now* if I do that I would not, it is no move I that
-do‘it* feut sift ’that ditoUethdn me. I in d then a lairth at, *hen
-I wtould do‘goed^etifeis present with
F or i delight in the
Jaw erf1 God ^after the ittwapd rotn. But I »tee another laW)in
my member* Warring ^agakwt the la^^ofm ^rtind*‘aiidbWogn>g
me into captivity to the law of sin* which is in my member»;*
(R om .viL l
And»*gaini ini the*Epistle'to the Gnlfflaans
(v. 17) ?■“ Foe the flesh llisteth against .the spirit, and the.spirit
against the flesh; and these aroeentrary the one io t k othvr ;
«o that ye camiot do*4be things-thatyewotfkLt But if-We felled
by the spirit* ye ate not under th e law: Now, 1thè wurireof/the
•flesh are manifest; which are these r Adultery, fomtclwkriVttQcleanness* lasciviousness* idolatry, Witchcraft* hatred;variance*
emulations* wrath* strife* seditions* heresies, envying a, murders*
drunkenness* revelling*,. and wuch like ; of- the which i tell you
before, as 1 have also told you in time past* that »they which-do
such things «bàli not inherit the; kingdom off God.* -But the
fm it.of <the spirit is love*«joy*.peace* long-suffering, gentleness*
goodness* faflth^ineekneS8*»teih^eianoet .against «neh there is no
law.” « St Paul is here fcpeaking.of hieow » experience as an in'dividual; and his description of >himself isrexflcdy> in ’accordance
with that of one class of .characters with which Phrenology
make us acquaiotecU*namelyy thbse in. whom large organs of
the animal propensities are oomblned with hugeiorgato o f ’the
moral sentiments andean active temperamenti The history of
•St PauPs life shews that he«helongodito this class «Hisorigi-nal conduct in relation to Christianity was
breathing out
threatenings and (slaughter against She disciples of the Lord:9’ he
made havoc of the;church, entering' into every boose* and
hauling men and women; committed them to prison
(Acts,
viii. 3 ; ix. 1.) ‘ A t this period the propensities held the ascen
dency. After his conversion he continued to feel the solicita
tions of those feelings in the manner forcibly described in the
passages just quoted from bis Epistles; but he no longer yielded
to their abuses. The moral sentiments, under the influence bf
altered views, had now assumed the supremacy. I t will be
remarked that be distinctly recognises the action of both sets
of faculties within his own mind: “ I delight,” says he, “ in
the law of Ood* after the inward man ; but I see attather
law in my members warring against the law o f my mind, and
bringing me into captivity to the law of sin*- which is in my
members.” W e are aitare that some divines construe the *“ spi
rit ” mentioned in the verses quoted from the Epistle to the Ga
latians* to mean the Spirit of God, as contradistinguished from
human nature: but it appears to us that such an( interpre
tation is not only unwarranted* but inconsistent with the wends
y

2
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just cited iu italics, where both *( laws ” are spoken of a s equally
inherent in Paul’s nature; and that the Apostles, in Speaking
of “ the spirit ” in opposition to u the flesh,” allude t o th e mo
ral and religious sentiments of the human mind, as c o n tra d is
tinguished from the animal propensities. The works o f die
flesh above described by St Paul, are, without exception, abuses
of one or several of the faculties. He describes also
th e
fruit of the spirit,” which is “ love, joy, peace, long-suffering,
gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, te m p e ra n c e a n d every
one of these, it will be observed, is a legitimate actibn o f the
moral sentiments and intellect. He says, most t r u l y ,' th at
“ against such there is no law.” Certainly none—be£atiae the
moral sentiments are the ruling powers, and their dictate*, Svh^n
enlightened by intellect, are supreme.
Similar views are eloquently expounded by M r Clarke in the
Lectures of which the title is copied at the commencement of
the present article. W e are happy to see Phrenology finding
its way into the pulpit, and cannot entertain a doubt that, were
clergymen in general to call in the aid of physical science and
philosophy to illustrate and support the truths of religion, they
would soon perceive a decided augmentation of the interest ex
cited and instruction communicated by their discourses.
M r Clarke has prefixed to his Lectures a Table of the P h re 
nological Organs, divided into three columns; the first contain
ing toe names and uses of the organs—the second, their abuses
—and the third, the effects of their deficiency. And he adds
the remark, that if the first column be read from top to bok
tom through the whole Table, it will be seen that the uses of
the organs are all good—highly important—absolutely neces
sary : but if the second column be read in the same manner, it
will be perceived that the abuses of the organs produce all the
crimes known among m en; while reading the third column
wholly by itself will show that deficient organs, even those that
may be most awfully misapplied, are by no means to be desired.
The deficiency would not be an improvement........ By looking
at the uses and abuses of Veneration, Hope, and Wonder, it
will be found that they may either evalt to high-toned religion,
or debase to grovelling superstition—belief in prodigies, magic,
ghosts, and all kinds of absurdities; and even Conscientiousness
may, when joined with these in its abused state, aid the delusion
and swell the evils. The abuses of the organs only are sins;
and from these sins the majority of human miseries flow. To
use the organs aright is of course to avoid transgression and to
escape suffering; and this again is to be virtuous and happy.”
In the first lecture, Mr Clarke shews that Christ and his
Apostles teach that man has animal propensities, from which
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chiefly sin has its origin; that these are alluded to as powers in
themselves both necessary and good; that, according to the
Christian Scriptures, they may be kept within the limits of vir
tue and religion ; that man is to be rendered religious, not by
their destruction, but by directing them aright; and that hu
man nature is by no means the mass of unmingled degradation
which it is so frequently represented to be.
“ Both Christianity and Phrenology," says he, “ forbid us to
view man's nature as a mixture of brute and demon. They who
are become half brute half demon are said to be ‘ without natural
affection,' and to be c given up to vile affections.' ( As they did
not like to retain God m their knowledge, God gave them over
to a reprobate mind, to do those things which are not conve
nient ; being filled with all unrighteousness.’ They are ‘ men
of corrupt minds.' They are in an unnatural state. They are
degraded, debased, and 4 gone out of the way.' But while we
may point to them as melancholy proofs of what human beings
may become, we must not point to them as evidences of what
human nature in its essence and constitution is. W e might as
justly adduce Socrates, Newton, and Howard, as proofs that
the nature of every man is wise, and good, and great, as hold
up Nero, King Henry the Eighth, and Judge Jeffreys, as evi«*
dences that the nature of every man is base, cruel, and depraved.
To place the crimes of men to the account of an uncontrollably
sinful nature, is to exculpate them from blame. It is more: it
is asserting that man is unimprovable. It is condemning all
plans and attempts which aim at exalting the human mind. It
is pronouncing all human means unavailing to elevate the human
character. I t is representing a human being as too worthless,
despicable, and vile, to be the object of virtuous affection. Let
man be the loathsome reptile that he is sometimes supposed,
and he is unworthy of regard, undeserving of respect, ana utter
ly destitute of any claims upon the laws of benevolence and
truth. Then, duty to each other men cannot owe. Beings
who were compounded of only brute propensities and demon
hate, worked up to a nature radically and universally depraved,
must invariably act as demon-brutes. But is this the case ?
Are our social, scientific, charitable, and religious institutions,
proofs that we are demon-brutes P Whenever a man sincerely
laments that the human race is nothing but beast and demon,
bis own lament demonstrates that his views are false. He is not
himself a demon-beast; for, if he were, ho such lamentation
could escape him.
“ Does the tiger lament his own fierceness, or the serpent
mourn over his degradation and poison? And as impossible
would it be for man—for any man—to sigh for human nature^
if the nature of every human being were brutified and demon*
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ned. T he gàod m utìr ttg b t'sm r ate p m ihsli iie i i m i ail
sin. Man has itkleed^n.atnmal m ttm v buk he has dsn an in.
tdfectual nature. When thè fohner absorbs the latter-^-wbeo
the mind, or soul, is swallowed'up in -mere sense t b e n truly
mah become* an awftil offender.' Bis» enôrmitiea a n terrible.
H é wbtlld their disgrace thé beaste, and perhaps evenriishonour
demons. But, when die animai p a r t i i man is purified by nunfh
moral æntiinénts and absorbed b y hiftinteHectuidfatuities, then
is it manifest that there is a noble 4 tyirit in n a n , and the inspi
ration of the Almighty giveth him understanding.’ • 4 His deeds
then, are wrought in the love of -God and man.’ 4 H e then
evificeth the same mind which was also an Christ :’ and then he
gives forth evidence that f God hath made him b u ta little lower
than theangds,andhttth^rowtied him with* glory and honour.’”
The second lecture is devoted to the mord sentiments, regard
ing which' the teachmgsof Phrenology and Christianity are thus
compared. 44 The one teaohe6 that them are certain natural
moral sentiments, which are elementary constituents of thehuman
mind ; the other appeals to these sentiments as to things which
actually exist in man. By one it is asserted that, these senti
ments, rightly directed, will lead to the discharge of individual,
relative, and religious duties^ b y the other it is affirmed that
man must employ those powers to do as he would be done unto,—
to serve his God, and to work out his salvation. One system
teaches that human beings are constituted moral agents ; the
other treats them as such. • Every page o f man's history
proves his possession of those moral powers*' Every page of
the New Testament addresses itself to them* Too often have
they been most wofolly neglected, misapplied, enfeebled, and
debased. But was there ever upon earth a people devoid of the
sentiments of right and wrong, honour and dishonour? Did
ever a people exist whò evinced no sentiments of wonder and
veneration towards things stupendous and a power superhaman ?
The religion of the most superstitious is evidence of some natural
powers in man which prompt to the adoration of superior ob
jects; the grossest idolatry must be the effect of some mental
cause. W hat is it? From the animal propensities alone it could
not possibly proceed. W ere man reduced to the condition of
the ourang-outang, he would not then be a worshipper of even
an idol. Paganism, under its most disgusting forms, still points
up to mental powers which in their nature must be good and
noble, and in their designed use most salutary. The worship
pers of Boodh in India, of Foe in China, and of Lamain Thibet,
evince the very same mental sentiments as those which are mani
fested by .the worshippers of the only true God. Only chance
the object of worship and the truth of this position will be da.
monstrated. The inhabitants of India, China, and Thibet,
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might worship the G lpift^'s^Q qd ^iUiwt, imdergoing a change
of nature*; and iHoy^peoplemight exchange an inferieur code^f
moral* and religion for one. that, was better, without exchanging
a «ingle ¡power .of the rpind for some .other”
M r Clarke ima included aiqoqg the moral sentiments Self.
Esteem;. Love of, Approbation, and Cautiousness ;. because» says
he* ” they haye io their use* a decided moral tendency.* Self.
Eafoem.be regarda aa “ the bus* pf all true honour, dignity, and
iqoteLgtetttew,” sodas ” that jsbiqh exalts the mind above mean,
neat, softihty,.i|nd baseness»? W f »Mspect that few of pur readers
will hefeconmmiwithJVir Oaflke; for humility, which is the only
teselti of.deficient iWfnÊafeeiqfc is qeijtfcr inconsistent with “ true
hen^u^,'dignity, aod moral greatness,* ,nor necessarily accom
panied by ^ ,meanness, servility,* and baseness.? When directed
by higher* faculties, Self-Esteem* Love ¡of Approbation» and Cau
tiousness* have doubtless, like, eyeiy.other mental power, “ a
moral* tendency C but still, in themselves^ they .have qo tincture
of.morahty. Indeed,, we, baye long been much inclined to the
opinion that the-received.list o£ “ moral, sentiments? is fgr top
extensive; and that Benevolence, Veneration,and Conscientious
ness^ ate the only affective faculties which exercise, a disinterested
control over the animal powers. So far as we are able to per
ceive, neither Hope, nor Wonder, nor W it, nor Firmness, nor
Imitation* exercises any such control; and even Ideality can
hardly be looked upon as a barrier in the way of «elfish indul
gence, at the expense or to thru annoyance or, disregard of other
men. Every one of the six faculties last named, may be.so har
moniously leagued with the propensities, as to start no objection
whatever to the performance of the most immoral acts.
In the third and concluding lecture, Mr Clarke treats of the
human intellect, and tbe.necessity of cultivating and enlight
ening it before Christianity can be fully realized. “ As thé
intellectual faculties,” says b e , a r e the only media of access to
the moral sentimeaMy and the. moral sentiments are the pnly in
struments by wbioh the animal propensities can be duly restrain
ed and beneficially] directed, virtue, piety, and true religion,
must be in proportion to the strength, activity, and harmonious
co-operation of the intellect and moral powers. I t has been
said, th a tc ignorance is tbe mother of devotion.’ But of what de
votion P Can ignorance produce the devotion of the wrapt-ennobled soul ? . Can it send forth the devotion of Christ ?—No.
The devotion of ignorance is low, grovelling, superstitious; it
is mere fear, tinctured deeply with the dark colouring which the
animal nature has given it. I t is false devotion. That which
is true is ever brightened highly by the glowing tints that the
combined energies of the intellect and moral powers have im
pressed upon it. There is no beauty in the devotion which is
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the offspring of ignorance; its parentage, is, bpte;. ^ im ie .is .o T
but little worth; too often has it proved .worse than wurthjqsfu
I t has led men to fanaticism and persecutioiwto the.cQwpus^iqp
of the most atrocious crimes, and the infliction .upon th e m s e lf
and others of the direst miseries* I t hasgjven thc.ognfte reijg j^
to that which was positive madness^ But such insanity
produced by hearing the Wprd and. understanding.i t , ;apd jre-i
ceiving the good seed into the good ground of thq quad*. Thirty*
sixty, or a hundred fold of bigotry, .anger* wrath, and lUMligfe
are the very counterpart of those fruits qf love, and jqy* qfld
peaces Uiat the religion of Jesus ,is deigned to prodMGftj.raqd*
• by their fruits shall ye knpw them«’ ‘ I f a man have not tbfr;
spirit of Christ, he is none of his.'. But, to know what that spirit
was, requires the exercise of both the perceiving and re fle c t^
powers. The fundamental command, ‘ Learn of we,\cqw>c4
be obeyed Without a vigorous use of the intellectual faculties^
but, the more carefully these are trained, and the more <|i$pdi*t
ously the moral sentiments are at the same time cultivated, the
higher must the individual ascend.in excellence, true- reljgityfo
afad positive enjoyment,71
These lectures evince in their author a refined and cultivated
ubderstanding, great purity of moral and religious feeling,, and
an ardent desire of the improvement and instruction of mankind
W e trust that their circulation will be extensive, and are sure
that they will meet with a favourable reception from every ear
lightened Christian, whatever opinion he may entertain with, re
spect to Phrenology.

A R T IC L E V III.
CHARACTER AND CEREBRAL DEVELOPM ENT OF W ILLIAM
MANUEL, A PRECOCIOUS CHILD.

W iLi.iAk M anuel , the subject of the present sketch* was
born in Flintshire, in March 1830. He is the object of public
curiosity, on account of his beiug able to read flve languages,
though he is but four and a half years old: they are Eng
lish, Welsh, Latin, Greek, and Hebrew. His father is a leadminer, of a dull and heavy aspect, and slothful in disposition ;
but his mother is of an active temperament, and appears to be
Possessed of mote than common shrewdness and sagacity. They
nave five children, of whom this is the th ird ; and the whole are
healthy and intelligent.
His mother affirms that he was always a boy of very quick
observation. When only ten months old, he was very fond of
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having a book m in i b*m$r whfefi exciting her attention, as soon
as he was able' to speak she taught him to read, by pointing to
each word as it occurred in th e book,'fetid pronouncing it to
him ; and this sbé did* whhoot'teaehing him to spells or even
letting him'first learn' the alphabet; hr single letters. His easy
acquirement of English arid Welsh’having attracted observation»
a gentleman wppMed him’with k* Latin hook; to which he ap*.
plied with similar success ; and he^Wfes afterwards taught Greek
and Hebrew in the skme wav’by another gentleman.* He can
now read ail these* languages with nearly equal facility, which
ever way the book way betiifned'; arid,‘though his pronunda*
tied is not verjr distinct, and hri is'quite ririacquairited with the
meaning of the words, he contrives to execute his task not only
without hesitation, btit ieyen with rapidity. His mother has
taught hhn to repeat some little 11prayets and hymns; and she
distinctly states that his verbal memory is not superior to that
of other boys of his own age, though in other respects he is de
cidedly in advance of them. * In disposition the boy is resolute
fend determined, and in character he combines boldness with
caution : he is fond of truth, and particularly fearful of being
ill advised : he is candid, kind hearted, and benevolent ; not to
be compelled by force, yet eksily led by affection. His princi
pal fault is passion ; but he is very open to the conviction of
error, especially when gentleness and reasoning are employed to
produce the effect.
1 '
In general appearance, the boy is of large growth and healthy
aspect. His temperament is sanguine, and there is is rest
less activity of mind and body. His manners are engaging, and
his look intelligent. The three great divisions of the brain are
•in pretty equal proportion.
DEVELOPMENT.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
«.
9.
10 .
11.
12.
13.
14.
13.
16.
17.
18.

Amataveness, large,
4
Philoprogenit. very lu g e,
lnhabitiveness, large, .
Adhesiveness, rather large,
Combativeness, rather large,
Destructiveness; very large,
Secretiveness, very large,
Acquisitiveness, very large,
Constmctiveness, very large,
Self-Esteem, very huge,
Love of Approbation, large,
Cautiousness, very large,
Benevolence, ^ r y large,
Ve leration, large,
Firmness, very large, .
Conscientiousness, very large,
Hope, large,
Wonder, Targe,

18
20

19
17

17
20
20
20
21
20
18
21
20

19
20

21
19
18

19. -Ideality, very large,
20. W it, large, . . .
21. Imitation, very large, .
22. Individuality, very large,
23. Form, very large,
24. Size; large, . . .
25. Weight, moderate,
.
28. Colour, rather small, .
27. Locality, moderate,
.
28. Number, moderate,
29. Order, rather small,
.
30. Eventuality, very large,
31. Time, full, . . .
3 . Tune, rather huge,
33. Language, moderate,
.
84. Companion, verjr laige,
35. Causality, full,
-

20
19
20
20
20
18
11
9
10
10
8
20
14
17

10
26

15
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In comparing ikefcii(IÌBg*toiUiW <>Ì4W »J^V )chi»m«ter'WÌch
his cerebral development, .we penemve et ance the relation they
beer to each .other with respect . to 1 the <prepenrisies and *moral
sentiments. .H e evidently*belongs ,to th a t dess uf« persons in
whom the ultimate direction, of the .character depends mone on
the circumstances in.;which the indi vidimiis pUctd» that* upon
any preponderating influence;in. his.own natural disposatone By
the judicious exercise of authority on i the part of an<intelligent
parent, the inferior faculties have hitherto been restrainedwithinproper bounds,, and have evidenced themselves only by that rtatr
less activity'And indisposition^for.wpote already (d li*ied ito and
by occasionally displays ofp&ssonj, of theguilM>fi whith.lre hai
afterwards been easily* made.sensiUa * ■ , .■
• >1
In looking at the intellectual region« our.atjtentiooi isattracted
to the extraordinaiy siae of the. three morgana, situated in the
middle line of the forehead./ In? the jiqttsual development of
these, but especially of the lowest*with a moderate endowment
of Language» we shall find thè elements of the taleot-which reti*
ders this boy so remarkable. . Erpm observing .the last named
organ to.be but moderately, developed in a hoy to quick ie the
acquirement of language, some havie bead disposed to draw in*
fereoces unfavourable ito ¡Phrenology ; a little iCOnsideratioD»
however, will show that this is one of cnAny instances in which
apparent (exceptions to its rules bave Subsequently served to confirm the principles on which, the science is established. I f we
attend to the. manifesutiena of his powerv.and analyze the na*
ture of the mental exercise,, I think we shall be brought to ad«
mit that the faculty of Language .takes a part of .but secondary
importance in the process» . At< his age,, the ideas or mental
conceptions excited by their appropriate signs, aa he meets with
them in the book, must be very few, even in the English and
Welsh, and in the others he is unacquainted with them all*
Yet he reads each language* with equal facility* and is quite in
different as to the position in which the book is'placed.
I t appears to me, that in the act of reading the boy recog
nises each word as a single object, which he individualises from
the rest as a distinct and separate existence*. To one who* un
derstands its meaning, every word is tire arbitrary sign of some
specific idea, and therefore requires the exercise of the organ of
Language to receive and retain it as such. T o William Ma»
nuel the words are not arbitrary signs, but simple objects of ex
istence ; in fact, the sign itself becomes to him the thing signi
fied : the mental action thus far is confined to the organ of Indi
viduality, and those about the brow, and the exercise of that of
Language is limited to the extent of associating a particular
6ound with each word, as he has been taught and accustomed
to apply it. He is assisted by pointing to the words with his
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rettjdHg'ji ^ d p t« d é ë d é ft^ 4 k ie to UttewSthont any
in Ms tone or cadence. W hen he meet» with any
Wôtà thafr is féoileegto be taken ïfraê cto itidtoldual, he divides
ft* witfattti ai*y heskatidft iu ta tw o ^ iffh e word, for instance, iti
theXllrtfeld w^*A^u£*iw, ‘heWill wdrriduttfizethe *w$* as a shigiëjWtfttij» arid^noutufew as'sueb, and then the latter half in
Itie m0frtfet^itakiig’<« {Mrase>betwetnilllié twts as distinct and
kfctg1as ‘between any otHèi^twn}wnidBÎn:hÎ8'réading.
•"‘IftheBe -views àfroeorrect, thé strength of the boy’s talent lies
iir bisorgati of 1 Individuality* which is extremely laige. The
faculty has been exercised' more in* this way than in any other*
but the' boy Has a very quick and accurate observation in all
things, arid nothing in the room escapes hjsnotice. There are
buhmrous'fatits to prove that a moderate endowment of the fa
culty o f LaUguagé, when accompanied with largely developed
Organs of'Comparison, EveuttoAity,*nd Individuality, will fit a
person1for eminence in scholarshro, better than a much larger
development of the same organ,'ifthe otheV three are inferior in
sit&L1 Thé former combination* occurs ib this instance; bot I
conceive that 1the organs of Comparison'and Eventuality take no
part* in' the present* limited exercise of this particular power.
Such an endowment will certainly afford him great capacity for
literary acquirement. Considering, however, the general de«
vekipment of bis cerebhrt organisation, I think that if eaual
sdope be ¡afforded for‘the exercise* of all his faculties, the chief
tendencyoMiis mind will ;be in a different direction. W ith a
diore* than moderate development of the organs of the percep
tive faculties in general, he combines an extraordinary develop
ment of the orgari of Constructiveness ; and, with a combina*
tioft of* this 'kmd, I should conceive, that under favourable
circumstances he would be less likely to prove remarkable as a
linguist, than to dibtiiiguish himself in the capacity of a civil en-*
gineet, or in some other department of physical science, afford
ing a sufficient field for the exercise of bis organ of ConstructiveDess.’ '
I t is gratifying to notice* that the boy » likely within a short
time to be placed in a situation favourable for the cultivation of
his moral 'and intellectual faculties, and 1for the proper restraint
of the inferior powers. 1 Some benevolent individuals having
opened a subscription for defraying the expenses of a plan they
have in-view, have, made a proposal to his mother, to which,
after some unwillingness, she has at length acceded. I t is in
tended to place him under carefbl tuition till he is of age to be
removed to Christ’s Hospital in London ; and it will then be
left to time, and the effect of past education, to determine the
direction of his future movements.
I f there be any thing to make this sketch worthy of a place
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in a public journal, it is the circumstance I bave just mention
ed ; for, being acquainted, as we are, with his development when
a child, it will be interesting to observe the changes produced on
it by time, habit, and education ; as well as to watcn the influ
ence exerted by his organization upon these. I desire to add,
that it is not without some hesitation I have offered any remarks
upon this case, as my acquaintance with the boy's development
has been derived from a single examination of the living head ;
and though I have reason to think it is correct as far as regards
the leading features of his cerebral organization, I doubt not
there are some errors which a more accurate examination would
unfold.
B a th , Deo. 18. 1834.

H * / . PRINCE.

The foregoing interesting communication has been sent us in
consequence of a note in our 42d Number, p. 19$ of the pre
sent volume ; and we return our best thanks to M r Prince for
his attention, and also to D r Barlow, at whose suggestion the
¿ketch was written. As we possess neither a cast of the head
nor a note of its dimension^ it is impossible for us to judge of
the accuracy of M r Prince's statement of the cerebral develop
ment. I f possible, a cast should be obtained, as it would throw
light on some rather obscure points in intellectual philosophy,
and serve hereafter as a standard whereby to measure the future
changes which thé head may undergo.
M r Prince ascribes the remarkable facility with which the boy
reads to the great development of Individuality ; but we are de
cidedly of opinion that Form is the organ chiefly concerned. I t
is the physical appearance of printed words wbicn he remembers
so accurately, and the appropriate articulate sounds are recalled
chiefly by association. When forms are not presented to him,
there is no great verbal memory. So little did we anticipate a
huge development of Language, that the note in our 42d Num
ber is entitled simply “ O rgan of F orm and the only remark
made on the case is, that “ Supposing the brain to be healthy, the
manifestations are those of a large organ of Form." W e re
frain, however^ from offering any farther observations, founded
on the development as given by M r Prince, because he himself
is doubtful whether it is correctly stated, as he had only one op
portunity of examining the head. W e admire the spirited and
philosophical philanthropy of the gentlemen at Bath, in so gene
rously rescuing the boy from the dangers of his wandering lifey
and placing him in a situation so favourable for future improve
ment. W e trust, however, that special care will be taken not
to hurry on his intellectual education so rapidly, as to endanger
the health of the brain, and lead to the loss of the talents ny
3
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which he is at present dfefingtii^H&J.
appeatsto be m safe
hands.
,J '
A printed Circular, containing the following additional parti
culars, was kindly sent us, about three months ago, by D r Bar
low.
“ I t may be proper to inform the friends and patrons of this
highly gifted child, that he has been for some time at Merthyr
Tydvil, Hving under the samfe roof with his parents, and re*
ceiving daily tuition from the ftevi J: Jones, from whom several
very satisfactory reports have been received of the daily im
provement and gradrial 'development of'his intellectual faculties.
w In order to provide for every contingent expense for three
years,—including a sum of money already given to the parents
to enable them to establish themselves at Merthyr Tydvil,—an
annual allowance for the* board1Of‘their child (as any attempt to
separate him, iri tender ihfa'nCy,‘from his parents, would have
beet* a measure that might vety properly be deemed harsh, un
feeling, and unnatural),—atid the expenses attending his1educa
tion,—it is proposed torkfee the sOtn of L. 200 . This amount
will not only be sufficient* for1*the’important object intended, in
the first instance, to be accomplished, but will leave a small sun
plus to be appropriated for the* future benefit of William Ma
nuel.
€* Of this amount, the sum of L. 108 has been already col
lected, and it is to be hoped that the publicity of this advertise
ment will re-excite a generous interest ih behalf of this highly
gifted child, and soon procure, in liberal contributions, what
may be necessary to carry fully into effect the* earlier stages of
his education. A t the erid of three years the means will be a t
forded of forming perhaps a more decisive opinion on the qua
lity of his intellectual powers, and the practical implication which
H may be right that they should subsequently receive.
u Subscriptions will, as heretofore, be received at any of the
Banks in B ath ; and also by M r Musgrave, at the Post Office."
Farther accounts of William Manuel wilt always be accepta
ble,«—E d it o r .

A R T IC L E IX .
L ETTER FROM SIR G. S. MACKENZIE, B A R T . ON M R M M *SON’S V IEW S AS TO T H E SENSE OF RESISTANCE.
TO T B S EDITOR OF T B S FHBSVOLQOICAL JOURNAL.

Sir,—I have been deeply interested by the perusal of Mr
Simpson's paper on Force and Resistance, in your last number;
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and as he appears to wish that its effects on my m ^d should
be made known to your readers, t now sit down ones more to
reflect on the subject,4and to. endeavour taiplwee/in as dear a
light as possible, some:ideas! that have occurred SO toe
foresee to what is understood bytbentjems Sense of T w d u '' ^
I t is nvedless toigdibaekia Order to-takei a* view1-itf fovtfid
errors. M r Simpson, hasidoneme Jtfaehoriour te>piaceoiyi sp&
dilations ob the metaphysical disaectrogrtcbUyaml has tra d e d
his scalpel in such a .manner .shat l have f d t qo pap,'ba^'t>d
the contrary-, very1great pleasure. i Alvbcroglrlraighvp& r^j»
inccetefuliy».infli9esomef agreeable. «wsaiwyiiBt into, te m in d lW
a similar operation, conducted iw tbajsamespirit, o o his pap»*^ l
think it is better to go for^andjat< once into anotbar branch? <rf
the road to truth ;< and«!
aasureckthat m y highlyvalutii
fellow-traveller will fcedeltgbt&d to accompany me, and b e ready
to support me shodld .he perceive any Iks» of nquilibridm in tnjr
steps. Having perused hit exbeUedt papery it tat once occurred
that something had been ibisied’ b y bothiofjQsl which (may Wet
be found; and, while I tfoubt^Mr Simpmn^ aflBrinatioia that
his powers for the iavettifeatiofrad which we hove been engaged
are inferior to- m»j>ey I hope that our ipiat efforts' tpyy eSdt
Something of value in the scienaeofniiitd. /■
l
In the departments df cfaservatioq and: reflection phrenologist*
have yet much tt> demand L owuthafc Ifchould>be rather jdeasreL
to see the rising generation applying/ tadlf.do the' rtietaphytibal
department; then .thatit should i e iefttd,hea<ix<hiit :b*v^p$)*tid
their meridian: jiot<t|ipt-anyieixc>i^^i8 >:wawtedifoii Bneh>)b^k
not working as, lortgastbey/can^bruf .shut! younger pbrenologists should get into’ thei.habit .of ob&etratian*a^ refaction, tic
enable them to rectify/any mistakes mi the speculations .of their
predecessors«. AIL trf us. labouri under oiie disflidvontagt-^the
poverty of. languages W ere <we. riche* in terrhs,we should be
more able to.express .and ‘explain our ideaa * This poverty, and
perhaps also soma error in the amventianaL iBeaning of .throbs
which .we have, has,., probably» hot only retarded the improve«ment of Phrenology, but ako furnished« the enemies of ha pro.
gress with means of retardation. In other sciences their vota
ries are continually forced to invent new terms. Prom the rapid multiplication of these, some confusion has certainly arisen,
in consequence of the desine for, new names having in some eases
become a mania, causing unnecessary and puzsKng substitution
for old and received terms, as wall as the invention of new ones
when really wanted. Although phrenologists have experienced
inconvenience from the want of terms, still it is best to accom
modate known words to their wants as for as that may be prac
ticable, and to explain them carefully, so. that, in the use of
them, all may attach to them the same ideas.,
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Keeping this'in view, I now propose to'attem pt discovering
whether there be any reel difference in the;meaning .of the terms
Touch and Resistance; a n d ,a t theohtset, I announce my preseptbebef *to be*'that t0 uch9fid th e Gammon acceptation of the
term,,and resistance^ are precisely fcbe s»M U hm g/andth»tthe
faculty of Faroe it necessary itd>the seriserof touchy-thfit» is, that
th e perceptbns of the scue hasecClha* direct reference to the
faculty ofjfbrbe, which: oagnn5es>them. T k isis not veryoocnect
language perhaps,>bntfcbe meaning wrll h r obvious. T hat there
is another^ a sixth isensd^ usuahyicramprehended under the term
touch* seems also iraquBstioeablb; hot it:» not ¡Resistance/ Mr
Bimpson^ainotgftveoins^f^deFiiritbrliODeiaplsntation of resist
ance* to ihe^tthRt itfls onooOBeblBd/irtth touch ? and I propose
to show that, every thing! connectW iviih touch is the perception
-of force) had eonntocfprowiar oesfatatyfri? esd Jfbatnhe idea efireristancedsfnothing inocerfhanrautestimateiaif the 1amount of- mus
cular force; m reference to that ^ o t k e t forces.' \ n
i ivlt/must )ibe/koptcialJotfewd tbafeithenserise* tid
m*hily aaderiitoo€l{i«ipoi>toiiinediiobtlife fibbers,ibut id diffused
lovertoe whole»surface dfiithe body;u> Jurt Tttisujipose naw, that,
desiring tot'kndw its ¡qualities; rvte mssre a huger towards a*body
A t rest. The faculty b£ forte moves 'thferntusoks of t o e arm ;
4»d being ignorantbf< tfaeiqudhksidi» tbebody; the force com
municating moridu ito ►
the ' finger* is smalh ' ifche finger coftnes
onto contact« wish toe:)badyvrandjtoe 'first sensation is plainly
4 h a t'o f >resirtatK ^arid iixfthmg telsei - Now, ifw e inquire info
the cause oJMhis resistance, 1(which*- supjtosing oar eyes* to be
’Shut* informs^'us-of .the prdsencexji' the body), the causey viz.
b f itarematniiQg without motion, we .find .that it is retained in its
place by one or more Jbr6e*>Operating u r a direction different
¿from that of the force »whibh (moved our ¡finger toward» it. This
is obvious* in whatever circumstances the body may be.' Hence
-the office of the sense of touch rity in the Jkr«t place, to inform >us
•that there exists a body distinct from our'finger,' on which cer
tain -forces'«are ‘bpcmtinj^ sufficient to counteract ¡or stop the
motion of the:finger pibdtKied tby4ihe*mu»ular force we-willed
to exert. Tins« first office it clearly to indicate what we call re
sistance, and'nothing else.: ttfowy lot .’us increase' the force with
which the finger is poshed, forward, and wa> may find' that the
•resistance apphe» not to the whole point of the finger, but to
different part» oft it.’ ‘This want *of> uniformity in resistance is
what we call roughness, in contradistinction to smoothness;
which last quality is indicated by a general sense of resistance
im ifw m over the whole surface of skin applied to the body
under examination.' Hhrdness can be estimated only to the ex
tent of the force that can be exerted by the muscles. Softness
is nothing more than alow degree of hardness. When a body
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yields to the muscular force with which the fipger is pressed
upon if, we estimate this; quality by thè degrée of ftircë etoployed. I f the bbdy yields, biit 'recovers its shfcpé Whétf 41ïe
finger is removed, we callthfa elasticity,-^ fact," howeVer,'tnMAe
known to Evéntüalitÿ. Degrees ôf whta is called so#hiess?, whA
within the estimating power of muscular force, hre'asfceriafotfl
by causing muscular force to act upon the body in two opposite
directions ; by pressing ft between -thé fittger and ' thumb ;1tor
example. ' Here we have the same organ directing the finge*
and thumb, so that we experience the jpune effect as ip touching
a body with offe finger. Or,' if we "simply Connect the fingér
and thumb, the sense of touch Or resistance, and the estimating
faculty òf force, are both active without thé intm ertioii of ah
external body.
" .4
Shape or form, in solid bbdiès, is discovered by forces fe.
sisting in different directions. And here/thé notion of a faculty
for cognizing direction occurs ; and this is that of locality òr re
lative position. The external senses administer to all the facul
ties ; and as there are but five external instruments of sense,
the skin, the eye, the noie, thè eâr, and the tongue, T consider
this as a fixed and immutable argument against the eXisrence df
any greater number òf senses,1properly so called. Ferhapr Mr
Simpson may have confounded perception exercised by thé facutties which have their organs in *thé cerebrum .with external
sense. W e are very apt to do this, and probably it has beep
the cause of the prolonged discussion, which, however,' has not
been without its use.
1
It may be asked, what dre the forces the exertion of yhidi
.constitutes that which is cognized by means of the sense o f
Touch ? Perhaps their enumeratjon/with some remarks, may
assist in settling the question at issue. Suppose we ftee before
us a statue ; or suppose (a thing I should not advise on every
occasion) that we snut oiJr eyés in proceeding to the investiga
tion, and trust entirely to the senise of touch. When we expe
rience resistance, we discover, by meatis of our hands, the de
gree of hardness and smootbhess by the simple exertion of mus
cular force. W e discover the form or-shape by the variety of
the direction in which the resisting force meets dur musetilàr
force relatively to our own position, and of the position of the
parts relatively to each other, the faculties of Locality and of
Form being called into activity. I f we now wish to acquire
knowledge of the nature of the material òf which the statue is
made, we first discover that it does not yield to the pressure of
the finger. We try mòre forcé by interposing the nail of the
finger. I f it does not resist this, then we icopclude that the
statue is made of wood dr of lead. W e h&ye the means, how
ever (supposing that we have had some previous experience),
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to.determine this point» by calling in the aid of another sense,
which shall address Eventuality. W e tap the statue in a man
ner ta,elicit sound, and the.quafity of the sound determines the
matter. But we may determine this. point by employing force.
We. may set.pur shoulders tp the statue,, and if it be not fixed
by,any other, force than its own,gravity or weight, we can ascer
tain, whether it be of a light material like wood, or of a heavy
one ;like lead, Lead would be distinguished from bronze by a
Sound produced by Upping with the nail or some hard subm noe taken into the nano, through which intervening substance;resisting .force is communicated. Natural philosophers
perhaps.err when, they speak of the communication of motion,
instead of the communication of force; motion being the effect
pf one force overcoming another or other forces. In the present
pase, we estimate the force of the adhesion of the particles of the
substance of which the statue is .made, and then the density.
I f we overturn the statue, we overcome its, gravitating force.
If. .we break it, we find that it is fixed by some other substance,
.such as an iron holt at the base, which has a stronger adhesive
force, than the material of the statue.
i The first time, a person.saw a piece of cork, he might, when
desirous to ascertain its qualities, use far more force than was
necessary to move it, and drive it to a distance. Next time he
touches it, the faculty of force, directs him to. use very little.
He finds that so Uttle resistive power is inherent in the cork,
that he takes it up in one hand, and supplies it with as much
additional force as will enable him to proceed in his examination
by means of his other hand.
. I said that force is constant. Where, in what department of
nature, is it not in continual unceasing action ? Resistance is
only ,a mode of force in reference to ourselves, and to bodies
among each other. Resistance is not constant to our fingers,
in reference to our perceptions9 though it be so in reality i for
the pressure of the atmosphere is upon us constantly. 1 used
the, word constant solely in reference to perception. In this I
may have erred. But granting constant resistance to M r Simp*
son, it is nothing in reality but a constant force, acting in a
particular mode and direction in reference to some other force;
so that, probably, the error may be mutual, since resistance and
touch appear to be the same sense, the one term defining the
other. If Mr Simpson had pointed out any perception which
he can derive from a sense called touch, which had no connec
tion whatever with force, then I might yield to his sixth sense«
But until he completes such a demonstration, I must remain in
my present opinion that the sixth sense is unconnected with
resistance.
In all the circumstances of external bodies in reference to our-'
z
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adveewbidubave beenemnncrated; suppocingoüi q r e r e h u i)
ire h a ie noifsperienaitiU| ébnt&ct ¡sdoed^ >and then ire estimate
fonce. If M r «Simpson iraaUes nfhlsè step in tfeedatk, therakook
e t opce 4ead&;him tot the èstifcnate'ôf the) forcé iwkh> whifch(ibe
moved, and of the foroW'wkhi which he wràajoppoeedj .rfFh&im»
étant his- foot eofaes into contact withith&obstadd,
i a <àthcr
(words, touchesit, he begins to estimate farce,*; H enéventhisiB
iof the-common thing touch extending ibeycmdia verÿ'sligkpriq'
<gree of force 31 ray; be ¡regards AtsaottU degree ¡eft (fonce faB^eocndthing different. •. Thin erwhr taviqleck n e a l» , -mow, perihapsi :them
my ignorance-of> the fact’aft. twonervfe*. bang : iti 'On&isheteH.
On that fact I reason diffeveotly. On onei point; th a t miteiaf
d ie nerves is that which, discharges thejoffioeîof mmeialavii'ontraction and relaxation, <M)r>Sunpwnfaad J.aitentvnfij . B ntrthe
(other nerve is that of the well known sense- toach, and which *1
certainly should prefer tt> name résistance, -because touoh impbes
merely. :the circumstance ¿of emtaety whersasiresistatice-is -geriêcally understood <88 a word icanheeted .with *nd< implying foncé ;
-and it isthd office of the nerwe <to naaka th e faculty >o£ force
aware of opposing1 force; 1 Cant discover: nothing oonmeted
itwith the vulgar notion ofi. tpuchy hot 'degrees* of force made
known to Us as external* I f >Mr Simpson can /discover *mfy
• thing else* I shall be much beholden, to him* A t present^ I am
disposed not to abandon ahe'Wavd fcwic/*, *but: to retain it i s die
«understanding that it is.the<lseii6e'by>wkiob' the pmerice to* us
of external form is conveyed to the organ a n d fa c u lty u f force
specially, and» to other-'faculties* to enable* thfenr to détermine
certain qualities of external things; T he word ,resistance >cdnveys at once all this definition« B ut as a ckfiftition.xDay he
wanfednt any rate** it may be as well to be ia no .haste tot change
the conventional term.
M r Simpson has amused me of. having abandoned my drat
lave Resistance. I am Certainly obliged to hion for h arin g taken
her under his protection otherwise it improbable her veil might
not have been lifted up so as to discover to me so. very old an
■acquaintance as «Touohu i do notiyet see that ray error was so
, very great as to prevent my seeing all the truth» I saw.two
things, and the puzsle was, what were they ? . I was awarc that
the sense of ■tondi conveyed/ the sensation' of resistance; and
now I see^ or at least think I set, the whole matter dearly, aad
* that the faculty is that of for»** having its orgkn'tn that part of
vthe cerebrum formerly marked Weight* connected by means of
nerves with the instruments of sense. I might wafo then, for
•Mr Sknpsdn’s demonstration, that .the sense c o m m o n l y -called
tench has other functions than to> cognise, forcé, and b y that
means to enable the mind to ascertain certain qualities of bodies.
But without arrogating to myself any thing like the merit of a
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diabevery^ I>beg to submit to yam whether we should not d e 
termine o h a sixth seme, tc^ which I propose to apply a term in
•mamón use, *and of which the alera is also the organ. The
sénsatkmstof Heat, Gold, 1Fain, Itehing, &c* in aU their degrees
«nd> váHeties, have hitherto ¡been assigned to the province of
teach ..1 W e have now ample reason, if we chuse, for Umitiag
the (term touch to forces; and the name of .the sixth sense I
pbopoge shouki bb fheling , if we are to bave one. .This term
ha» been in common use, and been assumed as synonymous with
tonebii I t appears now tot he probable' that physiologists may
Hereafter find the complete separation of the two terms useful*;
»andlit may be so.in ordinary discourse.
t Before-concluding, allow me to remark on the extraordinary
eoonotay observed in the structure of /our bodies,—on economy
.which ■weighs strongly against the farther multiplication of
senses, without good cause shewn. • Taking the instrument of
the sense of Touchy as heretofore .understood, and which I have
shewn reason for believing to be the' instrument of more than
one, tbi&singie instrument conveys to us ideas of Force in all its
varieties, ana of Form, and of all the- causes of resistance to
force, which are so many distinct qualities of external objects,—of
beat, cold, & a The* tongue conveys perception of Taste ; but
it also is capable of enabling us to distinguish forces, and form
to a certain extent It also assists in deglutition and swallow
ing. I t regulates the tones of the voice,•by enlarging or dimi
nishing the capacity of the fauces; and 1 the instinctive rapidity
with which it obeys the will, so as to produce precisely the tone
desired, is truly astonishing. The functions of the nose are
more limited ; yet it is contrived to sedure breathing, should the
passage by the mouth be closed, and serves as a passage for the
expulsion of useless excreted matter. The ear wares us of the
presence of moving bodies, and, by a comparison of the qualities
and intensities of sound, it informs of the distance from which
sound proceeds, and of the nature of the thing which produces
it ; and all this exclusive of the pleasures of musía The eye
conveys to us the perception of light, and its absence,—of form,
colour, position, distance, height, depth, bulk, motion, rest,
smoothness, roughness, transparency, opacity, &c. Now, al
though the skin be the instrument of many things that might be
called senses, we speak only of one sense belonging to it, calling
it Touch, which, as has been shewn, gives, by means of contact
and forces, a knowledge of the presence and qualities of a great
variety of external objects. Heat and cold may be merely qua
lities of some form of matter made known to us by its imping
ing, with a force insensible to resistance, on the skin, over which
nervons fibres are spread to convey this and many other per
ceptions. W e cannot appreciate the force of heat any more
z2
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A mi dud of fight. B e t A it they move, and tka
m eat implies force, however minute in degree, isd b n o O » ; mad
we recur to resistance: and ditto I may be forced osboo m ore to
embrace my F irst Love, as M r Shnpsmi good h m m im d k c J s
it, b ut not as a faculty,in which character I abandonedheroism
as a sense, and an old acquaintance trader a new nam e, a b
seems to say, N 6 R m e t a n g e r e . W e m ost take cane- o f a A A
jade's tricks.
I firmly believe that there is a d ttttn etn en m s fibre foreweVy
distinct impression which we receive from < o th u l naaono,
through the fine instruments called those of the sense« ; bcrt>k
would be endless to attempt analyzing and'giving names t o th e n
all. I t is also my belief, that, in every organ of the brain,'there
are parts innumerable, each destined to give to the m ind special
information, and to enable it to operate m a »pedal m anner s o
special subjects. Bat it would be useless, probably, to attem pt
giving names to each. I t is better to retain a few terms, a n d to
understand what they mddde. On this principle, t h e term
Touch may still be retained, and both Rebalance mid F ad in g
left as they were. I am, &c.
• G. S. M a c k k n z i k .
[W e refrain at present from expressing any opinion upon the
question at issue between Sir George Mackenzie and M r Simp
son, in the hope that some of our medical readers will be kind
enough to communicate such illustrative pathological cases as
they happen to be acquainted with. Instances of lorn o f sensi
bility to heat, cold, porn, and tickling, without impairment of the
power of voluntary motion,—and vice verm ,—are sufficiently
numerous, and do not bear on the present question: what we
want are cases of patients who, on coming into contact with un
seen solid bodies, are made aware of this contact either by tbe
perception of resistance alone, or solely by tbe sensation of heat,
cold, pain, tickling, or some other analogous feeling not resolv
able into the sense of resistance. W e have little doubt 1 that
cases of this nature are not uncommon.—E d.]

A R T IC L E X.
CEREBRAL DEVELOPM ENT AND IN FER RED CHARACTER
OF KABOOTI, AN EG Y PTIA N M UM M Y, presented to the
Belfast Museum, by T homas G u o , Esq. of B&llymenoch, county of
Down. Read at a Meeting of tbe Belfast Natural History Society,
4th March 1830, by Mr R o bebt P a t t e b so h , Vice-President

T h is m um m y was unrolled on the 27th o f Ja n u a ry 1865, in
th e presence o f a large num ber o f tbe shareholders in the M u-
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mukd, ihd rotiMbjbdre of,.U**
Society, and other
iMaentifio. gonUemeih Fapm »^ {exawifudion.of the inscription
another w e>in >Wuch;it,w ^ jcqnt«npdr the. Rev. Dr Hincxs of
i.«aaautujed (hat. the nvutqmy was. that of a female
w h)ed tKahom»» thedtuigbr^rpf« a priest of Ammop at Memphis.
<She waa» nnatafriedi .and, although .aqt more than from. 25 to
«hyettrs*«? age*, had,survived both her. parents,' The measure
ments and development of the organs mentioned in the annexed
/ftdde 4i)'waae!;<ak€»*;hy
Jnepdi Mr Grqttan and myself, the
Mmmfx morning. ,< T h e , r e n a e n j t s may be relied on, but the
development, may mot* in pw y, instance, be cprreqtjy stated,
frot» the want o£ that extewsiyq.practice by.which aloue perfect
aoeliracy oan be obtaitted.,
i , ■4 ;

' .. A a the i>emarka mu thu probable character or the iodivicU^d
(w,ei»:w ritten for ¡an audience fpw*of whom had,given any atten
tio n to the elutly< of Phrenologyv all the terms peculiar to that
^science h av £ been: sedulpn^ly^ypidcd, an d the subject, has been
iHtistraled by reference to th e works o f some pf.opr moat poptf'Inr'authors* .
.
'

D im ensions o f the H ead .
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Ideality
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to Cautiousness,
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to Destructiveness, .
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to Acquisitiveness
.
ftt*,
’ tq Individuality, • «
.
4f
, %o Comparison, .
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5
to Benevolence,
. '.
4j
to Veneration, t
.
.
ftf
to
Firmness,'
..
to Pbiloprogeaitiyeness,
5^
to Ideality,
.
. ' 4 1'
D evelopm ent.

1.' AtnaUveness, moderates
& PbUoptogemtiveness, very large.
3. Adhesiveness, large. .
4. Inbabitiveness, large. ‘
ft. Combativeness, full,
a Destructiveness, Bill.
7. Secretiveness, full.
8. Acquisitiveness, full.
9. Constructiveness, moderate.
10. Self-Esteem, large.
11. Love of Approbation, forge.
13. Cautiousness, very large.
13. Benevolence, small.
14. Veneration, large.
1ft. Firmness, very large.
16. Conscientiousness, large.
17. Hope, large.
18. MarveltousnesS, toll.

19. Ideality, verv small.
20. Gaiety or Wit, full.
21. Imitation, small.
39. Individuality, large:
23. Configuration, large.
24. Size, full.
25. Weight, full.
jifi» Colour, moderate.
2j . Locality, large.
28. Calculation, small.
39. <Order, small.
30« Eventuality, large.
31. Time, small.
32: Tune, «mall.
33b Language* moderate.
34. Comparison, rather large^
3.1. Causality, rather large.
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The orphan female under our consideration wotildbe a ’gene
ral favourite with her companions, both from the affectionate
nature of her disposition, and from her wish to gain their ap
proval. In her childish sports she would most sedulously aV.bjd
danger. To her parents she would yield almost uhdeviattng
submission : deeply would she deplore their loss; but her mind
would, in time, gradually regain hlf its former elasticity. Her
destitute condition as an orphan might suggest gloomy antici
pations of the future; but these,, when they arose, wottld so6 n
oe dispelled by Hope, and her affections would entwine th^th*
selves around new objects of interest. *Highly social in her dis
position, and attached to her .native city, she would regard with
pride the everlasting pyramids and other works of her eonntiymen, and say in her heart, u This is my own, my native land."
The accumulation of wealth would to her not be a permanent
object, but Mtroops of friends" would be'indispensable. Those
friends would not be such as pay homage only to superior ta
lents or superior worth brought prominently forward; they
would be won by her unobtrusiveness, and attracted’by the 'es
timable qualities that lay concealed within. Excessive diffidence
would pervade her general behaviour, but on occasions this
would be thrown aside, and a firmness of purpose previously un
suspected would suddenly be displayed. Like Desdetnona, she
would act with decision when the time for decision had arrived,
and to Kabooti, as well as to the gentle daughter of Brabantfo,
might the description of the poet nave been applicable :—
u A maiden never bold ;
O f spirit so still and quiet that her motion
Blush’d at herself"
Othelbj Act L Scene it.

But although such would be her general demeanour, she would
not be incapable of resentment; and when once thoroughly
roused, a spectator might justly describe her in terms similar to
those applied by Benedict to B eatrice,~
" She speaks poignards, and every word stabs."
Much ado about Nothing, Act II. Scene it.

Her general backwardness would not be unmixed with pride; for
nothing is more certain than that pride is not incompatible with
bashfulness. Though kind to her friends and most affectionate
towards children, benevolence abstracted from those individuals
would be but little displayed in her conduct. The noble avowal
of the poet,—
* Homo sum, efc nihil humanum ad me alietmm puto,”

would touch no responsive chbrd within her breast. To Isis
and Osiris she woula pay the deepest and most reverential ho-

9»
^ . p w t u ^ e w p , of tfcjeir Jepnpfe* would fljrell m. her
!<?t»oa,-rrtbe fegénds of their power would be received with
/ipisi^ppcpqg creduijty^-p^pd tbem usic which breathed from
l Mem/iau s statue wpyM* to her
be thè voice of, a divinity.
¥, None amid rheiohab» tante pf Memphis would yield more entire
"qbedience to the commands of the priests,: none celebrate with
, ippre devotipqal feeing the- festival inljonourof Apis, wail with
jocoi^ real grief the suppose^ j^eath of the gpd,or hail withsin, .cerer joy,the prospect olThfe reappearance. .I f she lived at the
when
witn h« y^torious array, entered Mem|(slap»the sacred ? f, tfye represeptativeof ^Vpis, and scourged
(i the ¿prifcstpiwhp,/were at^nftept .on the god, she ¡would be hor/ifiea at impiety so g l a r i n g , t h e conqueror, desirous’o f
pinning a daughter of the priest of ^mraon from the religion
of her fathers, offered to her thp greatest riches and honours he
could confer» she would, have u¿hesitatingly rejected them all.
H ad he threatened her with, punishment—nay, even with death
. ~-for . her pWuracy, /she, wotìld have. been equally unmoved.
Neither;promises nqjr. threats would* in this •instance, have pro, duced even a wavering in her. determination, While her mind
. possessed the high ana varied principles of action which I have
t been describing, it must have igeen deficient in all those imagiqative.powersrwhicb exalt and embellish life. Music and poetry
• would (be to her all “ sound and fury, signifying nothing. She
,'could wffl detect the difference in the forms of éxternal objects,
but these* however, familiar to her, would not, in her mind,.be
associated with' numerous trains*of bright and glowing fancies.
A flower consecrated to the gods, might, fot1 ihat reason, be
valued ; but, in other cases, she would resembte the individual
portrayed by *Wordsworths
■'
••
primrose by thé Hvee**brim
• *\

S
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A yellow primrose was to hfra,
And it was nothing more.'*

The methodical arrangement of time or occupation which has
been so frequently recommended, would not be adopted by her.
The evepta which took place ’before her eyes would be well re
membered, and she would, in referring to them, be apt to mentiotfthat ’they were* precétfèü or followed’by Others Which she
would name ; but she would probably not adopt for her ordi
nary chronological* computation thé custom which prevailed !in
Egypt, of designating the: year bÿ the number of those of the
reigning monarch. Under fovourable circumstances she might
have become a naturalist ; as such she would veraciously have
recorded facts, but in the descriptions which we may conceive
her to have written, the rich and imaginative diction which
Humboldt has shed over the most scientific disquisitions would
have been totally wanting.
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... Such appear .to have been thm chflractem ticsotf'tbUEgyptktU girl» to far Afc they can be »deduced front her skull; arid ftift
the presumption that the organic constitution:of herbraTtiWas
good*. But, ignorant as we are of the training of children fa
ancient Egypt, and of the degree in which their religious opi^nions tended to excite particular faculties, it would1 be ratibto
affirm that the foregoing remarks may not be erroneous in some
o f their minor details. ■
:»
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE PHRENOLOGICAL STANDARD Otf
CIVILISATION.
v
S o c i a l civilization is the intellectual and moral improvement
of the individuals of which a nation is composed. The progress
of a nation in civilisation must, therefore, keep even pace wish
the degree of approximation of its members to thut use of the
faoultie6 of man for which these faculties were bestowed, for
civilization is essentially that right use. . These faculties are in
abuse, in different degrees, directly as the animal propensities
preponderate over the right-regulated intellectual faculties and
moral sentiments. Of three eras or stages in man's history, name*
}y, the Savage, the Barbarous, and the Civilized, this animal pre*
ponderance distinctly marks the first and second. The anoienis
adopted a tripartite division also,~ 4 wo eras of which they con*
aidered as past,—r-tbe golden age of innocence and peace, in other
words, of pure morality ; the silver age, of a deteriorated mo
rality ; and their own |>eriod of moral degeneracy, which they
termed the iron age. While we deny the golden age as ever
having been, and the silver age as even yet past, we admit the
age of iron as an accurate character of ancient times and all that
had preceded them ; and we have no objections to adopt the
characteristic names of the Golden, Silver, and Iron a g e s , only
inverting the order adopted by the ancients. The Iron age is
the infancy of society. It divides itself into the Savage and the
Barbarous, with a sort of analogy to the legal division of nonage
into pupilarity and minority. Savage life is unqualified animal
ism, as is wpll testified by all our nautical discoverers. It is diffi
cult to trace in their descriptions of the dispositions and conduct
of savages, excepting perhaps attachment to their young, any
thing higher than sensuality, cunning, covetousness, revenge
and cruelty, pride, vanity, obstinacy, and superstition. An
act of well-distinguished and unmixed benevolence is rarely
jo be found recorded of.the savage; and if he manifests the
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p & ic^W m j^jtaiti^ MjOfm^ianrtiousti^^per^U^ in
i#^yiirMJbl#!
ticm'iwitkj ab incsdinase Self-Bstudro; wbidi dc*.
Ujwdfl JUfetieei butjoakesno retuvn>of ki< JTbe'feefcfcsti endows
^ ftt,i)fu<^dp«i^iUoujaoesiiiis kdequai» to this" selfish-feeling 06
jtf^ttcG^whife the■rights of;Ottawa:areiunsafe iu jtf^ Hands,' it?
V0 npjpjkiitt ¡bitterly of,tbeyightest jnvasipn ¿ f its 4tokn'> Tho otu
afeec be lira» oqnstcpatod ^b y *itat with
its rude furniture, his weapons, his canoe, In^ -dress1and fo rn ^
ments, are, scarcely with any variation, destructive. W ithout
agriculture, he gathers the sp ontaneous fruits of the earth; and
destroys wild animals for fooc^; and. when in a very low and
ferocious savage state, hfe (levlnid his~T<rilow-men. Gorged with
food, he sleeps, or lies in lethargic ease, till the instinct of food
rfttisefejhUa to takobio bow and Mice foi fresh destruction; 1 E li
cited by offended Self-Esteem; his* Destructiveness becomes ac
tive ; and revenge, another word for the combination of these
tmiimptilpeB, impels hunt todestrt&y'hteenentym war. He is
pfwqd apd vain bfbip prowess; valour^ and hddresa; and glorj^
the wQuqf the jsayagfc's SeiftEttoem and Love of Approbation;
prinupt&iim to fight even when he has no injury to revenge. He
is.nqfyet ambitious, or:desirous of conquest,— the result of A&J
quisiriveuesa added tuthe love ofcgloVy*—fo r his enemy offers him
nothings toplunder b u t his scalp*territory is not yet tth object
of.desire «^appropriation, beyond a new* sehtetnentof his tHbt
im better-hiintuagiground^afterhe hi» dispossessed; by desftroyi.
iog^hen^ th efo raw occupams. Covered with glory and bldod;
the savage, feasts, and eagerly* seeks 'the luxury of intoticatibn;
if he possesses, the* fermented liquor or the drug, and falls down
in sleep and lethargy. His very love is sometimes hifxtd with
Seorauveness and Combativeness. He carries off his bride'by
cunning and force: the New Hollander steals towards the wrt*
man be courts, springs upon her like a wild-cat, stupifies her
with.blows, and in.that state drags her home* The government
instrument is the club of the strongest savage, the ipso farito
chief,f-nthe origin* by >tfae^ way^ of the- iftace of the Lord Chartfcellor.
The Barbarous period of the iron age may be said to date its
oanunencament with the rude culture and appropriation of land,
wad the building of cities.. Tradition never begins earlier, for savages.leave no records. We know nothing of the Jews,'Greeks
and Romans as savages. W e have a glimpse of Nhmrod as n
mighty hunter, but we find him and his daughter building the
walls of Nineveh. W e have no better than a hazy picture of the
naked and painted bodies of our own British ancestors, not from
themselves, but in the descriptions of a more advanced people
who visited and subdued them. The patriarchs were shepherds
with territory, flocks, and herds, while cities abounded around

then*, The ta w * a g ^ o f *,GreW^y** i t 4*e*lfo<hi ve#/*tH9gfeiftf
«¡ties* >and kÀngs,' at^patemcila* a n d a city!which* üke Tb?(ft
stood a siege of ten years* utust h^Ve, been somethhig p^u^th*#
a huddle o? mad huts« . Thivwasa, g m t iroprovemertttuxttMba
savage era. While there was, on‘the one .hand, a decided .edr
vacœ io kiK>#ledgerand>*efletitk)nj end arcQrcesppftdjogincyfase
of physical power and-resource* there, was,* o n ‘the lother, ja*t
enou^i .of that repnventinnAl Mutual forbearance, dictated]by
expediency * mom than • contentiousness, yitïnwH \ which the
rudest sbcnal rights oonId nW .be .respected? antlr sooiety.\w(>idd
be dissolved« This mutual forbearance wasseeuredr'by th& des
potic government of a, chief, wbQ,:resfirvingto.Winself the powef
of being as unjust and cruel as.he pleasqd* enforced fchatdegfee
of. honesty and mercy among» his subjects^ which is essential top
their existence in the .same community. The oluWaw.of.thê
savage was exchanged for the-eway of the magfetrate; and pivni
liberty, if. it was known at all in .the barbarous period* held a
direct ratio to the extent of contro) which fixed law exerted ov$r
the .will of thevuler or rulers* * I t is evident,that the barbawia
age has occupied*a large porlioû ’of the-historical period of the
human race, that period not- much exceeding three thousand
years; In truth, k extended U>a very recent day ift/rtfodern
times, even in the few nations which can be said to bane out
grown it. The Greeks and Romans >were barbarians 1from thp
first epoch to the last hour of! their history,,aod yens extinguish
ed in their own barbarism. 1 There'Oowmunities passed through
«many'stages of social progress. The^humai* intellect never d&.«eloped- itself more, brilliantly*. In no age Or nation have men
of itiore^splendid talents appeared«—more gifted statesmen, lofty
orators, graphic historians, fogHtious philosophers, consummate
generals, able lawyers, sublime poets, exquisite artists, and, con
sidering the state of physical science* more skilful mechanicians.
Their cities were models of architectural grace and symmetry ;
their ways and aqueducts were stupendous 4 their temples, their
theatres, their palaces, have no parallels in modern times, h^egance and luxury were carried to their very aeçaé among them.
The Roman armies were the «nhst xretnçndous engines of human
power ever produced by human combination* The description
given by Josephu$<of the force which invaded Judea«, and de
stroyed. Jerusalem* impresses- us with the idea of the art-mili. tar y improved to its ne plus vkra in discipline, tacties, prompti
tude, and co-operation ; as if it had been one complicated, yet
simply and irresistibly ‘acting machine of iron and steel W e
are accustomed to associate all that is graceful with Greece, and
all that is .powerful'with Rotae ; we were early told that the
world was refined b y ihe one»1 and prostrated by the other;
we were trained from boyhood almost to worship their books,
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uglier with Venerable jitttftufiiottt aod princely endowments in
M r own ishrnd f t r thfe study of these languages alone* while
Greek and Roman wisdom/ valour, patriotism, and virtue, have
been'to uB'a^houtehoM words; «r It is time fbr us> toJtryaB this ¡by another^tandard* and one
which, 'had we been educated on right ^principles, we would have
applied long ago. This may be summed up in a word,—¿¡p‘n inne, practical, Cftrirttem Moredify was unknown in Greece
tend'Rbme. Mercy1and justice’did not form the foundation, or
the actuating’principles otHheir institutions, their polity, or their
private fife. T h e virtue ’of» their republics %as a mere mode o f
‘SelCeMakatiOft, ealledipatriijtrstti, which was accompanied with
g^rdss injustice arid cruelty to&\\ other nations; while a pamper
ed appetite for military glory,’ and a systematic grasping ambi
tion,'produced almost perpetual war fordonquest ami plunder,
with all the horrors and miserieS’of that worst form of crime.
T h e -Roman share ititheee *watfy with a few exceptions of retri
butive Invasions by4the 1more powerful victims of their injustice,
•Was exclusively uggressrre. The nation, -and- every individual
o f which it'Weis eotirpftsed, either joined in, or heartily sympa
thised 1with,' these grand outrages of moral principle; Hence
war, bloodshed/ pride, ambition, with an insatiable rapacity,
formed-the'basis of'the Roman character, actuated their policy,
controlled their education* and constituted their very being.
‘This is what we mean by Roman barbarism. It differed -from
-the savage* state only in the Improved combination of extended
•intellect, whitih enlarged its ‘rangeland increased its power of
evil. Poetsf sang its abominations OMhe aem^ of human glory,
~ 4 6 t there is no greater test of barbarism than to be blind to its
own features, and mistake its crimes for virtues. Orators laud
ed the deeds of blood and rapine, in which sometimes as soldiers
they had borne a p a n ; and listening senates hung upon their
lips, as they fed to fufaessrthe coarsest appetites of national
vanity and selfishness. Historians were ready with their pens
to record the 1 proud Crimes of their countrymen in their im
perishable pagea r a n d philosophers systematised a spurious vir
tue out of the-lower impulse« of human nature. $uch was the
actual national practice from the days of Romulus to those of
Constantine. W e say- the practice* for there were minds in
Greece and Rotne which-could not fail to see and appreciate a
higher morality than the eelftshly-patriotic and belligerent; and
accordingly-we have the philosophers of the Academy and the
Porch, with their Roman pupils* Cicero and Seneca. Their
speculations seem to have existed as elegant contemplations for
literary leisure, -which no One dreamed of rendering practical, or
of applying to humanise the private lives or public policy of his
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countrymen. Whep* however t K r a ^ i m w « , tfows^Ye* ^
ht^o, the Christian amd Fhrepojqgical s te n ^ d , tbay^rp
\o bea mo6t dwarfish,morality. These systproj^witlv tb#
exception of the plurality of JBpictetu&.an^ J^ l^ u k ^jtpnipu;*,
*bieh is of the highest cast, and eminently .p r a p ^ c ^ -r ^
of
vogue declamation* about virtue/ which. lospall ¡proc^ca^; i^ro^
m mere generalities and,exhibits strikingcontrast, tp.t^pregjr
sign of the ethics of Phrenology» , .T .he.phil^pb^s fhcp^dYw
have not condemned, and, iyemay soppqs?, r^gul^rly, S t^ d ^ q ,
savage exhibitions of the amphitheatre.,, P/o^pey/idav^^kfedi ip
five Says 500 lions, for the .pubbc, gratification, in hU second cpn?
sulate. In honour of Trajan's victories oyer the paciansy) 1,000
wild beasts were killed in the-Circus, -and ,10 , 00 d ^cfiptor?
fought» of whom the one-half.at least must, have■perishedf
Whole days were spent by the citizens,qf all ranks .in the .Circuf,
witnessing the combats, with breathless interg&t,4 pd feasting
their eyes with blood and torture.. There never.existed pptfartj}
a more hloodthirsty people than tjhe admired Romany Ti^e
gross sensuality of the ancients, and. the. corruption which aros^
out of and ministered to it* the want of honesty which cnaraor
tensed public and private life, was utiefl barbarism ip the midst
of all the gorgeousness of merely physical civilization. Morally
they were uncivilized, and, as the course,of the selfish faculties
in predominance is downwards, they gradually qank* aqd ulti
mately perished.
.
The destroyers of the Romans were not less barbarians tha«j
the Romans themselves. They cbapced for the, time to possess
more physical force, and barbarism.prevailed in the dark ages,
and the chivalric period, and that in our own country of Britain,
with slight admixture of civilization, down to the other day.
W e need no other characteristic of barbarism than a state of
constant aggressive war, of wholesale murder and plunder, as
objects national and individual, with which the intermediate
period between the ancients and our own times, has been nearly
filled. In point of what we have called physical civilization,
even the destroyers of the Roman empire were immensely behind
the Romans, from whom indeed they borrowed any remnants
which their own Destructiveness had -spared; and although phy
sical improvement advanced, we are accustomed to characterise
our ancestors in Britain, till within the two last centuries, as
barbarous even in the arts of life, to say nothing of their moral
condition.
Many deep stains of the moral barbarism of our ancestors yet
inhere in our institutions, customs, habits, and modes of think
ing ; but some redeeming benevolence and conscientiousness
have mingled in these habits and modes, and gradually improved
the moral condition of the last 150 or perhaps 200 years, so as
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id’ietttìtftì fh&t,periodand1thè 'jireateW tò’tarife* a i1the i8U ixr hgé*
The best proof of this title
that't^'ttòral-hèAàhi^atidiD'hai
been steadity progressing, éaelv gënèmtimr exhfàftin& a
improvement on its predecessori while the hope df farther ad
vance, and in an accelerating ratio* never was1better founded
than' at present. As a general allusion to modern times,1o r even
to pródérn Europe, would be apt to lead to vague premises, and
therefore disjointed conclusions, -we Shall 'keep England in our
view when treating of the indicia'of that mixture of civitfoaCion
with barbarism, which marks *he middle period, and which we
bave agreed to designate by the'convenient figure of the silver1
age. .Whatever advances other countries have made in physical
power, no ohe will deny'that England is ahead of them in this
l)ranch Of national improvement ; nor will it be disputed that
deductions from the sum of moral civilization •which most be
put to the account of barbarism in England, are trae, to the like
extent at least, of atiy other country in the world. Exception»
shall, of course,1be notiçed. Like the barbarous period, the
mixed, in which we now live, exhibits a gradation of drvilizfkfon,
from tbp hour when it began to shed a glimmer of its mild
beams on the deep Shadows of barbarism, progressively to that
broader light which, in the present day, serves both to bless
society directly, and to expose yet more thé monuments of igno
rance which still disfigure the social system. W e cannot fix the
earliest dawn of English civilization earlier than the reign of
Charles Ï;' The popular* intellect—we apeak o f the edu
cated class—had thep made a considerable advance. Arbitrary
imprisonments and exactions were felt to be gross violations of
conscientiousness as unjust, and of benevolence as cruel, and
seen by the reflecting .powers to be inconsistent with good go
vernment and sound policy. These were the moral impulses
which first forced the barriers opposed to English liberty, and
consequent civilization. Political tyranny is essential barbarism.
As it is blind as Well as selfish, it never has yet renounced its
own unjust and merciless power. It was forced from John at
Runnimede,—ohe barbarfem, however, in that case, only driv
ing out another, for the king was weakened that the nobles
might be strengthened. It was again forced from the grasp of
the Stuarts ; and Combativeness and Destructiveness were the
necessary ministers which, in the people, vindieated the claims of
higher moral feelings. These struggles were not themselves
civilization, any more than labour is rest ; but they cleared the
obstructed path to English civilization ; and this with various
degrees of difficulty, arising from much ignorance that survived
the revolution 1688, has progressed ever since ; has defeated three
noted attempts to restore the reign of darkness ; and is daily re
moving the lingering bulwarks of barbarism which yet remain»
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W hen despotismceasedj tllef^ b o i< n i^ o e d d f popular »Upland
uninfluenced judioattwa. -EqusdlowsiAtid piweicourta of justice
are the offspring of prevailing Conscientiousness. The existence
of thea^ bo doubt» indicate» the presence Or possibility of the
barbarism of injustice and selfishness in those! whom they; are
meant to control, i n this latter riew ,. civlhzatiiiao will beilofer
indeed« Individual barbarisqa will, be found in all in whom
animal brain prevails** fhr human betogs who are? crimirtfcdty
.predisposed) from the great preponderance of animalism in their
constitution,. are savages in the midst* of a civilised qountty.
The greater the num ber'of moral Wins* the. more W illtbe
balance incline to national as ¡well as individual civilization.
; Civil liberty,'equal law, an d upright administhxtion'of justioe
established in England, the progress of national improvement
was rapid in a degree unheard of in former times» Person«artd
property being safe, genius, talent, and enterprise were left frrte
So run the course for which« they were intended; physical science
«and literature have flourished/agriculture and the arts have &d.vanoed, commerce .extended, wealth» with all its systems of inte
rests, accumulated; white in mechanical and chemical power, in
the vastness of the combinations of pahtioal economy, and in all
the accommodations, luxuries, and elegances of life, England
has decidedly outstripped all other nations, ancient and. modem.
All this may be true, and yet England’s #nwoJ civilization
have lagged greatly behind her achievements ia physical power;
and we are inclined to think that this has been the fact just be
cause of the engrossing tendency of these very achievements.
Our social morality has got no farther than the negative posi
tion of the obstructions of bad government removed. When the
barriers were withdrawn, the race wan eminently selfish. Acqui
sitiveness has been the impelling power which has led by de
grees to England’s present physical gorgeousness. The ardent
. course of self-enrichment and aggrandizement would have jostled
more generous purposes out of the course, had it been possible
for them to have entered it in company so unsuitable; hence a
vast systematic selfishness is the real aspect of England’s moral
condition, and selfishness is barbarism. Besides the heart-chill
ing effect of selfish pursuits, for which to this hour the youth
of England are almost exclusively educated as the chief busi
ness of life, while every other, especially where benevolence is
engaged, is regarded as waste of time, there remained, long after
the age of Charles I n very many positive barbarisms, and there
remain to this day not a few, inherited from darker times. W e
have not room for a particular enumeration, but a few examples
will serve our purpose.
* See Tripartite Division of Human Beings, p. I l l of vol. viii.
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T he CrifflinsiTttodeof-England, till the^otherday when ju s
tice and mercy have: called for ire mitigation too loudly to be de
nied, long! ¡continued» its selftdeféatiwg exm ise of vindictive anittulmfns ^ l y a |ittle above thedegradanon ofthe crime» which
'it 'ptrdished.11 It was not^ gréatly- vtorse hvthedarkest of the
daricages* All infliction» of paM and torture are bafbarou#,
wwd rhe véry term ha» béeit adopted to designate the common
feeling of that truth. It is impossible to imagine a more banI mMub, »a morelavage, a more immoral acti than the infliction
of a military or naval flogging,—the sufferer writhing in indo-acribable jtorture for the long time necessary for the infliction,
the flesh torn from the back with knotted cords, and the blood,
•a» » adtually the case, covering the- persons of the inflictors, and
sprinkling the very clothe» of the bystanders. The tread wheel,
ahough leSs cruel, is, from its ' being purely inflictive, not lees
barbarous.
«
■ The game-laWs originated'in a barbarous age, and bear îfs
¿elfish character. The slaughter of game, yet held an elegant
pastime for the highest rank» in society, and country ¿porte, as
they are called in mockery of the sufferings they inflict on sen
tient beings, are all as destructive as the occupations of the sa
vage* Systematic fox-hudting, with all its costly accompani
ments, is a custom so irrfttional, so unworthy of intelligent men,
that in a more civilised âgé, when/ it has ceased as it must do, it
wilt scarcely he credited that it could ever prevail as the serious
and almost daily business of men who hold themselves, and are
held by the* multitude, who would hunt if they could, to be the
elite of society.
The Inheritance o f honour and distinction, whether the cor
responding merit be inherited or not, the mere wearing a badge
or bearing a name, ts perhaps one of the most irrational remnants
of a ruder age, and therefore we think cannot sarvrve a higher
grade than that of the present of social civilization. France Isas
got the start of England in freeing herself from this last mention
ed absurdity. Titles of honour remain, but being bestowed as
the personal and intransmissible rewards of actual merit, are not
nearly so likely to be found disjoined from it. A high degree
of civilization, we have before observed, will bring Self-Esteem
and Love of Approbation to their just level as inferior senti
ments, and badges of distinction will be felt to be too much as
sociated with them to be worn with satisfaction. It is the mis
applied Veneration of the multitude,—itself a proof of barba
rism,— which pays homage to what reason declares to have no
right to it. When that homage shall cease, the badge will be
voluntarily disused by its wearer ; and it will be matter of almost
incredulous speculation to future enlightened times, that there
ever was a stage of intelligence and moral feeling when, like the
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ring in the nose of th*SOtttfc S*a chièf/it irai' vàluèü 'Utid ü]rri^t
<^ ^ ?sla v i 0utràd& and ttavefw, but' very lately abolish#; *Watë
thé* r^u lt 'of’A lc^iik^nesç' Ut^^IV 'eytibi^iirfiinjV5fotfrcy ^tiü*
justiei for>twuriy twe> MUiriné^i tottix d^onstffcting tom bât Àn*
extent* Inithewriyed1përtbd,-cht ihn# éf fortnëf trrrfek p^edoitii-“
natad overth* silver tff eor yèt impéHectly dvilfeed ftconsîttenV
*#»* •• • -••■■•• * .............
/■ • •■ ■ ‘ y - " ;*;
EnglaadV jealousies Of otKèr dations arid.rëStriciiotté oq thei^
commerce are founded «rigtiorâht; selfish’, and whhat self-11
defeating barbarism. The navigation code Is ’no advance iibph !
tha.dèy&of 4he Heptarchy/ T he Moral SeiHftfnçrtis and rhtelleéV’dîselahB the ^hbîe syfctémi add will infallibly clear it a why.
The internal monopoKèfc whichrem&io to certain trades, and all ’
the injustice of petty corporations, most likewise fall before ilie’
same intelligence and ttioraftty which will not ebdutethe navi
gation laws. The trades absurdly protected by tnonopoHésare1
what are called the ancient erafte of* towns, whibh have existed’
since men associated in' confitotmftie* as indispensable to their
daily wants. The occupations'whfch science has added, haVe '
no such protection,•and thëéé aré after klWhe most thriving.
National antipathies ate bàtfbiàtôufe. Tb hold a n th e r natioh
to ba our Mnatural enemies,n ià tb sacrifice every moral feeling
to «A absurd Self-Esteem and DestTuCtiveiièss. I t is not easy
to-determine how much erf BrigkndVwars^ during h tr last ISO
«faer years, has arisen otrt of this puerile temper. T h a t people
is not civilised which has been engaged trt «wàr for a century and
a half, with short intervals of truce rather than peace. OfFen-'
sive war is the eldest born of barbarism’. Defensive war may
be forced upon a highly moral people;* but every step of the
foot* and stroke of the sword, beyofld’ the strictest line of selfdefence, actual or preventive,1"is immoral, and therefore barba
rous. ‘England’s wars of the last Century and a half, will stand
this test in some degree better, certainly, than the barefaced
slaughter and robberies perpetrated by her previous barbarous
kings ; but they will, one and aft, be found grievously wanting
when weighed in a justly poised moral balance.
There are other barbarisms disfiguring our public polity
which it were unnecessary to enumerate. Keeping in view
the-standard we have laid down, and the examples* which we
have adduced, the reader has the means of judging for him
self, the test is in his own hands ; when he contemplates any
institution, custom, act or practice, if its directing impulse
is disowned' by Benevolence and Conscientiousness, if it is
either unfeeling or unjust in both, if it rises no higher than,
or at least is an abuse of, Acquisitiveness, Self-Esteem, or
• See the subject treated, vol. vii. p. 529. of this Journal.
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Love of ApproBatldH/H;k libài1cëd with thé Warid of barbarism,
Barbarism may continue to deform the manners off a>-people"
^de^p/e: ^p4
ve^4^ffpsehras riràfed* • Ehtt*-hRpi ■
4 Wf$tofit,oÇ W a lty wgttlwr l*ttd,V. affords*
ai^ e x f t i f f p l ^ | o
a t^OrfokJ *fla»«eiw U is,
on .tpe ooç han^, j^ef^pded. a* *; cfopckuppo* ipsoleaca'am) rude«
n e ^ g tu j^ prpt^mon fpom in*uk;. an apnpsqioii th a t ¿Acer <toa«
ractenstics of barbarism do yet debase society in England, and ,
th ^ w riip p ofitp, m p ^ y ^ r ^ b ^ ^ d w n e d t l i ^ highest aud mo*t
pottsnetL It,, if, qn t^.pthevhaud, it^df. a ¡barbarous custom,
prpm p^a by ^ f r ^ f t ^ p , and executed by Cprobetivanesa and.
Dejstf^cUvenesf, m?» an, absurdity, when viewed intehsctusUy,
as â npqdfî of jredrest I^f}pctf<Nh. Mprcy,.and Justice, enter net !
into its, (conception or pçrpetratjoiK Phrenologists might •cetf .
Self-Esteem the duelling faculty,
* %
Gambling bf.aU kinds is a barbarian’? ^pastime* I t consists m
an active Acquisitiveness and. Hope, both in abufe, and is die»
owned by ihe Ajptpl Sentiments and Intellect* Our uncivilized
ancestor^. w;ere paf^ioqate, game^ers. , Savages gamble their
very persons, into, slavery. Even the refined card-table is a
remnant of barbarism^ and is &st disappearing.
Excessive conviviality is barbarous. I f it have yet entirely
ceased to be tfie approach of. the gentry of England, it has but
lately ceased tq be an, that drinking is not only a sensual in
dulgence, but.an accomplishment and: boast, as much a s k was
among tbe hofdes of her .Danish invaders. Intemperance was,
till very lately, hpl^f a.poiift of honpurt a sort of duty which
k was fajr, nay imperative to enforce 9 and while the guest fids
ill treated, and even, affronted, if so, far neglected as to be left
sober, the host fulfilled his cart by locking the door, if his
visitor was not to be depended upon, and, by a special applianoe of the roost wasteful hospitality to his particular case*
lodging him under the table, or carrying him to bed. When
this degree of beastliness was current in society, it was of
course attended with other kindred abominations ; besides much
additional, proftigaçy, and violence to the. public peace, which,
filled the watch-houses with young men of fashion, who had
been breaking la m p and heads as they staggered home, it
must be known to many who have arrived at even middle life,
that the conversation current at these coarse banquets was
gross and disgusting, to a degree which the young men of the
present day refuse to credit
I t is consolatory to the moralist to observe, that the hour is
advancing when he will be enabled to say of moat if not of all the
barbarisms, public and private, which. we have enumerated,
“ fuerunl.* A century ago there were professed duellists who
VOL. IX.----NO. XLIV.
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iufcflted
pf. ^qndfli* and^qrifid.ia^ tYronnjcal
sw
p j w
iorJ?ul.H
over
thfij^q,renters qf,;tfifl pjqc^l7.^ v ^ 'p p i ^ c c ^ o q l d / n o ^ ,b e
hwgfld‘for thft
ipp^erlKt b ^
Sfc;
tiftfhn, A.duebU ^^ar^.piQQiin^pcc^t t h e . P f f l 9 f
of
wjjwb .'fK>t
. disapfnfo,^ iifflt,.
baye
tqttfp *b*.pl*?e pf the ignoraqcq and.iisqleryu-qf,a .feSs-gdyguced
sp^al.int^rcqqr^ and thereby .4W n?^f?^ ?ftiarrgr^ !Ldegree the
cqpseq of duelling* Druqkqirep?, gro$sne$sv gambling,«Jftiflpb^akhig, and the watch-hou^a^e m lopger(rqputable.; .V olun
tary institutions of beneyojehcq and. charity ,ace puqiejtQUS^and
evqry day on the increase. But ejven. these eftpo&e •$ lamentable
outflufiiecatiqi) of the ]3fn^voXeqX9: who giye or act, ]by ¿h« selfish
^bo. neither, act nor give, in humanitya pdiis^., •
¡; ,,.
..The barbarisms of England’s .spqfal system h^y? by degrees
bftftU giving way before the prevalence of intelligence* apid the
irresistible power.of justice apd benevolenoe.. , A tegjpdation.doiqg justly and loving mercy, if. not talking humbly,, (for this
comes later yet), began to dawn towards the epdpf ,tfie eighteenth
century.. A Chatham arpse to pyert a savage vepgepjpce from
opt? brethren of America} a,Burke,to .undo the iropfgrasp.of a
mtrpile^s avarice which wrung fropt the Hindoo 44 the very
opiupx in which he forgot his oppression^ and oppressor's
a
Wilber force towage a thirty years’ war (\witlx ¡that grand felony the
African Slave Trade, to burl it from its place, and to live to see
youpger senators, trained in his school pf benevolqpce, seal the
doom of the slavery itself to which the, detestable traffic minis
tered* ; Acts of Parliament, with ft no drop.of alloying self in
them*” purely for a just or merciful end,' either to.originate a
ppgitiye apodpr to remove a hurtful barbarism, have occasionally
appeared, and given promise of yet better things to come. Ju st
views are, subverting national prejudices,, and a fairer allotment
of,.political rights has been the,natural consequence. .The effect
of .civilization op a nation’s political morality, and, the state of its
' parties, .would come to be treated of here, out the subject is too
extensive, and would require a separate discussion»
. There have been epochs in the onward course of civilization.
Discoveries, such as the art of printing, have been made by the
faculties of man, which have given a powerful impulse to it. The
Information, the earlyfruit of the prpss, rescued Christianity fr°m
tbfet load of imposture and darkness, which, in the barbarous ages
of popery, obscured and nullified it; and gave ^beginning at least
to that religious, liberty* without which there cap big qopractical
Christianity, , Ip a aenpop preached at St Pfiql’s Cross by the
Vicar of Croydon, at the.time of the first,spread of (the art of
printing over Europe, he said, “ we must root out printing, or
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legislature ¡yptylcLbe pMtin .ppsûtyssipt» ,oi every information ne^
cepsary^fosp .çowjyrenoasiyp ¡view of themessure. Secondly, by
ajpdyjipop jdijri$iom of, la b ^ r,, which /squires » qtamaroue body
fpt; .cpqjtyitjtpe .defeûl», a|l the hghVettajaehle from tfeebest qua.
lifie» -ppr^insyvquld he sy^Wftticglly; «hid <*o .the .subject, sod
œnflj^UiÿàintectiŸt» ipyeatigstef}, ..Tterdl*, with-the wholede*
tip (p. jphn§çd
c*wepU»^4i (before. them, the entire body
wapjd.UjieB djsqufs îhe.priqçiple-qf, the new law with ftspracu*
ca^consequenqes. . Speeches on tbe.priueiple end consequences
w ^ ^ ^ .j h r i e f , wheit.thW'Weie not, impelled by a paenle love
oCppprohatiop, bût iceçe-moved -by jnstk* end.benevolence, end
^ id ^ d . by /kpflwJedge ^ud- refaction, . Differences would he
eosdy reconciled whpa ànçepùofa are pure and strwght-fbrwiiwb
ami foegfand object,. the public gofld, the same in every boseoa;
Tbe,at«indafd of tbp facisioowoold then be^IsCoosowotrousn«»
satisfied ? I f bcnpvplence at e aep fle Veneration respeeted t ¡Do
Comparison w 4 Oausdity'PKWWt <|s the result), the general
good 2 la there no. sacrifice of any «£ these to the inferior senti
ments, and most decidedly, now to the animal propensities?
Legislation like thi% would provide ’amply for the legitimate efe
joy meet of «U the faculties, ;inferior as .well as superior, and
* would tend .to..provide ihenecqssaries, comforts, and even the
luxuries and’refinements of lifie for. theentire population.*
One word, in the close-of ali, 00 the refinements and luxuries
of genuine .eiviliffttioa. It is a aBeat but almost. universally
prevalentiprroi; to conclude that these'refinements and luxuries
necessarily enervate, and .corrupt, a people, and lead to their
dpwufoll. .Abuse of these) pleasures alow hds thèse minods
consequences; in other words, the Use Unregulated by the moral
sentiments and .intellect..; This was thecovruiption of the an-,
ciqnts-i I t is said that the Americans p f the United States, for
som etime. after the achievmnent of their independence, acted <m
the eftpr now alluded to, end maintained so rigid a simplicity
that their, very theatres and ball-room* were refused ornament.
Captain Basil Hall-saw the ball-rooms, at Washington little
mare . than rough-cast, and, probably erroneously concluding
them fipjshed, -referred tbe phenomenon to the exemplary Spartanism of the metropolitans. Blit this absurd and puerilt ptidanfry. is no longer prevalent in the Union. It arises from igno
rance of, the.human cuoatitution*—from having yet to learn that
there is a special faculty, tand eue of the Creator's best gifts,•
•• We (outrider the bills .of » M i M r’ Buckingham, member for Sheffield,
bas given notice, to be results e f w tual civilisation, and premises of yet more
By a salutaiy regulation and restraint qf intemperance, and a benevolent and
liberal'provision of edifying, healthful, and refined pleasures for the bumbler
classes of society, be will do more for genuine civilization than half a century
of legislation has done before.
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preted empirically, and without the aid of a sound philosophy
of human nature, the Sacf^V dU tiiéitséíf ifi'afeetfifi ¿different
light ¿ftooi each d f thread leas varieties' r f ën&Wrihënfând combfatation which extetirtthe hürtfan fdçôHieS i Wh?te *à blfod 9è8fEateem wedfe evefy ihiierpteter -to Ms dwii yiè^'àèkBsbltftély
right, and* inspires ¡hito'Wittíahwfréd trf aÍI dftitfs,dtirrf ôf pfcSr
anthM^ in Ahe vëi^ w^rSt Ase óf ' ©esftriíctivëhess.,1'1 1pol i
a ¡legislative measure1lé rwrètylprbpbséd Withóik Vaisittg A^ppffect
hurricane ofoppositkw ánd deriütichttfoh, As î f îtr Were ^heitiost
monstrous of errors; thé grèAteit: éf cfritnés ^ <»Më,i,étàri^y* a
plan or project* civil* municipal, écdtaottifcál, birév Ari"éhtàitfèhtà!,
tabrought forward, withéüt? ttórlrtg tO'pîéCës tfflA ri&/ ^lecÿtMtfeày
aod good neighbourhood, ai^presimtín¡g a^Variiety/fcc^rist*
dncy, and: often- absurdity/>tf human «linking with a ids« bf
túne» labour, and1*moneys that rendfer1social improvement: 'the
most arduous* almost the most hopeless, of all human áttémpts.
■This is gross baibarisd, otad it is reserved for Phrenology to
remove it. This it will do by ascertaining the human fácüjtfes,
observing their relatiorr to each other and to the éfctérnál world,
and therebyeátabüshing practical« prhftdplei inr hUrAátt ^ffiSts,
about whici controversy will nearly cease/ and bÿ fixing stehdazds of right judgment, the only sources of and warrants for
prompt and beneficial action.1 Legislation itself will taeome, in
an increasing ratip, an easier task, till in a very High state of
civilization it will well nigh cease: New laws and changes1of
laws imply positive evils to be cured, br impediments to good to
he removed. In the three last Sessions of Parltatnértt; how
many notices were given of changes to be proposed. ' I f every
change shall be beneficial, there wilt be the less reason for chang
ing again ; till at last legislation will come to her confined to
changes rendered necessary, not by existing institutions o f1long
standing and obstinate growth violating the moral sentiments
and intellect, but b y the unfettered and natural progress of huamn afiaira. In the golden age* an existing law, we shall sup
pose, is to be repealed, or a new law enacted, by a legislature
which we assume to consist of thoroughly educated and general
ly informed practical men, free from'the selfishness ana barba
rism of party spirit and personal ill-will, without admixturé of
the empty vanity of personal display, with1no pride of caste, or
leaning to what are called interests, above all, unfettered by
pledges to a constituency less enlightened than themselves, And
animated by a single-hearted love of their country mid their
species ;— what would be the course of such a legislature ? First,
we take it, they would announce their intention so long before
the actual discussion of the new law, as to afford ample time to
all who think it might affèct them injuriously to bring forward
their objections, witn the reasons thereof ; by which means the
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legislature' ^¡oylclbe put.in poc^/ssion of every informatioa no.
cef$ary,,for p cojpofirehaaaivp .view of tbemeosure. . Secnodlryby
ajjid^jpjw diyi^oin of, Ubqwvwhifib requires a numerous body
ah tbp ,l\gbl W pkw le feoui A e best qusfc
lij^ed pp^ps.w qnid be ey fteoM^qally,shed, <»n the .subject, and
aw qjfitiqainterq^ ipyettiiHted, ..Thirdly, w tfhtbe whole do.
tqij& ^kr^ed ^ d : twwtVW vdi |befoce. them, tbe entire body
Wiwlcfyljiep dispute lhe (pnflcip|e-qf. the new1law with rtspracti*
ca^wpsequenqes. . Speeches on ,the,priaeiple and consequences
wpplgl bp brief, when.tbqse, were not impelled by a paenle love
°C pwwqhatiop, hut
,meve<U}y justice andbenevokmce, dnd
gLj^dw b y , knowledge,»hd- refi<K*tpnj Differtocee mould be
easjly r^cpi^Ued whpq OflteUiUopp We pure-and stnugh»«forwHKb
apd fb^gfapd object,, the public good, tbe aante in every bosom.
The,.stguda?dof. ¡ftp decipiop,would then be,IsCoosoicotiousne«
satisfied? Ifb w v p la n c e at ease?,;Is Veeecation reepeeted ? 'Do
Cqpiparisop and Causality-promiset as the result, the general
good ? la there 4H>>sacrifice of any «£ these to the inferior sendmeats, and roosl, decidedly, none to the ftnubal pntaanities?
Legislation like dti% would provide ¡amply for tbe legitimate efe
joyment of all the faculties,;inferior a» .well as superior, and
would tend -to .provide tha.necessaries,- comforts, and even.tbe
luxuries and refinements of life,for the-entire population.*
Ope ward, in the close-of all, on the refinements and luxuries
of genuine .civilization. I t is- a great but almost >universally
preralentferror to conclude that these refinements and luxuries
necessarily enervate and .corrupt, a people, and lead to their
downfall, .Abuse of these pleasures alone hds thfese ruinods
consequences t in other, word», the Use Unregulated by the moral
sentiments and infeUeet.. This -was the-corruption of the an-»
cipnts, I t is said that the Americans of the United States, for
sospe,time,after tbe achievement-of their independence, acted on
the error now alluded to, and maintained so rigid a simplicity
that,their very theatres- and ball-rooms Were refused ornament«
Captain Basil HaD- saw the balhrooma at Washington little
mqre.ithap rough-cast, and, probably erroneously concluding
them finished,-referred «be phenomenon to the exemplary Spur,
tanism of the metropolitans« .But this- absord and puerile pet
dantry, is no longer prevalent in the Union. It arises from igno
rance of. the buraao constitution-—from having yet to learn that
there is a special, faculty, ¡and one of the Creator's best gifts,
• We caraidor tbe bills af vttdh Mt Btfelrtngtmm, member tor Sheffield,
lias given notice, to bn result* o f actualcmlisifctoa, and promt«« of yet m om
By a salutary regulation and restraint qf intemperance, and a benevolent and
liberal*provision of edifying, healthful, and refined pleasures for the humbler
classes of society, he will do more for genuine civilization than half a century
of legislation has done before.
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which delights in ornament, elegance, and even splendour.

To

that faculty himofrn hvhrteimte'full of adornment superto utility., ,IJe enamels the plains and paints the lily
beyond the glory of the most glorious of eirtldy kiWgsi1,! He
gives majesty to the woods and melody to the groves. H i lgems
with countless or^hs the azure of the heavens, and deepens the
blue of the sea. Kte purples the mountains with all the1 gra
duated beauty o f aerial dfatanee; ii&»ch pfbthiftitMrPiqsty splpndid
paintings in rtbe*:ssdodostof i (wealth -flr?: ihut,* (f e e i m i t a t i o n .
H e berizonsxthe morning stin ini ilivingigoldh tampers! the .Soling
ray w ithacurtaiaihg of govgeOuseekmjSRar^
gfcnce a t noontide .too. intense ofor biwnaft nga#p,li If. flte(jthat
made the eye aees^ithat roade the ear hearsHiHej flbat qffgted
the faculty of Ideality designed it for its owft Legitimate#yoy-

0

ment, an enjoyment truly boundless* It follows ns-a- ppcsequence of the Divine arrangement, that the pleasures of .taste
and refinement, under: the regulation; of the moral sentiments
and intellect* cannot do harm ; for evil cannot come of the-right
exercise of any f a c u l t y t o .deny that exercise is an ignorant er
ror. Phrenology disowns all such fetters. Its precept .is the
Christian precept, “ Use without abusing.” It is the philosophy
of perfect freedom, of enjoyment regulated only by right .feel
ing and sound judgment.* I t is in ¡beautiful harmony with Scrip
ture in this as in many other ¡points. Yet the precept t p “ use
all things as not abusing them” is forgotten by the strict {adhe
rents ofsome religious sects; who* while they indulge in some
pleasures which suit their own taste, abjure and censure others
in which there is no difference in moral principle; .and thus be
come censorious, unsocial, and decidedly unjust* When in their
company, which is an exceedingly irksome position, we feel fetter
ed with a constant dread of touching their sorefe, and encounter
ing their grave looks and solepin reproofs. This sanctimonious
mummery is irrational and intolerable; it is pharasaicfd selfconceit and uncharitableness. There is no sin in the eye of
Phrenology, or Christianity either, but abuse of .the. faculties :
their legitimate use a. benevolent Creator has made boundless in
variety and delight; and, be it never forgotten, the higher the
moral rank of the faculty gratified, the higher is the real grati
fication.
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‘ 'I*fl'^^rfWëlîttorièc(i'irf <tftjr. seventh) iwhamVy p:<iS$ ‘tfa&fcthe
JdfeiW! Rj 'Htn^étsônv 'Es^^yùtin^er af Warriètan a^dEddpn
HàW, hkd^b^É^tJi^;ar<î^âitforable $um to fcertsakr trustëes^to
bë a^plréil in diffusing pWft&togyv ? In ^Hafteftr nuirifter «ball
a|3pëâr to* thefti’Jbeft* Suilled to promote^ihe/edd& in viewii-Qectarih^, that !lf-Pliad- teas confidence m m y trustees* T would
mâfee it imperative' oti themf to print' and >publish pike or mbre
editions of an 4 Essay on thé Conititùtfon tof Man* considered1in
rotation tb External Objecte, by George Combe,’—in a cheap
form, so as to be easily purchased by the more intelligent indi
viduals of the poorer classes, rind Mechanics’ Institutions, (&e. ;
but that I consider k better only to request their particular at
tention to this suggestion, and to leave them quite at liberty to act
as circumstances may seem to them to render expedient ; seéifig
that the state Of the country, and things impossible to foresee^ iàay
make what would be of unquestionable advantage now1, not.advisable at soma future period of timè. But if my decease shall
happen before any material change affecting this subject, I request
them to act agreeably to my suggestion. And I think it proper
here to declare, that I dispose of the residue of my property jn
the above manner, not fVom my being carried away by a transient
fit of enthusiasm, but from a deliberate, calm, and deep-rooted
conviction, that nothing whatever hitherto known can operate so
powerfully to the improvement and happiness of mankind^ as
the knowledge and practical adoption of the principles disclosed
by Phrenology, and particularly of those which are developed in
the Essay on the Constitution of Man above mentioned.”
M r Henderson died on 29th May 1832, and his trustees re
cently assigned a part of his funds for printing a cheap edition of
Mr Combe’s work. Two thousand copies were accordingly pub
lished on 1st April last, at the price of two shillings and sixpence;
all of which were sold in little more than a month. An edition
on larger and finer paper was at the same time published at six
shillings, but its price has now been reduced to four, in order to
supply the continued demand. In this second edition many im
provements and additions have been made ; in particular, a long
introductory chapter is prefixed, and two are added, one on the
Relation be ween Science and Scripture; and another on “ Punish
ment under the natural laws !” Having formerly given an ac
count of the first edition of the work, we think it unnecessary to
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enter into any analysis of ills contente *0 » *he preseét occasion. Mr
Combe, as tm reader tnsy remember, breath of ¿be nfttièfelrlaws
by which the inaiumatencre^ion^ and the orgaoict) j»ottal^i«id
intellectual constitution of<man*! àrfc, regulated.; tts ^ o fitb e im rit
tankingand! original points ¡Which he< has je^lvedfiM itbe^fependent operation, qf »these klwsk-frquii whichi îit- bfcppeD0i<*hat
however well »roe o f them:may be obeyed* {yet¿iif>otnets Jhrxaeleoted, the. punishment of; the neelect niust4fh?vitablyi be*en
ured. . iThw prindpley we thinks oispelatmany.obaquiStiosiand
difficulties which* fortneriy appéaéediothè motel govwfntnentiof
the world. The most vlttuou^crefc o f a ship ane MiaUrtoibe
drowned if they neglect the physical kv&i according? to. which
their ship may. float in- safety r; while pensons thei'fnost «ftrpfaved
enjoy perfect security in a ship' that fe property managed, and
strongly built. And, in like mapnciy if the >org&nic.
other words, the laws of exercise, nutrition, sleepy, cleJunbnbss,
and the like—*be neglected, the individual is punished avührfaad
health, though engaged in occupations putely^ benevolent iand
religious. The following coses, illustrative of Ibis sûhjéct^apipear to us full of instruction >— ?
1 i
<>
u A gentleman far advanced in yeais fell into a. state of ibatiüj
weakness, which rendered the constant presence of an atSetidatit
necessary. A daughter, in whom* Adhesiveness, Benevoteqqs,
and Veneration were largly developed, devoted herself So .this
service with the most ceaseless assiduity. She was hiscompd*
nion for month after month, and year after year, happyin c h e e r 
ing the last days of her respected parent, afcd knowing no plea*
sure equal to that of solacing and comforting him. F or months
in succession she did not go abroad from thé house; hçr duty
became dearer to her the longer she discharged it ; till at lehgtn
her father became the sole object on earth of her feelings and
her thoughts. The superficial observer would say that such
conduct was admirable, and that she must have received'a* rich
reward from Heaven for such becoming and virtuous devotion.
But Providence rules by other laws, aud never yields. H e r en*
joyment of mental happiness and vigour depended on the ren
dition of her brain, and her brain was subject to the oiganic
laws. These laws demand, as an indispensable condition of
health, exercise in the open air, and variety of employment, cal
culated to maintain all tne faculties in activity. She neglected
the first in her constant attendance in her father's chamber ; and
she overlooked the second in establishing him as the exclusive
object of her consideration. The result was, that she fell into
bad health, accompanied by weakness of brain, extreme irritability and susceptibility of mind, excessive anxiety, hysteria,
and even symptoms of insanity. Some judicious friends at last
interfered, ana by forcing her to leave for a time, although much
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against;l*er>intdma«eny ffheocbjMtnaf 4fetusa£<^tnde; <nescued>her
firotdidtMfa^ wlrcdaiktmed ®d|td(«iwangemebfco’ Ifth is oriebad
be*iv!nUowed>tOJppoc«Bd tminteniapterily itwotsraafcdtal!tshnindtion, rrlsriy pfekfe pbriohsgvnirid boaei rijAUvriied ntitbei asysterit*«
dispetri4tMni>‘ofl''Pao«irflencb ilvidfflietrogqsOidioifulJaidtpighteif;
sdfetens;{tpbta <thb»'firiincipl&-«f' »hC divineigouernmeyt intutidvrsseanH, the ifesUlt >app4ftf6Jtiei thferriwotiderflil <non.perplexing.! «.,.[
!i >‘VlrYith0iw<iffe^of[religi^u0 auttuire, inian^erewpeoiis »ietoaipf
disioe ¿upedsaiiotwr ®fay)fae foiindj traceable'«1agactiWe iofi die
:natafalutowa^ !iThe fibverdndnEJopnedtsi iErtkln»i "speaking Of
tliejStsilOdf his y«if«V.rrttnd;jray»y ^ tPar ttanonbh lor twbuheafetvrfvaf' t$ei[Almightyiwdre>rwiih| m her; 'th»porsotl whironf'tdid
drink]‘rip faerepiMtSif'and] thelterrartvbf €h>d;d8d/seti tb»lnselvfefc
wiarkiij;aqpdii^lhc{T.>vq He tmUed) ¿¿-the lasaistanefrof'Mn)^ rreigfab tH H w u j c W g y i p e n i i t ) j o i p i j m p w r y e i is l o n i h d rr b t h a l f y a r i d / r i s e w a s

uadodeoifa ptjayi'wiih'Chasm; W t''1>«he!6iilk'OOnrit)ued<t0' charge
befsdtf Tfhb t^.jqnpaWbwarWe'emjtanlohto'cpnclude that she¿was
aieadtnatowyiVjt •Sdohoffettngticpcurring itv^'.wenidQ <ofi iblautblesk
h|6ytieftrty indicated!dfaeUsedie<9Mtr<iQ'thejlirganfc'lof GaodohSness. ‘ Before she fell into these*idspthft/-'fae-cbttiiitife%' ‘ shfe
tiridduhthfattheiliohdi g*ve'heri«id»'d'itliscbw*y «ffrthejtelory
ofnlGhsist as dapheoedqhei whole «tbafciottpwnd'taade allilnftrgs
appe«/a*cWing«n6 <kx)dAin cwnfrarisoqofifajiasj' These ejtpre#suitis sndicate t jlcawre«* eHcitprhetriof the organs of. Wonder and
Yqueratiori. -‘Sheisubseipwintly needverrd;her'metttalfserenity-*
asidibm'hraupand treata u f th* {wMe phenomena « p u re ly 1Metu
tatbpdrcligioosJ He,4»owepr, afte}*»*rds>incidentally tnehtigtis
tHat-ishe jwas.isabjeot' itdi'badi heaji<b,».itnd that ' twelctnchoty
wiadagreat*ig»tdwnt'm i|)dr;disbase^ ¡W«>ttow'kw!>W4h«t!tneL

lawholy ieia diseased1riff'edtioriof tbebrgfanebfCarniousneteb-'i
■ MA ltb etitn d When <Mri EftUkte tived'ttid'wnate, the1pfayl
riafagy of die Wain wra-tmkaoWnv>the'occurrence«:-which fa«
describes h ad a real-existence^ add h e h a d rbc»nt»ught to uttrii
bute th d m to th e agencyofthe' divinedpm t, or o ffh e d e v il;
ascordifag tb ih e ir. different characters. He is, therefore, Pot
deserving'of m haugeforthe errors into w hlchhe unavoMab) v
fell ;, bat aow> «>160 the fhctawbichhie describes,' and analogous
occurrences in oiir owpdiay, can bo trriced to diseased action of the
orgaife'of'thoinhidy we ave antboriaed to view the providerice of
God in '■« different light. While it Would be subversive of all'
religion, to throw any doubt whatever oW the reality and im
portance o f religious feelings, sound in their character, and di
rected to proper objects, it is nearly equally injurious to the
sacred cause, to mistake the excitement and depression of disease
for the influence of the Holy Spirit, or the agency of the enemy
of mankind. '
.
“ It is mentioned also in the Life of M r Erskinc, that his wife
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bore sever»l ^bUdr^n.^.irim wbile ioipfecariousibfeakh, a n d
that the sil/ua*!« A*tf th^,
i¡on.pOffSQîmgo»ihoiteev Nro* <uowM eeqmti\ s\W* i*e<tel<J,\ato,\thab<m)tberjye*ttrl7di^ »tfurw o f
biacbiJdroP d ^ i that, unaided iû^l7^;v^0d> ih*M Î^d,î ^ a
•fifth WWW *htf bcfobl0£<fotfbi,bufc PSW ^wi*;, irH e rtsa a ^ a f frll
tbeeeieveatarafr' Vs^TO.^rifls/rrfnd >rioirç
t
.bawngthe
w
i
f
c
t
f
th e ir
I f t l o t i i p n ^ j t b k i l ^ ^ i i ' M ^ n v / v i / / / cTf7-l\ « u l 1)i!L
“ Again, Hannah More, in a letter to the Rev. «fohBrN&KtPn»
dfttçd ,Cp^lip>. Grew* ?é4i;ÎP^)iVï38i ^ ty rfn ^ e fc iflT a n i in
tJk .g re ^ ^orM . fF
i
. &tum m f à
and ** hpnet .wthiroarps,:vanA P » .puteuwe ^*wrmy,gMfcpj. ’

‘ Fgaçs a g itanare^seem, ,neqa$*gry to^uei»yr$itxw w {8£*iO P ;
for it ?« eertaw tha,tm ym i#d
^
lftngMo»v w d my* rfeith
tesseneegy bege/where I bave pa)terep^ti^aâ/frtin[>(\vitbput1^ n d
where I live in the full and constant perusal .of tW.iflo^ b e a u 
tiful objects of inanimate nature, the lovely woBde*M)frtbo .mu
nificence and bounty, of God. Y*t, in ,thQ<raidstof,hi$,blgs$H\gs,
I should be still more tempted to forget bipv' Were it opt.fp^ frequeut nervous headaches and low fevers, which I find fcp, be
wonderfully wholesome for my moral health.1f
“ This passage contains severaL propositions that .merit atten
tion. First, according to the natural laws, ‘ the most beautiful
objects of inanimate nature,1'and *tbe lovely wonders of the
munificence and bounty of God,1 are calculated to invigo
rate the moral, réVigtous; and fotettéctuWfaculriës, iff tflj/Well
constituted and rightly instructed tninds ; yet Hannah Flore’s
mind ‘ bad more languor, <and her- faith less* energy,1 amidst
such objects, than ‘ when beset with shares.1 ’Secondly, accord
ing both to the natural laws and to Scripture, f evil côittoïJLnications corrupt good manners;1 but ^ when in the great world/
and ‘ in an enemy1« country/ her faith was improved; And,
thirdly, ‘ tterVdus headaches ‘and lotv fevers * are the conse
quences of departures from the organic laws, and arc intended
to reclaim the sufferer to obediénée that the pain may cease ;
et1 she ^foond^thetn wonderfully wholesome for her!,rpfOfal
ealth/ and they prevented her from ‘ forgetting God M
“ Only disease or errors in education could have produced such
perverted experience in a woman so talented, so pious, and so
excellent as Hannah More. Can we wonder that the profane
should sneer, and that practical religion should slowly advance,
when piety exhibits itself in such lamentable contradiction to
the divine institutions P And still more so, when, from pro
ceeding on a false theory, it contradicts itself? Hannah More,

Ï

• Life and Diary of the Rev. Ebenezer Erskine, 1831, pp. 266, 301, 286,
290, 32a
■f* Memoirs of H. More, Vol. ii. p. 110, 111.
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in htt-Jhurnal'<to'>lty9ils
‘'©¿rrftied* tftid wfcek''with four
day h e a d a a h e ^ a t v rMfartdfekW—
little co»ftrfiuhi0ti> witH’Gtedf*?'!'* & frl/!V t'etyjreih tria l^h m th e
tirke ty&dk4Us&>i*'8*MtiM& thi ¿union
faligititis ifitpp&iem&nt.
Thiy £rettfc>W>rk*sh«uid>b^ <to*ie ‘iff bed!tlh1,1W 1f t iW # ffcktetri 'be
dtfite WelfcT: >VoU*$f. p i ll 's .''rTHis-paisage irfuH^ffldoftd aeilfefe;
blit k i
r
]<¿a&rttolis
headaches and low fevers were wol^lí^!rt>t,#h^l¿¿clrttf1<íttP,her
tn6t,aí‘/ h^kI^.,
r
n■■rfmf 1! ..-ti"'* •*
1 i J h e s e t o w l f i o l i i ^ m J i y 'm6r^- ridghlilie added, toiay
se rv e r
ThartW ithoata phAbsophy of htftnm w t o ^ le ^ H
SfitHto*, Wteh Utebtlttg
of sabldtiary cv^tft^ eanndt 'always p^estir^e consisti^ncy^^ifiier
with rtesonf^thdtttselv^&'^and'hkict tliatf religion catf rifetef'Beconie thbt^aghly fndctfcttt, ribr pbt forth1its-'Aill ¿tt£rgie$' fbr
human improvement, until k is'wedded ib’phUdSbphy. ‘ Ifo pro
portion as- mki ahaU become acquainted with the natural laWs,
and apply them aa-tests tb theological'Writings relative tar this
worlds they will beeohte eoriVin6ed of the ttuth of thife obsirvation.n
'
i. i '.■« .i , < i : l
- /
_ : __ Lllu___ ¡-ui.__ —__ .i..-___________________________ _
m is c e l l a n e o u s
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E m y b itrgH ,r-O n 80th M a rc h e r poinbe concluded his course o f Lectures
on phrenology,, delivered /during last winter to the Edinburgh Association
for procuring Instruction i n 5Useful and Entertaining Sciences, i t appears
from the. Fifth Repart oft tta DirUctowj retd'to'fc general« meeting o f sub
scribers on 23d Marche that the number of tickets sold Jbr this itourae
was 224, and that 1114 visitors were admitted to single lectures, at 64. each.
On Monday 11th May, Mr Combe commenced a course of weekly lectures
on Moral Philosophy fbuatitd oU^hreiinlogy,'in Clyde Street Half.
'
frriB.iipfe*r~We Isash tflsfca Ifhrhnolwical Society was ectobhahed ¡here
several months ago, and beg, to bej fayoureqf wjth seme account of ita pr^flad
ings and succese.
“
‘ '

AaffaoA'f&.-^ln cUftsc^UoM^F’attiAvty&Hdn frcAh’ “ T he Arbroath So
ciety for. the obtain ro£ o f klsefjri JCriowledgei” two buturcs on Pilpenology
were delivered there on 13th and SQt^rM^y, by ojur active friend.M r W .
A. F . Browne, of Montrose. The audience, we understand, amounted to
about 600. M r Browne restricted faimseif chiefly to the prbofi that the brain
is the organ o f the mind, taodi to th e general principles o f PbneaOldgy; but
we trust that he w ill speedily resume the subject at Arbroath, and pursue it
into its details. W e are glad to leapi also that he is about to deliver, at
Montrose, a course o f stit lectures,’before th e managers of the Lunatic Asy
lum under bio superintendence, the« medical men of the town, and such other
individuals as may feel an interest in the subject,—upon Insanity generally,
but confined more especially to the principles upon which the disease ought
to be treated,.and to a description of wbat asylums were, what they are, and
wbat they ought to be. These lectures, of course, w ill be purely phrenolo
gical. Mr Browne’s proposal to deliver them has been received in a very
flattering manner; and as the subject is one respecting which the public
at large stand greatly in need of being enlightened, wc anticipate much good
from the course.
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Iw w n lf with. g m * . pleisusq» u » t .tb# inhabitants of
tin* iowmAwwiipMfl^feBjtak^UiWf^yea to tbestudy.of ?bi*n«tog^ . Mr
wUlfcm T a iV ^ riieW $hf?^AÌ^_W $ft1RF0to*d)iM^$*be*QÌenc£, corameiMsd,
in, March las*,- a c o u w ^ f w*ekly.lecturfl* upon; iti wtyeb M w jwoted great
iatmreat, andthavs tee» tbf*, wea#* afoadiing « ^ ^ p f e r w o l o g i f a t 
tention is n s ^ p a # te,TArenotogy/i5fl Sawder* aad aom^rf fcs;gren£s* oppaoants hayc b^o«^M^warwjSMppoitor^j Tb^cifty^v wfthcUcyti, isnptiyet
finished.; M rTsiVhas b een > re^ ^ ed l 0 .dcUy»w aivin^?<4MCfec«y lecture/dn
Phrenology at Gntabteta:w tereM *JV i‘DQW*»l,
meooe a a o o r te o u w Mwadiax^ii.jihcaftaiwakniiar/wcto.peofiiwiwf *»

opinion, wthitb we i^ayetltmg icherished, .that. ,the,proYi»cbd m e d ia i wen eve
to be the chief instruments*» iUffowe^/Vhrenidp^-IhreMgbppt th&Mngdsfa.
As it falls directly U the way oftheta preitefw&W'atod*»* mney-ofthem »re
weU informed. respecting it s tfceyvare under no tt^ofogjwi -fetters & fcnd^be
with which thwr, opinions ara,,generally regarded, enables tthem) to
decided impression on their hearers. W e solicit communications from
Messrs Tait and M ‘Dougal, and Hope to 'èpe thfeir example widely followed
by young surgeons throughout th e àotmfcry.
-i/ i
i:

S

W arwick.—Letter from W .T k W atson,Ksq., Bscwlttry iof the Warwick
and Leamington Phrenological Society^ dated 13th: February 1835 :—u Our
members, I am happy to say, increase, and we havea very respectable Society.
The Mayor has lrindlv permitted gur meetings to take place at the CourtHouse until our funds wilt allow of fnr procuring room*. Our casts, Ac. are
likewise kept there. At our fifth meeting, bn the 5th of December, we had a
pretty full attendance of members, and a good many visitors. A committee
was appointed to reconsider the rules, and recommend such amendments
and alterations as they judged proper. The Committee consisted of Dr
Conoliy, Mr Watson, Itev. George Child*,. Mr Wilmshurst* and Rev. J. A.
Morris. Dr ConolLy read a very interesting paper on the history and cere
bral development of King Robert Bruce, which called forth the warmest
thanks from all present. The Doctor, in the first place, read such historical por
tions of different writers as related to the character of this celebrated Scottish
monarch, and, in the next, pointed out upon the cast of the King’s skull the
peculiar developments which accorded with his history as ihr ua it is known.
Dr Conoliy then, in the paosfc candid manner, read over thè development as
given by the more expert and experienced phrenologists of Edinburgh, to
shew wherein he had erred in his- estòlliate of the development, and concluded
by recommending a similar method of acquiring* dexterity id reading develop
ments to the members of the Society generally.. The following gentlemen
were elected Ordinary Members r— Mr D*Arcy Boulton, Surgeon, Leaming
ton; Mr Sidney Field. Solicitor, Leamington ; Mr Gfeoige Matthew Paget
Kitchen,Solicitor, Bedford; MrSamiiel Bueknili, Stlrgeon, Rugby; M rW .
M. Shillitoe, Birmingham, (W. B. Gattello, London, corresponding), Mr Henry
Blenkinsop, Surgeon, Warwick-^CaTresponding : Grasse Hayes, Esq. Barris
ter, London \ Mr John Lee* Surgeon, Market-Beaworth, Leicestershire. The
Rev. Edmund Roy, B. A , Lctanikgton, and M r William Groves Perry,
Warwick, were proposed as Ordinary Members. No phrenological subject
was given out for dfccuarie» at the next Ordinary Meeting, ss the members
would be occupied withfche new m iei. The Sixth Meeting took piaceli the
Court-House on Friday the Cth o f February inst., when the new rules wave
formed and ordered to be printed. The Rev. Edmund Ray, tì. A-, Leataington, and Mr W. Gv Perry were elected Ordinary Members, and Mr John
Kimball,- Surgeon, Knouk, a Corresponding Member; Mr Henry Dale, Sur
geon, Leamington, was proposed as an Ordinary Member. The Anniversary
Meeting o f the Society will take place at the Court-House, Warwick, on Fri
day thè 6th of March next. B y some unaccountable omission, I neglected
to mention the name of Mr J. L. Levisomof DdocaSter, as an Hononuy
Member, ami shalL feel obliged by his name being inserted in the next num
ber of the Journal as such. We now muster, with Honorary and Correspond
ing 38 Members, and one proposed 39. I have the honour to be, Sir, your
most obedient Servant, W. D. W atson.”
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Southampton .—Phrenology, we learn, is fast gaining ground in South
ampton. “ A class,” says a correspondent, “ has been formed!at the Mechanics’
Institution, for Instruction in the science, which is attended by about twenty
members. They hare heretofore met fortnightly, hut hare now agreed (March
1835) to meet weekly; and their plan is, that some member of the Class shall
deliver «'lecture or read a paper o f his own composition at each meeting.
They began with the bones or the Skull; then followed the Anatomy of the
Brain, the Temperaments, and the three great divisions of the head; on each
o f which several subjects some excellent observations were made. The class
is now proceeding regularly with the organs according to their order; and on
the organ of Acquisitiveness, a mere mechanic, who shews a good development
of the moral and intellectual organs, recently read a paper full of original
matter derived principally from his own observations, in which he introduced
the following Epitaphs and Eulogy on Phrenology. As these may be considetfed almost extempore productions, they ought to be publicly recorded,
and any faults which may be discoverable in their composition are excusable.
Epitaph on a M iner,
Here lies a Miser—wont of wretches he :
Rich for this world, poor for eternity,
Gold was his god! who life hot soul could sa v e,
Or grant one ray of hope beyond the grave f

On a Prodigal.
A Prodigal's beneath—vain man 1 to spend
His life and money for no other end
Than here to play the fool, dance, eat, and drink,
To swim in sin, and then in sorrow sink!

On u Thief.
A Thief is here entomb'd—a friend to none ;
He’d rob the poorest wretch beneath the sun;
Though bold in life, in death his courage fled—
The prospect then was dark and full of dread \

On a Christian.
This grave is Christian’s— Yes, the orphans’ friend
la gone—but mark! his was a peaceful end ;
His gold, his life, hw soul to God was given,
Ho fell asleep in Christ, then woke in heaven!

Eulogy on Phrenology.
Phrenology, though all the rage,
Says one, my thoughts shall ne’er engage;
What man of sense will place reliance
In so contemptible a science ?
I can’t think one would dare maintain
The teat of mind is in the brain,
That skulls or bumps, whate’er their rise.
Can prove their owners fools or wise.
Another says, 1 hate it much,
Because its principles are such
As will to fatalism lead,
Cause infidelity to spread,
A thousand other evils bring.
Abuse foe laws of God and king,
Expose one’s conduct, good or had,
Distract men • minds, and drive them mad.
A third, T'will die, like Jonah's gourd;
This man’s deranged, don’t take his word.

For, l o ! it spreads on every hand,
Both far and wide, by sea and land—
Well, Antix, is this all you find
Against foe doctrine of the mind ?
Pray hide your heads, end the debate;
’Tis plain you’ve each a shallow pate.
Next to religion, find who can
A system so befitting man ;
His mind t’exalt, delight his sense.
Or teach him pure benevolence.

If gold

ot

silver you compare

With Gall’s rich boon, they’re light as air ;
This German science all should prise,
And ne'er philanthropy despise.
Soon may its philosophic truth
Be taught at school to every youth.
It cannot die, but must obtain
While sun, and moon, and stars remain.”

Future communications from Southampton will be acceptable.
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Extract from an Address delivered at the First Anniversary Meeting of the
:Provincial Medical and Surgical Association^ Ju ly 19* 1833, by Edward
. iBorlowy M. DJ, Physician to the1Bath United Hospital and* Infirmary,
MiAe &c>, published iu ^ T ra n sa ctio n s of the1Association..
next 4 e a $ VWpJt I hav^ ^o re<?Qqd.i?.qqe qq wb& i, i ^ W.w to yield
to ,j;^e impulse q f iqy own f i li n g s , I s^oulq.dwejl with deep anq ^ in f u l in
terest.'* I q December, died at Boston, in thq United Stages qf America, Dr
J. O ' Sjmrz;beim, the coadjutor
J>r Gatl,, and the aide advocate and expo
sitor o f the doctrines which Dr p a ll first promulgated. I t wpuld
out of
place Jiere.to enter on any vindication of the science which'these distinguished
fellow-labourers established by evidences sufficient t# carry conviction to
eveyy unprejudiced mind.
, ,, , (,

“ Of the rancour with which it was early assailed, and of the puny endea
vours 9till,made froiq time to tipiq to, decry it thrQqgh pnqanp, of ridicule and
ahuse, j tajvp,lit.tie account, being well assured that its, truths w'ili survive,
and he acknowledged when its objectors shall have passed into oblivion* M y
own faith was no effect of raised imagination,.but the result qf calm and de
liberate judgment; and, after two ana twenty years of observation and reflec
tion, it remains unshaken. However the doctrines of Spurzheim may be im
pugned, his personal merits will he readily acknowledged by.oil who ever had
the happiness of holding intercourse with him. W ith a vigorous intellect
were combined moral qualities of the highest order, and dispositions the most
amiable; and it was impossible to know him, without blending with the ad
miration due to the profound philosopher, sincert esteem and the warmest
affection for the man.”
‘
’11
'l
I tinerant P hrenologists— Complaints have reached us from various
quarters, both in this country and in Ame*u^, raupptrilliterate persons who
go about lecturing on Phrenology and- taking development^ for a fee, and
whose proceedings are such as to injure Elurqqqlqgy iq the eyes of persons un
acquainted with the subject. One of them, we are told, has published in the
newspapers a narrative of a visit said to have been made by him. to a prison
in a distant town, and of his success in divining the dispositions and talents
of a criminal there confined; and this narrative is suspected to he a fabrica
tion. O f this matter, and the individuals ¡aljuded to, we have personally no
means of judging; but we are certain that, in Phrenology as in medicine,
illiterate pretenders can impose only on the weak and ignprant, and that no
rational man will identify their merits with those of the science which they
profess to teach.
P aris.—W e have just received the April number of the Parisian Phreno
logical Journal, the contents of which are of an interesting nature, and will
be flilly noticed hereafter. We intended to publish at present a review
of soirie of the recent numbers of the French Journal, but have been compel
led to postpone it for want of room. The chief contents of the April number
are—A translation, from the German, by Dr Fossati, of Dr Gall's letter, in
1788, to Baron de Retzer, concerning his views on the functions of the brain,
and Which is curious as being the first account of them published by Gall;
Translation of Mr Combe's Outlines of Phrenology ; A paper on Idiocy, by Dr
Felix Voisin; Discourse pronounced at the Annual Meeting of the Phreno
logical Society of Paris, 22d August 1834, by Professor Andral, President;
Account bf the proceedings of the Society during the year 1833-4, by Dr Casimir Broussais, Secretary; and notice respecting the Negro Eustache, by M.
Duchesne. The object of Professor Andral, in his Address^is to shew that Phre
nology “ ought henceforth to form a part of the grave and serious studies of phy
siology.” H e states that, though not a single organ in the brain had been de
termined by Gall, “ the foundations of the science would not on that account
have existed the less.” H e regards exceptions to well established principles
as apparent only; and quotes with approbation the remark of M. Bouillaud,
that, “ while every theory which is contradicted by a well observed fact is
false, it is not less true that every fact which is in contradiction with a rigo
rously demonstrated theory, has been ill observed.”—“ I f Phrenology,” he
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adds, “ be true, g iv e .yourselves no uneasiness about its future success; for
there is no example on aeodnd o f any truth wiiid), once launched into the world,
has fidled itheue <to makeiifc Way.’’ i T heifollow ii^. extmot frbm /the account
of tlie Society’s proceedings by Dr CWmir BroussaK shews tl: Lit the m tm .
bei>. tiihl*;i sound view ot lheir duties - tHI affirm and repeat, in the nan;e of
my collcrigttoii, that we study Phrepolbgy with the comp iciest independence;
we art* i s folly convinced oi the reality or its fiindament&l principles as of
our own ekfatenci* B^cwftc tbi^ls to Uä'un bb$erWiim of every day and every
instdtfl; Imt, fipir fron* pretending that the icience is conqjlete^rtd perfect, we
rely upon its ftuitte' imgivra,- noil dd all In buV power to contribute to bring
about ^ ¿ h a result;'1 L>r It. adverts to a number of casts of heads of re
markable persons, wdiich the Society had acquired during the preceding year,
most of them through the attention of that indefatigable nhrenohxrist M .
DunibUtie^1

PiniKyoLonror. All UstoXs iv A ncient G reek W riter »__ A corres
pondent1 has called our attention }o the following passages in Homer and
Apollonius.
•----- —1 uhr ^i f f rot ¿wf hero utX*av «A^s*
’’ "
foXxof ifjv, x u \o f V i+ifov *e$er T¿1 Si el apoj
** Kvf>ri)t la-i <rr*i$df futo^eexorv avrag SzrtgSt
_' ‘
itjv *i<p&xkv, ^#Sv» S’ irttjvoS-t X«^»u,M ’■
, ,
----- Hina Greece had seat to Troy,
, The miscreant who shamed ^is country most.
. (
He squinted, halted, gibbous was behind
And pinch’d before, and on At« tap’ring head
r
, ,
Grew patches qipyoi the flimsiest dowp.” m
Shth is the description p f Öre personal appeärance o f that low-tiiinded vul
gar blackguard ThetSites, as giveri by Homer iir the'second book of the Iliad,
verses 216*-! 7-1 &^19; and by-Homer’s close English translator, CoWper. The
chief phrase,'11 <potyt
is translated by Damm, in his Lexicon H om e,
ricum, into German, spitxkopf—A nglic&, spit-head, having a head in the form
o f that of a spit, tapering to a point.
There1is a sort of obscure allusion to the organ of Amativeness in Appolloniua’ Account of the Expedition of the Argonauts. Medea, deeply enamoured
o f Jason, lies sleepless and restless on her solitary couch, thinking amorously
o f hi ih in his absence:—

:

.............. —i—:— :**!»*«&* ¿ui," &c.

( | .j
See Book iii. verses 761, et seq. of Apollonius.
T h e ,tr e la tio n o f which may be given as- follow s:— “ The fire which devours
her, fastens upon all her nerves, and makes itself felt even at the back o f her
head, in that place where pain ds most keenly felt when violent love takes
possession pf all the senses.”
U n ited S t a t e s — T he;third a*d fourth numbers of the Annals of Phrenology, published at Boston in November and December 1834, are now before us.
No. 3 contains several original articles, particularly an essay “ On the study of
Human Nature as a branch of Popular Education,” and a u Report on Infant
Schools.” There are also two long papers extracted from our own pages,— 1st,
On the Character and CerebralUevelopmentofRammohun R o y ; and, 2d, On
the Phrenological causes of the different degrees of Liberty enjoyed by different
nations. The editors have borrowed still more largely from us in No. 4, where
we observe not fewer than five articles quoted from this Journal; among others,
Mr Simpson’s Phrenological Analysis of Eloquence, and Mr Cox’s Essay
on the Character and Cerebral Development of Robert Burns. This number
contains twp original articles, which we have not room to notice at present.
The first volume of the Annals, extending to 528 well filled Svo pages, is now
complete. W ith respect to the future, it is mentioned in the December
number that “ the f ia t number of the second volume will be put to press
immediately, and the subsequent numbers will appear regularly every three
months. M en of talent have been engaged to contribute to the work, and
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no pains or expense will be spared to render it worthy of the cause to which
it is devoted.” The Lectures of the Boston Phrenological Society, at the
Masonic Temple, “ continue to excite interest, and to be well attended.
There is a lecture every Fridav evening at seven o’clock.” The Society’s
collection of casts, skulls, and drawings, is gradually increasing. The sub
joined is an extract from the “ Notices” in the Annals:—
“ The Second Anniversary of the Boston Phrenological Society was celebrated
at Boylston Hall, December 31. 1834. The following was the order of exer
cises:—Voluntary on the organ. Prayer. Beading of the Scriptures.
44 Original Ode (by / . Maclellan jun. E sq .) on the Birth-Day o f Spurtskeim.
A ir—America.

1.
We bear no garlands now,
Twined for the victor's brow,
Nor song of praise 1
To Glory’b bloody hand.
To War's assembled band,
Scourge of both sea and land.
No hymns we raise.

U.

IV.
His was the eye to scan
Clearly the mind of man,
Through its dim night,
His the hand to unroll
Boldly the mystic seroll
Of the deep human soul
—Malang it bright.

But o’er the noble head
Of the lamented dead,
Our notes shall burst,
The laurel wreath we bind
In honour of the mind
In that pure frame enshrined,
Now laid in dust!

V.
His searching wisdom taught
How the high dome of thought
Pictured the mind,
On that fair chart confest
Traced he each restless guest
Which in the human breast
Lies deep enshrined.

III.
Land of the golden vine,
Land of the lordly Rhine,
Weep, distant land I
Weep for your son who came
Hither in learning a name,
Bearing her sacred flame
In his pure hand.

But as Time’s rolling wave
Sweeps o’er the stranger's grave,
Year after year,
Science shall watch his urn,
Pilgrims shall thither turn,
Beauty around shall mourn,
Dropping the tear)

Vi.

“ Address by the Rev. Oeo. Bradbum. Hymn, Ac. Benediction. Vo
luntary.
“ The Address of Mr Bradbum was on the utility of Phrenology. The
subject was ably elucidated by the orator, and much to the edification of the
audience. W e shall have occasion to notice it hereafter more ftilly.
“ Officers of the Boston Phrenological Society for 1835.— Rev. J ohn P ik r pojtt, President; Wm. B. Fowle, Vice-President; S. 6 . Howe, M. D., Cor.
Secretary f M. S. Perry, M. D., Bee. Secretary; Joseph Whiter Treasurer;
E. P. Clark, Nahum Capen, J. F. FLago, M. D., John Flint, M. D., Councillore ; N. B, Shurtleff, M. D., H . T. Tuckerman, Curators,,n
The publication of a series of duodecimo volumes, entitled u The Phreno
logical library,” is about to be commenced at Boston; the first six volumes
to contain an English translation of Dr Gall’s work on the Functions of the
Brain. Dr Epps' “ Hone Phrenologies” has been reprinted in the same
town.
Among a variety of articles necessarily postponed till our next Number, are
Reviews of D r CaldwelTs Thoughts on Physical Education, and of D r Brighton's
Remarks on the Influence of Mental Cultivation and Excitement upon Health ;
the case of G. B. of Belfast, and Mr Hancock’s» excellent letter on the organs
of W it and Comparison. We have received Mr Rondeau's Elements of Truth.
E d i n b u r g h , 1et June 1835.
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P assages ih h is D issertation . London: Baldwin and Cradock.
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W e intend to confine bur remarks on these publications
chiefly to the views of their authors about the existence and na
ture of conscience. On the ground of the corruption of human
nature by the fall, Dr Wardlaw denies the possibility of esta
blishing, by means of observation, a sound ethical philosophy.
“ To show youj in part at least,* says he, “ my reason for en
larging, as I have done, on the hazard arising, in questions of
morals, from the theories of human philosophy, I now come at
once to the. point which I have had principally in view, and to
which I alluded in the close of the former lecture. I t is this,—
That in by much the larger proportion of these theories, there
is an entire, or almost entire, overlooking of a fundamental ar
ticle in the statements of fact and of doctrine contained in divine
revelation, relative to the character and condition of man as a
subject of God's moral government:— I refer to the innate depra
vity o f human nature.*—(P. 37.) w I argue,* he continues,
“ at present hypothetically. I assume the fact of man's depraVOL. IX.— NO. XLV.
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vity—of the natural and inveterate alienation of his heart from
God. Now this state of his nature brings with it two distinct
sources of error. Man, let it be remembered, is, in our present
inquiry, both the investigator, and, in part at least, the subject
o f investigation. In each of these views of him, there is a
source of error; the first arising from the influence of his depra
vity on his character as an investigator; and the second from
the disposition to make his own nature, without adverting to its
fallen state, his standard of moral principles, and his study in
endeavouring to ascertain them.”— (P. 40.) “ Let me illustrate
my meaning by a simple comparison. Suppose a chemist were
desirous to ascertain tne ingredients of water. W hat estimate
should we form of his judgment, if, with this view, he were to
subject to his analysis a quantity of what had just passed, in the
bed of a sluggish river, through the midst of a large manufac
turing city, from whose common sewers, and other outlets of
impurity, it had received every possible contamination which,
either by simple admixture or by chemical affinity, had become
incorporated with the virgin purity of the fountain ; and if, pro
ceeding on such analysis, he were to publish to the world his
thesis on the composition of water? Little less preposterous
must be the conduct of those philosophers, who derive their ideas
of what constitutes rectitude m morals from human nature as it
is. They analyze the water of the polluted river; and refuse
the guide that would conduct them to the mountain spring of
its native purity.”—(P. 44.)
“ According to Bishop Butler's theory, human nature is
4 adapted to virtue* as evidently as ‘ a watch is adapted to mea
sure time.' But, suppose the watch, by the perverse interference
of some lover of mischief, to have been so thoroughly disor
ganized,—its moving and its subordinate parts and powers so
changed in their collocation and their mutual action, that the
result has become a constant tendency to go backward instead
of forward, or to go backwards and forwards with irregular, fit
ful, evershifting alternation,—so as to require a complete re
modelling, and especially a readjustment of its great moving
power, to render it fit for its original purpose;—would not this
beVmore appropriate analogy for representing the present cha
racter of fallen man ? The whole machine is out of order. The
mainspring has been broken; and an antagonist power works all
the parts of the mechanism. I t is far from being with human
nature, as Butler, by the similitude of the watch, might lead his
reader to suppose. The watch, when duly adjusted, is only, in
his phrase, ‘ liable to be out of order.' This might suit for an
illustration of human nature atfirst, when it received its consti
tution from its Maker. But it has lost its appropriateness now.
That nature, alas ! is not now a machine that is merely * apt to
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go out of order it is out of order ; so radically disorganized,
that the grand original power which impelled all its movements
has been broken and lost, and an unnatural power, the very
opposite of it, has taken its place ; so that it cannot be restored
to the original harmony of its working, except by the interposi
tion of the Omnipotence that framed it.”—(P. 126.)
D r Wardiaw’s own doctrine is briefly stated by himself as fol
lows :— “ The sum of all this,” says he, “ is :—that man was ori
ginally in full possession of the knowledge of the Divine will as
the rule or law of duty, and that a disposition in accordance with
this will was (if I may so express myself) inwoven with the very
texture of his moral constitution :—that in this his original stale,
the dictates of conscience might, with unhesitating assurance,
have been taken as the test and standard of moral rectitude :—
that since, by throwing off his allegiance, man became a sinful
cFeature, the knowledge of his Maker's will has not been entirely
obliterated, but, in consequence of the obliteration of the dispo
sition to do it, has become so sadly defaced and confused in its
characters and impressions, that, although it still leaves him, as a
subject of moral government, intelligent and accountable, it has
been rendered, as a standard of right and wrong, incompetent
and unsatisfactory, itself requiring to be rectified :-^that the
Holy Scriptures, coming from the same Being who was the
Author at first of man's moral nature, are, with respect to the
rule of duty, in precise harmony with the dictates or conscience
in that nature, in its state of primitive innocence,—the law in
the book being the same law as the law then in the heart :—and
that the way to bring mankind back to the knowledge of the
original law, and to correct the dictates of a depraved and err
ing conscience, is to put them in possession of tnis divine docu
ment ”_ ( P p . 176, 177.)
Dr Waralaw does not explain a serious difficulty which ap
pears to us as phrenologists to attend this view of the fall. I f
man “ was originally in full possession of the knowledge of the
Divine will,” and if “ a disposition in accordance with this will
was inwoven with the very texture of his moral constitution,”
how did he come to fall ? If there was no imperfection in his
constitution, how did it give way at the first strain upon it ?
Suppose that an experiment were made to tempt a hare to woriy
a rat, the tempter could not succeed at all, because in this ani
mal there is no carnivorous instinct. His temptation would
really never reach its will. I t would never feel the slightest de
sire to do what he wished it to accomplish. I f there had been
no tendency in the human mind at first to disobey the Divine
law—-no principle which, through excessive energy, insufficiency
of knowledge, or other cause, might be led astray—man could
not have fallen. If there was within him a liability, when sufx b 2
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ficiently tempted, to go wrong, he was not created perfect. I f
the temptation, and the power of resistance, were antagonist
principles, and if the latter was, in relation to the former, so
feeble that it was liable to yield at the first solicitation, it is a
contradiction in terms to speak of a being thus constituted, and
exposed to a trial which he could not sustain, as perfect. The
subject is a dark and difficult one ; but if divines will adduce it
for the purpose of obstructing and depreciating scientific know
ledge, they cannot reasonably object to our endeavouring to de
fend nature against their aspersions.
Dr Wardlaw contrasts the certainty of Scripture information
with the darkness of philosophy. “ W e should be unfaithful to
our God,” says he, “ and throw a disparaging insult on H b
name, were we thus to consent that the wisdom of ‘ the only
wise9 should make its obeisance to the chair of human science;
or were we to admit that He has left His word with less conclu
sive evidence in its behalf, than that by which the wise men of
this world can vindicate the dictates of their own sagacity.”—
(P. 20.)
W e are truly grieved to find a man of Dr Ward law’s charac
ter giving solemn utterance to a denunciation so undiscrimina
ting, unfounded, and prejudicial to the progress of rational in
quiry and social improvement, as that which we have just
quoted. In the mouth of a persecutor of the darker ages, it
enlightened
would have seemed
Christian minister, it is
, 1 deserving of
the severest reprobation. Indeed, we cannot persuade ourselves
that, in writing it, Dr Wardlaw saw clearly the meaning which
it really conveys.
When D r Wardlaw speaks of a disparaging insult being of
fered to the wisdom of “ the only wise” in allowing it to make its
bow to “ the chair of human science,” he is guilty of cherishing
that most ignorant and disgraceful prejudice, which deems it es
sential to the honour of the Omnipotent, to separate Him entirely
Jrom the works which H e has created, and which He, at the be
ginning, pronounced to be a good ;” as if it were now a re
proach to the Artificer that He had ever seen meet to create the
world and all that it contains. W hat, we would ask, is “ human
science,” that it should be thus contemned P If it be any thing,
it is simply a knowledge of the works of God, and of the laws
by which those works are regulated. And this being the case,
where is the “ disparaging insult” in believing that the wisdom
of “ the only wise” may be traced, not in the Scriptures only,
but also in the records of human science, and, as there exhibit
ed, be found conducive to the better understanding and more
useful application of the “ word ?”
W e cannot, indeed, conceive a more illiberal or hurtful preju
dice than that which constantly seeks to elevate a wall of ada-
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tnant between the Scriptures and what is stigmatised as “ hum an
science,” as if man could arrogate to himself the wonders of
creation, and make the world anew, different from the state in
which it is left by the Creator. Dr Wardlaw is too intelligent
not to admit that w h a t i s t r u e i s e q u a l l y o f G od, whether
it be td k m jr o m h is w ritten word, or come to us through the obser
vation o f h is w orks . Ail tru e science being merely a transcript
of God's works and laws, is consequently d ivin e in the same

sense as creation itself; and surely even D r Wardlaw would
shrink from affirming it to be a disparaging insult on the name
of God, to believe that His w orks are as undoubtedly authentic
and the laws of creation as obligatory on us as His “ w ord* W e
suspect that, by “ human science,” D r Wardlaw in reality means
J id se or u n tru e science. He speaks elsewhere of “ science falsely
so c a l l e d a n d , in this view of the matter, we can go heartily
along with him in holding it to be a disparaging insult to the
Divine Being to allow His wisdom to make its obeisance to hu
man ignorance or falsehood. But there is no “ chair” for teach
ing false science; and if this be really his meaning, it was
strongly incumbent on him to express himself more clearly, in
stead of impeding the advance of God's truth, by raising up feel
ings of hostility and prejudice where they are already too active.
I f the God of truth be the one only and true God, and if the
truths of science proceed from the same divine source as the
truths of revelation (a position which no sane person can deny),
it is sheer absurdity to talk of one class of truths “ making oliei»
sance” to the other. Where there is but one source, none can be
higher; and no one truth can lose its virtue merely on account
of its ranking among others equally well known, instead of stand
ing in seeming opposition to them.
Dr Wardlaw, indeed, with strange inconsistency, admits these
very principles to be sound, and says, “ I would lay it down,
with all the certainty of an axiomatic principle, that divine reve
lation and true philosophy can never be really at variance; that
it is only false philosophy that fears revelation, or that revelation
needs to fear.”—(P. 29.) “ The universe,” he adds, “ is the pro
duct of one mind. There can be nothing in it, therefore, which,
when rightly understood, will be found contradictory. As far
as human research has hitherto extended, wisdom and skill have
been apparent in all the departments of nature; the increasing
light of science, instead of detecting any failures or defects, hav
ing progressively illustrated known, and elicited unknown won
ders ; and from the uniformity with which every fresh accession
to the means of scientific discovery has added to the manifesta
tions of divine intelligence, we reasonably infer, that, could its
investigations embrace the whole extent of creation, the result
wduld still be the same. And if we assume infinite intelligence
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to belong to Deity, there results a still surer hypothetical cer
tainty, that all the productions of that intelligence must be such as
to require knowledge alone on our part to insure the discernment
o f their excellence? —(P. 242.) Here D r Wardlaw writes like
a true philosopher, and really does honour to the Master whom
he professes to serve. But under the influence of his theological
education, he excludes human nature from the catalogue ot the
Creator’s works. He says, “ It is my very object to shew that
the science of morals has 6 no province at air independently of
theology ; and that it cannot be philosophically discussed ex
cept on theological principles? W e are surprised that it has
not occurred to D r Wardlaw that human nature, instead of
forming an exception to the divine wisdom and goodness mani
fested in creation, may really never have been “ rightly under
stood.” He might as reasonably urge the Fall as an argument
against the possibility of studying the science of optics, as against
that of cultivating ethical philosophy. Optics is founded on the
structure, functions, and relations of the eye, and ethics on the
structure, functions, and relations of the mental organs. Against
optics he might argue th u s: “ The eye is no longer such as it
proceeded from the hands of the Creator: it is now liable to
olindness; or if, in some more favoured individuals, the natural
corruption does not proceed so far as to produce this dire ef
fect, yet universal experience proves that human nature now
labours under squinting eyes, opaque eyes, long-sighted eyes,
and short-sighted eyes,—and that many individuals have only
one eye. The external world, also, is no longer what it ori
ginally was. There are mists which obscure the rays of light,
clouds which intercept them, air and water which refract them ;
and almost every object in creation reflects them. Look at a
straight rod half plunged in water, and you will see it crooked.
Can a science founded on such organs, operating in such a me
dium, and directed to such objects, be admitted into the class of
ascertained truths, by which men are to regulate their conduct ?
Optics, and all its superstructures,” he might continue, “ astro
nomy, with all its pompous revelations of countless suns, attended
by innumerable worlds rolling through space, the offspring of
this science falsely so called, must be laid in the dust, and be
come fallen monuments of human pride and mental delusion.*'1
There is as much truth in an argument like this, as in that
urged by D r Wardlaw against moral philosophy founded on the
study of nature. The answer to the objections against optics is,
that the constitution, functions, and relations of the eye have
been appointed by the Creator; that when we become sufficiently
acquainted with these, we discover that there are sound and un
sound eyes certainly; but that optics is founded on the proper
ties of the most perfect eyes which can be met with. Again,
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there are undoubtedly mists and clouds in the atmosphere» but
we ascertain the laws of the incidence of light» by observations
made at times when these are absent. Certain media also un
questionably refract the rays of light, but they do so regularly,
and their effects can be ascertained and allowed for.
The parallel holds in regard to the mind to a much greater
extent than D r Wardlaw probably is aware of. The Creator has
fashioned the whole mental organs, conferred on them their
functions, and appointed their relations. We meet with some
individuals in whom the organs of the animal propensities are
too large, and the moral organs deficient: these are the mo
rally blind. W e meet with individuals who, with moderate or
gans of the propensities, have received large organs of Benevo
lence and Veneration, but deficient organs of Conscientiousness:
these have a moral squint. But we meet also with innumerable
examples of persons in whom the organs of the propensities are
moderate, and the moral and intellectual organs well developed,
and who thereby enjoy the natural elements of a sound moral vi
sion, and need only culture and information to lead them to moral
truths as sound, certain, and applicable to practice, as the con
clusions of the optician himself. Revelation necessarily suppo
ses in man a capacity of comprehending and profiting by its
communications; and D r Waralaw’s arguments appear to us to
strike as directly at the root of man's capacity to understand and
interpret Scripture, as at his power to understand and interpret
the works and natural institutions of the Creator.
D r Wardlaw, we have seen, discards natural ethics entirely,
and insists that Scripture is our only guide in morals. Arch
bishop Whately, on the other hand, who is not less eminent as
a theologian, and certainly more distinguished as a philosopher,
than D r Wardlaw, assures us, that “ God has not revealed to
ue a system o f morality such as would have been needed fo r a
being who had no other means o f distinguishing right and
wrong. On the contrary, the inculcation of virtue and repro
bation of vice in Scripture, are in such a tone as seem to presup
pose a natural power, or a capacity for acquiring the power, to
distinguish them. And if a man, denying or renouncing all
claims of natural conscience, should practise without scruple
every thing he did not find expressly forbidden in Scripture,
and thiak himself not bound to do any thing that is not there
expressly enjoined, exclaiming at every turn,
‘ Is it so nominated in the bond V

he would be leading a life very unlike what a Christian's should be."
In our humble opinion, it is only profound ignorance of hu
man nature on the one side or the other, that can lead to such
contradictory opinions as these. W e agree with Archbishop
Whately, and are forced to remark, that although Dr Ward-
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law's arguments may be safely presented to readers who know
nothing philosophically concerning the constitution of the h u 
man mind, they make but a sorry appearance in the eyes o f a
well instructed phrenologist. W ithout meaning the least disre
spect to Scripture, we would crave the attention of D r W ardlaw
to the organs of the different propensities, sentiments, and intel
lectual faculties, as they exist in the brain ; and ask him, W ho
created these organs ? who bestowed on them their functions ?
and who established the relations which exist between them and
external beings and objects? Dr Wardlaw assures us, that
“ the mainspring (of the human mind) has been broken, and
that an antagonist power works all the parts of the mechanism
and also that “ the grand original power which impelled all its
movements has been broken and lost, and an unnatural power9
the very opposite of it, has taken its place." W e ask, whence
came the “ unnatural power" here spoken of? Who made it,
and who planted it in man ? I f God—does God set up an un
natural power to war against the natural powers which H e him
self instituted ? W e wish that D r W . had given this u antegonist" and “ unnatural" power a name, and told us whether
it has an organ, like the other faculties, in the brain. He ap
pears to us to have only two alternatives—either to deny the
existence and functions of mental organs altogether, or to ad
mit that they are the workmanship of God. I f he choose the
former alternative, we are ready to go to proof with him on the
subject. He is aware of the existence of Phrenology as a phi
losophy of m ind; and a very little attention to it would have
sufficed to satisfy him, that its facts, principles, and results,
are capable of being much more directly referred to the Crea
tor's will, and therefore more worthy of confidence, than the
crude speculations of philosophers, who have prosecuted the
study of moral and intellectual science by methods palpably im
perfect and fallacious. I f he admit that organs with definite
functions and relations exist, it is incumbent on him to explain
what the effect of the fall was on them. Does he mean to say
that man possesses organs now which have no legitimate sphere
of action ? This must be said in order to maintain consistently
the natural corruption of the human mind. Did man, before
the fall, possess organs prompting him to kill for sustenance, to
oppose aggression, and to resent injuries ? Did he possess or
gans prompting him to practise concealment and to shun dan
ger ? Did he possess organs prompting him to acquire and ac
cumulate property ? The organs nere referred to appear to us
to bear the most marked relationship to a world constituted as
the present now is. I f man possessed them before the fall, it is
difficult to conceive what object they could serve in a scene in
which there was no death, no conflict, no danger, no want, and
no aggression. I f they were added to man's nature only after
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the fall, he is not now the same being as he was before i t ; he
is as different as a tiger is from a sheep.
Farther, was man an organized being before the fall ? The
records of creation, from the remotest geological periods, shew
that in the case of the lower animals death was an accompani
ment of organization ; and dissolution appears to be a condition
of it in man also. I f man was an organized being before the
fall, and not liable to death, his constitution must nave been so
different from what it now is, as to be inconceivable by us. If
he was not then organized, he is now a different being. In
short, in either view, he is not the same being as when he was
created. The truth, however, is, that the doctrine of the inhe
rent depravity of human nature is found in Scripture only by
some denominations of Christians; while to others, not less ho
nest, pious, learned, and intelligent, the Bible appears to teach
no such view of the faculties and condition of man. Theologians,
termed orthodox, may hereafter discover this too; just as they
have discovered that the doctrine of the sun’s diurnal motion
round the earth is one which the Bible does not teach,—although
the church, two centuries ago, declared the Copernican system
to be “ absurd, philosophically false, and formally heretical, be
cause it is expressly contrary to the Holy Scripture.19
The observations offered in the seventh article of our last
number, are calculated to shew what the Bible really teaches
regarding human nature. On this topic, however, we for
bear to enlarge, through fear of creating uneasiness in the
minds of some of our readers; but the imperative obligations
of truth forbid us to conceal the bearing of Phrenology on the
doctrine of the fall. In propounding the results to which ob
servation leads, concerning the mental organs and their func
tions, we deny that we are u wise men of this world vindicating
the dictates of our own sagacity.11 W e respectfully maintain
that we are paying to the Deity a more sincere homage than
that offered by Dr Wardlaw. We are venturing, in the face of
prejudice and obloquy, to call attention to the Creator's works,
and to vindicate His wisdom, as it is written by His own hand
in the volume of nature. Dr Wardlaw shuts his eyes to this
volume; and, in the knowledge that he is addressing a public
who have been trained for centuries to receive his views without
question, triumphs in his condemnation of what appear to us to
be really divine truths.
The phrenologist, finding it impossible to deny that God
created the cerebral organs and instituted their functions, per
ceiving a wise adaptation between the human faculties and the
external world, and discovering a legitimate sphere of action
for every faculty, feels himself constrained to believe that man,
such as he now exists, is the workmanship o f the Creator.
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But, as already intimated, our chief object, in the present artide, is to notice the statements of the authors of the different
works named in the title, respecting the nature and origin of
conscience.
Sir James Mackintosh, in his Dissertation prefixed to the
Encyclopaedia Britannica, condemns “ the erroneous but preralent notion, that the law of association produces only such a close
union of a thought and a feeling, as gives one the power of re
viving the o t h e r t h e truth being, according to him, “ that it
forms them into a new compound, in which the properties of the
component parts are no longer discoverable, and which may itself
become a substantive principle of human nature.” He represents
conscience as one of these new compounds, and gives an analysis
of its elementary parts; but we confess our inability to compre
hend his analysis. The fundamental elements, according to him,
are “ the affections,” and the “ volitions, voluntary acts, which
are the only means of their gratification.” “ The habitual dis
position to perform them,” he says, “ is felt in ourselves, and
observed in others with satisfaction.” “ In this state we desire
to experience these beneficent volitions, to cultivate a disposition
towards them, and to do every correspondent act. They are,
for their own sake, the objects of desire. They thus constitute
a large portion of those emotions, desires, and affections, which
regard certain dispositions of the will as their sole and ultimate
end. These are what are called the moral sense, the moral sen
timents, or last, though most simply, by the ancient name of
conscience*—(P. 407.) This account of conscience is to us quite
unintelligible. Sir James farther remarks, that “ the formation
of conscience from so many elements, and especially the combi
nation of elements so unlike as the private desires and the social
affections, early contribute to give it the appearance of that
simplicity and independence which in its mature state really dis
tinguish it.”—(P. 409.) This sentence is, if possible, still more
incomprehensible.
However, Dr Ralph Wardlaw, in his “ Christian Ethics,”
coincides essentially with Sir James Mackintosh in his views of
conscience, and resolves it into judgment. “ I have often, for
my own part,” says he, “ in thinking of this subject, been at
a loss to conceive what conscience can include in it, beyond the
exercise of the judgm ent in the particular department of morals.
Even those who speak of it as if it were something different, or
something more, are at the same time accustomed to use lan
guage about it, that will hardly apply to it in any other view.”—
(P. 178.)
The anonymous author of the “ Fragment on Mackintosh,”
mentioned in our title, has dedicated his whole volume to an
exposition of Sir James Mackintosh's errors; but, on the sub-
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of conscience, he is not much more intelligible or sound
iself. 44 W hen the matter of fact,” says he, “ obscured by
ridiculous language about a conscience having authority, is ex
pressed naturally, there is no difficulty to any body. The man
decides; conscience is but a word. The man decides that cer
tain things are right, other things are wrong. W hat authority
does he want for doing what is right, abstaining from what is
wrong ? In the very deciding that an aot is right, he decides
that it ought to be done. * Is not this all that is meant by the
command of conscience P The very point derided is the obli
gation. The talk about the right of command assigned to con
science is but so much jargon. I t literally means, that what is
judged right to be done, is judged right to be done; which, to
be sure, is a conclusion of the class for which Sir James has a
predilection.”—(P . 108.)
These authors omit all reference to Phrenology, although it
is difficult to believe them to have been ignorant of its existence.'
Sir James Mackintosh, however, makes an observation which, if
he had legitimately followed it out, would have led him to very
different conclusions.” 44 There must be,” says he, 44 primary
pleasures, pains, and even appetites, which arise from no prior
state of mind, and which, if explained at all, can be derived only
from bodily organization; for, if there were not, there could be
no secondary desires. W hat the number of the underived prin
ciples may be, is a question to which the answers of philosophers
have been extremely various, and of which the consideration is
not necessary to our present purpose. The rules of philoso
phizing, however, require that causes should not be multiplied
without necessity.”
W ith all deference to Sir James's authority, we conceive that
44 the determination of the number of the underived principles”
of the mind, is the first step in all sound mental philosophy; and
when he admits that these 44 can be derived only from bodily
organization,” it is nonsense to add, t h a t 44 the rules of philoso
phizing require that causes should not be multiplied without
necessity.” Who would think of attempting either to multiply
or to diminish senses, feelings, or powers, derived from 44 bodily
organization,” unless he could make and unmake the bodily or
gans themselves, which no sane individual pretends to do ?
These authors appear to us not to enjoy a glimpse of what
conscience is. According to Phrenology, the intellectual facul
ties perceive substances and beings that exist, with their pheno
mena, dependencies, and relations; but they do not feel emo
tions. The organs of these faculties lie in the anterior lobe of
the brain, and their number and functions are pretty clearly as
certained. In the coronal region there are organs which mani
fest various feelings or emotions, called the moral sentiments,
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such as Benevolence, Veneration, and Conscientiousness. The
power of any individual to experience each of these emotions
bears relation (other conditions beiug equal) to the size of its
own organ. These feelings are entirely distinct from the intel
lectual faculties, but may act along with them. If, for example,
we see a man held down by force in a chair, and another draw
ing a tooth from his head,—and if we are told that the suffering
is a Jew whom a tyrant is in the act of robbing, and that
eth are in the course of beings pulled out one by one to
compel him to disclose and surrender his property;—the intel
lect perceives the victim and his tormentors, and comprehends
their motives and designs, but there its functions stop. The
sentiments of benevolence and justice, however, start into action;
they pity the sufferer, and condemn the tyrant and his ruffian
instruments. The force of the perception is in relation to the
size (other conditions being equal) of the intellectual organs;
and the intensity of the emotions in relation to the size (catena
paribus) of the moral organs. An idiot, deficient of the former,
might not be capable of clearly understanding the object and
motives of the operator, and so might fail to perceive the injus
tice of the proceeding, and to experience the corresponding emo
tion, even although the organ of Conscientiousness were large.
A man of genius, on the other hand, might comprehend the
whole transaction very clearly by means of powerful intellectual
organs; but, if he were very deficient in the organs of the mo
ral sentiments, and possessed large organs of Acquisitiveness and
Destructiveness, he might secretly approve of the proceeding as
a clever and convenient way for a sovereign to obtain supplies.
Or, if the very same acts were perceived oy the intellect, but if
the spectator were told that the individual in the chair was a
victim not to a tyrant but to toothach, and that the extractor of
the teeth was a very humane and skilful dentist who was re
lieving him from torture, the moral feelings would here also start
into activity, but with very different results. Benevolence would
feel compassion for the sufferer, and both it and Conscientious
ness would be agreeably affected towards the operator; in other
words, Benevolence would love him, and Conscientiousness ap
prove of his conduct.
W e conceive the fact to be positively ascertained, that there
is an organ which produces the feeling of justice and injustice,
duty and incumbency ; and that the4power with which tne feel
ing acts in each individual bears a relation (other conditions being
equal) to the size of the organ. Individuals who possess the
organ large, instinctively feel the existence, power, and supre
macy of conscience. Those in whom it is deficient, seem inca
pable of comprehending either its nature, its force, or its objects.
If such persons saw a patient labouring under disease of the or-
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gans of Conscientiousness, and heard the awful yet unfounded
self-accusations, amounting to agony and horror, which its de
ranged and painful action produces, they would perhaps see the
folly of attempting to account for such feelings by ascribing
them to disordered intellectual perceptions, or erroneous associa
tions. The utter disregard of the statement of Phrenologists,
that there is an organ of Conscientiousness, and the persevering
efforts to form theories of conscience, without inquiring whether
this assertion be true or false, indicates to us that no great de
velopment of the organ exists in the brain of the theorist.
In M r Combe’s “ System of Phrenology,” this subject is dis
cussed more at length. Of all the metaphysicians, D r Thomas
Brown gives the most correct account of conscience.

A R T IC L E I I.
M INTS ON T H E FORM ATION AND CONDUCT OF A GENE.
RAL MODEL NORMAL SCHOOL, for training Teachers to supply
the Demand of a National System of Popular Education. By Mr S impson .

As the writer has stated, in another place, * what he humbly
considers the principles of Normal training, he will confine him
self, in the following lines, to a statement, seriatim, of a few
practical suggestions.
I. As the teachers to be trained are intended for a system of
popular education, it will be sufficient that they are qualified to
teach pupils from the age of two to sixteen.
II. Tnat educational term will, of course, be divided into two
periods, namely, from two to six, or the infant-school period—
and from six to fourteen or sixteen, the advanced or juvenileschool period; and for each of these there ought to be a teacher
trained, as schools for each ought to coexist in every parish of
the country.
I I I . A t the outset, as the demand for teacherswill be imme
diate and urgent to meet the great multiplication of schools,
the teachers, to be admitted for training in the Normal school,
must necessarily be of a more mature age, than in future years
would be required, or advisable. It is therefore suggested that
the Seminants (as they are conveniently called in Prussia),
should not, at first, be under twenty nor above twenty-five years
of age, and should have received, previously, an average edu
cation.
IV. A Normal school, whether Infant or Juvenile, should be
a seminary for ordinary pupils of the appropriate age for such
• Necessity of Popular Education as a National Object.
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schools; who, in so far as they are concerned, will receive the
tuition of the Normal mastery as if that were the sole object.
This plan, it is thought, has many advantages over that of train
ing the Seminants themselves as pupils.
V. The Seminants will attend separate prelections, to be deli
vered by the Normal teacher, cm the principles of education, the
machinery and art of teaching, and the whole economy of a
school. They will, at their own hours, improve themselves by
reading the books recommended by the Normal teacher, and be
exercised by stated examinations on all the subjects of the lee-*
tures; the stimulus to zeal and progress will be the earliness and
recommendatory terms of their future diploma of qualification,
upon which will depend their settlement as teachers.
VI. As affording the best application of the principles of the
prelections, the seminants will attend in school, witness the
whole management of the young pupils by the Normal teacher,
and by turns be exercised, in teaching them, and performing
scientiQc experiments, under his direction.
V II. As the young pupils may be £00, and the seminants
double the number, a very simple mechanical arrangement will
prevent tliat confusion and distraction, which a multitude of per
sons on the floor of a school-room, looking on, would necessarily
occasion. T o obviate this, a Normal school-hall should be ade
quately large and high, of an oblong form, and seated, like a lec
ture-theatre, on three sides; leaving the wall at one end free, for
diagrams, black board, &c. The seats will rise to within six feet
of the ceiling, and the floor will be as large as that of an ordinary
school-room, and seated as such for the school pupils. On the as
cending benches will sit the Seminants, with their note-books in
their hands, in silent and fixed attention to all that is proceed
ing on the floor. None of them will leave his seat to descend to
the floor, without being called by the Normal teacher to exercise,
or assist in exercising, the school. By this arrangement, confu
sion will be avoided; and as every, the minutest, part of the
actual training will be repeatedly seen and treasured by the Seminants, uniformity, not only in the matter but the method and
manner of teaching, will be attained, and carried to the remo
test parts of the country.
V III. In the Normal Infant school, the Seminants will be
trained to the system of Wilderspin; and there are some teachers
of infant schools known to the writer, who are well qualified
to conduct a Normal Infant school, including the separate pre
lections to, and examination of, the Seminants. For one Nor
mal Infant school—and it should be the leading one,—we may
be at perfect ease, as long as the father of the improved system
of infant education, Wilderspin himself, is spared to us. No
thing more need be said on this branch of Normal teaching.
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IX . For the successive stages of a Normal Juvenile school, a
teacher of great knowledge, readiness and skill in communicating
his knowledge to others, arrangement and method, impertur
bable temper, great vivacity, untiring activity, and firmness of
character, will be required. Every thing depends upon the
choice of this first and leading public functionary. Unassisted
as the Seminant will be, when afterwards in charge of a re
mote parish juvenile school, he must, during his period of Nor
mal training, have seen the varied and laborious duty done in
the utmost perfection of which it is capable. The education, the
total education, of the great majority of his parish, will be expect
ed of him ; and it must be impressed upon him, that that edu
cation is measured now by a much higher standard than it used
to be. I t is not reading, writing, and cyphering merely; these
are its instruments; it is that real practical knowledge which
will fit the pupils for usefulness, success, and happiness in life.
X . The Normal teacher will endeavour to obtain his pupils,
of six yearBof age, from the infant schools; and as the first
school must start with pupils of different ages, the more advan
ced pupils should be recruited from the best existing schools of
the place. When the school is organised, and in full operation,
the Seminants will commence their attendance; and it is humbly
suggested, that the course which they will witness might be
nearly the following
F irst, The Monitorial machinery, which was partially introduc
ed in the Infant school, will be arranged and practised on a larger
and still more systematic plan in the Juvenile. No pains should
be spared to train the Seminants to a ready, skilful, and me
thodical use of this important instrument; for without it a large
parish school cannot be conducted by one teacher. It follows,
that the Seminants must witness the most perfect order, and
ready and cheerful obedience, in the juvenile pupils themselves,
to be indissolubly associated in their minds with the very idea
of a school.
Second* The Seminants will see all the religious and moral
feeling and conduct, and all the refinement, and cleanly and or
derly habits, of the Infant school, respected, increased, and prac
tised, in the Juvenile; and never for one moment relaxed, either
in the intercourse of the teacher with his pupils, or in that of
the pupils with each other, during the whole subsistence of the
school. These should constitute the very atmosphere of a school,
without which it were belter to shut its doors.
Third* They will see a marked attention paid by their
Normal instructor to the ventilation of the school-hall; so
that, on no account, even for a few minutes, its numerous in
mates shall breathe bad a ir ; and the privileges and advantages
of ventilation, as lessons, will be much dwelt upon. They will
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F ifth, From the best books of useful knowledge of.commonthing«, matters, and affairs in hfe, and from his own'states,
which ought to be encyclopedic^ the Normal teacher will impart
knowledge, always, if possible^ by real illustrations, either, ori
ginal* or in drawings and models, and will in terín ate the pupils,
smd establish a system of mutual interrogation,, in this boundless
field. Much of this exercise, as already noticed, will be incU
doutais In sudi instruction the Normal teacher, will refer, to
the best sources of information for tbe private.studies of the«
Seminants ; and a good book on grammar, parsing, and ety
mology, will be placed in the hands of the juvenile pupils, be*»
sides the books on objects and useful knowledge.
. Sixth , Penmanship and arithmetic will be going on at. the
same, time, not only incidentally, but at separate hours for their
more accurate exercise.
Seventh, Natural history, as a science, including the element«'
of geology, may be taught to as large a class as have passed the*
branches already enumerated; and natural theology will inci*'
dentally assist and elevate the pursuit. Going on with natural
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history, and aiding it incidentally, will be taught geography,
by the globe a9 well as by maps ; and the elements of astronomy,
both planetary and sidereal : there is nothing in either which à
young person of ten or twelve years of age, of ordinary capa
city, may not comprehend, relish, and master.
E ighth, Drawing may be incidentally learned and prac
tised, for all the pupils should draw as well as write. Whole
classes may be drawing, writing, calculating, &c., under the
master's tuition, when he is at the same time superintending
other exercises. Monitors will do much here. Simultaneous
superintendence of various exercises is an educational accom
plishment of great value; and the Seminants cannot be too
much impressed with its importance, or too much exercised in it.
N inth, A general outline of Civil History, and, incidentally, the
civil economy of our own country, with a view of our rights and
duties as citizens ; and farther, incidentally, a notion of ranks in
society and their foundation, and of the nature of trades and pro
fessions, labour, wages, markets, &c.
Tenth, The elements of Chemistry ; a lecture, with experi
ments and illustrations, once a-week ; with examinations on, allu
sions to, and applications of, that science, upon all suitable oc
casions.
Eleventh, The same with physics and mechanics.
Tw elfth, Some practical knowledge of M a n as a physical,
moral, and intellectual being. The structure and functions of his
body, the conditions of his health, and the faculties and opera
tions of his mind ; with the relations of both body and mind
to external objects, and the duties thence arising, as a sys
tem of natural ethics.
Lastly, An outline of English literature, some practice in
composition, and a knowledge of the names and works of Bri
tish authors, both prose writers and poets.
Languages, other than the vernacular, can form no part of
a popular course for a whole school. These, as well the dead
as living languages, must be learned by those who choose or
need them, by separate or subsequent study. I should recom
mend subsequent study, as found by experience to do more in a
year or two, than earlier tuition in languages achieves in five or
six.
Nothing has been said of revealed religion, from the ex
treme delicacy and difficulty of prescribing for the treatment
of that sacred subject in a manner that shall bring together all
sects on a common ground, and from the conviction that a
plan for its communication does not properly fall within a state
ment of the mere organization of a Normal school. The W.ilderspin plan of Infant-training includes Scripture knowledge,
and a farther prosecution of this in the Juvenile school ought
VOL. IX.— NO. XLV.
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not tp.be. ptyycted to by w y seci. Ope paint shntdd nevw. be
yielded-r**-no) Normal school ought to be exclusively in, the hernia
fcf any.aeot,:whether dominant or, dissenting- ,,
. • ,» <,fc
I f it should startle, the render to be,toW,,,that,«ll,,the,AMdWA
above mentioned are necesw y.iuan average, ad weapon bestowed
from « » to sixteen, and if he should doubt the'prafcbcnbwity'lQf
their realization, either by the-tenahor ,0 »the© ue bafldi)o r,1the
pupils on the other,, the .writer Jias. great, pleasure in stating,
that the whole, or pearly the whole, is realised, and realised, by
Qne teacher, in>several.seminaries known to him. .Much of,,it,
though not yet all, is done in the English department of Mr Cu%>
ningbam’s academy in Edinburgh, and in other, institutions bath
in England and Scotland; but certainly nowhere so completely
and satisfactorily,, both in matter and method of teaching, as in
the English department of the self-reformed High School of Glas
gow. The writer calls it self-reformed, for it is, thesplitaryipr
atance, known to him at least, of any institution, literary or par
litical, being reformed J h m within, M r Dorsey,, a gentleman
accomplished in an extraordinary degree in literature and scw pn
and unrivalled in bis mode of communication, has the merit of
conducting, and indeed of haying created, the English department
in that school; which, embracing, as it does, all that is above, dptailed, constitutes a complete, education, short o f ,the dead and
living foreign languages, and of the higher pursuits of college.*
Last of. all, the writer begs humbly to suggest, that it would
be expedient for the Government to begin with ose Normal
school, which even the normal teachers in others to. be spbsfatly established should, for a. certain time, attend along .with
ordinary seminants.
U kieoeuity , upon the best model
which can be established, is too important, too vital,, to the whole
system of popular education, to require to he more than busted
at. Give but undivided attention, at first, to one great and,
as nearly as possible, perfect Normal school, and others, even
improved by its experience, will be matter of easy subsequent
organization.
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A R T IC L E I I I .
OBSERVATIONS ON T H E M UTUAL IN FLU E N C E OF T H E
M ENTAL FACULTIES. AND, IN PARTICULAR, ON T H E
MODES AND LAWS OF T H E A C T IV IT Y OF D EST R U C TIV E 
NESS. By Mr R obbbt C ox .

T he proneness of any cerebral organ to act, and the' inten
sity of its action, are influenced by a variety of different circum• The writer lately went to Glasgow for the purpose of witnessing Mr
Dorsey’s method in actual operation in his own hands; and found it to Justify
the most favourable reporta he had heard of it.
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'¿tantes.' 'There are, J&rst, thè extent of itfe 'development ; !**eond, its quality, temperament’, o r internal organic constitution ;
third, the external causes of excitement to which it is exposed,
^tìd thé» efxéteire òr training1which it has undergone ; fo u rth ,
Wifeguatiti tv, quality, and force and quickness of circulation,
lofihè'btóod by which it is stimulated*; and, Jffìh, thè influènte
CHertèdÜpon it by òthèr portions òf the brain and’nervofis syi«!».•■*"OF alt these particulars, the development of the organ 3s
that in regard to which there is generally least difficulty in the
#ay of the practical phrenologist ;—the means of judging of the
quality of the brain have been investigated with considerable,
fndùgn Hot yet perfect* success
the effects of training, exteftMd circumstances, and the Condition of the i)lûôd,' have beèh
•làrgeiy elucidated ;— but with regard to the mutual influenced
the òfgens, an ample field appears to remain ^unexplored. There
etc different modes in which One cerebral organ may be said to
influence another. First, it may restrain us from acting' under the
Other's impulse, without in any degree lessening the tòrce of that
impulse-itself; as when a person* who ardently desires to strike
Iris neighbour, is prevented by Cautiousness from gratifying this
inclination. Or, in the second place, it may direct the other *tò
seek gratification in a particutér Une o f conduct; as when ait
avaricious man is led ny Conscientiousness to amass wealth fay
honest industry rather than by theft« In such cases, however,
it 4s only the result of the activity that is modified, not the ac
tivity -itself ; So that, strictly speaking, the mutual influence of
the organs is the production; increase, diminution, òr extinction,
ò f the activity o f one organ, consequent upon certain state* o f
o(ktr organs. As already hinted, this department of PbretKK
togy, though a most interesting field of inquiiy, has hitherto
been greatly overlooked. D r Spurahehn adverts to it in a brief
and somewhat unsatisfactory manner in his work on Education,
a chapter of which is devoted to “ the mutual influence o f thè
faculties as a means of excitement
and the subject is touched
upon in a cursory way also by Mr Combe, in his analysis Of
Association in the “ System of Phrenology.1’ It is intricate and
bewildering in no ordinary- degree, but, being also of very great
importance, obviously deserves to be minutely and carefully
investigated. I have of late bestowed considerable attention
upon this department of the physiology of the brain, and am
convinced that phrenologists may labour in it with every encou
ragement to hope for useful and valuable discoveries. Such
data as I have been able to collect, appear to shew that the
mutual influence of the «»organs is regulated by general laws
-—which, however, are, for special purposes, subject to modifi
cation by particular laws, regulating only certain organs. My
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, Almost every, form of activity pf the.ropufol fitfojftes ifcoeftr
prehended within one of twft g r e ^ c ja ^ ^ to f a^nifestat^ft-rr
that in which the activity, or.e^ cjjteffe^ t jfo a ^ p d e d wufeftfagr
jure, and that in which it fives rise t^^^sffgpeeqfA^
ain. When the sense of Taste* for exampfc, is ttimishti&iblf
oney applied to the tongue, the action of the
duced, is agreeable; while, on .the other b a p d ^ tta sensation
which arises in consequence of a drpg beiqg, taken ifUo,tb#
mouth, is nauseous ana unpleasant.. The;$eo$e of ptxbnghiw
like manner, is pleased by any gentle tickling, apd by
bing of smooth bodies on the skin; but painfully ab ated when
a horsewhip or a branding-iron is applied*. Many spuod* 0 R*
soothing and delightful to the sense of H earing; while others,
as the creaking of a file, cause every nerve in sensitive person^
to thrill with pain. The fragrance of the rose or the .violet gra*
tifies Smell i but assafoetida and sulphuretted hydrogen a*fe in
general felt to be intolerably offensive. Acquisitiveness rejoices
in the contemplation of rapidly increasing possessions,» but suf*
fers pain when the pocket is disburdened of a well-filled- parse.
Self-Esteem is fond of obedience and deference on the part of
others; but galled when its possessor is domineered.over,cm*
teamed, insulted, or reduced to slavery. To Love q f Approba
tion* nothing can be more delightful than applause, admiration«
and fame; but he in whom it predominates is driven to despo-.
ration by infamy and reproach. Parents with strong Phikxpro*
genitiveness are gratified by the existence and society of their
offspring; but the death of a beloved child renders them for a
time inconsolable. Adhesiveness rejoices in the, affection ¡of *
trusty and sympathising friend; separation from whom» how
ever, is productive of the acutest pain.. Benevolence is gratified
by witnessing the comfort and happiness of sentient beings, and
afflicted by the spectacle of misery and pain. Cautiousness exv
periences satisfaction in the absence of danger,*—as whan ta sh ip 
wrecked sailor finds himself secure upon the beach», or tihefl ft;
battle is witnessed from the fortifications of an .impregnable,
stronghold; but the activity of the faculty is disagreeable .when
its possessor himself is in circumstances of peril and gloom»
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in the ^ïègktitr‘ahd’'yeàutïfuV'but loathes what
f t tfieari. sqiuiHfl, ârtd urirefihëd.,, l1fyn£'is pleased by the harHtonÿ and îrielodÿ of1music, bu¥‘'finds in discord a source of
grië¥6usrhtthüyaiibe.'Ofdèr delighWin the'proper arrangement,
■the hëktnêsé, ahd thé’clèàtrlinesà,’of surrounding objects; but is
Hi Wëasy in’tlife midst of disorder and dirt.
00,ïtMS' fthhef^ ta be remarked, that 'when a faculty is disapfiïth iè ê tif'a teïshèiïjfb)1 gthfificafibn^K ts‘ activity becomes pain
ful or disagreeable : thus Acquisitiveness regrets the issue of an
unprofitable speculation, even although no positive loss be sus
tained: ' Another important Circumstance is, that the unsatisfied
erà'obtgfr of eVery faculty ate accompanied with misery or unétàifiéss as fthen one who pants for reputation finds himself
passing through 44 the cool sequestered vale of life* unnoticed
ttid unknbwil. The Jbrced activity , moreover, of every faculty
rëdîsagteeable; and, lastly, when a faculty is made to work too
Much or in too monotonous a way, uneasy sensations are the
never-failing result. Muscular or mental fatigue, for instance,
and muscular exercise against one's inclination, are by no means
pleasant; Tune is disgusted by superabundance or too frequent
repetition of music ; and the sense of taste is palled by protracted
eating of even the daintiest food.
Happiness, therefore, as is abundantly obvious from the
preceding remarks, consists in nothing else but the satisfac
tion or agreeable activity of our several faculties ; while misery
iè simply their disagreeable excitement : and hence, with a view
to the prevention and diminution of misery, it is highly impbrtant to ward off or remove every cause productive of an
Unpleasant affection of any of our organs. W e are surround
ed by fellow.mortals, each endeavouring to secure for him
self the greatest attainable amount of gratification, and very fre
quently indifferent whether or not, in the eager pursuit of his
object, he painfully excite the faculties of other members of the
community. Persons in whom Acquisitiveness and Self-Esteem
predominate over the moral faculties of the mind, have a strong
desire to appropriate to themselves the wealth pertaining to their
neighbours; inordinate Self-Esteem leads the unprincipled to
tyrbnmae over their weaker brethren ; while Destructiveness
prompts another class to excite painful feelings, corporeal or
mental, in those against whom they have, or even have not, con
ceived a dislike. The world, moreover, is in many places in 
fested by animals which devour, disfigure, or destroy the pro
perty or man, inflict pain upon his body, and are sometimes
both able and willing to tear him to pieces. Rats, mice, foxes,
and wolves, in civilized countries, and hears and tigers in the
desert,—with many analogous tribes which it is needless to enu
merate,— would, if left undisturbed, speedily render the world
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tt scefl*;of imtas&itiholeatatfoh aod tflhrta, ataltotiiHy unfit**
be-the reridettCe? erf the hmMm- race.
'
■
v H
:
The disagreeable exoitem^nt of dur fatuities* being thufyni
many instances, brought about by the conduct of our fellowcreatures, it is important that man, as well as the lbwer animals,
(whose concision in this respect resembles his,) should be pro
vided with the means of warding off the causes of . pain,—of ex
tinguishing them when their influence actually'rehthes him,—
and of thus either avoiding altogether the unhapp/pess which it
is their nature to produce, or at least materially ¡abridging the
period of its end urance.
There are t\vo modes in which the disagreeable effects of such
causes may be escaped from.;— Either, fa s t, we, ¿fly allow them
$o exist unchecked# but in , pojrop manner shield onr^y^s /rqpi
their influence; oxy secondly, we maypiU counteracting cp.u^s
’into operation—motives may be presented to the inpxds. of . s u 
rrounding beings, whicb shall .ioqwe then? to /refrain ,ojr. d e ^ t
from gratifying thqir desires a t pur expensp. The ^trpngsjt
ipotive of this sort is obtained b j cjisagrqeatly. e^fiting, tn ^ r
'own faculties—by paining, fpr instance, tfyeii; sejuse. or .feeling,
or Acquisitiveness, or Loyetof Approbation ; for noth^g tjepds
so much to prevent men from gratifying their 4esixe^ as the en
durance of, or knowledge that they m ust, suhj^quently endure,
an amount of suffering equal to that which they occasion J n
others. Finally, should no available motive Jiaye power to stay
or avert the aggressor, be may be rendered incapable of. dqj^g
mischief by disabling his person or depriving him of life,', ^
To the first of these modes of warding off or abridging; the
duration of pain, we are instinctively urged by the, ^entimpnt
of Cautiousness, and to the second by the propensity of,Destruc
tiveness. Some of the lower animals, such as the sheep and tlje
hare, are almost destitute both of destructiveness* and of t)ie
instruments by means of which carnivorous animals carry its dic
tates into effect; while Cautiousness, on the contrary, is m them
exceedingly powerful,— keeps them for the most part out pf
* I say almott destitute; for althowb it is commonly affirmed that herbi
vorous animals are not endowed with Destructiveness at all, there "seems good
reason for doubting the truth ttf this opinion. A tame ram which I once pos
sessed became very mischievous. H e repeatedly broke to pieces the doer/of
his hut, and the trough in which bis food was placed. During the day, he
used to fie very frequently outside of the door of the house where i lived,
and, when disturbed by any one coming out, revenged himself by following
dose behind, and butting the person violently, so as, in some instances, to
,knqek hi“ 1 down. H e was, moreover, a terror to all the children in the neigh
bourhood, who, if they encroached uppn his domain, were sure of being at, tacked and maltreated. At length his pranks became intolerable, and he was
put to death.—With regard to hares, Dr Gall himself (tome iv. p. 7) mentions
that they fight so furiously with each other, that occasionally their skins.are
torn, and their persons mutilated..
,
..
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Required for his protection no slight force,
r No careless wlatfch; and therefore was his bireast '
- • 1■• 1'eheedwund with^assUmfc, quick« to*be alarmed,

• - Or stabler» to oppose, tvwitb f«*v rapjp swift . .
^ Than beacons catching flame from hill to hUL
it)

■I 'Li

Where armies' land—with anger uncontrolled
ins the ytteng lion fc*uridin£ on 1UWfirey....
besoul,’more
points o f steel,
H is etreraies tb shun, of to-resistí* - •

r
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Hy ‘Cautiousness, we até liñpelled to pui Ibcks upon bur' doofi,
'ships ofwatf abound bur1coasts, ànd watchmen upon our streets1;
fó take, ih short, a thousand precautions agidnst danger'arid
misfortune. I t is Destructiveness, however, which playfe ' the
more important pàrt in preventing thé oiischieVóus ¿cts of otír
’fellow-créatures. The sphère of activity of this propensity ft,
I conceive, much moré extensive than that'indicated’bÿ the
name Destructiveness, applied by D r Spurzheim. Prom ft ori
ginate not merely an inclination tb destroy animate and inani
mate objects, but also the desire to ínfliét súfléringoT uneasiness
in general upon setrtient beings ; in other words, to produce in
them the disagreeable excitement of One or several Of the faculties.
D r Spurzheim, therefore, I humbly Suggest, has erred in compre
hending the whole functions* of the organ Within the definition,
* Propensity tb destroy iri general, Without distinction of object,
or manner of destroying,*—and in enumerating, as the persons in
whom u its manifestations are pefcêîved,* only u those who like
to pinch, scratch, bite, break, tear, cut, stab, strangle, demolish,
devastate, burn, drown, kill, poison, murder, Or assassinate.1* f
I t is impossible, perhaps, to find a single word more Suitable
than Destructiveness to express the function of this organ ; but
the phrase Propensity to injure appears to comprehend every
mode of its activity, legitimate manifestations as well as abuses.
Literally, the word injury (derived from the n egatives, and
ju s , ju ris, right) signifies the invasion of another's right ; but I
here employ it in its popular sense, without reference to the
justice or injustice of any particular infliction.^ Now, it seems
* Akenside’s Pleasures o f Imagination, B. ii. v. 570-684.
+ Phrenology, Sri ed it p. 183.
t L et me not be misapprehended. Injury does not necessarily hrtpiv raalice or mischief. There are occasions when it is beneficial to injure; though
doubtless the propensity is manifested less frequently in its Uses than in its
abuses. W e may destroy, hill, or chastise, for good purposes as well as bad;
nay, we are compelled to do so ; and the feculty which prompts to such conduct
needs only to be regulated by morality and reason. Destruction is extreme
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to injure—having for it* mkyeQt ' the ¿nflioter of >thferpain^tfaHW
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Ekiéh a propensity :is aitogethév Stfdîspébsübld to1mail1>btifotePtfie
institution of réguler and powerful jgovermtienis «ji but1a f Whtte*
e^er pdixt in the BOdiai scaik ^ regard hiro9 it$: utiifcy ib abürtl
ddntiy obvious: MNature/- says D r Thomas Jhto*w/*jhàÈdnéi
formed man for one stage of society only ; she has forihed’hftfi
for aJHts Stages,wfnom thfc Tud**fltà< gloopiy1FélloWShipêP&f the
cave and the fo m t, t^ the trancjüillity and véfihériierFit df'khë
most splendid city.’ It'wab1necessary* therefore^ tfiit hëéiidtlk}
be provided.with'faduÿties andpassktffc'suitable tô'the ti&ê&ffiép
of every stage,—thatirr periods whéti «hevewawtU) projection
without, that Could dive him from aggressions* there <migfcibtf
at least some protection mleMw,-^seme principle' which *Might
give him additional vigour when assailed,: and which, from Hhh
certainty of thia additional vigour of resistance, might vended
attack formidable to the assailant, and thus savey at otic* from!
guilt and from the obnsequeAce* o f guilt, thé individual Who
otherwise might have dared to be unjust, and the individual
who would have suffered from the unjust invasion. * '■ r "'■,!
u W hat human wants required, that all-foreseeing Power,'
who is the guardian of our infirmities, has supplied to7human
weakness. There is a principle in our mind which is to us Ilk#
a constant protector,-r—which may slumber, indeed,, but which
slumbers only at seasons when its vigilance would be useless,—
which awakes, therefore, at the first appearance of Unjust in
tention, and which becomes more watchful and morq vigorous,
in proportion to the violence, of the attack which -it has to
dread. W hat should we think of the providence of nature,
if, when aggression was threatened against the weak and un
armed, at à distance from the aid of others, there wer^ instant
ly and uniformly, by the intervention of some wonder-workinjury ; to kill Is to injure mortally ; slander1and- Tepfoach fire verbal injukes ;
chastisement is in ju rio u sto bodily comfort t we induré * statue by breaking o ff
its nose. A s, however, the word injure fa popularly understood in a bad sense,
I do not wish that it should supplant Destructiveness. The name is not of vi
tal importance, provided the nature of the faculty be understood. , .» •
• Cowper’s Task, B. v.
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ether ,we«jxm ofidefence^ And> f& ytbi* «k>3tdhb<*JbfeI
s ta ik a tte e /^ t^ p a re d . withi that:j?dvifely4t^*^^
siurtpteemotMiirWhich
iotoburiimindgfdr>repelfing%iiery‘Wrieckt^' * vn '»^-f—'
™
u'JSi&uto tim ftt*rttfent>eflfeetdfAnger/* toaMpmte* DPfB ^ i> ,t;wft
lidlJfogwoi^iiriwahttBpiirote^
ing resentment thatioaiflastt^fiotitbt t m ^ e W a r y o f ^frtbl
tion only, but all the»evil consequences of the injustice itself, which
renders the anger -even *of the; weaketrtiformkWbie^htecause it en
ables them to av « l’tbetfiseh^s; &v&rt at'the ttw^t d^tant period,
qfrai^^Wforfe wbkhiall^hq *frf^ gth?of.rite 3ti^nges^mdrvid«irl
m ^t/ sbrink! to.nothing* /, There ,i$ <a ¡<mmmiuiitfy,'*0 theotfads
foro^of: whteh 'tbef it\)wred may. appeal; and theiwi&anemotxni
Wtnhis.ibreittft .which; wjH never>leave* hinr till that «ppeil ibb
WWl€t.r^M( ;,
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Mi{.«A«cpi*duig *to tlw ^dofeinaoce rof any organ if* tfaeibraiirriS
y^iliability to bojactive, pnd^ftfleosrteaijy oeosequeticdj itsOTsa
egptibditjt of:plpa&ar*bte and.painful exdtem ptt.! ¡WftqFe^Am
qMbuiyen^8e:;ift V0ry: W ongi.greater delighttis! experienced id
gaining.moaey^ and more ftc^te paia* in Josirig-it^th^n, wheretfio
propen^ty is, weak»* A. person m wham Love of. Afbprabafimr
ifi.a.rnli^g passiq», is ylafctiUby applause^.aod« ^unged intofthe
deptbe.<pf misery by ditgjracct .while be in wbpm tbis sentiment;
hg& hardly *& e x is te n t is either.delighted by fpwte,+norpained
^y.dfsgpprqbation.
; r«: »-r ,i;. ». .1 ,*♦ v
5 :» 5 4s
, ;.NoWrthe height to which tbe JD^t nwdventss,of hny indfcri^
(fciai isiinflaniedk.so fard sth « fexoitement is. not the result of: It*
own inherent god independeafcoondition, bettr* a difeck propofa*
tym, forth* intensity/, Qf4he*vjiea$ine#fJeli bp the wdund&dJ'atuL
&*» A very aptillttsttatioB of this-occurs in Sbakspedre’s t-rav
gcdy of K in g Hlohard I I I .
1•
- :. . ' * ' ’ " Queen. O’thdu, welUskiHM In curses, stay * while, * ” ' ’
,q
And teathf me bow U* curie mine enefcniei.
^
Q. Mary. Forbear to sleep the night, and fast-the day *
< 1 •?
Compare dead happiness with living w o\
,
' Thfefc that thy babes were Sweeter than they were,
And he that filew thfein fiihler than he is \
\ :’r
jqett’jdng thy teas, make thh bad causer worie c
- •i•
: *h
*
Revolving (hie yoiU teach thee how tq curse.
Queen. M y words are dull: O ! quicken them with thine.
' Q. M ary. Thy woet dtfintake them sharp, and pierce tike mine.**
]
, , .

The object, of cursing, ,I. need hardly.observe, is tp express»
malevolent wishes in regard to the person against whom it is diiiwcted. The witch's son, Caliban, for instance, (whom Shak-Tf
• Brown’s Lectares
p. 3 2 3 - 5
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the Plfllbsipby of the Human Mind, vol. ill/
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spent 'repf^cnta.M ¡«¡ipeiftet ioc^riialiboiofvDasUUQtW'giyflS^
thus salutes Praspan*a«!>kip okugistck>-ini<7%«-t3!,««ffe*i.«nn^in
" “ A» tdcked dew‘*H «‘¿f lAy'tni/thif'brtiMied*1*
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which (tend most strongly icudxoite taogerc»v#ury
suns, according, to the fanulties which /pn^towbfcatt) m A Iar&i#$tfftt
susceptible of uneaBioandn cachj particular roasfri J k T h a ooyatons man^^ gaya. PlutJMDoh; (i^ia»ajatit//prD^fU)jheI4ftgp^ w tfi
his steward, the glutton with bibcock*, thfe jeokus/toannwhil t e
wife, the vainHglorbus peiKon witb hint thatt.sptirfka ill gflihiBij;
but of all men, there, dre >npoe so meiudiegljr.^po^edutojtbe
angry, a* ¿hose wbonure ataUtiOiK.ofhonqur, and affiaeh M iCftfflty
on a faction in a city—which, according to Pindar, is but a
splendid vexation*”?! When the.tenripewoneitf ifttveryjfxcUgble,
this effect is-stUl more decided 1; foe, -in»the wordsiof (Lord itewfl,
no man is angry that feels jnQt hiaiself MUwt ^iand^ /th^refqr^
tender fcnd delicate>peifeon&m ust needs ,be oft, ongry*;theyihfrVe
so many things to trouble them, which more robusfcnature*th*Me
little sense of,”+ Heoee it, -is, that/ .mem of £qniu%f*tfSptiQ}ally
poets, musicians, and artistsy*-«apmng wham it is.mift to fifld.*
.temperament that ig not highly voracious
, excitable, 1»are
universally recognised M&av^irritaUlegenu#* i;“ X aaiyefyiwwy
to be obliged to own,* says Chesterfield in T he W mli* ‘Mhftl
there is not a move irritable part of the.specie* than, toy>brother
authors; Criticism, censure, o t even.the slightest (disapprobation
of their immortal works, excites their ¿nofftfuriow* ipdigwtfion”
I t is an additional result of tlie same principle that resentment
ought to be most frequently and furiously Kindled j by wowds
inflicted on those faculties which have the l a t e s t organa iftdae
brain, and thence most powerfully actuate Mankind. iNotiMftis
appears front observation to be in reality.the case; f o rj^ in !pf
the propensities and lower sentiments, which have larger organs
than the intellectual powers, and are naturally more energetic and
susceptible of uneasiness than they,, not ohly exdtfc Destrnfctiveness with greater frequency, but also produce greater violence
or intensity of its action. The faculties which, in the present
state of society, are the most energetic and influential, and at
the same time most liable to be wounded and baulked of their ehjoyment, are Acquisitiveness, Self-Esteem, and Love of Appro
bation ; to which may be added the’sense of feeling, a'faculty
very subject to be disagreeably affected in consequence of the
activity of Destructiveness in our neighbours, and one whose
* Plutarch*8 Morals, English Tranci.
+ Essay on Anger.

London, ¿71*» voi l p. 44. .
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casions, -therefore* ° n:Mbfeh*.tfab rpdopensityU), jtijuccuIk mote
commonly roused* ,aj£ ,v(keq pn$ p rm o je of the faculties just
named are in a>stale of disagreeable «statement wand, in like
manner, the rcfVefige,when mfficted, ie generally'S6hie disagree
able* application to these same facolties-^as1Whipping, scolding,
speaking ittugitly’ar sarcfttakallyy* suing; &nr dam^gss^ extorting
Attlhifliitott Apttlogy, or ¿putting theofWnder to sbamh. Bot^as
already htafed, «haulA any faculty.whatever be powerful andaottae? and should* ite possessor be in circumstances whfch «xpeae
h tb painful afctivity* it witt prove a frequent*. and violentlexcitcr
dA D&ttruetvvettets- ■ Of course* the greater the mtanberof faenittes difeagneealbly affected at d pevticukr tiwey and the greater
the inherent energy and irritability of Destructiveness (itself, ttie
more interne, ¿a&teru p&ribuj^'dlbb the actkxri of th k propensity-

••**
'
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-Let. tie now- survey the 1activity• 6f Destructiveness <whpn
reused by dnfcasy sensations of1the ¡other faculties respectively;;
and the;various passions which arise from the ooBibsnation of
these« different* uneasy ^ensatfons ivithi th e jemotioii'of Destruc
tiveness itself* ■
■
*

'* Violent-bodily pain hastheeffect ofintaandy ktndling'DesmiotiVeness into ftlry. ■ Should « person with a weapon in his band,
and a* considerable 'development1of tlik organ, be suddenly 'aad
severely struck, the life of the aggressor would be iWvery im 
minent danger* vIo this case* Destructiveness, would ibe colled
into play'by the disagreeable activity of the sense of *FE*Dn®cu
Sup'pote, in th e neat place,'a N orth American Indian-to- have
a friend or relation who is waylaid and miirodered by seme one be
longing to fe hostile tribe* A dhesiveness , disagreeably affedted,
rsuseshisDestnautiveness^ itself very energetic^ and no paiUsaee
spared to make the enemy feel theeffeotsuf fcaswratk d* iHwwe
known the Indians,’" says Adair, * to go a thousand miles fdr
the purpose of revenge, in pathless woods, over hills and mqqn- tains, through huge cane swamps, exposed to the extremities o f
• I t i* wejl observed by Lord Karnes* that “ roughness and harshness of
manners are generally connected with cruelty a remark which he illustrates
hr referring to the bitter upbraiding« and retfttttgs Which Homer represents
the Grecian chief* as bestowing so liberally upon each othpr:. And hp asks,
u Whence the roach and harsh manners of our West India planters, but from
the unrestrained licence of venting ill-humour upon their Negro slaves ?”
(Sketches, B. L Sk. 5.)—Mr Combe states, hi his System o f Phrenology, 3d
edit., p. 172, that “ Destructiveness gives edge to sarcasm, satire, and invec
tive.’’ H e might hare added, with truth» that it directly prom t* to the employ
ment of these weapons of molestation. Cobbett used to indulge his Destruc
tiveness in this w ay; his controversial productions—to use the forcible lan
guage of a writer in one of the pabHc journals—being characterised fay «f a
mingled stream of torturing sarcasm, contemptuous jocularity, and fierce and
slaughtering invective.”

heat,ancj cold, tbeyicissitycksqf < tbe^eaa^ tobiuig»Pw4)AiTOfr
Sucji is iheir oYerbpiltng revengeful temper, that ^bey i*Usriy4oi^
temp all those things as imaginary trifles, i f they are ** happy **>
t6 get. t^e scalp of the murderer or enep^Y to ¡satisfy tbn enuring?
ghosts of their deceased relations.** In $roall communities,***
Dr Robertson observes,.even; man is touched withl,theiqpmyo*;
affront offered to the body of which he; is a member, as if
a personal attack upon his own hcupopr or safety;^. and in, tbisp
way Self-Esteem qlso receives offence. The whole tribe* therem
for^ takes a pari in the quarrel, and its warrior* isaup ferfttv
against the community to .which the offender belongs* The.wag*,,
song is very c h a ra c te r is tic “ I go, to revenge* the deatb eff myr.
brothers; I shall kill; I shall exterminate; Jph allb u ro my
mies; I shall bring away slaves; I shall devour their heart, d*y *
their flesh, drink their blood ; I shall (ear off their scalps, aoda
make cups of their skulls.** Ip more civilized life, Destructive- !
ness burns with less fury, but stiU its excitement by wounded!
Adhesiveness ¡sufficiently obvious. The exclamation of Isabel!**
in Measure for Measure, when informed that Angelo has p u t her! t
brother to death, is perfectly in accordance with n a t u r e •• /•
“ Oh I will to him, and pluck out his eyes I”
Act iv. Sc. 10 .

^

Let another case be taken. Suppose an Arab travelling.
with his camels and merchandise in the desert. He is m^t b y ,
another Arab, who attempts to seize his property. A c q u i s i t i v e -.,
n e s s and C a u t i o u s n e s s are painfully affected, and, by rousing,.
Destructiveness, cause him to wound the aggressor. He is, h o w 
ever, eventually overcome, and deprived of his goods. The pain
of Acquisitiveness, and activity of the propensity to injure, con
tinue to subsist: he harbours resentment; and, when an opportu
nity occurs, he inflicts chastisementon the perpetrator of the wrong.
But of all the causes which excite Destructiveness,. the disew\
greeable activity of S e l f - E st e e m is the most frequent and
powerful; and indeed there are few occasions on which it does
not partake in the suffering produced by offence of the other
faculties. For <c cpnteiqpt ¿§ that which putt^th an,e(d ge,pppri^
anger, as much or more than the hurt itself; and therefore,
when men are ingenious in picking out circumstances of contempt,
they do kindle their anger m uch.^ Self-Esteem, when ilUregh- ■'
lated, makes individuals prefer themselves to every other person^
and gives them a tendency to ertgross as much as possible the
sources of happiness for their own peculiar advantage. Such men
are therefore offended when they see other people either enjoying *
gratifications in which they have not the good fortune to partake
—the mode of activity of Self-Esteem being in this case deno• History of the American Indians, p. ISO.
X Bossu’s Travels through Louisiana, i. 102.

+ History of America, B. iv.
§* Bacon’s Essay on Anger.

--------r -------------------- , pd&essitig Urhe orirahs ch
tfcfe
"¿biiflJiijWWith k^gi*eaf ae^eidpiiVeht of
SdMSbttfcr#», ''Wilnbfe' ¿xifee^rigiy 'h it to eritiij such’ gi her ac-'
<jUlbntlli&&’ ab
JftappM 'fh&rri¿ti; jMcfJkfoim/Crrtdb'd by a piio-'
mMtfij* ¿B&'h&dthy fkdiilyW hite %he Will harbcJtilr jeklciusy io^'.
wbrm ativbrtd'W14b/yerideaVdurA to ‘¿Ccure the*rffiicndn$oF tfie*
mttn'wbbie teVtf bhe ldietfres,Wr, herself.4 ' A self-esteeirtihg kttd1*
a^uisui^^ hWWddal; competing for;a lucrative office, ,is jealpus.
of-lrisTlVdf* knil,lUfter ftilirtgiii the* purbutt, 'tcgarcU b»ip with*
ef&ty. 1‘This1 pain'bF ^lfi-Eit^erar tjw idt^' h itf‘pifeliciopsly dik,,
pbffcd t^ardsthcfortiittatecA fM i^te^bc lpeiars a j^ijdgfe against
~
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tbfK jrifatfal'fem ttttoA oF tee^ ^
q f vSOtae otft?r fa 6 u l{yji,{
w ith th r p rb p eu b fty to itijlhre or d e str o y
- 1 * > ■■
c
“ Hates fcnjrtatf the thiflg'he'Would tiol kill ?”+

In cases where $elf-Esteem is so vigorous as to give rise to apibhipri or Hist pf'powerj but where the attempts oi the aspirant,,
tdgrktifyrhisi desire are frustrated by a more popular antagonist» .
to whcSse kiithority he U Compelled to submit, there is no great,
probability of the victor being allowed to remain unmolested, j
Cafeshis is represented to have been a man of this so rt:—
1‘
1

•

“ I cannot tell what you and other men
Think of this life; but, for my single sel?
I hod a* lief not be, as live to be
In owe of such a thing as I mysel£”$

And Caesaris remark upon him is sufficiently pointed
1

" 1■

. .

“ Such men as he he never at heart's ease
Whilst they behold a greater than themselves;
A nd thtrefort A n they vary dangercu* §.”

Satan expresses the same feeling in Paradise Lost~- “ Better to rdgn fy hell than serye in heaven

and nothing can be more bitter and malicious than the tone in
* Cautiousness, also, appears, to be an element in jealousy; and if suspicion
be one of its ingredients, Secretiveness likewise comes into play.
f Shyiock, in The Merchant of Venice, Act iv. Sc. I.—I t is proper to state,
that in thia and some otter illustrations given In the text, Benevolence and
Conscientiousness are assumed to. he moderate, end. the organ of Destructives
new to be huge. Where great morality »exists, there is a powerful check up
on the exeeuHon of the suggestions of Destructiveness; whose activity, more
over, intends to allay« . .
J Julius Caesar, Act I. Sc* 3.
g Id., Act L Sc. 4.

]
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x*wth Mïhom'aprescwts hini as h»bUu*Hy !*peakii>£’itf tfirD w tjr.
T h è re a re MMfrAyiMbd'and-BtHMvthAt thte>eitj<*ÿm*nt ©tf'hâppiM8s:b y ’dthtlfiW with fhbtn'ft MlWtieht grtiundfnf'lM ti'ixl^ Wri
ew n 'tn e * e n te o f inferiority engendered by the fco*«émplÉrflert>of
exceiteatéj disposed grfctellmg mlnd*no<di;traêtfrttw ytarepd«atiao «f)rhoa&whom' they dare noi'hopettrMJiiâii i ■•» >'->

n ! •) . -i
,

- •■: !

:

• «'■ ' '

* J.’ ! n •.

/.r-» ,'<0

No might nor greatnessi*mortality.. -,, ......
n t, y,n ;i:,
Ca®rcqnsure ’¿cape; back-wounding calumny , ( ,
The'whitest virtue striked.” *
h' ' J,,B
‘
*•
•
.
\ '.i : / k*'.

Few circumstances are sdmuch calculated as di&btdfcncek)
wound a preponderating Self-Esteem; atid th e'p ro u d itlrirfs
Destructiveness, whet) so1toflhmèd, is véry apt to inflict ‘Stiffen
ing on the oiilprit. Persons in whbnt DiestmctiVenesfe w power
ful, generally find more ready obedience than that which fe acettrfied to those who have it weak ; for the receiver of the command,
disliking to be the object of this propensity, takes care to ¿Vdid
giving occasion for its exercise. I t may be fertberobserved,
that persecution and ill-will on account of difference of optaitid,
religious or political, derives its origfo principally from SelfEsteem ; which, offended by the presumption of others in hold
ing tenets at variance with those of its possessor, excites 'De
structiveness to chastise them by vituperation, dander, penal
ties, imprisonment, or death. In the case of rteHgioüte persèctS*tion, offended Veneration is also in the field ; but, in general,
Self-Esteem appears to be the. chief instigator of this disgrace
ful proceeding.
T he weapons by which Lovx of A ppbo Xation is Vulnerable,
are slander, ridicule, and the expression of displeasure ; and it is
hardly necessary to say that these havè a strong tendency to ex
cite a desire to Injure the person frônï whom they proceed. Dis
appointment of this feeling has a similar effect. A than who \k
quashed where he intends to make a splendid figiire, seldom
foils to bear a ghidge against the person by whom he is annihi
lated. W hen both SelF-Esftèenr and Love Of Approbation are
powerful—as they'were in Bonaparte, for example— there *is a
desire not merely to be applauded and admired, but to be thé
grand and prominent object of applause and admiration— to
Walk, in short, “ the sole hero upon the stage.”
Such A
+ Measure fo r Measure, Act II I, Sc. 6 .
+ See Charming's splendid Analysis o f the Character o f Napoleon Bona
parte, 3d London edition, p. XI. This M it m Bonaparte's disparition may
be summed up very briefly and forcibly in the words of Young:__
u Fain would be make the world bis pedestal.;
Mankind the gazers, the sole figure, he.*'
Night Thoughts, B. viii. v. 492-3.
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w«Ui#[«ibftrefQrt jqalott* iof(i all- who«» hc>«iqpe«t8K>f' aiswig
#fqiUsh#rft<«fi
featwsandb#t<?» them w benibiy
(gist ^bw;tJbta* h4,.riBobaft BMB’n8 Uied !to be.gd«v<Ni«ly,o%a((ied!#nd!apm«^, .vthepinW n»hd«„tb« l$m of (¡be corupimyitt which
-bq jira»lpiitfi«ltj* . jirhftii9i»di«aae af ,Dayidand Sxulfunmbee
another good ittu$iration, ■ When, the yurgitw, itveekbtatingi'tlKir
exploits, proclaimed that “ Saul had slain his thousands, and Da
vid his ten thousands,1" the king, w eare told,' “ woS very wroth,
and the saying displeased hith;. ..andSaul eyed Diyid from that
day and forward.” *)* An army which has been mortified and
'dit£ra*feil$r defedt'at thSihaWiiiPf an enemy.; before regarded
^Wtbi ctwtewipt^ iis ftpt tQ ,be .«tremelyJeirooiQus tyliep at length
ayictoryis gained The conduct «1 the Duke of Cumberland’s
troop? in the. HigMwude;of Scotland,, after the. battle of .CuUoden, .yiW9tr«te8 this.remark. . General Hawley, in particular
Kbcwe arrogance seems to have exceeded even his folly, was “ ope
KC the imwt rew orsetessafalltbe commanding officers; appir
.t^lUy thinking no extent-of cruelty a sufficient compensation for
.hislj^s^honoHEiatillalkirk.” !: .. . . . . . . ................. V i
.(Ja# ■pausNRas. is .gawfuUy esfcited hy the presence or «¡»tefctppDqn ci... danger-j. u> which cane some other facility, such gs
AccpusHiveness.oi the Love of Life, uniformly experiences diaegre^able senpations along with it. This unpleasant excitement,
by. pausing Destructiveness, causes the «»notion spoken of hy Dr
Thomas Jtrown in th e passage before, quoted* “ to rush, as .it
wefej. intorour miod, for repelling.every attack.” .
^ ,

w I pr’ythee take thy fingers from my throat. ii Fo* though I am aot spfencrtOTe fend m b , ..
tl Y et l^ave I in me something dangerous
'J ' Which let thy wisdom fear/’ §

» ;
■ ■
•
■
, **
■y. ». . . f 'ï - ^.
And» ^a this Éjection might be too
if it c*me only After a btopr
bad beea received, the Çreator baa so arranged that tbe
langiiage of .tbe iateiidiiig. aggressor generally gives, his,victim urçeqttyvocal warning of his intention— thus exciting Cautiousness^
and through it Destructiveness, in time to repel the assault.
Even where there is no aggres^oo*Destructiveness is excited by
^ r s .though in a Jesfl yiyid degree ; for people in a state of trepi
dation are apt to qurse,,and otherwise behave in a manner sympto
matic of the action of this propensity. Apprehension of danger is
notoriously productive of a cruel disposition, even among persons
who, when free from it, are altogether incapable of barbarous
conduct “ He that is feared is hated,'” says the old Roman
poet Ennius; “ and they that hate a man wish him dead.”
* See p. 65. of this volume.
+ 1 Sam. x v iii 7 , 8 , 9.
X Chambers’s History of the Rebel lien in Scotland in 1745, vol. ii. p. 138.
§ Hamlet, Act V. Sc. 2.
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MUTUAL INFLUENCE OF THE FACULTIES—

“ Quern metuunt, oderunt; quern quisqueodit, periisse ex petit,” *
And.it is well observed by a sagacious writer already citea, that
“ we are never 90 apt to commit an act of.inhumanity as during
the surprise and agitation which follow personal danger/'-f- Sin
Walter Scolt mentions of Charles I I., that “ he was good :nat urea
in general; but any apprehension of his own safety eapily In
duced him to be severe, and even cruel.’'} There is little room
for doubt, that the horrible atrocities committed in the seven
teenth century against supposed witches, are in a great measure,
traceable to the painful excitement of Cautiousness.- The, per
secutions in New England particularly illustrate this o b ^ y a ^
tjoiu§ Hence also the ferocity which pervades the. public liinflT
in times of proscriptive violence.
,‘
The warmth which most individuals are prone to exhibit when,
arguing against a formidable opponent, and without confidence
in the goodness of their own cause, may be accounted for in the
same way. M r Edgeworth has very well stated the fact in the
following sentence:—“ People are often violent in argument*
and angry from a secret fear of the strength of their opponents:
where a person has a full sense of being in the right, and of
having the best of an argument, it is easy to preserve calmness
and temper.” || On a similar principle it seems possible to ex
plain, in some cases at least, the peculiar acrimon v of feeling with
which intimate friends usually regard each other after having quar
relled. Each has been intrusted with a knowledge of foibles and
other private concerns, the trumpeting of which to the world might
lead to disagreeable and prejudicial results. Each of them, know-»
ing how much the other has thus in his power, is haunted by a
lurking apprehension that the knowledge will be spitefully.made
use o f ; and, in the production of mutual hatred, this disagree
able excitement of Cautiousness must considerably reinforce tb^
other offences which a quarrel implies. It may be added, that
friends are ppt to regard the conduct which leads to a rupture,
as more unpardonable than the same conduct proceeding from a
stranger. '
Perhaps it will be objected, that extreme terror absorbs the
whole mind,* so'that Destructiveness, instead of being roused, is
for a time as it were utterly annihilated. This phenomenon,
however, takes place under the operation of one of* the general
laws alluded to in the commencement of the present essay, and
it will be noticed at greater length on some future occasion.*§
*
t
$
§
II

Ennius, quoted by Cicero, De Officii*, lib. ii.
Chambers's History of the Rebellion, &c. ii. 229.
Tales of a Grandfather, 2 d series, ii. 170.
See Sir W. Scott's Letters on Demonology and Witchcraft, p. 2 74 .
Essays on Professional Education, by R. L. Edgeworth, Esq. 4 to. p. 89.
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OF THE ACTIVITY OF DESTRUCTIVENESS,
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a i M ’% é â l t ë d

wffe&'fitesfruttiv^to

pih/ b r côrftpdbbi&n:'J'T I W

b é t]6 Ÿ o lè rit t h a n

i^pbtoéHtSlJ 'hdáití'siiílr câtiès 'a ViVid^ri-j*

cfHHkticm1y¿ liestd\ir sum m à^ dbâ^tïseri)eht ¿n' t^ié mfljcïétv TWi4
i&’iVfcïî efcéntàlmèd.bÿtlié fñyídértt Which gaV¿ ofccàsiriri ‘to ’tfté‘
ih&lèfficfo/ÿ podtní o f Burns, Written ort '^eeih^ti wótaú’décj haré5
pá¿y bÿl íand ínVvhifch aré etiibddlcd, hí riearly équa} proportions’,
aSnpb’á ^ÍQñ'fir ttoefráfé ébd btit^é^ onr'the-tñaín Who h4q Wotfndc*dIït.1 J19b ' áni^géd11Vas ‘kHfe'1póetr, th át'b e threatened1to árftítr
the fsportsman into a neighbouring river, t In 1 like manoir;
When i ¿rime df gfèat àtrocitÿ is perpetrated against any indivicfiurt, the ápger is not confined to the Sufferer alone. “ There
risjesi1* says f ir Brbwn, “ in the mind Of óthfers, an, emotion, not'
sd iivid perhaps, but of the Patrié kinp, involving the same ihr
síant dwfike of the injufér, and followed by the same eager dèsife of punishment for the atrocioUs óffpnce..i.In periods of ‘re
volutionary tumult, when the passions of attfob, and even, ifi,
many instances, their trióst virtiious passions, aré the drwadftif
instruments of which the crafty aVail tnemáelvés, how powerfully
is this influence of indignation exemplified in the impetuosity of
their vengeance ! Indignation is then truly anger. The dema
gogue has only to circulate sorine tale of oppression i and each
rtisheè almost instantly to the punishment of a crime, in which*
th d u ^ the injury had actually been committed, hé had no per
mitid interest, bui .which is felt by each as a crime against himselP.'ft
•
A curious example' of this effect of Benevolence in rousing
Destructiveness, is furnished by the history of Montbar,- a
Frenchman, who Was1so furiously exasperated by reading, in
early lift, qcóoünts of the cruellies of the 'Spániards In America,'
ftiát he joined the bucanéers, a body of pirates long the séourgè
of navigators in the West Indies. So much and so frequently
did fins man gaJI the Spaniards, during ihe whole of his life,
that he acquired fVotn them the name oF the Exterm inator. £
Of course, the independent energy of his Destructiveness itself
must have been very greát.
* See p. 60 of this volume.
,
1 Lectures, voL lit p. 326-7-—A beautiful pafiage, following that above
transcribed, is very reluctantly omitted for want of room. I may, however,
quote a few words from an article In the first volume of the Edinburgh Re
view, evidently the production of Dr Brown :—“ Inhere Is a virtuous wrath—
we could almost say a virtuous malice ànd revenge—which, we trust, wilt ever
be excited by the tale of successful oppression.”—P. 461.
$ Encyc. Brit., Art. Buccanéer, vol. v. p. 623, 7 th edit.
VOL. IX .— XO. XLV.
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The offence which i n i p i e t y r ^ l ^ iri^iH K^ giv ^ taiV m fe
is not .slow .in celliogi.Destructiveness U|to exercise.
This has already been,hinted a t m reference^ theological pad
secution; and. ¿may; mow, it,isi hoped witheutirapjiopriefcy,:ftlrr
lude to a well-known act.gf <One.wha,,btiog.“ iBaide like «nth'
his brethren»” drove out of the Temple at*Jerusalem, with
<( a scourge of smell, cords,” those who profaned it by sellings
oxen, sheep, and doves; and “ poured out the changers' money*
and overthrew the. tables ” * The Crusades will readily ooeur
to. the reader as exhibiting a fearful ebullition of Destructiveness
excited through, the. medium* of .Veneration.’. « , ,
} i . i #7
Conscientiousness , whenoffended by an act of gross tpjus*.
ties and ingratitude by the punishment uf a giiiltlessindividual,
or* what is still more intolerable, by a groundless suspicion or
accusation brought against one's self, often kindles Destructiveness
into fierce indignation. An honest man who witnesses oppres
sion, is strongly inclined to “ break the jaws of the. wicked, and'
pluck the spoil out of his teeth. ”+ Such is the feeling, also, with
which liberal men regard the enemies of tru^h and free inquiry,:
and all who trample on the rights and liberties» o f mankind.
The world has seldom witnessed a philosopher whose temper was .
more sweet than that of ihq Honourable Robert Boyle ,, but.even
this mild and amiable man, by reason of his having. V a most .,
particular aversion to all severities and persecutions for con
science sake,” was capable of manifesting no slight activity of
Destructiveness. • “ I have seldom observed Mm,” says D r .
Burnet, *< to speak with more beat and indignation than* when
that came in his way
When an object offensive to I sxjsaljety presents itself, De
structiveness appears to be excited in the usual manner.' On
what other principle can we account for the .instinctive propen
sity which arises to kill a loathsome reptile the moment it
catches our eye, even 'when we know it to be perfectly harmless ?
“ Kill tbe ugly brute,” is an instantaneous exclamation among
the vulgar; the ugliness being obviously the leading reason for
putting the animal to death. Or in what other way is it possible
to explain why, in the generality of mixed parties, & beautiful
woman receives far more .kindness and attention than she wlutfe
looks are of a homely description; and why, for the most part,
a pretty child is treated with greater indulgence by its parents
than an ugly one ? I t may be suggested as an inquiry pertbaps not unworthy of the attention.of naturalists, whether
those animals which are most dangerous or annoying to man,
and which at the same time it is difficult both to avoid and
to escape from—or which, if not instantly attacked, would
hation ,

* John ii. 14-16.
f Job xxix. 17$ Quoted in Life of Boyle, Constable's Miscellany, voL vii. p. 90.
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iHáktf fheír 'éscwpe* hi thè tiirinklfag-òf Jtth 'èy b i^ aren ió re lòaithsdMewrfd ugiy m theft* wppeáforice 'thanf'harntfesrcreattif £*,'&**
t i m i trinate***1they arfe' Seco, theffe tnfeétf'ifl th t spectator andmi-f
n^tófW' inclínation to destrny’ th^i^, tri u c h 'stronger than tka*;
\dlioh \wùld ^ € x cw ^ d by CaiftinósfVeeá aíorté.
•” »;
d ie isrWotofteu that thferNÍrEiALfcdruAt FAcntitiRSe*^rfeneéd
dwagipeeafWe ex^iwrt^rtt. They* áre o ttturallyw edker-thanthe
foepngs, andr standing less in reltítibn to living beingfc, are-les»"
liable1torbe galled 'by Vhe conduct of the latter .1 I t fe chiefly {ln»*
b a rn g b a o ik e d if'd e sire d enjoyment- that thè intellect suffers»’*
W hen L ocality , for tostante, fs powerful, ‘and its pos9réssot*iftJ
consequence desires to travel, he is unhappy if continually dètained at'hume. ■He who’has a taste for sculpture and1painang^
ismnnoyed by inability to find admittance' into a gállety whferé '
potute« and stàtnes ate exhibited.' W hen T ünb fe large, a de-*'1
si r e to attend musical concerts i & felt ; and if it be impossible to 1
c to 'ttv th e person feefe regret; E ventítality , in like maft~
ner, fe-disagreeably affected 'by the denial or removal of ite ’
gratification.
'IfW pámr which attends ungratified curio- '
sidy is* most strikingly proved by those tales which afe oftWl'
intentionally suspended at some most interesting moment, and
printed ae fragtnehts. W e feel, in such a caee,a vexation that ài*
most amounts to anger, as if the writer of the fragment weré-:
wilfully Ond wantonly inflicting on u r pain ; and there are many 1
little injuries which* we -cotrld perhdps mwah more readily forgWd. - T o be forced to read a succession- of such fragments,’ I
wouid;be truly, to any mind which can take'an interest in the ’
adventures of others, a species of torture,— and of torture that
to éüch a mind would be for from being the slightest which
could be devised.” * Perhaps thfe focuky of T one fe ntoiVefc* posed to annoyance from our fellow-men than any other intellect '
tubi power. Those hi whom it predominates are acutely pained
by discordant and unmèlodìòus notes ; and Hogarth’s picture of
the Enraged'M usician is an enduring testimony that anger may
be kindled by these.
One grand legitimate object of Destructiveness, then, appears
to be th e w a r d in g o f f o r r e m o v a l o f u n e a s in e s s from its posses
sor J an end which is accomplished by its inspiring with fear those
who long tò gratify their selfish faculties at his expense, and re
pelling or disabling such of them as are not to be so deterred. I t :
is very important to remark, however, that e v e n w h e r e th e p a in i s
a ttr ib u ta b le to o u r s e lv e s a lo n e , o r to u n a v o id a b le a c c id e n t , th e
g e tte r a i r u le c o n tin u e s to h o ld ; a n d th e a c t i v i t y o f D e s tr u c tiv e *

• Brown's Lecture«, iii. 437P x V
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ttoieiristeoi* oft d^ie^scxiw^&mdA^Qfldftle'itbtcdi&eQBtiac^
iM tr^rD ettiticthtaiieis^^ Bodily ¡iraJjoccajiodedbiNi ttfeerttrarost
dpwktaq i&MA&diaitiety>socnr$>ih e£ temper^iaridy‘wheWtfcri*i$tddrct
itf wbak^ lte(k^aiab^avdiciii(JlaMi(ifi^Anot)^iil')iajNorth tAino.
«chpllutiidiu^
jj^Tttecdi^btaU^ l^^BMpe^ofeiufsdbBeSfc in
j»4iransi)ott‘bf angorj^nudueiai^ivetiitrm rwrerik {theibredtogdah«
« p o h ih ^t vuChild req* inrlft^iirianrten^ii ldperttinftoqki^p stmblfe
over a-etobVai^pnMte toiiiekritad ^aeoiin^Hidirtio^nhjb M l
saw him," s a y s . y ^ J e ^ . w j e a k i i w i . o P f P ^ i p l a n u s ,
Mrun after a gilded butttteny ? andiwheairrheicaugtitithaTkt it go
again ; and after it again $ anidft*1# ' atid tWdn Itecdtoea, and up
again ; and caught,iit a g ^ ; or zsdirtt&r.hU
or
how Hwas, he did so set his teeth, and md tear it* OM l.m arrant
how he mammocked it r t Every one must have remarked that
during the continuance of Uneasy sensations, ocqasibnecf J^y in
digestion, superfluity of bile, costiveness, and other disorders,
te'tmostfrfty irritable, attli the dhatfacter, -indeed,1io
^tti&tdr?aily changed;* thfit'by^hfrs ‘and £imWar fecft'
Uttfen induced Uo cpaestibiv ^efihernh^tdtnperfe-oftndtt are rdally
ideterminki by nature.- Pope, for instance, is gi^eatly pefrpfertecl
>Wy finding ** the Same'Utah tittM ydftRkent: ih diffordnt 'plttdds
- p n d ' ^ a s t i h ^ ^ > i* u>

«1; .1 r 1* < jl* '
*'■'**; ' ,:I1 ily.

.

>i j i i j i ]

i l r i ¿4 1!* *L .M'J*

*' ri y"s2vsI*<■>

•'* li

i /-

>ll!l-

i*‘H»..i/ii»- •> any**

wSee tne same man, in vigour, in the gout;

tompriny 5*hi Jtlace^oroVit*§ 1 1

‘ -

; ■ 1 . i-* •
•J
**' *••■*. ■ - - •■1..
ftjU ^ remark o f Voltaire, that, *f costiveness, ha» Jqo often been
iiheiQgigimdcauge of ^ most sanguinary and dreadful scenes;"
^ position which, he illustrates ,by affirming« that, OliverCrotoyrell suffered under this disorder .for upwards of a week, ¡before
^ a sigued the death-warrant of Charles L ,and that the “ costive
rjapd unhappy temperament" of Charles- IX- of France was one
(ipf fhe, principal causes of the massacre of St BartboleuteW»"
Into the accuracy of these statements it is needless to inquire:
they ¿re here given merely as illustrations df ja fact which very
few will dispute. .It may be further obseryed, that during the
.prevalence of the east wind in Britain, and of gloomy-and tem
pestuous weather in general, a feeling of uneasiness rarely fails to
‘ pervade the system; and the temper is certainly at such periods
unusually snappish. That this is the case also among people endu. ring the discomfort of hunger every one must be aware. A party
'kept waiting for a long time in a drawing-room before dinner, is
seldom in tne sweetest of moods. The same is true of persons
grievously fatigued by muscular exertion; and, lastly, the reader
• Robertson’s History of America, B: iv.
‘ *■«^Tragedy o f Coriolanus, Act i. Sc. 6 .
$ Pope’s Moral Essays, Ep. i., argument.

- i f Id., Vi 71? 72:
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.tiittW e h o diffistdtjA ifl^pfatoiog, byrafeansof tbs principle
nHkncDinideratijmp why his-feuRfe-fneiisU ^who «re consttoh
tionaily dnbjédb ta periodicalruiidaey sensations.ovBrahtt,whole
fnHae) display-at'jceMain >$ipwst a idegree ofiblnaU ve, perhaps
«red fdry*^ery different from tfceir.habitual temper,ofimind”*i
ni fiiief^ai'aMtaapwBoe p f lhe'deM b,ofireUtbrrs oofirlands^bas
»rüh* rtendenkn' JtanstiMulate /fi^Buiiinften«£4 T hat ..tfri»! fast
hdsiactt edtdpedi ihe> peaetnation «of. >ShitkçpMbé}rfâ>evident rfsqta
ibe dialogue -oÉiBrutuaia*^ Gaasida rafter 'ibeirr ($UBrçdeb}«m tovo
HT) »•

''Qfi'iiipii, [ «lijrnWt'tiftinmj flrtnfV inrf

r •.; t>. n u-r "

i„ f a » . , « f , j o j ù muHPfkfhnoafer i n •••,. l.<i.
If>ou give place to accidental evils.
, ,
1l
Bn 4.T$Q man béars sorrow better. Force's dead, '
Cad. Ha! Porcia !----->
: Bru* Ska is dead. . .
Cat. How 'scaped I killing when J crossed you so i .
O insupportable and touching loss 1"^ ,

i- « y
llt.
' *'■
‘
j

groins, ft> be the .origin of, ,the çustow^o prevalent amotg
tr ib e s, o f t e e i n g th e h a k a n d d ^ g u r io g .t h a cotmtewurae
itti,*he4gQPy o f grief :the death, p f a (friea4» It.ia roemipittd
JBrMWVtM, the wwrooj.of Abyssinia, u p w the: death v i a
i^*.re|aMou*}cut< the.ett^.of, their
wid* the nail ..cjf the
little finger, which is left long on purpose; and thaM hw e«eiy
female countenance in the country is disfigured with scars. Thie
Charrua Indians of, tjraguay are accustomed to testify their
grief on such occasions by cutting off one of the bones of a fin*
ger, and making incisions in their fleâh.J The New Zealand,
era in like manner lacerate the face, arms, and other parts’o f
the body ;§ and i t is'not uncommon for them eten to eorhntit
suicide on the death of a brother, a hu&baud, or a wife.]) The
Jew s appear to hare been at one time addicted to similar prac
tices; for we fihd in'Scripttwb the express cnmniandmenb, *>,Y e
shali riot fcftrite nhÿ cutling&ln y e b r^ s h f o r the dead, nor^nnt
m ,i
■ *. •• . *
' ■*. : , '. ’' j ••11 . '
. ■'
:
* Males also seem to have, at the »m e time,mqntbly visitations of uneasi
ness, melancholy, and irritability, for which no cause has as yet been, discover*
èd. See, on this curious and important subject, Gall Sur les Fonctions du Cer*rau,iü-352-364;. ahd Spurzbeim du Insanity, sect, v., on Fits of Madness.
Speaking of t^e domestic jam which .often occur, at those periods, Dr Gall ob
serves, tnat u it is necessary to be a philosopher, or to know thoroughly the
brgariii cause of the extraordinary conduct, and to anticipate its speedy termiturtion^ in order.to endure it with charitable jAtieiice.” F. 303. It is “ surtout
à .Vépqftue des évacuations périodiques” that paroctysmtof destructive Insanity
and disposition to suicide appear.—See Gall, i. 399-400 ; iv. 110, 353, 36»;
also Forstér's Observations on the Casual and Periodical Influence of par
ticular states o f the Atmosphere on Human Health and Diseases, particularly
insanity. London, >1617- S c t t in
+ Julius Caesar, Act iv. Sc. 4.
X Notice sur les Indiens Charmas, p, 8 .
§ Library of Entertaining Knowledge ; The Hew Zealanders^ pp. 103, 209*

11 Id., pp* P&, 297, 388.
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anymarkstipor^yo«^ * To« the «tncpriw ipleinuat toftw rihtd
the old Jewish icustom o f r e n d i n g - the garments, whenever, ¿be
feeding# were 'disagreeably excited.
rn-Achillesis represented by Homer as in danger of oommtfting suicide in the excess of his grief for the death of ,Pa£rp»
clus:—-■■■
■•
. '' • ■ ■ ■:» ■
■"
;«*TKëfi cMtidfe bf sorrow fëH ou Peleus’son,
*n\’ m <
•And«gralping with bothbawls theaahe% dqvu.
,, ., . .,, . . ,I£e poured them qu his bead, bis graceful bjrows^
.
Dishonouring, and thick thé sooty shower
Descending settled on bis fragrant vest.
'
. ! » -........
Theny stretched in ashee^ at tin vast extent
Of bis whole length be lay, disordering wild
With his own bands, and rending o ff his h air..,.
On the other side, Antilochus, dissolved
»ii1
In tears, held ftst Achilles* hands, and groaned
11 1.
Continually from his heart, through fear
;, ,

»■ ’«». t .1
,,
^
' **/
.. s.

Lest Peleus' son should perish seif-destroyed.'1*|*

Many other instances might be adduced, to shew that De
structiveness is excited by painful sensations in general, even
where no aggressor exists ; but it is unnecessary to multiply ex
amples. None will dispute that the merchant whose warehouse is
.consumed by lightning,'—the traveller who loses his purse,—and
the wight who, on arriving breathless and exhausted at a coachoffice, beholds the vehicle in which he is anxious to seat himself
wheeling round a distant corner,—are all rendered prone to de
structive conduct, and hardly refrain from speaking harshly to
•those around them. Children, when wounded by a fall, are apt
to stamp their feet on the ground with rage, to kick about the
smaller articles of furniture, and to commit havoc among the
brittle ware ; while passionate adults, when any annoyance.oc
curs, give vent to a copious volley of imprecations.
■A s formerly observed, the legitimate object against which
Destructiveness ought to be exclusively indulged when roused
by uneasiness or pain, is the individual by whom that uneasi
ness is caused. In such cases, we may sometimes injure with
out infringing in the slightest degree the dictates of morality and
reason. 44 If the benevolent affections,” says the penetrating me
taphysician already more than once cited, “ be so important as
sources of happiness, the malevolent affections are not less im
portant parts of our mental constitution, as the defence o f happi
ness against the injustice which otherwise would every moment
be invading it ;—the emotions of the individual injured being to
• Levil. xix. 28 .
f Iliad, B. xviii

I have preferred Cowpers translation as more faithful,
though somewhat less elegant, than that of Pope. The concluding verse in
the original passage is—
A ij'3/i yrn^ fin km ftiv ¿ x a rp tifa t 9t

v. 34.

Literally, “ For he was afraid that Achilles would cut his throat.”
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treWqvftyitkatbk criné will nc*>be<without on*iin4 & ei^ d fa ¡avenging! it*; atadthéunited em otm s o fwtfcnfósdjias
concurring with this individual-interest of retribution* being rf.
itkMV■the •^certainty <of« vengrence/ itself. I f mice can perform
ffráfee) rávagés in the morid world which, we are a t present« what
would have been the desolation if there had been no motives of
terror to restrain the gutfey arm*—if frauda and. oppressions,
which now w6fk in secret, tonld'have come boldly forth into the
great communityof mankind, secure of approbation in every
eye, or at least of no look of abhorrence, or shuddering at their
very approach ? ; It* is because man is. rendered capable of hatred,
that crimes which escape the law and the judge, have their pun
ishment in the terror of the g u i l t y I n a word, so long as the
saying shall continue true— “ Mali inter malos vivimus,’1 the
propensity to injuré wlH be indispensable to our welfare; and it
is interesting to remark, that, as most of the pains occasioned
tdhiS*by out* neighbours are the produce of exuberant Dedtfructivenetesifi thetnflicWrs,—if the organ sbaH, in the progress'of
éfr ¡fixation, bfeoome so quiescent in the human race* that we
shall cease to torment and destroy each other, this'Very quies
cence must at the same time weaken the principié of resentment,
which will thus become more and more feeble in proportion as
its services are less required. ;
It unfortunately’ happens, however, «haft,' in the existing state
&t Human affairs, Desirucrivetteas seldom* oondnes its operations
to the offending object exclusively. 1When pain is occasioned
by circumstances referrible either to the sufferer alone or to
soma particular aggressor, parties entirely innocent are often
made to feel the consequences of that displeasure, which, if di
rected by reason and morality, would either be wholly curbed, or
fall' exclusively on the party offending: The excitement of De
structiveness, however, being less ftmou6 in these instances than
when it is directed against the author of pain, the disposition
manifested is frequently of no higher intensity than what is fa
miliarly known as peevishness or jft-etfitlness^SL tendency to
grow), and snarl, and act with unmerited harshness towards all
who are unfortunate enough to be in the way. Such a misdi
rection of displeasure is extremely unamiable, and obviously
at variance with reason and common sense.
Before concluding this branch of the subject, it is proper to
remark, that Combativeness, or Opposiveness, is roused mr the
same circumstances which excite the propensity to injure. These
two faculties, indeed, as I observed on a former occasion,-)- peldom fail to act in concert; and it is impossible to doubt the
general truth of Dr Brown's assertion, that “ when anger arises
• Brown's Lectures, vol. iii p. 274. See also pp. 249, 546.
•f Essay on Combativeness, p. 160 of this volume.
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&acii*goue~!-rihetfe>is no coward, for all are b r a v e d ’ The»»«*
gertainly limevery case an increase of courage, though not always
00 ¡great as-to elevate it to the rank of positive bravery.
*
¿1 I hate still some, additional remarks to offer on the uses.-and
wodes of aetivky of Destructiveness; but, as the present artifcte
*$> already too. long, it is necessary to postpone these till next
number..
■>
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A R T IC L E IV.
£E M A R K S Of» T H E IN FLU E N C E OF -MENTAL CULTIVATION
AND MENTAL EXCITEM ENT UPON H E A LT H . B j A m a ,,
aiAp B higbam, M. D. Boston, U. S .: Marsh, Capen, and Lyoiv II9S.,... Second edition, 12mo, pp. 130.
i *<w; u

D a B iugham is an unpretending writer, but his little volume
proves that hie possesses a rare combination of accurate
tensiye knowledge with calm and practical sense. l ie has cbpseg
a subject the importance of which it would be difficult to pveyyestinjate, and has handled it with remarkable perspicuity, preci
sion, and judgment. His mind is a logical one: he deals in
principles; and with these the numerous details which he intro
duces are at all times intimately linked. His views are obvious
ly the result of mature and anxious reflection, and are ney;er
propounded without an ample display of evidence in their sup|)ort. Although he does not avow nimself a phrenologist,, mo
destly alleging that he is not yet entitled by qualification to do
so, he nevertheless speaks of the subject and its advocates in
such terms of friendliness, and even eulogy, so entirely prefers its
mental philosophy to all others bearing the name, as explanatory
pf the phenomena of human nature, and avails himself of that
Explanatory power so largely, indeed so exclusively, throughout
his volume, that we hesitate not to claim him as a raj/, though
not an avowed phrenologist; a much better ally in its cause
than an avowed phrenologist who is not a real one.
The inductive motive of the publication of the volume, as the
author says in his preface, “ is to awaken public attention .to the
importance of making some modification in the method o f edu
cating children which now prevails in the United States o f
America. It is intended to shew the necessity of giving more
attention to the health and growth of the body, and less to the
cultivation of the mind, especially in early life, than is now g i
ven ; to teach that man, at every period of his existence, should
be considered both as a spiritual and material being— as influ* Lectures, iii. p. 324.
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«nccdhbbth'byphybieal ¿hsd‘irtotW<£ufee9*Mirt<i thkt-theftfbre WH
fiv n iifw M i>improvement» i&bouid fbetfdwrffci; tkttfrdtti « partial
view of UsiisM-es btrt frotti a-knowledge of1hid m<)r*l, intellect
toaaiy?aai physical powers, iand» of ttïeh*1development” Physical
dduoatisivh* urtilysays^ i» to& tittle* atféntied to, and the eoftnexiom between >heahhro f1'body awd1»health.ef‘ mind tbo rttueh
overlooked. “ Philosophy,” exclaimed Dupaty, on seeing the
magnificent anatomical museum at Florence, “ Philosophy has
been -in-the wrong not to descend more deeply into physical
man ; there it is that the moral man lies concealed.” The study
of anatomy and physiology- is, èfl èbürse, strenuously recom
mended by the author, as that on which all plans of education
ought to bé fburideth' 1D r■B righatn1procéeds,' first,' to1consider
^that'partor'orgàü ttfWie 'htifflàn ‘sÿéfeài which is'called into
action by mental- labour ? and then'tartrate thé effect Which this
labour has upon that part of the system^ and upon other organs
of the body, at different periods of Hfe.”
i! ,Irt éedtiôh fim ; He demonstrates tliat u thé braih lVtlie mate
rial drgari by which the mental faculties are manifested.** T he
M&der Will be at no loss to ‘réfer the following words of the
Author to the right state of his opinions : 41 T hat the brain is
the material organ of all the menial faculties, scarcely, at this
period of science, requires to be proved.’* T o * discipline the
infold,1 means, therefore, to call into regular and repeated action
eerttén portions of the brain, and to enable them to manifest
hazily and poWerfuHy certain mental operations: this process is
fikè that of exercising other organs of the body, thus giving
them increased facility in the performance of their respective
functions. There is much proof that the brain consists of a
totigeries o f organs, each of which, in a healthy state, manifests
a particular faculty of the mind, and that the power of each faculty chiefly depends on the size of its appropriate organ. I al
lude to these facts, however, only for the purpose of directing
the inquiries of others to them. My present aim is simply to
shew that the brain, considered as a whole, is the instrument by
which the mind operates ; and I hope to impress this fact deeply
upon the minds of all those who are engaged in the education
of youth.”— (P. 18,19.)
T h é author details the usual evidence, drawn from injury to
the brain and from insanity ; referring to various writers who
adduce an immense preponderance of cases in which, in the in
sane, the brain has been found more or less organically deranged.
** It is curious,” he says, “ to notice that often an injury of the
brain impairs only that part of the mental faculties (memory).
Such instances give great support to the phrenological views of
Elements of Pathology, by Caleb Hillier Parry.
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tìtllafidiS jjui^eiB ^itfiio^ontend .fìnr^a/pluralky ofosganhiof
the brain4 anda$epam teiaad ipeouliar< jfunetióni *ta «ebch organi
ffrrt(P- ¡85.) i i
p«" i: » •■ < i» • ' i ;•■- -1
• <»»ì -*« ■*). 1.'
.The.geperal prbpoffttio© which; the author wished toestablish
ip,’ tbife whatever excite* the.mind; extoice» mid ;stim ulate^|he
brain* .,* .This-weknow Aetrt eipéfriènoo.ftì a fee#òre>heodaoh,
.We/perceive tiae painito be increased by intense* study cw»think
ing, and tbatr ineutal £^phcatÌ0O:det|er]iiine& .«>oré blood tf'th e
'beacL Se true is it that mfental eoooHeraenk produces. efttiitjr
etoased 4tow>of blood U> /the head* thnV surgeons, are vdryfcaitofttl to<preserve a, quiet, state» of ^mtui in those -wbose.heads<am
Wdunded”—(P , 80*) - •■* > , r . ^ ¿4 '»i
»hj
, ’■>Thè author concludes1the »first »section .with* these awards 4W4‘¿¡While peapferare exceedingly fearful af-eefeebling add'de
stroying oigestion, by exciting' and overtasking the stovnaeb,
they do not appear ito thiok ■they mayoeófcablò or-derange1d e
operation of the mind, by exotting thla brain by tasking it when
¿bis tender and Jnwperfeddy'developed a* h » in nbildhim di^
(P. S3.)
» » , ,
((»?Theatibiectipf»the}Beeoudi section»* ^¡T he oondicionòP the
brain in infancy ; 1the: effect »on? the mind of exnitement add en
largement: of »the brai«» by disease;” and the »propositionthat
mental precocity is usually &symptom »of disease.” • W e ar$
inclined to extract here a little more« at length Atom D r Brigham s work :f— ,
■ • ■■
[ «. Since ,at first no organ is fnWy developed and prepared for
the» powerful execution of its appropriate function* Ictus inquirfe
at .what time ,of life nature has prepared the* brain fer the »penfprtnance o f the important »office of manifesting the mind.
1
^ Let us begin with the infant, and ascertain what is the etmditinn of its brain id early life. r ■• The bmin.of.a new-born infant weighs nboptten ounce***
that of an adult, generally, three pounds and a half, apothecavies' weighty frequently a little les**»~But if the mind of an adult
has been long devoted to thought, if. he has been engaged!»
constant study, his brain is usually increased beyond this weight.
T h e brain of Byron, for instance, is said to h a te 1weighed» four
pounds and a half; and that of the illustrious Cuvier, four
pounds thirteen ounces and a half The size of this organ in
creases from the time of birth till manhood, remains stationary
from this period until old age, and then diminishes in bulk and
weight f . The relative size of its different portions constantly
yaries during several of the first years of life, and it is not until
about the seventh year that all its parts are formed J. During
* Meckel's Anatomy, voi. i i
t Andrai’» Pathological Anatomy, voL 4L

t Meckel
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td)iMh0Bd'rt7i8‘ v ^
¡and even
fiogevy and its. different parts em m otbe cbqriydwtingu felted i1*
Still at this time it is supplied with more blood, in propdHion
¿«¿litfittacy than at any subsequent period. <Ixithen grows ihost
idpidly, and- more rapidly than any other organi dtte wei^htis
rieatfiydoubled at the end of the first aix months^«add henoefthk
aletroiouft' system, being connected with the brain, >is nearly cWv&offed*<and beoomes the predominating*system'ittyciithi
thisiperiodof life, however, which is devoted; to ithe increase o f
thetbedy» it is'necessary that the nervous system* «Would predtv*
rimifetev.fbr this system is the source of all vital movement, and
presides over and gives energy to those actioife which tend»to
the -growth of the organisation. Besides, ‘ Infancy^ says Biohat,
Mfeithe age of sensation. As every thing fe>new to» thw infant,
.deary« thing attracts its eyes, ears, nostrils, && • T U t wfcretoto
ubiaant object of indifference, is to h a source of. pleasure.' -It
vuisr<then necessary that the neraoHS cerebral syitefn should'be
adapted by its «early development to the'degree Of actabnwbidh
it is then to have.’-f
;^
this great and early development, though necessary for
the‘above purposes, very much increases the liability to'disease*:
it:gives*a tendency to convulsions* and to inflammation jmd
dropsy of the brain, and toother diseases of the nervous system,
yrhithiAie most common and fatal in childhood.
“ I t is, therefore, deeply important that the natural action
of thcjoervdus system should not be much -increased, "either
by too much exercise of the mind, or by too strong ‘excitement
of'lheifeoUkiga, lest at the same time the liability o f 'children to
nervous diseases be increased, and such a predominance given tfc
this system as to make it always easily excited, and disposed to
sympathize with disorder in any part of the body; thus gene
rating a predisposition to hypochondriasis and numerous afflict
ing nervous affections.
•f* Mental excitement, as has been shewn, increases the flow
of blood to the head, and augments the size and power of the
brain, just as exercise of the limbs enlarges and strengthens the
nMisdes of the limbs exercised. The wonderful powers of mind
which an infant or child sometimes manifests, and by which he
surpasses ordinary children, do not arise from better capacity in
the mind itself of the child, but, in fact, from a greater enlarge
ment than usual of some portion or the whole of the brain, by
which the mind is sooner enabled to manifest its powers. This
enlargement takes place whether the mental precocity arises from
too early and frequent exercise of the mind, or from disease, and
it must arise in one of these two ways. But, in my opinion,
Bichat's General Anatomy, vol. L

t Ibid.
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rnemW .precocity,is,generally i«i aysqpton* ofidisem» i ,iftnd>hflow
those- who. exhibit. i t , veryfrequentlj' .die young.lTfcis ¿fait
ought to be specially remembered by parents;, seme of (whoqtite*
gard precocity, unless accompanied byivw ibk disease,,ns «ttftet
gratifying-indication, .and, on a c q o u n ta fit, taskhtbeiotemOTjf
«aid intellect of Ihe ,chi 14 Sometimes, boWeyery, it, jsodeoQqb
ponied by visiWedeforenity-of. the;hqa4,ieftd-then tbeifeamgof
parents are greatly awakened» Take,ferto»tan«e,\tbe,\diaeare
known by the naane of .rickets..' .Ewery.perawt .understendfc^htt
this,is a_diseaW'of»clnldbood*iaad^«<^a«^vt«-the>b€s*(iii*iilphr
authorities, it arises from the irritation on frrtinfriyint'Tn rtf iTlTWfr
organ,, and frequently'.of the braini u ltsi most, ieharMtQ&tic
symptoms when, it affects the brain,><are ato eoiargemeo*1of-tbe
heap, and premature development of the intellectual ¡faculties
On examming the heads of tbosew-ho have.died,of.thm disease,
the brain is found very voluminous, h u t ordinarily .heaMiyi
Meckel observes that its mass is increased iu ricketsj .an iefle*t
gradually produced, without disorganisation of,the tbraityrhy-bto
creased action in its bloodvessels, and .the consequent /tranSmiw
pon to it of more Wood than usual»' ,(Being thus:augmented in
aiae, increased mental power is the consequence ¡of this augmefctation, ‘ One .of the most remarkable .phenomefca>in the setood
stage of rickets,' says M. Moniiakoo, - f ^..therprocbtiousidhvelopment, and the energy of the int^lectual faculties. • »Bsclrefty
children have minds active, and penetrating;. their. wit:is asMa
nishing; they are susceptible.of lively passions,- and,hovenpep.
spicacity which does.not belong to their age« -Their brains«nt
large in the same manner as the cranium does.' H e adds,1‘.This
wonderful imagination,■this judgment, this premature.menta^
power which rickets occasion, baa.but a short duration) The
intellectual faculties are soon, exhausted by- the -precocity and
energy, of this-development.’* •
i„.- .
.. 1
. “ I do pot say o r;believe that cautious tasking of the mindfc
of young children will -frequently icewm.tbja ,disease*-but lib » ,
beve.there is great danger thfct-.it.will preduce/ tbe.satoe unamtucal growth of the brain, and this will give, riscitoianexhibitio»
^ superior, mental .power, and be . followed,.'as h»ithe;cttse.»0f
rickets,, by permanent weakness, or loss of inental leoergyJW
(iP. 04—
38-)
•:
.■*•••., •■ - > ■' •
-11 ->
Several interesting cases follow, for which <we>must; refarrto
the volume. Qf one case of infantine.precocity the author aaysc
“ The following, in -my opinioo,. is the true explanation-of-the
surprising. mental powers exhibited by this boy. - Disease),or
some, other cause irritated bis brans; this irritation, attracted
more than an ordinary .quantity uf blood to the head, and thus
• Dictionnaire des Sciences Medi<tyles>,yoL xJLyi,
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extrftft^ and unnaturally «or ’prematurely developed, certain por
tions of the brain; and just in proportion as these were de
veloped, his mental powers were increased."—(P. 44.)
j^T h e second section is wound up by the following words, part
printed in italics; “ From what has been said hitherto, we ga
ther1the'folio wing facts, which should be made the basis of all
Instruction ; facts which I wish often to repeat. The brain is
th em aterin l organ by which all Hie mental faculties are manu
f i t t e d f i t if exceedingly delicate, and but p a rtia lly developed in
iAOdkood; ovcr-ecccitcment o f it token in this state is extremely

hazardous.™—(P. 50.)
i Dr-Brigham's third section is devoted to the “ Consequences
which have resulted from inattention to the connexion between
the mind and the body," and to the proposition that “ the best
iwinds are riot produced by early mental culture." He strongly
recommends to teachers of youth to acquaint themselves with
buinan anatomy and physiology, especially of the brain, before
they proceed to cultivate and discipline the mind. He objects
to the- excessive abundance of books for children," some of
them for children of from two to three years of age; and holds
that ilime is idly spent and mind injured in poring over such
hooks. This, he says, is the result of making prodigies of children. The following is an example of the kind of infant educa
tion which the author deprecates. “ That children do have
their mental powers prematurely tasked, is a fact which I know
from personal observation. I have seen a course like the follow
ing pursued in many families in various parts of the country,
and I know that this course is approved of by many excellent
persons. Children of both sexe9 are required, or induced, to
cortimit to memory many verses, texts of Scripture, stories, Src.,
before they are three years of age. They commence attending
school, for six hours each day, before the age of four, and often
•before the age of three ; where they are instructed, during three
years, in reading, geography, astronomy, history, arithmetic, geo
metry, chemistry, botany, natural history, &c. &c. They also
commit to memory, while at school, many hymns, portions of
the Scriptures, catechisms, &c. During the same period they
attend every Sunday a Sabbath-school, and there recite long les
sons: some are required to attend upon divine service at the
church twice each Sunday, and to give home account of the ser
mon. In addition to these labours, many children have nume
rous books, journals, or magazines to read, which are designed for
youth. I have known some required to give strict attention to the
chapter read in the family in the morning, and to give an account
of i t ; and have been astonished and alarmed at the wonderful
ower of memory exhibited on such occasions by children when
ut five or six years of age. I have known other children, in
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addition tb moét 6f the above performances, indacred to léaftt*
additional Hymno* chapters of Scripture, or to read certain boôktejj
by the promise of present» from their parents or friends. 1 ,u
**' The foregoing account'fails to deseribe-the amount* of iViérfi*
tad labour required of many children, in intelligent and respect^
able fam ilres.^(P . 68, 69:)
•* The fourth section1adduces the ** opinions of celebrated phyd-'
sfofcm1respecting early mental cultivation ;n such asTissOt, HtffoM
land,‘Spursheltn,* SinabalcN, Friedlander, Ratter, Julien, a n d ’
others* who join in reprobating early mental labour.
" ’ ' ii
W e mast content ourselves with referring to!the fifth tivtibri; '
on the 4(;lnfluétiea Of mental cultivation and excitement in pro.
during insanity, nervous affections, arid diseases-of the heart.”
T he sixth section is entitled u Remarks upon Moral Educa-'
tion— Influence of example;” and here, for a reason that will af
terwards be apparent, we think it important to quote the author’s r
words. “ The remarks which I have made respecting the dani
ger of too early cultivating the intellectual’faculties, do rtot ful
ly apply to the development of the m o r a l qualities; though iri
regard to them some caution is necessary ; for danger is to be >
apprehended.from strongly exciting tlie feelings of children and'
awakening their passions. In endeavouring to call forth ant! '
ciritmite those moral qualities which are good, and to Suppress'
the bad, we should constantly keep in mind that the brain is not
only the seat of the intellectual faculties, but is also tne agent1,
by which-the passions, the affections, and all the moral qualities^,
-* W e have m eek pleasure In quoting the following note by Dr Brigham,
devoted to that great q m q t —u The above quotation is taken from the Vreach» ’
edition of Dr Spurzheiin’s valuable Essay upon the Elem entary Principles oft ,
Education. A later edition in English, with additions, has been published,'
which f have httt sëétt; The learned and estimable author of* the above is
now in this country* and .proposes to lecture upon the interesting science o f "
Phrenology ; a science tp, which he baa given a philosophical character, and
which, by his labours, he has advanced to its present high standing. I can
not but believe that his visit to this country will be productive of great good,
by directing the attention of the publie to the immense importance of physfc- 1
cal education ; a branch of education, the almost entire neglect of which, io *
this country, threatens dangerous and lasting consequences. As to the cor
rectness dr thé phrenological system, I am not qualified to determine ; but so ,
fcr a* I bore bad an Opportunity of observing. 1 think it explains the pheno
mena of the morbid action of the brain far better than any other*
“ I leave this note as it was in the fi:st edition, though the work referred
to has been reprinted in this country. I still hope, that, although its illus
trious author lived but a few months after his arrival in this country, his vi
sit wiU he of great service to it, and that he will ere long he accounted a great
benefactor.
“ In a letter which I received from him but a few days before the illness
which terminated his life, he remarks upon the uncommon mental activity o f
the. people of this country, and expresses h a belief that the science'which h s '
taught would do great good here, and would * contribute te a reform in edu
cation.* 1 trust tnat he has awakened a spirit of inquiry on this subject, that
will not subside until the benefits he predicted are realized.”—(Pp. GO, 67 )
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affe:i^a^ifq^e^.l tT b at ^ U , t r p e i
ip.l he,, same wgj! a*
prpra.4 (bat tbs,brain ,i* the material organ ,of the mind*
Insanity ¿tope furnishes abundant, proof.. .Tjhia disease, of; itbef
bfjd ^aaoften derange^ the,;nwr*l.as the >Í9teÚectual.lacu|tie6.^
^ £ v 8¡7*).. A gain; ,* Tibe gx;efit<object, therefore, in moral e d t^
oatioA should be, to cali into repeated action those jorgans that
manifest .the g ^ .q u a ln te a * and increase .their activity and
powefi T or this purpose, it,is necessary to study.the characters
of children when quite young; and when certain.moral qualities
appear to predominate* that, ara likely to produce bad traits o f
character, great efforts,should.ha made-ta-develops and cajt i n 
to activity opposite qualities: when a child appears exceedingly
selfttlvb* should be taught and accuatomed to practise benevcu
lence. .In this manner it is m certain that the moral qualities
which are,most desirable may he. cultivated and made predond»
napt, as that the memory may be increased by exercise”^

(Pr 88.)
.
W e regret we have, not space to analyze the seventh and„
eighth sections, entitled u The cultivation of the mind at a pro*
per time of life not injurious but beneficial, to h e a l t h a n d
“ Influence of mental cultivation in producing, dyspepsia.iu li*
tegary men irritation of the. brain the most frequent cause of
thi&pisease ” In both sections the reader will find some most
valuable practical truths. Among the reasons which, indepen*
deptly of his own experience, have led D r Brigham to th e o p i- .
niqn, that, in. many cases, dyspepsia or indigestion is primarily a,;
disease or the brain and nervous system, are the following:—
“ Fir$tn A/ blow or other injury of the head, or a tumour in
thebrain, frequently produces sickness, irritation of the stomach,
aúd all the'symptotns of dyspepsia.
u Second, Dyspepsia ‘ may pe produced by mental affections,1
says Dr P a rry ; and in this opinion he is supported by numerous
observers. Who is there that has not felt the influence of bad
news, or mental agitation, in destroying the appetite and de
ranging digestion, and thus producing dyspepsia for a short
time P
u Third, Insatiity, or disease of the brain, is usually preceded
by the symptoms of dyspephia, and recovery from mental de*
rangement is often marked by a return of these symptoms.”
“ Fourth, Examination of the bodies of those who have died
after long continued dyspeptic symptoms, confirms the opinion
I have advanced, that dyspepsia is often a disease of the head,
and not of the stomach.”
“ Fifth , The fact that dyspepsia is frequently cured by per
mitting the overtasked and tired brain to rest, or by changing
the mental labour or excitement, is evidence that it is a primary
disease of the head, and not of the stomach-*
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“ Sixth , The fact that dyspepsia is a disease chiefly confined
to the studious, to those whose minds are much exercised and
excited, and to those who, by too early mental education, have
had a predominance given to the nervous system, is evidence
that the brain is the primary organ affected."
u Finally, I f dyspepsia is a disease of the stomach, why is it
not more frequently cured by attention to diet than it is ?"—
(Pp. 103, 106, 112, 114, 119.)
These propositions are defended and illustrated at considera
ble length, and the whole section is worthy of being attentively
studied both by physicians and patients. A table is appended,
exhibiting the age attained by some of the most distinguished
literary men in ancient and modern times, from 50 years to
109.
W e have been thus particular, even to detail, on Dr Brigham's
views of early mental culture, that we may apply them to the
question now so deeply interesting the country and the legis?
Iature, that of infant school education. Mr Cobbett, in one of
his Registers, published shortly before his death, applied D r
Brigham's facts and reasonings indiscriminately to the con
demnation of these institutions; against which,, had he lived, he
meant to raise his voice in Parliament. He announced, more
over, his intention of printing a cheap edition of Dr Brigham's
work, obviously with the view of making it the popular basis
for his warfare against the system. W e do not regret that he did
not wage the war, but we should have thanked him for a cheap
edition of the volume ymfor we feel that more temperate rea*
soners,—among whom, we are confident, we may ran t Dr Brig
ham himself,—can make use of that work, not for the destruc
tion, but for the defence and benefit, of infant schools. Mr.
Cobbett's intention regarding it is about to be fulfilled by his
son.
In all that we have written on the subject of Infant Schools,*
we have broadly and anxiously stated, that moral training, and
that guarded precisely as it is by Dr Brigham in his fifth sec
tion,—so as to exercise the superior moral sentiments, which in
general, when left to themselves, act too feebly to be in the
smallest danger of over-excitement, and to regulate and mo
derate the selfish passions and animal propensities,—is the pru
maty end of an infant school; and that intellectual training
should be a secondary and accessary object only. As a se
condary object, we have strongly urged that it should never
approach to labour, that it should never overtask the infants,
ana that the utmost they attain should be acquired incidentally,
almost unconsciously, and in the very manner in which the in
fant would instruct himself, by the exercise of his senses and
• Vol. v l p. 418, and voL viL p. 108.
Popular Education,” p. 133.

See also Simpson’s u Necessity of
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observing powers, if left alone; only that his attention should
be better directed, and the faculties which Nature, as D r
Brigham rightly affirms, has, in the stage of infancy, appetized
for that knowledge of external objects which infancy is the pe
riod to attain, should receive their legitimate food better pre
pared and more usefully administered. W e have ever been
enemies to long lessons, tasks, and laborious repetitions. When
teachers of infant schools have forgotten, as they are perhaps
apt to do, that the intellectual training is only secondary, have
allotted to it the principal place and the larger share of time,
and, yielding to the ignorant prejudices of parents, who wish
u learning'” for their money, have crammed their infant pupils
for the supposed credit of their own teaching, we have held that
they were departing from the essential principle of legitimate
infant training. Nothing would tend more effectually to bring
them back within the proper bounds of that intellectual train
ing which should be harmless and even beneficial, than just
such a work as Dr Brigham's; and we, therefore, earnestly re
commend it to the perusal and reperusal of every infant school
teacher. One obvious improvement it would be well if the
directors of infant schools would most especially enforce—a
g r e a t d e a l m o r e ti m e o u g h t to he s p e n t i n th e p l a y - g r o u n d , o f
a t le a s t a t p l a y 9 t h a n i s noxv a lm o s t a n y w h e r e a tto iv ed .
The

usual alternation is an hour at lessons, and a quarter of an
hour in the play-ground. W e would have this proportion
well nigh reversed; w e s h o u ld w is h to see th e i n f a n t s 9 a t th e v e r y
le a s t , o n e - h a l f t h e i r sc h o o l d a y i n th e p l a y - g r o u n d . Theie can
else be no time, no opportunity, for moral exercise in reasonably
continued intercourse. The teachers handbell is rung for a re
turn to lessons before they have had time to commix, and even
before they have reaped the benefit of air and muscular exer
cise; while he himself, engrossed, as he is, with the intellectual
department, is led to pay scarcely any attention to the play
ground intercourse—the true infant school—and the moral dis
cipline which may there be realized.
It does not appear that Dr Brigham has ever seen an infant
school on the system of Wilderspin. His objections have all of
them reference to common school or nursery tasking and ex
amining. We have not heard that the Wilderspin system has
been yet realized in America.* In it, D r Brigham would at
* There are seven Infant Schools in Boston, which were visited and re
ported on last year by a Committee of the Boston Phrenological Society.
The Report is published in the Annals of Phrenology, No. III. These
schools are superintended by female teachers, who devote particular attention
to the moral culture of the children, but follow no definite system of tuition.
Pictures and objects are however made use of to a considerable extent, and the
children are not kept too long in a constrained posture. Some of the schools
VOL. I X .---- NO. X L V .
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once we a field for the best posable employment, intellectual,
moral, and physical, of children from two to six years of age—
the best, the only, arrangement, when they are judiciously
managed, for dispensing precisely that kind and degree of intel
lectiuu culture* and that moral and physical exercise, which are
most desirable, and which can be realized only in a little com
munity of sufficient numbers, as we hare often said, and in no
private family whatever. But to proceed blindly to cry down
the infant school system, by which alone a practical course of
moral education can be applied to the great body of the people,
from a hasty conclusion tnat an infant school is a machine for
overtasking, overworking, and overexciting, the minds, and de
stroying the health, of children, would be a proceeding of gross
ignorance, and great and serious mischief. Yet we are glad it
has been threatened; we rejoice, too, in Dr Brigham's work;
for the threat and the work will both tend to put infant school
conductors on their guard, lest their schools should lapse into
the abuw which has thus been pointed out.
We have only to add on this head, that, in the Edinburgh
Model Infant School, with which we are best acquainted, al
though there is more lesson work and less play-ground exercise
than we quite approve, we have not seen or heard of any of the
effects of overdoing which Dr Brigham justly deprecates: the
are ill-ventilated, and to none is a proper play-ground attached j but still
they seem to be much more rationally conducted than those known to Dr
Brigham, who resides in Hartford. The Committee, in closing their re
port, Mexpress the high degree of pleasure and interest they have received
from the visits they have paid to these infant schools. The cheerfulness
the activity—the healthy, nappy looks of the children—their interest in the
various exercises—were such as no friend of the young could look upon with
out delight. We were glad to see an approach made, as we certainly did in
these schools, towards a proper and rational mode of treating and educating
the younger members of the family of man. We have observed in these
establishments the dawn of a happy day—when human nature shall be trained
with an enlightened regard to the powers, faculties, and constitution, assigned
it by its great Creator. W e are confident that the infant school system needs
only to be improved, as it may be, and based firmly, as it ought to be, upon
the ultimate principles of human nature, to prove of the highest service in
ameliorating man’ls present condition. Let children he gathered in infant
schools as early as possible—let them meet with their fellow-beings in the
morning of their days, that they may imbibe early the social principle of hu
manity—let their various faculties and sentiments be exercised and trained
as soon as they are developed—let the infant pupil breathe the atmosphere
of love, and yield to the mild but firm pressure of authority—let his early
discipline be grounded on the future supremacy of his moral sentiments—
let all that can adorn, guard, ennoble, ana perfect human nature, he aimed at
from the beginning of the child's career—and the great purpose of the Crea
tor of all will be accomplished.” I t is added, however, by the Committee,
that “ this system, good as it is, and excellent as it may be made, is reiy
partially understood and very poorly supported among us. Its true friends
are grieved to see it lying under such neglect.” Would that we had it in
our power to use different language with respect to infhnt education in
Britain 1
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children appear in school uniformly in the roost rosy health and
high spirits, delighting in all they learn as mere amusement,
•—quite as insensible of acquisition as if they were picking it
up of themselves, and utter strangers to any thing bearing the
semblance of mental labour. These statements are grounded
on the personal experience of five years. Mr Wilderspin has
enjoyed the experience of nearly twenty, and can fully confirm
our conclusions.

ARTICLE V.
L E T T E R ON T H E FUNCTIO NS OF T H E ORGANS OF COM
PARISON AND W IT-

B j O e o id b H ancock, Esq.

T« G kokok Combe, Esq.

Sra,—I feel assured that the great importance of the science to
the advancement of which you have so largely contributed, will
induce you to pardon my addressing, I am afraid, rather a long
letter to you upon the subject of two phrenological organs with
regard to whicn (though your System and Dr Spurzheim's are
the only works which I have had an opportunity of consulting)
I have arrived at conclusions entirely different from yours, and
in accordance with the opinions of a gentleman wnose argu
ments you appear to have overruled. I allude to the argu
ments of Mr Scott upon the subject of the two organs of Com**
parison and Wit, by which he has endeavoured, as it appears
to me not unsuccessfully, to prove that the true office of the
one is to observe resemblances, and of the other to detect dif
ferences. To these arguments Dr Spurzheim objects (and you
coincide in the objection), “ that the perception of a resemblance
is the result of a lower, and that of a difference of a higher, de
gree of power and activity in each intellectual faculty. Colour,
for example, when feeble, sees a resemblance between hues,
which, by a more powerful organ, are at once perceived to be
different; a feeble organ of Tune perceives harmony, where a
higher faculty discovers discord, &c. Hence every organ per
ceives both resemblances and differences within its own sphere.'"
Rut if I might be allowed to differ from so high an authority,
I would submit that a small organ of Colour does not see a re
semblance between colours, which a more powerful organ per
ceives to be different; neither does a feeble organ of Tune per
ceive harmony where a larger organ discovers discord. The
feeble organs, in both cases, only do not perceive differences,
e e2
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which is a very different thing from perceiving resemblances.
For, may I ask, how can any organ, whether large or small,
perceive resemblances which do not in fact exist? I f D r
Spurzheim were correct, a small organ would present the singular anomaly of possessing a greater power of perceiving re 
semblances than a large organ; and, if the case were to oc
cur, of an individual possessing no organ of Colour at all, he
would present the still more wonderful and anomalous instance
of a person possessing a power of perceiving resemblances
between colours which he could not even perceive. In like
manner, a person with little or no organ of Tune, totally inca
pable of perceiving harmony in sounds which are concordant,
would have the power of perceiving harmony in sounds which
almost all the rest of the world confess to be discords. The fact
however, would appear to me to be, that a person in whom any
particular organ is small,—the organ of Colour, for instance,—
not being able to perceive the difference between any two or
more particular qualities,—the qualities blue and green, or red
and brown, for example,—concludes falsely that they are iden
tical : he supposes or fancies a resemblance, but he does not see
or perceive one; for, as I have already observed, he cannot per
ceive what has in fact no existence.
Again, it is no doubt perfectly true that each intellectual or
gan u perceives both resemblances and differences within its
own sphere.* But I would beg leave to observe, that this spe
cies of resemblance and difference is implied in the very notion
of perception. Thus I cannot have a clear perception of the
colour green, without discriminating it from all other colours.
Neither can I discover the relations which exist between diffe
rent shades of the same colour, without having a power of per
ceiving their resemblance. In the same manner, the organ of
Tune perceives the relation existing between sounds produced
by striking the same note of any musical instrument with dif
ferent degrees of force, and between the same note struck on
two different instruments, and between two notes which harmo
nize if struck at the same time, &c. I t also discriminates the
difference between one note and another, and between two or
more discordant notes, and two notes that harmonize. But it
does not therefore appear to me to be a very legitimate conclu
sion, that because each intellectual organ perceives both resem
blances and differences existing between the peculiar qualities
of which such organ is alone fitted to take cognizance, another
organ which is known to take cognizance of resemblances exist
ing between qualities of which it takes no cognizance, but con
cerning which other organs are alone conversant, should be the
same organ as that which takes cognizance of differences be
tween them. As well might it be maintained that the same
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organ which perceives resemblances between such qualities9
also takes cognizance of such qualities; for instance, that the
organ of Comparison, which discovers a resemblance between the
colour scarlet and the sound of a trumpet, receives not its im
pressions of those qualities which it compares by means of the
organs of Colour and Tune, but that itself perceives the quali
ties which it compares : for it is not more true, in the sense in
which I understand it, that the same organ which compares
discriminates, than that the same organ which compares, per
ceives or takes cognizance of the qualities compared; as for in
stance when the organ of Colour perceives three different shades
of one colour, and by its own power of comparison discovers
both the resemblances and differences which exist among them.
It does certainly appear to me, then, that, in this instance, as
in the former, a confusion of terms by Dr Spurzheim has been,
and it is so frequently, a source of confusion of ideas; and that
the power of perceiving resemblance and difference by each
particular organ, which is implied in the very notion of per
ception, being essentially different from the powers possessed, as
I contend, by the two organs under consideration, no parity of
reasoning is applicable to the two cases.
I t is evident that no man can have a clear perception of any
particular quality by means of any organ, unless that organ pos
sess the power of comparison for which Dr Spurzheim con
tends, ana which, of course, I admit. But a man endowed with
a small organ of Comparison, though, by the aid of the organs
of Colour and Tune he might possess a perfectly clear percep
tion of the colour scarlet, and of the sound of a trumpet, would
vainly endeavour to discover any resemblance between them.
As vainly, according to my limited observation, would a man
endowed with a small organ of W it (as it is termed), attempt to
discover those nice and delicate points of difference which men
of acute minds occasionally discover between objects of compari
son. I have myself often vainly endeavoured, by explaining the
points of resemblance, to make palpable to men in whom I nave
observed the organ of Comparison small in proportion to the
other organs, the relation existing between the colour and the
sound above mentioned. They have acknowledged, indeed,
when pressed in argument, that both the colour and the sound
arrest and arouse the attention; and that the general impression
produced by each is stirring, enlivening, and agreeable; but a
smile of incredulity always accompanied the admission. They
have always insisted that it must depend upon association, and
have shewn that if they understood, they have not felt, the re
semblance which really exists between them. I have observed
this more particularly in a brother of my own, in whom Causality
and W it are large, and Comparison, though not small, decidedly
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inferior to the organs of the other reflecting faculties. Having
the organ of Comparison large, I amused myself with hunting
down other similar resemblances, such as the resemblance be
tween the two colours known as Prussian blue and lake (not aa
addressed to the organ of Colour but to Comparison); and be
tween lighter shades of pink and blue, and the sound of a silver
bell or harp; and between the colour, at least the appearance of
silver, and the sound of a dulcimer: these, however, were all alike
unfelt by the same individual, though all were acknowledged by
one of my sisters in whom the organ of Comparison is larger. But
if my observations upon this occasion have been accurate, what
becomes of Dr Spurzheim’s proposition that “ the perception of
resemblances is the effect of a lower, and that of difference of a
higher, degree of power and activity in the same organ ?* Here,
in my brother, is an instance of an individual endowed with a
moderate organ of Comparison, utterly unable to perceive a re
semblance which I perceive without effort, and yet possessing
such a power of perceiving differences, and these in the cases
specified appeared to him so broadly marked, that he ridi
culed the very idea of there being any resemblance whatever
between the qualities compared, and smiled uniformly at my
efforts to explain it. In every other individual who has re
jected these resemblances, I have observed a similar conforma
tion ; and in one, a physician, who has, I believe, just reason to
pride himself upon his great powers of discrimination in his
profession, the organ which I would fain call the organ of Dis
criminativeness, is out of all proportion to the other reflective
organs,—and from him, accordingly, I obtained only ridicule.
Reasoning from analogy, I should expect to find an exactly op
posite conformation in the person who maintained the objection
to Phrenology, that the two organs of Benevolence and Destruc
tiveness existing in an equal degree of development in the same
individual, would neutralize each other like an acid and an al
kali. In this case, there is an obvious want of power to discri
minate an essential difference, and at the same time evidence of
an active organ of Comparison, inducing a habit of mind which
inclines the individual to infer identity in all cases in which dif
ference is not perceived ; and certainly I have uniformly found
a deficiency in the organ of W it, and a predominance of the or
gan of Comparison, in all those individuals in whom I have ob
served a tendency to reason falsely, from a similar disposition of
mind. And here the question occurs to me, Have not these or
gans some higher office than any which has hitherto been clearly
assigned to them ? Docs not their situation in the midst of the
forehead, above the knowing organs, and adjoining Causality,
indicate their being designed for more important uses than that
of merely giving an ornament and a charm to conversation, and
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poetry, and literature ? Are they not essential to the due exer
cise of Causality? Between two constant concomitants of which
it takes cognizance, can Causality, without their assistance, do
more than merely infer a necessary connexion and dependence ?
W ithout Discriminativeness, can Causality decide between two
concomitants which is cause and which effect ? Without Com
parison, can it trace the relations which exist between similar causes
and similar effects? Without the,large organ of Comparison
which is obvious in the portraits of Malthus, would he by Cau
sality alone have been able to perceive the relation which the poor
laws of England, the potato system in Ireland, and the law of in
heritance in France, as proximate causes of pauperism, bear to one
another ? Without the organ of W it, would he have been able to
determine, amid the mazeof concomitants by which so many minds
have been, and are still, perfectly bewildered, which are originally
and essentially causes, and which effects ? Were I to be guided
only by my own limited observations, and the rather immature
reflection I have been able to bestow upon this question since it
first occurred to me, I should say not. But these points, per
haps, deserve a more accurate examination, arid they certainly
require a more enlarged discussion and a more copious illustra
tion, than at this moment I feel prepared to give them. Be
sides, I wish to avail myself of this opportunity of offering a
solution of two questions connected with the organs under dis
cussion, which would appear to be still unanswered. The first
occurs in that part of your chapter on W it, in which, after tran
scribing the inscription of M r Littlejohn under the sign of
Uobinhood, and mentioning the alteration made by his witless
successor, and after alluding to the two cases of lapsus Ungues,
you ask, 41 W hat is the cause of the more laughable effect of
the second class of cases, in which the wit is actually extinguish
ed ?* The other occurs where, after stating consecutively a
ludicrous and an affecting and beautiful similitude, you ask,
“ W hat occasions the perception of wit in the one case, and not
in the other ?” I t appears to me, that, by following up the
philosophical mode winch Mr Scott has recommended, an easy
solution of both questions may be obtained. To begin with
the second, which appears to me to be first in natural order. I f
we examine any particular instance of a witty combination, I
believe we shall invariably find, not only that there is, as Mr
Scott observes, resemblance and difference, but that the resem
blance is uniformly weak, and in many cases more apparent
than real, while the points of difference are broadly marked and
essentia]; and that, on the other hand, in every instance of beau
tiful or sublime similies and metaphors, the resemblance is real
and palpable, and addresses itself to the mind in a manner so
forcible that it is no longer able to attend to the points of dif
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ference. Thus, in the lines which you have quoted from Hudibras, the “ lobster boil’d” bears scarcely any resemblance to the
rising morn; though, in this instance, part of the absurdity
seems to arise from the extreme vulgarity and bathos of the al
lusion. Again, in the case of Littlejohn, the resemblance is
merely nominal. In the common case of puns, it is merely ver
bal. When Kitty
“ Obtains the chariot for the day,
And sets the world on fire/’

the resemblance to Phaëton, in the car of Apollo, is extremely
remote, and the difference between the real and the metapho
rical conflagration of the world is obvious. A friend of mine
being at a party at Paris where the game of forfeits was the
amusement of the evening, a French officer who had forfeited
asked him with a certain air of affected nonchalance, “ Que dé
sirez vous que je fasse , Monsieur ?” To which my friend re
plied, in an assumed tone of command, “ Faites tout ce que vous
ne désirez pasT Here is an instance of very fine wit. The
obvious meaning of the words, and the brusque tone and man
ner in which they were spoken, had all the appearance, the resemblance, of extreme rudeness ; but as the rule at French for
feits is, that the party forfeiting is to do exactly the reverse of
what he is directed, the reed meaning of my friend was, that he
might do exactly what he liked, which was of course extremely
polite. Let us now examine an instance of wit of a different
order.
c‘ Mrs A. presents her compliments to Mr B. and will thank
him not to suffer his piffffs to run through her garden.”
“ Mr B. presents his compliments to Mrs A., and will thank
her not to spell pig with two g’V ’
In this instance, perfectly to appreciate the wit, such as it is,
we suppose Mrs A.’s servant returning with the answer to her
complaint, which she opens, of course naturally expecting an
expression of regret and apology. Before she opens the let
ter, there is every appearance of its containing nothing less.
She opens the letter, however, and the difference is manifest ;—
an insult is added to the injury, for which not the slightest apo
logy is made.
But if, in every instance of wit, without exception, there be
excited in the mind, as Mr Scott has shewn, a perception of re
semblance and difference,—and if, without exception, the resem
blance in every instance be slight, and the difference be strongly
marked,—it seems almost necessary to infer, that these two con
comitants of resemblance and difference, subject to the peculiar
conditions in which they are found united, are the true cause
of that peculiar delight which, in minds capable of appre
ciating wit, never fails to accompany its exhibition ; and this
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opinion receives a singular confirmation from the altered propor
tions in which we find these two concomitants, if we examine a
true simile or metaphor. I will take Moore's simile—
“ Like the gale that sighs along
Beds or oriental flowers,'*

which you have quoted, for my example—admirably adapted,
as 1 find it, for my purpose. Here, in the first stanza, the
poet has, with great art, withheld the point of resemblance, and
you read it without discovering the force of the similitude,
of which only the terms are stated. Still, as there is not even
an appearance of resemblance, and points of difference are alone
perceptible, no feeling of the ludicrous is experienced, but the
mind remains in a state of suspense and anticipation. But when
the second stanza unveils the hidden treasure, we are so struck
with the exceeding beauty and force of the similitude, that the
points of difference occupy only a secondary station in the mind,
which is principally engaged with the unexpected resemblance
which it has discovered. So, I believe, in every other case.
The conditions of the concomitants are uniformly reversed, and
the effect is uniformly different; the pleasure received being of
an entirely opposite character from that which is derived from
the exhibition of wit. The inference of the causes and the
conditions also in this case, seems inevitable, and the two cases
seem mutually to confirm each other.
W ith regard to the second class of cases, in reference to
which your first question occurs, it appears to me that the plea
sure which arises in the mind of the observer has its source also
in the perception of a resemblance and difference, of which the
difference again is more strongly marked than ever. In the
cases specified, neither Samuel Johnson, nor the unlucky foot
man, ever enjoyed the original witticisms; nothing of the origi
nal wit, therefore, appears in their attempted imitations. They
become, however, unconsciously sources of wit, of which a per
ception arises in the mind of the observer, from the contempla
tion of the difference between the thing meant and the thing
produced, the thing expected by the observer and the thing
perceived by him. Exactly as in the case of M r B.'s answer to
Mrs A., it arises from the difference between the answer expected
and the answer received. Samuel Johnson and the footman
never having perceived the resemblances in the original witti
cisms, their imitations are as devoid of any resemblance in fact,
as the originals were to them in appearance ; but the observer
who perceives the resemblance in the originals, and finds none
in the imitation, perceives at once a new resemblance and differ
ence, and in this instance the resemblance is more slight, and
the difference* infinitely greater than in the originals. Hence
the greater absurdity arises. In these two cases, it seems ncces5
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sary to the full enjoyment of the laugh, that the observer should
be capable of feeling and duly appreciating the original witti
cism, and that it should be still present to his mind. I f Little
john had not written the original lines, Samuel Johnson's in
scription would have been merely a piece of incomprehensible
dulness, and would have been reaa without producing the
slightest feeling of pleasure. The pleasure arising from what
are termed bulk, is invariably traceable to the same causes. An
Englishman, writing a letter at a coffee-house, observes an Irish
man reading it as he writes it. Without taking any notice of
the offence, he goes on to say, that he has a great deal more to
write about, but that a d—d tall Irishman is reading over bis
shoulder every word he writes. The Irishman reads this, and,
amid the tempest of his feelings, witlessiy denies the fact, by his
very denial proving it. Here the pleasure again arises from a
perception of real difference and apparent resemblance, a differ
ence between the thing intended and the thing done. The plea
sure arising from practical jokes is derived from the same
source. A boy rises for a moment from his seat, which is co
vertly removed, and upon his attempting to sit down, he over
balances himself and falls. I f he is not hurt, and is tolerably
good-tempered, he himself cannot refrain from jdining in the *
laugh which follows. The pleasure here again is traceable to a
supposed resemblance and real difference, the difference between
the thing meant and the thing done.
But although the organ of W it (as it is termed), aided by the
organ of Comparison, appears to me thus to be the principal or
gan which enables us to enjoy the perception of W it, I am
far from thinking that it is the only organ by means of which
the feeling which accompanies that perception is capable of be
ing excited. On the contrary, it would appear to me, that each
intellectual organ, within its own sphere, by means of its own
innate power of perceiving resemblances and differences, is ca
pable of originating the feeling. Thus a large organ of Tune
perceiving the resemblance and difference between the perform
ances of a good and a bad singer or musician, a feeling of ridi
cule at once arises in the mind, and a smile is the natural ex
pression of the feeling. Nothing, therefore, can appear to me
more unphilosophical, than to assign the name of W it, and par
ticularly of Gaiety, to the organ in question. The organ may,
generally speaking, be essential to the perception of wit—ac
cording to M r Scott's theory and mine, it would b e ; the gaiety
too may be inseparable from the peculiar exercise of the organ
under discussion: but it by no means follows, that either appel
lation is appropriate, evfen if every argument in favour of Dis
criminativeness should be disproved. Convinced, however, as I
feel, of the truth of Mr Scott's theory, I cannot help thinking»
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that in the end the fact will be satisfactorily ascertained, and
that the alteration he proposes will be adopted; in which case,
I would venture to propose that some such term as the organ
of Assinrilativeness should be substituted for the organ of Com
parison.
I will make no apology for the freedom with which, in dis
cussing this question, I have ventured to dispute an opinion
which has so long since obtained the sanction of your authority.
You have not only taught your scholars too well to admit of
their allowing any thing but complete conviction to satisfy their
minds in matters of philosophy, but have also inspired them
with too high an opinion of their master to allow them to doubt
for one moment his readiness to receive with gladness any effort
to remove an impediment in the paths of science. For my part,
though your opinion has gone forth, I am so perfectly satisfied
that you would derive nothing but pleasure from the success of
my attempt, that, in common gratitude for the many hours of
pleasure and sources of knowledge for which I am indebted to
you, even if I had no other motive to actuate me, I should feel
bound to make the effort. W ith every feeling of respect, I remain, &c.
G eorge H ancock.
7 D el a h a y S t r e e t , W

e s t m in s t e r ,

ISIS May 1836.

P. S* Should you be of opinion that any new light is to be
obtained by the publication of this in the Phrenological Jour
nal, of course I shall feel gratified by your sending it.

A R T IC L E VI.
T H E CHUHCH OF SCOTLAND'S IN D IA MISSION, Ac.; B e in g
t h e S u bstan ce or an A d d ress d e l iv e r e d b e f o r e t h e G e n e r a l
A ssem b ly or t h e C b u r c b , on 26 t h M ay 1835. B y the Kev. A l e x 
a n d er D u rr, A. M ., the Assembly's First Missionary to India. Svo.
Pp. 27* Waugh A Innes, Edinburgh; Whittaker A Co., London. 1836.

W e had intended to write a notice of M r Duff's Speech, and
to call the attention of our readers to the forcible illustration
which it affords of the manner in which Phrenology may be
used as a means of preparing heathen and superstitious nations
for receiving the Christian religion,—when we met, in the Lon
don Courier of 9th July 1885, some remarks upon it which, on
account of their brevity, we prefer transferring to our pages.
The writer in the Courier applies the facts stated by M r Duff
to the education of the Irish peasantry; but they are equally ap
plicable to the education of all ignorant and superstitious nations.
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“ In lately making some remarks on the First Report of the
Commissioners of Public Instruction for Ireland, we observed,
that after three hundred years of incessant exertion, and after
all that has been done by violence and injustice of every descrip
tion to diffuse the Protestant faith in Ireland, six millions and a
half of her people are still Roman Catholics, and only 852,064
are Protestants; and we drew the conclusion, that there must
(lave been some great imperfections in the means of conversion
employed, to end in such a result. We have perused the report
of a speech delivered before the General Assembly on the 25th
of May last, by the Rev. Alexander Duff, the first missionary
sent to India by the Church of Scotland, on the subject of con
verting the Hindoos to Christianity ; and it is so full of valuable
instruction applicable to all nations, that we recommend especial
attention to it to those who are particularly interested in Ire
land. W e noticed the speech at the time when it appeared in
the newspapers, as remarkable for its honesty and judgm ent;
and the full report confirms our favourable opinion. The parallel
between India and Ireland holds good to a greater extent than
might at first view be supposed.
“ The Hindoos, it is said, have a religion of their own, which
has come down to them from a very aucient period, and is at
tested by a revelation and miracles, and supported by the suffer
ings of saints and martyrs.
“ Exactly the same might be predicated of the Catholics in Ire
land, in regard to their peculiar dogmas. Of the Hindoos, Mr
Duff* says—* You try the argument from miracles: this argu
ment, when disentangled from the mazes of sophistry, when un
derstood aright, is invincible. They retort, however, that they
themselves have miracles far more stupendous. And doubtless,
if mere gross magnitude is considered, they say what is tru e ;
for, in this respect, their miracles set all comparison at defiance.
Besides, with them the original miracles form an inherent part
of their theology; and they have no notion of what is meant by
an appeal to them, in order to authenticate a doctrine. And mo
dern miracles they have in such abundance, that they are exhi
bited on the most trivial occasions, and become matters of daily
occurrence.'
“ Terms almost precisely similar to these have been used in
describing the ignorance and superstition of the Catholic pea
santry of Ireland ; but mark the means by which M r Duff pro
poses to remove this obstacle to the Hindoos embracing pure
Christianity. I t is not by appointing bishops and preachers for
the purpose of expounding to them the Scriptures. His words
are—€ Again you are compelled to wish that you had the
wer of conveying such a knowledge of common science, the
|fcflf nature, or first principles of things, as would prevent
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their confounding things monstrous with things divine; things
merely extraordinary with things absolutely supernatural.’
44 The excellent sense of this observation cannot be too highly
commended; yet this is precisely what the enlightened friends
of education insist should be done with a view to the religious
reformation of the sister isle.
44 M r Duff next adverts to the inefficacy of the argument from
prophecy, and says—4 Of the countries where the prophecies
were uttered, the people to whom they were addressed, the
times and circumstances in which they were fulfilled, they (the
Hindoos) know nothing, and wish to know nothing; so the ar
gument falls powerless, on their ears a3 the evening breeze upon
the solid rock. Once more you are aroused to a sense of the
necessity of communicating general knowledge that is sound
in quality and sufficient in quantity.’
44 Is the Irish intellect more capable of appreciating the true
value and importance of prophecy, in a state of ignorance quite
equal to that here described, than the intellect of the Hindoos?
The Irish do not, like the Hindoos, dispute the general truth of
Christianity as a revelation ; but the Protestants are pleased to
say that they are grossly misled in regard to the doctrines of
that revelation. For this evil the only remedy is obviously that
proposed by M r D uff:—4 Give them data in general knowlege for sound thinking, and train them to investigate and re
flect, and you may then expect some progress to be made in
throwing off their superstitions.’
44 M r Duff* proceeds:—4 Driven to the last shift, you perhaps
appeal to the internal evidence. You find yourself farther than
ever from your purpose. Internal evidence is to them pre
eminently a new and unheard-of idea.' I t implies spiritual pu
rity, and wisdom, and excellence. And how minds like theirs,
that are either pre-occupied with airy subtleties, or stultified with
utter neglect, can be brought, in thefirst instance, to attend to
or comprehend such topics, constitutes the great, the insuperable
difficulty. You are now reduced to the lowest degree of help
lessness ; and however sincere, and honest, and apostolic in your
• zeal,—if not blinded by a wild and senseless fanaticism, you
cannot help exclaiming, 4 O that I had the means of conveying
the knowledge that would enable me to establish, by enabling
these people to apprehend, the nature of my authority !’ Thus
the urgency of the call to communicate general knowledge to
such a people is felt to be resistless.’
44 Is it not said that the minds of the Irish peasantry are
4 either pre-occupied ’ with gross errors, or 4 stultified with ut
ter neglect’ ? And we again inquire, Whether a people so cir
cumstanced can be efficiently reclaimed, without the communi
cation of general knowledge, in Ireland more than in Hindostán ?
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“ In short, the speech of M r Duff is one of the most powerful
vindications that we have ever read, of the system intended to
be pursued by government in regard to the religious instruction
of Ireland. Instead of paying an enormously overgrown clergy
for merely preaching against Catholic doctrines, they propose to
apply the surplus revenues of the Church, after providing for
Protestant ministers sufficient for the instruction of the Protes
tant population, in promoting the general education of all classes
and denominations; and if this be the only effectual method of
propagating Christianity in Hindostán, we cannot conceive that
it can fail in also correcting errors in belief in Ireland.
4* M r Duff's speech deserves most serious attention from all
persons interested in missions, foreign or domestic. He places
the propagation of Christianity on tne basis of reason, and fairly
discards all pretensions to success from influences operating inde
pendently of the known laws which regulate the human under
standing. W e were much gratified to observe several highly
judicious remarks to the same effect in the second volume of
Lieutenant Moodie's 4 Ten Years Residence in South Africa/
founded on his observations of the inefficacy of mere preaching
in converting the Hottentots and Caffres.”
To our readers who are familiar with the applications of
Phrenology contained in M r Combe's “ Constitution of Man,"
it will be unnecessary to point out how much it is calculated to
promote the object which the Rev. Mr Duff lias in view. I f it,
or a book of a similar nature, were translated and presented to
the Hindoos, it would effectually undermine their superstitions,
and open up their minds for the reception of the highest views
of Christianity. The work, we imagine, might also be em
ployed with advantage as a text-book in the Irish schools. I t
teaches the great moral principles of Christianity, and shews
their foundation in nature. It affords a stimulus to the intel
lect, and gives a clear view of the utility of knowledge of nature
in every department. Experience warrants the opinion, that
such a work, if properly expounded, and illustrated by examles, drawings, and other means, would make an indelible and
eneficial impression on the youthful mind.
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A R T IC L E VII,
AN ESSAY ON T H E APPLICATION OF PHRENOLOGY TO T H E
IN VESTIG ATIO N OF T H E PHENOM ENA OF IN SAN ITY.
B y D a n ie l N o ble , Esq., Member of the Royal College of Surgeons in
London, and President of the Manchester Phrenological Society.

I f Phrenology, as a science, were not susceptible of practical
application, its investigation as a.philosophical pursuit could not
be insisted upon. Hence the inquiry, W hat are the uses of
Phrenology ? i3 nowise impertinent: only it should be remem
bered, that the answer must always be preceded by the proof,
or by the assumption, of its truth ; and that a fair understanding
of its great principles, and of its leading details, must exist in
the mind of the inquirer, before the explanation of its utility
can be rightly appreciated. And when it is clearly and satis
factorily perceived that Phrenology is the true philosophy of the
mind ana the true physiology of the brain, the extent and im
portance of its practical application will readily be understood ;
for indeed, without assuming too much, Phrenology may be
truly designated as the science of the moral and intellectual na
ture of man. Upon a former occasion I had the honour of read
ing to this Society a paper, wherein I attempted to explain the
true extent to which Phrenology is fairly applicable in the esti
mate of human character, in which process the healthful mani
festations of the mental faculties are observed, in dependence
upon the physiological conditions of the brain; and in the pre
sent paper I shall attempt to demonstrate, that the science which
we are cultivating is not less applicable in the investigation of
the phenomena of insanity—in the study of the depraved mani
festations of the human mind, in connection with the pathologi
cal condition of the brain.
Phrenology having proved, what previously was but a wellgrounded hypothesis, tnat the brain is the organ of the mind,
and that, in accordance with the analogy of all nature, a dis
eased condition of the organ must necessarily tend to the de
praved manifestation of function, a flood of light has at once
illuminated that hitherto obscure path pursued in the investiga
tion of mental derangement; and Phrenology bids fair, if assidu
ously cultivated, to remove the intricacy and mystery from this
once dark subject of inquiry, for so many ages the opprobrium
not only of the professors of medicine, but of the whole of civi
lized mankind. In what manner, then, it will be asked, has
the subject of insanity been placed in a more advantageous point
of view, as a matter of philosophical investigation, by the dis
covery of Phrenology ? Precisely in this way—by enabling the
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student of insanity to prosecute his inquiries on the same ra
tional principles upon which in these days scientific pursuits are
for the most part based ; and by enabling the medical inquirer,
and the medical practitioner, to regard mental disease, as it has
improperly been called, in the same light that he regards the
diseased manifestation of any of the corporeal functions,—and,
from the analogy afforded by the actual condition of medical
science, to deduce those leading principles of treatment in the
management of the insane, which were for so long a period
most ignorantly and most wofully disregarded.
By demonstrating that diseased manifestation of mental func
tion is connected with corresponding derangement of the mate
rial organ ; by analyzing the human mind, and defining its pri
mitive powers and inclinations; by shewing the organic con
nection between special parts of the brain and the special fa
culties of the m ind; by satisfactorily proving that the pheno
mena of insanity are invariably and necessarily dependent upon
disease of the brain,—Phrenology offers, for the first time, a
distinct clue to a system of cerebral pathology and cerebral me
dicine, as rational as that afforded by any of the other branches
of the healing art.
The grand points to be held in view, and the great objects
sought to be attained, in the study of disease, by the scientific
inquirer, are—to know well the ordinary and natural manifes
tation of all the functions of the human body, and the organic
conditions upon which this depends; to observe accurately the
deviation from such manifestation, with its kind and extent; to
ascertain, so far as is practicable, the precise state of the organ
whose function is disturbed; and, with philosophical caution, to
deduce the connection between aberration in function and change
of structure. And, in the prosecution of these main objects of
medical inquiry, a proper understanding should exist of the re
lation between the corporeal organs and the agents by which
they are influenced ; and the conditions, in this respect, must
be investigated in each particular object of inquiry. In this
way is the study of medicine rendered a scientific and rational
pursuit, in opposition to the empirical procedure of administer
ing medicaments with the mere expectation of a fortunate re
sult, without reference to the known adaptation of the remedial
agency to that alteration in structure or function upon which
disease depends; and Phrenology affords the materials for a si
milar process of investigation of the phenomena of mental de
rangement.
It is greatly to be regretted that the most vague and indefi
nite notions as to the real nature of insanity have for the most
part prevailed up to the latest period. Nor can our wonder be
excited by this circumstance; for, as sound notions of physiology
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must necessarily precede the cultivation of true pathology, it is
clear that a right understanding of the phenomena of insanity
could not possibly precede the discovery and the practical appli
cation of Phrenology. And, on referring to the history of this
formidable malady, we shall find that it was for ages a subject
of the greatest possible mystery and confusion, alike to the phy
sician and to the metaphysician: the former looking in vain for
satisfactory evidence as to the actual essence* the extent, or the
locality of the affection : and the latter being bewildered in the
attempt to define the nature of a morbid condition of an imma
terial principle. Thus many physicians of the ancient schools
of Europe and Asia taught with perfect gravity, and most ora*
cular self-complacency, that the stubborn intractability and in
nate grossness of matter was the source of all that was unamiable, disordered, or imperfect, in every order of thinking beings;
that every thing of a refined or celestial nature was attributable
to the ascendency of the etherial essence of the soul; and that
the predominance of the qualities of grossness and intractability
in the materia] principle constituted the essential condition of
every mental imperfection. The magi and the metaphysicians of
antiquity would discourse most learnedly of ideal forms, immu
table essences, the transmigration and community of spirits, and
other mo6t incomprehensible matters, in discussions of this sul>ject, with the attempted precision with which in these days we
discuss the exact or the physical sciences. In some instances,
it was believed that mental derangement was brought about by
the malignity of demoniacal influence; and in others, where the
change of character was very complete, it was believed that an
actual exchange of the immaterial spirit had been brought about
—from which notion the term alienation of mind is supposed to
have had its origin. These ludicrously vague philosophisms rela
tive to the nature of insanity prevailed for the most part anterior
to the era in which Hippocrates, the father of medicine, began to
flourish. The giant mind of this illustrious philosopher appears
to have been the first to glance even at the true nature of this
afflicting disorder; his views, however, in the absence of correct
data, are necessarily imperfect, and in most respects erroneous.
Nevertheless, he distinctly recognises the brain as the organ of
the understanding; and, mixing un his pathology of the humours
with their effects upon the brain, he accounts for the phenomena
of irregular or undue manifestation of the mental faculties. Not
withstanding, however, the clew afforded by Hippocrates to the
true advancement of this branch of science, but little progress
was made for centuries; and minstrels, itinerants, and astrologers, maintained the principal reputation in its humiliating his
tory. Since the days of Hippocrates, a succession of writers
have discussed the subject of insanity, professedly and inciden»
VOL. I X .---- NO. X LV.
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tally,—and yet, up to the present century even, without any very
useful contribution to its history, or improvement in its modes
of management; and this unsatisfactory result may readily be
traced to imperfection in the data upon which the investigations
or theories have proceeded. Even amongst more modern wri
ters, who have had the advantage of an improved condition of
medical science, the greatest lack of precision, and most irnper- .
feet modes of observation of the phenomena, may be noticed,
where the guidance of Phrenology has not been sought; and
their definitions and classifications of the phenomena of insanity
may be taken as evidence of the actual state of information upon
the subject, where the advantages afforded by Phrenology have
not been obtained. Thus I will take the definition of insanity
as given by an author named Harper, who wrote upon this sub
ject about the end of the last century, and who is quoted with
great respect by the celebrated Pinel:—He says, “ I will take
upon me to define and pronounce the proximate cause and spe
cific existence of insanity, to be a positive immediate discord in
the intrinsic motions and operations of the mental faculty, exert
ed above the healthful equilibrium, its exact seat to bie in the
prime movement, and its precise extent just a6 far as the ner
vous power conveys its influence.” As a specimen of classifies^
tion, I may allude to the division of the celebrated nosologist
D r Mason Good, wherein he attempts to establish six genera,
fifteen species, and twenty-seven varieties, of insanity; of which
classification, that most able and truly useful author D r A.
Combe, in his admirable work on Mental Derangement, ob
serves—“ Most of them are symptoms not peculiar to one form
of disease, but common to many, and depending, not on dif
ferent kinds of affections, but chiefly on the particular part of
the brain which is in fault; and, in short, they are symptoms
which may change into others, or even disappear entirely, and
yet the disease remain active and unchanged.91
In these instances, and in these historical illustrations, we have
a fair specimen of the mode in which the subject of insanity was
for ages regarded. Diseased manifestation of the mental facul
ties was attempted to be defined and explained before the cha
racter of the healthful manifestation was understood ; and any
speculations as to the physical conditions of insanity were ne
cessarily futile, in ignorance of the proper organic connexion be
tween tne faculties of the mind ana the structure of the brain.
And under such circumstances, it is plain that any other result
was not to have been looked for.
The history of the general science of Medicine affords almost
a precise parallel, in its progress, to that of the particular branch
at present under consideration. In the earlier periods of medi
cal inquiry, little theoretical information was possessed or sought
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for; the administration of popular specifies, and the employ
ment of magical incantations, constituted its main features; and
it was not until the time of Hippocrates that we have any well
recorded evidence of the existence of any system of medicine :
hitherto all had been empiricism and degrading superstition;
and he is said to have been the first to be fully aware of the
fundamental truth, that in medicine, as much as in any other
science, the source of all our knowledge must be in the accurate
observation of actual phenomena, and that a careful classification
and comparison of these phenomena should alone be the founds
tion of all our reasoning. But notwithstanding the science of
medicine was thua grappled with by such a Colossus in philoso
phy, the grand source of error and retardation existed in the
proceeding of Hippocrates. For he studied, applied, and taught
the pathological conditions of the human system prior to the in
vestigation of anatomy and physiology; and hence, however
brilliant and captivating his doctrine of the humours and the
temperaments, and notwithstanding its long-continued reign and
popularity, it has been doomed to fall beneath the scythe of ad
vancing science. Galen is supposed to have been the first who
attempted to erect the superstructure of medicine upon the basis
of anatomy and physiology; and although, by his mixture of
merely hypothetical views with inferences fairly deduced, his
doctrines of disease were of a nature to enjoy no permanent re”
putation, yet his having been the first to begin at the right end,
so to speak, will for ever insure to him no ordinary fame.
However, although the example of Galen was well calculated to
produce an important and satisfactory advance in medical science,
it yet appeared, for centuries, as if mankind were satisfied with
what haa been achieved ; and with the obscuration of literature
at the destruction of the Homan Empire, the science of medi
cine, as a subject of rational inquiry, ceased almost 1q be prose
cuted,—and d uring the middle ages, opinion and authoriiy seemed
to hold unbounded sway. Medical practitioners of those days
most commonly enlisted themselves under the banners of some
philosopher of the ancient schools, and, by implicitly adopting
particular theories, they constituted rival sects in medicine, al
most as prominent in its history as political parties are in our
own day. There were the chemists and the alchemists, the
Galenists and the Hippocrateans—so designated, not so much
fiom their methods of investigating disease, as from the pecu
liar doctrines which, when once adopted, they acted upon and
defended with all the acuteness and subtlety with which per
verted ingenuity would supply them. Each rival sect would
support its tenets, as though the leading facts of medicine had
been definite and settled, and but needed refining by the subtle
ties of scholastic logic ; whilst, in point of fact, the stAte of mef
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dicine at this era, may not inaptly be likened to the condition of
human information upon the subject of insanity prior to the dis
covery of Phrenology. But this long night of scientific Vanda*
Hsm was not to endure for ever; it was about to close, and be
succeeded by the refreshing dawn of the Baconian philosophy:
the revival of letters brought about a new and a better era in
the annals of science, and the study of medicine partidpated in
its advantages; a sure foundation was about to be laid, on
which a sound and rational system might afterwards be erected.
The great Haller, who has been justly termed the Father of
modern physiology, was the first, after the diffusion of the light
of revived literature, to institute a lengthened series of experi
ments, with the view of ascertaining the nature and character of
the healthful manifestations of the corporeal functions, and the
organic conditions upon which they depend; and by careful
ly abstaining from all opinions founded merely on speculative
grounds, he almost exclusively deduced his general prindples
from actual observation of nature. Hence Haller may, in some
sense, and to a certain extent, be regarded as having done for
the general physiology of the body and the science of medicine,
what Gall accomplished in the physiology of the brain and for
the subject of insanity: they each, by actual observation, studied
the natural actions of the system, and their organic depend
ences ; and hence instituted a sure standard of comparison, by
which the extent and the character of depravation of action
could be estimated. The labours of* Haller having given the
impulse, and free and extensive intercommunication of thought
having been created by the discovery of printing, disease be
came generally studied upon a philosophical basis; an extensive
list of contributors to the great stock of anatomical, physiology
cal, and pathological science soon followed,—forming a splendid
catalogue, in which the names of Bichat, Portal, and the Hun
ters, shine forth conspicuously; and upon the foundation laid
by their labours, has been erected the present exalted super
structure of medical science.
In the slight sketch which I have here drawn of the progress
of knowledge concerning insanity, and of medicine in general, it
will be observed that the parallel in the two histories is most
complete; and it must, I conceive, be at once admitted, that we
may, in our future inquiries upon the subject of mental derange^
ment, anticipate a most important and satisfactory advancement
of our information, with Phrenology, the true physiology of the
brain, as the basis of our investigations.
After what has been said in a preceding part of the present
paper, the particular mode in wnich Phrenology promises to
elucidate the phenomena of insanity will readily be understood.
In the first place, Phrenology having demonstrated that the
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brain is the organ of the mental faculties, that separate parts
subserve separate functions, and that healthful manifestation of
a faculty depends upon the healthful condition of the organic
material, and vigour of function, cceteris paribus , upon size of
the cerebral organ,—a standard is at once fixed, by which to
estimate the character and the extent of the affection called in
sanity. Phrenology, then, having shewn that the mind in this
life acts through, and is dependent upon, the cerebral organiza
tion, leads most unequivocally to the inference, in accordance
with all analogy, that insanity isJu nctional disease o f the brain9
and, so far as we can reason upon such a subject, not a disease
of the immaterial soul. And the variety and the character of
the functions of the brain being developed by Phrenology, we
may now study its diseases upon those rational principles, which
at the outset I enumerated as guiding the scientific inquirer in
general medical science—viz. we may know the ordinary and
natural manifestation of the mental faculties, and the organic
condition upon which this depends; in which case, we shall be
enabled to observe accurately the deviation from such manifesta
tion, with its kind and extent: and we may, by diligent prose
cution of the subject, expect to be enabled, in many cases, to
ascertain the precise state of the organ whose function is dis
turbed,—and may attempt, with no unphilosophical procedure,
to deduce the connexion between aberration in function and
change of structure.
In the history of insanity, there are few points in connexion
with it that have presented greater difficulties than the subject
of monomania—a term, as is known to all, used to designate
those cases where the mental derangement is observed to be up
on only one subject; or, if upon several, holding a relation to
one mental faculty only. I t must immediately strike every one
who has the slightest acquaintance with Phrenology, that the
strictest harmony subsists between this condition and the whole
of its doctrines. The organs, in the aggregate constituting the
brain, may, in the most perfect accordance with all that is known
of disease, be in a morbid condition individually, and so affect
only the corresponding faculty of the mind, the others remain
ing in a state of perfect sanity; indeed, if nothing had been ob
served or heard of monomania, the phrenologist, being at the
same time a pathologist, would at once have declared, a p rio ri ,
that such cases must occur, or that the brain would furnish an
exception to the general laws of the animal economy.
An objection may here be stated to what I have advanced
above, to the effect that morbid anatomy does not, in cases o f
insanity, afford that corroborative evidence of the soundness of
the phrenological doctrines, which general physiology receives
from the same source; and, in support of this objection, many
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eminent names may be adduced. In reply to this, I beg to ob
serve« that phrenologists, and writers ignorant of Phrenology,
have recorded numerous facts, clearly connecting mental derange
ment with evident change in cerebral structure, and many cases
where the marks of cerebral disease have accorded with the lo
cality of the organ previously evincing disturbance of function.
But our opponents tell us that there are cases of mental disease,
as they term insanity, where no corresponding change in the
brain can be detected! This we admit. But let me ask, How
stands the matter as regards the general laws of the human sys
tem ? Why, every tyro in pathology is well aware that aberra
tion in function is tiot always accompanied by appreciable change
of structure, nor obvious change of structure by marked or ap
preciable aberration in function; and, moreover, that the ner
vous tissue is of such a character, that its changes are of a much
less notable kind than changes in the appearance of most of the
other tissues. It may be further added, that there are many
affections allowed by every pathologist to depend upon some
lesion of the nervous substance, for which no appreciable altera
tion in structure will account; and, lastly, I might object at once
to the evidence afforded upon this subject by persons ignorant of
Phrenology, which, if it be the true physiology of the brain,
could alone lead \o accurate investigation of this branch of science.
Hence, if we were to reject Phrenology because its evidences,
through morbid anatomy, are incomplete, we might at once re
ject the doctrines of the whole animal physiology.*
I t is not my intention, upon this occasion, to enter upon any
discussion relative to the causes or the particular characters of
the various forms of mental derangement, nor to suggest or ex
plain their modes of management; my object, in the present
paper, being simply to shew the applicability of Phrenology to
the investigation of insanity, in the same way as the principles
of physiology may be, and are, applied to the prosecution a t ge
neral medical science: and having shewn that the general his
tory and precise progress of each branch of science have been
strikingly analogous, and that an exact parallel exists between
the nature of mental disease, if we must so designate insanity,
and that of corporeal, I will now pursue the analogy, and shew
that, by the aid of Phrenology, we may adopt a strictly rational
system in our treatment of the insane, in exact accordance with
* Such of our readers as desire to study the question as to morbid appear
ances of the brain in insanity, are referred to Gall sur les Fonctions du Cerveau, ii. 206-242; Spurzheim on Insanity, ch. ii. sect. iv. ii. 2 ; Dr A, Combe’s
*Observations on Mental Derangement, ch. v iii.; Marshal’s Morbid Anatomy
of the Brain in Mania and Hydrophobia, London, 1816, p. 148-291; and Dr
Brigham on the Influence of Mental Cultivation ana Excitement upon
Health, sect, ii.—E ditor .
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that which we adopt in the ordinary and rational practice of me
dicine.
In speaking of the philosophical investigation of disease, at
the outset of this paper, I laid it down as a necessary position,
that, for its satisfactory treatment, p proper understanding must
exist of the relation between the corporeal oi^ans and the agents
by which they are influenced; and, this being properly appre
ciated, an ample basis is afforded, upon which may be establish
ed a rational system of treatment. Thus, by way of illustration,
each animal function having its related objects, by and upon
which it is exercised,—the digestive organs are influenced by, and
exert their own proper action upon, the various kinds of aliment;
the heart and arteries are exercised by and upon the blood; the
respiratory system by and upon the atmospheric a ir; and so on.
Suppose, then, that debility of any of these functions has been
induced by a deficient or too abundant supply of their related
objects, the main indication will obviously be to increase or to
diminish their application. Thus, the stomach having been ex
hausted by excesses of the table, a knowledge of the relation be
tween kina and quantity of food, and the stomach, enables us to
relieve the latter, by regulating the supply of the former. Again,
if an individual shall have an embarrassment in the respiration, as
certained to be dependent upon the inhalation of impure air, the
knowledge of the relation subsisting between the atmosphere
and the Jungs, will point to a change of air as an essential pro
ceeding in the conduct of such a case. Again, experience hav
ing taught us that a certain relation exists between the various
organs and functions of the body and certain substances called
medicines, a knowledge of such relation leads to their employ*
ment when the state of the functions seems to require their pe
culiar action upon the system. Thus, it is ascertained that cer
tain preparations of mercury, in suitable doses, will stimulate
the function of the liver, and increase the flow of bile; and
hence a knowledge of the relation between the organ and the
medicament leads to the employment of the latter in certain
conditions of the former.
These examples are sufficient to illustrate the leading prin
ciples which guide the scientific practitioner in his treatment of
ordinary disease; and I will now proceed to explain the man
ner in which we may be led to an equally rational system in the
treatment of the insane.
W e are taught by Phrenology, that the brain is a congeries
of organs, each organ performing only its own proper function,
in the manifestation of some primitive faculty of the mind.
Phrenology demonstrates to us the locality of the cerebral or
gans individually, and their corresponding functions, and, more
over, enables us to ascertain the objects, or conditions, in rela
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tion to which each faculty becomes exercised. Thus, for exam
ple, there are the faculties of In d iv id u a lity and E v e n tu a lity , or
the power to know and to remember existences and events;
these faculties have their related objects in the external world,
and in its mutations: among the sentiments, there is implanted
within us a sense o {ju stic e , whose related objects are the rights
and feelings of our fellow-men; and amongst the propensities
may be adduced the sexual in stin ct, whose related object is the
opposite sex: and, in like manner, all the mental faculties, ma
nifesting themselves through the instrumentality of cerebral or
gans, hold some definite relation to external conditions or cir
cumstances, either in a moral or in a physical point of view, just
as the lungs hold a definite relation to the atmosphere, the sto
mach to the food, or the vascular system to the blood. And as,
in our management of disease generally, we can, to a great ex
tent, accommodate the related object to the disturbed function,
in such a way as to diminish the irregularity of the latter; so,
with a knowledge of the precise disturbance of cerebral function,
can we in many cases accommodate the supply of its appropriate
stimulus. For instance, suppose insanity to have been induced
by a constant and long-continued ramble in the field of meta
physics ; suppose the irregularity of mental manifestation to be
of a character to shew to the phrenologist that C ausality is the
faculty whose organ is deranged; suppose, from its metaphysi
cal over-exertion, a morbid excitement to have taken place; what
would be the indications of cure upon the general principles of
pathology ? W hy, plainly to allow the diseased organ for a time
to be as much at rest as might be practicable, by the total with
drawal of the exciting effect of argumentative discussion,—and,
by an increased presentation of related objects to other faculties,
to derive , so to speak, the nervous energy from the diseased to
other and healthful parts of the brain. Upon this principle
may the m oral management of the insane be conducted; and, in
the physical treatment, Phrenology may be of little less exten
sive application. It is by no means an uncommon circumstance
to discover physical signs accompanying mental derangement in
the region of the cerebral organ whose function is disturbed;
such signs, for instance, as increased heat, pain, and partial
baldness: under such circumstances, it is fair to infer that a
great advantage in the physical management of a case may be
gained. Even in cases where no local physical signs of disease
were apparent, treatment applied immediately to the region of
the organ manifesting derangement of function, might not im
probably be prosecuted with the greater success; and this, too,
in perfect accordance with the analogy of other departments of
medicine. For example, there are cases of functional disturb
ance of the stomach where no tenderness on pressure is manifest,
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and where no other obvious sign than irregularity of function
would induce us to refer the disease to the stomach ; there are
such cases, in which a cure may be effected almost at once by
the application of a few leeches or a blister to its region. And
I apprehend, that in many cases of functional disturbance of
the brain, advantage would be gained by directing the physical
treatment to particular localities, according to the circumstances
of the case, even where no physical signs would lead us to any
distinct region of the head. A large proportion of the cases
met with amongst the inmates of a lunatic asylum being of an
incurable nature, I may here refer to the assistance which Phre-.
nology would render to the medical attendant, in his discrimi
nation of the hopeless from the other cases. Many who have
displayed mental imperfection from their birth, owe their misfor
tune, proximately, to faulty size or configuration of the head.
It were almost superfluous to observe, that as Phrenology would
readily lead to the discovery of such patients, so would it enable
the practitioner to give, in these cases, a much more accurate
prognosis than, under other circumstances, would be practicable;
just as an asthmatic chest (to refer again to the general analogy
of medicine) dependent upon native malformation or deficiency
of size, would at once be pronounced incurable.
I think it will appear manifest from what has been advanced
in the present essay, that upon the assumption of the truth of
the great principles and of the leading details of Phrenology, the
science can be snewn to be of the most extensive utility; and
that, by its aid, facts may be ascertained, and an accuracy in
reasoning thereupon be secured, which we should look for or
attempt in vain in the absence of this powerful auxiliary. I f
Phrenology be recognised as sound doctrine, it must be received
as the sure physiology of the brain and the true philosophy of
the mind, so far as this latter can be made a subject of investi
gation in the present life; and insanity, or mental derangement,
must be allowed to stand in the same relation to certain states
of the brain, as disease of an ordinary nature is allowed to stand
to the varying conditions of the rest of the animal fabric.
Hence it must be obvious, that if a responsibility attaches itself
to one class of individuals more than to another upon the subject
of Phrenology, the members of the medical profession constitute
that class. If we may in any manner measure the importance
of an organ by the character of its functions, we may certainly
claim for the study of every thing connected with the brain and
its functions, a fair share of that time and attention which medi
cal men devote to the cultivation of their profession. It is,
however, much to be regretted that medical men do not pay
that attention to Phrenology which the public have a right to
demand at their hands. I t must, indeed, be granted that many,
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of the highest attainments in science and philosophy, are with
held from the study of Phrenology by the persuasion of its want
of foundation in nature. But, as is almost invariably the case,
we find such individuals to be in ignorance of the true nature of
the science at which they scoff, and invariably learn, upon in
quiry, that they have not taken the only sure means of arriving
at a proper conclusion: they have not appealed to Nature to see
for themselves whether the things said of Phrenology be so ;
and hence, however great or eminent such individuals may be
in most of those things which elevate mankind above their fel
lows, yet, considered as witnesses upon what they have not ob
served, they are entirely worthless: they may attempt to reason
against Phrenology from the analogy of what they have ob
served, but in no case is analogical reasoning admissible in op
position to direct.
I t is a melancholy truth, but one which will generally be al
lowed, that mankind, for the most part, are stimulated to the
prosecution of science by motives of a selfish nature; and Love
of Approbation and Acquisitiveness are but too often the main
inducements. The medical student does not form an exception
to the general character of his race; and hence he studies with
assiduity those things only which, according to the state of po
pular information, will be the most likely to procure for himself
nonour and emolument Amongst practitioners, the objectors to
the study of Phrenology will allow of a threefold division, upon
the same principle as that on which D r Mackintosh of Edinburgh,
in his “ Practice of Physic,” classes the objectors to the employ
ment of the stethoscope:—1st, There are those who are too well
employed to study any thing new; Sdly, Those who have not the
requisite mental faculty for enabling them to appreciate the na
ture of Phrenology; and, Sdly, Those who are too indolent or
too old. From any of the above-mentioned classes of indivi
duals, Phrenology, as a progressive science, can have nothing to
hope: but to those who neglect to investigate its truth or false
hood because they do not see how it is to be the source of
either honour or emolument, it may be said, that, when proved
to be true, as it will certainly be to the full conviction of all who
inquire of Nature in a philosophic spirit, its advantages to the
conscientious practitioner of medicine are of sufficient import
ance to stimulate the inquirer to obtain their possession; and
that the loss which those ignorant of Phrenology sustain in
many important departments of their art, is no inappropriate
penalty for their contumelious neglect. And, lastly, I may
offer to many a more effective and a more stirrin g argument,
when I say, that, from the great progress which Phrenology has
made, and is now making, amongst Uie non-professional part of
the community, the time may not be at any great distance when
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the public will refuse to pardoo> in the medical man, ignorance
of what they believe to be the only true physiology, and the on
ly sure basis of the pathology, of the most important organ in
the animal economy; and it is not impossible that, in many
cases, they may be induced to signify their indisposition to par
don such ignorance in a way which may be very sensibly felt,
and in a manner not readily to be forgotten. But let no such
paltry or ignoble views of the objects of science sully the path
which we are pursuing: we are convinced that Phrenology is
tru e; we are assured of its advantages; and we are accumulating
evidence to increase our own information, and to carry convic
tion to the minds of others : and if in this pursuit we have no
other reward, we shall have that which is above all price—the
satisfaction of an approving conscience.

A R T IC L E V III.
CASE IL L U ST R A T IV E OF T H E U T IL IT Y OF PHRENOLOGY.

A y o u n g gentleman, 19 years of age, from England, accom
panied by a clergyman who acted as his tutor, brought a letter
to a phrenologist in Edinburgh, with a request that the young
man's head should be examined, as his character and history were
very extraordinary. The request was complied with, and the
following development was carefully taken, and afterwards con
firmed by other four phrenologists who took an interest in the
singular case.
DEVELOPMENT.
General sine of heed considerable $ anterior lobe lame $ temperament, two
parts sanguine, two nervous, and one lymphatic. Development irregular
and unusual.
(Instinct of Food, rather large, 17)
1. Amativeness, rather large,
17
2. Philoprogenitiveness, large, 18
3. Concentrativenees, full,
14
4. Adhesiveness, rather large, 16
5 . Combativeness, rather full,
12
6 . Destructiveness, full,
.
15
7. Secretiveness, rather large, 17
A. Acquisitiveness, large, .
18
9. Constructiveness, rather full, 13
10 . Self-Esteem, large,
.
19
11. Loveof Approbet. rather Rill, 12
12 . Cautiousness, rather full,
13
13. Benevolence, very large,
20
14. Veneration, very large,
20
16. Firmness, rather full, .
13
16. Conscientiousness, full,
14
17. Hope, very large,
20

18. Wonder, rather large, .
19. Ideality, full,
• .
2 0 . Wit, full,
. . .
2 1 . Imitation, large, .
.
2 2 . Individuality, rather large,
23. Form, large,
.
.
24. Size, rather large,
25. Weight, large,
•
26. Colouring, full
.
27. Locality, large,
28. Number, full,
29. Order, rather full,
30. Eventuality, large,
31. Time, rather large,
32. Tune, rather full,
33. Language, rather large,
34. Comparison, rather large,
35. Causality, rather large,

17
14
16
18
17
18
17

18
14
18
16
IS
18
17

13
16
16
17
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As there was the appearance of a ricketty and scrofulous con
stitution, and the presence of high nervous excitement, it was
asked, Whether the young man had been a ricketty and scrofu
lous child, and late of walking alone ? The answer was in the
affirmative, and that he could not walk alone till he was six
years old. To the question as to excitement and excitability,
it was answered, that he was almost always under an extraordi
nary excitement. From this it was inferred, that there would
be an unusual impetus in his actions ; to the statement of which
inference the answer was, 44 Yes, he is always at high pressure,
straining after this object and that.1”
I t was obvious that this was a case of unhealthy action ; and
as the excitement was known to the phrenologist, he did not
consider the case as one of which, had he seen only a plaster
cast of the head, he could have spoken as he actually proceeded
to do. Knowing that the impulses were strong, he treated thé
case as one of a certain degree of derangement, and inferred
what it was likely that in that character it would turn out to
be. From the development he inferred that all the three classes
of faculties, animal, moral, and intellectual, would act with a
force beyond the control of the individual, and stated to the tu
tor,—out of the young man's presence,—that there would be a
strange contrariety of character : on the one hand, very consi
derable talents, a very powerful and active benevolence, and
strong religious emotions ; on the other, a relatively moderate
conscientiousness, great self-sufficiency, a tendency to cunning,
deceit, and falsehood, a certain unconcern about character, with
some animal propensities of a still more puzzling kind. Ac
quisitiveness being large, Conscientiousness not more than full,
and Cautiousness only rather full, it was conjectured that the
manifestations of the first might have perplexed the individual's
friends. The tutor was mucn struck with the question,44 Does
our pupil ever appropriate articles that do not belong to
im ?%-and the answer was given, not without emotion, that
he had been forced to quit a great educational institution for
detected thefts both in shops and houses ; and that to board him
far away from all who knew him, and from criminal prosecu
tions yet threatened against him, was the chief reason for
bringing him to Scotland.
It was then asked, If it was not known that he wa9 a slave to
the solitary abuse of Amativeness? The answer was affirmative,
— that he was brought home from school on that account, and
that the vice shewed itself by natural impulse so early as six
years of age. The organ supposed to be that of the instinct
for food,—to which the name or Ali menti veness has been given,
—being considerable, a question was put, Whether or not fits
of unaccountable voracity did not sometimes shew themselves ?
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To this also the answer was affirmative, and that the whole three
vices seemed to have a simultaneous activity, the one impelling
to the other, so that it was necessary to watch the stealing pro*
pensity whenever the voracity shewed itself. The solitary vice
had evidently injured the whole brain; and incipient paralysis,
its usual consequence, was observed from other symptoms.
The case was so evidently one of cerebral derangement, that
the phrenologist told the tutor that the poor young man was a
p a t i e n t , and not a c r i m i n a l .
He was of a family of fortune,
wanted for nothing, and had no temptation to theft; yet, never
theless* the propensity was beyond his control. The tutor ex
pressed a feeling of great relief on hearing that there was really
an excuse for the conduct of a youth whom, with all his faults,
he could not help loving for his many amiable qualities. W ith
considerable emotion he said that it was the first moment of
something like consolation which he had experienced in the un
happy case. Wherever he had before turned, he had seen hos
tile society, and even legal vengeance; the walls of the late place
of his pupil's studies chalked with his disgrace, and prosecution
threatened by tradesmen. The present was the first time that
he had heard him humanely sheltered as an irresponsible being,
visited with disease by his Maker's hand.
There was no difficulty in explaining from the development,
the tutor's affection for a youth, whom society had, in igno
rance, hunted from its pale ; for the organization of the young
man indicated great kindness of heart, which his tutor said
was manifested at any expense of personal labour,—great ten
derness to children,—»and, what was most to his tutor's con
tent, who himself had strong religious feelings, ardent devo
tional sentiments, and active religious habits. These last, he
said, extended not only to much prayer and contrite confession
of his besetting sins, but to visiting and praying with the sick,
reading with the poor, and zealously teaching a Sunday school.
Of course, all who knew the fatal propensity to which the young
man is subject, set all his religion down to gross and disgusting
hypocrisy« Not so the phrenologist, who knows that such feel
ings, as feeling*^ are quite as much impulses as the acquisitive
propensity itself. The tutor was furnished with a series of que
ries, and his observations in writing requested,—each query be
ing understood to be a predicate of what the phrenologist had
concluded from his own inspection; and, for a reason to be stated
in the sequel, we are permitted to publish the whole case, in
cluding the following letter received from the tutor. The que
ries will be easily distinguished from the answers, as the latter
are printed in italics, within brackets.
1. To note down a history of M r ------ as far as known to
him, beginning with his infancy; and the nature of the weak
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ness of health then experienced.—I f rieketty? (Yes.) If sub*
ject to fits ? (No.) If long of walking alone ? ( Yes.) I f slow
development of mind? (Yes), or precocious.
2. The history of the secret abuse. When it commenced?
(A t a very early age, six or seven.) And if a native impulse?
(Yes) ; or the effect of example, or corruption of companions or
others ? (No.)
8.
I f subject to occasional fits of excessive appetite for food ?
(Yes.)
4. A t what age the propensity to appropriate shewed itself
strong ? (From infancy) ; and when it is strongest: if when
the other propensity is in activity? (Yes.) Is it irresistible?
(Yes) ; so that nothing exposed would be safe? (Fe*.)
5. Is what is taken concealed and stored up ? (No.)
6. Is there cunning, and any tendency to prevaricate or lie ?
(Very great.)
7. Is there not a want of firmness of purpose or power to con
trol or resist temptation ? (Very great.)
8. A carelessness about what opinion is formed by others?
(T o those he is indifferent to, but not to those he likes.) A certain
want of shame ? (Rather so; his own confession.)
9. A high estimate of self, even to pride and self-importance,
and a tendency to love and tell marvellous tales, of which self
is the hero, often untrue or exaggerated ? (Yes //)
10. Kindly feeling and love to children (Yes.)
11. A tendency to attach to friends ? (Very much so.)
12. A want of caution and circumspection ? (Very much so:
books stolen placed immediately on his bookshelves; rings stolen
exposed on his lamp-stand at the very time when he was charged
with the theft.)
18.
Great kindness of heart, charitableness, and obligingness?
(Very much the case.)
14. Obedience, respect, submission, deference to rank, love of
antiquity? (Very great: the attraction o f Loch-Leven Castle
and the keys is remarkable; isfrequently saying he should like
to be an E a r l; has collected autographs and seals o f living cha
racters, Lords Grey and Brougham, and most o f the nobility,
which he values highly.)
15. Religious fervours; facts on this ? (Just the very th in g :
strong convictions; “ religious fe r v o u r s g e n e r a lly correct in
his moral conduct; remarkably attentive to the Sabbath, would
teach at the Sunday school, and read to the labouring poor in the
evening; seemed really in earnest, and I have no doubt was
so. S is theory o f religion correct, and what would be decidedly
considered evangelical. A great admirer o f the Record news
paper, to which he contributed occasionally, in letters complainin g q f Sabbath desecration by Cabinet Councils, $e.)
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16. A generally happy and sanguine frame of mind; always
hoping the best ? (Alw ays!! quite afeature in his character.)
17. Some love of the sublime and beautiful ? (H e writes—
“ greatly so?)
18. The intellect quick, apt ? (Just so—apt.) The memory
good? ( Yes.) The reflecting powers considerable? (Yes.)
19. A decided talent for drawing, worth cultivating? (H e
says, N o ; we are inclined to think he has— certainly worth cul
tivating^
20. No music? (Cannot whistle a tune.)
21. A mechanical turn, and would like to work at the turn
ing-lathe ? (Does work at it; has expended L . 12 or L. 14 in
tools.)
22. I f the articles apt to be appropriated are such as gratify
any one strong feeling? (Yes); as books on religious subjects,
science, &c. ? (Yes; Cecil's Remains, Bridgewater Treatises,for
instance.) Or is it not indiscriminate ? (Aro.) What use made
of articles; if ever given away ? (Very frequently.)
23. I f ever any wanderings of mind or eccentricity of man
ner ? (A little— not a little.) Headachs, sleeplessness ? (Yes.)
Any disease ? (Strong and muscular, though always fa n cyin g
him self ill; very tim id. There is scrofula in thefam ily, and it
has been thefashion to consider him unhealthy. I gatherfro m
him fa rth er, that the desire o f approjjriation is strongest cfter
he has taken one th in g ; he then feels reckless, and tries to get
all he possibly can, and feels reckless o f ihe consequences. H is
outward behaviour, it has been stated, is not only decent but ex
emplary. There is about him a strong impression that God
sees him ; and at times, he says, he can almost hear his Saviour
intreating him, by all H ia sufferings, not to commit the sin ; but
yet, at times he has committed both o f the sins, with passages o f
Scripture condemning him at the tim e; and he very seldom does
wrong but what some most striking passage occurs to him at
the time. The most dreadful sin, he says, he did once leave off,
viz. after he had been told o f it, when residing with a private
tutorfo r about three weeks; yet so great was the difficulty at
times, that he says, “ I have known the perspiration to run
down me? I t is strongest after drinking much wine or spirits,
and more so in warm weather, particiuarly after bathing in
either warm or cold baths.)
The following letter, written subsequently to his visit to Edin
burgh by the young man himself, will serve to shew the kind
ness, affection, and devotion, of his better feelings. Its sincerity
will not be doubted by any phrenologist who has perused tile
cerebral development. I t was not expected by the unhappy
writer that it would be seen by any eyes but those of his sisters,
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to whom it is addressed.
also:

W e have permission to publish it

“ M y D e a r e s t T — a n d B—
Suwlap, March 15.
«« I have just parted from dear M r L., who left me in tears.
I fear I shall never be able to repay him for his very great
kindness, and for the uncommon trouble and interest he has
taken in and for me. O my dear girls, you will a g a i n see the
finger of God pointing out ter me the road to heaven, and call
ing upon me, and urging me, to flee from the wrath to come, by
all the horrors which will else come upon me in this world, both
in mind and body, and by the still more dreadful agonies I shall
bring down upon myself in another. Mr L. will tell you such
a tale of the great goodness of God, in raising me up friends,
both in this place as well as Edinburgh, that you will not fail
to believe that the Almighty has not given me quite up, but
has given me another opportunity to see whether I will or not
return unto him. O my dear girls, every morning of your
lives offer up prayers to God that I may be enabled to resist
my a l m o s t irresistible s i n s , recollecting that the effectual fer
vent prayer availeth much; and say, dear T —, to yourself, when
you have left your room without saying your prayers, ‘ I must
not leave my room without offering Up a prayer for potft* wicked
S------, or else perhaps he will fall into sin to-day and doling
so, it will be doing good to yourself as well as to me. I am
glad to hear, dear B., that Mrs L. thinks you so much improved
in spiritual things. Goon,dear girl,from strength to strength ;
great will be your reward hereafter.
I walked with M r L. to-day so far that I was not in time
for kirk, but I have been reading our own dear Churchprayers,
and love them better now than ever. I intend going to kirk
this afternoon : it begins at five o’clock.
“ When M r L. writes to me, be sure to write to me, as per
haps he will get a frank; for you know he won’t tell me about
C------. dear man. Give my kind love to Mrs L., and tell her
I trust what she said to me will not come true, viz. that it was
hoping against hope; tell her to pray for me.
“ I must conclude with kind love to all. Believe me, ever
your truly attached but unhappy brother,
“ S— *---- *
“ I did not see the

dear

G.’s ; tell me about them.”

The young man is no longer with his tutor, but, at the desire
of his friends, in which he has submissively concurred, he is
boarded in Scotland in the country. The treatment for him
which the phrenologists who saw him recommended, was con-
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tinued, and rather hard exercise in the open a ir ; with his tools
and books, for he is a great workman and reader, to give him
occupation within doors. Viewing his case as one of partial in
sanity, they were unanimous in recommending the treatment and
regulated surveillance of a private asylum : but of this his rela
tives, probably for their own sakes, would not hear; while they
seemed to be contented that the poor youth should be hid, that
he might not disgrace them. A pittance was proposed for his
board, which, compared with the means of the family, was more
like a sum to bury him than to maintain him in decency and
comfort; and as it seemed to have been meted to him under the
impression that it was bestowed on a criminal, the phrenologists
suggested a more suitable provision for him as an unfortunate
patient, and had the satisfaction to see this proof of a better
feeling towards him actually realized. He is, in consequence,
very suitably boarded and cared for.
This interesting case may, it is thought, be ranked among
those which tend to shew the usefulness of Phrenology ; and the
writer recommends it to those who are wont to ask, “ W hat is
the use of your science, even supposing it to be true ?w Here
was a case which was well known to, and had been observed by,
professors, divines, physicians, and lawyers; to all of whom it
appeared an inscrutable mystery, or, as it did to shopkeepers,
a plain case of hyprcrisy and crime, for which there was no better cure than well merited exposure and punishment; while
flight from justice to the concealment and oblivion of a distant
country, was the course which appeared the best to the relatives,
who used no measured terms in the expression of their feelings
on the disgrace brought by the disinherited criminal on the fa
mily. Flying from prosecution and persecution, without one
friendly hand held out to him, save those of his kind-hearted tu
tor ana a few pious persons who prayed over him in vain, the
outcast comes, at last, at the distance of hundreds of miles from
his forbidden home, into contact with the disciples of a new and
ignorantly despised philosophy of roan; by whom his case is at
once understood and explained,—a friendly shelter thrown over
his disease,—the means of providing, not unfeeling penal banish
ment and privation, but an asylum of care, and kindness, and
comfort, obtained from his relenting relations,—and an appeal
made in his behalf to all who had unknowingly treated him with
injustice, to remove the brand of crime which they had contri
buted to stamp upon his brow, and to judge him, as we humbly
trust his Maker will, who has visited him with disease, and in
so far released him from responsibility. We would especially
recommend a candid revision of their judgment to the heads of
the seat of learning from which the publicity of his conduct
forced him to retire. W c shall take care that tjiis statement
shall be put in their way. They will be at no loss to know to
VOL. IX.----NO. XLV.
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whom it applies; and we call upon them to take some pains, by
a generous use of the influence of their position, to remove from
the minds of all who entertain them, erroneous feelings towards
an unhappy but really guiltless young man.

A R T IC L E IX .
ACCOUNT OF T H E SKULL OF DEAN SW IFT, RECENTLY
D ISINTERRED AT D UBLIN.

I n making some alterations on the building of St Patrick's
Cathedral at Dublin, it was found necessary to shift several cof
fins, amongst which were those containing the remains of Dean
Swift and Mrs Johnson (better known as Stella). The Rev.
Henry Dawson, Dean of St Patrick's, with his usual liberality
and anxiety for the advancement of science, allowed Dr Hous
ton to remove the skulls of these two celebrated persons, in or
der that drawings and casts of them might be made, and that
they might be submitted to phrenological examination; under an
engagement that they should be duly restored to the coffins. M r
Combe luckily happened to be in Dublin at this time, attending
the annual meeting of the British Association for the Advance
ment of Science; so that he had an opportunity of examining the
actual skulls. The examination took place on 16th August, at
the house of D r Marsh, in presence of that gentleman and
Dr Harrison, Mr Snow Harris, Mr Richard Carmichael, M r
Wheatstone of London, Mr Andrew Carmichael, Mr J . Isaac
Hawkins, Vice-president of the London Phrenological Society,
Mr John Wilson, Dublin, Dr Houston, Dr Evanson, and Dr
Croker, Dublin.
The skull was found to present the following appearances.
At the base—-roughened in the sphenoidal region; the pro
cesses prominent and sharp-pointed; the foramen magnum of
the occipital bone irregular, and the condyloid processes pro
jecting into it. Some parts, in the occipital fossae, the super-orbitar plates, and other portions of the skull, were so thin as to
be transparent. The marks of the arteries of the dura mater on
the vault were large and deep, but the general surface of the in
terior of the vault was smooth: along the line of attachment of the
falx the bone was porous, from the multitude of small foramina
which had transmitted bloodvessels from the dura mater to the
bone in that situation. Above the frontal protuberances (in the
region of Benevolence) the bone was thickened, apparently by a
deposition of bony matter on its inner surface—making the in
ner surface at that part on both sides flat in place of concave,
and smoother than the other parts; which was the more remark
able as the other portions of the skull were rather thin. Below
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or anterior to that flattened space, about a dozen of small deep
fissured foramina existed in a cluster of six or seven on each side,
apparently indicating a fungous state of the dura mater at that
place. Some foramina in the middle basilar fossae of the skull
were observed, similar to those just noticed, and evidently aris
ing from the Same cause. The exterior surface of the skull
was smooth and natural. The skull shewed clearly increased
vascularity of the dura mater in the basilar and anterior regions.
The anterior fossae were small both in the longitudinal and in
the transverse directions. The middle fossae were of ordinary
size; the posterior fossae very large, wide, and deep. The in
ternal part9 corresponding to the frontal protuberances were un
equal in concavity ; at neither was there any depression corre
sponding to the great prominences on the otiter surface. The
two hemispheres were regular and symmetrical. D r Houston
(who dictated to Mr Combe the foregoing description of the
skull, which was approved of by all the other gentlemen pre
sent) suggested that the extraordinary powers of mind which
Swift exhibited on many occasions may have arisen from dis
eased activity ;* and Dr Harrison remarked that the appearances
were such as he had observed in patients who had been affected
with epileptic fits. The dimensions of the skull, and cerebral
development indicated by it, are reported by M r Combe to be
the following
Inches.

From Individuality to Philoprogehitiventss,
Ear to Individuality,
Ear to Philoprogenitiveness, .
Ear to Firmness,
Destructiveness to. Destructiveness,
Secretiveness to Secretiveness,
Cautiousness to Cautiousness,
Ideality to Ideality,
Constructiveness to Constructiveness,
1.
2.
3.
4.
f».
6.
7*

a.

9.
10.
11.
13.
14.
16.
16.
1718.

71
4|

Í*
H
«i

‘i

<»

Amativeness, large.
19. Ideality, small.
Philoprogenitiveness, large.
20. Wit, small, (skull thickened here).
Concentrativeness, full.
21. Imitation, rather fulL
Adhesiveness, large.
22. Individuality, very large.
Combativeness, very large.
23. Form, very large.
Destructiveness, very large.
24. Size, large!
26. Weight, fulL
Secretiveness, very large,
27. Locality, large.
Acquisitiveness, large.
28. Number, moderate.
Constructiveness, large.
29. Order, fulL
Self-Esteem, large.
Love of Approbation very large. 30. Eventuality, fulL
Benevolence, small.
31. Time, moderate.
Veneration, large.
32. Tune, smalL
Firmness, large.
33. Language, large, (skull very thin.)
34. Comparison, moderate.
Conscientiousness, foil.
Hope, rather fulL
36. Causality, moderate, (skull thick
Wonder, small.
ened.)

* We dissent from this opinion, but have no room to state our reasons.—E d .’
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Mr Combe has forgotten to mention the organs of Cautious
ness and Colouring. In taking the development he was assist11 M r Hawkins.
ere was produced at the examination of the skull an en
graving after a portrait painted by Jervis, principal painter to
his Majesty, shewing a considerable forehead in the upper
region; from which, and the aspect of the skull, it appeared
that the head had diminished at the position of the anterior lobe.
W e received the foregoing information when the last sheet of
our present number was on the eve of being put to press, and
have been forced to sacrifice other matter on its account. W e
can fancy the “ glorious triumph* the first blush of the facts
will give our friends the anti phrenologists, and the delight with
which they will hail a skull with small intellectual and large ani
mal indications, as that of the caustic and powerful Swift. But
as a triumph founded on error must of necessity be very short
lived, we advise them to make the most of it in the mean time ;
because the more minutely the case is examined, the more com
pletely will it be found to harmonize in all its features with the
phrenological philosophy. At present we have room and time
for only a few hasty remarks.
In thefir s t place. After being subject to fits of giddiness and
deafness, and to occasional epileptic attacks, from the early age
of twenty-one, Dean Swift at last died in October 1745, at the
advanced age of seventy-eight, from disease of the brain, of
several years’ duration, and which, in 1740, gave rise to a “ state
o f violent and fu rio u s lunacy,* followed by a total failure of
understanding, which sunk him “ into the situation ( f a helpless
changeling*,* and ended only with his life. In reference to this,
our readers will recollect, that as the brain decreases in volume
in old age, and the skull no longer indicates its form with cer
tainty at that period of life, it is held by Gall and Spurzheim,
and all* other phrenologists, to be impossible to predicate from
the inspection of the skulls of very aged persons what their
talents or dispositions were at the time of vigorous maturity;
and consequently, although useful os illustrations, such cases
are never considered admissible as proofs either for or against
Phrenology. For the same reason—that the shape of the skull
no longer represents accurately that of the brain,—cases of disease
also are excluded ; an additional reason being that the relation
between organic size and functional power can no longer be de
pended on, as the morbid action sometimes increases and at
other times diminishes mental energy, just as, in the case of the
liver, it sometimes excites and at other times diminishes the se
cretion of bile. Applying this principle to the case of Dealt
• Sir Walter Scott's Life of Swift, p. 467, 460.
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Swift, who is known to have died m very advanced age fro m
water in the brain, the effect o f longstanding disease, tne phre
nologist would not hold himself warranted to infer, from the
mere inspection of the skull, what had been the talents and dis
positions of its possessor in the prime of life. All he could do
would be to point out the relative proportions of the organs as
they then existed, and compare them, for the purposes of illus
tration rather than of proof, with their then accompanying ma
nifestations.
Assuming, in the second place, that, for the sake of mere illus
tration, we may make such a comparison, it is astonishing how
closely the development corresponds with the state of mind. In
the skull, the intellectual region is small, the animal region
large, and the moral moderate, except at Conscientiousness and
Veneration, which are larger; and, with respect to the manifes
tations, we know that Swift was for years idiotic in intellect, and
that even so early as 1734 (eleven years before his death) “ his
memory became imperfect, and his temper, always irritable, was
now subject to v i o l e n t a n d f r a n t i c f i t s o f p a s s i o n upon
slight provocation * evidently shewing both the work of dis
ease and the close coincidence with the indications now presented
by the skull. If it could be shewn indeed, that in the vigour
of Swift's life and faculties his forehead was as small as after
years of idiocy, there would be more plausible grounds for main
taining the existence of a discrepancy between his talents and
the phrenological indications : but, in the various portraits which
have come down to us, including that prefixed to Sir Walter
Scott's Biography of Swift, the forehead is uniformly represent
ed of much larger and fuller dimensions ; and, in the face of
such evidence, it would be arguing on a mere assumption to say
that the skull is a fair index of what the brain was in the prime
of life.
In the third place. The brain is well known to decrease in
volume, and the skull to follow its shrinking surface, both in old
age and in disease. The constant recurrence of giddiness and
deafness, and the liability to epilepsy, with many other symp
toms, from which Swift was seldom entirely free,—and lastly, tne
termination of his ailments in furious mania and idiocy,—shew to
how great an extent he was a victim to disease, and prove that
the morbid indications presented by the skull are in accordance
with the phenomena observed during life, as well as with the
other appearances on dissection. There is, in fact, the strongest
presumptive evidence that the anterior lobe, or intellectual region
of the brain, had actually shrunk very considerably even before the
supervention of the “ furious lunacy” in 1740. It is, we repeat,
* Sir Walter Scott’s Lite of Swift, p. 442.
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no new doctrine, that in old age the brain participates in the go*
neral decay of the system, and that the skull, which is moulded
on the brain, shrinks in proportion. Even the hard and solid
bones are familiarly known to decrease in size between maturity
and extreme old age, and the large and erect man of the prime
of life dwindles into the lean and slippered dimensions of advan
ced age. In disease this change is often greatly accelerated, and
in medical works cases are recorded in which the brain and head
diminished with unusual rapidity. In the second volume of this
Journal, p. 910, there is an account of a remarkable case, which
fell within our own observation in 1819, when studying under
Esquirol at the Salpétrière Asylum. The patient, a woman,
died after having been four years insane, and at last idiotic.
At her entry, her forehead was so large that Esquirol had a
drawing of it made on account of its remarkable size ; whereas,
at the time of her death, the great diminution which it had un
dergone was so striking as to form a perfect contrast to the por
trait. The brain had shrunk even faster than the outer table, as
the skull was unusually thick*—much more so at the frontal bone
than elsewhere. In our fourth volume, p. 495, we have reported
another case of chronic insanity, in which the mind was much
weakened, and where the diminution of the head became so great
as to attract the attention of the patient himself, who, on finding
a smaller and smaller hat required in succession, boasted of the
circumstance as a proof of his becoming etherealized by the eva
poration of the grosser particles of his head. On dissection, we
found the forehead not only smaller than it had originally been,
but the bones of very unequal thickness and extremely dense.
But, to come even closer to the point, we have in our possession
a portion of the skull corresponding to the forehead of another
patient, who had suffered for many years under an affection of the
mind characterized by instability of purpose and deficient power
of understanding, and the internal surface of whose frontal bone
presents a singular thickening, evidently produced by the shrink
ing of the contained brain, and similar to what is described
above as visible on the inner surface of the skull of Swift. In
this instance it was impossible to doubt that the brain had shrunk,
and that the inner table of the skull had followed it. I f time
and space permitted, we could adduce other examples of a simi
lar nature.
In thefourth and last place. I t is curious to notice the coin
cidence between the development of many of the organs of the
propensities and sentiments, and the Dean's habitual manifesta
tions during life. His large Firmness, Self-esteem, and Combativeness, are in accordance with his “ stern and unbending
pride of temper
his large Acquisitiveness, with his reputed
parsimony and real economy ; and his large Destructiveness
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Combativeness, and Self-esteem, with his caustic severity, pas
sionate temper, and misanthropic spleen. His Ideality is mo
derate, and he seems to have been altogether indifferent to the
beauties of nature (Life, p. 472). Sir W. Scott says of his
poetry, that “ its elevation of tone arises Jrom the strong mood
o f passion rather than Jrom poetical fa n c y * (p. 491); and
Dryden told Swift himself, that he “ would never be a poet,
where power o f imagination was necessaryjor success* (p. 491).
Sir Walter adds, that “ we look in vain J v r depth o f feeling or
tenderness o f sentiment; although, had such existed in the poets
mind, the circumstances must have called them Jbrth? This is
singularly consistent with the moderate development of Benevo
lence, ana we think it would be easy to trace most of Swift s
kindnesses to other feelings than pure benevolence. This organ,
however, has evidently decreased in size, as the thickening of the
skull occurs immediately over it; but most probably it was
never greatly developed. Individuality is very large; and in
discussing Swift's intellectual superiority in the great art of ve
risimilitude, Sir W . Scott justly infers that the secret rests
mainly upon “ minuteness o f narrative ? and goes on to prove
his position. W e have much more to say, but our space is ex
hausted.

A R T IC L E X.
CASE OF DERANGEM ENT OF T H E FAC ULTY OF LANGUAGE.
By J ohn G battan , Esq. Belfast.

G -......B------- , Esq., aged fifty-six, a gentleman of a^highly
cultivated and vigorous mind, had, about two years since, ana
within a short period of each other, several attacks of paralysis,
affecting the right side, from which he has only partially reco
vered. His daughter, to whom I am indebted for the details
of the case, and who has perused and confirmed the accuracy of
the present report, states that at first his speech was not af
fected. The first symptom which he manifested of any disorder
in the organ of language, was an inability to remember the
name of a place in the country, in which he was much interest
ed, and which he called “ Red Well? instead of u Red H all?
without appearing to be conscious of the error, as he seemed to
be annoyed with his friends for not understanding him. Very
shortly after, he became unable to articulate at all. The only
words which he can at present pronounce are Maye" and “ no
and even in the use of these simple monosyllables he occasional^
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]y becomes embarrassed and confused, particularly if more than
ordinarily unwell.
He understands distinctly and clearly every thing that is said
to him, and likes to have any interesting occurrence in the news
papers repeated, but does not attempt to read for himself. So far
the deprivation of speech might be supposed to depend upon
disease of the mechanical vocal apparatus. But if that were all,
he should be able to communicate his thoughts in writing. This,
however, he cannot do; and the great peculiarity of the case is,
that while his efforts to put his thoughts on paper are uniformly
abortive, and accompanied with such evident marks of mental
confusion and agitation as to be distressing to his friends and
harassing to himself,—as though he felt provoked at being un
able to accomplish what he thinks he ought to be able to do,—
he can calculate figures with perfect accuracy and facility , and
even takes at times a pleasure in the employment. Of late, he has
succeeded occasionally in writing an intelligible word, which has
been observed to be always a proper name. In attempting other
words, he so misplaces the letters as never to be understood.
It is also quite apparent that the effort is unpleasant to him.
Recently he wished to communicate something respecting a par
ticular individual; and, after several efforts, such as writing Hu+
Huh, finally accomplished so much as to write intelligibly the
word Hugh, and then turned to his daughter with an air expres
sive of a desire that she should help him by repeating the sur
name, which she did, naming different individuals who had that
name, until he gave his assent. In other respects, as far as
can' be judged under such circumstances, his mind exhibits no
want of integrity whatever.
He took so warm an interest in the result of our contested
election, as to go in a chair to give his vote, when he found his
party was likely to be unsuccessful; and this contrary to the
wishes and entreaties of his friends, who were apprehensive of
its injuring his health. In money transactions, he shews as
much acuteness as ever. He not long since made a transfer of
some property; and, after signing the deed, and finding that it
had been given to the purchaser before the purchase-money had
been paid, he became quite unhappy until informed that the
original deed of transfer to himself was in his own possession,
when he was perfectly satisfied. He was also desirous of know
ing how a certain sum of money had been appropriated, and
would write down without difficulty or exertion the amount he
wanted to inquire about, such as 800, £00, &c.; but for any
thing farther, he would only look and listen, expressing his as
sent or dissent, as his friends happened to hit upon his meaning
or not: they are able to understand much of his wishes by the
expression of his countenance.
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The sound of his voice is as strong and clear as ever. He
was always particularly fond of music, and still continues to de
rive great pleasure from i t ; keeping accurate time during its
performance.
As he began to recover, he employed a schoolmaster to teach
him to write with his left hand» and made unusual progress in
that acquirement: but he can form letters accurately only when
he has before him a copy from which to write; whilst he has no
difficulty in writing figures .'—evidently shewing that though
Form is intact, Language, which associates the word with its
symbol, being impaired, is incapable of exciting the former or
gan into correct action; whilst with Calculation the fact is other
wise.
A most extraordinary peculiarity in this gentleman's head is
the existence of two fissures in the skull, having the appearance
of the fontanels in children, as if there had been an absorption
of the bone, but lying, as far as I could learn from mere de
scription, the one on the left nearly over Veneration and part of
Firmness, and that on the right across part of Conscientiousness
and H ope: and I am positively assured by his daughter, that
his clerks could at any time tell when he was angry, without
hearing him speak or seeing his face, but simply from the great
depression which on such occasions occurred in those fissures,
or, as they termed it, “ the holes that would appear in his head
and that she has at different times observed tne same phenome
non herself.
Viewing the circumstance physiologically, is it not possible that
the excitement of Combativeness and Destructiveness causes, as
in the case of blushing, a sudden impulse of blood to the parts,
and that the unequal distribution of blood thus produced is at
tended with a temporary collapse of the organs of the moral
sentiments, which are situated in the neighbourhood of these
openings, thereby diminishing the resistance which they afford
to the atmospheric pressure ? Whether this be the reason or
not, the fact is indisputable: the appearance is described to be
as if the integuments were " drawn in.”
B elfa st , 22d A p ril 1835.

[The fact mentioned in the two concluding paragraphs of Mr
Grattan’s communication is so curious and important, that we
have requested from him information upon several points not
above adverted to. He has kindly undertaken to investigate
the case as thoroughly as possible, and we hope to be able to
publish the result in our next number.—E d.]

(
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M ISCELLANEOUS N O TICES.
E dinburgh .—The following donations have recently lieen added to the
collection of the Phrenological Society:—Cast of the nead of Mary Ann
Burdock, executed at Bristol on the 16th April 1836, for the murder, by
poison, of Mrs Clara Ann Smith; and casts of two Peruvian skulls, one from
the Temple of the Sun at Pachacamac, and the other from an ancient Peru
vian tomb at Huacho, an India town north of Lima—*11 presented by Samuel
Stuchbury. Esq., Bristol; cast of the skull of a mechanician at Alyth, pre
sented by the Dundee Phrenological Society; skull found in a stone coffin in
a cairn at Nether Urquhart, Fife, 16th March 1836, presented by the pro
prietor of the estate; Eloge Funibre de S. M. Don Pedro, and Manuel des
Maladies Veneriennes, both by Count Godde de Llancourt, presented by the
author; Annals off Phrenology, No. 5f presented by the publishers; two
old skulls found at Gogar near Edinburgh, presented by Dr J. R. Sibbald ;
and cast of the brain of the whale lately exhibited by Dr Knox in Edinburgh,
and mask of the late Kev. J. Brown Paterson, minister of Falkirk, both pre
sented by Mr Anthony O’Neil. In expressing the gratitude of the Society for
these valuable donations, we embrace the opportunity to urge on all who
take an interest in the advancement of Phrenology, the importance of letting
slip no occasion of adding to the collections of phrenological societies. W e
would, in particular, solicit the exertions of medical men at home and
abroad; than whom no class of persons enjoys so many favourable oppor
tunities of obtaining crania. The collection of the Phrenological Society is
already rich in Asiatic, African, and American skulls ; but these are by no
means so numerous as we desire to see them. Skulls of the aborigines of
New Holland, China, the South Sea Islands, North and South America, and
the different parts of the European 'and African continents—skulls, in a
word, from every country under heaven—will be most thankfully received ;
and their value will be much enhanced by minute information as to the
place where they were found, the evidence of their authenticity, their pro
bable age, and the characteristic dispositions of the tribe to which they be
long. I t is only from extensive collections of national crania that satisfaotory general conclusions can be drawn, and we hope that there will speedily
be accumulated materials sufficient to enable us to treat of the Phrenology
of nations more folly than heretofore. Skulls and casts of remarkable indi
viduals in our own country are likewise highly valued.
The Edinburgh Ethical Society for the Study and Practical Application of
Phrenology has met regularly every Friday evening, during the winter and
summer sessions, and many interesting papers have been read. The discussions
also have been in general very animated. We have not room to mention
the essays in detail.
G lasgow.—W e are happy to learn that Phrenology has made a decided
advance in Glasgow during the last twelve months. It was discussed at two
of the Andersontan Soirdes, and was received in a different spirit from that
manifested with respect to it on former occasions. In November 1834 a lec
ture on Phrenology was delivered in the Assembly Room, by Dr Crook of
London, for the benefit of the Royal Infirmary. It was given under the pa
tronage of the Lord Provost and Magistrates, and was numerously and re
spectably attended. Dr Wood, in his course on popular anatomy and physiology, delivered at the Mechanics* Institution, devoted several lectures to the
consideration of Phrenology. The managers of the institution have an
nounced a course of upwards of twenty lectures by Dr Weir, to be delivered
during September and October. They have made this arrangement in con
sequence of numerous applications from those who heard only a part of Dr
Weir’s last course.
’ The Glasgow Phrenological Society has, during the last session, exhibited
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symptoms of improvement It has received a considerable accession of mem
bers, and has commenced the formation of a phrenological library, which is
likely to prove of considerable advantage. At the annual meeting, on the
22d October 1834, the following gentlemen were elected office-bearers for the
ensuing year :—Dr Andrew Alexander, President ; Dr Wm. Weir and Mr
Wm. Camels, Vice-President* # and Mr Richard S. Cunliff, Secretary. The
following are the Essays which have been read during the session :—October
22. Mr Cassels, “ On the Causes of the Difference of Religious Opinions
Nov. 5. Dr Crook of the London Phrenological Society, “ On the Organ and
Function of Gustativeness ” (Alimentiveness) ; Nov. 19. Dr Maxwell, “ On
Religious Public Instruction
Dec. 17- Dr Alexander, “ On the Moral
Chahuster and Cerebral Development of Robert Burns Jan. 28. 1836, Mr
Harvie, “ On Adhesiveness March 11. Dr Maxwell, “ On Benevolence
March 26. Dr Weir, “ Character inferred from the Development of a Female
Skull, with Remarks
April 8. Mr Cunliff, “ On the Legitimate Applica
tion of the Intellectual Powers April 22. Mr Brown, “ On Instinct
May 6. Dr Hunter, “ On the Development of the Fœtal Brain, and on some
Anatomical Arguments in favour of Phrenology.” During the session, the
Society received the following donations :—Chart of Phrenology, by Dr
Crook, from the author ; Cast of the Skull of Robert Burns, from Mr An
drew Rutherglen ; Busts of Gottfried, Goss, and Rammohun Roy, from Mr
M 4Clelland ; Combe’s Constitution of Man, Bust of the Salford Idiot, and
Bust of himself, from Dr Weir ; Bust of himself from Dr Maxwell.
D u n d ee and M on those L unatic A svi.U M 8»W e owe Mr Mackintosh,
the intelligent and indefatigable superintendent, our best thanks for the last
Annual Report on the Dundee Asylum, and rqjoice to see that the success
which has attended the institution has led to no relaxation of the efforts hi
therto made to deserve it. Within the last year, three new workshops for
the pauper female patients have been erected, and two new airing oourts open
ed, one for the ladies and the other for the gentlemen. The system of con
stant occupation, as a means of cure and of comfort, is carried more and more
completely into effect, and its value is becoming more apparent. By most of
the patients work is felt to be a privilege, and idleness a punishment ; and
the result in promoting bodily and mental health is precisely what every
thinking physiologist would expect. Mr Mackintosh has experienced so
little difficulty in inducing the patients to labour, that, out of 96 paupers,
92 are generally employed, and of the recent cases rather more than onehalf have been cured, being a larger proportion than is common even in the
best asylums. W e regret to notice the death of Dr Ramsay, the able and
zealous physician of the establishment, to whose services it owed much in its
days of difficulty« But as the internal and moral management depends essen
tially on the resident superintendent and matron, we see no reason to antici
pate any falling off on that account. H is successor Dr Nimmo has been
long in high reputation in Dundee, and it is expected that he will prove
equally efficient and zealous as Dr Ramsay. We sincerely wish that our friend
Mr W. A. F. Browne, had the same facilities for improvement in the Mon
trose Asylum ; but the difficulties which he has to encounter have been very
great. W e are glad, however, to perceive from the Report of the Directors
of that Asylum for the year ending 1st June 1836 (with a copy of which we
have been favoured), that a great deal has been accomplished in the way of
classifying the patients, and especially in separating the furious and vindic
tive from the docile and industrious—a step extremely conducive to the com
fort and convalescence of the latter. For this purpose four large cells, well
lighted, warmed, and ventilated, and every way comfortable, have been erect
ed at some distance from the main building. The patient receives frequent
visits from the keepers, superintendents, Ac., and, whenever he manifests a
disposition to become reasonable and gentle, is again admitted to the common
hall. Each cell opens into a court-yard, where the patient may take constant
exercise, unrestrained by fetters, and without danger to his own person, or
to the property of the institution. “ As a remedial measure, this system of
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isolation has been found in some asylums to prove highly serviceable in
quieting the turbulent and irascible, probably from its excluding all those
sources of annoyance and irritation to which they are exposed in public halls.
In the penitentiaries of America, a similar plan has been found efficacious as
a punishment. In both cases it may act f>y producing a strong desire for
society, and by impressing upon the mind the necessity of using efforts to
control paroxysms of passion—in other words, of regulating itself' to such a
degree as to render the gratification of that desire possible or expedient.**
A parlour has been constructed for such of the educated female patients as
do not require incessant surveillance, so as to afford them opportunities of
pursuing their work, reading, or enjoying music. Many of the paupera are
engagea in spinning and weaving. “ The clothes of the females are general
ly made, ana the clothes of all the patients are mended, in the house, and by
the assistance of the lunatics themselves. The majority of the female
workers are busied in knitting, spinning, or sewing; some of them assist in
the laundry, kitchen, and in various departments of the household. One,
strange to say, has acted, and acted with exemplary fidelity, as porter to the
establishment. The male patients are principally engaged in gardening,
weaving, A c.; but some of them have literary tastes, and greedily peruse
such works as are procured from the library—the newspapers, Penny Maga
zines, Ac. One is a zealous politician, and, after a confinement of seventeen
years, complains sadly that he hears so little of the state of parties, and that
the newspaper is a month old before it reaches him. Another retains his
business habits, and carefully copied the description of the cases of the luna
tics, his own among others, for tne medical superintendent, expressing him
self highly amused at the follies which he had to record, and regretting when
his task, which he designated lunatic biography, was finished. The great in
ducement to work is generally found in the patient's own bosom, in the in
sipidity of idleness, or in the wish to escape from himself. Where such mo
tives are wanting, persuasion may sometimes avail, an appeal to the selfish
feelings is still more successful, and the expectation of rewards, or rather re
muneration for labour, proves in nine cases out of ten successful. Punish
ment is an act and even a word that should never be alluded to. Coercion
may be absolutely necessary ; but to designate it punishment, is to treat the
man who is held to be guilty as sane at the very moment when he is least
so, as evidenced by the violence or insubordination which it is intended to
control. Very rarely does the employment of this agent, or even the threat
of it, avail any thing in compelling a patient to work. It rather inspires a spirit
of disobedience, dislike, or resistance ; feelings which are likely to frustrate
the end in view, and tend directly to aggravate mental disease. Hence the
managers have judiciously proposed that the patients should in future have
an interest in the products of their labour, and receive payment in the form
of those innocent indulgences or additional comforts they may desire. The
regular occupations of the paupers are relieved by weekly music and dancing;
and the anxiety with which these amusements are anticipated, and the zest
with which they are enjoyed, are highly gratifying. In general, greater
difficulty is experienced in restraining than in arousing their disposition to
participate."—“ The internal economy of the establishment has been greatly
improved by the introduction of gas into the passages, sitting rooms, and par
lours, and will be still more so by carrying into effect a plan for heating the
whole building by means of water, which is now in contemplation. The
whole house may now be said to be well and sufficiently lighted; and no one
can imagine how great an additional amount of comfort and cheerfulness is
secured for the lunatic at those periods of the year and day when his
sorrows press most heavily upon him, but those who have visited the com
mon halls when supplied with only two miserable lamps. Besides enabling
them to read or pursue their occupations or amusements, the eplivening ana
exhilarating impression which it conveys to the mind may be compared to
that of warmth to the body.” An adequate supply of baths has been obtain
ed, and every patient bathes at least once in ten days. No visitors, whose mo
tive is mere curiosity, are now admitted. Mr Browne has been indefatigable
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in his exertions, and will doubtless effect farther improvements. It must be
gratifying to every friend of humanity, to observe the rapid stride so general.*
ly made throughout the kingdom in the path o f improvement in the method
o f treating the insane.

S tirling .— About nine or ten months ago, Mr A ilken delivered, in the
Guild-hall here, several lectures on Phrenology ; and fourteen young men,
conceiving that its doctrines were not without truth and importance, engaged
him to enter into a private conversation with them regarding it. M r Aitken
advised the formation of a society, and eight of these individuals agreed to
the proposal. Two months ago, the number of members had increased to
fourteen. “ W e usually meet once a.week,” says one of them ; “ and a num
ber of phrenological works having been purchased, (among others, a few
numbers of the Phrenological Journal, which is regularly received as it issues
from the press), portions of these are read and discussed, and occasionally
some of the members prepare and read essays, embodying in them as much
as their knowledge can impart of phrenological principles. None of us hav
ing any practical knowledge of phvsiology or anatomy, we do not presume to
press ourselves upon the notice o f the public as a Phrenological Society.”
I reland.— The Dublin Journal of Medical and Chemical Science, for July
1835 (No. xxi. p. 456), contains the following passage:—u Ireland, we say it
with pride, is not a country for charlatans.— In proof of the assertion, that
the Irish, in medical matters at least, are by no means credulous, it may be
observed, that animal magnetism, which had so many admirers on the Conti
nent and in England, and was beaten out of the French capital but by the
united forces of the most distinguished Parisian literati, was at once rejected
by our countrymen ; even Phrenology, a mild and feminine science, scarcely
found in Ireland where to lay her head; and Homoiopathy quickly turned
her steps from our shores, not, however, before one voice had been lifted up
in her favour; but that voice, although speaking many languages, polyglot!
beyond the gift of tongues, and the fruitful parent of false derivations innu
merable, soon died away unheeded.” The assertion, that Phrenology has
scarcely found in Ireland where to lay her bead, is not remarkably consistent
with the facts, that Dr Marsh, M r Richard Carmichael, and Dr Stokes, who
rank among the most eminent medical men in Dublin, are its avowed de
fenders ; and that the names of Dr Spurzheim and M r Combe have been en
rolled in the list of honorary members of the Royal Irish Academy.
A merica— From the fifth number o f the Annals o f Phrenology, we ob
serve that a keen controversy has taken place between the Boston phrenolo
gists and a writer in the Christian Examiner published there. W e shall re
vert to the subject in our next. A monthly periodical, entitled “ Phrenolo
gical Magazine and New York Literary Review,” has been commenced at
Utica, New York. According to the Annals, the first number “ is an octavo
pamphlet of 48 pages; and though we have not read all the articles, of which
a good proportion are original and editorial, we have read enough to see that
the editor holds the pen of a ready writer, and fears not to speak his mind
upon the science, and upon those who, without the requisite knowledge or
powers,— except the * power of face,*—go about lecturing, and ‘ examining
heads’ at so much a piece. The contents of this number are as follows :—
f The true Philosophy—Outlines of Phrenology— Phrenology and the Ladies
—Itinerant Phrenologists— Opinions of Tiedemann and Arnold—Sketch M
D r Gall—Oneida Phrenological Society—Notices.’ ” Mention is made oi a
prospectus of another Phrenological Journal, to be published send-monthly
by a number of scientific gentlemen at Poughkeepsie, New York, Tlie r
ductors of the Annals complain loudly of the number of phrenological iy
who are abroad in tbe United States.
Dr W . P. A liso n , Professor of the Institutes of Medicine in the L
sity of Edinburgh, has lately published, in the Cyclopaedia of P nctlcs)
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cine, part xxiv., a very instructive “ History of Medicine in the present Cen
tury.” W e extract the following passage, in which he alludes to the progress
recently made in elucidating the functions of the nervous system:—
“ The next important addition to the science of medicine has been furnish
ed by the labours of those physiologists who have done so much, within the
last twenty years, to determine the different purposes which are served by
the different parts of the nervous system. The general result of these in
quiries may be thus stated: that the very different offices to which the ner
vous system has long been known to minister in different parts of the body,
are not determined, as was formerly suspected, by the various organization
of the parts, but by the various endowments of different portions of the ner
vous matter itself in relation to those mental acts of which they are the seat
and the instrument.
MThe dissections, experiments, and clinical observations of Sir Charles
Bell, Mr Shaw, and Mr Mayo, in this country, and of Magendie, Series, Des
moulins, and Flourens, in France, and of Rolando and Beuingeri inTtaly, are
the most important of those by which it has been ascertained, that the con
ditions which are necessary to all the sensations, and to the excitement of all
muscular motions by mental acts, are confined to those nerves, and to those
portions of the spinal cord, and its immediate prolongations within the cra
nium, to which we now give, without difficulty, the names of sensitive and
motor respectively. W e can specify those portions of this cerebro-spinal
axis, on wnich each of the sensations peculiarly depends; we can point out
the use of parts within the cranium, in immediate connexion with the cerebro
spinal axis, by which voluntary or instinctive motion in different directions
is determined; we can form some idea of the parts of the nervous system,
and of the peculiarities of structure, by which the influence of mental act*
over the involuntary motions, and other organic functions, is maintained; and
we can shew that the brain and cerebellum are not essential to the perform
ance of the functions of the spinal cord and nerves—that they are neither
required for sensation, nor for those instinctive actions which are most inti-

not of sense or motion, but of intellect, of desires, and moral feelings; they
are required, not in order that sensations may be felt, but that they may be
remembered, and availed of for useful purposes,—not in order that volitions
may act as stimuli on muscles, but that they may be so excited, and so suc
ceed one another, as to produce regular and useful voluntary actions, under
the guidance of desires, and of judgment and experience, as distinguished
from blind instinct.
u So far the different endowments of the different parts of the nervous sys
tem may be held to have been determined by observation and experiment;
and, if we decline to enter farther into the speculations of phrenologists
(which have attracted so much attention of late years), as to the connexion
of the individual parts of the brain with the different intellectual powers, or
with the exercise of these powers on particular objects of thought, it is not
because we regard the general principle of those speculations as unphilosophical, but simply because thev are founded on a kind of observation which
Is open to various sources of fallacy, and derive little or no support either
from experiments on animals or pathological observations on the human
body, ana appear therefore to be built on insufficient evidence.’*—Fp. 77,78.
W e are pleased to find Phrenology recognised by Professor Alison as a
philosophical pursuit- It would, however, have been satisfactory had his
limits allowed him to specify the “ various sources of fallacy” to which he
conceives the observations whereon it is founded are open. That Phrenology
derives little direct support from experiments on animals is true, only be
cause the evidence afforded by such experiments is faulty in principle—an
opinion in which the great body of general physiologists concur. It is quite
impossible to mutilate one oTgan without disturbing the functions of others
with which it is connected; and for this and various other cogent reasons’
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(see Gall nur Ui Fonctkm du Cerveau, iii. 166-9), phrenologists have not re
sorted to experiments made upon living animals. But such experiments,
when made by others, have on no occasion afforded evidence hostile to
Phrenology. As to Professor Alison’s allegation that our doctrines derive
little or no support from u pathological observations on the human body.” we
*respectfully give it a positive denial. Had Dr A. been acquainted witn the
contents of Dr Gall’s work above referred to, and with the numerous patho
logical cases published in our own pages, and in the Transactions of the Phre
nological Society, he would probably nave held a different opinion on this sub
ject.
I tiner a nt P hrenologists .— A paragraph among the notices in our last
Number, contains the following words, in reference to an itinerant lecturer
whom we did not n a m e “ One of them, we are told, has published in the
newspapers a narrative of a visit said to have been made by him to a prison
in a distant town, and of his success in divining the dispositions and talents of
a criminal there confined; and this narrative is suspected to be a fabrication.
O f this matter, and the individuals alluded to, we have personally no means
of judging,” &c. Before publishing the paragraph alluaed to, we gave this
lecturer an opportunity or satisfying us that the suspicion was ill-founded;
but we did not hear from him till several days after the publication of our
last Number, when he sent us the following letter, addressed to him by Dr
White of Newcastle, and which we are happy to insert: “ D ear S ir ,— I can
certainly testify as to having been present at the examination of the head of
the book-stealer in the gaol of this tow n; and my impression is, that at the
time I believed that you had intimated the strong peculiarities of his charac
ter. I believed also that you had a competent knowledge of the system you
professed to teach, in as for as I was competent to form a judgment on the
question. Understanding that such circumstances have been doubted, I
have no hesitation in making this statement; and am, Sir, yours truly,
D. B. W h it e , M . D.—Portland Place, 3d June'*
T h e E ducational M agazine .—This is a London monthly periodical,
which was commenced in January last. It is published at a very low price,
and is conducted in a liberal spirit—admission being given to articles in de
fence of conflicting opinions, when discussion is likely to be of service. The
seventh number contains a long paper on “ Phrenology and Education,” writ
ten with considerable ability, though not free from one or two rather startling
propositions—for example, that education is the cause of the difference be
tween the infantile state and that of manhood. The writer considers Phreno
logy as “ essential to the foundation of, and carrying on, a proper system of
education.” In the same number is an article on “ the effect of physical in
fluence on the mind,” wherein it is shewn that the brain is the organ of the
mental faculties, and that whatever affects the former unavoidably affects
the latter also. The article is, however, in several respects unsatisfactory.
Thus an absurd distinction is drawn between the dreaming and waking
states, with regard to the activity of the immaterial mind. During our
waking hours, according to the writer, it is the mind which thinks; but
“ dreaming is to be ascribed to a condition of the material brain, not of the
immaterial principle.”—u The immaterial principle,” says he, “ is not neces
sarily engaged in the phenomena of dreaming; the brain is not its servant
during sleep, because by that very state it is unfitted for intellectual opera
tions, and when it does act, it is without the control of a presiding mind; and
therefore the morbid state of dreaming, instead of the physiological process
of correct thinking, is produced. I f we assumed the contrary, we must then
concede that the immaterial spirit possesses very limited powers of intelli
gence, and that these require to be aided by its material connexions—results
which are falsified by daily experience, and which, if allowed, would leave us
at once in the dark night of materialism.” This reasoning is so futile, as to
be altogether unworthy of comment; a remark not less applicable to a por
tion of the following sentence in No. V. p. 314 :—“ From phrenological re
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search much information connected with the relations between matter and
poind has been obtained; and it may be Raid with [of] this science, as Lord
Bacon said of knowledge generally, that a little of it inclineth man's mind to
atheism, but that a copious draft of it brings him back again to Providence and
D eity/’ The remark in italics is somewhat inappropriately directed against
Mr Combe’s work on the Constitution of Man, which is literally, from be
ginning to end, an exposition of the Creator’s attributes.
M anchester .—Letter from Mr Rawson, secretary of the Manchester
Phrenological Society :—“ 20th August 1835. W e shall feel obliged if you
can insert a notice in the Journal, to the effect that we have held our meet
ings as usual since our last communication, except during the summer.
Several interesting papers have been read; and, at the meeting on 7th July,
Mr George Combe, Dr Andrew Combe, Mr James Simpson, Mr Robert Cox,
and Dr Elliotson, were unanimously elected honorary members of our body.”

Our valued oollaborateur Mr Simpson was lately summoned to give evidence
before the Committee of the House of Commons on National Education in
Ireland; and so instructive and satisfactory was his examination found by
the Committee, that it was continued for seven days, during four hours of
each day. This circumstance is exceedingly gratifying to u s; seeing that, by
means of the Committee’s Report, in which Mr Simpson’s evidence will be
printed, the views entertained by phrenologists on the means of improving
education, will be widely diffused among those who are interested in that vi
tally important subject. Mr Simpson’s opinions with respect to both prin
ciples and details were minutely inquired in to ; and we have heard that Mr
Wyse, and the other members of the committee, were much impressed by
the clearness, precision, and consistency of his views.
Mr Combe has just published a third edition (stereotyped) of his work on
the Constitution of Man, considerably enlarged and improved. It is printed
with a closer type than the second edition, and is sola at four shillings. A
fourth edition, printed in large double-columned pages, with the same type as
that of Chambers’s Edinburgn Journal, will be published in a few days; and
in order to bring the book within the reach of the poorest class of operatives,
the price of this edition will probably be so low as eighteen pence.
We are happy to be able to announce to our friends, that the circulation of
the Phrenological Journal has considerably increased during the past year.
Phrenology is attracting more and more every day the attention of tne public.
The indulgence of correspondents is respectfully solicited, our pages being so
full that many articles are, as usual, unavoidably postponed. The communica
tions of Mr W. A. F. Browne, Mr Gibson, Mr Holm, and Mr William Han
cock, jun. have been received; also that of Mr Edmondson on Weight, which
last, we fear, is hardly perspicuous enough for publication. On the subject of
the Penny Cyclopedia we refer Mr Hancock to the 8th volume of this Journal,
p. 286, where he will observe that in 1833 the editors declined to receive an
article on Phrenology offered by Sir George Mackenzie.—There is much
sound thinking in J. D. W.’s esteemed communication; but we despair of
finding room for on article containing ideas so little recommended by novelty.
W e are gratified by his information that our Journal has been instrumental
in bringing peace to a troubled mind.—Mrs Loudon’s Philanthropic Economy
has been received.
E din bu rg h , \st September 1835.
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A R T IC L E I.
TH O UG H TS ON PHYSICAL EDU CA TIO N : being a Discourse deli
vered to a Convention of Teachers in Lexington, Kentucky, on the 6th
and 7th November 1833, by C harles C aldwell , M. D.
Boston
(U. S.) x Marsh, Capen, and Lyon. 1834.

. T his most valuable little volume should be in the possession,
and in the thoughts and practice, not only of every teacher of
youth, but of every parent who desires health of mind and body
to bless his children. D r Caldwell, we have often said, is one
of the best informed and most practical phrenologists of the age,
but he did not address his discourse to phrenologists; for to
them he would have offered little that had not been already
published by himself and other phrenological writers. Ad
dressed as it was to an unphrenological audience, to whom it
was new, it contains the most concise and practical view of phy
sical education, on phrenological principles, which could be pre
sented ; recommended by that spirit and vivacity, that logical
clearness and eloquence, which characterize D r Caldwell’s writ
ings. As a system of the principles of practical education, the
book is complete. A brief description of it is all that seems to
us to be necessary in this Journal. *
D r Caldwell sets out with a powerful appeal in favour of
“ an improved educationn as the only means of “ the advance
ment o f the people in intelligence and virtue,” and urges its
“ necessity” even for the safety of the American people.
In explaining what he means by the term education9 the lec
turer stated to his audience that he must speak phrenological)y.
The education o f mind and body must have relation to some
philosophy o f man. “ But,” says Dr C., “ of all the systems I
VOL. ix.— n o . x l v i .
*
ii h
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have examined (and I have looked carefully into several of
them), that of Gall and Spurzheim is the only one I can either
believe or understand. As soon would I bind myself to dis
cover the philosopher's stone, or to concoct the elixir of life out
of simples, as to find substantial meaning in many of the tenets
of fashionable metaphysics." “ By education, in the abstract,
I mean a scheme ot action or training, by which any form of
living matter may be improved, and by perseverance reared to
the highest perfection or which it is susceptible. I say ‘ any
form,' because the lower orders of living beings, vegetables not
excepted, may be educated and improved, as certainly as the
higher, and ou the same grounds." The constitution or the be
ing to be educated must be intimately known ; and by the con
stitution of man, the author means his material portion, that be
ing the only part of him we are able to improve—to amend
spirit, if it requires amendment, belongs only to Him that made
it. The whole machinery of education is material, and material
means cannot affect inscrutable abstract spirit, otherwise matter
would be superior to spirit.
“ The organized system of man," says D r Caldwell, “ con
stitutes the machinery, with which alone his mind operates,
during their connexion as soul and body. Improve the appa
ratus, then, and you facilitate and improve the work which the
mind performs with it, precisely as you facilitate steam opera
tion, and enhance its product, by improving the machinery with
which it is executed. In one case, steam, and in the other,
spirit, continue unchanged ; and each works and produces with
a degree of perfection corresponding to that of the instruments
it employs.
c< As respects several of the functions of the mind, the cor
rectness of the foregoing theory is universally admitted. See
ing, hearing, tasting, smelling, and feeling, as well as voluntary
muscular motion, are as true mental operations, as judging, rea
soning, remembering, or calculation by numbers. And the
former are as suscéptible of improvement as the latter. But
when improved, no one considers the result as consisting in any
amendment of simple spirit, but of compound organized matter.
When, for example, vision is improved, the amendment is uni
formly referred to the eye, (he optic nerve, and that portion of
the brain immediately associated with them ; they being the
organs by which the mind sees, and without which it cannot
see. Is hearing improved ? For the same reason, it Is not the
mind, but the auditory apparatus that is amended. Of the
other senses, the same is true. I f either of them be improved,
it is the organ that is meliorated in its condition, not the mind
that uses it. Nor is this truth less obvious as respects the in
struments of voluntary motion. The opera-dancer, the tumbler,
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and the swordsman, do not, in acquiring expertness in their
occupations, improve their minds, but their muscles and joints,
with the nerves and portions of the brain that have the governance of them. These positions are so plain, that to state them
is to prove them.
“ Respecting the higher mental operations, the same may be
affirmed with equal safety. In performing them, the mind
works with the brain as its machinery, as certainly as it does
with the eye in seeing, or the muscles in dancing and swords
manship. Is any form^of memory—say the memory of words,
or that of places—rendered more apt and retentive, by judicious
exercise ? We have no reason to believe that the mind or spirit
is amended, in this instance, any more than in those heretofore
enumerated. It is a portion of the brain—the organ of Language
or Locality—that is amended. By practice, man becomes more
powerful and adroit in reasoning and judging. Here again the
mind is not changed. The belief to that effect has no shadow
of evidence to sustain it. The improvement in this case, as in
the preceding ones, is confined to the organs with which the
mind reasons and judges. Arguments, not to be refuted, could
be adduced in favour of this statement, were the discussion ad
missible. Indeed, for man to claim the power of operating
immediately on spirit, and either amending or deteriorating it,
by any means he can employ, is an assumption perfectly gratui
tous, and, in my opinion, not a little extraordinary and arrogant.
I t is enough that he is able to change matter, and control it to
his purposes, by material agents. And all the means used m
teacning are material. There is good reason to believe, as
already stated, that nothing short of the c r e a t i v e w i l l that
brought spirit into existence, can modify it, either for better or
worse. When we wish, then, I say, to improve mental opera
tions, we have only to amend the organs which the mind employs
in performing them. And it will appear hereafter, (hat this is
a proposition of great importance in the scheme of human im
provement. For no other reason would I have ventured to in
troduce it on the present occasion, aware, as I am, that its cor
rectness is not likely at first to be generally acknowledged by
you. Allow me, however, to repeat, that a difference of opinion
on this point will have no tendency to create a difference on
many that are to follow. The difference will be in theory, not
in practice.”—P. 22-24.
Education is physical, moral, and intellectual. These branches
may be conducted separately, but they are intimately connected,
ana mutually dependent. Moral and intellectual education
amends the condition of the brain; physical that of the remain
der of the body, in its cutaneous, digestive, respiratory, circu
latory, secretory, absorbent, and muscular systems. It is plain
li h 2
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that derangement in these systems affects the brain, and e converso. Physical education is to moral and intellectual what the
root, trunk, and branches of a tree are to its leaves, blossoms,
and fruit ; it is the source and sine qua fion of their existence.
D r Caldwell would prefer using a language on this head less
techuical, and would speak of the education of the different por
tions of the body, each portion being trained according to its
organization and character. “ The skin, for example, must be
educated by one mode of discipline, the stomach by another, the
lungs by a third, the muscles and circulatory system by a fourth,
and each external sense and cerebral organ by a method corre
sponding to the peculiarity of its nature. In this view of the
subject, which is the only rational one, the training of the brain,
in all its departments, by whatever name they may be called, is
as truly a physical or physiological process, as the training of any
other part of the body."—P. 28.* Dr C. defines physical educa
tion to be “ that scheme of training which contributes most effec
tually to the development, health, and perfection of living mat
ter ; as applied to man, it is that scheme which raises his whole
system to its summit of perfection. In this are included the
highest tone and vigour of all ports of the body, that are con
sistent with a sound condition of them ; for the tone of a vital
organ, like that of a musical instrument, may be too high, as
well as too low." Extensively viewed, physical education should
embrace an entire system of Hygiène ; this, however, was be
yond the lecturer's limits.
A provision for physical education must commence even an
terior to birth. On this head the author gives a very concise
and satisfactory account of the natural laws of hereditary quali
ties—the marriages to be avoided—health, mental as well as bo
dily, of the mother during gestation—sound nursery education,
in diet, cleanliness, clothing, temperature, respiration, muscular
exercise, sleep, and the animal passions. He recommends the
habit of thorough mastication and attention to the bowels, with
avoidance of high seasoning and uncooked vegetables ; even of
ripe fruit he doubts the benefit, children being generally permitted
to eat too much of it, and to take it at improper times. On all
these topics we must refer to the volume ; as also for the very
sensible management proposed for the regulation of the animal
passions.
Dr Caldwell takes the same view as Dr Brigham of too early
school training, and goes over nearly the same objections to it.
In these, therefore, we need not follow him ; and have only to
remark, that there is not one of them really applicable to the
"To the education or training o f the intellectual organs, however, is added
nstruction, or the communication of knowledge which tne intellect stores up.
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employments of a well-regulated infant school, none of which
are inconsistent with the following sentence of his own :— The
exercise o f the brain in the young u ought to be the general and
pleasurable exercise o f observation and action; it ought not to be
the compulsory exercise o f tasks7* “ I have never," he adds,
“ been an advocate for infant schools. Unless they are conducted
with great discretion, they cannot J a il to eventuate in m ischief
They should be nothing but schools o f pleasurable exercise, ha
ving little to do with books.™—P. 46. With this very discretion
it is the wish of all rational promoters of infant schools to see
them managed, that their vast moral benefits may be obtained
without any physical sacrifices. Dr Caldwell has eloquently de
scribed how infants ought to be employed, and we should have
liked better to receive from him an idea of a perfect infant
school, than to hear rather indiscriminate condemnation of their
use from their abuse. We remain decided advocates for proper
infant schools, upon the general view’s of the infant constitution
taken both by D r Caldwell and by Dr Brigham, and cordially
agree with Lord Brougham that they are among the most im
portant improvements of the present age. One good has been
done by Drs Brigham and Caldwell. They have given so
clear an exposition of the abuses of the system—abuses, too, in
to which it is apt, in the absence of great care, to run—that
this very care is the more likely to be in future bestowed«
The lecturer then proceeded to instruct his audience on parti
cular points of physical education, which especially required their
attention as teachers. The sets or systems of organs of which
the human body is composed, are so intimately connected, that
the derangement of any of them deranges the rest; and a proer physical education is that which shall keep them all in'
ealtn and activity. He enumerated the skin, the digestive
system, the bloodmaking and circulating system, the cerebral
and nervous system, and the muscular system. Train all these
systems in the best manner, and physical education is complete.
W e cannot follow D r Caldwell, nor is it necessary with our or
dinary readers, into his details on the education of each of these
systems; but the book itself on these is well worthy of perusal.
The bad effects of inattention to cleanliness, to proper diet, to
ventilation, &c. are exposed in a very wholesome and convincing
manner. His caution as to the excessive use of gymnastics is
salutary, and he recommends fencing, dancing, and swinging by
the arms; but severe exercise should never be taken in hot
weather, or immediately after a full meal. The author concludes
his observations on muscular exercise, with the following striking
and true remark :—
“ Much is said about matter being a clog on mind ; and that
the soul is incarcerated within the body, like a prisoner in his
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cell. The sentiment is as impious as it is untrue. Matter clog
and incarcerate mind, and prevent it from acting in a manner
suitable to its powers ! The assertion is a slander on H im who
made and governs both mind and matter. If the inferior substance
be thus, prejudicial to the superior, and so unworthy of it as many
pronounce it, why did the Deity link them together ? No good
motive could have led him to this; and who will dare to charge
him with an evil one ? Did he unite them through inadvertence
or mistake, or because he did not know what influence matter
would have on mind, until he had made the experiment ? or,
did they, when created, rush together forcibly, he having no
power to restrain them ? Did he yoke them, in sport and watttonness, that they might fall to civil war, and try which could
do the other most harm, he enjoying their strife and suffering
as an amusement ? or, was his motive a desire to shew how unharmoniously and incongruously he could pack the works of
creation together ? No one will openly impute to him faults or
weaknesses like these. Yet all virtually do that, or something
worse, who pronounce matter a hinderance to mind in any of its
operations. For aught that man can shew to the contrary, mind
would be as imbecile without matter, as matter would be with
out mind. W hat can the latter do without the aid of the
former ? Can it see, hear, taste, smell, feel, or move ? Can it
lift a pound weight, make a pin or pen, or use them if already
made, think, reason, judge, or perform a single useful act, in
tellectual or moral, theoretical or practical ? If it can, let that
act l>e specified and proved. I say ‘ proved,1 because I wish for
realities, not suppositions orfa n c ie st—Pp. 66, 67.
The author proceeds to treat of the physical education of the
brain, which he explains phrenologically, as it cannot be explain
ed otherwise. It resolves into proper exercise of the various or
gans ; avoiding over-exertion on the one hand, which will weaken
the power, and dormancy on the other, which will for the time
annul it entirely. He deprecates excessive exertion of feeble or
gans, as both useless and dangerous,—and counsels parents never
to attempt to make a scholar a professional character, or man
of science, of a boy whose brain is unusually small. The great
end of the physical education of the brain, is to strengthen the
whole of it, and maintain a due balance among its several parts
— from which comes longevity, the common and marked conse
quence of calmness and equability of character. Dr Caldwell
adds the following among other curious facts, on the subject cf
the comparative longevity in different employments, according
to the way in which they affect the brain:—
“ The less impassionate the pursuits of men of genius are,
the greater is the average longevity of each class of them. Ma
thematicians and natural philosophers have but little in their
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studies to excite feeling or stir up passion. The tenor of their
lives is generally tranquil. Hence the aggregate age of twenty
of them, taken promiscuously, has been found to amount to
1504 years, giving to each the average of seventy-five.
“ Poets, on the contrary, are proverbially an ‘ irritabile genus?
—men of strong and easily excited feelings, and a burning ima
gination. Their productions, moreover, being works of passion,
their minds must be in tumblt during tbeir composition. From
these causes, the aggregate age of twenty distinguished poets
has been ascertained to be 1144 years, giving to each an average
of fifty-seven—a very striking balance in favour of a mind free
from passion !”—P. 84.
Much curious matter follows on the tendency of the embroil
ment of party politics and religious differences to over-excite the
brain, and produce insanity, and also dyspepsia or indigestion,
which, says Dr Caldwell, is more nearly allied to insanity than
is commonly supposed. “ So true is this,” he adds, “ that the
one is not unfrequently converted into the other, and often al
ternates with it. The lunatic is usually a dyspeptic during his
lucid intervals; and complaints which begin in some form of
gastric derangement, turn, in many instances, to madness. Nor
is this all. In families, where mental derangement is heredi
tary, the members who escape that complaint are more than
usually obnoxious to dyspepsia. It may be added, that dyspep
tics and lunatics are relieved by the same modes of treatment,
and that their maladies are induced, for the most part, by the
same causes.”—P. 87. The passions of grief, jealousy, anger,
&c. injure the digestion. Dyspepsia is very frequently cured,
when curable, by abandoning care and business, and giving rest
to the brain. This is the chief reason why watering-places so
often succeed. The agitations of wealth-getting and commercial
speculation, have tbe same effect as political and religious contro
versy, in over-exciting the brain. All these he looks upon as the
causes of the inordinate sum of insanity and dyspepsia which
prevails in the United States. W e recommend to the perusal
of parents the authors description of the frightful consequences
of the solitary abuse of Amativeness, which runs like a conta
gion through schools, often destroying the individuals, and, at
tbe least, seriously injuring the race. Even in Britain, this bane
ful practice prevails to an extent which we should have thought
incredible, had not tbe clearest evidence of the fact been within
our knowledge. We must also refer to the volume for the au
thor's judicious observations upon dress, in which he exposes the
mischiefs arising from the tightened corsets of the ladies; a sub
ject fortunately now so well understood, as to have nearly ba
nished the practice from rational society. Dr Caldwell thus con
cludes his lecture:—
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“ Finally, One of the leading benefits to be bestowed on oar
race, by Physical Education judiciously practised and carried
to the requisite extent, is the production and preservation of a
well-adjusted balance, not only between the different portions of
the brain, but of the whole body* Few persons, if any at all, bring
into life with them a system perfectly balanced in all its parte.
Some organs predominate in size and strength, while others are
comparatively small and feeble. This is a tendency to disease,
and can be removed or amended only by competent training.
Let it never be forgotten, that the proper exercise of a part, and
that alone, increases both its bulk and power, and, at the same
time, diminishes any excess of sensitiveness it may possess. And
this is precisely what small and feeble parts require, to place
them on a par with others, and secure tneir health. T o illus
trate my meaning, and shew it to be true:—
“ Is the chest of a boy narrow, and are his lungs weak and
irritable ? Let those parts be habitually exercised, according to
the directions already given, and such a change may be produced
in him, as will give an equipoise to his body, and prevent dis
ease. His chest and lungs may be enlarged not a little, and as
weil secured from complaints as bis other organs. From the
free and constant exercise which their calling gives to their
arms, shoulders, and thoracic walls and viscera, London boat
men have large chests, and are strangers to consumption. The
loud and habitual call, moreover, by which they announce their
business and solicit employment, aids in the development and
strengthening of their lungs. From these causes, though per
petually exposed to the damp and chilling air of the Thames,
they rarely experience any form of pectoral disease.
“ Of every small and feeble part of the system the same is
true. A judicious scheme of training will enlarge and strengthen
it. But hereditary predisposition to disease is nothing else than
the want of an equipoise between all the different portions of the
body. Some organs, being comparatively weak and sensitive,
are pretematurally prone to actual derangement. By well di
rected exercise, therefore, continued through successive genera
tions, may every predisposition of the kind be eradicated?
“ Such is the best outline of my views of Physical Education,
that my other engagements have allowed me to prepare. Sen
sible of its imperfections, but unable at present to remove or
lessen them, I must throw it, for acceptance, on the indulgence
of those to whom it has been presented."—Pp. 1 3 2 ,13S.
I f we have a stricture to offer on so excellent a treatise, it is
this—that in treating of the physical education of the brain, Dr
Caldwell departs from the restrictions he previously imposed on
himself, and trenches too much upon what, distinctively speak
ing, constitutes moral and intellectual education. I t is not a
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question of substantial truth,— for he is right in affirming that
even intellectual and moral education are to a great exteot ma
terial ; but it is an important question of classification, and we
take it there would be more convenience in limiting physical
education, directly applied, to all the other corporeal systems but
the brain.
. •-»

A R T IC L E II.
OW JENISM AND PHRENOLOGY.

I n March last, at the conclusion of one of Mr J. D. Holm's
lectures on Phrenology, delivered in his rooms, No. 12 North
Crescent, Bedford Square, London, M r Robert Owen read to
the audience certain remarks on the influence of external circumstances in forming the human character, and gave it as his
opinion that phrenologists ascribe too much efficacy to innate
qualities, and too little to external circumstances. The sub
stance of these remarks, and a reply by M r Holm, appeared in
the 26th number (25th April 1835) of u The New Moral
World,” a periodical conducted by M r Owen. W e subjoin, with
out comment, what is said on both sides: readers who desire to
)ursue the subject farther, are referred to a phrenological anaysis of M r Owen's views in the first volume of this Journal,
p. 218. “ The New Moral World” contains also two dialogues
on the same subject, but the whole substance of the controversy
appears to us to be sufficiently embodied in what is here sub
joined.

f

REMARKS BY MR OWEN.

M r Holm has this week given a more full answer than he did
last week to the observations which were made in our previous
dialogues, in which Phrenology was very partially discussed.
The subject is one of deep interest, second to none, perhaps,
except the * science of the influence of external circumstances
over the formation of the human character.”
. Upon these subjects it may be useful to submit to our readers
the following observations, that an accurate knowledge of these
two parts of the same science may be elicited. Our remarks
are, of course, open to refutation, if they can be proved to be
erroneous.
Since the year 1812 I have stated, in various publications
which may be referred to, that man is a compound being, formed
in part at birth by that power which gives existence to all or
ganized beings ; but, in a more essential part, by the influence
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which external circumstances make upon the infant, from the
hour of its birth to the end of its life.
Now this has been the solid foundation on which the system
of the New Moral World has been raised. I t was this view of
the subject that created the first ideas from which the system
originated. I t was this view of the subject that induced me to
make the great and singularly successful experiment for so
many years at New Lanark, f t was this view of the subject
which produced the motives which originated the first Infant
School, the foundations of which were laid in 1812, and which,
before the second was established in Westminster by Lord
Brougham, the late Henry Hase, cashier of the Bank of Eng
land, and others of my friends, had attained so much perfection
as to be the wonder, astonishment, and unlimited praise of the
most intelligent of all classes of natives and foreigners ; indeed
of all educated or uneducated persons who visited that esta
blishment, except the bigot, the fanatic, or the grossly supersti
tious, who could not approve of any measure, however beneficial
in practice, that did not originate or fall in with their own sec
tarian notions, or erroneous, inexperienced, and confined views
of human nature.
The difference of opinion between M r Holm and other phre
nologists and myself, arises from one party attributing more in
the formation of the human character to the original faculties of
human nature, and less to the influence of circumstances ; while
the other places more power in the external circumstances as
they may, and no doubt soon will, be applied, and less to the
original germ of the natural organs of mankind. The differ
ence is only in degree ; but this, for practice, is a most import
ant difference.
It is to me, however, satisfactory to observe, that the most in
telligent and experienced among the phrenologists have gradually given more and more importance to the power of external
circumstances over the natural faculties and organs of human
nature, and as they advance in knowledge they will discover the
necessity for allowing much more to the almost overwhelming
influence of external circumstances over all the propensities, fa
culties, powers, and feelings of all human kind.
Although the blind, accidental, and, as they appear, random
circumstances which existed or have arisen, in various times, in
various countries, and which now exist in all countries, have had
the influence to form various national and tribinal characters
most opposite to each other, in language, religion, laws, dispo
sitions, habits, manners, and conduct ; yet the full power which
external circumstances may be made to possess, through a know
ledge of the science of circumstances over human nature, no one
among phrenologists appears yet to have been permitted to ac
quire the knowledge duly to appreciate.
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The facts on this subject, without regard to religious ot phre
nological prejudices, appear to be these:—
1rf, T hat human nature has been formed to possess definite
organs of body and mind, and that these constitute human na
ture, and form the component parts of every sane and sound in
dividual ; and that the only difference between one individual
and another is in the greater or less amount of power, in quantity and quality, of these component parts.
2d, T hat these organs, consisting of physical propensities, in
tellectual faculties, and moral feelings, being thus differently
compounded in each individual, have been formed capable of re
ceiving impressions from external circumstances, and to be in
fluenced by them to an extent to which no one yet knows how
to assign limits.
3d, That the influence of these external circumstances may
be mode to act very powerfully on the germ or seed of every
organ, if not upon tne quality of the germ or seed itself; ana
in such a manner as materially to influence the quantity and
quality, during their growth, of all these organs until they ar
rive at maturity, and, to a considerable degree, even during the
life of every individual.
4th9 In this manner external circumstances may be now de
vised and arranged by society, for which it has the most ample
means at its control, to train every infant, not diseased in its
physical or mental organic powers, to acquire any language, a
belief in any religion, to have any dispositions, habits, and man
ners, and to pursue any previously-aecided-upon conduct that
society may deem the best to have put into practice. But so
ciety cannot give genius in any particular art or science, except
the natural organ of such art or science shall be favourable for
its development; although by an early and steady cultivation
of these organs, under the constant direction of superior instruc
tors, much may be done with all, except the organ should be
more than ordinarily deficient.
BtA9 The world has been considerably improved in knowledge
of the human organs and faculties by the phrenologists, and the
study of Phrenology should be cultivated by every one who de
sires to obtain more accurate information of human and of ani
mal nature generally; and it would be now useful to unite the
friends of Phrenology, and of the science of the influence of ex
ternal circumstances, into a friendly association, to promote the
improvement of human beings previous to and after their birth;
ana to enable the members of both, thus united, to oppose suc
cessfully the remaining ignorance and prejudices of the present
age upon these subjects
T hat the nill happiness of human nature is not to be
attained until aU the organs which constitute human nature shall
be cultivated in each individual at the proper period of life, and
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which external circumstances make upon the infant, from the
hour of its birth to the end of its life.
Now this has been the solid foundation on which the system
of the New Moral World has been raised. I t was this view of
the subject that created the first ideas from which the system
originated. I t was this view of the subject that induced me to
make the great and singularly successful experiment for so
many years at New Lanark. I t was this view of the subject
which produced the motives which originated the first Infant
School, the foundations of which were laid in 1812, and which,
before the second was established in Westminster by Lord
Brougham, the late Henry Hase, cashier of the Bank of Eng
land, and others of my friends, had attained so much perfection
as to be the wonder, astonishment, and unlimited praise of the
most intelligent of all classes of natives and foreigners ; indeed
of all educated or uneducated persons who visited that esta
blishment, except the bigot, the fanatic, or the grossly supersti
tious, who coula not approve of any measure, however beneficial
in practice, that did not originate or fall in with their own sec
tarian notions, or erroneous, inexperienced, and confined views
of human nature.
The difference of opinion between M r Holm and other phre
nologists and myself, arises from one party attributing more in
the formation or the human character to the original faculties of
human nature, and less to the influence of circumstances ; while
the other places more power in the external circumstances as
they may, and no doubt soon will, be applied, and less to the
original germ of the natural organs of mankind. The differ
ence is only in degree ; but this, for practice, is a most import
ant difference.
It is to me, however, satisfactory to observe, that the most in
telligent and experienced among the phrenologists have gradually given more and more importance to the power of external
circumstances over the natural faculties and organs of human
nature, and as they advance in knowledge they will discover the
necessity for allowing much more to the almost overwhelming
influence of external circumstances over all the propensities, fa
culties, powers, and feelings of all human kind.
Although the blind, accidental, and, as they appear, random
circumstances which existed or have arisen, in various times, in
various countries, and which now exist in all countries, have had
the influence to form various national and tribinal characters
most opposite to each other, in language, religion, laws, dispo
sitions, habits, manners, and conduct; yet the full power which
external circumstances may be made to possess, through a know
ledge of the science of circumstances over human nature, no one
among phrenologists appears yet to have been permitted to ac
quire the knowledge duly to appreciate.
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The facts on this subject, without regard to religious ot phre
nological prejudices, appear to be these:—
1st, T hat human nature has been formed to possess definite
organs of body and mind, and that these constitute human na
ture, and form the component parts of every sane and sound in
dividual ; and that the only difference between one individual
and another is in the greater or less amount of power, in quan
tity and quality, of these component parts.
2d, That these organs, consisting of physical propensities, in
tellectual faculties, and moral feelings, being thus differently
compounded in each individual, have been formed capable of re
ceiving impressions from external circumstances, and to be in
fluenced by them to an extent to which no one yet knows how
to assign limits.
8dj That the influence of these external circumstances may
be made to act very powerfully on the germ or seed of every
organ, if not upon tne qualify of the germ or seed itself; and
in such a manner as materially to influence the quantity and
quality, during their growth, of all these organs until they ar
rive at maturity, and, to a considerable degree, even during the
life of every individual.
4th, In this manner external circumstances may be now de
vised and arranged by society, for which it has the most ample
means at its control, to train every infant, not diseased in its
physical or mental organic powers, to acquire any language, a
belief in any religion, to have any dispositions, habits, and man
ners, and to pursue any previously-decided-upon conduct that
society may deem the best to have put into practice. But so
ciety cannot give genius in any particular art or science, except
the natural organ of such art or science shall be favourable for
its development; although by an early and steady cultivation
of these organs, under the constant direction of superior instruc
tors, much may be done with all, except the organ should be
more than ordinarily deficient
5th, The world has been considerably improved in knowledge
of the human organs and faculties by the phrenologists, and the
study of Phrenology should be cultivated by every one who de
sires to obtain more accurate information of human and of ani
mal nature generally ; and it would be now useful to unite the
friends of Phrenology, and of the science of the influence of ex
ternal circumstances, into a friendly association, to promote the
improvement of human beings previous to and after their birth;
ana to enable the members of both, thus united, to oppose suc
cessfully the remaining ignorance and prejudices of the present
age upon these subjects.
6¿ft, That the full happiness of human nature is not to be
attained until all the organs which constitute human nature shall
be cultivated in each individual at the proper period of life, and
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shall be afterwards regularly exercised to the point of temper
ance in each individual.
lth 9 That the present irrational system of society will not ad
mit of this improvement in human life and happiness : and that,
therefore, a change from the present old, ignorant, immoral
world, is, by the natural course of events effected by the Great
Power of the universe, now urgently required; ana all things
seem to be preparing for the commencement of a New Moral
World, founded on truth, and to be conducted with knowledge,
equity, and justice.
Let, therefore, the advocates of the science of circumstances
acquire more knowledge of Phrenology, and the promoters of
the study of Phrenology make themselves better acquainted with
the yet almost unknown powers which the science of circum
stances will develope to mankind. There is no necessity for con
tests of opinion between these parties, but much for union and
harmony.
REPLY BY MR J. D. HOLM.

The human animal is the ruler and subjugator of all other
animals. By what means is he thus powerful ? By means of
the various moral and mental faculties with which Nature has en
dowed him ; for his physical powers as regards strength, or swift
ness, or range of motion, are inferior to those of most of the lower
animals. For the subjection of some animals, Secretiveness was
necessary; for others, Combativeness, Destructiveness, and various
other organs acting in combination under the general guidance
of mind. The peculiar and distinctive faculties which have
enabled him to assume and preserve his superiority, are the great
types of his nature ; t h e y are the base of his character, and the
power of circumstances (which none but fools deny), is only a
secondary power, able to modify, but not form any specific cnaracter.
W e see every day children born of the same parents, treated
in the same manner, subjected to exactly similar influences, ex
hibiting totally opposite characters; as Shakspeare’s and Spurzheim’s families, out of thousands of other instances, prove: the
former was one out of ten children, and the latter one out of a
large family.
The Siamese twins (than whom, perhaps, no stronger instance
of necessitated similarity of circumstances can be adduced), are
very dissimilar characters. I have examined them both. Each
has a character peculiar to himself, and so has each individual,
upon which no circumstances can operate beyond a certain ex
tent.
The vessel formed to hold a pint, can, by no circumstances
(short of an entire change of its original conformation) be made
to hold a quart. The quick and warm cannot be made slow
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and cold, unless by operations calculated to destroy, not direct,
vital power; and, of course, such operations are not included
in the argument.
Place a race-horse and a dray-horse under exactly similar cir
cumstances from birth ; no human power can make them change
characters, or approximate to each other in character: as im
possible is it to effect such changes or assimilations in men who
are naturally greatly dissimilar.
Circumstances, as a secondary power, may modify charac
ter ; but nature, as a primary power, will prevail over all cir
cumstances.
Thus, then, I contradict Mr Owen’s notion that phrenologi
cal organization is of less consequence than education. Educa
tion is only second to organization, but it is second.
M r Owen’s acknowledgment that Phrenology may be made
a useful study, and a great aid to enable roan to know himself,
is a poor palliative to his assertion, that phrenologists are at this
moment leading the public astray, and that all of which they
are capable is to make a “ shrewd guess” at the characters of
individuals. I assert that the phrenologist’s exposition of cha
racter is not conjectural. He can lay his hand upon a roan’s
head and say with certainty (such being the case), “ Sir, you
have great Self-esteem, and small Conscientiousness; the one
will make you think highly of any scheme merely because it is
your own, and the other will prevent your being sufficiently
particular as to the means by which you advance it. You have
Jarge Benevolence, but Causality and Comparison are not greatly
developed ; and, therefore, you do not see with sufficient clear
ness the scope and result of your aims.”
A sudden and cursory manipulation, which is almost all that
a phrenologist is ever allowed, is not sufficient to do justice to
the science or the subject on which it is exercised. W hat artist
takes a likeness at a single sitting ? He may take a sketch, not
more. The same remark applies to phrenologists.
M r Owen asserts that phrenologists recognise the present state
of man as his natural state, and the present condition of society
as the natural and best arrangement of human affairs. Mr
Owen is mistaken. Few people see more clearly than phreno
logists that the present state of man is not in accordance with
his nature, and that the present arrangements of society are ob
jectionable.
That Mr Owen’s plans are immutably correct is yet a problem
to all but himself. I am not going to say they are not so. The
best method for him will be to bring, as soon as possible, the
principles of his science into actual operation. People will then
nave, liy ocular demonstration, the means of judging how far
his expectations are likely to be universally realized.
In the mean time, Phrenology will be content to go on ope
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rating that gradual change which has attended the progress of
man, the change which must be consequent upon inducing indi
viduals to look into their own organization, and their children's,
and treat them according to their peculiar natures.
The present age is prolific of plans for human improvement;
but the administration of all plans must be committed to human
agency. How are we to guard^gainst their being administered
corruptly P Every projector appears much in the situation of
the, young mouse m the fable, who recommended a bell to be
hung about Grimalkin’s neck, which, by ringing whenever she
moved, would infallibly give notice of her mischievous approach.
This was declared, by an assembly of rats and mice, a most ad
mirable scheme; but for one difficulty—who was to put the bell
about pussy’s neck ?
Phrenology, which puts a mirror into each person’s hand, by
means of which he sees himself and his fellow-creatures, appears
to me the only talisman, and phrenological education the only
sure road to future improvement.

A R T IC L E I I I .
COMMENTS ON M R HANCOCK’S “ L E T T E R ON T H E FUNC
TIONS OF T H E ORGANS OF COMPARISON AND W IT ,”
contained in No. 45 of the Phrenological Journal. B y H . G W a t 
son , F. L. S.

I n No. 46. of the Phrenological Journal, I observe a letter
on the Functions of Comparison and W it, signed “ George
Hancock.” This gentleman,treats of the functions of the or
gans named as being still imperfectly understood, and also as
if the conjectural explanations thereof referred solely to the ques
tions about the perception of resemblance and difference agitated
by M r Scott. Of course, M r Hancock can write his own opi
nions of the views of any other persons in his own w ay; but I
will take the liberty of reminding him, that, in professing to
treat of an agitated question as a question o f science, it is usual
for writers to assign some reason for utterly disregarding the
facts or arguments of another party, tending to a different con
clusion in respect of the subject under consideration. I f M r
Hancock feels as much interested in the progress and accuracy
of phrenological science as he professed to be, he can scarcely be
ignorant that M. Schwartz of Stockholm, and the writer of
this, have each suggested explanations as to the functions of
W it and Comparison, essentially different from those either of
Spurzheim or M r Scott. And with due deference be it written,
that none of the others, including Mr Hancock himself, has cited
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so many facts and cases to illustrate and support his own views
as I have done. On what grounds are these rejected ? Look
ing to the wonted customs of writers on science, it ought to have
been unnecessary for me to put such a query, before proceeding
to examine the suggestions of M r Hancock, which I feel in some
measure,called on to do, having published such very different
conclusions on the same point» and certainly not yet abandoned
them.
My reasons for rejecting the views both of Spurzheim and M r
Scott, will be found briefly noticed in Combe's System o f Phre
nology, 3d edition ; and more fully explained in the Phrenolo
gical Journal, vol. vi. p. 383, and p. 451. I t is needless here
to repeat them. But I shall take the liberty of commenting on
some of the points in M r Hancock's letter, in the order of their
occurrence, premising that most of his arguments are answered
by anticipation in the papers referred to.
I t appears to me that Mr Hancock has expressed himself very
happily in suggesting, “ that a small organ of Colour does not
see a resemblance between colours which a more powerful organ
perceives to be different ; neither does a feeble organ of Tune
perceive harmony where a larger organ discovers discord. The
feeble organs, in both cases, only do not perceive differences,
which is a very different thing from perceiving resemblances."
But in his explanation by a query, “ for how can any organ,
whether large or small, perceive resemblances which do not in
fact exist ?" he surely assumes what no one ever intended to
say. Neither Spurzheim nor Combe could commit the ab
surdity of saying that an organ perceived what did not exist.
M r Hancock admits that organs perceive resemblances and
differences between the things or qualities of which they are se
verally cognizant. “ But," he says, “ it does not therefore ap
pear to me to be a very legitimate conclusion, that because each
intellectual organ perceives both resemblances and differences
existing between the peculiar qualities of which such organ is
alone fitted to take cognizance, another organ, which is known
to take cognizance o f resemblances existing between qualities o f
which it takes no cognizance, but concerning which other organs
are alone conversant, should be the same organ as that which
takes cognizance of differences between them." This is fairly
reasoned from the. assumption, the type of which is altered to
italics (by myself, not in the original) ; but this assumption is
utterly unproved, if my construction of the words be correct.
An illustration will explain this. A chestnut horse does not
resemble a chestnut ; but the colour of such a horse resembles
the colour of a chestnut. The organ of Colour perceives the
colours, and compares the colours ; but it does not compare the
horse and chestnut. So, if for a moment we assume that the
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called Comparison.does perceive conditions, we then say
that it also compares those conditions, without at all perceiving
resemblance or difference between the things existing in such
•conditions. Here lies the essential difference; and Here it is
that persons probably err, who say Comparison perceives re
semblances between things or qualities of which other organs are
cognizant* To me it appears that it is not between such th in «
op qualities» but between something appertaining to such; which
aoMBTHiNa it is.the function of Comparison to take cognizance
.of,, whether singly or compared» In my eyes, it seems wonder
fully absurd to assert, on any evidence yet adduced, that the
.organ of Comparison actually and literally compares a colour to
a sound.; but there may be something appertaining to the colour
scarlet and the trumpet's sound, which is perceived and corn
e r e d , by that org^n.
Mr Hancock next advances illustrative arguments founded on
•bis own ready perception of resemblances, where his brother
traces only differences. As arguments these will fall to the
ground, unless the similitude and dissimilitude be altogether in the
•¿jun? thing, quality, state, or whatever else. From M r Hancock's
-.words.! suspect such not to be the case. I shall beg leave to
illustrate this by &story, which is. also, applicable to what is said
hi the preceding paragraph. “ How exactly alike,'9 one day
exclaimed Mr Form, “ are those four things; they are perfect
cubes!" “ True," said M r Size, “ each of them exactly six
inches on every side." “ O h ! you are altogether mistaken,"
cried M r Colour, “ they are by no means all alike;, they match
only in pairs; two of them are red, the other two are green."
Whereupon M r Size and M r Colour had a vehement dispute
about the accuracy of M r Form's remark, each accusing the
other of obstinacy and incapacity. A t length they agreed to
refer the matter in dispute to M r Individuality, renowned for
his great store of learning and accuracy of observation. Mr Individuality speedily pronounced judgment, and displeased both
by saying that neither was correct, tor all four objects differed,
.one being an iron-weight, the second a wooden-box, the third a
.lump of soap, the fourth a piece of glass. This judgment was
¿confirmed by M r Weight, who found that the first was many
times heavier than the second, while the other two had different
■and intermediate gravities, Mr Size and M r Colour remained
unconvinced, and steadily maintained the accuracy of their own
respective judgments. I t is presumed that M r Hancock will
allow all these disputants and judges to have been iu part cor,rect. Size, perceiving and comparing dimensions, found only
likeness; Weight, perceiving and comparing gravity, found
only difference. So, in two points or things presented to tbe
mind, the organ of Comparison may perceive something.com
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mon to both, while that of W it detects something in each not
shared by the other; or the converse may hold, W it taking
cognizance of something that is common, while Comparison sees
something peculiar. This is not demonstrated; but I appre
hend that all the facts admit of such an explanation, ana that
analogy is wholly in favour of it.
In the illustration, taken from the silly arguments of the opposers of Phrenology, about Benevolence and Destructiveness
neutralizing each other, as acid and alkali, M r Hancock appears
almost gliding into the same error he had well pointed out in
respect to the perception of resemblance and non-perception of
difference; for he speaks of “ an active organ of Comparison in
ducing a habit which inclines the individual to infer identity in
all cases in which diflerenee is not perceived.” Now, according
to M r Hancock's own views, the active organ of Comparison
should be peculiarly accurate in reading resemblances, and not
be inclined to infer them merely.
My papers before referred to, have furnished the reply to M r
Hancock’s queries regarding the more important uses of Com
parison and W it, u than that of merely giving an ornament and
a charm to conversation.” As to the excitement of laughter by
certain styles of wit, I feel disposed to say that it is always in
connection with some excitement of the animal organs, if not
altogether dependent thereon. The most highly intellectual
and moral minds are little prone to laughter, and persons thus
endowed rarely or never give “ a hearty laugh.” I quite agree
with M r Hancock, that the organ called W it is not the Monly
organ by means of which th ^
>tion” (the perception
cited.
I agree with him, from the fact that nine in ten of the
witty members of society have Individuality or Eventuality, and
often Language and Comparison, better developed than W it No
class of persons in England is so noted for wit as that of the bar.
The prevailing development of successful lawyers is in Indivi
duality, Eventuality, and Language.
Lastly, with regard to Mr Hancock's name of asrimiUtiivenes*—it is quite inadmissible, being formed of a term already
applied to science, and used nearly in its popular sense, which is
not that of resemblance simply. It implies the conversion of
one thing into another. Animals convert or assimilate their food
into parts of their own structure. Until some definite result is
arrived at, the old name of Comparison ought to continue; an
other might mislead as much.
Before concluding, I beg to express to Mr Hancock an assu
rance that no personal attack on himself is in any way intended
by the comments pn his letter, although the necessary intrusion
of some egotism in my first paragraph might possibly suggest
VOL. IX .-—NO. XLVl
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such an idea. I t masters not to others who is right or who is
wrong, so that truth be at length elicited by the conflict of
opinion and argument. An earnest desire that the definitions
in Phrenology should assume the precision found in those of
other sciences, induces me to watch for whatever can throw light
on the essential functions of the organs, very few of which can
be regarded as fully ascertained. Phrenology cannot become a
mature science until we use exact terms and exact definitions.
H ewett C ottrell W atson.
T hames D itto *,

September 2.

1335.

A R T IC L E IV.
ON T H E USES AND MODES OF A C T IV IT Y OF DESTRUC
TIVENESS. By Mr R obert Cox. (Concluded from p. 424.)

H itherto we have considered only those emotions and ac
tions which arise from Destructiveness when roused by dis
agreeable affections of the other organs. Destructiveness, we
have seen, by starting into activity whenever any faculty suffers
pain, is of eminent utility as an inciter to self-defence—as thè
source of an emotion which terrifies unprincipled men from in
fringing upon our rights and enjoyments. Such, in fact, ap
pears to be the leading object for which we have been endowed
with this propensity ; ana such is almost exclusively the pur
pose which, in well-regulated minds, it actually serves.
“ Ev’n the good patient man, whose reason rules,
Rous’d by bold insult, and injurious rage,
With sharp and sudden check th’ astonish’d sons
Of violence confounds ; firm as his cause,
His bolder heart ; in awful justice clad ;
H is eyes eiftilging a peculiar fires
And, as he charges through the prostrate war,
H is keen arm teaches faithless men, no more
To dare the sacred Vengeance of the just.” •

That there exist, however, even in the most civilized coun
tries of Europe, many persons in whom the faculty, from the dis
proportionate size of its organ, is naturally so active and ener
getic that no outward stimulus is necessary to bring it into mis
chievous exercise, is a fact which, however lamentable, is too
notorious to be denied. In such cases there is a tendency, not
merely to resent injuries sustained, but to inflict them through
ure love of mischief—to curse, defame, torment, mutilate, kill,
>face, or destroy. However revolting this doctrine may ap^
pear, every one who knows human nature must bear witness
to its truth. M Observe,”, says Lprd Karnes, the harsh usage

S
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that tame birds receive from children, without any apparent
cause; the neck twisted about, feathers plucked off, the eye
thrust out with a bodkin ; a baby thrown out at a window or
tom to pieces. There is nothing more common than flat stones
that cover the parapets of a bridge thrown down, the head of a
young tree cut off, or an old tree barked. This odious prin
ciple,'” continues his Lordship, “ is carefully disguised after the
first dawn of reason, and is indulged only against enemies, be
cause then it appears innocent." * Happy would it be if this
concluding remark were true to the letter—if, after thè dawh
of reason, the propensity were always disguised, and its opera
tions directed against enemies alone. But in the wanton cruel
ties which the history of the world in every age so largely exhi
bits, there is incontestible evidence that the fact is deplorably
otherwise. Of how many horrible practices have not the rulers
of mankind, for example, been guilty !—
“ What studied torments, tyrant, hast for me ?
What wheels ? racks ? fires ? What flaying ? boiling ? burning
In leads or oils? What old or newer torture
Must I receive?” +

Nor is man in private life less chargeable with following the
suggestions of an unbridled Destructiveness
“ Witness at his foot
The spaniel dying for some venial fault,
Under dissection of the knotted scourge ;
Witness the patient ox, with stripes and yells
Driv'n to the slaughter, goaded, as he runs,
To madness ; while the savage at his heels
Laughs at the frantic sufferer’s fury, spent
Upon the guiltless passenger o'erthrown.” $

In one of Montaigne's essays, there is a striking passage on the
height to which the passion for destruction sometimes rises. “ I
could scarcely persuade myself," says he, in allusion to the cruel
ties practised during the Frénch civil wars of the sixteenth cen
tury, “ I could scarcely persuade' myself, before I saw it with
my eyes, that there could be found out souls so cruel and fell,
who, for the sole pleasure of murder, would hack and lop off
the limbs of others, and sharpen their wits to invent unusual tor
ments and new kinds of death, without hatred, without profit,
and for no other end but only to enjoy the pleasant spectacle of
the gestures and motions, the lamentable groans and cries, of a
man in anguish." §
There are on record many cases of murder and incendiarism
committed without any external motive whatever. Two Ger* Sketches, B. ii. Sk. 1.
W inter's Tale, Act iii. Sc. 2.
Cowper’a Task, B . vi.
§ Essays, book ii. chap. xi. p. ICO. Cotton's TransL London, 1G85.
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man women, Gottfried* and Zwanziger, *f* were executed a few
years ago for poisoning a great number of their relations and
friends; the latter exclaiming, after she was condemned, that
her death was a fortunate thing for others, as she felt that she
could not have left off poisoning had she lived. D r Gall speaks
of an old fiddler who murdered thirty-four persons without any
malicious or furtive intent, but for the mere pleasure of killing. J
H e mentions also a Dutch robber who used to throw people in
to the canals, purely with the view of enjoying the spectacle of
thek dying struggles. 8 M r Schiotz, a Danish magistrate and
hrenologist, reports tne case of a boy who was brought before^
im for setting fire to a house belonging to a neighbour with*
whom he had always been on good terms. “ At the sight of the
fire,’' says M r S., a he ran to his mother and told her of it, but
without naming himself as the perpetrator. To the question,
W hy he had committed the crime? he answered, That he did
not know. He has always been inclined to do mischief; has of
ten spoiled the materials on the field ; has broken the windowglasses in many honses, &c. &c., at all times the property of peo
ple who never had offended him.” M. Schiotz states that the
boy's “ organ of Benevolence was so small, that the cranium at
that place formed a concavity so considerable, that it surprised
every one who saw him, and bore the appearance of having been
iroduced by external injury; yet, according to the relation of
lis parents, no such injury had ever been sustained. Destruc
tiveness, on the other hand, was extremely great; it projected
on both sides beyond the ears. The forehead was low.” || In
the head of the woman Gottfried, of which the Phrenological
Society possesses a cast, the organ of Destructiveness is enor
mously developed, while that of Benevolence is very deficient.
I t is rare that Destructiveness acts so powerfully as in the
foregoing cases, when no disease is present; but among the in
sane such manifestations are of very frequent occurrence, and in
deed are mentioned in almost every treatise on mental derange
ment* One writer, for instance, reports the case of a servant
girl in the country, happy in her situation, and liked by her
master and mistress, but wno, one day, when making a toast for
the tea, was suddenly seized with a propensity to set fire to the
barn-yard, which she instantly went out ana did.fT For this
insane act, the poor girl was executed. Sometimes Destructive
ness is the only organ diseased—Benevolence, Conscientiousness,
Adhesiveness, and the intellect being left unimpaired; in which

S
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* Phren. Joum. voL vii. p. 500. See another case, ibid. p. 490.
f Foreign Quarterly Review, No. xvi. pp. 869-275.
$ Gall, iv. 90.
§ Ibid. p. 93. See also p. 170.
| Phren. Joum. viil 03. Two similar cases are mentioned by Gall, L 430;
iii. 158-100.
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case the patient earnestly calls out to his friends to save themselves from his fury by flight, or entreats them to bind him when
the paroxysm is felt approaching. “ J e suis entraîné,” exclaim
ed a French murderer mentioned by Gall, “ par une force irre
sistible à répandre le sang de mes semblables.” *
• Neither in destructive insanity, nor in the motive which ac
tuated Gottfried, Zwanzigér, and the Danish boy, does any
trace of anger, jealousy, envy, or hatred, appear ; for these emo
tions (which are evidently compounds of Destructiveness with
Self-esteem or some other faculty disagreeably excited) of course
can have no existence where Destructiveness alone is in action.
W ith respect to the origin of anger, some confusion has pre
vailed among phrenologists. By Dr Spurzbeimf and Dr CaldwelJJ it seems to be regarded as an affection of Corabativeness ;
but this opinion is overthrown by the fact that courage, the uni
versally admitted function of Combativeness, so far from keep
ing pace with irascibility, is often very deficient where the latter
abounds, whereas the tendency to injure is a never-failing atten
dant of wrath. Others have argued, that no faculty except Dè.structiveness is concerned in the production of anger : were this
the fact, however, the emotion ought uniformly to be felt when
Destructiveness is much excited, whether that excitement be pro
duced through the medium of other organs painfully affected,
or by the inflammation or very great development of Destruc
tiveness itself. There is neither proof nor probability that this
organ, rendered active by one cause, gives birth to an emotion
different from that accompanying the same activity produced by
another cause.
When any propensity is powerful and vivacious, it not only
gives a desire to act in a certain way, but causes the individual
to take a deep interest in such actions, and to derive pleasure
from seeing tnem, or reading about them, performed by others.
He who has Combativeness large, delights in witnessing con
tention, and reads with pleasure a well-written narrative of
daring adventure ; the secretive man studies with eagerness a
history of the intrigues and machinations of crafty statesmen ;
and be who has great Locality, is fond of perusing accounts of
voyages and travels. In the same way, persons highly endowed
with Destructiveness, but whose morality, intellect, or Love of
• Gall, Hi. 174. In this and another case noticed at p. 177 of the same
volume, however, it is not evident that disease was the cause of this u irresisti
ble temptation to kill and shed blood the sine of the organ having been in
both heads enormous. Many additional cases of destructive inssnity will be
found in Gall, L 399, 417-423, 447-457 ; ü 470 ; iv. 99-110, 170 : D r Combe
on Mental Derangement, p. 258 : Simpson on Popular Education, App. N o. If.,
and Phren. Jour. i. 36 ; viiL 144.
t PhiL Prin. of Phren. pp. 37, 53.
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Approbation^ is too strong to allow them to he personally the iiw
Aiders of suffering or death, find pleasure in witnessing bull
fights, military floggings, and executions of criminals. “ Nature,"
says Montaigne, “ has herself, I doubt, imprinted in man a kind
o f instinct to inhumanity : nobody takes pleasure in seeing beasts
play and caress one another, but every one is delighted with see
ing them dismember and tear one another to pieces."* Professor
Bruggmanus of Leyden told Gall and Spurzheim of a Dutch
'est, whose desire to witness slaughter was so great that he
zarae chaplain of a regiment, solely that be might have an
opportunity of seeing men destroyed in battle. To gratify the
propensity still farther, he kept in his house a number of do
mestic animals, as dogs, cats, and the like, that he might have
tlie pleasure of killing their young with his own hands. He also
slaughtered the animals for his kitchen, and was acquainted with
all the hangmen of the country, who sent him regular notice of
each execution; and he did not grudge to travel on foot for several
days to be a spectator of the scene.-}- This sort of disposition is
alluded to by Sir Walter Scott, in Quentin Durward, where he
speaks of the existence of “ men of undoubted benevolence of^
character, whose principal delight it is to see a miserable cri-'
minal, degraded alike by his previous crimes and the sentence
which he has incurred, conclude a vicious and wretched life by
an ignominious and cruel death." People whose Destructiveness
is powerful, are generally fond of witnessing tragedy; and, if they
have a taste for scenery, they may probably be found to pre
fer such as partakes of the dreary sublime—that, namely, which
is characterised by an aspect of ctesolation. Love of the terrible
sublime has with great shew of reason been conjectured to arise
from a combination of Ideality with Cautiousness.^
When Destructiveness is disproportionately vigorous in a
clergyman, it gives rise to a style o f religious instruction by no
means accordant with the mild and peaceful spirit of Christianity.
Of this class of preachers a vivid and striking picture has been
drawn by D r Caldwell, in his “ New Views of Penitentiary
Discipline." After describing what a Christian minister ought
to be, he proceeds thus.:—“ How different is this, both in ap
pearance and result, from that miserable substitute for religious
and moral teaching,«—that revolting caricature of piety, whining»
coarse, obstreperous, and denouncing,—which so often assails us
in places of worship, and which has its source as exclusively in
the animal organs, as the uproar of the bacchanalian, the shout
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t Gall sur les Fonctions des Cerveau, ir. 88.
t Combe’s System of Phrenology, 3d edition, p. 330.
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of battle, or the bowling of wolves ! This indecent storminess
of instruction affects alone the animal compartment of the brain,
because, as just stated, it is itself grossly animal; and we venture
to assert, that no teacher or minister ever practised it, who was
himself largely developed in his moral ana reflecting compart
ments; we mean in whom those compartments fairly predomi
nated, and gave character to the individual. On the truth of
this we would be willing to peril the fate of Phrenology. It.is
a cast of pulpit-pugilists alone, with heads of the true rufiian
mould, or nearly approaching it, that deal in nothing but dis
courses of terror; who, in sermonizing or otherwise teaching,
exercise their combative and destructive faculties to drive their
flocks into the pale of their religion, precisely as they would em
ploy a whip or a goad to drive sheep into a fold, or black cattle
into their stalls. Terror is their chief, if not their only instrument of reform ; and a worse can scarcely be imagined. Their
appeal is to Cautiousness, the organ of the craven passion of fear,
whose influence never infused morality or religion into any one,
and never can. Their plea of conversion and worship is not
gratitude for existence and all its enjoyments, nor yet the love
of moral purity and holiness, but the dread of punishment.
They would frighten sinners into heaven, as a mere refuge from
a place of torment.”
In addition to the uses of Destructiveness treated of in the
previous portion of this essay, another important end which it
serves yet remains to be illustrated.
In surveying the constitution of man, and its relations to the
external world, certain modes of action are perceived to be in-'
dispensable conditions of our welfare and happiness. I t is ne
cessary, for example, to supply the stomach with food ; to build
houses, and fabricate clothing and implements; to watch over
the inrancy of every individual with patient assiduity ; to asso
ciate with our fellows for mutual assistance and protection ; and to
accumulate the produce of industry so as to secure ourselves from
want. Now, to the performance of these and similar actions, two
classes of motives may be conceived—first, the intellect, con
templating the remote advantages which ensue from perform
ance, and the evils necessarily attending neglect *, and, secondly,
special faculties urging to, and giving pleasure in, the perform
ance itself. I t is obvious, however, that had man been endowed
with intellect alone, his ignorance at the beginning of his career
would have rendered the perception of distant results impossible,
and the duties enumerated must have been so generally ne
glected, that the race could never have emerged from barbarism ;
and even if we suppose them to have possessed (what even now
they are far from possessing) an amount of knowledge sufficient
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for the purpose, they would have acted solely with the aim of
securing the ultimate good, and every intermediate step would
have been regarded as an insipid or irksome task. To avoid
this result, the Creator has wisely and bountifully furnished us
with propensities directly urging us to the performance of our
indispensable duties, and giving rise, at the same time, to end
less gratification in executing the bare means of attaining our
objects. Alimentiveness renders eating very agreeable for its
own sake; Philoprogenitiveness is the source of intense delight
in the rearing of children ; Constructiveness gives us pleasure in
fashioning rude materials into houses, clothing, tools, ornaments,
and other useful articles; Acquisitiveness renders it agreeable
to store up and take care of wealth, without any view to its uti
lity; Order makes cleanliness pleasant even to those who are
ignorant of its conduciveness to health; and Self-Esteem de
rives from the possession of authority, and from the deference
of inferiors, an amount of happiness often more than adequate to
counterbalance the trouble which necessarily accompanies die
duties of a governor or superintendent.—Let these observations
be now appUed to Destructiveness.
Many operations which imply destruction are indispensable in
the business of life. W e must kill animals for food and com
mercial purposes—rid ourselves of noxious vermin—perform
surgical operations—destroy weeds and many unsightly and un
wholesome objects—and stimulate by chastisement animals useful
to man, but insensible to higher motives. Even in manufactur
ing processes, fabrication and destruction generally go hand in
hana. Now, I conceive that Destructiveness has exactly the
same relation to such actions that Alimentiveness has to eating,
Acquisitiveness to hoarding, Constructiveness to building, and
Self-Esteem to the exercise of authority; that is to say, it urges
to, and gives us positive gratification in performing, acts which in
themselves are only the means of producing useful or indispen
sable results. And moreover, just as Combativeness gives
pleasure in witnessing contention, so does Destructiveness in
spire a sort of placid gratification when we behold the decay and
perishing of so many objects around us. Had Benevolence been
implanted in the mind without Destructiveness, the pain occasioned to it by the suffering which we are frequently compel
led to witness—by “ the wrong and outrage with which earth
is filled”—would have been altogether unbalanced; whereas,
by giving us Destructiveness, Nature, as M r Combe well ob
serves,* “ has steeled our minds so far as to fit us for our condi
tion, and to render scenes which our situation constrains us to
witness not insupportable.”
9 System of Phrenology, 3d edit. p. 172*
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T h* April Number of the French Journal makes a very re
spectable appearance, and contains articles, of more or less im
portance, by Fossati, Voisin, Richard, the celebrated Andral,
Casimir Broussias, Imbert, Rolandis of Turin, and Duchesne.
One of the most remarkable is a letter dated Vienna, 1st Octo
ber 1798, in which Dr Gall gives his friend Retzer an outline
of the work he was then preparing on theJunctions o f the brain%
and the possibility o f discovering certain talents and disposition2*
by the configuration o f the head and slculL D r Gall there spe
cifies very exactly the extent and results of his researches and
discoveries up to that time, and expounds the great principles
which he afterwards so successfully established in his large work«
The letter thus becomes a sort of historical document, and w.e
are indebted to D r Fossati for having rescued it from oblivion,
by translating and publishing it in the French Journal. In a
communication addressed to D r Elliotson of London, and pre
fixed to the letter of D r Gall, D r Fossati remarks that this let
ter is precious as affording evidence of Gall alone being the d i s covKASa of Phrenology, its date being two years prior to the
time at which Spurzheim first became one of his hearers. Fossati adds, that ne insists upon this point because several phre
nologists who have received their knowledge from Spurzheim
give him a great share m the discovery, and even sometimes
place him above Gall—which, he says, they will now no longer be.
able to d a
W ith all due deference to D r Fossati, we consider such a
commentary from him as neither more nor less than pure twad
dle. He knows perfectly well that Spurzheim himself, in his
various publications and lectures, was scrupulous in giving Gall
the sole merit of the discovery, and in stating that he himself
first became his hearer in 1800. W hy, then, make such an insi
nuation as is implied in saying that many of those phrenologists
who derived their knowledge from Spurzheim were w tempted*
to ascribe higher merit to him than to Gall ? Can he point out
a single phrenologist who has assigned to Spurzheim any share
in the original discovery f W e have never met with such a
phrenologist, nor can we conceive his existence possible. Before
a man can become a phrenologist, he must know what Phreno
logy is ; and before ne can know what it is, he must of necessity
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become acquainted with the mode of its discovery, and with the
fact that n> Gall alone the glory of making the discovery is due.
W e hope, therefore, that Dr Fossati will not again, without rea
son, throw out remarks of this nature, which tend only to grati
fy bad passions, and to prejudice in the public mind the great
cause in which we are all equally interested.
The second article is an excellent translation, by M. Richard,
of Mr Combe's Outlines of Phrenology, as originally published
in the Transactions of the Phrenological Society. I t is intend
ed to convey to the less advanced readers a condensed view of
what is known in Phrenology, and is preceded by some judicious
remarks by the translator, whose contributions, by the way, in
dicate the possession of a philosophic understanding, and consi
derable acquaintance with the principles of the science.
A report on the state of the idiot children under the care of
D r Voisin, at the Hospital of Incurables in Paris, follows next
in order; and its contents form an instructive commentary on
the doctrine so long maintained by some philosophers, that all
ideas come to us through the medium of the external senses, and
are merely images, as it were, of what exists without. D r Voi
sin describes the lowest class of his patients as reduced to a ve
getative existence, and performing no other functions than those
of digesting and breathing. “ The organs q f the senses are open
and w ellfirm ed, hut they fin d nothing to which to transmit the
impressions q f ike external world; the impression is confined to
the organ— to the ear or to the eye— but excites no movement in
the m ind; nothing seems to have any purpose to serve in their
organization; every thing is vague and without aim ; the eye is
not fixed on its object, the ear does not listen, the hand does not
stretch forth, the imperious cravings of hunger are felt in vain ;
food is before their eyes, but they know not how to carry it to
the mouth ; there is no attention, no perception :—sentiments,
affections, passions, and intelligence, are alike absent, along with
every other quality peculiar to man." Let the philosophers con
struct a rational creature out of such materials, and we shall at
once yield to the external senses all the high prerogatives which
have been claimed for them.
D r Voisin states as an observation never before made by any
author, but which seems to us a truism, “ that in most idiots
the manifestations which appear first are all instinctive and ani
mal that, “ in the development of the lateral and posterior
parts of the head, nature is rarely deficient in her work; and
that she has a manifest predilection for the animal faculties, as
being necessary to the propagation and preservation of the living
being, and therefore given to man only in common with the in
ferior creatures." Dr Voisin adds, “ that in newly born infants
the same parts are in high development, while the anterior portion
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of the brain exists merely in a rudimentary state.11 This m so
true, that we have known many parents who, in ignorance of the
fact, were greatly alarmed at the unpromising proportions of the
different parts of the brain in their own infants; and we have been
surprised at the rapidity of the change which takes place du
ring the first year or two, when we have measured heads with
callipers at intervals of a month or six weeks.
D r Gall has laid it down as a fact to which there is no ex
ception, that where the brain is so small that the head does not
exceed thirteen inches in its horizontal circumference, idiocy is
the invariable consequence. D r Voisin made observations to
verify this assertion, and he found it substantiated by every
one of his cases. In the lowest class of idiots, where the intel
lectual manifestations were null, the horizontal circumference,
taken a little higher than the orbit, varied from eleven to thirteen
inches, while the distance from the root of the nose backwards
over the top of the head to the occipital spine was only be
tween eight and nine inches. When the size varied from four
teen to seventeen inches of horizontal measurement, and eleven
or twelve in the other direction, glimpses of feelings and random'
intellectual perceptions were observable, but without any power
of attention or fixity of ideas. Lastly, when the first measure
ment extended to eighteen or nineteen inches, although the head
was 8till small, the intellectual manifestations were regular
enough, but deficient in intensity. In a full-sized head, the first
measurement is equal to twenty-two inches, and the second to
about fourteen inches. So large was the head of Spurzheim, that
even on the skull, these two measurements amount to
and
l S / 0 inches respectively. Those who deny the influence of size
of the brain on the manifestations of the mind, should reconcile
these facts with their own views, before they denounce phreno
logy as at variance with nature, and maintain that, so far as vi
gour of mind is concerned, it is indifferent whether the head be
large or small.
The next article is a discourse delivered at the annual ge
neral meeting of the Society by the celebrated pathologist and
professor, Andral, in his capacity of president. In this discourse
Andral endeavours to remove existing prejudices, by shewing
that Gall's leading ideas are in strict harmony with the prin
ciples which have always been followed by physiologists in en
deavouring to discover the functions of the bodily organs, and that
their truth is established by a body of evidence, direct and in
direct, which it is impossible to resist. w In what I have just
said,11 continues the Professor, “ I have only one aim, and it is
to prove that the science of which Gall is the founder mu6t
henceforward be included among the grave and serious studies
of physiology. The question is not now whether Gall or his
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successors have committed any mistakes in determining the func
tions of individual portions of the brain : even although none of
the organs were yet ascertained, the fundamental principles of the
science would not on that account have existed the less, and
sooner or later they would have led to the accumulation of facta
and the filling up of details. But if Phrenology be true, do not
concern yourselves about its future success, for there is no ex
ample of an important truth once fairly launched, having failed
to make its way. I t must, however, pay the usual tax of e n try ;
some one must be put to inconvenience in its progress, and few
people are fond of being set aside. I t Aar, moreover^ the great
fa u lt o f being younger than those whom it pretends to enlighten ;
but let it alone, and it will soon throw all obstacles behind it
with marvellous force.” W e recommend these remarks to the
Serious consideration of such medical students as are deterred
from the study by the influence of our own prejudiced profea
sors. Andreis professional reputation and laooors may be put
in the scale against those of any of our living teachers.
D r Casimir Broussais* annual report of the Society’s proceed
ings, is a very interesting document, and we wish we could ex
tract it entire. I f the Phrenological Society here were to hold
a public meeting once a year, ana to have a similar report read,
it would be very useful m stimulating the members to exertion,
and in exciting public attention to the study of Phrenology.
W e hope the Council of the Society will take this into its seri
ous consideration. The chief additions made to the Parisian
museum during the last season consist of the skull of a hydro*
cephalous idiot, a number of skulls and casts of the brains ox dif
ferent species of dogs, and several casts of remarkable characters
presented by that indefatigable collector, M. Dumoutier. Among
the latter is a cast of Lemoine, who murdered the chambermaid
of Madame Dupuy tren, and who combined uncontrollable pas
sions with a taste for literature, and wrote an epistle in very to
lerable verse to a friend the evening before his execution. The
cast presents an enormous development of Destructiveness, and
the animal organs in general, including Acquisitiveness, Com
bativeness, and Secretiveness. Self-esteem and Love of Appro
bation are ratlier deficient, and the reflecting intellect and
moral sentiments much too weak to resist the force of such
energetic propensities. Another cast is that of a young man,
Dcm
, confined in the Bic£tre, who began to steal at eight
years of age to satisfy his appetite for gormandizing, idleness, and
debauchery, and who was prevented by an accident from mur
dering his aunt for the purpose of robbing her. T he great
breadth at the temporal and lateral regions, or, in other words,
at Acquisitiveness, Alimentiveness, Destructiveness,4and Secro-
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tivcness, contrasts remarkably with the shallow coronal surface,
and small development of the organs of reflecting intellect.
Another cast presented to the Society was that of the young
D ub- ■
also confined at the Bicetre, and who is an exam
ple of one of those varieties of character which Phrenology alone
can explain. Duh--------- was born in easy circumstances, bujl
his inferior feelings were cultivated by the incessant quarrelling
and disorder going on around .him, and the harsh treatmenjt
which he received. Soon after the death of his father, be left
home in disgust; and being a regular gourmand, and fond of
public amusements, he contracted an intimacy with young vagabonds like himself, thieves by profession. Stealing by day, and
lying all night under the arches of the bridges, shivering from
cold, dying of hunger, without clothing and without shoes—or, in
other words, leading a life of wandering, privation, danger, and
uncertainty— was a source of enjoyment to him ; and yet he is so
beset with vanity, that he would risk every thing to procure arti
cles for the toilet, such as ear-rings, buckles, and other ornaments.
W hen in prison, he readily adopts a more correct line of con
duct, and gives great satisfaction to the authorities, i t is only
under temptation and the influence of bad company that he re
lapses. Prom his intelligence and general organization, Dr
Broussais considers him as a reclaimaUe subject, and thinks the
savage treatment he met with in early life is much to be blamed
for his subsequent excesses. He is only seventeen years of age.
The next case is very instructive. I t is that of a young man,
Urbain, who was forced by harsh treatment to flee from his
father's house at eight years of age, and who, at the instigation
of a companion, stole some copper money on which to subsist
till he could get into the navy. He was discovered and sent to
the galleys for seven years, and, after various vicissitudes, was
a second time imprisoned, but escaped, and subsequently was
four years in the service of a blanket-manufacturer, as shopman,
book-keeper, and confidential clerk, with large sums under his
.custody. On the ££d June eveiy year, he carried upwards of
L. £000 in specie to the coach-office, and gave great satisfaction
to his employers. Being now comfortable in circumstances, re
spected by those around him, and not naturally depraved, he
successfully resisted these temptations. But in an evil hour he
was recognised and denounced by a criminal who had been im
prisoned along with him, and, to satisfy the hw 9 he was imme
diately seized upon, disgraced, ruined, and sent back to prison.
This is one of tne numerous instances in which the power afford
ed by Phrenology, of discriminating character, would be of
immense service in protecting society, preventing crime, and re
forming offenders. Urbain's Acquisitiveness and Secretiveness
are large, but, under proper training in early life, he would
have turned out a useful and intelligent member of society.
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An account then follows of two suicides, in whom the sup
posed organ of the Love of Life was very feebly developed, and
who resorted to self-destruction as a deliverance from domestic
misery. From these unpleasant cases, D r Casimir Broussais
passes to others of a different kind, and exhibits men of genius
and of strong moral energies, labouring in accurate accordance
with their respective combinations of organs. One deaf and
dumb man travelled over Great Britain, tne United States, and
part of South America and of France, in his ardour to found
institutions for his fellow-sufferers, and is remarkable for a talent
for engraving, and for literature and languages. He possesses
a broad bullet head, with full knowing organs, moderate re
flection, abundance of Hope, Firmness, Ideality, and Love of
Approbation, and an active temperament. Another deaf and
dumb genius is next spoken of, and then several masks of mu
sicians are introduced and commented on ; but one of the most
remarkable of all the cases is that of the French pilot Henin,
-who so generously and devotedly risked his life, in endeavour
ing to save the convicts and crew of the English ship Amphitnte, wrecked at Boulogne in September 1888, and whose ser
vices were acknowledged by a subscription at Lloyds. Firm
ness, Courage, Benevolence, and Love of Approbation, are very
prominently developed, and equalled only by those which ap
pear in the* cast of Paillette, another Frenchman, who received
the “ prize of virtue" from the National Institute, for His ex
traordinary exertions and success in saving the lives of drown
ing people. The casts of Mailhe and Champollion close the list
of those presented during the past season, and give evidence that
the Parisian Society does not exist in vain.
The remaining articles consist of a letter by D r Voisin, ex
planatory of the nature of a new educational establishment
founded by him ; a communication by D r Imbert, on a sup
posed organ of Respirability; an account, by D r Rolandis, of
an atrocious murderer at T u rin ; and, lastly, a notice of the
eminently benevolent Negro, Eustache, formerly mentioned as
presenting an extraordinary development of the corresponding
organ. In alluding, at p. 184 of our 4£d Number, to the ac
count given of him in the French Journal, No. V., we expressed
a wish that farther details had been published. The present
notice by M. Duchesne supplies the desideratum.
W e were about to finish, when the French Journal for July
came into our hands. Its contents fully sustain the high cha
racter which its later numbers have acquired for i t ; and we
heartily congratulate the Parisian Society on the general ex
cellence of the contributions. I f our contemporary continues to
improve at the same rate, he will not fail to add greatly to his
circulation, as well as to his scientific reputation.
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The first article is an analysis of a Memoir on the Connexion
between the Physical and Moral Nature of Man, read by Profes
sor F. J . V. Broussais, on 16th and 23d August 1834, to the Academy of Moral and Political Sciences. The Professor has boldly
introduced Phrenology into his memoir, which, however, is to our .
taste somewhat too metaphysical. I t may be necessary to in
form the reader, that the Academy of Sciences is a branch of
the French Institute, a committee of which, consisting of MM.
Tenon, Sabatier, Portal, Pinel, and Cuvier, reported unfavour
ably on the anatomical discoveries of Gall and Spurzheim. This
was in 1808 ; and, from that time, no one before M. Broussais
ventured to espouse the cause of Phrenology within the walls of
the Institute. The reading of the present memoir, says the jour
nalist, ought therefore to be regarded as an epoch. “ The gaunt1
let is thrown, and the psychologists are now bound to take it up.
I t has been proved that their science cannot be otherwise than
incomplete ; seeing that they neglect the use of materials indis
pensable for its formation—that it is for the most part mere hy
pothesis, partaking more of romance than of science—and that
the only method of giving it a solid foundation and a firm su
perstructure is to put under contribution the facts unfolded by
Phrenology. The attack is vigorous—we shall see what kind
of defence will be made.”
The second article is an “ Essay on the Means of forwarding
the Progress of Phrenology ; and on the Advantages, Defects,
and Abuse of Cranioscopy ; by D r Bailly of Blois.” This is
one of the most vigorous, clear, and instructive articles which
have appeared in the French Journal, and we rejoice to find D r
Bailly so earnest in his endeavours to promote tne improvement
of Phrenology,-and to check the rashness of those who would
stretch it beyond the limits of its legitimate applications. Al
though the essay occupies thirty-nine pages, the subjects discussed
are so important that we intend to give a translation of the whole
in our next number. Dr Bailly insists much on the abuse of
cranioscopy by those who regard the form and size of the brain as
the sole objects to be attended to in judging of dispositions and
talents, and who ignorantly imagine every part of every head to
afford sufficient grounds for accurate phrenological deductions.
In reprobating the abuses of cranioscopy, however, he appears
to us to err on the other side, by restricting too much its uses
and applications. But to this subject we shall return hereafter.
The title of article third is—“ Phrenological Researches made
upon a Skull formerly supposed to be that of the famous Mar
chioness of Brinvilliers, but which is now proved to have be
longed to Madame Tiquet, another criminal, whose history is re
corded in the Causes Célèbres. By J . A. Leroi, of Versailles.”
The life of the Marchioness of Brinvilliers appears from the
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first volume of the Causes Célèbres to have been Kttfe else than
a tissue of murders, drunkenness, and debauchery. She was
condemned in 1676 to suffer death for her crimes, and to have
her body afterwards burnt and its ashes scattered to the wind.
Raving observed it stated in the Biographie UniverseOe9 article
“ Brinvilliers,* that her skull was to be seen in the Museum of
Versailles, M. Leroi obtained a sight of the skull, reputed to be
hers from the librarian, who, however, could give him no infor
mation about its origin, or whether it was really that of Brinvil
liers at all. M. Leroi, thinking that a phrenological examina
tion of it might throw some light on the matter, proceeded to
inspect it carefully. It seemed to have been artificially prepared,
ana to have belonged to a female from thirty-six to forty years
of age. The posterior and lateral portions of the head greatly
predominated over the superior and anterior, indicating an as
cendancy of the animal faculties over the moral and intellectual
wers. Amativeness, Love of Approbation, Secretiveness, and
»tructiveness, he found very large; Philoprogenitiveness,
Self-Esteem, Cautiousness, Acquisitiveness, and Firmness large ;
’with a pretty good development of Constructiveness and Vene
ration. The organs of all the other affective faculties appeared
to be very small ; and among the intellectual organs, that of W it
was the only one whose size was remarkable. These circum
stances, then, favoured the idea that the skull might have been
that of Brinvilliers, or at least of some other atrocious criminal.
Various considerations, however, tended to prove the inaccuracy
of the common belief. In the first place, the head of Brinvil
liers is known to have been very small, whereas the skull in
question is of unusual size ; secondly, she was fifty years of age
at the time of her execution, whereas this skull appears to be that
of a person between thirty and forty; and finally, as her body
was burnt after the execution, it is improbable that the skull, if
hers, would have been in such a perfect state of preservation.
But though satisfied that it was not the skull of Brinvilliers, M.
Leroi lost none of his confidence that it must nevertheless havç
belonged to some woman distinguished by great vices, if not for
atrocious c
a farther
niation wa___ „ 0
„ __________
count of various objects belonging to the institution, a notice of
a head designated Tête de Mme. Tiquet. This was an import
ant discovery ; for M. Leroi, actuated by his strong impression
that the skull was that of a criminal, lost no time in referring
to the Causes Célèbres, where he found, what he was so anxious
to obtain, the history of Madame Tiquet ; and its details fully
confirmed the accuracy of his deductions.
This lady was rich and beautiful, and married M. Tiquet,
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a counsellor of Parliament.' She had an ungovernable passion
for display, insomuch that three years after marriage, her hus
band was obliged to inform her that her fortune no longer
permitted the indulgence of her extravagance. Thenceforth
she conceived an implacable hatred against him, launched, info
a career of licentious gallantry, and, after failing in ap attempt to
poison him, got him murdered one evening as he was returning
home. For this crime she was beheaded in 1699. M. Leroi
enters into a comparison of her character with the development
of the individual organs, and finds a close agreement between
them.
A “ Notice of F. A. Henri, a poet and religious madman, by
M. Bernard Delafoese,” is the subject of the fourth article. I t
ia prefaced with expressions of regret that the skulls and casts
to be found in phrenological collections are seldom accompanied
by detailed notices respecting the organization and lives of the in
dividuals. M. Delafopse has produced an interesting notice of
this description; but our limits do not allow us to refer to it a t
greater length.
The next article is from the pen of Dr Bailly, and is entitled
“ Reply to the Memoir of M. Leuret on the Configuration of
the Brain of Man and the Mammiferous Animals, read to the
Academy of Medicine oil 7th March 1835.’’ This is a smart
and well-merited castigation of M. Leuret, a gentleman very ig
norant of Phrenology and the works of Gall, and who conceives
himself to have overturned the science by deducing absurd con
clusions from certain facts connected with the anatomy of the
brain, and mostly stated by D r Gall himself. Gall, it seems,
though be gives many engravings of skulls, “ singularly ne
glected the anatomical study of the c o n v o lu tio n sfo r a reply
to which “ inconceivable accusation,” D r Bailly refers to Gall’s
large work, and to some thousands of physicians of divers coun
tries, who, for upwards of twenty years, learned from the lecturep
of the founder of Phrenology the most accurate and rational
anatomy of the cerebral convolutions yet known. “ I affirm,”
be says, “ without fear of contradiction, that no anatomist be
fore Gall had ever the slightest idea of the true structure of the
convolutions. This has been acknowledged by Cuvier himself,
whom no one will accuse of too much partiality towards th$
works of Gall.” After describing the form and direction of the
cerebral convolutions in various animals, M. Leuret asks exultingly—“ How can the phrenologist get rid of these facts P He
places in the anterior region of the brain the organs which make
men philosophers, savans, and artists; yet these very parts
are found in the sheep, the ox, the goat, the horse, and the ass.
He ascribes the sentiment of Veneration to the diverticulum at
the top of the brain, although this diverticulum exists in all mamVOL. IX.----NO. XLVl.
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niiferous animals.'’ Bui why, asks D r Bailly, should M. Leuret
stop here ? All the organs which Gall has found in the human
brain are situated in some part of i t ; they are either at the top,
at the back, at the side, or at the base. Now, as the brains of
aJI animals have, like that of man, superior, anterior, lateral,
and basilar regions, why does not M. Leuret follow out his
principle, and conclude that every animal has the same facul
ties with the human race P The opinions held by phrenologists
on this subject ore well stated by Dr Bailly in two propositions:
—“ 1st, As inspection of the brain teaches nothing concerning
the nature of its functions, it is only by observation of the actions
of an animal that we can determine with what faculties it is en
dowed. &%, When observation of the habits of an animal has
proved it to possess a certain instinct or faculty, we must then
compare the brains of different individuals of the same spe
cies, in order to determine the precise cerebral part with which
that faculty is connected." Since, therefore, it is impossible, by
merely looking at the brain, to discover the functions of its dif
ferent parts, what grounds has M. Leuret for affirming that the
‘ convolution of Veneration is found in every animal ? The truth
is, that two brains, even supposing them perfectly equal in size,
weight, volume, and external shape, may nevertheless, if they
belong to animals of different species, genera, and classes, be the
seat of totally different faculties,—and this although the mate
rial organization has exactly the same appearance in both. In
this respect the brains of two such animals would be analogous to
the optic and olfactory nerves in man or any other animal. Sup
posing the diameter of both nerves to be the same, and portions of
equal length to be presented together, no physiologist could dis
cover in tneir aspect any reascn for considering one of them to
have the faculty of transmitting odours but not sounds, and the
other the function of conveying impressions of sounds, but not
of odours. Dr Bailly well observes, that certain parts of the
brain are the seat of this or that function, not because they are
above or below certain other parts, nor yet because they are con
volutions of this or the other shape or contour; but because they
have a specific organization, whereby they are enabled to mani
fest a particular function—and what that function is, observation
of the concomitant manifestations can alone reveal to us. The
assertion, therefore, that the convolutions which render men phi
losophers and artists are found in brutes, is utterly absurd, and
proves its author to be ignoraut of the fundamental principles of
Phrenology. Even although the anterior lobes of the brains of
sheep and oxen resembled exactly (which in reality they do not)
those of the human brain, what would this prove with respect to
the functions ? Absolutely nothing. The brain of the ox might
have a specific organization, capable of manifesting the intelli-
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grace of an o x ; just as the human brain is organized to be the
seat of faculties peculiar to man—in a word, just as evety brain
baa a special constitution peculiar to the class, genus, or species
of the animal to which it Delongs, It is a fundamental position
m Phrenology, that to arrive at any certain knowledge of the
cerebral functions» we must compare the brains of animals of
the same species alone; not only because the function of a re
gion locally the same in different species may entirely differ m
quaMty or Mad, but also because, even where the function is the
same in kind, its quantity, Jbree, or intensity, is often different.
This is obvious in the case of the external senses of different1
species; the acuteness of hearing or smell depending not mere
ly on the absolute bulk of the auditory ana olfactory organs,1
but also on their specific internal constitution. So it is also'
with the organs of muscular motion, the power of which, in dif
ferent species of anhmtls, is by no means in proportion to then*
*
size. Muscular strength is proportionally much greater in the
smaller than in the larger animals: a flea, for instance, can draw
from seventy to eighty times its own weight; whereas a horse'
cannot draw with ease more than three times its own weight*.
“ I have seen," says Sir Gilbert Blane, Mthe sword of a swords
fish sticking in a plank which it had penetrated1from side td
side; and when it is considered that the animal was then mov
ing through a medium even a thousand times more dense than
that through which a bird cleaves its course at different heights1
of the atmosphere, and tlmt this was performed in the same di
rection with the ship, what a conception do we form of this dis
play of muscular power fnf
Following D r Baiity's article is a translation, from onr ftlst
Number, of the account of M r Combe's visit to Richmond L u
natic Asylum, Dublin, under the title of w Application des Connaissances PhrSnologiques au Diagnostic de la F o t i e a n d the
Number concludes with a controversial letter from D r M£ge on
a subject of too tittle general interest or importance to require
particular remark.

A R T IC L E VI.
CASE OF IM PA IRM EN T OF T H E FAC ULTY OF LANGUAGE,
ACCOMPANIED B Y PAIN ABOVE T H E EYES. By Mr W il 
liam G ibson , Surgeon, Montrose.

L ate in the evening of the 11th May last, I was asked tosee
Janet Whyte, wife of a miller at Rossie Mills in this neighbour- •
• Haller, Elem. Physiol. L. ix. g 2.
t On Muscular Motion. Select Dissertations, p. 281.
k k 2
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hood, a woman about thirty years of age, and who had re«»
cently weaned her first child. She had, I found, frequently
complained of headachs during her nursing and since, and had
of late lost flesh considerably. About eight o'clock that even
ing, she was found sitting with her hand pressed on her fore
head, and partially insensible, being only able to say that she
felt great pain. She was put to bed, and was much in the same
state when I saw her. She still often put her hand to her head,
groaned and muttered occasionally, and took no notiee of what
was going on around her, except in firmly resisting me m
making an attempt to bleed her. The pulse was not affected,
nor was there any beat of head, or of surface generally. W e
succeeded in forcing into her mouth a little sugar, with three
drops of croton-oil upon it, of which she appeared to fed the
disagreeable flavour* Next morning she was quite insensible.
I then bled her freely, and gave more croton-oil, till the bowels
were well acted on. She, however, remained perfectly insensible
for five days; during which time leeches were applied to thw
bead, blisters and 'sinapisms to the nape of .the neck, spine, and
lower extremities, ana turpentine embrocations to the loins and
epigastrium. A little tea, which she swallowed from a tea-spoon,
was her sole nourishment. Gradually she began to throw off
the stupor, to notice, to take nourishment, and to move about.
Her speech, however, was very much affected:—At first she
only uttered inarticulate sounds ; then single words very indis
tinctly, and generally inapplicably ; and, when she did begin to
utter sentences, they were very unconnected and unmeaning, the
different words being either wrong or strangely jumbled together.*
I t has been very slowly that she has acquired the use of speech,'
and k is only now that, with difficulty, she can give mi account
of her feelings during her illness. She says that she was first a t
tacked with pain in one side of the head; that it soon went to
her forehead; and that then, as she expresses it, “ it fell down
into her sen ," where it has remained more or less ever since,
excepting, of course, during the five days that she was insen*»
sible. She refers the pain to a spot immediately above and be
hind the eyes; and, when I desire her to point out the spot, she
puts her fingers beneath the superciliary ridge, presses back the
eye as far as she can, and says that it is there and farther back.
She complains much of her defect of speech; she says that she
knows perfectly what words she ought to use, but cannot get
them expressed. She has no other complaint now remaining,
excepting a slight dimness of sight, which is going off gradually.
V oN TR M t, 1 \th J u n e 1836.
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A R T IC L E VII.
PHRENOLOGICAL QUACKS.*

W h il e we congratulate the lovers of truth on the spread of
phrenological science, we should be wanting in our duty to the
subject, were we to neglect noticing, occasionally, the obstacles
which its indiscreet friends throw in the way of its progress. W e
speak it in kindness to those who may be the subjects of our
remarks—that there are many abroad teaching the public Phrei
nology, and making application of its principles, who stand in
eminent need of instruction themselves. They read a few pages
of a work on the subject, and suddenly appear as men full of
wisdom and experience. Whether they act from disinterested
motives and err with regard to their abilities, or come out as
earnest disciples with a view to gain, is a matter of no conse
quence to us. W e have no hostuity to either source of action,
provided it be sustained by prudence, skill, and- knowledges
But we cannot sanction the teaching of one, from whatever mo
tive he may act, who has not thoroughly prepared himself for
the task which he undertakes. Phrenology is still a new
science; and the fact that it is so, renders the task of lecturing
upon it difficult.
T he most prevailing evil, however, at this time, is the prac
tice of examining heads; not of well-chosen cases, where exa
minations may be of use to the scienoe, but indiscriminately.
Every head, whether common or uncommon, respectable or »de
graded, receives a formal judgment. Not content with satisfy
ing a few inairirers, who may have had their curiosity excited
by bearing lectures, there are individuals who make it their
business, have their shops, and receive pay for their manipula
tions, at so much per head i This practice not only degrades the
science, but gives rise to superficial converts, who will be likely
to prove obstinate followers of the bad examples which were the
means of their conviction. It- turns a dignified science into a
system of kgtrdem ain, and those who are really able to promote
the true philosophy of man will be prevented from investigating
the subject, on account of the repulsive appearance of its exte^
rior.
The rule should be, Exam ine no heads o f living individual
o f respectable standing; and the exceptions to the rule, exaL
minations i f reelLmarked heads, whenever it is evident that the
science may be promoted by reporting them, whether infavour
f , or adverse to it. This was the rule of Spurzheim ; and mo
* From the American Annals of Phrenology, vol. ii. No. v., May 1835.
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desty, to say the least, should suggest the proper course to his
humble followers. That great man'spoke frequently on this
subject, and was decidedly opposed to the practice of which we
complain. If such was the advice of one who had the advantage of a powerful mind, of deep learning, and thirty years ex
perience, what can we say of him who, inferior in every respect,
to a degree which we need not mention, still persists in giving
premature opinions on heads, both privately and publicly 1
But we are told that many dispute the truth of our doctrines,
and set us at defiance. Let it be so. When demands are made
for the proofs upon which our science stands, let them be an
swered by stating what its principles are, and how sustained—
rather than in showing xehat phrenologists can do.
W e would not be understood to (peak against observation;
on the contrary, we recommend it. But we are decidedly op
posed to that system q f observing human nature which mis
takes the means for the end of science, and which tells to the
world its discoveries before they are matured.
W e make the following extract from the New*York Star, not
because we believe it to be true, but to show bow an imperfect
manipulator may be imposed upon. Whether this statement
be true or false, it matters but little with us, so far as we make
use of it, as we have known attempts of a similar character,
which rewarded their indiscreet authors with similar results;
“ A Professor o f Phrenology placed in an awkward predica
ment.—A rather laughable denoument took place, as we perceive
by the Rochester Democrat, at that place a few days since. A
professor, and who was .literally notning but a professor, who
had been delivering a course of lectures, and who had been
boasting of having successfully determined, while blindfolded,
the character of about 1000 heads, was invited by a wag to ac
company him to the jail as a proper theatre for the exercise of
his talent. Accordingly, after tying his eyes with a bandage, be
was led into a cell, where were four or five most exemplary and
reputable citizens of the town, placed there purposely, on
whom the Doctor, presuming them to be felons, pronounced, of
course, very learnedly, touching their extensive protuberances of
Combativeness, Acquisitiveness, Ac. W hat was his astonish*
meat afterwards to learn, on the removal of the bandage, the
trick that had been imposed upon him. I t was considered by
the public of Rochester, a complete *floorer,' and the Doctor was
looked upon as ‘ used up.' When empirics and impostors, for
the sake of gulling the public, and fleecing their pockets, meddle
with ‘ edge tools' they don’t understand, they deserve to be cut
and marked also."
In making these remarks, we allude to no particular indivi
dual, but to many of whom we have heard. We respect their
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motives, but we protest against their practices. W e entreat them
to desist, and to aid in promoting Pnrenology in a way more in
accordance with scientific taste.

A R T IC L E V III.
M tt COMBE’S V IS IT TO NEWCASTLE.

H aving received an invitation from the Literary and Philo
sophical Society of Newcastle-upon-Tyne to lecture on Phreno
logy in that town, M r Combe commenced a course of sixteen
lectures, on the evening of Monday, 5th October 1835, and
continued to lecture four evenings each week till the end of the
month. The lecture-room of the Society, which is said to con
tain 300 persons, was crowded to excess. At the close of the
lectures, M r Combe received from his audience orders for M r
O'Neil, figure-caster, for upwards of 130 casts of marked busts,
and of marked skulls and brains. He gave an extra lecture
on Education in the Music Hall, for the purpose of raising funds
to found a Phrenological Society. I t was attended by 4?52 in
dividuals, and the sum drawn at the door enabled him to present
the Society with the whole of M r O’Neirs collection of casts,
and a small surplus in money for the purchase of books. Du
ring his stay, Mr Combe visited several institutions, of his ob
servations at which an account is subjoined.
1. N ewcastle L unatic A sylum.

The Lunatic Asylum is a private institution, licensed to D r
Smith, who professed himself entirely unacquainted with Phre
nology. It is situated on rising ground at the west end of the
town, and commands a view of the beautiful vale of Ravensworth,
and bills adjacent, on the south side of the Tyne.
In this asylum there are three classes of patients of each sex,
a pauper, middle, and higher class. Each daSs is distinct, being
furnished with day-rooms, sleeping-gallery, airing-ground, &c.
The six airing-grounds of the asylum are open to the patients
from morning till dusk in fine weather: there is also a large
garden belonging to the institution, where the better classes ex
ercise, and tne pauper men also labour in digging, trenching,
wheeling, &c. under the eye of the gardener. The asylum is
kept in the highest state of cleanliness and ventilation, and every
attention which the locality and nature of the building will al
low, is paid to the comfort of the patients.
Mr Mackintosh is the surgeon-superintendent, who resides in
the asylum. There are a matron, four male attendants, and five
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female. The servants seemed particularly humane and respect
able.
Mr Combe inspected the asylum on 16th October, and was
permitted to examine the heads of a few of the pauper patients :
the higher classes o f patients are never seen but by their friends.
In the following cases the form of the insanity appeared clearly
related to the predominance of certain organs in the brain. The
remarks were furnished by M r Mackintosh, and were written
down before Mr Combe's arrival.
Men.
R. W .—M r Combe pointed out that the intellectual organs
are small, and that Sell-Esteem and Love of Approbation are
greatly predominant.—Remarks by M r Mackintosh: “ Mono
mania, religious—ruling hallucination he is Christ.”
. J. N.—M r Combe: The animal organs are large; Cautious
ness and Destructivenes are predominant; Hope small, and co
ronal region in general flat and deficient.—Remarks by M r
M ackintosh: “ Suicidal—great misery—hypochondriacal fancies
predominate—a bad character.”
L. J .—M r Combe: Acquisitiveness is enormously large in
left hemisphere, and large in right.—Remarks by M r Mackin
tosh ; “ Monomania, wealth.”
R. B.—M r Combe: Love of Approbation is predominantly
large.—Remarks by M r M ackintosh: “ Monomania, pride.”—
On inquiry, Mr Combe was satisfied that the characteristic fea
ture was vanity. Pride and vanity are frequently confounded
by persons who. are not aware of their different origins.
J . M .— M r Combe: The temperament is bilious, nervous, and
lymphatic. The intellectual organs are fully developed ; Vene
ration, Firmness, Self-Esteem, and Concentrativeness, are all
very large, particularly Veneration and Concentrativeness.—
Remarks by M r Mackintosh .* “ Monomania—the Messiah—a
Jew by proselytism—England to be subdued by the Jews—he
their leader—much bloodshed—perfectly sane and tractable on
nil ether subjects ”
C. 8.— M r Combe: The intellectual organs are large, parti
cularly in the superciliary ridge. T he organ of Number is pre
dominantly large, strikingly depressing the external angle of the
eye.—Remarks by M r M ackintosh: u Dementia—love of arith
metic and accounts—perpetually employed in figures.”—When
his hands were confined, he usea the tip of his tongue and saliva
to write figures on the walls. I t bore marks of excoriation from
tliis practice when M r Combe saw him.
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Women.
.......
M. D .— M r Combe: Cautiousness and Destructiveness ¿re
excessively large; Hope extremely small; the corona] region in
genera] deficient.— Remarks by M r M ackintosh: “ Great misery
—suicidal monomania.”
E.
H .— M r Combe: Wonder predominantly large in left he
misphere, and large in right.— Remark by M r M ackintosh:
“ Spiritual influences.”
Every phrenologist who is acquainted with the effects of the
combinations of the organs,*and of disease, on their manifesta
tions, will perceive that in all these cases the form of the disease
bore an obvious relation to the organs which predominated in
excess in the brain.
These were the leading cases of strongly marked peculiar hal
lucinations. Some of the other patients hadf become insane from
injuries of the brain, such as blows and concussion; others ma
nifested general dementia without particular hallucinations, and
Mr Combe explained that in such cases it was not to be expect
ed that the Jorm of the brain should afford an index to the fea
tures of the disease.
The foregoing report was submitted by M r Combe to’ the
perusal of D r Smith and M r Mackintosh, and it met their appttobation. M r Mackintosh expressed his regret that he had not
made his notes more full, but at the time when he wrote them
be had no idea of their being intended for publication.
2. D unstanb L odge A sylum.

On 21st October 1835, M r Combe, accompanied by D r;D.
B. White, M r T . M. Greenhow, surgeon, Mr William Hardcastle, surgeon, M r W . A. Mitchell, editor of The Tyne M ercury, M r William Hutton, and Captain Hooke, visited the
Asylum kept by M r Wilkinson at Dunstane Lodge, twq end a
half miles from Newcastle. M r Wilkinson is not a phrenolo
gist. Mr Combe explained that, in cases of decided monomania,
the character of the insanity generally has a perceptible relation
to the development of the brain; and with tne view of shewing
that this is the case, he proposed to examine the heads of a few of
these patients, and to write down his observations, on .them be
fore any information was given of the particular affections .under
which each laboured. In pursuance of this purpose, the follow
ing patients were introduced, examined, and commented on.
Patient, J . F.—M r Combés Observations: The organs of
Self-Esteem and Firmness are predominant; but those of Won
der, Secretiveness, and Acquisitiveness, are also large. The
character of the insanity will be self-esteem, .and probably cun-
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a£ chapel or church, where it can with safety be adopted.
am, &c*

I

“ J ohn E t b r &dge W ilkinson ,
Superintendent to the Asjhun.

u N.B.—The female department is superintended by Mrs W .,
and skilful persons sent when required to conduct patients to
the asylum."
8. N ewcastle: J ail .

On Wednesday 28th October, M r Combe, accompanied by
the following gentlemen, visited the jail: viz. Dr George Fife,
assistant-surgeon to the jail (who is not a phrenologist); Benja
min Sorabie, Esq., alderman; D r D. B. W hite; Mr T. M<
Greenhow, surgeon; M r John Baird, surgeon; M r George C.
Atkinson; M r Edward Richardson; M r Thomas Richardson;
M r Wm. Hutton ; and Captain Hooke.
M r Combe mentioned, that his chief object was to shew to
such of the gentlemen present as had attended his lectures in
Newcastle the reality of the &ct which he had frequently stated,
that there is a «narked difference between the development of
brain in men of virtuous dispositions, and its development in de
cidedly vicious characters, such as criminals usually a re ; and
that the moral organs generally are larger in proportion to the
etgan6 of the animal propensities, in the former than in the lat
ter: and he requested that a few striking cases of crime might
be presented, and that the heads of the criminals should be
compared with those of any of the gentlemen present indiscri
minately.
v This was done^ and l>r Fife suggested that it would be fur
ther desirable that Mr Combe should write down his own re
marks on die cases, before any account of them was given, while
be himself should, at the other ride of the tables write down an
account of their characters according to his knowledge of them,
and that the two statements should then be. compared. Mr
Comheagreed to this request; and the following individuals
were examined.
F.
&, aged about 80.—J J r Combe wrote as follows: An*
tenor lobe well developed; intellectual powers are considerable.
The organ of Imitation is large, also Secretiveness; Acquisitive*
ness. is rather large. The most defective organ is Conscien
tiousness. Benevolence and Veneration are large. T he lower
animal organs are not inordinate. My inference is, that this
boy is not accused of violence; his dispositions are not ferocious,
or cruel, or violent; he has a talent for deception, and a desire
foi
ap
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Patient, H. C % J f r Combe'* Observations: H e has large
Combativeness, and enormous Self-Esteem; hk Firmness is
very large» and also FhUoprogenitiveoess; Imitation and In
tellect are large. He wiU manifest extreme conceit of himself»
with great determination. H e will possess a great tendency to
make provoking pretensions» and to oppose. He will have a
great talent for imitation, and strong powers of natural language.
— M r Wilkinson's Memories: This exactly describes the charac
ter. He believes himself to be a king; lie is prone to imitate:
he is opinionative, and fond of children.
M r Combe was gratified by M r Wilkinson's attention, and
requested him to furnish a brief description of his establish
ment and plan of treatment In consequence, he addressed to
Mr Combe the following letter; the particulars of which, in so
far as a casual visit could enable him to judge, he is happy to
confirm.
“ DCMftTAVE LODSS ASYLUM,
20th October 1836.

“ D e a r S i r , —In answer to your polite note respecting my
Institution, I beg to band you the following short account of
it.
“ Dunstane Lodge »situated in the county of Durham, three
miles from Newcastle, and upon the banka of the river Tyne.
The situation is healthy, cheerful, and sufficiently retired; the
gardens extensive; the apartments spacious, well ventilated, and
fitted up in the most oommodious manner; and attached to the
asylum k a small farm of fifty acres, for theexerctse and amuas*
ment of the patients»
“ The design and object of the institution has ever been to
offer the advantages of air and exercise, comhined with various
sources of amusement and healthy gratification, and at the same
time to avoid as much as possible every appearance of restraint;
to secure to the patient a place of safety conducted on the most
humane principles, combining, by proper classification and con
venience, the necessary security of an asylum with all the domestic comforts of a private dwelling. Every opportunity is
embraced which can have a tendency to impart pleasure and
contentment, to divert the mind, to awaken and win the atten
tion and affection, to employ the time of the patients as is most
agreeable to them, and to show that their sufferings receive
sympathy and commiseration from those under whose care they
are placed. I may here add, that, having seen the bad effects
of oivine service being performed to lunatics generally, I have
not adopted it; but religious instruction is afforded in all casts
where necessary, and permission to attend divine service either
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at chapel or cbureh, where \i can with safety be adopted:
am» &c,

I

4< J ohn E t e h id g e W ilkinson ,
Superintendent to the Asylum.

u N.B.—The female department is superintended by Mrs W .,
and skilful persons sent when required to conduct patients to
the asylum.'"
3. N ewcastle J ail .

On Wednesday 28th October» M r Combe, accompanied by
th e following gentlemen, visited the jail: viz. D r George Fife,
assistant-surgeon to the jail (who is not a phrenologist); Benja
min Sorahie, Esq., alderman; D r D. B* W hite; M r T.
Greenhow, surgeon; M r John Baird, suigeon; M r George C.
Atkinson; M r Edward Richardson; M r Thomas Richardson;
M r Wm, H utton; and Captain Hooke.
M r Combe mentioned, that his chief object was to shew to
such of the gentlemen present as had attended his lectures in
Newcastle the reality of the fact which he had frequently stated,
that there is a marked difference between the development of
brain in men of virtuous dispositions, and its development in de
cidedly vicious characters, such as criminals usually a re ; mid
that the moral organs generally are larger in proportion to the
oigaa6 of the animal propensities, in the former than in the lat
ter; and he requested that a few striking cases of crime might
be presented, and that the heads of the criminals should be
compared with those of any of the gentlemen present indiscri
minately.
. This was done; and Dr Fife suggested that it would be fur
ther desirable that Mr Combe should write down his own re
marks cm the cases, before any account of them was given, while
he himself should, at the other ride of the tables write down an
account of their characters according to his knowledge of them,
and that the two statements should then be. compared. Mr
Combe agreed to this request; and the following individuals
were examined.
P . &, aged about £0.— M r Combe wrote as follows: An
terior lobe well developed; intellectual powers are considerable.
The organ of Imitation is large, also Secretiveness; Acquisitive
ness . is rather large* The most defective organ is Conscien
tiousness. Benevolence and Veneration are large. T he lower
animal organs are not inordinate. My inference is, that this
boy is not accused of violence; his dispositions are not ferocious,
or cruel, or violent; he has a talent for deception, and a desire
for property not regulated by justice. His desires may have
appeared in swindling or theft. It is most probable that he has
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swindled : be has the combination which contributes to the ta
lent of an actor.—D r Fife's Rem arks: A confirmed thief;
he has been twice convicted of theft. He has never shewn bru
tality ; but he has no sense of honesty. He has frequently at
tempted to impose on D r F ife ; he has considerable intellectual
talent; he has attended school, and is quick and a p t; he has a
talent for imitation.
T . S., age 18.— M r Combe wrote: Destructiveness is very
large; Combativeness, Secretiveness, and Acquisitiveness, are
large; intellectual organs fairly developed; Amativeness is large;
Conscientiousness rather moderate; Benevolence is fu ll; and Ve
neration rather large. This boy is considerably different from
the last. He is more violent in his dispositions; he has probably
been committed for assault connected with women. He has alstf
large Secretiveness and Acquisitiveness, and may have stolen;
although I think this less probable. He has fair intellectual ta
lents, and is an improveable subject.— D r Fife's Remarks z
Crime, rape.-f- * * * * No striking features in his gene
ral character; mild disposition; has never shewn actual vice*
J . W ., aged 78.—Jfir Combe's Observations: The coronal re
gion is very defective; Veneration and Firmness are the best de
veloped; but all are deficient. Cautiousness is enormously
large; the organ of Combativeness is considerable, and A titf
tiveness is large; there are no other leading organs of the pro-'
pensities inordinate in development; the intellect is very mode
rate. I would have expected to find this case in a lunatic
asylum rather than in a ja il; and I cannot fix upon any par
ticular feature of crime. His moral dispositions generally are
very defective; but he has much caution. Except in connection
with his Amativeness and Combativeness, I cannot specify the
precise crime of which he has been convieted. Great deficiency
m the moral organs is the characteristic feature, which leaves
the lower propensities to act without control. — D r FifPs Re~
m arks: A thief; void of every principle of honesty; obstinate;
insolent; ungrateful for any kindness. In short, one of the
most depraved characters with which I have ever been ac
quainted.—Note by M r Combe: I have long maintained, that
where the moral organs are extremely deficient, as in this case,
the individual is a moral lunatic, and ought to be treated as
such. Individuals in whom one organ is so large as Cautious
ness is in this old man, and in whom the regulating organs of
the moral sentiments are-so deficient, are liable to fell into b .
to insanity* if strongly excited, owing to the disproportion in
their cerebral organa. I t is common to meet with such cases in
lunatic asylups; and as the criminal law has gone on punishing
t The particular observations are not proper for publication.
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this individual during a long life (for he has been twice trans*
ported), and met with no success in reclaiming him, but left
him in jail, under sentence for theft, at seventy years of age,
I consider these facts a strong confirmation of my opinion that
he ought to have been treated as a moral patient m>m the first.

A R T IC L E IX .
D E SPU R ZH EIM AND T H E ED IN BU R G H R EV IE W E R .

I k vol. viii. p. 263, we quoted from M r Carmichael's Me«
moir of D r Spurzheim, a letter written by D r & in the year
1815, giving an account of bis meeting with D r John Gordon,
the author of the well-known scurrilous article against Phi»«
oology in the 49th Number of the Edinburgh Review. W e
lately conversed with a gentleman who aetod in 1815 as D r
Gordon's anatomical assistant, and were assured by him that
Spurzheim's letter is a most faithful narrative of what passed
in the lecture-room of Dr Gordon, whose mortification, he add
ed, was abundantly apparept. So beautiful and satisfactory
Vfere the demonstrations of Dr Spurzheim, that our informant,
though Gordon's own assistant, could not refrain from loudly
testifying bis applause. W e have lately observed in the Me«
dico-Chirurgical Journal and Review for May 1817 (vol. iii.
p, 495), a spirited defence of Dr Spurzheim, probably the first
which appeared in any medical periodical of Britain., I t con«
firms the statements in Spurzheim’s letter, and as it will doubt*
less be acceptable to many of our readers, we here reprint it
entire*

“ To the Editors of the Medko-Chirwrgujal Journal and Review.
----------------* Hie murus aheneus esto,
N il conscire sibi, nulla pallescere culpa.*

Hon.

“ G entlemen ,—T he peculiar views which Dr Spureheira
entertains, with regard to the Anatomy and Physiology of (he
Brain and Nervous System, having engaged a considerable
share erf attention throughout Europe, the injurious treatment
which he has met with in this city, instead of being a circum
stance of local or temporary concern, will in all probability be,
eve long, commented upon in other countries, so as to iwflect
ultimately much discredit on our national character for science
as wpll as for hospitality. This weighty consideration, together
with an innate love of justice, has prompted me to put forth a
short outline of facts to the public ; and I really do not know
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so fit a medium for such a statement, as the spirited and inde*
pendent Journal of which you are the directors»
“ As 1 mean to state nothing save that of which I am per
fectly certain from my own personal knowledge, I shaU confine
myself to a history of D r Spurzheim’s proceedings since his
arrival in this city, which was about the end of last June.
Previous to his coming hither, the scope of his investigations
had been misrepresented, his anatomical views contradicted,
and his physiological doctrines derided, by an anonymous writer
in the Edinburgh Review for June 1815, who, regardless of
the decorum due to science, ‘ cvnscientknisly* mingled detrac
tion with criticism, and traduced the moral character of him
whose system he was endeavouring to impugn. The lovers of
learning were grieved to find, that a review, whose pages are
generally distinguished no less by profound views than by ele
gance of composition, should contain any thing so petulant,
shallow, and dogmatical, as the article in question. I f this
critic be assailed by his own weapons, we shaU find him by no
means invulnerable. Throughout the whole article, we observe
a constant substitution of contradiction for proof, sneering for
argument, and ridicule for reasoning; and as for the style, it
is studded with quaintness, coUoquial idioms, and puny w itti
cisms, aU in the very spirit of bad taste. I cannot better sum
up my opinion of this writer, than in the words which the
uncourtly Tacitus, speaking of the faded eloquence of Ancient
Borne, applied to one of tne public declaimers of his tim e:
* Omissa modestia ac pudore verborum, ipsis etiam quibus
utitur armis incompositus, et studio ferienidi plerumque detectus, non pugnat sed rixatur.’ *
“ D r Spurzneim sank not under this cruelty of criticism,
which he bore with a serenity of deportment worthy a man of
science. On the contrary, his moral character appeared more
bright in the eyes of those who knew him, simply from being
contrasted with the foulness of the epithets that had been
thrown upon it. He came to Edinburgh, therefore, not to
indulge feelings of personal irritation, but in a spirit of meekness, anxious to find out his opponent, for no other purpose
than that he might convince him, by ocular demonstration, of
that peculiar structure of the brain which he had described in
bis works and plates.
“ I had the good fortune to be present at his first demon
stration, which took place before a considerable number of
eminent anatomists; tne person also was there, whom rumour
• “ De cauris corrupt® eloquent».—It would be weU i f sane
before proceeding to the execution of their office, would consult the ¡ism j
just referred to. It would, perhaps, teach them to distinguish true from false
taste in composition.
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alleges to be the author of the offensive article in the Review.
I marked the conduct of that individual, and if the outward
deportment could be viewed as an indication of what was pass
ing in the mind, he was certainly labouring under suppressed
emotion; and more than once he tried to disembarrass himself
by pulling from his pocket and reading, or pretending to read,
the superscription or a letter. He generally contented himself
with distant hurried glances at what was demonstrated, and
upon the whole, seemed both uneasy and inattentive.
44 I am the more minute as to those facts, because he has
since alluded to this demonstration, as being by no means sa
tisfactory ; he was probably, however, the only individual to
whom it was not satisfactory.
“ I t is unpleasant to be obliged to comment thus on the
conduct of any individual; and although, in the present case,
such a mode of proceeding is strictly retributive, I would rather
have abstained irom doing it, had not both the first and second
demonstrations been lately mentioned in p rin t by the individual
in question; but after all, where is tne unfairness? 4 Q uit
tUlerit Oracchos de seditions querentes ?'—Surely, he who wrote
the above-mentioned article in the Edinburgh Review, ought to
be the last to complain of unfair personalities.
“ On a subsequent occasion, D r Spurzheim, with his usual
readiness, demonstrated the brain to about two hundred spec
tators, among whom were several of the medical professors, and
other competent judges. I t was previously concerted that his
opponent should ask him questions; and by so doing, it was
hoped to give him and his doctrines a public and final over
throw. The scene was most interesting to the audience. D r
Spurzheim, in his usual masterly manner, proceeded in the de
monstration, and, like the 4 admirable Crichton,’ sustained for
upwards of four hours and a half, and in a language which was
foreign to nim, a public disputation with his adversary, ex
plaining himself in terms at once philosophical and perspicuous,
and very successfully and coolly ridding himself of the disin
genuous cavilling about words with which it was sought to em
barrass him. During this public disputation, it is pretty ge
nerally admitted, that there was, in one quarter, a right plen
tiful lack of temper, as well as of argument; and that had Rare
Ben Johnson been alive to witness the scene, he might have
found hints for improving one of his best characters, viz. that
of the 4 Angry Boy’ in the 4 Alchymist.1
44 I am thus particular in my statement, because attempts
have been made to misrepresent the feelings and judgment of
the audience, which were unquestionably in favour of Dr
Spurzheim, in the proportion of at least twenty to one. It
would have been too much to expect perfect unanimity on a
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question and an occasion of this so rt; for little does he know
of human nature, who is not aware what erroneous impressions
on 4 the mind's eye' the mirage of prejudice and predilection*
now and then produces.
44 Since this notable occasion, D r Spurzheim has dissected
the brain before the Royal Physical Society, and repeatedly to.
mixed audiences; and it is but bare truth to say, that I do not
know any man of sense or candour who does not bow to the
correctness of his pathological views, and admire the beautiful
accuracy of his demonstrations. . It has long been customary
in anatomy for the names of individuals tp be handed down ta
posterity, in connection with those parts of our frame which
they were the first to discover, or accurately to describe; in
this view, I will venture to allege, that D r Spurzheim has
done more to deserve the meed of this sort of immortality
than perhaps any living anatomist, whatever be his name or
fame.
44 Had D r Spurzheim's persecution ceased here, I should not,
in all probability, have troubled you with this statement; but
within these few months an expensive pamphlet has appeared,
the cumbrous materials of which have been raked out of old
anatomical books, for the obvious purpose of depriving this
meritorious gentleman of the rank he holds as a discoverer, and
of implicating his moral character for candour and good faith.
A t page 43 of this pamphlet, the writer is pleased to aver, that
the spectators of D r Spurzheim's demonstrations were incom
petent to judge of what ,was shewn them. This proves that
the author's modesty is on a level with his other powers. The
passage, however, comes in very happily to enliven the dryness
of his other m atter; for doubtless, it is one which must relax
the frown of criticism, and sheath all its acrimony in irrepres
sible laughter.
•4 I would be strongly tempted to enter at large into the de
merits of this performance, had I not already occupied so large
a space of your Jo u rn al; this being the case, I must be con
tent to conclude with two or three general reflections.
“ I t must be admitted by all, that our knowledge of the
physiology and pathology of the brain is yet in its very infancy.
Why then persecute Dr Spurzheim for attempting to elucidate
this science ? Until his investigations, no advance had been
made in this department of knowledge for many years; because
the despair of medical philosophers has set it aside amongst
the arcana of Nature. Any step forward must therefore lie
an advantage; for, as M r Burke has well observed, 4 Science
is never more apt to become corrupt than when it is allowed to
stagnate.'
VOL. i x . — x o .

x l v i.

l
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“ I am the last that would propose to bridle discussions in
matters of science; on the contrary, let it be free as the winds
of heaven. But every man of feeling would surely wish to
draw with me a line of distinction between legitimate, tem
perate criticism, and coarse brochures, undertaken in malevo
lence, and executed in imperfect mechanical views of the sub«
ject agitated.
“ In the above observations I have adhered rigidly to the
truth. I trust I have as high a sense of the 4 nil nisi verum’
a? any man breathing; and besides, respect for your indepen
dent Journal would not permit me to make it the vehicle of
wilful falsehood.
“ I conclude by saying, that I have no connection with D r
Spurzheim, and that he knows nothing of my having taken
this step. To my respect, as. to that of every other man, he is
Entitled by his superior talents, as well as his excellent and
amiable character; but upon me be has no peculiar claim, save
that which I am ever ready to allow to injured merit. I am,
& c.

V e r id ic u s .

■ c E dinburgh , 1817.

“ Anonymous strictures on anonymous writings are fair.
But Veridicus is known to u s ; and his character is beyond
suspicion of misrepresentation. In these islands we hope and
trust that the S t r a n g e r ' s cause will never want an advocate*
While the M e d i c o - C h i r u r g i c a l J o u r n a l exists, the advocate
of injured merit shall never want a medium of conveying his
sentiments to the public ear.
“ LHanc veniam petimus damusque victoim.'
E

d i t o r s .1’

In the fourth volume of the same Journal, pp. 53 and 117,
will be found an able review of the controversy between D r
Spurzheim and Dr Gordon, comprehending an account of Gall
and Spurzheim’s chief anatomical discoveries. Here, also, D r
Gordon’s delinquencies are unsparingly treated, and the ex
cellence and conclusiveness of his antagonist’s dissections of the
brain stoutly maintained. “ We have not taken our notions,”
says the writer, “ from hearsay or verbal descriptions, but have
several times witnessed, with the closest attention, Dr Spurz
heim’s demonstrations of the recent unprepared brain* ana can
vouch for the truly satisfactory, as well as able, manner in which
they are performed. W e have also repeated, in private, the
dissections after his manner; and the result has been a belief
of their entire correctness.” The reviewer denounces the con
duct of D r Gordon as “ most illiberal and most unscience-like
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and adds,—“ W e have heard, on this point, many particulars
recited, which we were slow to believe, until they came to us
from quarters which imply the impossibility of misrepresenta
tion. These, however, we forbear to communicate to our rea
ders, because we have a true respect for the literary character,
however abused, and are ever more ready to conceal and com
passionate its frailties and aberrations, than to exaggerate and
expose them. D r Spurzheim may, however, abstain from pub
lishing any future remarks; he may well rest satisfied with the
approbation of his labours which many eminent anatomists and
pathologists have shewn. D r Parry* is with him, if D r Gor
don is against him ; and doubtless, might we venture an opi
nion, 4 U un vaut Men Vautre.'™
The reviewer concludes with a few remarks on the physio»
logical opinions of Gall and Spurzheim; to-wit, that, in ac
cordance with the views of 44 every enlightened physiologist of
the present day,* the brain is the organ of the mind, and that
each mental power has a portion of the brain appropriated to
its peculiar manifestation. “ They believe,* says he, “ that
though the cerebral substance is unique, each portion of it
exercises a special function, in the same manner as there is one
nervous fasciculus for sight, another for hearing, smelling, &c.,
though all these fasciculi consist, as far as we can judge, of
similar nervous matter. Thus explained, the scope of their
inquiries is perfectly legitimate; but,* adds the reviewer with
philosophical caution, “ that they have already succeeded in
ascertaining what particular portions of brain are destined to
the manifestation of particular faculties, passions, or feelings,
is to us by no means proved. T o use a familiar form of speech,
4 it is too good news to be true f Their opinions, though il
lustrated with great force and acuteness of observation, have
not yet received the sanction of general experience; and al
though, solely for the latter reason, it woula be unwise to de
ride or reject them altogether, yet we must suspend our opi
nion, not from any want of respect for Drs G. and S.’s talents
or veracity as observers of nature, but until inductions are mul
tiplied by others, so as to produce greater probability, if indeed
this can ever be the case.*
Our readers are aware that since the year 1817, when this
sentence was published, the conductors of the Medico-Chirur'cal Review nave taken many opportunities of expressing their
lief in the leading details of Phrenology, and in the great
importance of the study to medical men as well as to the public
at large.

E

m See Elements of Pathology and Therapeutics, p. 225, et sty.
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A R T IC L E X.
OBSERVATIONS ON R EL IG IO U S F A N A T IC ISM ; Uluitrated bjr a
Comparton of the Belief and Conduct of noted Religious Enthusiasts
with those of Patients in the Montrose .Lunatic Asylum. By W. A. F .
B rowne, Eqp, Medical Superintendent of that Institution« (Continued

from p. 302.)

C ase I I I .—J. G.

et.

45.

Dimension* of the Head.
From Individuality
to Philoprogenitiveness,
... Ear
to Individuality,
...................................... to
Philoprogenitiveness,
4*
5
... Cautknuaiess
to Cautiousness
... Secretiveness
to Secretiveness,
®A
... Destructiveness to Destructiveness,
... Combativeness to Combatlvenees, .
... Ear
to Caacentt&tivenes8>
5
— ...
to Self-Esteem,
5
........................
to Firmness,
............
to Yener&tion,
to Benevolence,
ft
... ...
Comparison,
PrethmimUmf Orpont.—^ecretiveness, Destructiveness, Self-Esteem,
Veneration, and Benevolence.
A l t h o u g h reported to have been insane only for two years,
the malady of J . G. must have been of much longer dura
tion than is supposed; for she affirms, that, while a giri at
school, she had constant intercourse with spirits at the bumside ; that she was subsequently acquainted with her glorious
elevation, and predicted many things which have since taken
place,—among others, the restoration of a sister to health, while
labouring under what was deemed to be a fatal disease; and
that she performed many miracles, which ft is now inexpedient
to continue. Her Veneration and Self-esteem are very large;
and, in obedience to the law which it is one of our designs to
illustrate, all her hallucinations emanate from these sources.
They are the diseased suggestions of fanaticism and pride. She
not merely entertains notions altogether erroneous and preposte
rous, but identifies herself with these errors. She is the heroine
of her own story; proclaims her greatness, power, and wisdom;
and cherishes a sort of balanced feeling between respect for, and
jealousy of, all persons* endowed with authority, civil or eccle
siastical Thus, in announcing that she is the, Saviour,—that
she bruised the head of the serpent, died on the cross, triumphed
over death and the grave,—she becomes highly incensed if any
doubt is expressed as to her pretensions, and challenges all men,
but especially the clergymen (for whom she at the same time ma
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nifests great reverence), to disprove the truth of her assertions.
From the same combination, in her most impassioned moments
of spiritual exaltation, she can bet subdued and quieted by the
exercise of authority. This maniacal pride and religious zeal
have prompted her to make proselytes; nay, she appears to have
convinced one woman of her sanctity and divine origin. She
takes many of her companions under her protection ; promising
them the highest, second, or third place in the kingdom of hea
ven, as the case may be: she attempts to bribe me-by similar
offers to comply with her desires; and, while she receives the
chaplain with a condescending and patronising air, she listens to
him with profound attention, »and applauds him when he has
concluded, claiming him as one of her own priests and pioneers.
To strangers there appears a striking and melancholy contrast
between the almighty power which she boasts of possessing, and
the strict confinement in which she is placed and the glaring marks
of misery by which she is surrounded. This contrast seems fre
quently to impress and annoy her own mind; but she endeavours
to escape from the dilemma, by affirming that she is therefo r a
-purpose, and by quoting such passages from Scripture as relate to
the Messiah's poverty and persecutions. I t was prophesied, she
aays, that she would not have where to lay her head. She gets
ria of the difficulty of the demand upon her for some miracu
lous evidence of her power, by asserting' th a t44 she refrains from
exerting it.” But wnen pressed upon this subject, she recounts
an interview with Satan. His object was to induce her to wor
ship him; and the bribes offered were precisely similar to those
mentioned in the Gospel. She alleges that at the time of her
fast and temptation, she was Jesus Christ», but that now 6be U
an incarnation of the Father. Upon all occasions her delusions
are in keeping-; they correspond and harmonise with each other«
and with the premises which she has assumed*
She has a very well'developed Language, and is endowed
with an astonishing volubility of. speech, which, when she is ex
cited, amounts to eloquence, interspersed as it is with copious
misapplications of the Revelations and of Isaiah. A large Seeretiveness and deficient Conscientiousness render her mendacious
to such an extent, that her word cannot be trusted respecting
the most trivial occurrence. Her paroxysms of excitement are
not periodica], hut generally originate in seme contradiction she
bar received in the exposure of a falsehood, or the discovery
of her intrigues—and these are numerous—among her |ellow lunatics. Under such circumstances, or when strangers
who, attracted by the rapidity of her. utterance and the anima
tion of her.manner, after listening to her harangues attempt to
refute her allegations,—her exasperated Self-Esteem and De
structiveness burst forth in denunciations of wo and destruction
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upon her persecutors, and in curses both loud and deep. Did
she possess temporal power in addition to that which she arro
gates to herself, her authority would without doubt be vindi
cated, and her creed propagated, at the point of the sword.
H er intellect appears to be unimpaired upon all other topics:
she is, in fact, shrewd, sensible, and observant; understands all
household duties and employments well, and performs them
admirably. She is remarkably kind to the other patients; but
the very Benevolence which constitutes her a fostering friend to
all around, venders her liberation impossible; since, claiming
the whole world as her own, decreeing an end to every artificial
distinction of society, and anxious to dispense her benefits and
favours to all, sbe would squander the most ample fortune in a
few months. An example of her inclinations in this respect was
afforded by the delight with which she distributed her husband's
goods and chattels to every one who paid or pretended to pay
.reverence to her sacred character.*
This relation cannot fail to suggest to those familiar with
church history the events which preceded and produced the me
morable siege of Munster, a siege maintained by a garrison of
maniacs against the armies, of the empire.-f- Heated but not
purified by the ordeal of the Reformation, the peasantry of
Westphalia, in concert with such of the inhabitants as favoured
their projects, seized upon the public works of Munster, expel
led the adverse party, and proclaimed the commencement of the
kingdom o f ,Christ, by careering franticly through the streets
with drawn swords, and howling, “ Repent and be baptised«'
These insurgents against reason and their Uege-lord, were asso
ciated by holding certain tenets in common, such as belief in
the prophetic or divine nature of their instigators, and in their
own immortality; and were animated by a wild and frenzied
fanaticism, remarkable for intensity, permanency, and its per
vading thousands of men previously sedate and rational. They
were led to conquest, and governed during the brief ascendency
which followed, by a baker and a tailor, whom they first re
garded and reverenced as prophets, next elected as sovereigns,
and ultimately acknowledged as incarnations of Divinity. These
worthies regulated their empire by exhortations, revelations,
warnings, and calls. A community of property existed, but
* Hume states in his Appendix, No. IV ., that, in the comparatively tole
rant reign of James I., bigotry, with the indiscriminating fury of the element
by which its vengeance used to be inflicted, not satisfied with condemning se
veral Arians to tne flames as heretics, destroyed a miserable madman who
imagined himself the Holy Ghost. What might have been the fate of J. G.
in such orthodox times it is not difficult to conjecture.
t See Mosheim, and Robertson's Hist, of Charles V. voL iii. p. 73-86.
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with it gradations of rank-—measured, however, by the degrees
of religious regeneration. Associated with this pious enthu
siasm were the grossest immorality and debauchery. These*
formed parts of the system* No madhouse ever presented scenes
so wild and revolting as this independent state. Thé nights
were spent in vigils and wrestling with spirits; the days in
prayers and prelections which would have been blasphemous
among rational beings, and in recounting dreams and portents
and experiences. T he home of every subject became a shrine
at once of licentiousness and of the most extravagant devotion ;
the streets resounded with shrieks and impure songs, mingled
with hallelujahs ; and the priests or devotees of this new reve
lation paraded naked through the town, flourishing their arma,
and in this fashion worshipping God. Withal, great prudence
and judgment are said to have mingled with these extravagan
cies.' In whatever light their creed mid its effects may be view
ed, every praise is due to the care and wisdom displayed by
these self-styled “ occupants of the throne of David,” in fortify
ing the city, in supplying it with provisions^ in obtaining rein
forcements, and in defending it against troops of high discipline
and courage. Insane upon every point connected with their
moral destiny,—with Wonder, Veneration, Hope, and the low
er propensities, in a state of violent excitement,-—their ordinary
judgment, intellect directed to self-preservation and- the com
mon concerns of life, did. not desert them; on the contrary, it
stood them in such good stead, that their defeat and destruction
are to be traced rather to treachery than to incompetency in mili
tary affairs. Trusting to their celestial nature and invulnerabi
lity, numbers perished during the siege, while displaying the
most striking heroism, in the conviction that the strength of
a single arm would p u t armies to flight, and miraculously
vindicate the cause or religion. Their malady proved to be
incurable; for such as escaped the carnage remained stedfast in
the hallucinations which they had so long cherished.
There is to be found, in the history of our own country, an
instance of an individual who exercised a gigantic moral force
over the minds of thousands; whose influence is still felt in
the*most civilized countries of the world ; and who, in many re
spects, closely resembled my patient. I speak of George Fox, the
founder of the Quakers. This celebrated man, at the period of
what is technically called his regeneration, was, by the shewing
of some of his most distinguished disciples,* in every way wor-,
thy of a strait jacket. A dose of calomel is a wonderful enemy
to inspiration; and had that been timeously administered, a
good cobbler would not have been spoiled, and the Society of
* See William Howitt, in Tait's Edinburgh Magazine, October 1834.
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Friends would never have been ¿lewd of. For that Society As
at present constituted, as recognising justice and mercy as their
cardinal virtues, I entertain perfect respect: these animadver
sions are directed solely to what may be styled the hoi stage o f
the religious fever in which their founder passed the early part
of his career.
. .Prepared by living in an age of great fanaticism, by solitary
musings, and above all, perhaps, by a highly excitable and ex
cited temperament, Fox became so infatuated, that, conceiving
himself endowed with supernatural powers, he ooxBm&aded a
withered arm to become as it ones had been; he declared that
all/knowledge and power were conceded to him,r—in fact, that he
wasaproatyof Almighty greatness, but that h e44 refriunedfrom
exercising it.” And although he confessed , that it was inexpe
dient for him to exercise these gifts, hefelt it incumbent to de
nounce the city of Lichfield, and was much puzzled when no
great calamity followed. With what this justly priebrated inno
vator became when this morbid fervour subsided, we have nothing
further to do than to remark that he recovered, which ray pa
tient has not.
•, By advancing one step further in the investigation of thereligious diseases commemorated by history, but not acknowledged
to be such, we light upon the exact features of the case under
discussion* About a century ago there appeared in Germany*
a fanatic, who proclaimed him »u the Messiah, endowed with a
plenitude of power to save or to condemn. He denounced all
priests as impostors and traitors engaged in a conspiracy against
his divine authority. Of this league he declared the King of
Prussia, an emissary of Satan or Satan himself, to be the. head.
T o destroy this and all other machinations, to purify from sin,
to diffuse peace and happiness, and to establish a harmony of
faith, were the objects of his mission. As the best evidence of
his own immortality, he asserted that his adherents never died.
This man obtained great.numbers of respectable individuals as
converts. From these he demanded a seraglio, and seven- fa
thers offered up their daughters on the shrine of their idolatry.
The non-fulfilment of his promises,—his misfortunes,—his im
prisonment, during which an occasional whipping was adminis
tered, to remind bun of bis mortality,—and, after twenty-nine
years, his death,-—all failed to undeceive these faithful adhe
rents. .
W e now pass to fanaticism under a new aspect, and of a less
remote* date.
The papal armoury was even in the last century emptied of
* See Memoirs of the Margravine of Ansp&ch.
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all other weapons save buMs, exhortations, and excommunications.
Some of these have proved nearlyas formidable in perpetuating
fenaticiBa), and equally fertile in multiplying source* erf discord,
as whenthey were proclaimed by the sound of trump» and en
forced by mailed squadrons. A t a period w beathe catholic
world was agitated and broken up into contending: parties by
the discussions pending between, the Jesuits and the Jansehists,
and when every bosom was inflamed , by sectarian hatred* and
prepared to receive the spark» a bull was issued» and, i like a
torch tossed amidst combustible matters, acting upon pnndaso
disposed, •eonverted, the church into a vast sfcede o f mutual*de
struction and desolation.* The objectuf the bull was*' byexposing and correcting error, to pacify—its consequence was,by
exciting triumph in one set of belligerents, and aisappointment
and disobedience in another, to irntate and exasperate. 1- The
polemical aspect of the controversy , between the Jesuit& 'rftd
Jansemste depended upon the questions of divine grade 'fiftd
predestination; but in all'probability the real point atissneWfes
the supremacy of the parties engaged.*}” The great umpire :dedded the contest, as far as his fiat could control or direbt the
onward course, of events, in favour of the Jesuits^-by condemn
ing the works and propositions of their adversaries,—by aflfelfcing that aum .is imbued with the hecedrtary tendency to crime,
but not with the .inherited taint of its commission—^hat there
do exist in man energies of virtue which it is in his powers to
exert, &c. The Jansenists, averse to the crime of schism; in
place of separating themselves, as the eastern now is, frou tk e
parent church, adopted the delicate alternative o f disputing the
authority of the Pope, by appealing to a general' council. A t this
stage of the struggle the Jesuits are stated to have had numbers,
genius, learning, and political enthusiasm on their side. Their
opponents founded their claims upon the austerity and rigorism
of their morals, ami the purity of the doctrine which they
reached. They were the evangelicals of the day. They were,
owever, in a minority; they were by ban proscribed, and, Os a
moral sequence, persecuted. Persecution is oftefc a profitable
fate for an obscure sect. I t gives an artificial distinction; >it
atflracts attention; it engenders sympathy and pity. So it proved
in this case. The eye of charity was opened, and thrbugk its
tears it saw piety, and virtue, and wisdom: for, while these qua
lities are palpable, the opinions from which they spring, or upon
which they are engrafted, are invisible abstractions. Myriads
of friends, followers, and supporters, arose wherever the disof Jansenius ministered or opposed a front to the storm
hgkms tyranny. A t this remarkable conjuncture Abbd

E

^

* The bull “ Unigenitua.”—Mosheim, Appendix, Cent, xviii.
t Pascal, “ Lettres Provindales,” pattim.
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Paris lived.and died; for the latter event » almostof as much
importance as his high birth, the gloomy superstition and baitoarous penance which characterized his course of life, or the ago.
nies of starvation which signalized its close. Sceptics have sug
gested that the prominent part which this individual, or rather
Ins tomb, bore in the religious history of the time, and especially
in redeeming the fallen fortunes of the body of which he was a
member, cannot be held tobe am ere coincidence. The singular
events which succeeded his death, and the political use to which
they were applied, have led to the suspicion that they formed
part of a most ingenious system of fraud, which at last deceived
even its authors into a belief that they were aided by, if not act
ing under, the influence of a supernatural power. The solution
of this problem does not fall upon u s : the sincerity of the sub
jects of the experiment, or of tne victims of the delusion, if such
it was, cannot be doubted. Still it is but fair to state that no
evidence exists to shew that any imposition was practised.
The grave of Abbé Paris at St Medard, or its immediate vi
cinity, was the principal scene of the miracles which came so
opportunely to vindicate the drooping cause of the Jansenista
To this holy spot crowded the rich and the wretched, the edu
cated and the ignorant, the debilitated and the diseased; and
upon aU, we are informed, new physical powers were conferred
and physical changes impressed.* Nothing was requisite but
proximity to the medicinal relics,—vows, prayers, enthusiastic
nope, and religious reliance upon the competency of the means
adopted. The progress of regeneration was announced by some
strong internal emotion, the most violent convulsions, or exqui
site p ain ; -and upon the cessation of these symptoms, maladies
of tne longest duration and most inveterate ana incurable kind
were found to have disappeared. W hat had baffled the skill of
the most experienced physicians for years, was removed in an in
stant ; and the sickly and shattered frame, after being torn by a
convulsive struggle, rose up strong and healthy.
Hope is not too scrutinizing into the grounds of her antici
pations, and imposture and ignorance employing credulity as the
w e n t of their operations, have effected results, in the treatment
of disease for example, of the most wonderftil character, rfbd
lence had not dared to atSuperstitious credulity is
perhaps the most favourable condition upon winch quackery can
achieve its.wonders. I t has been graphically said of the ap
proach of a friend, “ His very step has music in’t.” I f there
be pleasure in listening to the step of a trusted friend, there is
assuredly hope, and confidence, and restoration, in the sound of
* The miracles were performed between the years 1724 and 1738.—Die/.
dcs Science* Med, voL v i Pp. 210-238.
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that of a trusted physician« The presence of experience and
scientific knowledge inspires a confidence and expectation- pro*
portioned to the amount of these qualities, or the estimate which
has Been formed of them. The greater the real or imaginary
powers of the prescribe^ accordingly, the more numerous are
the chances that the prescription will prove efficacious. The
remedy does not of course acquire new or specific energy, but
the faith in which it is taken communicates that tone to the
mind—that vigour to the nervous functions—which it is always
a grand object in medicine to impart* These observations have
not been introduced with the presumptuous view of explaining
the facts under discussion, but simply to suggest the principle
upon which cures nearly as extraordinary, but effected in cir*
cumstances totally different, have been accounted for*
The only condition annexed to a pilgrimage, in order to ren
der it successful, was seal ; and to some minds it will prove emu
solatory to see so much manifested, even m a questionable cause ;
for not less than eight hundred cures took place at the tomb,
exclusive of those which are Btated to have occurred at a dis
tance. I t must be concluded, that all who visited this shrine of
Hygiène were, or supposed themselves to be, cured, and that
those who went to sneer remained to pray ; for no failures or
disappointments have been recorded. No doubt can reasonably
be entertained of the tfruth of these relations, at least respecting
the visible effects ;* and upon the same evidence depend the ac
counts we possess of the formula of the cathesthenic exercise, by
which relief was afforded to those in the agonies of the convui*
son. This consisted in the infliction of repeated and tremen
dous blows on the body, by means of ponderous mallets or bars
of inm, or some weapon of a similar description. The degree
of alleviation was proportioned to theseverity of the stroke, and
accordingly the sinewy artisan was the most approved exorcist.
Young women, under the excitement, or rather intoxication, of
pious confidence, submitted to this discipline not only with im
punity, but with pleasurable sensations. They are described
as leaning against a wall, and receiving on the bare bosom or
epigastrium upwards of an hundred blows from a hammer
weighing thirty pounds, wielded by a robust and willing opera
tor-blow s which, when directed against the wall, crumbled it
to powder. The cries of an individual so treated were, “ Strike
me forcibly, or I die !” The devices resorted to in 'order ta
press, bruize, and beat the body, were infinite. W e are inclined
to conclude that there is exaggeration in this description ; but,'
after every legitimate deduction, there appears to have been an
immunity from pain, and exemption from the effects of physical
* Dr Campbell, in hi* reply to. Hume (voL i. sect. 5, p. 241), controverts
the cures, while he appears to admit the convulsions produced at St Medfcrd.
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impressions, altogether inexplicable. I t is certain that mar
tyrs, and many with no claim to the title, have ceased to feel
pain, and even experienced pleasure, while put to the torture^
or expiring amidst the flames; it is certain that wine, anger,
fanaticism, or any powerful and engrossing stimulus, baa ren
dered, or a t ieast'aften renders, the system insensible to .pain,
and endows it with what seems superhuman strength: but that
any o f these causes could confer so complete an independence c f
external agents remained to be established by the convulsiontflta
of St MedariL
•Although an epileptic state attended the greatest number of
eases, many other indications of constitutional disturbance were
remarked« Some individuals barked like dogs, others imitated
the cry of cats, a third party swallowed live coals, while a fourth
prophesied and said mass* The hostile and now diaoomfited
body of priests, the Jesuits, treated—for, whatever might be their
conviction, it was dearly their interest to treat—these phenomena
as gross delusions. B ut the great body of Frenchmen, and per
haps what is styled the religious public in all Catholic countries,
esteemed Paris as a glorified saint, and the multitudes who
Were convulsed at his grave as devout persons especially &•
routed by Heaven through* his instrumentality. All the •riremmtanoee may now be called the work of -imagination; and,
after divesting them of their miraculous Dharaeter, it may now
begraneed that, acting under a certain strong moral impres
sion, persons susceptible from constitution were affected with
convulsions, acquired immense muscular strength and insen
sibility to pain,* and derived great benefit to tneir health on
visiting this tomb. Or the subject may be summarily dismissed,
by dedaring these manifestations to be those of lunacy, instead
or proofs of divine interposition. Whatever opinion may be
adopted, the lapse of a century has undoubtedly changed the
medium through which such events are viewed. I t would then
have been as great a departure from sound sense and sound re*
hgion to impugn their divine origin and miraculous character,
as it would now be to hold an opposite course. Phenomena
precisely similar to those which have been described, character
ised the “ dancing mania” which desolated and disgraced the
population' of the noddle countries of Continental Europe du
ring the fourteenth century.-)- The dancers fell, shrieked, were
convulsed, saw visions, and were insensible to external impres
sions. The only element in which these ecstasies differed from
those of St Medard was their spontaneity. They affected the
mind and body without reference to place or person—to the
* Diction, des Sciences Medicates, vol. vL p. 210, art. “ Convulsionaire.”
+ The Epidemics of the Middle Ages, by J. F. C Hecker, translated by
fi. 6 . Babingtou, M.D. p. 5.
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dost of dead or the orisons of living 9aints. The priests of that
era found it expedient to denounce the affection as the work of
Satan or his satellites, and employed the whole artillery of book
and bell in exorcising the dancing demons.
Considerable space has been occupied in detailing these events,
not only because they furnish parallels to some cases about to
be related, but because they are themselves examples of one of
the most singular forms which fanaticism has assumed* Patients
who support suffering from being endowed with a stoical indif
ference to pain,-^>r who, from the abstraction in which (hey are
plunged, cannot be roused by external impressions,*—or who are,
to a certain degree, actually insensible,—«re to be met with in
every hospital* But the most curious instance which I have
examined, is that of a female who believed herself to be at once
immortal and invulnerable. H A belief was so far well founded;
for on the infliction of various injuries which were resorted to
experimentally, she betrayed no agitation, or other indication
that she was conscious that her skin had been pricked, pierced,
or cut. She either did not feel, or possessed the power of re*
sisting and concealing the effects of psun. Humanity and policy
set limits to the extent to which this insensibility could be put
to the test; and although the subject of the experiment peri*
flowed daily to be discharged from the mouth of a twenty-four*
pounder, her obtusen&s of sensation was tried chiefly by means
of pins, scarificators, seton needles, and similar instruments.
Yet during the application of what would have proved intoter»
able torture to another person, her courage, or complacency, or
insensibility, remained indomitable and imperturbable. Al
though composed and tranquil, and even smiling, during such
operations, she was evidently acting under the influence of a
high-wrought enthusiasm, and an unimpaired conviction of the
exemption from the ordinary physical laws to which she bud
claim. The strength of her moral feeling—in other words, the
impression upon one part of the nervous system—rendered inert
the sensation of pain, or the impression upon another part. Nor
is this the prerogative of lunatics and lanatics alone. When
Cranmer was brought to the stake, he held his offending right
hand steadily amid the flames, as if the consuming and agonts*
ing power of the Are recoiled and were as nothing before ,the in*
tensity of his devotion and the firmness of his purpose.*
Some difficulty would be found'in discovering exact parallels
to the Demonomaniacs of St Medard among the inmates o f an
asylum; for even mad miraefo-mongers seldom pretend to pos
sess, or to be benefited by, such gifts as those with which the
ashes of Paris were endowed. Many features of coincidence,
however, will be detected in the following cases.
Southey*s History of the Church, voL ii. p. 240.
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C ase

IV.— C. W . set. 60.

Predominating Organs.—W onder* Ideality, Firmness, Veneration.

. This patient has been insane for many years; but, according
to hñ own estímate, he was cured of all mental disease at a re*
mote period. From the same authority we learn that he has
from youth been a martyr to the persecutions of evil spirits of
all sorts and dimensions. To the machinations of these he is
still exposed, and he bows before their dominion as the savage
at the shrine of his demon-god. Hé confesses to have been at
two several periods incurably deranged, and incorrigibly wicked.
T o the epochs at which these moral taints were eradicated we
would especially refer.
. W hen his malady first appeafed he was residing in his native
parish; and, according to the prescription of the minister and
sundry wise women, he was bound hand and foot, carried to the
churchyard, and deposited within the ruined walls of what had
formerly been the place of worship. He was there left ip com
pany with three women similarly affected, to await midnight,
which was to prove the critical season. The propitious hour
arrived, the bonds fell from his limbs, and he arose free and
unfettered by his complaint. His companions were not so for-»
túnate; but he had the ungallantry, or, as he regards it, the
piety, to leave them to their fate. Such practices are still per
severed in. I have examined a woman whose condition, to the
surprise of her relatives, was unaltered by bathing her head ip
St Fillan’s spring.
W as there trick or deception in these transactions? or were
the parties mutually deceived by their own superstitious feelings P
W e may at least conclude that Wonder, Veneration, and Hope,
dictated the ordeal, and that the same feelings made it, or made
it appear, successful. # The minister trusted implicitly in the ef
ficacy of his prescription; he believed that the noly character of
the place would effect that which science had attempted in vain;
and the patient, participating in this trust, and convinced espe
cially that the efficacy would be developed at a particular mo
ment, exerted that strength which persons labouring under ner
vous diseases alone possess, burst the bonds, and arose changed,
in so far as he would be looked upon by himself and by others
as a favoured and heaven-protected mortal A t a subsequent
period the public functionaries had formed a different opinion,
and he was cognosced. Here commences the series of misde
meanours of which he is self-accused. They consisted in the
inordinate activity of Amativeness and the other propensities.
He became a terror unto himself; for while irresistibly hurried
toward sensual gratification, he felt all the agonies of impiety
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and moral pollution. These tendencies were, as he expresses it,
lashed out o f him. The keeper to whom he was committed was
of the old school, and preferred the virtue of a whip to that of
persuasion. W e know not whether the possessed literally kissed
the hand of his unmerciful exorcist; but he expresses his sense
of gratitude for the system of castigation to which he was sub
jected : he declares that every laceration of his back diminished
the strength of his inclinations; that, in short, he waB cured by
the cat-o’-nine-tails. Three things are certain—that he was af
fected with satyriasis, that he was lashed without compunction,
and that under this discipline his vicious propensities were ex
tinguished or subdued.
C ase V.

A. D. set. 30.

Dimensions of the Head.
Ear to Philoprogenitivess..................* ..............4 inches.
...
Concentrativeneas.................................4TV
... Self-Esteem ........
4 ft
... Firmness .............................................. 5 ft
... Veneration............................................ 5 ft
... Benevolence .......................................... 5 ft
Comparison .......................................... 6
... Individuality........................................ 4 f t
From
...
...
...
...

Cautiousness to Cautiousness ...............5 ft
Secretiveness to Secretiveness............. 5 ft
Destructiveness to Destructiveness......6 ft
Combativeness to Combativeness ...... 4
Philoprogenitiveness to Individuality... 1 f t

Predominating Organs.—Wonder, Veneration, Firmness, Cautiousness, De
structiveness.
Deficient Organs*—Hope, Self-Esteem.

This woman underwent a regular tutelage for religious
mania. She has nursed the seeds of her malady within her
for years, and, as they grew, rejoiced in their growth. H er
conviction of unworthiness, arising from a large Veneration
and small Self-Esteem and Hope, was a hoarded treasure,
which, with the true characteristic of a miser, she would
not exchange for its real value, the practical duties of life.
Originally endowed with strong religious feelings, she was
thrown into a situation where they were strengthened and stir
red up until they usurped the place and influence of every other
power. As a girl, she was known as despondingly pious, a»
fondly attached to home and its sources of happiness, and as dis
inclined to try or to trust to those of the world. She resided
with a relation in the country, who saw little society, and who,
being devout in disposition, and ignorant that an exalted state
of religious feeling is not rational religion, rather encouraged her
serious temper of mind. Thus prompted, she became affected
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with a, species of bibliolatry. Her days were spent in reading:
cofoqsittwg.to memory, or interpreting the pages of the sacred
volume; her nights passed in a sleepless.anxiety to discover the.
hidden meamogs of the difficulties which she encountered, in
thUipcc^pation she believed the whole circle of Christian duties
lo ponaist. - She now doubted the truths in which she hacl
hitherto.believed, and ultimately took refuge in anew religion^
NexjV^be h4d> that so much was incumbent on man* and so in*
adequate, were her moral capabilities, that she must perish in
her? dUobedienoe and unbelief. Her friends indipate this as the
point which her mind bent and broke under the self-imposed
barden. Closer observers would fix upon an earlier period;
for; there .often appears, a greater degree of infatuation and folly
in training the piental power* in sueh a manner as to predispose
to insanity» than in the extravagancies which characterise insar
. Her mind now became a mere, conflict ;between de-,
speir¿and devotion—between the terror of deficient Hope and
large Cautiousness, and the longing to propitiate by reverence,
that .Being, towards whom Hope directs its aspirations. She de
clared herself to . be irreclaimably wicked, to have been specifi
cally excluded from the wide pafe of salvation, to be actually a
murderer of God, the very deicide who nailed our Saviopr to
the cross. To this horrible idea she clung as if it had been ne
cessary to her existence; and yet, to escape from the fear which
it created, she had the daring to attempt suicide. .This singular
compound feeling is inexplicable save by phrenological analysis.
But by the employment of this agent we find, that a large Won
der and a considerable Ideality would give to her religious
views the colouring of awe and mysticism; that a large Cau
tiousness, excited by this moral darkness, added the sentiment
of ffear to superstition; that despondency, resulted from the
same organ associated with a very deficient H ope; and that the
determination to put an end to her sufferings and existence was
conferred by the activity.of three of the largest organs in the ‘
head-—Firmness, Destructiveness, and Secretiveness. So mve*>
terete was the suicidal tendency, that, besides stratagems innu
merable, in all probability suggested by this determination, up
wards of a dozen of actual attempts were frustrated. Connected
with the hallucination by which she was persecuted, are the
phenomena, which class her with some of the heroines of St
Medard. In them a certain religious delusion—that, of the
sanctity and salutiferous virtues of a certain place or person-r*
produced strong convulsions; in her a similar religious delusion
—that of her having been an active agent in the crucifixion—
likewise produces convulsions; In both the paroxysm took,
place when a certain class of feelings predominated ;>in t both
pain was said to be no longer felt; in both, the person affected,
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cried beseechingly for the infliction of pain; and in both the
consequences were so far beneficial that tranquillity and a nearer
approach to health succeeded.
' I have seen this persôn in a voluntary convulsion fit, or one
which it was in her power to produce by dwelling on particular
objects of thought; continue to scream for a quarter of an hour
at the utmost pitch of a shrill voice—u Pluck out my eye; tu t
off my hand ; they have offended ; I am lost, condemned’P
As these lugubrious exclamations were accompanied by a look
of absolute abandonment—by violent tossing of every Kmb,
the writhing of the whole body, indeed the action of every
tnuscle—the effect upon the mind of a spectator was unmingied
horror. Confessedly these paroxysms recurred only when reli
gion, or rather the destruction of the religious hopes in which
she had been taught, 6r in which she had taught herself, to l*v
lieve, was obtruded upon her recollection. She was tranquillized
or exhausted by these exacerbations, however violent they might
be.
These points of similarity, and the fact that a permanent cot*,
valescence is anticipated, appear to shew, that there may be
convulsionaires without the aid of the relics of the Abbé Paris-^»
the moral cause being, however, in both cases the same.
(To fie continued.)

A R T IC L E X I.
ACCOUNT OP THE SYSTEM OF EDUCATION FOLLOWED IN
THE REV. J. C. BRUCE’S ACADEMY AT NEWCASTLE-ONTYNE.

M r C o m b e , during his stay at Newcastle, visited the acadc?
my képt by the Rev. John Collingwood Bruce, A.M . in No. 80,
Percy Street, and was greatly pleased with the system pursued,
the appearance of intelligence and happiness in the pupils, enei
the extensive and correct knowledge which they had acquired^
The academy is conducted on the’ modern principle of teaching
both languages and useful knowledge; of exciting in the.pupils
ah interest in, and love for, tlieir studies ; of relieving attention
by regular changes in the objects pursued ; and above all, of
bringing a great amount of adult mind to bear upon the minds
of the young, there being eight assistants employed in teaching
about ISO pupils. M r Combe requested Mr Bruce to favour
him with an outline of his plan, with which solicitation he kindly
complied, by addressing to him the following letter :
VOL. IX.--- NO. XLVI.

Mm
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H R B R lT O s's ACADEMY AT NEW CA STLE.
“

80 P ercy S treet , N ewcastle, October 24.1835.

4< D ear S ir ,— I felt sensibly your kindness in paying me a
visit in school the other day, and was not a little gratified by

the manner in which you expressed yourself respecting my ar
rangements. You requested an outline of my plans; I trust
the enclosed documents are what you wished.
“ A good schoolmaster must be an enthusiast in his profession,
and an enthusiast is always glad of any one who will listen with
some degree of patience to his disquisitions on his favourite topic.
Knowing that the world has in you a warm friend to education,
I am going to indulge myself in spine further explanations.
“ You would wonder at seeing a person not yet arrived at the
middle age of life at the head of so large an establishment. I t
was formed by the talents and exertions of my father, who died
about a year ago. I t is but four years since I was conjoined
with him in the management of the school.
44You will perceive that the plan pf education pursued isa very
comprehensive one, my object being to cultivate all the faculties
with which Providence has endowed my young friends. A limb
of gigantic growth attached to a body of diminutive proportions
is justly considered a deformity; so also is it unseemly to be
hold a mind having one of its faculties cultivated to the utmost,
whilst all the rest are unnurtured. The young mind, too, is
incapable of long attention to one subject; and I find the obser
vation of Cicero a just one, that the mind is more completely
relieved by a change of occupation than by inaction. Many of
my pupils, until a late perioa of their education, are undecided
as to the choice of a profession; it is necessary, therefore, that
they should prepare for any opening which may occur. Besides,
by giving them a tolerably extensive view of literature and
science, they have set before them the means of judging what
path of life may be most congenial to their tastes. And further,
as most of my pupils eventually engage in the ordinary commer
cial pursuits, it is satisfactory to think, that they do not become
engrossed in business before they have imbibed a taste for know
ledge, and have been made acquainted with the manner in which
some favourite branch of study may be pursued at the hours of
leisure.
“ I have already mentioned the manner in which the study of
the practical sciences was introduced among us.
“ The order which we pursue in this department is this. The
first course is Natural Philosophy and Astronomy. By Natural
Philosophy I mean Somatology, Mechanics, Pneumatics, Elec
tricity, &c. Familiar lectures on these subjects are given on the
Tuesday and Thursday, illustrated, of course, by experiments;
and on the Saturday a lecture on Astronomy is aelivered, deve
loping the application of many of the laws demonstrated in the
other part of the course.
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44 The 9ccond course is Chemistry, which is always a favourite
one; with it we conjoin, on the Saturday morning, the study of
Oeology. I always encourage my young pupils to repeat my
experiments for themselves, and to make little collections of mi
nerals, which gives them a wonderful interest in these pursuits.
44 Our third course is Mental and Animal Physiology. The
corporeal structure of man and the lower animals occupiedus the
two days; on the third we are engaged with the examination of
our mental faculties.
a The pupils are frequently examined upon the topics brought
before them, and once a-week they are required to write an e&say upon one or other of them.
44 I carefully avoid giving them a larger quantity of information
at one time than their minds'can easily retain, and am seldom,
in my examinations, mortified by proofs of incapacity or inat
tention.
44 Each course occupies a half year.
' “ Mathematics has always been made an important study
in this academy, but I do not know that there is any thing new
in our plans. Perhaps we are paying increased attention to the
philosophy of Algebra and Arithmetic. Twice a-week all the
pupils m Algebra are assembled, and are instructed in the theo
ry and in the principles of the operations with which, at other
times, they are made practically familiar; the same process is
pursued with those in Arithmetic. On the other hand, we are
anxious to exhibit to them the practical application of those
parts of the mathematics which are chiefly presented to them in
a theoretical form—Euclid’s Elements, for example; with this
view we occasionally perambulate the fields as practical landsurveyors.
44 The languages are taught as I believe they are elsewhere.
The 44 General Grammar Class* is composed of several of the
higher Latin classes, for the purpose of pursuing in conjunction
the study of the grammar of the Latin and English languages.
By comparing these and other tongues together, we shall best
arrive at an accurate knowledge of each; and this is perhaps the
only way to acquire an acquaintance with the general principles
of language.
44Geography is one of those useful and interesting studies which
we never lose sight of—,A11 the pupils engage in it from the
earliest period.
441 have drawn out the scheme of u General Arrangement*
exactly as the school is worked at present; and have selected,
almost at random, an individual from the higher and one from
the lower ranks, as further illustrations of the distribution of
school hours. Other individuals from die same ranks would ex
hibit a somewhat different arrangement.
m in 2

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT.

i

Mr B ruce.

1st Assist.

6th Reading
Class.—History
of England.

Mathematics.

2d Assist.

3d Assist.

1st Latin.—
Horace and
Livy.

2d English
Grammar.

Reereation.

Writing.

—

—

1st Euclid and 2d Euclid and Superintending
Theory of
Theory of
Arithmetie.
JUgebra.
|

Writing.

|

3d English
Grammar.
4th Do.

7th Assist. 8th AS3IST.

8th Arithmetic
Class.
. 9th Do.

1st French
Class.

6th Latin.—
Phfied. Fables.

2d French
Class.

6th Latin Class. Cohering and Superintending 7th Reading
German.
Eutropius.
Class.
Arithmetic at the,Writing of
Latin Exercises.
Seats.
—

—

-r-

—

9th Arithmetic 6th Reading
Class.
Class.

Ciphering.

Ciphering.

Writing.

Writing.

Writing.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Arithmetic*

Arithmetic.

Arithmetic.

: Writing.

Writing.

4th Latin.—
Ovid.

6th Assurr.

Drawing on Tuesday and Friday.
Recreation.
-j-

—

1

Mental Arithmetic and Tables.

2d Latin.—Sal- |
Mathematics. lust and Horace-1 Arithmetic.
2d Greek.

—

1

•

1st Geography
End Scientific
Class.

2d Geography
Class.

3d Geography
Class.

5th Geography 4th Geography 6th Geography
Class.
Class.
Class.

I ndividual Arrangement.—Senior P uhl.
8} hit. | French, to 9j | Latin, 10J | Math. 11 | Recrn. J | Euclid, 12112 p. m. | Writing, 2} | Recm. 8 | Tables, 3} | Math. 4J | Geogry. 5$.
J unior P upil on the lowest Form.
9i hr*| Writ. to 9|Arith. 9|IRecrn. lOIEng. Gr. lO^Recm. lO.JtRead. llJArith. 12|\2 p. M.lWrit. 2$ Recrn. 3iTab. *nd Arith. 3J|Recrn. 4jRoad. 4.) (Jcog. 5J.
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u A new general arrangement is required every half-year, to
meet changing circumstances. In minor m atters,'I also give
prominence to a pursuit which, at the next season, I may throw,
for a time into the shade. Since you visited us, I have assigned:
a longer time than usual to the first French class, circumstancesacquiring it at present.
“ You will perhaps be surprised at.the formidable array of as
sistants which the scheme presents. It requires some explana
tion* I do not myself undertake the responsible charge of many,
classes; I am chiefly engaged in superintending others. I have v
four regular assistants resident with me in the House; two others :
I look upon in the light of junior assistants, but they are wholly
engaged in teaching; the seventh is a female relative of my
own, whose services amongst the younger pupils are peculiarly
valuable; the eighth is the French-master, whose services are
required during only two hours of the day. Besides these, two
drawing^masters attend on the drawing-days. W ith scarcely so
exception, all my pupils learn drawing.
“ I fear I have erred in giving you too many particulars rather •,
than too few; but should you require any further information,I shall feel gratified ty your demanding it. I trust I need not
say that I snail be glad to learn. I am, dear Sir, yours re
spectfully,
J . C. B x u c e ." . <
This communication speaks for itself. M r Combe subse
quently conversed with a young gentleman who had been edu
cated at Mr Bruce1» academy, and who had afterwards gone
to Glasgow to pursue his medical studies at the college there ; ~
and he assured him that the elements of chemical and anatomi
cal knowledge, which he had acquired from M r Bruce, proved
of the greatest value to him when he commenced his regular
studies,—and that, from the first, he was familiar with the prin- .
ciples, terms, general bearing, as well as many of the details,» of
these sciences, and profited as much by the first course o f leo»
tures on them as boys who entered without this preparatory
training generally did by the first and second. This fact we
ean easily credit, for it stands to reason; and -we hope that Mr
Bruce’s success may prompt many teacliers to follow his example
His system and terms are explained in the following Outline
u F irst Division.—Reading, W riting and Arithmetic.; En
glish Grammar, and the Rudiments of the Latin language.
“ Second Division.—Reading and Recitation ; Writing, &c.
The advanced Rules of Arithmetic ; Mental Arithmetic. £irglish Grammar, and Exercises. Histories of England and Boise.
Geography and the Use of the Globes. In Latin the Grammar J
is pursued, Turner's Grammatical Exercises arc writtert, at>d
several of the following authors successively read ir-Lecumrk'
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Seleétæ, Eutropius, Cornelius Nepos, Phædrus, Cæsar, Ovid,
Virgil. Greek Grammar. French. Drawing.
" u ' Third Division.—English Grammar : The Derivation and
Structure of the English Language, and English Composition.
Book-kèepïng by Single and Dotfbie Entry ; Mental Arithmetic ;
the Nature of Foreign Exchanges ; Practical Geometry, Mensu
ration, Euclid, Algebra, Trigonometry, plane and spherical ;
Navigation with Lunar Observations, Land Surveying, M e
chanics, Fluxions, &c.—In L atin: Sallust, Horace, Cicero,
L ivy,' Teténce, Tacitus, &c; Maires Latin Exercises; Latin
Vérification.—In Greek : New Testament, Analecta Minora,
Xetfophort, Homer, fcc. SandPorcfs Greek Exercises.—Geogra
phy : The Natural Aspect, thé political and commercial Rela
tions of the various Countries of the Earth ; Ancient Geography.
Astronomy, with the Use of the Globes and the Construction of
Maps.—History : Universal History, Ancient and Modern.
Ftetich. Drawing.
Philosophical Courses.—The following subjects are in
succession presented to the view of the Senior pupils. Natu
ral "Philosophy, comprehending Mechanics, Pneumatics, Elec
tricity, &c. ; Chemistry ; Geofogy and Mineralogy. Natural
Hfetoiy; with reference especially to the Mechanism and Physio
logy of the Human Frame. Mental Philosophy and the Belles
Lettres. The Evidences of Christianity. The Religious In
struction of the pupils is, in all the departments, made an object
of primary importance.
, .T erms .— For Day Scholars : Entrance to the Academy one
Guinea; pupils in tne first Division, L .1 , Is. per quarter;
pupils in the second Division, L. 2,2s. per quarter; pupils in
the third Division, L. 3, 3s. per quarter ; French 10s. 6ct. and
Drawing 5s. 6d. each per quarter extra ; Dining for Day Board
ers, L .2 , 2s. per quarter.— For Boarders : Entrance two
neas ; Board and Education of pupils in the first Division,
35, per annum ; ditto, second Divirion, L. 40 per annum ;
ditto, , third Divirion, L . 45 per annum. Washing, 14s. per
quarter* French 10s* 6d. ana Drawing 5s. 6d. per quarter ex
tra, each. A quarter’s previous notice or a quarters payment
is. required on tne removal of a pupil.1’.

r

,Mr .Combe wrote Mr Bruce a note, pointing out to him that
he had omitted to mention the arrangements for affording exer
cise tp his boarders, and also the state of their sleeping apart
ments as to ventilation. Mr Bruce sent him the folowing reply :
D ear S ir ,

P ercy S t r e e t , 26th October 1835.

. “ I avail myself of the earliest opportunity of replying to your
oblig^^inquiries. I shall be glad of your inserting in the Jour-
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tud any portion, altered as your judgment may suggest, of toy
communication. The number of pupils in the Academy at this
moment is 196. I desired some of my boys, today, to write
out their own individual arrangements, which I enclose. One
of the principal difficulties I have to cope with is, to make my
amusem ents so as to suit those who are not studying languages,
and those whose advancement in one branch of education consi
derably exceeds that in another. This difficulty, I expect, will
diminish every year; in this part of the country separate charge?
were formerly made for eaeh separate branch of education* and the
term card was like a bill of fore: some parents selected this
branch, and some anqther; some suffered their children toJbegm
a study as soon as they were fit for it, others kept them in the
elementary branches as long as possible; and yet all were to be
kept constantly employed during school hours. To obviate this
difficulty, my father and I divided the school into the three divi
sions in the prospectus, holding out every inducement to parents
to allow us to advance in every point the education of their chiU
dren without restriction.
441 have at present eighteen boarders (including two young re
latives of my own); with this number I have been accustomed to
consider my house fu ll; at the same time had I the prospect of
increasing my number by four, I should convert another room
into a sleeping apartment. Our bed-rooms are thus-occupied
in one room seven young gentlemen sleep, in another (our and
a tutor, in another four and a tutor, in another two, and
in another one. The last, room is set apart as a sick-cham
ber, into which we may immediately put any one exhibiting
any symptoms which may excite suspicions of infectious aimplaints. The room is not so occupied at present, not one ease
of sickness requiring medical aid having occurred during the
twelvemonth tnat 1 have had charge of the house. You ask
after the manner in which we provide for bodily exercise.
The young gentlemen rise at half-past six ; between seven
and half-past eight, when we begin public school, they read
a portion of the Scriptures, attend family prayers, look over
the lessons they have prepared the night before, have a rim
in the play-ground for about a quarter of an hour, and breakfast.
From twelve to one o'clock they take an ordeirtu walk in the
country, or have gymnastics; at one they dine; after dinner till
two o'clock is at their own disposal, and they romp in the play
ground, or amuse themselves at drawing, as they think proper.
You will observe our first occupation in school after dinner is of
a kind requiring the least possiole mental effort. From a quar
ter-past five until a quarter to seven, they spend in die play
ground, with the exception of the time occupied in taking tea.
A t a quarter to seven they are called in to prepare their lessons
for the next day ; at eight we have family prayers; after that
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the Voting gentlemen have a little bread and milk, and at about
half-past eight retire to bed : any of the elder ones who have im
proved their time during the day, and wish, for some specified
purpose, to remain up, are always allowed to do so for an hour
longer.
44 Boys usually provide for themselves athletic games, independently of any mechanical provisions for exercise; nevertheless,
in the play-ground attached to the premises, I have erected poles,
parallel bars, &c. for gymnastic exercises: they also have a little
car, in which they revolve* one another with great rapidity round
the ground to the speedy exhaustion of the muscular energies^
&q. During the months of August and September Mr Round
of Edinburgh attends to give lessons in gymnastics and fencing.
I have taken a garden immediately adjoining the play-ground,
for the farther amusement of my pupils (having already one for
my own amusement, and for the supply of the family with vege
tables, &c.), and I shall do all in my power to induce them to
cultivate it diligently and perseveringly.
“ I do not know that our noon-day walk will meet with your
approval; but there are some boys who, unless they were re
quired to take exercise, would not, either from a studious dispo
sition, or from quiet and retiring habits, exert voluntarily their
muscular system to the extent which health requires. On a
Saturday afternoon we take a more extensive and less constrain
ed ramble.
44 I have thus endeavoured faithfully and without reserve to
answer your inquiries; and, allow me to say, I feel much obliged
to you for the kind interest which these inquiries manifest.
Sometimes descriptions look better on paper than the jeality does
on actual inspection. Should you have leisure during the short
remainder or your stay at Newcastle to look in upon me at any
time, I shall feel very great pleasure in shewing you our sleeping
apartments and play-ground, that you may witness any disad
vantages under which we labour, as well as any advantages
which we may possess.
44 You observed to me, when I had the pleasure of seeing you,
that, under the system we pursued, very little severity would be
necessary. In connection with this subject I may mention one
fact: for a year past, and I believe for some years previous, not
a single instance o f 4 fighting1 has occurred amongst the boys. I
believe that, amongst so large a number of boys, their boxing
propensities are generally more frequently manifested. Occa
sionally complaints are brought to me of one boy having annoy
ed another in some way: anxious to repress all unfeeling rudeness
on the one hand, and querulousncss on the other, I generally
tell the complainant to apply to me again at some leisure time,
probably an hour or two afterwards; and the consequence is, I
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seldom hear any thing of it again, the parties having become
good friends in the interval.
44 As a farther demonstration of kindly feeling on the part of
the pupils, I have enclosed two printed papers, which (he into,,
rest you take in the development of character assures ma yoii
will not think an intrusion of private or trifling affairs upon y ^ r
attention. I am, dear Sir, yours very respectfully,
i j
J . C. B juice *>
On the 319th of October, M r Combe again visited M r Bruces
Academy, and found the facts mentioned in this letter confirn^l
ed by his own observations. He mentioned to M r Bruce that
he considered the number of pupils too great in the sleeping
apartments for their sire.*I
»a

y
A R T IC L E X II.
PHRENOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF T H E CHARACTER Q g
GEORGE CAMPBELL, recently executed at Glasgow for Murder.*
O n the 29lh of September 1835, George Campbell was execiit?
ed at Glasgow for murder. As the crime was characterized by
culiarly atrocious features, and his conduct, on receiving sentence,
marked by unparalleled ferocity, I was anxious to ascertain how
far the developments, in a phrenological point of view, harp??nized with so strongly marked and singular a character. Ha?
ving asked permission of the Magistrates to take a cast of h\a
head after death, the request was, in the most liberal manner,.qt
once granted, and a cast was accordingly taken. On examining
this cast, I, as well as every one conversant with Phrenology by
whom it was seen, perceived at once that it in a most remark?
able degree confirmed the doctrines of Gall. Conceiving, hoyr-r
ever, that a previous knowledge of the individual might have
had some influence in swaying our judgments, and making us
see a greater analogy between the physical organization Ahatljq
mental character than was actually warranted by circuipstances,
I came to the resolution of sending the cast to an eminent
phrenologist in Edinburgh, for the purpose of learning what in?
ference he—without any bias, and in perfect ignorance of the perr
son from whom it was taken—would draw from it. To prevent
the possibility of any suspicion being aroused on his part, the east
was forwarded, not to him, but to another gentleman, who was
requested to deliver it into his hands, without saying whose head
it was, by whom it was sent, or from what quarter it came.. To
make assurance doubly sure, that portion of the neck at tn<?
■ From the Glasgow Courier of 2-d October 1835.
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angle of tbe jaw, marked by the pressure of the rope, was care*
fully removed. No external mark was thus left to indicate th a t
the person had perished by strangulation, nor did the counte
nance display the slightest appearance of violent death. This
fact may t»e verified by any person who chooses to examine the
east.. The gentleman to whom it was sent performed his part
with scrupulous fidelity, and handed the oast to tbe object of its
destination. M M r ------say« he, u had no information except
what he has prefixed to his paper, and the knowledge of the fact
that the cast was that of a dead man"* This information re
fers to the age, temperament, and education of the criminal-**
circumstances which must always be known before any thing
like a just deduction can be drawn.
Campbell was of Irish parentage. In appearance he was a
good-looking, and rather prepossessing young man. In stature he
stood about five feet seven inches; he was cleanly made, and rather
athletic. While very young he entered the army, where he re
mained seven years. Of his general conduct there I am unable to
learn any thing that can be depended upon : suffice it to say, he
was at one time severely flogged for striking his sergeant. On
leaving the army, he went to his father's house, but soon left it
in consequence of some family quarrels. He then took up his
lodgings with a woman named Hanlin, with whose daughter
(and with the mother also, if accounts can be trusted) he lived
in a state of fornication. Hadlin’a house was a most abandoned
one. Lord Meadowbank, one of the Judges before whom
Campbell was tried, pronounced it, with great truth and force
of language, “ a den of infamy, and the okl woman the pre
siding demon of the place." It was for murdering this woman
that Campbell paid the forfeit of his life. He bad frequently
threatened to murder her, and one day carried his purpose into
effect, by Uterolly, and in the most determined and ferocious
manner, trampling her to death. After committing this crime,
he made no attempt to escape, but went and informed tbe neigh*
hours that the woman bad killed herself by drinking. H e was
apprehended, tried, and convicted^ very much to his own astonish
ment ; and when sentence was passed upon him, he burst forth
into a volley of imprecations against the Judges, such as never
before polluted a court of justice. Those present on the occasion
describe his conduct as unutterably horrible and disgusting.
On being taken to tbe tiondemned cell, lie seemed more atten
tive to his food than to any thing else, complained bitterly of the
jail allowance, and expressed great satisfaction when supplied
with food of a better quality. He was grossly ignorant, ebdu*
* Having been the medium of communication between the writer of the
present article and the phrenologist to whom tbe cast was sent, we are able
to certify the correctness of these statements. The cast is now in the mueum of the Phrenological Society.—E d . P. J.
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Vate, and impenitent. The respectable Catholic clergymen by
whom fre was attended (for he belonged to that Church) had
great difficulty in making him comprehend almost any thing.
To the last he denied his guilt« H e may have acknowledged it
privately to his confessor; but this, of course, is not known« H e
was vain of his person, and inclined to dress neatly. As a proof
of this—-he devoted a quarter of an hour« immediately previous
to his execution* •to. curling bis hair. On mounting the scaffold,
he displayed wonderful firmness; walking erectly, tossing his head
hack in a theatrical manner, and having a bold swaggering ap
pearance« AU accounts agree in representing his life, so for a*
it is known, as rude, turbulent, and debauched. To ibe young
woman with whom he cohabited, be was attached, although this
did not prevent him from occasionally beating her, I suppose in
bis drunken fits. The attachment was returned on her port, and
refflaiQed uuweakened even after he murdered her m o th e r s h e
visited h ittin jail subsequently to bis condemnation, and seemed
much affected by his situation. Having made these preliminary
remarks, let us now turn to the phrenological analysis, which
is as follows >—
*cPlaster cast—size a little above average— temperament ner
vous-bilious— age $5—uneducated—dissipated.
“ I was struck with the resemblance of this cast to that of
the too famous T hurtdl, in the Phrenological Society’s collec
tion,—only that Thurtell’s Benevolence was larger, and his bead
generally larger; and, on turning to the development preserv
ed of ThurteU in the Phrenological Journal, vol. i* p; 838«
(but not till I had noted* down that of the cast sent me), 1 found
them to agree to a great extent. The individual from whom
this east was taken, being uneducated, and having possessed an
active temperament, would give unrestrained vent to a degree
of animalism and selfishness, which must have rendered him
a nuisance to his neighbourhood. He has the organization of
gross sensuality in all its three points« Even when sober, be
had the tendency to brawling and bullying^-a compound of im
pudent assurance, self-conceit, vanity, insolence, tyranny, obsti*
nacy, violence, and cruelty; but, when drunk, a strait-waist
coat, or a ceU in the police-office, would be absolutely necessary.
H e would be loud, boisterous, opinionative, and contentious, and
his oaths and imprecations would be horrible; while his ¿bus*
would have in it an energy, malignity, and grossness peculiarly
his own. His selfishness would be unmitigated; grasping,
without ever giving, would characterize him. His indifference
to the misfortunes or sufferings of others would be marked; and
scenes of suffering, such as executions, Hoggings, surgical opera
tions, prize and cock fights, would greatly delight him. A
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single word which he felt as slighting or ridiculing him, would
be returned by a blow; but many an insult he would put on
others, and in many a brawl he would be engaged. Neverthe
less, he would not expose himself to unnecessary danger, but
Would calculate his adversary’s strength before he proceeded 'to
beat and bruise him or her; for his utter want of refinement and
generosity would make no difference of sex or age, saving al
ways the very young—for the only soft corner of his heart
Scents to have been love of children. He was cunning, and pro
bably a measureless liar, both in Ms vain-glorious boastings, and
for all other selfish ends. He was a plotter arid manoBUverer;
but although, from miserable reasoning powers, his schemes
would be ill-laid, he would have great pride in being thought a
•deep dog.’ He was superstitious, a lover of the marvellous,
And accessible to religious terrors; a ghost would settle him tfi
his most boisterous moments. He would court tociety, and dis
like solitude; seeking, of course, to be always the cock of the
company, for there would be about him a great share of vulgar
self-nnportance.
** The knowing faculties seem good, and must have given
considerable aptness and quickness. The Locality would give
a roatning turn, and a knowledge of places. There must have
been order and* arrangement, which might shew themselves in
neatness and tidiness of'dress. There is Music, or the love of
it, strong; and Time so largely endowed, as not only to aid
music, but to give the power of telling the hour at any time
without looking at the clock. The reflecting faculties are very
poor indeed, which would produce a deficiency in sense, and an
otter blindness to the simplest consequences. This defect would
render abortive many a plan to deceive. Gambling and betting
would have for this unfortunately organized being peculiar
charms. He loved money, and would not be scrupulous about
the means of getting i t ; while every farthing of It would go for
selfish, and chiefly sensual indulgences.
“ The cast appearing to have been taken after death, I asked,
and was informed that the individual is dead, and • has ceased
from tro u b lin g a n d I congratulate all who knew him on the
riddance. I snould like to learn how he died—it could not be
peacefully in his bed. Query—Was he hanged for beating out
some one’s brains, or otherwise murdering with ruthless bruta
lity?
••If such was his fate, I have only to say, that in that en
lightened system of criminal treatment to which the country is
coming, because it musty it needed not to have been so. A pe
nitentiary department will come to be allotted for the constitu
tionally violent, brutal, and cruel, who will be put within waHs
for a long course of reformatory education, on the fifst con tic-
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tion, by which their dangerous character is clearly proved. In
a penitentiary founded on the humane principle of reformation
withoutlnflictive vengeance, even such a being as this might have
been humanized, at least he would not have been permitted to
annoy and endanger society by a. long course of violence—tp
end, perhaps, in murder.”
Remarks.— I am doubtful whether Secretiveness and Acqui
sitiveness are so large as is supposed. The thickness of the tem
poral muscle not being evident from a cast, has probably led the
very able writer of the foregoing to overrate them« He seeujs
also to have made both Time and Tune larger than is justified
by the appearance of the cast« Some, who have seen the cast,
,have objected, that the distance from the ear to Individuality is
larger than we might have been prepared for; but phrenologists
have long ceased to regard that measurement as any indication
of the power of the intellect The distance may be caused by a
large middle lobe of the brain, as is the case in the present in
stance. The proper way to ascertain the point is to look how
far forward the anterior lobe projects from Constructiveness.
The great size of Combativeness and Destructiveness, uncon
trolled by Benevolence, and called into fierce action by liquor,
easily accounts for the murder« His astonishment at the ver
dict of “ Guilty” probably arose from deficiency in the power
of understanding the force of testimony, owing to the smallness
of the reflecting organs. Ignorant people are.very apt to indulge
in absurd hopes. His great Love of Approbation, and his large
Ordef, sufficiently explain the foppish freak of arranging his hair
in curls at such a time, as well as the marked neatness of his
dress as he appeared upon the scaffold. I t is difficult to say
what his religious feelings might have been, as probably his mind
was never directed to them till after he was condemned. His
denial of the crime makes good bis claim to the character of a
lia r: his Love of Approbation would induce him to make it
appear that be was innocent, and his Conscientiousness would be
no match for this strong feeling. The affection of the woman
. for him was very natural. He was a good-looking fellow, and
was doubtless so much attached to her by his large Adhesive
ness as to display affection when in good hum our; and, when
strong marks of affection are bestowed on a woman, she is cer
tain, in most cases, to return it. The organ on which the in
stinct of food is conceived to depend is large, which perhaps may
explain his conduct with respect to the jail provisions, already
alluded to, as well as his fondness for liquor. His good Time
and Tune would probably give him a fondness for dancing, for
which his figure was well adapted; but whether he really was
iven to this amusement I have not been able to learn. That
e was so, however, I have very little doubt. His great Ama
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tiveness was sufficiently apparent in the circumstances of his
sensual career,
Altogether, the head of this man is such, that np good phre
nologist would hesitate one moment to say, that the lower proensities must have been very predominant, prevailing lamentaly over the intellect and moral sentiments. His mode of life
was extremely unfavourable to the exercise of the two latter, and
must have tended to give to the first an enormous preponder
ance. Ignorance and dissipation acting together on such a mind,
could hardly lead to any other result than the gallows. The
analysis to which I have ventured to add these observations*
will speak for itself. I t is perhaps one of the most skilful dis
plays of phrenological acumen of which we have any record, and
speaks volumes for the science. Wherever the man's character
was known, the inference accords most minutely with i t ; and
there is every reason to suppose, that, were those points cleared
up of which we are still ignorant, the correspondence between
them and the deduction would not be less striking. The con
cluding paragraph of the analysis is most important, and well
worthy the attention of legislators.

E

A R T IC L E X I I I.
DUBLIN PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

A m e e t i n g of this Society was held at their rooms, Upper
Sackville Street, on Monday evening, 17th August 1885, which
was very numerously attended. Professor Harrison took the
chair, and explained the object of the meeting to be, to take
measured for the formation of a General Association of the
Phrenologists of Great Britain and Ireland, to meet annually
at any given time and place agreed upon, with a view to their
assisting each other, and co-operating for the advancement of
the science.
D r Evanson moved a resolution to this effect, and suggested
that the annual meetings might be held immediately after the times
and at the places fixed for the meetings of the British Associa
tion, without being in anywise connected with it. That gigan
tic association had its own objects in view—the improvement and
advancement of the physical sciences; yet many of its most dis
tinguished members would be happy to join in the furtherance
of phrenological science ; and a time more suited for having the
collected wisdom of so many scientific individuals together could
not be fixed upon than the meetings of the British Association.
Dr Marsh seconded the resolution, and dilated with great
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force upon the advantages of studying the mental manifestations;
drawing a line between the physical and metaphysical scienfes.
Dr M ‘Dowell moved the appointment of a committee to carry
the resolution above mentioned into effect. He acknowledged
himself to have been most sceptical upon the utility of Phrenology
as a science, until he had heard the admirable lectures of D r
Spurzheim in this city, from which time he had given the sub
ject his best consideration, and became, in a great degree, a con
vert to i t
D r Houston presented himself to the meeting, haying the day
previously obtained the skulls of the celebrated Dean Swift and
Mrs Heather Johnson, better known by the appellation “ Stella.”
They had been entombed for one hundred years, and the coffins
having been recently disturbed, in consequence of some improve
ment being about to be made in the vaults of St Patrick's Ca
thedral, permission was granted by the Very Rev. the Dean, for
their removal for a day or two, until accurate casts cpukl be
made of the skulls, with a view to the advancement of scientific
knowledge. On an examination of the Dean's skull, it would ap
pear, from the depression on the anterior part of the head, that
the roan must have been apparently an idiot *. The bones of the
skull must have undergone considerable change during the ten
or twelve last years of Ins life, while in a state of lunacy. The
heads of children labouring under hydrocephalus often increase
to a most extraordinary size. The identity of the skull was
complete; for it was handed down, and well known by old per
sons in the neighbourhood of the Cathedral, that the Dean's
head was sawed across before he was buried. The skull was
found in this state in the coffin; and the inscription on the lid left
little doubt on the subject. T he head of “ Stella” was found in
the coffin next that of the Dean, inscribed with her name, &o.
D r Evanson remarked that the bones of the anterior part of
the head were considerably thickened, and the internal surface
of the skull did not exhibit those impressions of the convolu
tions which ore to be found in the healthy subject. I t was also
on record, that after the skull had been opened, a quantity of
water was found suffused upon the brain. I t was not fair tocondemn the science if this head were not found to give an idea of the
Dean's character; for Phrenology paid regard only to develop
ments occurring in the brain of a person in Full health and vigour.
M r Snow Harris made a few observations on the subject, bear
ing out Dr Evanson in his last observations.
Captain Sir John Ross, R.N., here presented himself to the
meeting, and was very warmly received. He said he had, duning a period of family privation and illness, occupied himself
with studying Phrenology, and after four years observation he was
* We think this expression considerably stronger than is warranted by the
cast of the skull—En.
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more and more convinced that the brain'was the organ of themind.
He proved its practical utility often in the education of children;
he had been tne means of reconciling man and wife, who had
disagreed with each other. In fact, it clearly pointed out the
many imperfections of human nature, and taught every thing
the Christian religion taught. He at one time undertook, from
motives of humanity, to educate a child, whose father and mo
ther had been hanged. A t first the child was treated with great
severity by those under whose care he had placed i t On bis
suggestion the treatment of the child was changed; in place of
the usual severity being employed, the effect of being put into
a dark room was tried, and in a short period the organization
was altered, and the character in proportion. I t selecting the
crew of a ship he found it useful; he saw in whom he could
•trust, and those whom he could n o t; he was by it led to apply
appropriate punishment, and during a period of ten years he
never punished a man corporally; he was led to this system by
Phrenology. I t was not fair (Captain Ross observed, in referto the skull of Dean Swift) to raise a discussion upon skulls
either aged or diseased.—H e had attended a meeting of the
Phrenological Society in London, to which a skull had been sent,
with a sealed letter, from a person who knew the character of
the man whose skull had been presented. D r Spurzheim was
at the time in London: he analyzed the head and gave his opi
nion, which almost literally corresponded with the account given
in the letter when it was read.
M r Hawkins, V. P. of the Phrenological Society of London,
•instanced a case where he measured the head of a man after an
interval of twenty-five years: in the latter part of his life he be
came an enthusiast in religion ; the upper part of his head in
creased three-eighths of an inch in height, while the back part
decreased one quarter of an inch. M r Hawkins exhibited a wire
made of grain tin, which he was in the habit of using for phreno
logical measurements, and described it as the most accurate
which could be availed of.
A conversation took place in reference to a plaster cast, made
from a marble bust of Dean Swift, executed during his lifetime
by an artist named Cuningham; but as the artists of those days
were not accustomed to pay that attention to the developments
of the head which is now given, it was considered to be unim
portant in reference to the debateable ground in question.
Dr Evanson gave a highly interesting lecture on the skull of
“ Stella,1'' shewing that it bore out all the characteristics of that
singular and gifted woman.
The Society will have another meeting upon the subject
brought before them on this occasion.
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A R T IC L E XIV.
PROPOSED ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF •
MENTAL SCIENCE.
T h e following circular, addressed to the Secretary of the
Phrenological Society* from the Phrenological Society of Dub*

Un, has just been put into our hands —
“ D u b l ih , Naoeml&r I. 1636,
“ 36« Dawson Street*

u Sin,—I am directed by the Members of the Dublin Phre
nological Society to communicate to you the following résolu»tion, passed unanimously at a special meeting of the Society :
u c Resolved, That it appears desirable that there should be
formed a General Association of the Phrenologists of Great Bri
tain and Ireland, to meet annually, for the purpose of advanc
ing the Science of Phrenology, giving publicity to its ddetrities,
and effecting a system of mutual co-operation among Phrenolo
gists.1
“ I t is hoped that this proposition will meet with the. appro*
bation of the members of your Phrenological Society ; and we
solicit your advice and assistance in carrying the proposal into
effect.
“ To ua it appears that the most eligible time and place foe
holding this assemblage of Phrenologists, would be immediately
after the meeting of the British Association for the Advance*
ment of Science, at whatever place, each year, that meeting is
held ; as many there assembled would be thus saved the neces
sity for a separate journey to attend the Association of Phreno
logists ; but we disclaim any intentions of attempting to inter
fere with the meetings of the British Association, or of mixing
up our proceedings with theirsi
“ Several eminent Phrenologists have attended the meetings
of the British Association, without having had opportunity of
communicating together as such; while several distinguished
members of the Association, not Phrenologists, bave expressed
much interest respecting the science, and a desire for some op*
portuniiy to become acquainted with its principles.
“ To such the meetings of the Phrenological Association
would afford the desired opportunity ; and to Phrenologists them
selves would be secured opportunity for mutual intimacy and
scientific communication :—their views could be compared toge
ther—truths would be confirmed, errors corrected, unanimity
VOL. IX.— NO. XLVJ«
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promoted, and a new stimulus afforded to incite to future exer
tion ;—-while such a demonstration of the strength of Phrenolo
gists would be made, as could not fail to produce a deep impres
sion on die public mind.
“ In these views we trust that we shall'meet with the concur
rence of the members of your Society, and hope to be favoured
with an early communication on the'subject.
** I remain, Sir, your obedient servant,
u R ic h a r d T. Ev a n s o n , M. D. Secretary.
“ T o the Secretary; o f the
Edinburgh Phrenological Society ”

This circular (which there has not yet been an opportunity
of submitting to the Phrenological Society), is an important do
cument, and one which it gave us pleasure to receive. The
time is come when phrenologists should, as a body, make a pub
lic stand—when Phrenology should be placed in its proper posi
tion, and the public taught to look upon it in its proper light.
Phrenology is a system of great and important truths—that
true and tangible philosophy of mind, which so many great and
good men have sought iu vain, or only obtained a partial glimpse
of ; because, while they pursued an erroneous method of in
quiry, however great their genius or good their intentions, their
efforts could hot be crowned with full success. That which
philosophers have sought for from the days of Aristotle to the
present time, Gall has attained, and Spurzheim promoted.
Phrenologists are the repositories of this great collection of
truths; to them is confided the sacred trust. Let them not
neglect their charge*—opposition cannot overturn truth, but ne
glect or indifference may retard its progress. The man who
once avows his faith in Phrenology, and engages in its promo
tion, takes upon him no trifling responsibility. His neglect or
indifference may be charged against the science as proof of error
or unworthiness ; and instead of becoming a promoter, he may
be found a retarder, of truth. Not so with him, who, once convinced of the truth of the science, sees and feels its importance,
and* boldly and perseveringly steps forward to advocate its doc
trines, and spread' its principles abroad. He has broken through
the trammels of ignorance and prejudice—he sees through the
mists that surround him—a bright future opens on his view—
and a fair fame cannot but be his reward, when, at no distant
time, a better system has brought better things to man.
The schoolmaster is abroad! why should not the phrenolo
gist be abroad too? The schoolmaster, after all, is but the
oneer to knowledge. He teaches us but to know how to know.
ow long are people to think that a knowledge of language Is
a knowledge ot things—that sound is science ?
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Science has been conveniently divided into the fixed and the
variable—into that 1 whose basis iseapoble of demonstration, and
that where much is left to conjecture. The former constitutes
Physical» the latter Metaphysical Science; and to the former,
from its^certasnty, has pre-eminence been awarded. Yet surely
it-is not of more importance toman» not move'Conducive to his
happiness» though it may be more directly connected with bis
comforts. Each has its diffioukies to coatend' with—prejudices
to opposed-ignorance to dispel—rfanaticism to contend against.
Some of the simplest physical truths—the most obvious facts»
which every child is. now taught and know»—have had» on their
first announcement» to oombat ridicule, calumny; and. even per
secution. How long has the world been learning, if it has yet
learned, 41 that the day,9 as Kepler says, “ will soon break,
when pious simplicity will’be ashamed of its blind superstition,—
when men will recognise truth in the Bbok of Nature* as well as
in the Holy Scriptures, and rejoice in the two revelations !*
Physical Science has naturally gone first, and for it the day of
which Kepler speaks may perhaps be said to have dawned. Not
so with Metaphysical Science, the younger, and 1yet the fairer
and more majestic of the two. Over man's greatness the elder
sister uiay preside, but his happiness is influenced by the other.
Knowledge is power; virtue alone makes happy.
Shall those, then, on the cultivation of whose science so much
of human happiness depends, forget for one moment its im
portance, or, deterred by the difficulties of the task, lag in the
undertaking they have once begun? T he greatest difficul
ty is already surmounted. Upon metaphysical* science has
dawned the prospect of attaining to some of that certainty or
fixedness which is the boast and bulwark of physics. The right
method is at last attained. Mind is studied as it is constituted
by the Creator, in its natural relations to the body, not in a state
of fanciful existence. The fads of the physiologist are substi
tuted for the phantasies of the metaphysician. Locke talked of
an algebra of morals: Phrenology almost holds out the prospect
of realizing such an idea. W ith clearness the various faculties
of man are discerned—with distinctness set apart and deter
mined—with certainty predicated, almost prophesied f W ho
could have believed a short time since that such could be done ?
How many still will not believe that it is done! But every age
has had its wilfully ignorant and prejudiced^ Men will rather
talk than observe, and*dispute than learn. But there are those
who both observe and learn. Phrenology, though a new science»
has made extraordinary progress. In spite of all' opposition,
and though perhaps peculiarly obnoxious to ridicule, its truths
have sunk deeply into the public m ind; its principles arc wide
ly diffused—almost instinctively adopted ; and* its phraseology
x n2
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is widely employed, as if by common consent How could it be
otherwise ? Phrenology is the true philosophy of mind: it sa
tisfactorily explains the phenomena which no other system pro*
posed ever d id : it unites into one, and for the first time, the
philosophy and physiology of man. Though young in years, it
has haa rapid growth, and seems as if already far advanced to*
wards maturity. W ith those who look only for objections against
the science, tnis very circumstance haB been a favourite one.
But was not such rapid progress to be expected ? “ T ruth,
like gold, is not the more new for being newly dug out of the
mine ;n Phrenology is not the more new for having been newly
discovered. The brain was always the organ of the mind, ana
its several parts exercised alike their several functions, whether
we knew it or not. But knowing it—being taught to look for
these important facts—what a vast field at once opens on the
view ! The facts are all at hand, and obvious when we have
once learned to read them aright—the scales have fallen from
our eyes, and lo f we see.
The phrenologist need not concern himself because he is ex*
posed to ridicule and opposition. His efforts have proved sue*
Cessful—his science has triumphed—phrenological societies abound-—phrenologists increase and multiply. Men of the first
rank in tne medical as well as other professions, and eminent for
learning, talent, and moral worth, are to be found in their ranks.
I t is full time, then, that a general co-operation should take
place—that a demonstration of the strength of phrenologists be
made, and the science placed fairly in its proper position before
the public. Such is tne proposition embodied in the circular
issued by the Phrenological Society of Dublin—a society whose
movement in regard to this matter we rejoice to see; because
we know the energies and capabilities of many of its members,
and are ever disposed to receive with favour any proposition
from them. Our readers will remark the coincidence of their
proposal with one made by Sir George Mackenzie in the 48d
number of this journal. We took the opportunity in that Dum
ber of pointing out the difference between an Association for the
advancement of Physical Science, like the British; and an As*
sociation of Metaphysicians, such as that proposed by Sir George
Mackenzie.
The physical sciences afford a fixed point of union, which must
give a stable basis to an association established for their advance
ment ;—where all is capable of proof, and nothing received until
it is demonstrated,—and where no serious difference of opinion
can arise. Not so in a metaphysical association,—no two mem
bers of which could agree upon any fundamental principle,—no
two of whom, perhaps, had a single fundamental principle to
agree upon.
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' Far different would be a Phrenological Association: here
would be a fundamental principle of vast importance upon which
all would be agreed; a fixed point from which to start—to which
to return—on which to rest: all would be unanimous in prin
ciple : their object would be to investigate details; and how im
portant—4 k>w interesting—how all-absorbing these details ! u I t
is a good plot—an excellent plot”—it must succeed.
On a future occasion we may offer some remarks on the plan
of proceeding, &c.,—endeavouring to elicit the opinions of those
most competent to give good advice in the matter. In the
mean time, we trust that the circular issued by our Dublin bre
thren will be promptly responded to by the various Phrenolo'cai Societies addressed; and we wouid here remark (as has
*n requested of us), that one of the objects of printing it in
this Journal, is to give it immediate and extensive publicity, so
that it may quickly come under the notice of all Phrenological
Societies in Great Britain, the existence of some of which may
not be known in Dublin, while opportunity may not speedily
offer for sending the Address to others.
One topic more and we have done—but that is a topic of in
terest, on which it is desirable that we may be clearly under
stood. The proposal to form a Phrenological Association, and
the suggestion to hold its meetings immediately after those of
the British Association, neither implies, nor is meant to imply,
any connexion, necessary or accidental, between the two.
The circular from the Dublin Phrenological Society is most
explicit on this subject; no mistake in fact can be made, unless
intentionally; but it is very probable that such mistake will be
made, and erroneous statements industriously circulated. I t
will be said that the phrenologists are most anxious to attach
themselves to the British Association, and that that Association
is most anxious to shun any such attachment.
Of the British Association we are members, and to none do
we yield in sincere zeal in behalf of its objects. I t is an institu
tion in whose prosperity we shall ever delight—a grand step
towards that great and glorious regeneration of society, which
the moral influence of such an association can do much to acr
celerate.
Men are not born all alike—the love of distinction is innate
and energetio^too long has distinction been sought and attained
on unworthy grounds. There is but one true foundation for
the superiority of one man over another, and that is his supe
riority in intellect and in morals. The more society improves, the
more will this truth be felt and acknowledged. But intellectual
attainment has hitherto been too much confined to the cloistered
solitudes of the university, or the retirement of private life.
Jtfow, however, it has gone abroad. Public attention, and public
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applause are no longer to be awakened and' commanded by the
gaud and glitter of artificial distinction alone. The aristocracy
of mind is now receiving its due.
But the British Association as devoted exclusively t s l h t ad*
vancement of one section of science. I t has adopted the Phik>~
sdpfoyof Matter. W e ask, Is less importance to be attached <U>
the Philosophy o f Mind P Are mental and moral philosophy | q
be neglected, because natural philosophy is rto be promoted ?
Certainly not. That «department as ours—~we wish* to pursue i t
definitely but separately. The British Assooiaticinhasitsolyect«
and we have <our&-~-di8tinct certainly, but not thence .necessarily
hostile.
Finally: Let phrenologists be b uttrue to themselves and their
science, and all that they desire m ast be accomplished. Our
science requires h ut to be known and understood to be believed
and*adopted. Truth must triumph; and of all the.scientific
truths that have been promulgated for the benefit of man, we sin
cerely and firmly believe Phrenology to be the most esapoirtant.

A R T IC L E XV.
THE CHRISTIAN EXAMINER, N 0. 6& Boston, U. S., Nov. 1834. 8va
ANNALS'OP PHRENOLOGY, No. 6. Boston, U. S., May 1833. 8v a
TH E EDUCATIONAL MAGAZINE, Nos. 9, IS, and 1 1 ; (Sept,Oot^
arid Nov. 1839). London: Simpkin, Mstsfedl, and Co.. -8 vo.
T H E C H R ISTIAN PH Y SIC IAN AND ANTHROPOLOGICAL M A 
G A ZIN E, Nos. 1, 2, and 3; (Sept., Oct., and N ov. 1839). London:
E. Palmer. 8vo.
T H E ANALYST, Nos. 11 and 12; (June and July 1835). London: Simpkin, Marshall, and Co. 8vo.

W e have never regretted the want of space so much as in
finding ourselves, as we do at present, compelled to notice in a
single brief article so many publications which individually de
serve more attention than what it is possible here to bestow u p 
on the whole.
The Christian Examiner contains a long article, entitled
" The Pretensions of Phrenology examined r a n d the intention
of the writer (who is a cloudy metaphysician) is to prove those
pretensions to be groundless. His objections are, 1st, T hat
«* Phrenology is materialism 2d, “ That the energy and per
fection of the mental faculties are not always proportioned to the
development of the brain—that idiocy, in many cases, if not all,
consists in a disease of the nerves”—and that insanity affords no
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proof iti Favour o f Phrenology 4 8 d> T hat comparative anatomy
furnishes evidence against Phrenology.; 4*4, That .phrenologists
admit no such faculty as Memory; and 5*4, Thaticensciatisoess
is insuhed byphrenologists, because they do not admit it to he a
faculty of the mind. These ejections are ably and conolimvely replied to in TbeAnnsda^qf^Phaenology^ .where the ignorance
and laughable dogmatism o f the objector are made abundantly
manifest. We extract a.ahert specimen of his remarks. “ I f
it be maintained/ 1 says be, 44 that the mind operates by means
of the brain, we throw the burden o f proof on the.physiolqgh^
and demand positive demoastcalMNi of die fact.; for we arc. by
no means satisfied with the evidence hitherto adduced in support
of it.” Itisu m e h to.be feared, that while this sceptical frame
of mind continues, no evidence in .addition to what is already
accessible to him will be 44 positive” enough to make him
change his opinion.—The article is characterised, as usual with
such productions, by vague, declamatory, and sweeping, as«
section, nod a plentiful lack of knowledge , of the doctrines assailed. The writer has inserted another paper on the subject in
The New England M agazine for M arch; where, among other
modest things, he says, 44 I am convinced that my reasons against
Phrenology are unanswerable.” The tone of his letter, how
ever, shews that he is ill at ease on the subject.
The reply in the Annals extends to seventy-one pages, and
constitutes Article I. The second is an “ Anatomical Beport on the Skull of Spurxheun, by Nathaniel B. Shurtlefl^
M. D.” The dimensions are carefully noted, the appearances
of the bones described, and the article illustrated by horizontal
and vertical sectioasof the skull. Dr Spurzheim died on 10th
November 1882, and bis brain was weighed on the 12tb. 44 Be
ing present,” says Dr Shortleff,441 took an account o f the weight,
which, after deducting that of the napkins, &c. which were used,
was exactly three pounds seven ounces and one dram, or fiftyfive and one*eightti ounces avoirdupois. The brain was pre
viously deprived of its liquors, and divested of the dura mater.”
The dimensions of the skull differ very slightly from those pub
lished in our 89th number. The discrepance is nodoubt owing
to our measurements having been taken from a cast.
Article I I I . is a review of the 89th, 40th, and 41st Numbers
of this Journal. The reviewer is pleased to estimate our la
bours very highly, and gives diem more applause than
can
well admit their tide to. Article IV. is headed C( Last Death
of Phrenology ; effected by the Mask of Napoleon Bonaparte.
By Wm. R. Fowle.” Article V. is a 44 Phrenological Analysis of
Infant Education/’ extracted, along with that which follows,—
namely, a review of the Paris Phrenological Journal, No. 5 ,—
from our own pages. The seventh andlast article (on phreno
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logical quacks) is reprinted in our present Number. W e a r e
much pleased with the zeal and talent which the May Number
of the Annals exhibits.
The Educational M agazine next demands our attention»
I t is published at the amazingly low price of one shilling, and
contains much valuable and important information relative to
the principles and practice of education. The contributions
of practical men, as well as of educationists more exclusive
ly speculative, are solicited and published ; while, at the same
time, the work may be looked upon as a kind of storehouse, in
which all that is most interesting in regard to education is collected from contemporary journals and other publications. The
conductors are liberal thinkers and sincere philanthropists—
men anxious for the improvement of every grade of society in
knowledge, happiness, virtue, and religion. T he importance
of moral training, especially in Infant Schools, is strenuous
ly advocated ; and the means of reform in every branch of
education are largely discussed. But what is peculiarly gnu.
tifying to us as phrenologists is, that the conductors seem fully
aware of the momentous truth, that to effect the moral and in
tellectual improvement of man, we must take the preliminary
step of improving his physical organization—on the condition
of which the efficiency and just balance of the faculties so es
sentially depend. I t is their aim “ to provide a record of all
such mental and physiological facts as shall tend to produce a
more accurate knowledge of the faculties of the mind, and of
the effect of physical influences, and thus to enlist the teacher
as one of the best observers of these facts ;—to apply mental
science to instruction, and to establish the art of teaching upon
the basis of sound philosophy, and in connexion with the orga
nic and moral laws;»—and to endeavour to enlist the philo
sopher, the physician, and the medical practitioner, in the sub
ject of education,—with a view to ascertain how far medical
science may be held subsidiary to the science of education,
how far moral remedies may be applied to the body, and to
what degree bodily remedies act upon the mind.” Such, and
similar to these, being the objects of The Educational M aga
zine, we regard it as an important auxiliary in the battle fought
by ourselves ; and trust it will meet with the encouragement
which it deserves. W ithout identifying themselves with Phre
nology, the conductors speak very favourably of its utility and
merits, and forcibly maintain its title to receive a sober and
candid consideration. The author of a series of essays on
w The Philosophy of Teaching,” three of which have appear
ed, takes Phrenology throughout as the groundwork of his
discussions.
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The Christian Physician has three leading aims—to teach
Phrenology; to shew that happiness is the invariable result of
obedience to the laws of nature, and misery the punishment of
their neglect; and to advocate liberal views in politics, and to
leration in religion. It consists of twenty-four pages, and is
sold at fourpence. The conductors have our best wishes for
their success. An essay on Phrenology is contributed to each
number by D r Epps. From his second paper we extract the
following instructive case:—w A boy, aged nine years, was
kicked by a horse in the forehead : he was taken up insensible;
the skull was driven in in the situation of the organs of Causa
lity and W it on the right side of the head. He lost a consi
derable portion of brains, perhaps two table-spoonsful. He
was, by the skill of a medical practitioner in Kent, restored to
health, and went to school, and, though not bright, did his
duties at school as well as most boys. He entered into busi
ness after serving an apprenticeship; and forthwith became
liable to fits. The exercise of his reflective powers in arranging
the business concerns awakened the affection of the brain pro
duced by the injury, and thus the fits were induced. He found,
moreover, that these attacks came on generally when his mind
had most thinking to perform ; and, also, if he could direct his
mind into other channels just before the attack came on, he
avoided the attack. The consequence arising has been that he
has been obliged to give up business.” This case is adduced
by D r Epps as air illustration of the fact, that the mind is
often supposed to be uninjured by disease of the brain, be
cause the patient is able to answer questions correctly, and to
conduct himself with propriety among his acquaintances. But
although this be the case, still the intellect may be utterly in
capacitated for acting vigorously in circumstances requiring ef
fort or application. Had the mind of this boy been judged of
before he left school, it might have been pronounced perfectly
uninjured ; but as soon as the necessity arose for applying the
faculties energetically to the business of life, the effect of the
lesion became very apparent.
The Analyst is a monthly journal of literature, science, and
the fine arts, printed formerly at Worcester, but now at Bir
mingham. W e have looked into the greater part of the 11th
and l£th Numbers, and think the work conducted with much
ability. No. X I. contains a spirited paper by Neville Wood,
Esq. entitled, u Some Remarks on a Review of a Paper on
Phrenology by Dr Milligan.” I t relates to the parallelism of
the tables of the skull, a subject on which Dr Milligan was
fond of carping against the phrenologists, though without any
distinguished success. As an objection to Phrenology, the
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want of absolute parallelism of the tables is now, we* believe,
universally abandoned.
T he l£ m Number of The Analyst contains an excellent pa*
per, entitled, “ Remarks on Phrenology as applied to £duca~
tion * We intended to extract &portion of it, but, having no
more space, must content ourselves with recommending it to
the attention of our readers.
¡M ISCELLANEOUS N O T IC E S.
E d ik su &oh .—-On 16th, 23d, .and 25th September, a course o f three lec
tures was delivered in Clyde Street H all by Dr John Epps, on the applica
tions o f Phrmelogy to education, criminal legislation, and government. NoU
withstanding the unfavourable state of the weather on all the evenings, the
attendance was numerous and respectable.—Mr Combe is at present lecturing
once a-week on Moral Philosophy to the Philosophical Association, in the
Waterloo Booms. H is audience, hitherto, has been 60S persons.
The ibllowing office-bearers o f the Edmbureh Ethical Society for the Study
and Practical Application of Phrenology (which meets in the University every
Friday evening, at half-past eight o'clock) were elected on 13th November
A. G. Hunter and W illiam B. Hodgson, Presidents; Hubert Cox, Secretary ;
Thomas Moffatt, Treaturer • George Cruikshank, Librarian; Alexander Ire
land, WiUiam Brown, W illiam Michal, Andrew Brash, and Abeam Cox,
Councilors,
s o m e of lectures on Phrenology was delivered by Dr W eir
in the Mechanics* Institution, during September and October last, to about
one hundred auditors. Phrenology w ill be taught this winter in the Anderston, Cakon, and Potter's Institutions—-in the two former by M r Gullan, and
in the last by M r Duff. The Glasgow Phrenological Society has commenced
its stating* with the prospect of an animated session. The office-bearers are—
Dr WUUam W eir, President; Mr Charles M ‘William and Dr M axwell,
Vice-Presidents ; and Mr Jtichard S. C unliff, Secretary,
D uirncs— The Dundee Mechanics Phrenological Society was instituted
in March 1826, and from that time till the end of 1831 met regularly once
a fortnight, for the purpose of reading essays, holding phrenological conver
sations,, and borrowing and returning books. The entry-money was two shiland a weekly sum of twopence was afterwards exacted, till the whole
payments Amounted to a pound, when the member became free of all farther
demands. Under this system the society flourished well, and acquired a con
siderable number of books and casts. In December 1831, it was thought
advisable to make arrangements so that any individual could get the use o f
the library for a quarter without entering the society, and this plan has been
eminently successful. The librarian attends every Saturday evening from eight
to nine o'clock. Members pay 3d. a quarter, and subscribers, recommended
(by members, pay 4dn both in advance. For new numbers of the Phrenolo
gical Journal, every reader pays a penny per diem for the first two weeks
after publication, |d . per diem for the second fortnight, and Jd. per diem for
the next eight weeks. The society possesses seven copies of Combo's Sys
tem, four o f bis Elem ents, eight o f his Constitution o f Man, two of his le tte r
to Jeffrey, two of Dr Combe's Physiology, one o f his Observations on M en
tal Derangement, three of Dr Spurzheim's Philosophical Principles of Phrenology, a complete set of the Phrenological Journal and duplicates of many of
the numbers, with a variety of other phrenological, as well as antiphrenological, publications. There is also a collection of casts. The society's in
come in 1832, was L. 8, 12s.; in 1833, L. 7, Gs.; in 1834, L. 7 : 16: &|. W e
mention these facts because they may serve as useful hints in other quarters.
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C u ra a-F irs— The Phrenological Society hare was formally constituted
on 2 7 th August 1835. Mr Thomas Pratt was appointed President, and Mr
Alexander Black Secretary and Treasurer. The number o f members In the
middle of September was*twenty. A t the first meeting, M r Pratt read an
address, In which he pointed out the usee o f Phrenology, and the best method
of studying it. As strangers are admitted to the meetings, a considerable ac
cession of members is expected. Messrs Pratt and Black intend to address
the Society alternately at the winter meetings, which occur once a-fortniffht A supply of casts has been obtained. We are informed that a Phre
nological Society has been formed in the neighbouring town of Newburgh,
and another at Kirriemuir in Forfarshire.
G reenock — Extract from the Oremmck
11th November
1835 :—“ Last night, Dr Wood delivered an introductory lecture on Ana
tomy, Physiology, and Phrenology, in the Reformed Presbyterian Church,
W est Stewart Street. The auditory was highly respectable, and listened
throughout with marked *attention, manifesting their approbation o f the dee«»
tuner’s arguments by loud applause. Dr Wood, previous to the cemmence*
ment of the lecture, passed a merited compliment on our townsman, John
Denniston, Esq., of whom be said, that 4 if tea other avocations did not inter
fere, be would shortly shine among the brightest luminaries o f srtence**
After a very interesting prelection, which was curtailed from th e ^disposi
tion of the lecturer, Dr wood concluded by mentioning, that be would de
liver the first lecture of the course, on the structure o f the bones, on Friday
evening.”
N ewcastle.—-At the conclusion of Mr Combe’s lectures mentioned in the
eighth article of our present number, a Phrenological Society was formed at
Newcastle. Its first meeting was held on 11th November, when laws were
adopted, and office-bearers appointed. M r John F ife presided, and the at
tendance was very numerous.
PonT8mouth __ Dr Engledue, a gentleman of high talent, with whom we
had the pleasure of becoming acquainted during his residence in Edinburgh
last winter, and who was then a vigorous advocate o f Phrenology in th e Royal
M edical Society, has lately delivered several lectures on that science at thè
Philosophical Society of Portsmouth. W e extract the following notice o f his
second lecture from the Hampshire Tetitjjreph of 28th October 1835 :—u Dr
Engledue delivered his second lecture on Phrenology, last evening, to a very
crowded and highly interested audience, at the Philosophical Society. ID s
attention was particularly applied to the points suggested in the former no
tice we took of his lecture ; after which he commenced his details o f the
science, by explaining and illustrating a few of the propensities constituting
the animal part of the human mind. After his lecture, the President, Mr
J . W . W illiams, invited the members to a discussion upon thè «utnect, which
being generally declined, he delivered him self of that 'prim ing’ the interval
between the first and second lectures had enabled him to effect, as a deter
mined anti-phrenologist ; and a more puling attack upon the science, a mote
contradictory, absurd, jumbling of ideas, more illogical inferences, more heat
ed declamation devoid of proo£ or senseless tirade against a science founded
on observation and deduction, we never witnessed. H e bad the hardihood
(with such a host of eminent authorities against him) to designate it ' a bar
barous system of physical imposition—a trashy science, that would die away
as all fake delusions have done (Instancing astrology !) when ¿he present en
lightenment o f the public mind shall have been more maturely advanced ;*
and with jeering, scoffing, and raaukish ridicule, the scientific President filled
out his hour, and sat down with evident unbounded self-satisfkction and com
placency. Dr Engledue, in a comprehensive and smart, though brief reply,
most effectually destroyed the imaginary, tradiy, though in hu own optatali
incontrovertible, castles in the air, o f the worthy President, and, w it« true
phrenological spirit, dared him to the proofs or his wild assertions. The
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greatest interest pervades most classes of the community on this interesting
subject; and therefore we are happy to find that it is to be kept alive by Dr
Engledue’s third lecture, on Friday, October 30.
“ The Portsmouth Phrenological Society held their first meeting on Thurs
day evening, at the Old Town H all, when Dr Scott of Haslar delivered an
introductory lecture. On Thursday next Dr Engledue w ill deliver the first
of a series of six lectures, which he intends giving during the present ses
sion.”
P hrenological Courtship .—The following is the most recent specimen
of antiphrenological wit which we have seen. I t appeared in the Caledonian
Mercury of 31st October, and is here inserted for the edification of our readers.
*‘W e regret extrem ely that the manner in which courtships are to be con
ducted on such principles has not been described, or even ninted at, though
it is easy to guess it. W e suspect, however, it must be attended at first with
some inconvenience. W e fear even open rebellion, and much heresy for a
tim e, among a large proportion of the fair sex. But we doubt not that very
soon common sense, regard for the public benefit, and the overpowering con
sideration of self-interest, will bend male and female to see the necessity, ex
pediency, and justice of the practical adoption of that excellent m axim ,( Claw
me, and I ’ll claw you.’ Ball-rooms will probably exhibit many scenes which
may seem strange till habit reconcile us
to recognise
A grandeur in the scratching* of the head.
W igs w ill assuredly be indispensable for the ladies—(what a deal of poetry
will go by the roots !)—and wigs, too, that, like certain stays we have seen ad
vertised, may be removed c with the rapidity of lightning.’ A love-letter will
probably run as follow s:—
“ <D iv in e L ouisa,—I need not remind -you that last night I felt—(not
emotions, raptures, and soul-thrilling transports)—but your B umps. On re
turning home I also felt my own. And I hasten to inform you—while 17
( Hope) is throbbing like an earthquake in my brain—that all my development
of 33 (Language) is insufficient to describe my state, on finding that a kind
Proviaence has ordained, that for every bump on your beloved head, there
rises a corresponding bump on mine. Dearest girl,' need I say more ? Nos.
2, 8, 4, and 29 (Phuoprogenitiveness, Adhesiveness, Concentrativeness, and
Order), are so harmoniously protuberant in both of us, that I can have no
doubt either o f a large family or a happy home. Your 23 and 24 (Form and
8ute\ and the 26 (Colouring) on your cheeks, are indeed d ravir. Sweet soul,
do allow your 13 (Benevolence) to name as soon as possible your 31 and 27
(Time ana Place). Oh may no 30s (Events) ever cross our 17s (Hopes)—and
for the present believe that I am wholly engrossed with No. 1 (Amativeness).
—•Thine,
F rederic A ugustus.’
“ The last allusion in the letter might, in the common parlance of this iron and
matter-of-fact age, be grossly misinterpreted, but it will be fairly understood
in the golden era of Phrenology. Nor need we add, that then, likewise, our
explanations of the numbers w ill be wholly superfluous.
“ W ell, such is the vision of the phrenologist—[Is the writer serious in
making this averment ? I f so, he is chargeable with grossly distorting the
truth.]—and we dare say very few of our readers wish us to follow it farther.
The majority of the world w ill be contented with us to take the heads on their
shouldero for granted; as also its interior machinery and apparatus.”
D r Caldwell .—Extract from the Rev. Timothy Flint’s Sketches of the
Literature of the United States, in The A th e n a u m “ Dr Charles Caldwell, of
Lexington, a medical professor in the University there, has been for many
years one of our most industrious writers in various walks. Some of his first
productions drew on him unsparing ridicule. But, possessing a powerful and
searching mind, with unusual capacities for original investigation, and the
buoyancy of an opulent endowment determined to find scope, he wrote on,
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despite ridicule and neglect, until he has extorted from the public an admission of his talents and powers, especially profound physiological knowledge,
and acquaintance with the philosophy of medicine. H e stands acknowledged
as the head and almost the founder of Phrenology in the United States,—a
circumstance which has contributed not a little to the ridicule with which his
numerous writings have been met. The many medals for dissertations on me*
dical subjects which he has obtained, and the growing popularity o f Phrenology, which already numbers among its followers many of our best and most
endowed scholars, is proof that the possession of talents, industry, and perse*
verance, will finally triumph over ridicule and prejudice, as the sun gained
the prize in the struggle with the clouds.”
I mportance op P hrenology .—uThe science of Phrenology, strictly, be
longs to natural history....T he facts and inferences are such as involve the
happiness or misery of the human race, without excepting any rank, pursuit,
or calling whatever.”—Loudon's Mag. of Nat. H isLy No. 54, p. 581.
I nvention in D reams.—The following curious case, stated to have oc
curred to an enlightened lawyer, is recorded in a late publication of high ta
lent and excellent moral tendency, “ The Cabinet; a Series of Essays, Moral
and lite r a r y E d in b u r g h , 1835, voL ii. p. 315. After alluding to the gene
ral want of value and precision in our sleeping inventions, the lawyer pro
ceeds:—“ But there are odd enough exceptions; where one would almost
think that the mind in sleep not only received very precise communications,
but actually received them from others, and did not invent them herself. For
instance, 1 dreamt the other night that several persons who were jointly in
terested in a lawsuit, came to consult me at my chambers. One of them acted
as spokesman for the rest, and began to tell me the case, while I took notes of
what he said. Near the commencement of his stoiy, some circumstance escaped
m e; but, hoping that this might be supplied by the after narrative, I forbore
to interrupt him for some time. I was, hovriever, disappointed. H e did not
repeat the fact omitted, and for want of it, I felt that I could not understand
him. So I stopped him, and begged that he would restate what I had lost.
H e did so: ana I then clearly saw its application, and understood the whole
case. Now, if this part omitted was all my own invention, like the rest, this
was a strange circuitous way to bring it out. I was so much struck with the
process on awaking, that I immediately noted down the whole circumstances,
while fresh in my recollection.” In the same essay allusion is made to the
tact that our sleeping thoughts take much of their character from the state of
our body—being agreeable or otherwise, as the body 1b at ease or in pain. To
this general rum tne following exception is related in page 319. “ I had
gone to bed with an acute headach, which kept me awake for some time.
A t length I fell asleep, and presently found m yself walking down a grassy
slope in a garden, where all around me was sunshine, verdure, and fra
grance. I held by the hand a beautiful child of two years old, whom, to
complete the enchantment, I fancied my own. The child made a false step,
and would have fallen; but swung round by the hold which I kept of his
hand. Though not hurt, he was frightened, and began to whimper. I caught
him up in my arms, and kissed him : then, to divert his distress, I pretended
to slip, as he had done; and, with an antic gesture, gradually and gently
threw m yself backwards on the turf, still holding his face opposite to mine.
The child was so much tickled at my imitation and gestures, that he fell alaughing through his tears. W ith this image before me, perhaps the loveliest
in nature, I awoke. I had slept about two hours; and the pain under which I
fell asleep, I found undiminished; and so much of the same kind, and in the
same spot, that I had reason to think that it had never abated. But so
agreeable was the impression left by my dream, that it lasted for some tim e
after I awoke, and almost balanced my bodily pain.”
T he B ritish Cyclopedia (London, 1836, vol. ii.) contains a well-writ
ten article on Phrenology, obviously from the pen of some one who has taken
the trouble to make him self acquainted with the subject. The article, which
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iff entirely in its favour, commences'in the fallowing manner;—“ This science
may be said to owe its origin to the labours of Gall and Spurzheim; and it is
but ju stice to the memory of those distinguished physiologists, now no more,
to say that they succeeded in triumphing over a degree of opposition, which
nothing but the immutable power of truth could* have withstood.” And the
writer concludes thus s—MIn closing the present article, which is of neces
sity but a brief outline of a science which has engaged the attention and em
ployed-the pens of some o f the first philosophers of the present d^y, we must
be pardoned for repeating our conviction that its fundamental principles are
evidently based in the truths of reason and science. Many o f the minor de
tails, or what may be termed the technical parts«? Phrenology* do pet, how
ever, deserve such unqualified acquiescence. Indeed we find some of its
warmest supporters who differ from each otheit not merely with- regard to
the name, but even* as to the actual functions of some o f , the recognised
fKgaiMh Shall, however, so splendid, sa philosophical a fabric bo held as
worthless, merely because a ooping stone is disarranged, or even wanting?
N o ; let us continue to take nature for our guide, ami, by m ultiplying and
classifying the facts as they are presented in her great storehouse, complete
for ourselves a . superstructure^ which w ill afterwards shine as one o f the
proudest mementos o f the science o f the present century.-’
R eligious E ducation.,—A paper, on Phrenology, in the seventh number
of The JGduoqfonai Magazine, contains some very sensible and graphic remarks
on the education o f the religious faculties.. W e give a short, extract;—.
“ Very improper food, has been, presented to these faculties; and food, it
self proper, hasr been presented in au improper way.
u To illustrate. Parents act most unwisely iu this matter. Instead o f al
lowing children to learn the truths and duties of religion^ as matters of in
ference, from the interesting tales of. Scripture, they seek to drive home on
their children abstract doctrinal truth*.
“ Thus the Assembly’s. Catechism is taught to almost every child in Scotland.
One of the first question* !*,. * What k the chief end o f man %' The answer is,
‘ To glorify God and enjoy him.’ Now, here is an abstract truth. The child
cannot comprehend this. H e asks, ‘ What is it to glorify God ?* and is told,
* To be a good boy ;* and to be a good boy, is to do as he is hidden.
“ The poor little fellow finds it to be a very difficult thing to be a good
bey, according to the definition of a good boy generally held by such indivi
duals ; for to be * a good boy,* consists in submitting quietly to every whim
of those who are in a middle childhood; in sitting down st table as stiff as a
poker; in repeating slowly a grace before meals, of which he does not under
stand one word; when speaking candidly,.to be told that ‘ little boys should
not tell what they think*’ in sitting down every Sunday, and reading the
Bible very slowly to the good hither—the father not taking the trouble to
select passages which w ill interest the child, such as the history of Joseph;
in receiving quietly, when asking for any explanation of that which he is
reading, the command, ‘ Go on ;* m going to cnurch, and sitting still with his
little eyes fixed on the minister, pretending to listen to all that the preacher
may say, whereas perhaps not five sentences in the whole sermon are intel
ligible to the sham listeners. I f going to sleep, to be waked by a tough push.
When the hymns come, the child is obliged to stand up, and if he does not
sing, the father pushes him in the back, and says, ( Sing, sing,’ whereas the
sentiments which the child is called upon to sin £ he cannot understand; and
they may be such, that, in singing them, he tells a lie, and states that he feels
what he has never felt.
“ The child beiiyp taught that in these things consists the glorifying o f
God, finds the giving glory to God a very burdensome duty, and is led to
hate religion, which u represented as consisting of such practicesw hereas,
were the child taught that God’s glory consists in the happiness o f his crea
tures. and in their fulfilling those beauteous intents which H e has ordained
them to fulfil—namely, enjoying all the delights o f acquiring and giving in
formation, ikying into the wonders of nature, and gratifying all the power« o f
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the intellect, enjoying all the pleasure» connected with the animal feeling» to
an extent, and in a way, so as always to make them pleasant, and studying to
make his comrades as happy as he can, thus difibsing peace on earth ana* good
w ill among men,-—we should find that the child would readily acknowledge
this God's glory, and that his own dignified happiness consists in giving
glory to God»”
A cheap edition o f M r Combe's work on the Constitution of Man was pub
lished about the middle of October, in royal 8vo, double columns, at the price
o f Is. fid. ; and the whole impression o f more than two thousand copies was
sold in ten daye. F ive thousand additional copies have been thrown off} and
the demand continues unabated. W e extract the following particulars from
a notice prefixed to the volume .
" M r Henderson's trustees, with every wish to continue to aid the circula
tion o f the work by reducing the price, liv e not the means of doing so. The
only sum, at present, applicable by them, to the advancement of rhrenulogy,
is that remaining annually after payment o f the legacies andJannuities; and
from all the annuitants being alive, and likely to live for many years, Its
amount is so small, that the edition of March 1835 anticipated the.surplus of
two years. Their means being thus limited, the Trustees were under the ne
cessity of circumscribing their contribution towards the expenses of the third
edition to a very small sum ; and in consequence, it continues to be sold in
one volume 12mo, consisting o f 382 pages, at four shillings. This price, how
ever, is much too high to admit o f an extensive purchase o f the work by the
operative classes ; for, assuming their averageannual income to be fifty pounds
(an estimate above rather than below the truth), a hook at one shilling would
bear the same proportion to their means of purchase, than one at ten shillings
would do to a class whose income was five hundred pounds per annum. From
overlooking this obvious feet, and.ohserving that the operatives do not pur
chase books on moral and intellectual science, thé inference is unjustly drawn
that they have no natural taste for them. One result of this conviction has
been, that whenever Works have been got up bjrtffe higher and middle classes
for the instruction* o f the people, such subjects have been carefully avoided.
The Library o f U sefbl Knowledge,' the Penny Magazine; and almost all the
cheap weekly publications, with the exception of Chambers's Journal, might
be referred tb as examples; and even Lord’Brougham, the great: patron o f
the education o f the people; has been misled so*for by the popular opinion,
as to havepublishedttie first volume of a Treatise on Natural Theology ; con
taining less than one-half'of the Quantity of type in the present volume, at*
eight shillings, a sum quite beyond the means or the mass o f British opera
tiv e s In like manner, the Trustees o f the kteK art of Bridgewater, w iththe
munificent donation o f eight thousand pounds at their command, fordifftisfag a
knowledge of Natural'Theology, have so managed its application, that they
have procured the publication o f right différent treatises at actually higher
prices than would nave been charged, had booksellers themselves brought
them1forward as speculations of their own ; whereas, by producing one' able
and’comprehensive work, at a cheap rate, they might nave insured its wide
diffusion among that class o f the community which stands most in need of in
struction, but which has the smallest means of purchasing' expensive books.
These fhots appear to prove, either that they and Lora Brougham do not
consider Natural Theology as a fit subject for the instruction o r the people,
or that they doubt the people's inclination to be so Instructed. The first pro
position cannot be seriously maintained ; and the second, when examinee, is
found not to rest on any stable foundation.
* One important effect of the sale of two thousand copies of the present work
at the price of two shillings and sixpence, within two months, is to shake the
above-mentioned prepossession to the foundation ; because it appears to shew
that the operative classes do take an interest in works on.ethical subjects, and
are disposed to study them extensively and with avidity, if only placed with
in their reach. Impressed with this conviction, the author, witn the assist
ance o f the Messrs Chambers, the ablest and most judicious instructors of the
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people, has ventured to publish the present edition, in a form resembling that
o f the most popular Magazines, and at one shilling and sixpence per copy, a
price corresponding in some degree with the pecuniary resources of the class for
whom it is intended. To distinguish it from the third, it is named T he
P eo ple ’s E dition .
“ I f the sale shall be extensive, the benefit of the example w ill not be lost
to the people. On a reasonable computation, their numbers, compared with
those or the middle and higher classes, are as seven or eight to one. In pub
lishing books, the limited sale is the great cause of a high price; insomuch
that if one thousand copies of a work cost one huudred pounds, the retail price
o f each copy would be fixed at six shillings by the publisher, who is taught by
experience that this rate is necessary to his indemnification; whereas, if he
were insured of a demand for eight thousand copies, he could afford to sell the
book at three shillings per copy, with an equal profit to himself. The people,
therefore, may command a supply of literature of almost every description,
by patronising it in proportion to their numbers, when brought within the
lim its of their pecuniary resources.**
W hile adverting to Mr Combe’s work, we may mention that a disgraceful
plagiarism has recently been committed upon it in a small volume^ styled
u The Art of Being H appy; by Bourne H all Draper,**—a publication which
professes to be selected chiefly from a French work bearing the same title, by
a Monsieur Droz. O f the contents o f M. Droz’s treatise we are entirely ig
norant ; but true it is, that the whole of Mr Draper’s chapter on “ the physi
cal, organic, and moral laws ” is an abridgment from M r Combe’s book, entire
pages of which are transcibed verbatim into MThe Art of Being Happy;” and
all without the slightest acknowledgment. Another work, “ My Old House,
or the Doctrine o f Changes,** which has just appeared in Edinburgh, contains
an able exposition of views similar to those advocated in M r Combe’s “ Lec
tures on Popular Education,” and in the “ Constitution of Man,” also with
out reference to these publications; but the thoughts only, and not the words,
are the same.
An Association has just been formed in Edinburgh, called “ The Society for
.the Diffusion of Moral and Economical Knowledge.” Its object is to give
•the working classes such information as w ill enable them to improve their
own condition and increase their social happiness. Proceeding on the princi
ple which has been found se efficacious in regard to periodical literature—that
of making extent of demand compensate forlow ness of price,—they have in
stituted, in the Cowgate Chapel, on Wednesday evenings, a course o f Lec
tures on Education, Morals, and the Principles which ought to regulate H u
man Conduct,—for admission to each of which the trifling sum of one penny is
charged. The lecturer is Mr James Simpson, Advocate, who was earnestly
solicited by the Society to aid them in their good work. The attendance is
upwards of 1000; and the lectures, the style of which is excellently adapted
to the audience, have been listened to with marked interest and attention.
The success of this experiment has greatly delighted u s; it furnishes good
reason for the belief that such a mode of enlightening the working dosses
w ill ere long be adopted throughout the kingdom. Why should churches
-stand useless during six days out of the seven, when they might be employed
for such an admirable and beneficial purpose ?
To C orrespondents .—-The poem from Galashiels evinces high moral
feeling in its author; but it is too flattering to the individual addressed to be
suitable for our Dages.—-As we have no hope of being able to insert, within a
reasonable time hence, Mr Noble's Essay on the Accordance o f the Philoso
phy of Bacon with the Aptitude of the Human Intellect as demonstrated by
rhrenology, it has been returned to him through our London publishers —
W e have received the series of “ Teacher’s Lessons.” by Mr Charles Baker
o f Doncaster.—A notice of u The Moral Reformer and Teacher on the H u
man Constitution,” No. I. to IX ., published at Boston, United States, w ill
appear in our next number.—The valuable letter of Mr William Hancock
junior, on Concentrativeness, is in types.
E dinburgh , Is/ December 1835.
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OBSERVATIONS ON R ELIG IO U S FAN ATIC ISM 5 illustrated by a
Comparison of the B elief and Conduct of noted Religious Enthusiasts
with those of Patients in the Montrose Lunatic Asylum. B y W . A. F .
B rowne, Esq., Medical Superintendent of that Institution. (Continued
from p. 545.) *
E sq ü ib o l , in the benevolent spirit which marks all his opi*
nions, says of the convulsions of Saint Medard, “ Happily tms
is the last scene of the kind which will afflict the human race.”
So long as fanaticism is recognised as worthy of respect and of
cultivation, such an idea can be nothing more than the dream
or desire of a sanguine heart. How profoundly and perma»
nently affected the human mind may become by long-continued
religious impressions, is well shewn in the events called “ The
Conversions of Cambuslang.” A devoutly zealous pastor, con
scious of the gross ignorance and crime by which his labours
were impeded, and calculating that his efforts, to be successful,
must be proportioned to the amount of the obstacles, consecrat
ed every thought and energy to the task. The votaries of
olden times used, emblematically, to leave their ordinary gar
ments upon the steps of the altar. He, in truth, left every se
cular feeling, as well as every secular view of the constitution
of the human mind, on the threshold of his church. For a
whole year he preached on the doctrine of regeneration, attract• W e have much pleasure in laying this article before our readers, because
It treats of a very important subject, eminently in need of elucidation, to
which the writer has long devoted his thoughts, and which he has eqjoyed
favourable opportunities of investigating. Medical men have so seldom re
ported their observations in this department of science, that we regard the
contributions of Mr Browne as of very high value to the public. A t the
same tim e, it needs hardly be remarked, that, as the historical details intro
duced are varied and numerous, and the subjects little accessible to common
observation, we are not to be considered as adopting im plicitly either the
statements or the opinions of the author— E d i to a.
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ing rather than fatiguing his hearers by the experiment. This
was an appeal to the higher sentiments : Wonder was next en
listed in the eause. In order to demonstrate that the work he
inculcated had commenced, he set apart the Sunday evenings
to thé public reading erf missives and depositions, recording conversions which had followed the preaching of Whitefield in
America. These were attended, and supposed to be attested,
by great agitation of the muscular system, and pathetic ejacula
tions. Indeed, wherever these miraculous events have occur
red—»miraculous from their suddenness and the suspension of
the moral law of gradual reformation— whether under the mild
persuasions of Wesley, the impassioned eloquence of Whitefield, the ministrations of the Methodists of the present day, or
the wild mysticism of Irving—they have always been accom
panied by convulsive movements. Convulsion, indeed, is the
grand characteristic of a sect holding this doctrine. The
Shakers are probably better known to the humorist than to the
philosopher ; but their history is worthy of preservation, be»
cause they represent as a church—as a regularly organized re
ligious community—the extreme opinions and mental condition
which have signabsed individuals or small bodies belonging to
other churches, and living at various periods. The Jumpers
and Shouters can only be regarded as branches from this parent
stock.
T he enthusiastic propagandist of Cambuslang created or sti
mulated the appetite he addressed. A desire was expressed for
additional instruction, and a weekly lecture was the conse
quence. Fear for their spiritual safety seems now to have
spread rapidly among his parishionera A t a more advanced
period, three days in the week, and many hours of each day,
were appropriated to a convention of what are styled fellow
ship meetings, where prayers were offered up for an outpouring
of the Holy Ghost in their bounds as in other places abroad.
Nothing was at first elicited by these spiritual exercises, al
though it is perfectly evident that something extraordinary was
expected. A t last, after a sort of expostulatory address to the
Deity for fruits and confirmation of his mission, several persons
“ cried out publicly," and about fifty confessed to the pastor
the strong conviction of guilt and fears of punishment under
which they laboured. The pilgrims to Cambuslang now waxed
numerous, and service was performed to the assembled multi»
tude in the open air. The evidence of the convenions now as
sumed a more tangible form. All who were affected presented
similar symptoms. They were suddenly alarmed by some im
pressive expression in the prayer or sermon—by some personal
application. They then began to entertain dreadful apprehen
sions concerning the state of their souls, and cried out, in the
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ttt» t public and frightftil manner, that they were enemies tQ
God and despisers of Christ, that they heard the cries of the
damned, &c. The external demonstrations of this state of con*
viction were agonising cries, violent agitations of body, clasp
ing the hands and beating the breast, shaking and trembling,
fcdntings and convulsions, and sometimes excessive bleeding at
the nose. On such incontestable marks appearing, their spirit
ual adviser urged those affected not to stifle their convictions»
but to encourage th em ; and as the most effectual method o£
enabling them to do so, he retired with them and «pent, the
greater part of the following night in exhortation. These nech
phytes were on the next day led out with napkins bound round
their heads, and placed before the tent “ weeping and crying
aloud,9*until the worship was concluded. The space of time
which generally elapsed between the two stages of the process,
between their conviction and conversion, was some days—occa
sionally only a few hours; at other times the la tte 1was accom
plished as suddenly as the former. “ They were raised," says
their historian, “ from the lowest depths of sorrow and distress
to the highest pitch of joy mid happiness." One of the effects
of these delightful impressions, was to prompt them to pray and
exhort publicly, or to sing particular psalms, which.they imagin
ed God had commanded tnem to sing. W hile in the process of
transition —that is, between their conviction and conversionmany had no appetite for food, or inclination to sleep; and all
complained of the severity of their sufferings, which were stated
by mothers to exceed the pangs of parturition. Theextraordinary
nature of these proceedings soon obtained for then! sufficient
publicity, which now affords the greatest guarantee for the au
thenticity of the accounts that have reached us. The season of
p a c e continued for about six months, during which it is affirmed
by the clergyman that four hundred were awakened, amongst
whom no instance of backsliding occurred. The outward signs
ceased, but the inward and substantial piety remained» The
parish, from a scene of debauchery, strife, litigation, and drunk
enness, became exemplary for peace, decorum, and sobriety;
and those converts who had been most violent in their displays
of penitence and zeal, preserved a character for uprightness and
mcrastry, and <( behaved in a good measure"—so the historian,
expresses his opinion—a as became the Gospel" Many, how
ever, it is added, “ fell away, and turned as bad or worse than
they were before.” *
W e grant that the facts took place as represented*; we be*
* Account o f the pariah of Cambuslang, in Lanarkshire, by the Rev. Dr
James Meek, minister of the parish; in Sir John Sinclair's Statistical Ac
count of Scotland, voLv. pp. 267-274. The events alluded to occurred in the
year 1742; the date of the first demonstration was 18th February.
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lieve that there was active and strenuous teaching, followed
first, by violent agitation of the body, and secondly, by a moral
conversion. W e possess evidence that many individuals of de
praved and dissolute lives heard that preaching, were convulsed,
and afterwards became virtuous and upright members of so
ciety. It is admitted that the evidence is as strong for the con
version as for the convulsion. But we deny most explicitly
that a shadow of a proof exists, that the convulsion was*an in
dication of the conversion—a manifest sign that the Holy Spi
rit was working an instantaneous regeneration ; or that it stoodin any other relation to the moral change than what nervous or
muscular disturbance does to any strong, impression, whether
physical or moral, fear or joy, despair, or madness. D r Érskine, and his biographer Sir Henry MoncreifF, adopted this
view of these singular events ; indeed, the whole of the latter's
reasoning on the subject is clear, candid; and conclusive.* Or
thodox authority for these observations has ♦been sought for,
because an eminent clergyman of the church within whose pale
the conversions were effected, has within a few mpnths express
ed himself thus: u Let us trust and pray that the days of
Cambuslang and Kilsyth may. return,w &c.+
W e are aware that at th è'time a bitter .controversy arose
respecting the nature of these revivals ; one party, proclaiming
them proofs of heavenly interference, while another denounced
them as evidence of demoniac possession. W ith these combat
ants we do not mean to mingle. The accuracy of the facts has
not been, and cannot be impugned; nor can it be denied that
many of the individuals so singularly affected became better
and wiser men, justifying by their subsequent deportment the
supposition that they were converted. W e have stated our
inability to perceive any necessary connexion between the agi
tation of the muscles and the change going forward in the
mind ; but of the three causes by which this change might have
been effectuated—the mere moral conviction produced by the
instruction of spiritual guides, the impressions succeeding longcontinued moral and physical excitement, and the operation of
a higher influence—it is hot our province to pronounce an opi
nion. W e receive and treat the facts as they have been related
even by those hostile to the interpretations assigned. W e find
a large body of men agitated by peculiar convulsive movements,
holding the belief that they are regenerated by the direct agen
cy of divine power, and acting decorously in consequence of
this belief. W e observe that these converts not merely were
regarded as sane, but enjoyed a high character for sanctity, and
* Account of the Life and W ritings of John Erskine, D. D», by Sir Henry
MoncreifF Wellwood, pp. 115, 124.

t Report of a M eeting o f the Glasgow Association for promoting the inter
ests of the Church of Scotland, in The Scottish Guardian, Feb. 20. 1835.
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are even now pointed out as models for the imitation of their
unworthy descendants :• the charter of their prescriptive piety
is sealed with the authority of some of the hierarchs of the
church to which they belonged. W e observe all this, and ait
the same time the truth is obtruded upon us, that other indivi
duals, conducting themselves in a similar manner, and prefer
ring similar claims, by a slight difference of circumstance, have
been expelled from society as insensate outcasts, and condemned
to continue their ecstatic experiences, or persevere in their con
version, within the walls of a madhouse. T h e following is an
example :—
C a se

VI.—J. S.

je t .

69*

Predominating organs__ Wonder, Ideality, Cautiousness, Conscientiousness,
Language, and Intellectual organs generally.'
Deficient organ.—Setf-Efrteem.

This patient, who is a female, has long been much' respected
in her native village, and is an especial favourite of the proprie
tor, as a sensible, shrewd, and industrious person. • She supports
herself by keeping a sort of dame’s-school. Iii common with
the whole of ner family, she is reputed as rigidly pious and
exemplary in the performance of her religious duties. They
generally travel eight miles every Sunday, in order to attend a
particular clergyman. During childhood she had been exposed
to some source of terror, which, whether real or imaginary, had
affected her mind so powerfully that her life is a succession of
alarms. Her Cautiousness is pretematurally excitable. The
ja r of a door acts like a shock of galvanism, and a lamp in a
passage would be as if the spear of Ithuriel flashed on her eye.
Moral hobgoblins are equally frightful. To this constitutional
tendency her illness is to be traced. Probably from some pre
viously existing nervous irritation, the philippics of her pastor
produced an unusual impression; they seemed directed against
her and her besetting sins. They exposed to her view all the
enormous transgressions of which she knew that she had been
and many of whose very existence she was ignorant. She
scinated; the torture was regularly applied, but still she
returned to be racked and reviled anew. Her awakening, as she
terms her condition, was complete. The serene sleep of a life of
industry and innocence was broken. These, it now appeared to
her, were the dreams of a cold and callous spirit. She was roused
to the realities of her latitudinarianism. I t was clear that the
whole of her life had been passed in negligence of the feelings
by which she was now agitated, and she consequently concluded
that long period to be a blank—a blot in her course. Sheimist
* Nos. I., II., III., and IV. of a series of pamphlets, entitled ct Revivals of
Religion/’ Glasgow, 1835.
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begin anew.—Her mind now became bewildered between the
accusations of conscience and the terrors of retribution; she de
spaired, and became frantic. Although a weak old woman,
several men were required to restrain her violence. This stifle
of acute delirium continued for some days. A t hast it subsided.
She had been entranced, and had received the delightful hfc.
telligence that she was forgiven. H er joy was as extravagant
as had been her fear. Its expression became irresistible; quiet
contemplation was altogether inadequate—she must dance to d
sing. In this state she entered the asylum; and, having taken
off ner shoes and stockings, as if to prepare for a serious under
taking, and selected the centre of the airing ground, she forth
with began to dance, sing, and snap her fingers, in the most
earnest and indefatigable manner. These demonstrations were
continued almost without pause for two days, at the end of
which her strength was completely exhausted. She seemed to
infuse her whole soul into the gallopade, and to feel regret that
she could not do sufficient justice to the manifestations of her
ecstacy—that she could not dance fast enough, and for ever.
Several of the patients, who are partial to such exercise, went
and vis-a-vis*d with h e r; but she utterly disregarded the for
mality of partners, and fairly danced them down. On the sub
sidence of this paroxysm, she was quiet, shy, and depressed,
and had the look of long-established fatuity; when approached
or addressed she trembled violently, and only answered that
she was a poor lost creature.
Had this woman lived at the time, or been tried by the stan
dards of the pietists at Cambuslang, what would have been the
conclusion ?
The ordeal was different, but the result has been somewhat
similar. She has been restored to society, and is as virtuous
and religious as ever convert was.
It is rare to witness a return to sanity so gradual and steady
as was presented in this case. Every day some slight improve*
ment could be traced, some vantage-ground was gained. The
process of re-development of the faculties resemblea the evolution
of a flower, when the bud expands to the blossom, and leaf after
leaf meets the eye; or, to render the comparison more exact, it
resembled the gradual reappearance of the different parts of a
perennial plant from the earth m spring-time, when the wither
ed stems and relics of a past season are removed, and there arise
from the soil, with a rapidity which can be marked and measured,
the leaf, the flower, the fruit—when that which was not, is,
and when that which was dead, liveth. She first ceased to
speak of being lost; she then attended to sensations of pain,
arising from an eruption on the head; thirdly, she spoke with
some asperity of the want of feeling in her friends, then with
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.woofer and shame of her late deportment, and next with gratis
iude for her escape from confirmed lunacy, and for the Idxidnees she had received.; afterwards she adverted to the ordinary
topics of discussion in her own neighbourhood, her home feel
ings became active, and, following them, her home habits and
predilection*; finally, she asked fortea, a stocking, and a new*,
paper—and was herself ag ain !
The manifestations of enthusiasm at Cambuslang have been
separated from those which have characterized the progress of
Methodism, to which they are.by many features closely allied,
for this reason. The church among whose members these
manifestations appeared a t Cambuslang has not publicly and
officially recognised them as indispensable accompaniments or
evidence of efficacious teaching—as marks a superior and ex
clusive sanctity—nor encouraged their renewal; while the Me
thodists have incorporated them with the principles of their
creed, endeavour to produce. them, and employ them, whep
produced, as means of religious instruction—or edification, as
it is technically called. On analyzing the state, of mind of the
actors in these soenes, there appears to be this additional reaspp
to justify the separation. In tne Cambuslang pietists, the bo
dily condition was the direct result of the moral excitement,
ana without any consent on the part of the subject; in the
Methodists, the nodily condition was spontaneous, or induced
by the active co-operation of the subject with the efforts of the
preachers.
B ut those who admit the miraculous origin of the scenes at
Cambuslang, and who see in the distortions, and agonies, and
fits, the finger of the Deity pointing out the operations of his
wisdom, must perceive that it is equally incumbent to admit that
the revivals, so prevalent during the early part of the career of
Wesley, are possessed of a similar character. Nor can the ad
mission stop neve. Wherever religious instruction, given .and
received in sincerity of spirit, has produced sudden extrava
gance of manner, amounting in many cases to hysteria and epi
lepsy, ¿accompanied by an internal feeling of moral renovation,
and after the subsidence of the bodily disturbance by an entire
change of conduct, no valid objection can be raised to honouring
these results with the same titles and placing them in the same
class with those observed at Cambuslang. Such an admission,
accordingly, will and must include the cases of the disciples of
Wesley, and a majority of those of Irving. The circumstances
were the same in a ll: die preparatory training was similar; the
principles propounded were identical; the convulsions were as
frantic ana fearful; and the beneficial effects—that is, the in
creased probity and industry of the proselytes—are asserted to
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have been as markédr and; as permanérit. The conversions of
the two great regenerations came even with the stamp of higher
authority thán, those,to which they are now compared. They
were, at leastso faras-W esleyis concerned, upon a grander
scale; they took, place in every variety of situation—the high
as well as the low, the enlightened as well as the illiterate, par
ticipated in the impressions; they were witnessed by multi
tudes, and by many sceptics or scomers; they came, in fact,
divested, if not of all, at least of a great number, of those ob
jections which detract from the value and credibility of testi, and consequently from the credibility of what are red as miracles. The object at present, however, is not to
s in what record they are wortny of a placer-in the Acta
Sanctorum or thé Wonderful Magazine—or to determine upon
their exact nature or importance; but simply to prove that
they closely resemble those previously detailed. Wesley held
as a corollary of his other doctrines, and in justification, per
haps, of what had happened, that the moral leper was cleansed
from his sores at once, ánd might in an instant emerge from
the most detestable wickedness to purity and to holiness. Sor
tilege was cherished as a pet practice, and, if not converted, he
was long directed by having recourse to its auguries. H e com
manded the sick to rise and walk, and the blind to see. He
was guidéd by portents, dreams, reveries. The enthusiasm
of his youth made him “ an adept at mysticism,” and the am
bition of his more mature years seems to have shut his eyes to
its nature or effects.* A mind so constituted, acting alter
nately under the dictates of Ideality and Veneration, and of
Wonder and Cautiousness, could not fail to regard the extra
ordinary consequences by which his preaching was followed, as
something superhuman, if not divine. T hat John Wesley was
not a great and good man, or that his career was not a glorious
and useful one, notwithstanding these peculiarities, it would be
foolish and false to assert. Our concern, however, is not with
those points in which he resembled, but with those in which he
differ»! from other messengers of truth and peace.
The power of influencing the motives of masses of mankind
is confessedly one of the noblest attributes of human intellect.
The power is displayed, of course« in all the ordinary transac
tions of life, whenever mind submits to mind. But it is on the
and theatre and in the grand concerns of life, where eternal
pes are inspired, opinions discussed, rights asserted, that it
becomes conspicuous. The practised preacher collects hun
dreds around him, and, in virtue either of the import of his
subject, or of the beauty and interest with which he invests it,
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* Hampson’s Life of W esley, vol. iii. p. 24.
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he holds' captive the attention, so that his auditors áre no longer
free» They cannot think but as he thinks; they must accom
pany him in his intellectual progress. H e alarms or animates,
soothes or convince* The popular orator speaks to, and ex»
cites the propensities. His aim is to implant the indignation,
the pride, the defiance of party spirit. He feds the edge of
his tools, and can widd them at w ill: in other words, he knows
the passions of bis agents, and can estimate and direct their
force—how. successfully, let social discord, the triumphs of
dvil war, and some few social improvements, tell. The parlia^
mentary leader, addressing for . hours the best educated and
most powerful and polished body of his countrymen, is the best
exámple of this quality. He plunges them in the depths of
political casuistry; he enticesthem through a barren detail of
facts; he elevates them to the purest idealism; he rouses every
hope and happy association in their hearts, iintil they 6hout
with jo y ; he harrows every sympathy and kindly affection;
he plays with th d r feelings as .with puppets. But what is all
this to the achievements of .Wesley In all these cases there is
some one point of unanimity, some common principle; some
common end. The great and unwilling heresiarch, on the
other hand, stood directly opposed to every, cherished opinion
of his hearers. He irisultea their pride—he contemptuously
scorned their rectitude—he derided and refuted their belief:
Y et we find him triumphing over all these obstacles, and ef
fecting changes, both immediate and ultimate, so vast that Peter
the Hermit would have envied his success. The charm of his
preaching appears to have consisted in addressing the higher
sentiments, and especially Wonder, Cautiousness, and Benevo»
lence, in the very language which is dictated by their activity.
His appeal was not through reason to fear, but through fear to
reason. Wherever his strength resided, it was adequate to
move multitudes.
His life was but a series of manifestations of these emotions;
his credulity as to his power of curing disease, his self-created
horrors, his sortilege, are all examples of this.* Of the signs
of these wonderful impressions it is at present our intention to
speak. In the vicinity of Bristol, where his labours in reclaim
ing the lawless colliers were aided by Whitefield, may these
signs be said to have commenced. After many days passed in
preparatory exhortation, private examinations, and acts of worship—after, in fact, their pupils had been kept in a state of
violent moral agitation—the pathetic and awful harangues de*>
livered to the assembled thousands were repeatedly interrupted
by cries of internal agony, ejaculations of horrible import, stid*
• Southey’s Life of W esley, vol. ii. p. 21; Warburton's Doctrine of Grace,
quoted in the Edinburgh Review, v o l x x x iil p. 2 72 .
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dan convulstods, temporary delirium, and violent struggles,
where efforts at self-mutilation could not be attributed either to
epasm or to madness.• T hat one class of persons was inva
riably seized, we believe. S u t this class was indioated by nei
ther age nor sex nor previous opinions. Delicate females and
mere children,*f" as well as the aged and ro b u s M h e man
holding settled religious opinions, as well as the man of none at
idl»~-were similarly affected. But those who screamed,saw v i
sions, and were illuminated, would have certain characteristics
in common : they would all display great nervous susceptibility,
and a predominance of what may be named the supernatural
sentiments in their mental economy. ^ The cries uttered by
those who became assured of the peril of their souk, certainly
did possess a common character. They were received as indi
cative of the nature of the fierce struggle which was going on
Within, and decisive as to the quality of the combatants. So
horrible is the tenor of these exclamations, th at we dare intro
duce two specimens only. “ T he devil will have me ; I am his
servant ; I am damned”*—is the cry of one. Another young
man, who could not be restrained by seven of his companions,
roared out for three hours, “ Ten thousand devils, tm&kms»
millions of devils are about me.”§
These indications of the effects of their teachingjwere at first
received with caution and uncertainty by the zealous labourers ;
but they were not directly discouraged. Their frequency and
violence at length called for sanction or interference ; and W es
ley, acting in conformity with the sentiments which then and
always actuated bim,|| recognised in them irrefragable proof of
satanic agency. The demon was struggling for the rights of
property. His struggles did not cease, although exposed. Sub
sequently they appear to have presented a different aspect to the
same interpreters. For, although never denied to be diabdied,
contemporaneous with repentance,
effusion of the Divine Spmt.1T
Whitfield must have been the author of this view. No one can
* Hampson's li f e of W esley, voL L p. SIS.
t Nightingale's Portraiture o f Methodism, p. 106. Jonathan Edwards*
Narrative o f Surprising Conversions; Works, voL L p. 362, W estley and
Davis.
$ Essays on Superstition, Christian Observer, voL xxix. pp. 1, 65, 134, &c*
m ining the materials of Newham's work on superstition.
§ Hampson's Life of W esley, vol. 1L p. 71|| For his cerebral development, see plates prefixed to Hampson's and
W atson's Lives. Wonder, Veneration, Firmness, Benevolence, and Cau
tiousness.
q This is denied, or rather explained away, in the L ife o f W esley, Chris
tian Biography, vol. xlfi. p. 42.
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doubt that these displays of strong emotion were perfectly sin
cere, and to a certain degree involuntary. It were vain to en
deavour to explain the phenomena, by supposing a design to
deceive the public or the preachers, or an act of collusion be
tween the two parties. Since the period alluded to, even .*>
the presentday, such manifestations have continued to attend
the ministrations of the disciples of Wesley. It would be work
for such a historian as Fleury to attempt to trace the gradual
development of that system of which they now form a part, or
of the means established to secure their production. Two
epochs may be selected for the purpose of illustrating the eba*
racfcer which they now present, and the physiological condition
by which they are accompanied. It will be seen that the grand
object of the priest is now, at certain seasons, to produce, and
of the neophyte to assist in producing, the bodily disturbance
as a testimony of contrition. The convulsion, then, is beyond
the control of the will; but the excitement upon which it dopends may be self-induced. These seasons are called Revivals,
and are intended to counteract a tendency to apathy or delin
quency, or to counterbalance the actual amount of these. A very
signal movement of this kind took place in Cornwall in 1818.*
Four thousand people went through the prescribed formula
of conversion, or, as my authority expresses himself, “ were
affected with this convulsive malady * The initiative of this
scene is worthy of note. The actors remained in the chapels
for many days and nights without sleep or sustenance* Every
moral stimulant which long experience in the weakness of hu
man nature could suggest was administered. At last this dia*
cipline effected the object intended: the penitents passed from
exquisite misery to eestacy. Visions of glory floated around
them—they burst forth in transports, became mint and actually
fainted, or were convulsed* The syncope continued in some
cases for a great length of time. The violent eontractions of
the muscles, after frightfully distorting the countenance, Were
propagated first to the neck, then to the trunk, and ultimately
to tne whole body. Such is a picture, then, of a body of men,
supposed to be pure, pious and rational, obeying tbe call *of
their spiritual guides. Were some features of greater magni
tude and magnificence added—were it enriched with the gloom
and grandeur of forest scenery at midnight, the gleam of watchfires, the wild entreaties of a chapter of priests, the hymns and
hallelujahs of thousands of voices—the picture would represent
admirahly what annually takes place at the camp-meetings in
* Hecker’s Epidemics o f the Middle Ages, p. 142.146. Fotheigill and
Want's Medical Journal, vol. xx x i. p. 373, quoted in Hecker. Bishop Lavington on the Enthusiasm of Methodists and Papists, p. 109, it pauim.
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America.* There are there no sounds to be heard save shouts,
whoops, screams, clapping of hands, and exclamations of Mglory,
.glory —nothing to be seen but leaping, falling, swooning, fits
resembling epilepsy, and other feats, the accounts of which a
right-minded man is disposed to wish may have been exagge
rated. There is even a stage or arena set apart near the pul
pit, where the penitents, especially the females, rouse themselves
to the requisite degree of excitement, and endure the paroxysm
of religious fervour—a sort of high altar, it has been insinuated,
where the sacrifice of delicacy and common sense is consum
mated.
The advocates of methodism have insisted upon the act of
conviction. They have pronounced the moral and the physical
convulsion integral parts of it. It is a dogma of their faith.
It may be gradual or instantaneous^ with or without premoni
tory teaching; but it must consist of an overpowering sense of
.unworthiness and peccability, an abandonment of every hope
and trust of self-reformation, and a horror at the consequences.
.When the moral leper has arrived at this point in his journey,
the path appears to divide, and leads him on the one hand to
farther improvement or conversion, and on the other to despair
and. madness.
To pause, to remain in such a condition, is to embrace a des. tiny of mental misery, which must render every eflbrt of reason
or exercise of sound sentiment impossible or unavailing, and
compared to which madness would be a boon and a blessing.
.The characteristics here applied to those in the process of moral
change are equally applicable to the desponding religious ma
niac.! They might serve indeed as a definition of his disease.
There is the same hopelessness, helplessness, and horror; and,
what is strikingly illustrative of how closely the mental condi
tion in both cases is assimilated, there are, in a majority of cases,
involuntary cries, agitation of the muscles, or completely formed
convulsions. The methodist passes on, it is tru e; he recovers
from his state of doubt and suffering to enter upon one of con
fidence and happiness. The unfortunate maniac stops to en
dure that state, or, if he recovers, he gains nothing but his ori'nal reason. I have, within a short time, examined several
natics, the phenomena of whose insanity corresponded with
the description above given; and havofound, that whatever the
configuration of the other regions of the head might be, the
organs of Hope and Self-esteem were small, and that of Cau-
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* Letters from America bv James F lint, Esq. Letter xix., August 1820,
p. 231. This author is friendly to the Americans. Domestic Manners o f the
Americans, by Mrs Trollope.
*f- Scott has observed the resemblance of these states, in his observations on
Luther’s character; Church History, vol. v. p. 487.
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tiousness large—a result which was well calculated to confirm
the opinion, that however much a speculative belief in the de
pravity of human nature may be countenanced by reason, what
is called by the Methodists the personal experience of such de
pravity, proceeds rather from a feeling of alarm directed to
particular objects, than from an induction. It is at this stage,
likewise, that suicide is resorted to ;+ and, if the organization,
under the influence of which such an awful alternative is gene*
rally adopted, be considered in connexion with the views of Mr
Cox on the laws of the activity of Destructiveness,+ the fre^
quency of such a result is easily explained. The following
table illustrates the condition of the desponding maniacs at
present under iny care.
J. G. aged 35. Characteristic Development: Cautiousness, very large; PhU
loprogenitiveness, Veneration, Adhesiveness, Firmness, Secretiveness,
Destructiveness, large; Hope, Conscientiousness, Intellect, small. Cause:
Hypochondria. Bodily Complications : Tremor and disease of heart. D cl
lusions, $ c .: Is lost and cannot be saved; in great distress respecting her
• children. R esult: Under treatment.
J. A. aged 25. Characteristic Development: Conscientiousness, Veneration,
Benevolence, Cautiousness, Destructiveness, large $ Hope, Self-Esteem ,
Intellect, sm all Cause: Religious despondency. Bodily Complications:
Epileptiform tremor. Delusions, : Is lost but penitent; attempted su i
cide many times. Result: Under treatment.
E. A . aged 54. Characteristic Development: Cautiousness, Wonder, Firm
ness, Self-Esteem , Veneration, Destructiveness, and Secretiveness, larges
Hope, very sm all Cause: Religious despondency. Delusions, $ c .: Col
lects stones to build the New Jerusalem ; attempted suicide twice. Result:
Under treatm ent
A. D. aged 30. Characteristic Development: Wonder, Veneration, Firmness,
Cautiousness, and Destructiveness, large; Hope and Self-Esteem, sm all.
Cause: Religious despondency. Bodily Complications: Tremor and amennorrhoea. Delusions, $ c .: Nailed the Saviour to the cross; attempted
suicide twenty times. Result: Improved.
M. G. aged 51. Characteristic Development: Benevolence, Cautiousness, V e
neration, Philoprogenitiveness, Conscientiousness, and Intellect, large;
Hope, sm all; Self-Esteem, extremely small. Cause: Domestic affliction.
Bodily Complications: Constipation and beadach. Delusions, £<%: Is ut
terly lost and condemned; attempted suicide twice« Result: Improved.

The Rev. Mr Clarke of Dundee examined three of the cases
in the above Table, and coincided in the view which it is in
tended to illustrate.
The following narratives will exhibit how closely the inhabi
tants of an asylum may tread in the steps of those who are the
saints of their sect.
C a sk VII. P. O., mt. 80.
A very instructive case was at one time under my care. It is
not in my power to present the results of the measurement or
• Lackington’s Memoir, p. 105.
t Phren. Journal, No. 46, p. 402. v o l ix.
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manipulation of tbfe head of Ibis individual: but I can state,
that die regions of the head were nearly in equilibrio ; or, if
the balance was turned, it inclined towards the organs of the
moral sentiments The head was of moderate size; the teen*
perament nervous.
As the cloud no bigger than a hand shews the direction of
the coming storm, this case suggests the tendency which cer
tain religious opinions at one time threatened to take. A welleducated gentleman, who had mingled some of the follies and
vices with many of the nobler pursuits of youth, found it ex
pedient from pecuniary embarrassments to determine upon a
complete change in his mode of life. From the first step in
this change, the calm consideration of his own affairs, he ran
through the whole gamut of distempered moral feelings. Suc
cessively he was grave, serious, desponding, despairing, and at
last deranged. During this series of transitions, he was much
exposed to the exhortations of relatives who had imbibed the
views of Mr Irving. The constant and continued appeal to
the moral feelings, which naturally preponderated ana were at
tile time affected with diseased activity, produced the inevitable
consequence, and his insanity assumed a religious aspect He
was a miserable rejected castaway. Temptations to sin were
never absent from his heart, and these were occasionally urged
upon him by the author of all wickedness in person* Whenever
he became impressed with the idea that he was in the presence
of a being from another world, he was affected with epileptiform
fits; or, we ought to say, the delusion was the aura, tne promonitory symptom of the convulsion. These were erf two kinds.
He either fell suddenly backwards as if in syncope, or appeared
to be turned or twisted forcibly round from the right to the
left side: He was not conscious of those attacks, but gesticulat
ed violently, and cried as if he were. During his illness, and
since his recovery, his conduct has become of the most virtuous
and irreproachable kind. Here, then, are three events—a power
ful impression, agitation of the body, and reformation. The
second of these was regarded by his medical advisers as an in
dication of his disease, treated as such, and removed. But it
was not looked upon in this light by the relatives of the pa
tient ; nor would it have been so regarded, had it been contem
poraneous with the occurrences at Cambuslang. A near con
nexion remarked to me, that she believed these fits to be the
wrestlings of the Spirit in working out a great change. The
result has probably confirmed her in this opinion.
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Cash VIIL J. A. mt. *S.
F mbi E a rt* Philoprogenitiv«seM,
............... Goncentrativeness, •
.
*
............... Self-Esteem , . . . .
............... Firmness,
. . .
.
............... Veneration, .
.
.
.
**•
— Benevolence, . . . .
•••
M* Comparison, . . . .
............... Individuality, .
.
.
.
From Acquisitiveness to Individuality,
... Fhuopro^enitiveness to Individuality,
... Destructiveness to Destructiveness, •
... Combativeness to Combat!veuess,
... Cautiousness to Cautiousness, .
... Ideality to Ideality, . . . .
... Secretiveness to Secretivenesa» .

fin c h e s .

a
5

•A
»
«*
A i M m A v BFyum. V m b i Um , Bsnevolence, Cautioasnen, Dettrua.
tlveness, Acquisitiveness, Wonder, Conscientiousness, Secretiveness.
Deficient organ*.—Self-Esteem , Hope, In tellect

J. A. iB, by profession, a clerk in a counting-house. In boy
hood, while under the influence of parental example and audio,
rity, his religious principles were correct, his conduct was witta
oat a stain. But the authority, rather than the principle, had
been the controlling power; it was Veneration and Love of Apj
probation, more than Conscientiousness, under which be acted.
Hi* chief characteristic was a morbid diffidence and sensibility
to blame. The temptations of the world had brought the pro*
Densities into play, and he became gay, gallant, and gimty.
Until then he courted religious thoughts and topics, and was
an authority in these matters among his friends. He c o n i
bated the good-will of all taro by his gentleness and integrity,
and was a general favourite. His want of confidence in his
own abilities, and fidgetty exactitude in the performance of
duty, were his least attractive qualities, and often annoyed those
who respected him for modesty and scrupulous honour. With
an inquiring but uneducated mind, be sought out or was found
by companions of a kindred spirit, who endeavoured to satisfy
his longings by the trite but untrue maxim that philosophy
consists in doubting. His opinions were first speculative, men
sceptical. He arrived at that climax of absurdity, the doubt
of his own existence; and subsequently at that climax of misery*
the doubt of the existence of a God. All this was evidently
the misdirection of an uncultivated intellect—the result of using
powers in ignorance how they should be used. His ordinaiy
duties were still faithfully performed. But his philosophy had
not produced its boasted tranquillity; bis opinions were at war
with his feelings. He sought refuge in extra labour, superero
gatory duties, and fatigue. As in the case of Sir Kwnalm
Digby’s prescription, this was applying the remedy to the sword,
ana not to the wound which it had inflicted. To remove his
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disquietude and terror,* he exhausted his intellect, and laboured
twelve hours a-day. The nostrum did not work. His’mind
Kved upon itself for six months, and his boasted sunlight conclu
sions darkened into shadows of dread and despair at every step.
An imaginary affront induced him to leave his native town.
But bis flight was inauspicious. The very act of fleeing
creates fear.; The whole of his moral sentiments were morbid*
ly excited; but Hope and Self-Esteem bang unfortunately de
ficient, and consequently incapable of the same degree of acti
vity, he was stricken by shame, conscience, and terror. At
every step he encountered the finger of scorn, the “ still small
voice,” the halloo of pursuit He felt himself lost and aban
doned by-all good men and by all good influences, and his
despair was consummated. His relatives new interfered: they
found that his insanity was evinced by a sense of his own unworthiness and condemnation; and that whenever this idea
was presented to his mind by reading or conversation, his agi»
tatkin became extreme, his limbs tossed violently, and he swoon
ed, sometimes remaining in this condition; for several hours. So
intolerable were his sufferings, that his attempts at suicide were
repeated and inost insidious. Deprived of all other means, he
endeavoured to beat out his brains by running furiously against
a .wall* and transfixed his tongue with a nail, under the impres
sion thfct be would bleed to death. I have examined this pa
tient's: mind attentively. - His doubts no longer exist • He pet
lieves all that he was taught to believe, and therefore he deEpmn. He recollects the penalty incurred by those who have
»ejected the truth; he knows that he hasMived a life.of sin and
pollution, that he has-been a slave to Satan, and that unless
emancipated- he must: be condemned.. This chain of sequences,
whenever it rises before the mind, produces convulsions; and he
recognises:these as the struggles of that fiends by whose arti
fices he has been destroyed, and to whose temptations he is
still exposed. His terror,* cries, and aspect, and the general
disturbance of his manner, when his guilt is conjured up, are
appalling even to those who perceive their real nature and
Cause; they would be regarded as hysterical if dissociated from
the religious impressions. His exclamations of despair, and en
treaties for pity and pardon, are, even as the wild ravings of a
lunatic, a w f u l “ I am lost, cast away; I am torn and tor
mented by a spirit,” are the only words his agony can find.
The conviction, the convulsion, the very expressions by which
it is ushered in, the firm belief that these are of supernatural
origin in this case, present features of resemblance to some
forms of modern enthusiasm, too striking to be overlooked.
How much it is to be regretted that there is neither a Gassner
to exorcise, nor a Whitefield to convert this miserable man l
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UNKNOWN TONGUES.

Of all the supernatural powers imparted to the founders of
the primitive church, that of speaking in unknown tongues ap~
pears to have been the first withdrawn. Beyond a mere casual
notice, there is no evidence that this part of the miraculous en*
dowment of the apostles descended even to their immediate
successors. The'historyof succeeding ages shews that, from
time to time, personages of great zed, n not of great discretion,
have laid claim to this gift, and based thehr»pretenskms to sano
tit y and divine inspiration upon possessing it. The schismatics
called Pietists, m tne seventeenth century, are described as ob
scuring the divine truths of rdigion “ by a gloomy jargon
of their own invention.” More recently, a devout priest of Ma»
tisbon, who gained a livelihood and an immortality ny exorcism,
treated a young person who, in the highest degree of somnam
bulism, had the Acuity of communicating her thoughts in a
language of which she comprehended not one syllable.* As a
proof that such exhibitions were of frequent occurrence, it may
oe mentioned, that, in one instance at least, they became part
of the accomplishments of a mountebank. The daughter of
one of those speculators on the credulity of 'mankind became
possessed. She was the victim of a sort of polyglot-devil; Air,
after the accustomed contortions, she declaimed in Hebrew,
Greek, Latin, and so forth. She even condescended on sum
of the French provincial patois. Her scholarship was used,
historians assert, to calumniate Huguenots. She was at last
exorcised and convicted of imposture by a shrewd and conscien
tious bishop, who, with common water and a key, produced, the
same convulsions which were supposed to testify the repug
nance of the devil to consecrated water and the crudfix.f
The object of the revocation of the edict of Nantes ¿ was to
eradicate schism, and to produce that moral miracle, unanimity
of opinion. But whilst its devisers spoke of peace and concord;
and of the beauty and benefit of one people professing one wor
ship, its characters were written in blood. This mandate call
ed for an instantaneous conversion, or, what was equally valued,
conformance. To effect this, no machinery of missions or ex
hortations was resorted to ; but armies were spread over the
disaffected districts, and dragòons exacted at the point of. the
sword the confession of the convinced or the life of the refrac
tory heretic. Throughout a large portion of France, skughter,
conflagration, and emigration were triumphant, and all dissent
from tne dominant religion had disappeared. But, in a remote
•* Bertrand du Magnetismo Animal, p. 399»
f Smedlejr, H ist, of Reformed Religion in France, voi. i!L p. 52.
t 1686.
VOJU1X.— NO. XLVJI.
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ta d almost inaccessible region, called ** Lea Cevennes,” the
perpetrators of these enormities not merely ¿died, but were op
posed, repeatedly repulsed, and ultimately defamed. Against
these rebellious schismatics the whole vengeance of the ortho
dox loyal was directed. The resistance of these brave but hU
gated mountaineers appears to have at first proceeded from a
strong and rational attachment to the faith of their fiuhera
Persecution, want, and constant excitement, had, however, their
usual demoralising effects; and this noble warfare at last de
generated, in some eases, into the unmeaning struggles of a fa
natical rabble,—in others, into a sort of rehgmuabngandism.
Them are perhaps the features of all religious contests which
are unequally waged,—-where there is superstition on both
sides, but political strength on cue only. But this act of the
saintly Le TallJer induced consequences even more interesting
thsm tbe fate of his victims: “ Nunc demittis servum tuum,
' . videruut oculi salutem tuam,” was the w h iq itk « of
personage on signing the edict*
The Protestants of the Cevenues inhabited a high and bar
ren country. Like other mountaineers, they were superstitious,
4*Hut because they lived a certain number of tenses above the
level of the sea, but in virtue of an organization which they
shared with all other Celtic races; like them, too, they were
hern bondsmen to the propensities. Their soil was rooky and
«productive, and lay not upon any of those grand thorough*
three by which civilisation has penetrated to toe corners of the
world. They were therefore poor, end, from their poverty,
Ignorant. Their faith was purer then that of their adversaries,
and upon tins single point did their superiority and strength
depend. Theee men were without guides, or educated leaders;
far their prints, the only individuals who could have acted as
such, were either killed or expatriated at an early part of the
struggle. Thus constituted, they are summoned to deliver up,
m to a feudal lord, what had been incorporated with thar
■sinds since infancy, or die. Be that faith and conviction
founded upon Causality, a dogma received by Veneration and
Hope, or a dream of Wonder, all must be.yielded up. They
are attacked—thtir stores pillaged—their homes and hearts
made desolate t they are hunted like the wolves on their hills;
•very social affection and feeling of personal happiness is exas
perated i their minds are agitated by the excitement of despair,
under such ebeumatattoos, it might be predicated not only that
they would seek consolation in the religion for which they were
■ w ring, but that, from their constitutional tendency to marv
vdlousness, they would mingle with it those rites, expectations
of divine interposition, and demonstrations of piety, which the
educated and unexcited reject Accordingly, it is related that

S

* Voltaire on « Calvinism.” Translated worin, rot ix. p. 7*
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they trembled, were convulsed, enjoyed ecstdcies, feaw:visions
and prophesied/ A t the close of the campaign there are said
to have been ten thousand in the field. T hat all these prophet
sled is incredible ; but that they all believed the propkedte to
be oracular is highly probable. That their numbers must haVè
been considerable may be concluded from the fact, that an òca»
demy was founded for the cultivation of these ecstacies, and
prophets literally trained to their vocation. Another property
which they claimed, and seem actually to have possftfecd ¿»that
of insensibility to pain—allies their case with that d t other
classes of men acting under similar impulses. • W hat were thè
subjects of these visions and vaticinations, if not denunciations
against their persecutors, it is now vain to conjecture. T hat
they were sufficiently comprehensive may be gathered front
their length. Marechal Viilars declares that a prophetess ex
ercised her functions for a whole hour in his presence. A fidi
more extraordinary gift was claimed and oisplayedj These
peasants, during their enthusiasm, spoke in languages UntoioWn
to themselves or their auditors. This was not alWays the case ;
English, Hebrew, and Greek were occasionally uttered, and
likewise occasionally interpreted by the speaker.* T he pacift»
cator of the Cevennes, a s Viilars is styled, ìb again am authority
in this matter. He gives an accountof a female who, erìdowéd
with this' power, would extemporise for an hour in any o f the
learned languages, in the presence and to the complete perplexi
ty of a corps of ecclesiastics. T he Marechal adds the quaint eri.ticism, that she spoke exactly in the same manner as the Duke
de Ferte*spoke English when he had taken too much eitK ; b ^
strange to say, being, when sob«*, unacquainted with that'lan
guage. This spiritual improvisatrice convinced a magistrate
of the sanctity of her mission, became his'mistress, and otti»
mately a mother.+ Partly by a gradual process of extirpation,
and partly by a treaty which it was perhaps never intended to
observe; the league of these pietists—they must not aU 'he
branded as fanatics—was broken up, and their lenders*
prophets dispersed. In the year 1707, three of the latter <
to England in order to proselytise. Disowned by their ottn
countrymen, and rejected by tne intelligent of all aeCts^ they
addressed themselves to the speculative and imaginative* «ml
succeeded in forming a church. Their pretensktaamero ptxcisely similar to those which signalized their fottow-oounteymen. W hile they denounced human learning and powervthey,
with a singular inconsistency, spoke tongues of which IMy
were ignorant, and made promises which they could n o t folfil.
There are three points worthy of consideration In their hitto9

Thdfctre Saette dec Cevennes $ quoted in Bertraod.
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Bertrand, p. 131k
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ry. E rs t, they had improved upon the rude notions of their
predecessors, and systematized the philosophy b f prophesy, o r
spiritual power. I t was divided by them into the stages of
warning« of reception, of the actual privilege of predicting, and,
lastly, of miracle-working ;*—steps corresponding distinctly to
those of the excitement of Wonder, Hope, and Ideality. Se
condly» in the sincerity of their belief, they predicted that the
resurrection of one of their followers would take place five
months after his death, and were willing to test their authori
ty by the event. The public accepted the challenge ; but un
fortunately for the corpse and the prophet, no resurrection
took place. Thirdly, they gave forth tneir precepts and de
nunciations in an unknown tongue, specimens of which have
been preserved. Wesley, who was little apt to be startled or
made sceptical by the extravagance of fanatics, was so horrorstricken by the want of harmony and intelligibility in this lan
guage, that, on listening to what he describes as “ the gabbling
of a turkey cock,’’ he began to exorcise the speaker with MThou
deaf and dumb devil ! ”
These men never attempted to
exercise this gift but when under the most powerful agitation,
when confessedly they had lost all self-possession—« state of
mental excitement incompatible with the dominion of reason,
and allied only to these conditions of dreaming, violent passion,
intoxication, or monomania, where the extreme energy of a
single feeling seeks expression in sounds which are not conven
tional signs, but may be perfectly significant of the emotion.
F ar be it from us to assert that the French prophets were in
any of these states ; a large body of men, some of them well
informed and acute, arrived at an opposite conclusion. The
following may suffice as an example of what enabled these con
verts to perceive the truth : there are creatures who see in the
dark. “ Mon enfant,” the prophet thus introduces his predic
tion, w je m’en vaie répandre sur les ennemies mes jugemens
terribles, et ma dernière sentence sera T r in g (ran g , strin g
rim n g , h în g h a n g *\ Now, it is a well authenticated fact,
that individuals have spoken in a language of the import of
which they were totally ignorant In these cases no inspirar
tiofi existed or wafc suspected. The words were spoken under
peculiar states of the nervous system ; and although the proxi
mate mode in which these states operated in producing such a
phenomenon is not very clear, the relation of the bodily lesion
with the mental peculiarity was at the time supposed and per
fectly established to be that o f cause and effect. Could any
such Solution be formed for the more modern and more obscure
instances? But of the cases themselves. First, there is that
* Smedley, voL iiL p. 308.
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©f the Welshman, who, receiving a blow on the head, and la«
bouring under the consequent inflammation of brain, forgets
English, to which he had been accustomed for many years*
ana speaks incessantly the language of his youth; the obli
vion and the vivid memory bom evidently depending on the
cerebral excitement, although in what manner depending can
not be determined.* Next, there is the narrative of the Ger
man girl, who, seised with a nervous fever—that is, a fever
in which the organ principally affected is the brain—speaks,
and will condescend to speak, in no less classic tongues than
Greek, Latin, or Hebrew. She, being illiterate and a heretic,
was pronounced possessed. As the chronicler remarks, it must
have been “ a learned devil.” Her character and situation p u t
all suspicion of connivance or conspiracy at rest. Her physi
cian, more of a philosopher than a theologue, wrote down her
ravings. They were discovered to be coherent but unconnect
ed sentences of Hebrew. Some parts of them were traced to
the Bible, others were concluded to be rabbinical. This ipcreased the mystery. How could a simple domestic drudgfe
have an intimate or even an imperfect knowledge of the sacred
languages ? The physician traced her career through various
families and vicissitudes of fortune, until, after long search and
solicitude, he discovered that, when a child, she had been the
protege of a clergyman, who, devoted to the study of the an-“
cient languages, was accustomed to read or repeat, in her hear
ing, passages from his favourite authors. Her ravings were
compared and identified with the scholar’s books, and the hyV
pothesis of demoniac possession fell to the ground.+ Voltaire
says that the devil hates a physician ; he may well hate such
a physician as the one now mentioned. I t is because such en
lightened inquirers are so few, that wonders and delusions and
miracles are so many.
A modern sect has arisen, claiming similar privileges and pro
perties. Proscription, in this case, did not cause, but followed,
the public assertion and display of these gifts. A man of bril
liant but eccentric genius, irreproachable life, a profound sense
of piety, and impressive but obscure eloquence, was brought
into constant intercourse with individuals possessing minds of
far inferior power and little cultivation, but congenial in the
degree of excitement of, and in the ardent desire for such solemn
impressions as are. addressed to Wonder, Hope, and Cautious* The cu e of the Welshman la noticed by various authors o f eminence 5
particularly Dr M uon Good, Study o f ^Medicine, 2 d edition, v o l iv. p. 180 f
and Dr J . C. Prichard, Cyclopaedia of Practical Medicine, vol. L p. 008, Ar
ticle w D elibium .” Dr tricnard adds to his account of the case, that "this
statement, which was first given by Mr Tupper, has been confirmed to the
writer of this article by a personal witness.**
•f Coleridge, Biographia literaria, vol. L p. 112.
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jifefts. A mutual reaction took place. He ministered to thin
dfarire; be gratified by stimulating these feelings, until they
burst forth in such intensity as to baffle eren his power to g ra
tify* appease, or check. So complete was his success, so irra»
sistiUe the Graying for spiritual instructions and exercises, that
be naturally believed that his labour had effected all that hu
man ministration could effect, and that these manifestations
Were the actual recognition and reward of the doctrines be bad
tau g h t H e bad long been a transcendentalist in religion;
that is*.he<had pondered on the suggestions of certain feelings
««Wiondcr and Ideality—-as the results of a process of reason,
aud.hac} adopted and acted upon them as such. His pupils
lived under the samé influence, and, unaccustomed either by
education, or by habit, to examine or understand their own
«rind*, they yielded implicitly to the imperious impulse which
they,«conceived to be religious, because connected with and
arising out of religion; they far outstripped their teacher in the
intensity of their emotions, and in the effect which these had on
their general conduct.—The system o f starving out the evil
faiuciple withm us is a very antiquated one. T he Irvington,
such of them at least as attained the greatest popularity, seem
to b a te acted upon i t They did not literally fast—this would
have been wise; but they gave up day and night, soul and
body, the duties and affections of -life, as a sacrifice to the pro*
dominating* feeling. The thrice repeated hebdomadal service,
stimulating as it is reported to have been, was not enough;
they; assembled every morning a t six o’clock, and passed the
whole of the day in publie or in private meetings, where energetin prayer ana every other means were used to rouse and sus
tain the state of religious exaltation. All secular affairs, even
the feeding the hungry and clothing the naked, must have
been suspended. So great indeed was the interest or abstrac
tion; cteated, that one individual spent such a day without re
collecting that he had tasted no food. -But the struggle did
not terminate here. The mind was not allowed a moment’s
repose. The night was dedicated to that rigid self-search and
repentance which solitude and silence are supposed to favour.
T o what extent all these items were complied with by each in*
dividual cannot be ascertained; but as a general practice it a p
pears to have continued for some months. The crisis o f this
excitement arrived. A female started up in-the congregation,
and, with a flushed face and wild gesticulation, pronounced
some sentences of sounds which were unintelligible. From
their unintelligibility,—-from the character of the party,—^nd
from the fiat of the pastor, or apostle as he was called, who
was endowed with “ discernment,”—these sounds were declared
to belong to an unknown tongue, to be evidence of the working
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o f the Holy Spirit—in plain terns, to be tin vciceofGod. The
e n aria dion was always attended by violent agitation of the
muscles, and often succeeded by swooning or hysterics. The
aounde uonaiaied of such wards as “ MoUm th kokf amikmh*
A still more perfect example k given by one of the believers**
Greenock: •—*« Hippg geroeto hippo foere* ttnoote F ootim
w m hoopoJomo Noostin. Nbonuiut Niparou» JFpemot Bamfoe Boorin. O PittUot Eldastino Hatimungitot Damiiht? If
the force of this language was equal to its euphony, it desmved
to be cultivated. . Exhibitions of the tame kind became fre
quent in the church, where they first occurred, and in various
other parts of the countiy. An anachronism has, perhaps
been committed in citing Mr Irving’s church ea the scene of
the first ebullition; Port-Glasgow was die favoured spot,
There several tongues were spoken; but in the metropolis the
number was much more considerable. The French prophets
professed fifty-two. But the greatest feat of this kind is re>
corded of the elect lady of the Shakers, who spoke seveaty-twa
tongues, all equally unintelligible to the living. They w en
literally entitled to the designation of dead languages, as they
served her as a mode of communication with the dead.'f
Miracles were performed, prophecies were published, and
tongues wen spoken; but, alas i although many individuals
spoke, there was none to interpret. A t Tut a disciple felt a
conviction that he understood toe meaning of what tbs inspired
uttered, and accordingly proclaimed i t Fortunately an auto«
biography of this person's feelings and opinions has been pub
lished. It is the confessions of a prophet t The objects of
this account are to describe the nature of the emotions undeg
which the author participated in these displays, to insinuate
that there was deceit rather than delusion on the part of some
of the actors, and to prove that he actually did understand
and translate the unknown tongues. His mind seems to have
undergone the training which we have described, although his
intellect was less obscured by awe, imagination, and self
esteem. His attempt to shew the existence of collusion is a
failure; and the examples of the unknown tongue being* com«
posite of Spanish, Italian, &c. are too few ana feeble to esta
blish his proposition. But his pamphlet most dearly proves,
fir tt, that the tongues resulted from an undoubting belief that
whatever die petitioner might ask would be granted; a belief
* ▲Pamphlet by Mr M'Kend, quoted la the Glasgow Herald, Neveaw
t Erskine’s Sketch«* and Hints of Church History, p, S0S.

t Tho Unknown Tongues, discovered to he English, Spanish, and Latin,
fey George PUktegten, who interpreted before the Congregation. London
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{bunded upon Hope, Wonder, Self-esteem, and misdirected
Intellect: secondly, that the delivery o f thè tongues waa-aeeoKpapied by convulsive movements: thirdly, that the speaker
attached some meaning to* the sounds: and* finirttiy, that
these ebullitions could b e restrained by an effort of the will or
by prayer; that is, by bringing another faculty into action,
j The,following is am.additional example of tne power of lam»
guag^making.
C ask

IX .—Miss N. m . 40.

Dimensions of tks Jhsd.
to Fhilop rogenitJvetiess,
to Pbikjprugeaitivetiess,
to CoooentraUvenMi
to Self-esteem,
to Firmness,
to Veneration,
to Benevolence;
to Comparison,
to* Individuality,
—. Acquisitiveness to Individuality,
to Cautiousness,
— Cautiousness
—, Combativeness to Combativeness, .
— Ideality
to Ideality,
— Besiruetfcreness t<rDestructiveness,
— Secretiveness
to Secretiveuess*

P ftm Individuality
£ar

Indus.
?T*tf
* tV
a
5A
**
6

3*
3*
diV
« ft

I M bA M v Of^wisu^-AmaUvenesB,' Destructiveness, Im itation, Secretive*
BMs. Wonder, and Language, are very large; Love o f Approbation, Hope;
Ideality, Cautiousness, and Individuality, Surge.

Miss if. is the type of a fanaticism of N
a past and of the
present age. Her history, as a sane individual is a blank; in
deed it is doubtful if she ever was in such a condition« Two
circumstances revealed by herself shew bow unfortunately con
stituted her mind must nave originally been, and when, and by.
what means, her present delusiona were induced. H er temper
was so irritable, jealous, and tormenting, that, to parody a hack«*
neyed line, “ she never said a-mild thing, and never did a kind
one.” Her relations were rendered miserable, and at last the
desire of peace and cuifet became too strong for the ties of
blood. Estranged by ner persecutions, they appear to have
rejoiced to find a pretext for removing her to a distance. She
dates all her misfortunes, that is, her illness and confinement,
from the perfidy of a young man to whom she either was, or
fancied that she was engaged.
She surprised this deceiver not only paying marked attest*
lion to one of her sisters, but literally locked in that lady's em
brace- This discovery took place on the evening previous to
the day on which she supposed their union was to be solem**
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sited ' How far this may. be true, ft is impossible to <deter
mine* and would be immaterial if possible. A ll that succeeds
is. the suggestion of madness. Disgusted at such treatment,
she escaped, but was speedily brought back to her mother's re
sidence, which die now found was surrounded by a mrtnber of
soldiers, intended as a guard of honour to pay her suitable rospeet. T he high birth; and dignity now disdosed and recog
nised, had been long known to the respeetable nshdritants of
the county in which she lived, but* for reasons of state policy^
had never been revealed either torheraelf or to her friends. She
is, in short, the sister o£ Prince Charles Edward, who, she de
clares, is still alive, and—our rulers had better lock to it—
about to claim and combat for his own again. Naturally; a de
fender of the divine right of kings, she pushes the doetrine a
little farther than the modem auvocates of legitimacy. She
holds that, in the nature of her illustrious birth, and in herself,
there is a species of infusion of the Holy Spirit. Notwithstand
ing this high and holy origin, the devil has often appeared to
her, and in what to young ladies is insinuated to be,rather a
tempting garb, that of a recruiting-officer, Occasionally his
rank is not so elevated. A t a sainted spring, when she had
fasted for many hours, and had quarrelled with, and for ever
disowned her friends, he approached as a drummer in a militia
regiment.
This person is an example of a favourite definition of lunacy.
She reasons correctly from erroneous premises. W ere she, ac
cording to her own representation, inspired by the Holy Ghost,
and a Princess-Royal of the House of Stuart, her opinions,
attributes, and department could be understood, and would be
in keeping; but seeing that according to our knowledge she ft
neither, they appear to be sadly wild and out of joint.
In command of the escort mentioned, was a redoubtable ma
jor, who figures as the hero of many romantic visions; but as
the tie existing between them appears to have been Ahiativeness and Adhesiveness, and foreign as an illustration of the pre
sent subject, his exploits must be left unrecorded. Another
reason for omitting these and many other delusions is, that
they are temporary, while her pretensions to extraordinary
sanctity are permanent. She was converted—in other words,
received the Divine emanation which dwells within her—in a
moment, while a glorious light shone around. She is subject
to hysterical symptoms, although not to regularly-formed fits of
hysteria, and also to fits, most regularly formed, of uncom
trollable passion; and it is more than probable that she refers
this moral chance to one or other of these conditions. Since
this was effected, she has been free from sin—nay more, from
the liability to sin. Specific endowments have been vouch
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safed, each as unrivalled eloquence and neveiterring IbnerightL
She boasts of an exemption from suffering, a sort o f invulnera
bility, though at the same time she is receiving medicine to relieve a headach; and she arrogates to her prayers an efficacy
which is employed in consigning her enemies to every evil that
a lively hatred can suggest How fortunate it is that Nature
has set some Hsnit, yet unknown, to the discoveries and powers
of mankindi Had Franklin advanced one step farther, and had
tyrants, or conquerors, or madmen, been enabled to wield the
thunderbolt, how awful must have been the consequences to
the human race! Or, had it been consistent with tne Divine
scheme, as some have thought, that the moral thunder-bolt of
prayer could be hurled by such hands, how still mote
nust have been the consequences i
She likewise affirms, that she has been gifted with the power
of speaking in an unknown tongue; which, however, she partly
understands, but will not interpret. This belief is curious, as
she has been an inmate of the asylum for nine years—a period
which precludes the possibility of her having heard, and sut>>
sequeutly imitated, what have been called manifestations of the
spirit As no newspapers or other periodicals commemorative
of such transactions ever penetrated within her prism-walls, and
no other means of communication with the external world ex*
isted, we are forced to adopt the opinion that the delusion is
spontaneous, and originating from* a common source with the
opinions of the Irvingites—m all probability from a peculiar
new of certain texts contained in tne first epistle to the Conn-*
thians. A sister, she states, participates in this privilege. When
uttering the mystic words, sue is in a high degree of excitement,
looking the Pythoness admirably. Her bright eye becomes das«
zling and unsteady; her cheeks, brow, and temples are trim*
soned; her arms wave to and fro, and the whole body is in a state
of tremor. When she has commenced her manifestations, it is
impossible for her to stop, or to be stopped. By the uninitiated
the language she employs may be taken for Coptic or Cherokee,
so vehement is the enunciation, and so discordant die tones.
The words are, however, melodious and rhythmical, and have
been declared by uninspired linguists closely to resemble Greek.
That they belong to none of these languages may be concluded
from the following specimen, written by the lady herself, but
whether assimilated to that which fell from the lips of Miss
Caidale, it is not for us to deride. “ Ellueam vttrucm errexuem vatdem bathoram, uUem dathureem, been tuurem eU
facuem vara ellevara exuUem, datheUia villera eroeu ureme vaa
ciUera exerem datherveam baideveiliueuetn viUirea repihaUon
erripthuUow bilirea ebiUerea lubluron eluberon9n &c.
I possess very voluminous MSS. of a similar description,'
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and) it’is to.be presumed, of a similar import There are two
very remarkable features in all these documents: first. Words
are repeated with a prefix as if to modify their signification;
and, secondly, The same words, or words extremely similar m
sound and orthography, occur in papers written at various and
sometimes very distant periods. These facts would tend to
proye that the jargon so often spoken by maniacs may be sys
tematised, and the rides of the system recollected and'brought
into operation like the ordinary rules of syntax. One unknown
tongue has already been quenched under my care; a second I
find to be irradicable.
Her own account of this gift affords no elucidation of the
mystery. She has heard Gaelic spoken, but does not under«
stand it. She is profoundly ignorant upon all subjects, even of
the Scriptures, to which she so constantly refers; and, although
naturally shrewd and sensible, cannot farther assist our inquu
ries than by insisting that her language is unearthly and sub*lime, that she was assured by the Spirit that it is spoken m
heaven, and that it is blasphemy to contradict any of these
Nothing more satisfactory has been, or perhaps
could be stated, by those who have exercised similar powers m
the bosom of the churches.*
{To be concluded m neat Number.)

ARTICLE II.
ON TH E AUTHENTICITY OF TH E SKULLS OF DEAN SWIFT
AND STELLA. By Dr H ouston of Dublin.

To G eorge Combe, Esq.
D ear Sib,
D u blin , October 22. 1835.
In compliance with your request, as conveyed to me by Mr
Carmichael, I beg leave to forward you some memoranda rekb*
tive to the disinterment of the skulls of the celebrated Dean
Swift and bis favourite Stella, which may serve to remove any
doubts as to the genuineness of these relics. I am still farther
prompted to acquiesce in your request, by a desire to remove
some prejudices, which an imperfect acquaintance with the facta
leading to their disinterment appears to have given rise to ; par
ticularly on account of the reelings of the present venerable
* A specimen of Ibis a Unknown Tongue” is in the possession of our
publisher; for the inspection and translation of those who are curious or
learned in these matters.
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Dean of St Patrick's, by whose permission I was enabled to
take advantage of an unavoidable temporary exposure o f the
coffins in which they lay entombed. I t was no idle curiosity,
neither can we boast of its being zeal for the cause o f science,
which led to the disinterment; it was purely a matter o f acci
dent. In making some alterations in the aisle of the church, it
became necessary to expose several coffins, and, amongst others*
those of Swift and Stella, which b y side by side ; ana I would
ask the most sensitive on such matters, W hat aggravation of the
exposure was it to transfer for a few hours, from the hands of
common workmen to those of persons capable of appreciating
the value of such objects, the timt^wom bones of the great deceased P Permission having been given me to be present at the
disinterment, I availed myself of the privilege; and, under a
pledge that the skulls would be restored after a very short pe
riod, I was allowed to remove them from the cathedral. The
pledge has long since been redeemed: the bones once more lie
mouldering with their kindred d u st; and the most scrupulous
may, I think, be satisfied.
The tablet erected to the memory of Dean Swift bears the
following inscription, written by himself r
H ie depositum est corpus
JopATHAir S w ift , 8. T . P*.
Hujus ecclesiae cathedrails
decani:
ubi sseva indignatio
ulterius cor lacerare nequit
Abi viator,
et imitare, si poteris,
Strenuum pro virili libertatis vindicenu
Ohiit Anno (1745) r
Mensis (Octobris) die (10)»
iEtatis Anno (78)*

Transversely in from the pillar supporting this tablet, and as
close as it could be placed, lies the coffin, at a short distance
from that of Stella. The localities of both of these coffins are
well known by persons about the cathedral to have been none
others than those appropriated to those two remarkable indivi
duals. An old man, named Richard Brennan, who died about
forty years ago, was the chief chronicler of these facts; This
man who, with his mother, had been faithful servants to the
Dean, was present at the interment of his master. H e subse
quently filled the office of beadle in St Patrick’s Cathedral, and
oftentimes, during that servitude, pointed out to M r William
Macquire, the present sexton in the church, the place in which
he had assisted in depositing the remains of his roaster. He
knew well, also, the exact spot in which the coffin of Stella had
been laid; and the record of his narrative» taken in connexion
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with other evidence, leaves no doubt of the accuracy of our in
formation on the subject of both.
The coffin under Swift’s monument is of solid oak, corres
ponding to that said to have been desired by the Dean himself,
long before his death, as the fitting receptacle for his mortal re
mains. On the lid of this coffin there is a silver-plated mount
ing, nearly perfect, and bearing the following perfectly legible
words:

This metallic plate represents a heart in the centre, with the
above inscription, in the order here given, traced upon it in
black letters. The top and sides of tne heart are surrounded
with embossed ornamental work, perfect everywhere except at
the left corner, where the words “ Here lieth? perhaps, and
“ Sw ift? have crumbled away. The apex of the heart rests
on an angel’s head, supported by two lateral wings, in a most
perfect state of preservation. The absence of the words from
the beginning of the first line, and of “ Swift* from that of the
second, detracts nothing from the applicability of this dedication
to the Dean, as the blanks are of sucn dimensions as to admit of
being filled up by exaetly the number of letters required to com-*
p k te such words,—and as the remaining words and figures are
not only inapplicable to the name, profession, or date of de
cease of any other personage, but are actually the same as those
exhibited on the tablet erected to the Dean. T he difference of
one year in bis age—it being stated at 78 on the tablet, and 77
on the mounting of the coffin—is evidently the result of an er
ror committed by the printer of the latter, as the date of de
cease in both is the same, and as it is well ascertained that his
birth-day was on the 30th November 1667. W e may then
take it as certain, that the coffin found under Dean Swings mo
nument was that in which the body of that celebrated indivi
dual was deposited.
The coffin lay about two feet and a half below the flags; k
was surrounded by wet clay, and nearly filled inside with wa
ter. The workmen having arrived at this stage of the disinter-
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ment, exhibited the utmost curiosity and haste to determine the
truth of a tradition handed down to them by old Brennan, namely,
that the head of the Dean had been trepanned after his death, and
before being laid in the grave. Brennan's oft-repeated story was,
that, in consequence of the state of his master’s intellects for
a long time previous to death, the surgeons had opened his head
to ascertain the cause of his insanity. He boasted that he him»
self had been present at the operation, and that he even held the
basin in which the brain was placed after its removal from the
skull. He told, moreover, that there was brain mixed with wa
ter to such an amount as to fill the basin, and by their quan
tity to call forth expressions of astonishment from the medical
gentlemen engaged in the examination. The curiosity of the
workmen was excited only with a view to determine the truth or
falsehood of Brennan's story, though the testing of its veracity
was looked upon by me as of no small import towards the iden
tification of the individual who lay within entombed. But the
suspense was not of long duration : as soon as the coffin was
sufficiently emptied of the water to yield a view of the bones,
which lay at the bottom, a general exclamation burst forth that
* Old Brennan had spoken truth for the top of the skull was
discovered lying alongside thé bottom part, ftom which it had
been detached horizontally by a saw.
1 All the bones of the skeleton lay in the position into which
they had folien when deprived of the flesh that enveloped and
held them together. T he skull, with the calvarium by its side,
lay at the top of the coffin ; the* bones of the neck lay next, and
mixed with them were found the cartilages of the larynx, which
by age had been converted into bone. All the rings of the
trechea, which had undergone the same change, were equally in
a state of preservation ana order. The dorsal vertebrae and ribs
occupied toe middle of the coffin ; the bones of the arms and
hanas lay, as they had been placed in death, along the sides ;
and the pelvis and lower extremities were found towards the
bottom. The teeth were nearly all gone, and their sockets wens
filled up with bone. Six of the middle dorsal vertebrae, and
three at the lumbar, were joined together by anchylosis. Se
veral of the ribs were united to the sternum by ossification of
the intermediate cartilages. The whole were evidently the re
mains of a very aged man.
T he bones were all clean, and in a singularly perfect state of
preservation. W hen first removed, they were nearly black ; but
on being dried they assumed a brownish colour. T he water in
which they were immersed was remarkably free from putrefte*
tion ; even the wood of the coffin was perfectly sound and un
broken.
There being no longer any doubt that the body which fey m
this coffin was that of Doctor Swift, particular attention was paid
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10 the examination of the bones of the neok and that part of the
skull to which the first is articulated, in order to be certain that
the head in the coffin really belonged to the other bones, and that
no question, founded on the possibility of a theft on the skull
having been committed by the medical gentlemen who examin*
ed the body after death, should hereafter be raised ; and it was
evident to all persons present, among whom were several medical
gentlemen of eminence, that the adaptation of the respective
vertebras to each other, and of the first to the condyles of the
occiput, was so perfect, that no doubt whatever of their all ha
ving belonged to the same individual could be entertained. They
were all the bones of one man, and that, beyond all manner of
doubt, the immortal Swift.
Respecting the genuineness of the skull of the accomplished
Mm Hester Johnston, otherwise Stella, disinterred at the same
time, there can be as little question as there is regarding that of
J)ean Swift. The coffin in which it lay was of the same matfcrials and placed in the same relation to the pillar bearing the
tablet to ner memory as that of the D ean; and the bones con
stituting the skeleton exhibited the same characters, and were in
equally perfect preservation, though interred teu years earlier..
Its exact and proper dace was well known, and no other coffin
lay near it, from which any confusion might have arisen.
As regards the examination of these heads in a phrenological
point of view, I shall ofler no remarks. You are already so fully
in possession of all the circumstances connected with them, ha
ving seen and examined them in person, that I shall leave the
matter entirely in your hands. I may, however, be allowed to
state, in reference to the pathological condition of the skull of
Swift, that it is my opinion that the bones cannot be regarded
as free from indications of previous chronic disease. There are
certainly no marks of caries or of fungous growths on any part
of the head; but the condition of the cerebral surface of tbe
whole of tbe frontal region is evidently of a character indicating
the presence, during lifetime, of diseased action in the subjacent
membranes of the brain. The skull in this region is thickened,
flattened, and unusually smooth and hard in some places, whilst
it is thinned and roughened in others. Tbe marks of the ves
sels on the bone exhibit, moreover, a very unusual appearance;
they look more like the imprints of vessels which had been ge
nerated de novo, in connexion with some diseased action, than
as the original arborescent trunks. Tbe impressions of the mid
dle arteries of the dura mater are unnaturally large and deep,
and the branches of these vessels which pass in the direction for
wards are thick and short, and terminate abruptly by dividing
into an unusual number of minute twigs; whilst those of the
same trunks which take their course backwards are long and re-
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and of graduated size from the beginning to the end of
Silar*
eir course. This peculiarity in the condition of the vessels is
well demonstrated in the casts which I have taken of the interior of the skull, and which, in other respects besides* convey an
accurate notion of the form and dimensions of this cavity.
I t is unnecessary for me* however, to say more on the sub
ject* as you have already, in the 45th number of your Journal,
’ven a sufficiently detailed account of the appearances which
e skulls exhibited.
I beg leave, in conclusion, to say, that I have forwarded to
you three casts of these heads, taken under my own inspection,
and which I take the liberty of requesting you will present to
the Phrenological Society of Edinburgh. No. 1 is a cast of the
exterior of the skull of Dean Swift. No. 2 is a cast of the in
terior of the same, shewing accurately the condition of the bones
on their cerebral surface. No. 3 is a cast of the exterior of the
skull of -Stella. T h e skull of the Dean having been found open
in the coffin, I was enabled to have a cast o f the inside taken,
without doing violence to so sacred a relic: that of Stella being
entire, I did not wish to wound public prejudice* by inflicting
t>n the head that injury which would have been necessary to
wards procuring a cast of its interior.
I remain* Dear Sir, your obedient Servant*
J . H o u sto n .
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WHAT IS THE USE OF THE DOUBtlE BRAIN?
L o o k in g back to the very unsuccessful application of specu
lative theories in bygone attempts to explain mental phenomena,
it certaiuly behoves phrenologists to be cautious in resorting to
this course. Nevertheless, in other sciences, speculative expla
nations have been resorted to with great advantage, and have
become of highly practical benefit, although incapable of direct
proof. The atomic theory in chemistry* that of gravitation in
astronomy, and the undulatory theory of heat and light, are
familiar examples. In physiological and moral science* we are
atlmost compelled to resort to explanations which cannot be de
monstrated* and the correctness of which must be assumed
from their applicability^ to observed facts. I premise this obser
vation, and adopt an interrogative title, more fully to impress
lh at the following suggestions are to be regarded as questions or
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hints for the consideration of others; and.not in the light of as
certained points. The subject seems likely, to remain long open
to discussion.
. . .
I am unaware of any sufficient theory to account, for the
double brain, so universally found in «mimáis until we descend
very low in the scale of organization and intelligence. Spurzheim writes : * All the proper cerebral organs, like the other
instruments of phrenic life, occur, in pairs, or. are double, from
the medulla oblongata up to their expansion in.the convolutions.
This probably happens because of their importance, and to the
end that the congenerate parts may supply each other's places,
should either chance to be injured.?'— {Anatomy, q f the Brain,
p. 178.) To me Chis appears an unsatisfactory explanation.
The heart and.stomach-are most important organs, and yet
there is no-provision of a second, should oiie “ chance to be in
jured/* The following passage appears to afford a sufficient
counter-quotation
From all the observations which have
been maae on animated nature, it may be inferred as an uni
versal law, that whenever the Creator has bestowed two organs
on an animated being, the healthy condition of both is indispen
sably necessary to the production of their full effect in the eco
nomy of that being.1—(PA/w. Joum, vol. iii. p. 84.) W hat,
then, is the full effect, in other words the use, of the double ce
rebral organs? The reply suggested in the work just referred
to is, that perception being a lower, and memory a higher de
gree of functional activity, one sound organ may suffice for the
former, though both may be required for the latter manifesta
tion. This suggestion is not wanting in plausibility, and may
prove correct; yet I have some grounds for questioning the en
tire correctness of it, which will appear at a future day. Mean
time I proceed toany own speculations.
The human frame is almost a double; the one side being
nearly a counterpart of the other. But many of the double
parts, from their use and constitution, act individually as well
as jointly; and, when acting, in concert, their actions are often
different, and sometimes opposed. In walking, the legs move
alternately; one being held more or less steady, while the other
is in motion: and, when both move at once, their motions
usually differ in kind or degree. The hands, in like manner,
are made to perform different motions at the same instant, and
such are frequently antagonist, motions. So also the eyes and
ears receive and transmit sensations singly, at the same instant
of tíme. Hence it appears like a matter of necessity that the
internal organs which guide the hands, legs, eyes, and. ears, as
well as those-which receive sensations therefrom or thereby,
should also be double. But if it be necessary that the. two legs
and hands, the two eyes and ears, should be able to exert indeVOL. IX. --- NO. XLVII.
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prudent, andeven antagonist actions at die eaxne lime; so may
die brain be required to perform independent or anti^onist ac
tions at. the same, time» and thus necessarily be doubled through
out» the two hemispheres being capable of acting singly o r jointly.
1 am not aware of a^y facts (that can directly negative this
suggestion; and. although i t «ill not suffice to explain dllthe
peculiarities of consciousness* yet it does appear recoooileable
with several phenomena.not to be accounted for otherwise. In
playing at oness, a person makes schemes and determines the
movements of die pieces on. baeowaside. T o do this success
fully» he must mentally play the game of bis adversary as well
as of himself: within his own cranium be must carry oh the
work pf two brains $ brains working in opposition to each other.
Z take this game as an illustration of many of the schemes and
movements of real life. I t requires no argument to prove thht
weebape our conduct towards others» and have our feelings to
wards them excited» not in accordance with their actual motives
and feelings» but in accordance with o u r own mental images of
such— with the representations of their motives and feedings
whiph we form or feign for ourselves. W e do not see their
ideas and feelings; wc see only .certain signs and symbols, the
translation of which is made in our brains. I t would hence ap
pear that we must have the presumed wishes and ideas of others,
ns well, as our own wishes ,and ideas» pietorially present in the
brain?at the very same instant. But af our own ideas and feel
ings co-exiet with the represented ideas and feelings of another,
we .are driven to conclude either that the two corresponding
organs, manifesting any. given function, work individually» or that
oacb feripts in two different states a t the same instant. The only
way of escaping this dilemma, is by denying the co-existence of
ideas, and attributing the. apparent consciousness of it to the
ippidity with which they succeed each other-r*4n assumption not
unreasonable, but fully as gratuitous. I t appears to me, that
the co-existence of ideas is-moat easily reconcilable with ob
served facts, and that the existence of two connected brains thus
becomes necessary.
According to this view, mental communication with others» as
it is commonly expressed, may be ju st a self-communing between
the hemispheres of our own brains, accompanied by signs and
sounds addressed to the senses. I f so, we must have the power
of dividing the consciousness of the two hemispheres to a certain
extent, so as to make one erf them represent the mind of another
. Person, more or less divested of the ideas familiar to ourselves.
This I apprehend to be really done while in conversation with
others It is rendered more apparent in those confabulations
and self-communings which active brains are ever carrying on
when awake, and not fully occupied by impressions arising uom
the external senses. And it becomes still more evident auring
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dreams, when the consciousness is so completely dissevered, that,
ia idea, we make ourselves into two parties, one of which is (al
ways ?) self more or less -changed.? The very remarkable case
of two-fold personality, mentioned in Combe’s System o f Phare*
oology9 page 519 of 3d edition, appears to be a more exalted
degree of the state of brmn existing during sleep» and was
ushered in by somnolency and dreams. Many cases of insanity
look like intermediate states between the vivid pictures and dia
logue of active or excited brains when awake, and the mom
completely divided consciousness in dreams. The divided con*
scapusness of the insane does not appear to be complete. Though
an individual pronounces and seems to believe himself a deity,
many of his actions have still, necessarily, a reference to his owti
upper self and nature, and there is often a betrayed anxiety
lest others should detect mortality in assumed divinity.
Were this supposed individual action of the hemispheres an
established point, it might lend some aid towards explaining
states of mind or consciousness which have much puzsled meta
physicians. In such case, for instance, 1 should be induced to
r^ard perception as the active state of either of the correspond
ing intellectual organs. Attention might be supposed to rest in
tbe combined activity of the two oigans directed to the same
matter. (We see with either eye, but we look with both.)
Tbe sense of resemblance might depend on the two correspond
ing organs co-existing in the same state, though individually
excited. Sympathy would arise, when the same occurred to the
affective organs. The sense of contrast and discord would im
ply the opposite state* Memory seems nearly allied to com
parison. 1 «rill not» however, run off too far in the application
of a merely speculative theory, until the essential part of it has
been tested by other minds. The essential part I consider to be
the capability q f independent activity in the two hemispheres*^
H rwett W atson.
* Besides ¿reams remembered In waking hours, the writer o f tills Is perfte tlj conscious of certain trains of ideas, repeated a ym mod dmrimg dtylwnf
intends of sleep 5 vet, when he is awake, not the most vmnie notions can be
formed o f them, beyond the mere conviction that suCh ideas hare existed.
They are again remembered when again repeated, and this remembrance, he
thinks, is accompanied by a knowledge that tha recollection of them has been
vainly wished since they were last formed or felt. I f this be not a mental
deception, others w ill be conscious of the same changes in their sleeping and
waking ideas.
+ In Dr Spursheim’s Phrenology, 3d Edition, p. S7> tbs following state
ments occur. “ Tiedemann relates the case of one Moser, who was in an e
on one side, and observed his Insanity with the other. Dr Call attended a
minister similarly afflicted: for three years he heard him self reproached and
abused on his left tid e; with his right he commonly appreciated the madness
o f his left side—sometimes, however, when feverish and unwell, he did nojt
judge properly. Lang after getting rid of this singular disorder, anger or a
greater indulgence In wine than usual induced a tendency to relapse.” . Dr
ta ld well mentions, in his Elements o f Phrenslogp^ 2 d Edition (Lexington, K y.,
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nications, we willingly insert both, in the hope that, whatever
may be thought of their conclusiveness, they may at least help
to bring about a final settlement of this long-agitated question.
M r Hancock, however, would have considerably enhanced thè
value of his letter, by specifying more fully tne cerebral de
velopment of the individuals whose cases are introduced.
“ TO T H E E D ITO R OP T H E PHRENOLOGICAL JOU R N A L.

“ S i r , — Though I cannot subscribe to many of the opinions
generally entertained by phrenologists, yet, acknowledging that
there is same truth in their fundamental propositions, and ap
proving of their mode of investigation, I. cordially wish them
success, and feel desirous of adding my mite to the stock of va
luable information they have acquired on subjects connected
with the philosophy of mind.
“ Having been not only led to the study of human nature by
natural inclination, but m a manner driven to it by external
circumstances, I flatter myself that the following observations
ted by a perusal of M r Combe's System of Phrenology),'
found not altogether undeserving of a place in your
Journal.
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“ Concentrativeness seems to be the least understood of all the
propensities, and the facts ascertained with regard to it havd
hitherto been very few.
“ Perhaps the best and simplest definition that can be given
of it is the love o f pursuit, or attachment to the occupation which
at any .particular time occupies the greatest share of our atten
tion. The uatural and indeed necessary effect of such an at
tachment, is the concentration of our faculties upon this favourite
occupation. This effect, however,—this calling of the intellect
—into action, and directing of its energies to the object in view,
is not produced by any power or faculty peculiar to the organ in
question, but by one common to it witn the other propensities;
ior any one of them, when strongly excited, concentrates all our
powers of mind upon the attainment of that which it desites.
Thus if a man in wnom Amativeness and Adhesiveness are large;
be deeply in love, his thoughts are ever, turning on his mistress,
and every faculty is exerted to the utmost in order to gain the
heart ana hand of her who is the object of bis affections: so when
our love of a pursuit is strong, the whole power of the intellect
is directed towards i t ; the perceptive faculties let no fact escápe
observation, and the reflecting let none pass by unemployed;
that can be rendered available to the purpose intended.
“ Like the other propensities, too, us place, when weak, may
be partly, though.not wholly, supplied. A mother in whom
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PbUoprogtaitivenett it defective, may be led by Coaaneiitfoo«oes* ú d BeneveieaeO to take cate t f her children; bat «he can
nee« give that uoceeaing and unwearied attention to their wants
which is given by tim e whose strong Philoprawewtivenera feeb
a maternal delight in a» doing. And they woo have little at
tachment to the pursuit in which they are engaged, may, from
various motives, continue steadily at it, but can never give it the
close and concentrated regard which proceeds from that very
attention being in itself a source of pleasure.
“ Neither am this attachment be excised by the raeredenre of
string ia a certaoL way, by the mere conviction ef the propriety
or uttlifcy ef a certain line of conduct, any more thaw love of off
erin g and ktvw of friends can he exciten in a similar manner.
u Wkhreepeet toitaolneet:—Whenstroogrt may be said to be
turbid™, in dm particular roasmbhng Amative«ess dote. We
may love at the same time, and in an equal degree, many chil
dren and many friends ; but a inan caw seldom-, if ever, he ar
dently in leva with mesh than one mistresa at a time. She who
anqueta with many, who pays a compliment drat to one and tbeti
tt> another, generally caras foe none. So it is but seldom that
towpuBMabncpn.atiare equally our attachment; and the propen
sity we are now considering must be weak in him who can quickly
turn from one occupation to another, and find an equal degree
«£ pitearan» in them alk Bath of these propensities give a shade
to our character by their general manifestation. Amativenesi
renders us respectful and attentive to every female, and Conrantrariveaeas m b us to takoan interest even in those pursuits
which only momentarily attract oar notice, and consequently to
'ra them, while thatintenat lasts, an undivided attention. Stitt,
»waver, one object is the pdeetar which guides our course.
W e may look round foe an instant on the other constellations,
but it w to this alone that the eye is steadily directed. This
gives a sort of individuality or unity of purpose to our conduct,
which ia one of the distinguishing characteristics of the propen
sity we are now considering. When Concentradvenera is strong,
we are like travellers in haste to reach their journey's end. They
may occasionally halt for refreshment and repose; they may
sometimes panae to centersplat* the beauty of the scenery; but
they wiU not go off their nad, nor make any unnecessary delay.
When it is weak we ate like tourists on a party of pleasure,
‘ tly leaving the track proposed, and stopping for every
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“ It does net, however, give us the power of discriminating and
selecting what ia best suited for our purpose: this would impart
to it the character of an intellectual faculty, which it is no more
entitled to then is any other of the propensities. Mr Combe,
therefore, seems to attribute rather too much to its effect, when
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h e adduces aspeclroenof a ramUiag style as a proof of the «wri
ter's want of Concentrativeness; for though it will undoubtedly
gire him a desire to keep close 1» the subject, a writer maji lmm
no want of attachment to his pursuit, though he does-noli see
clearly what foots and .arguments* bear-most directly npm i t it
gives unity of purpose, but not unity of raanrittw auditors*.
■“ In strict accordance with the description here gm uy Me
Combe calls i t 4* tendency to concentrate the mind within itaeff,
atad to direct its powers in a combined effort io one object ^ She
seeming difference between the twoaccounts being merely verbal.
Dr Hoppe of Copenhagen says, *Tbe fundamental functwn of
No. & is probably to give attachm ents what toe are abamP;7
and Mr Welsh thinks that 1 it gives the tendency-to dwett aw
any thing, till all or most of the faculties are satisfied respecting
k.1 Some following remarks will shew mom. clearly the áceoídn
anee of this last conjecture, with -the supposition of its.function
being love of pursuit, or attachment to what we are. abbot.
. “ DpSpurzhehn calls it Inhabitivene», because he lms found
the organ hugely developed is several persons fond.of having 4»
the country; but it is at least probable, that this fondness for a
country life arose rather from a liking to country pursuits* than
from an affectiotrfor any particular spot. Mountaineers no
doubt ore, as be observes, commonly much attached to their mtf
five soil; but so am they also to their native pursuits, which can*
be carried'on in such situations alone.
. “ Coucentrativeness seems to be thebasfoof what is oonwwd y
called enthusiasm in studies or professions; Two men ate froouently found equal in talents, and similar, in dispositions. To
toe one his profession is the source of constant pleasure; to the
eiber it is a drudgery, to which he submits only because ho
thereby gains a livelihood. In the former, I should1expect to
find Coneentrativeness large, its energies being directed to hik
profession; in the latter it is either weak or directed to something
else.
“ When this attachment is directed towards objects of minor
importance, these objects are frequently called, iti familiar con
versation, hobbies. ‘ Every man,1 sayo the proverb, * has hie
h o b b y a n d so for this is true: for as every man has the organ*
if»question, so every man is attached, in a certain degree, to his?
favourite pursuit: but in some this attachment is much stronger
and more evident than in others; in some cases k hardly
amounts to a decided preference,—in others it is persevering,
impetuous, and exclusive.
There are other kinds of attachment to pursuit, which are
somewhat similar, in effect, to that which we have been consi
dering, but arc very different in their causes and nature. From
these we must carefully distinguish it
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“ In the first place, it is distinct from that species of attachment
to a pursuit, which is produced by a sense of the advantages re
sulting from it. The one refers to the .end, the other to the
means by which that end may be attuned. An avaricious man,
for example, will prosecnte eagerly any study or occupation
which he hopes wilt bring him emolument; he who is actuated
by a love of pursuit, will follow after it because he finds plea
sure in it simply as a pursuit •The former, will abandon it
whenever a more lucrative occupation is offered ; the latter will
persevere, till either the actual impossibility of carrying it on,
or the imperative commands of reason or the higher sentiments»
compel him to desist—and even then, he will part from it like a
lover from his mistress, with unwillingness and regret. Persons
who are of what is called a sanguine disposition, in whom Hope
and Ideality are strong, are frequently found to manifest this se
cond species of attachment. When we contemplate the object
to be obtained, Hope 4 lends enchantment to the v i e w a n d
while the fond illusion lasts, the same concentration of ideas, the
same tendency of the thoughts to turn upon one particular ob
ject is shewn ; but when the illusion has passed away, our a r
dour vanishes too.
< “ A third species of attachment to pursuit, is produced by one
faculty being much stronger than the rest. When Tune, for
example, is large, there will be an attachment to music, though
Concentrativeness be small; but this species is so easily distin
guished from the others, that it is only necessary to mention i t
“ Concentrativeness, however, though a distinct propensity,
seldom acts alone. The more desirahle an object appears to us,
the greater, cateris paribus, will be our love of the pursuit A
moderate endowment of the propensity we are now considering,
joined to Hope and Ideality laige, will produce a greater degree
of ardour, than a large Concentrativeness with Hope and Idea
lity small; though probably what it exceeds in ardour, it will
want in constancy: the one will be like the pursuit of the grey
hound , rapid but soon given over, and in vain if not immediate^
ly successful; the other, like that of the bloodhound, slow, but
persevering and sure. Its effects will also be greater if our at
tention is directed to occupations suited to our talents and dis
positions : indeed, like Adhesiveness, it can be directed only to
wards a congenial object As we can never love him as a friend,
whose character and feelings are opposite to our own, so we can
not take pleasure in any occupation opposed by our predomi
nating sympathies and tastes: the naturally timid and cowardly
can never become fond of a soldier's or a sailor's life.”

C O N C ENTRATIVENESS.
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TO T H E E D ITO R OF T H E PHRENOLOGICAL JO U R N A L.

“ S ir , —From a paper on Concentrativeness which appeared in
the 44th number of your Journal, I am induced to submit to
you some views which do not appear to be hinted at there, or,
as far as I know, admitted to any extent elsewhere. On read*
ing M r Combe's admirable System of Phrenology some time
ago, I was presumptuous enough to differ from him, in some
measure, in his remarks upon this faculty; for 1 recollected that
four of my own immediate acquaintance were in contradiction
to his theory. * From the observations I have made upon these
four cases, as well as on many others which have come under
my notice, I would, with the greatest deference, submit to phre
nologists, whether the organ in question is not that which gives
the feeling of constancy in character, as opposed to fickleness.
T he first of the cases above alluded to has a very large Concen
trativeness, but no ease, I may almost say no capability, of con
centrating his thoughts upon a given subject, though he pos
sesses an extraordinary constancy of thinking or meditating upon
a few subjects which have been the unvarying occupation of his
life. The other, with large Concentrativeness, has no particu
lar concentrative faculty, but a similar propensity to continue in
the exercise of the same thoughts and employments, and frequent
ly reads the same book two or three times following with increased
pleasure. The third case, with very small Concentrativeness, has
great power of thinking on one subject, or employing his whole
eneigies on one particular branch of science; but for a short time
only—a few weeks or perhaps months. 11 then loses its charm for
him, and he turns to something else; and though possessed of a fa
vourable organization and considerable intellect, he is ever stigma
tized as ficlue, and wanting in perseverance. The fourth case is
another of small Concentrativeness, in which I have never remark
ed any want of immediate concentration, but rather a closeness,
earnestness, and tenacity of argument; this case is combined with
largeFirmness and moderate Intellect. But thepossessor of it is as
fickle as the wind, and changeable to a proverb—arguing for a
point to-day, and against it to-morrow, never following one ob
ject or one pursuit long enough to gain mediocrity in it—if in
town languishing for the country, if in the country languishing
for town ; in short versatile in every thing. These facts, if my
observations are correct, as I believe they are, militate .very
much against any faculty of Concentrativeness. The objection
of M r Deville to this name, and the faculty of the organ, struck
me as very forcible. He says, 4I t presents a difficulty in the part
chosen and indeed its situation seems almost an insuperable
objection to the faculty with which M r Combe is disposed, to in
vest it. According to his theory, Concentrativeness must at
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least have the strictest connexion with the intellectual faculties,
if it be not absolutely one of them ; and if so, it would much
deface the harmony of arrangement by being placed in the very
midst of the organs or the propensities so far from those of in
tellect I t may be objected that Firmness ¡».constancy ; but I
do not think that is the case. Firmness seem* to me to cause
perseverance in an object, but then, it is always perseverance
with an effort cm? determination to carry a thing through* how
ever irksome or tedious—it is. the feeling which prompts to the
expression ‘ I will»1 Constancy appears to me altogether dis
tinct from Firmness; having nothing of, determination or effort
in it, prompting to a continuity of action pleasing to the actor
and resulting simply from inclination,, as involuntary aa the
activity of Cautiousness or any other sentiment o» propensity.
I would therefore suggest, whether Constancy is not a primitive
propensity acting, on every faculty, producing that attachment
to accustomed usages which is called habit, and.as regards the
intellect, not concentrative thinking, but continuity of thought»
In the two first cases I- have mentioned as possessing huge Comcentrativeness, there is a great propensity to follow the same
pursuits, and retain the same customs: in one of the cases,
where the intellectual faculties are weak and little cultivated,
this tenacity of ancient usage amounts to the ridiculous; in both,
any study or pursuit once taken up becomes more charming the
longer it is pursued, and frequent change of occupation is an
effort. I have even remarked its effects on the presumed faculty
of Alimentiveness, when the two with large Concentrativeness
have excited the ridicule of the rest at table, by declaring that
the longer they eat of one thing the better they like it, and that
they would be well content to dine off one dish all the year round.
The two with small Concentrativeness are by no means ramb
ling in conversation or argument, but yet are remarkable for
fickleness—entering upon pursuits with the greatest ardour, and
tiring of them almost as soon as begun. I suspect, therefore^
that all persons who follow one unvarying round of existence,
with continually increased pleasure in it, will be found to have
a large Concentrativeness, or, as I am rather disposed to say, a
large Constancy, with deficient Wonder. This faculty of the
organ in question would bear out, and even give additional ef
fect to, what has always appeared to me one of the most beauti
ful facts of the phrenological system—I mean, the exauisiie
harmony and perfect propriety with which the organs classed
themselves, as, one by one, they were brought to light by dib*
gent observation of nature. Constancy would here be imme
diately above Philoprogenitiveness, and on each side o f Attache
ment; giving permanence to the warm breathings of friendship,
and continued strength to the fond feelings of affection; spread-
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mg a patient endurance and an abiding hope over parental ten*
derness ; and even fostering that pure and exalted patriotism
which says, * This is my own, my native land :* whilst its re
moter effects are felt on every faculty, rendering k constant to
one object till Intellect is satisfied with its consideration* dt
m Wonder, with a still stronger impulse, prompts to novelty.
I send you this suggestion, that constancy may be the primi
tive faculty of the organ now called Concentrativeness, as one
which appears to me probable,'though I do so with the greatest
deference, submitting it entirely to your discretion as to whe
ther its own probability, or any effect it might have to excite
farther observation, fits it for publication in your Journal. I t
is possible that this view of the organ may have been propound
ed and refuted before, or you may at once perceive it to be
false: if so, you will of course think nothing farther of it. My
only object is, an humble endeavour to elicit the truth, and ad*
vance the interests of phrenological science. I am, Sir, your
obedient servant,
W m. H a n c o c k Jun.”
WzinsLiscoMBE, SoM iassTflnas, Jvty 22.1886.

W e are inclined to look with favour on the views expounded
by our ingenious correspondents in the foregoing communica
tions. I t constancy, Jove o f pursuit, or (what has been suggest
ed as a preferable name) lave o f object, be the faculty manifested
by the organ N a S, it will certainly afford the means of ex
plaining phenomena which without-its intervention have an as
pect of much difficulty. For although other faculties unques
tionably give a love of certain classes of pursuits or objects, we
have still to account for predilections in favour of individual p u rsuits or objects of the same class, to the neglect of others. In
many cases this is explicable by the faculties which are strong
in combination with tnat giving fondness for a class of pursuits;
thus Acquisitiveness, which is a general propensity to hoard, of
ten takes the direction of antiquities when combined with a
powerful Veneration. In other cases, however, of which exam
ples are given by M r Hancock, such an explanation seems inad
missible, and we are forced either to have recourse to the faculty
contended for, or to confess our inability to account for the phe.
Bomena. The similarity of the views of onr two correspondents
is to some extent a presumption that both are on the right path ;
and an additional presumption to the same effect arises from the
ctrcumstaoce, that such a faculty as the love of pursuit and
object would form an antagonist power to the sentiment of Won
der, which delights in novelty and change. Nature makes great
use of antagonist forces in the human mind, apparently in order
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that they may not run into excess by being allowed to operate
without a check. This is the case especially with our strongest
and most active powers. Combativeness and Destructiveness,
for instance, are antagonized by Benevolence; Self-Esteem by
Veneration ; and Secretiveness and Acquisitiveness by Conscien
tiousness. Now, as Wonder is a very influential faculty, and,
when disproportionately strong, gives a craving for novelty and
change which is incompatible with the due performance of the
duties of life, it is natural to suppose that this sentiment also
may be restrained by a special antagonist. On this subject, how
ever, we forbear to enlarge; the point must be settled by obser
vation, and not by argument.

A R T IC L E V.
ON T H E IMPORTANCE OF PHYSIOLOGY W IT H REFERENCE
TO EDUCATION. B y A ndrew Combe, M.D.*
W h e n we last met, I said that I was much gratified to see
the recently formed Association of Teachers ranking physiology first among the subjects which it was important for them
as professional men to be acquainted with—and the reason I
gave was the simple fact, that all the moral and intellectual
functions stand in the same relation to one part of our organi
zed structure, viz. the brain, as the physical power of motion or
exercise does to another, viz. the muscles; that consequent
ly to educate the moral or intellectual faculties successfully, we
must have the same constant reference to the laws under which
organization acts, as we have in educating the muscles and
training them to any of the ordinary exercises of walking, dan
cing, fencing, or riding; and that hitherto.this grand principle
had been overlooked, and many modes of training the intellect
and feelings resorted to, which, being contrary to the laws of
organization, could not succeed.
I gave the muscular system as an example, and stated it as a
law of organization, that to keep a part in health and vigour it
must be duly and regularly exercised. I f it be too litUe, the
blood flows languidly through it, the nervous energy in it is en
feebled, and the part becomes weakened and i n d i s p o s e d t o a c t
without some strong stimulus. I f it be too much exercised, its
vessels and nerves become feeble and irritable fro m exhaustion,
and i n a b i l i t y to act with vigour ensues. I f it be exercised to
* This article was originally written as a private. letter to a friend who
desired the explanations which it contains, and it is now published in the be
lief that it will not prove uninstructive to our readers at large.—E ditor .
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a proper extent, the circulation through it becomes animated^ it
receives more blood, and consequently more nourishment; its
nerves act with more tone, and i t b e c o m e s s t r o n g e r , r e a d i e r
f o r a c t i o n , and after a time fitted for repose.
If, however,
the exercise be not resumed after sufficient repose, then weak
ness of necessity follows as above.'
. To apply this principle to the exercise of a bodily power.
Suppose that A B walks ten or fifteen miles every Monday
morning, and during the other six days of the week not at all,
and that, finding himself greatly fatigued by the exertion, he
roundly asserts tnat exercise is hurtful—what answer would be
made f He would be told that as he sowed so had he reaped
—that as he had infringed all the laws of exercise so had he suf
fered the punishment due to the infringement: 1st, By walking
much farther than his constitution was fit for, he had induced
debilityfro m exhaustion; %dly9 By remaining inactive the other
six days, he had induced debility, with indisposition to action,
dependent on a sluggish circulation and low tone of vitality.
Had he wished to strengthen his muscular system, the laws of
exercise required that he should employ his muscles to a suffi
cient degree to increase their tone, ana regularly resume the
exercise after adequate repose. The very gradual and regular
way in which horses are prepared for the race-course or hunt
ing-field is an excellent illustration of the importance attached
to the observance of the law of Nature in training animals.
In training the mental powers, precisely the same principle
ought to guide our efforts, because God has made the mind as
dependent on the brain for its action during life, as he has done
the power of motion in the muscles; and therefore we are dou
bly bound to follow the law which He has given us for our
guidance. According to this principle, then, every mental power
may be weakened by too little, and also by too much exercise; be
cause the brain, through which it acts, may be left sluggish or
be exhausted by excess of exertion. In the first case, the men
tal faculty becomes indisposed to a c t; and in the second it be
comes incapable of acting vigorously and steadily. I t may be
excited to action, but the latter will be irritable, and unsteady,
and unprofitable—not permanent, enduring, and available, such
as attends the medium or right degree of exercise.
To apply this to moral education. It is evident, that, grant
ing the truth of the principle (which can be' demonstrated),
every moral feeling which we wish to strengthen and cultivate
must be duly, regularly, and systematically exercised before full
success can be attained—just as we see done with the intellec
tual faculties of music, painting, language, and memory of facts.
W e have no choice in the matter. Either we must obey the law
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which God has imposed on our constitution, or we must fail in
attaining the moral excellence of which he has made us capable.
H e has connected mind and feeling with organization to fit us
for our residence in a material world, and we must either act
under its laws or suiter.
Here, then, is the use of teachers being taught this fact. Lore
of Approbation is a strong and active feeling of the human mind,
aud it is one to which food is easily administered, and the gra
tification of which is attended with much pleasure to those who
are largely endowed with it. Being a very prominent feeling in
society, it is perhaps the most regularly and sedulously educated
which we have. Before an infant can walk, or speak, or under
stand, we begin by praising its beauty, its shoes, its rattle, or its
dress: when it cries, we natter it to silence; when it speaks,
reads, sings, or dances, every one is an ecstacy of admiration at
its achievement. At school, its vanity is cultivated by places
and prizes, and public exhibitions. At college, emulation ill di
rected is often its bane. In the world, “ fame* is its grand prize.
W ith females, emulation, prizes, flattering and compliment are
still more effective. The result of this careful education and
systematic exercise of an inferior feeling is manifest in every age,
and in every rank of life. I t predominates everywhere. How
Hluch of character and conduct in public and in private circles
springs from the single principle of Love of Approbation in its
various modifications of emulation, vanity, desire of renown, love
of praise, notoriety, or fame f There is, in truth, scarcely an act
of any note in which vt does not come in as a primary element.
Is it equally so with the sense of justice or religion ? Are they
called systematically into play in every act which intervenes be
tween the cradle and the grave ? And do we find them con
stantly referred to as rules of conduct as Ire do emulation, fame,
glory, and honour ? And do we find them exercising even a tithe
of tne influence over human conduct which the other does?
F ar from i t ; conscience, indeed, is a (( still small voice,* for its
cry is rarely heard, and its voice is easily drowned by less noble
sounds. W hy is it so ? The reason is obvious: not being recog
nised as a primitive faculty connected with an organ of its own,
no one thinks that it requires regular and systematic exercise to
give it strength. Being viewed as an offshoot from intellect, it
is said, “ Cultivate intellect, and the sense of justice will shift for
itself* From this error, parents and teachers not only neglect
to educate conscience, or tne sentiment of justice, but too often
violate its dictates, in the belief that.the child has not sense
enough to see the violation. Instead of being made a ruling
principle in every-day life, it is rarely heard o f ; and hence^from
inactivity i t b e c o m e s i n d i s p o s e d t o a c t , because such is the
law of its organization.
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It is the same with the religious feelings. If these be
actively cherished and made to regulate every-day life, their or
gans acquire readiness and vigour of action, and the feelings be
come sources of happiness and right conduct. But if their ex
ercise be reserved for the seventh day, and they be laid aside in
the intervening six, the law of organization decreed by God is
again broken, and from sluggishness indisposition to acfw ity is
induced! The separation of belief from practice, which some in
culcate, has misled many, and done infinite harm.
From the same principle which requires the regular exercise
of dR the moral ana intellectual faculties, it necessarily happens,
that if one or several be greatly cultivated to the exclusion of
the rest, all are apt to suffer. Those which are too constantly
in action, are apt to pass into that irritable state of excitement
which constitutes an almost morbid craving, and is hurt by in
dulgence ; while those which are not sufficiently exercised be
come sluggish and i n d i s p o s e d to act. This is in truth one of
the reasons why persons remarkably gifted with partial talent, are
rarely equally remarkable for souna general sense or feeling, or
for bring proportionably happy. Continual activity in the one
direction exalts their irritability, diminishes the healthy tone of
the system, and leaves in abeyance all the other faculties of the
mind, whether moral or intellectual. Hence in some degree the
proverbial irritability of poets, artists, musicians, and authors,
whose minds are exercised on one set of objects, and whose moral
feelings are not brought sufficiently into play in the ordinary duties
of life. And hence, I may add, the danger or deterioration of
character in young people from excessive addiction to one line of
pursuit, and the neglect of their other and higher faculties.
In short, in attempting to produce moral excellence in the
young, we have no royal road to stride over with seven-league
boots. W e must just submit to cultivate the sense of Justice,
and the sentiments of Veneration and Benevolence, on the same
principle as we do musical talent, or muscular power; and we
may be very thankful in having the guarantee of Omnipotence
to assure us of success when we do so. It is a fact whicn I can
explain only by the prevailing neglect of moral education, that, as
a genera] rule, the organ of Conscientiousness is larger in child
hood than in mature age. I f the sentiment were properly cul
tivated, I think it would become proportionably stronger instead
of weaker.
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A R T IC L E VI.
ON T H E FUNCTIONS OF T H E ORGANS CALLED W EIGH T
AND CONSTRUCTIVENESS 5 being the Substance of a Paper, read be
fore the Members of the Manchester Phrenological Society, June 2.1835 :
with some Observations on Mr S impson ' s Views, as given in tbe 43<1
Number of (he Phrenological Journal. By R ichard E dmondson.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL.
S i r , — The function of the organ called Weight ha9 been the
source of considerable discussion among some of the most emi
nent and talented phrenologists. Sir George Mackenzie and Mr
Simpson have both engaged in its elucidation, and have given
to the world some brilliant specimens of high intellectual and
practical attainments on this subject; and though it may appear
great presumption in me to enter the lists against such powerful
champions, yet, as we are assured upon high authority that
* the race is not always to the swift nor the battle to the strong,”
I will venture to break a lance in tbe cause of what I consider
phrenological truth. You have twice favoured me with a clear
field in your valuable pages, and I shall feel much obliged by a
repetition of your kindness on the present occasion, while I more
fijify unfold my view of the function of this organ than I have
hitherto done, and at the same time offer a few reitoarks upon
M r Simpson's views, as given in his last most able and valuable
essay.* I have for the last six years been engaged, more or
less, in making observations upon the perceptive organs gene
rally, and especially upon W eight; and the utmost I aim at upon
the present occasion is to lay the result before your readers in
plain and intelligible language.
This organ, like Individuality, Form, Size, and some others,
appears to be put into relation with external objects by two die»
tinct media—tne optic nerves,' and tbe nerves of muscular sensation; +■ and through theform er to see the direction of the gra
vitating force in external objects, or, in other words, their stale
of verticality or inclination to tbe base on which they rest;
and through the latter to perceive the position of our own bo
dies relative to the base on which they rest, or, in other words,
the direclioti of the gravitating force of our bodies, as well as of
any thing in contact with us, and therefore cognizable through
this medium. Here, then, is the point of difference between Mr
Simpson (and, indeed, all who have published on the subject) and

* Page 193 of the present volume.
f By the nerves of muscular sensation are here meant the nerves discovered
by Sir Charles Bell, the function of which is to make us aware of the state of
the muscles, or degree of their contraction.
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.vriyself. He considers that its function is to cognize and apply
. die proper amount of farce in each animal movement or muscu
lar action, and also that it is the foundation of mechanics and
mechanical improvements; and accordingly he calls it the organ
.for force or mechanical perception. On the other (land, I hold
its.function to be confined to the perception of the directum of
the gravitating force, both in ourselves and in external objects.
No one will deny that M r Simpson's last essay does a|f but
. demonstrate the existence of an organ of force, and few, I am
: inclined to think, will differ from him as, to the existence of a
sense for resistance with its nerve—the point at issue betwixt Sir
George Mackenzie and himself. They are both agreed) not
only that we have such an organ, but that k is situated). “ in
. mail) immediately above the orbitar plate, between the organs
of Size and C o l o u r in g b u t I trust, M r Editor, to copvinee
them, not only that it is not situated in that region, but that it
•occupies a very different place in the cerebral mass* I shell not
. enter into any illustration of the function of “ Weight” as put
into relation with external objects by the optic nerve; as my other
communications * contain probably sufficient evidence of the
justness of my view, and more especially as Mr Simpson acknow
ledges its correctness, though he must pardon me if I make a
remark upon the form of expression he has used. He says, in
• reference to my view upon the perceptions of the faculty through
the sense of sight, 44 This is quite true, and shews that equilibrium
of external objects is observed by the sense of sight,” &c. If, in
, «peaking of equilibrium, he refers exclusively to objects at rest,
. the term ismot sufficiently comprehensive; for by this organ we
. as eertainly cognize the state o f objects in motion as to verticali. ty to their base, as we do. those which are at rest. Take, as
. examples, the beam and piston of a steam-engine when at work,
. the masts and rigging of a ship in a heavy sea, the stems and
• branches of trees in a gale, the pendulum of a clock in motion ;
none of these objects is-strictly in equilibrium, though they are
. always in some state of verdcality or inclination to the earth's
* Surface: and my position.is, that, ceeterie paribus, just in proper. tion to the size or the organ of Weight are we able to perceive
that state, whether vertical or inclined. Or if Mr S. restricts
. the term to objects whose position-is vertical, the term is equally
. objectionable; for it is by this organ that we detect deviations
from the perpendicular.
In unfolding the view I entertain of the perceptions received
by it through the nerves of muscular sensation, I shall take the
liberty of using the facts afforded by M r Simpson himself; as
they are most pointed and conclusive evidence in my support,
. and, from having been adduced in support of a different theory,
m Page 349 o f the present volume, voL viL p. 106; and vol. ix. p. 142. ’
vol. ix.— no. xlvii.
ar
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mil probably carry more conviction to the mind of the reader
than my own observations would do, though equally stiongin
point.
Mr Simpson refers to a case communicated by Mr Lr risen
of Hull, of a gentleman whose organ of Weight w*ssu very e f
ficient, that» when travelling by sea, he seemed (to use his oho
.words) as if he could not balance himself* Mr Simpson vefy
.justly attaches great importance to this fact, aod ixmaaert it one
of the most pointed confirmations of the organ that have been
vseoorded* I perfectly agree with him in this; for it is dear to
one, that the gentleman's incapability of balancing himself anise
¡mainly from a deficiency in the power of perceiving the finrtiiw
.of the gravitating force of his body; which was constantly
-.changed by the motion of the vessel, tne base oo which he stood.
He could not balance himself—in other words, be could not aa,commodate his body to.alterations in parallelism of the ship's
deck» so as to maintain a steady gait or position ; bangdefidentin
the power of perceiving hi&owndirectieata his centre af gravity.
- Contrast, with this gentleman the celebrated equestrum Du<WBW, who possesses the organ in question in an unuSusfiy lm e
-degree, and in whom it has been long and tnWbsdy anltmtoa.
No ane who has witnessed the featsof this wonderful man; can
fail to have been struck, with the steadiness and gracefulness o f
’his positions when performing. He stands oo the hack of s hone
at full-speed, with as much apparent ease to himself! as that with
which moat men stand on a parlour floor.' However difficult the
. feat he may perform,--.-however rapid-and unstable his ¡support,
.—-he is ever graceful, firm, and secure: you suffer no apprehen
sion for his safety, no fear of his falling; you, in fact, see and
feel that be is -the master of his art. H » large and highly oul- drafted, organ of Weight enables him to- perceive, with the we*rut
-accuracy, the direction, of his own fam e relative to his anfer. changing, centre of gravity.; and no matter how rapidly the
changes succeed each other, he aft ooce peroctves tkeaD, and (by
his organ of Force, which I deem to be also large) adepts his poi mtioas accordingly, with the piedskm of hb -instinct. And the
organ of Weight, through its other medium, serves him asCn as
sistant or regulator very materially, exhibiting to him -the tine
.position of each surrounding object relative to its base. - Pro
bably most who have seen him perform, mayhave noticed the con
stant use he>.makes of his eyes^—keeping them geeer*Uy.direetrd
toohjects nearly at bis own level; and there can be no doubt
«that fa* would hue much of both gnoefaneas and security weke
he blindfolded. In proof of this, let any one try the experiment
on himself when either walking or daacMg, and he will beat
«on convinced of the immense importance o f the eyes in peeaoev. ing equilibrium: indeed, it is almost impassible for any one who
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has not a gooddevtiopmcnt of this oigan, even to stand bn'ote
leg with thorn-dosed.
v My own observations» so far as they have extended, strórtgty,
and withbut exception, support Ais view of'the Subject j and
were brevity oot.uxfepensable, I might enter into considerable
detail. But as that isthe case,! Aall merely státeíhat ïh a v e
fouuckhat, M to h sM tiiif infants Whohavetne organ Of Weight
well developed walk sooner and more steadily than those who
we not so avoumbly endowed ; and on die same principle, in
dividuals whose busmens or pleasure leads them opon the mighty
deep, and wbocase favoured withthfrs part of thé brain'Urge, wffl,
eeeteris paribus, sooner getth eir“ sea-legs”‘(av the1sailors’aéÿ)
than etherswho are deficient m it But I nrtlst’sày, that,! 3háve
’found nomgnlar oouueetion between the development'of-Weight
and the liability to'sea-tidenesb. 1 have met with'So many par
sons withtbeorgan large, who aïe regularly seâ-tick, aftd' ëven
«aaebaidkj. and some- ju s t■the^oppotiie, that I mtich'douUttke
reality of any coimtctiombetweenthem. ' '
**-'
• • The «fleet* of Asease upon Ihe perceptionsoWalnéd by the
organ of Wetgbtdwoegh both media, arertrikinglye<#foborMfre
wf my view. Miss 8. L,, for instance* when attacked1with ptiù
in the legion of thisotgan, « Sato tibrirontai floors and ceiHnts
-«ran inclined position, and felt the sensation of being Kftefrtm,
and af fafling down and forwards, as if she had' been tipsyr
•Mr Hunter, hbewise, when suffering from a perticOtar laffection,
“ fob asif he had drunk too much, as if 'suspended 1er the Mr,
whirled round with great rapidity, and «inking'Üatoto; 'he1«Wo
saw perpendiculars at other angles, and did ndt reteiot iafbrm ationjrvm h it emmJeeBngs q f nis centre n f gravity." -A cate
very «radar to the above fell under my own observation tome
tisse ago. It was that of a newly married lady,- tobo, a# the
change which generally takes place in ladies under such‘circum
stances, «as-attacked with severe pain in the region of Individu
ality, which gradually extended over the whole of tke^suyfer.«diary ridge, and was the prelude of derangement of the fuao.tarns attributed by phrenologists to the perceptive orgam situated
intbat region. Her ehieíhalluclnation vas seeingspectrái figures,
which were of the most distorted forms and'feattfrrt, mid o f all
taises aad colours. •-Shealso eàw peipeudktibrs a to Á rsn g ict;
the windoweeppedred to have fallen on one tide, aud-the walls
aad ceiling Messed jumbled together’in strange ocwfbtion.’^he
bed-ou wUch-she-lay did not appear sufficiently level to be safe;
her feelings, M fact, did not correctly inform her of the tHrosiSen
:-of the gravitating force of her body. Nearly-a week elapsed’bexfore she became cmvvalescest, when the organs gradually1règained their healthy tone. Neither Eventuality, Language, nor the
-reflective faculties, were affected,—at least perceptibly*-*** she
ar2
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Appeared perfectly tane on all points, save those xeferaUe to I»divjduality and the perceptive organs at the mperakiary ridfee«.
Again, the phenomena of intoxication, as described in Bfr
Simpson's essay, afford evidence not less conclusive; tbe d n o a
universal incapability of maintaining equilibriinn in this unoa
turai condition, arising, I imagine, from tato causes'; namely, a
derangement of the power of perceiving xhedvtectmmot the y»vfeatrag foree of the body, aod a diminished power of adapting
Abe muscular energies to the exigences of tbe.ssse --in other
words, from a morbid condition of the organ called Weight, »and
of the organ of Force, but more especiallyithelbnnev^ ; a t least I
hare seen a considerable number of individuals in this state, who
could use their muscles with great accuracy, as in playing upon
the flute or violin, or in singing, talking, &a, and who, at the
same time, could-scarcely either walk or stand.
There are other two points connectedwiA the.fimction of this
organ, ascmmeeted with external ofageeto by the nerves afnman»
lar sensation, which I shall briefly notice. ¿A* already stated; it
•enables us to perceive the-direetton of the gravitating« force .of
objects suflieiently in contact with us to be cognizable throogh
duo medium. To exemplify this : Suppose I.take in jny hand
a billiard-ball of any other substance—it is by this organ* that I
.ascertain the direction <o{ its gravitation ; not .die ’amount a£ the
fioree; or ita umght, but the directum -, th e re isa distmntkm
bére, and obviously two sensations, and :one organ ecazmot giae
.va both. The substance may be of any .weight, according to
its size-sad density, yet its direction will always be die same,
■namely, towards the earth's centre, the point of-gravitation.
The .other point is this : If I dose ray eyes, aod ran my hand
-over the 1eg of a table, I shall, according .to the development
of this organ, coterie partirne, be able to ascertain its porickti
.relative to its base, whether vertical or inclined; just as theor-gan of Form enables me, through the same medium, to per
ceive that a billiard-ball is spherical. Blind people, whose poeeptiye organs can act only through this medium, manifest,
.owing to constant exercise," totrari<Kag«8CuT»ey urtili»rrespect ;
.and .the rule of size, coterie paribus, being the index of power,
applies to them equally with their more favoured fellows.
• The circumstance of the organ of Weight having invariably
been.found largely developed in all eminent engineers and me
chanics hitherto examined, has had more importance attached
to it, as an argument for the organ being that of Force, thank
■merits; for precisely the like occurs, so far as observation has
-extended, in all clever equestrians, tight and slack rope dancers,
&c., and there is not much analogy in the pursuits of the i Wo
classes. We have seen how, in thè view. I have of its function,
-t is so-essential to.the .equestrian ; and that it is equally .neoea-
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sary .to .the engineer will be obvious when we consider'that,his
business consists in surveying land, in planning roods» worka,canals, bridges, aqueducts, &c., and in drawing ..upim paperiihe
ns he may form, so intelligibly and correedy, that they may>
understood and acted upon by.others wbcrace to realize them
in construction. These things he .could not do without an accu
rate perception of perpendiculars; and inclined angles t the true
function, as I believe* of this organ as related to eaterand ob
jects by the sense of vision:.
■ The same remarks will apply to the mechanician and the ar
chitect. M r Simpson mentions in a noteras confirmatory o f
his view that W eight and not Construethreness is the organ
of Force* “ the case of M 4Lachlanr a Saltcoats weaaw,wno,
in the energy of his perception of momentum, engaged km years
in making experiments upon the stroke of a, pump, and ruined*
himself by. employing others to make what he invented; land
acoordingly in lm n the organ of.'Weightis large, and Construe»
tiveness small* Had a more full account of this man?* develop
ment been given, every phrenologist would hisve'.been aMexto
ascertain, in come measure* the probable motives to. action :in:
this singular caret instead of which, we*are «imply informed,
that, owing to the energy of his perception of robraeiïtum,he
ruined hintsdf by continuing thèse experiments, and that*:: ac
cordingly, he had the organ called Weight large, mid ConstruetivenesswmâlL: : However, taking the case as it stands, i t is evi-,
denoe of considerable force of me justness of my view; .mere:
especially if M‘Lachlan was prèrapted' to .this conduct solely
by the*energy of W eight; for we' find all the powers he pos
sessed, engaged unremittingly for years upon 'the improvement
of one* single motion of a simple machine—the stroke of'* a
pump,—the direction of which, all are aware, is vertical4td the
earth's surface; in otfer*words,lhe pump-box is moved tip avid'
down the tree or body of the pump perpe^xdictdarîÿy affording
direct* and constant gratification to this organ. • Again* the
organ has been found large in all éminent bilKàrd-plftyèrs, bowlervquoiters, &c., and the fact has been adduced as strong évî*
deuce for its being the organ for Force; M r Simpson alludes ’
to it at the commencement of his essay. ** T he circumstance is *
however a strong confirmation of my view, as will be obvious toall who consider the nature of these games. Billiards, for hi-*
stance, is an entire game of straight lines and angles, requiring )
the nicest perception o f their innumerable directions, in ordër
that the requisite force may be properly applied ; and it would
be utterly impossible for any one to excel in this beautiful anil
fhseniating game, who had not an accurate perception of there
angles, the result o f a large development of this organ. A par
ticularly large organ of Force is not so essential, direction be
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ing, as I' should imagine fism experience about seven-tenth»
of die game. Any one who has attended a billiard-table, either
as an Amateur or as a player, must have observed that many
excellent players use very little force in their strokes, playing
what is called the “ quiet game;” while others, equally good,
apply, in most cases, ten times the amount—amount, as I be
fore observed, being, m the majority of strokes, of less conse
quence th ts dricMm. In bowls this is not the case, amount
being 'quite as important as direction; for however correctly a
bowi be grounded or biassed, if the précité amount of force requi
site be not applied, the stroke will be just as useless as if not di
rected in die proper angle : in other weeds, both an accurate
perception o f tne required angle of direction, and the capability
to apply die necessary amount of force, are essential to the succcsrful bowier. So also in the game of quoits. A good develop
ment of Locality, which, from observation, I deem to perceive
the distance of each object from the eye, is indispensable in all
these'games.*
I have now, Sir, as briefly as foil justice to the subject would
allow, unfolded the view I "hold of the fonction of the organ
called Weight. I trust to have shewn, that the evidence collect
ed and recorded by others, in support of its being the organ of
Force, is, when properly applied, most printed and conclusive
in establishing my proposition ; and it is worthy of notice, that
every recorded fact that I have seen connected with its mani
festation, coinrides with my own observations, and, so far aa
they «pply, clearly shew that its fonction is the perception of
the direction of gravitating force ; receiving information through
two media, the optic nerve and the nerves of muscular eensationMJ-enabling us, through the former, to see the relative po
sition, whether vertical or inclined, in motion or at rest, of aU
extern al objects tothe earth’s surface, or the base on which they
rest ; and, through the latter, to -perceive the position of our
bodies relative to the base on which they rest—in other words,
the, direction of the gravitating force of our bodies and any
thing m contact with us, and so cognizable through this mem- '
tub. This being the case, I scarcely need sot that “ Wright”
appears a very inapt name for the organ, and that “ Mechani
cal Perception” is equally inappropriate, neither of them being
at all expressive of its fonction. “ VerticaHty" is the best word
ouv language affords, both for brevity and comprehensiveness ;
for, though the organ perceives deviations from the vertical, it it '
The organ o f 8i*e is believed by many phrenologists to tike cognisance
of distancé, as well as of other modifications of space.. May .not this o m i have
been large, along with locality, in the cases observed by Mr Edmondson?
The ideas of petition and dittanot appear so twentially different, that we are:
little inclined to regard them as originating from a single fec«k y.i-JB i»iT ..
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dear to me that it does sp by placing either real or imaginary, .
vertical lines in juxtaposition with them : so that the term is very
expressive, and I would here respectfully suggest its adoption.
1 will now, with your permission, proceed to offer a venr few
observations on what 1 consider to be the true organ of Forces
M r Sitnpson, in the note to which I before alluded, says that
it is not Constructiveness; but the reason be gives, via. “ that
the ablest mechanician is often obliged to employ more expert .
workmen than himadf to construct what he auggeste-^to re 
alise his principle in construction, as patentees say,” is far from *
being .conclusive ; and I hope to convince him, that if Construe
tiveness be not the organ of Force, its .function is still tutdis*
covered. I t is undisputed, I believe, among intelligent phre
nologists, that tins organ gives expertness in exercising the musdes of the hand, arm, &c. in the use of tools. I t does n o t con
trive or invent, but merely gives dexterity inoperative labours
—in other words, an individual who has the organ largely det*
veloped, will, cæteris paribus, perform a greater amount of bis
usual work in a given time, than* onewho -has it Small; the qua
lity of the work m both being dependent not upon it, but upi
on the intellectual organa This being the case, the question
arises—W hat constitutes this manual.dexterity or expertness 9
Should we consider a joiner an expert workman, who, in driv* «
ing a four-inch nail, used no more force than he would when
driving a half-inch sprig ?—-or one who, in rough planing an oak
lank, should treat it as delicately as would be reauisite were .
e smoothing off the edge of ft half-iudi deal boardr Certainly .
not. Or should we consider a blacksmith an expert workman,
who used as much force in nailing on the shoe or a horse, as ha :
would in welding together two thick bars of iron P Or should .
we pronounce a man dexterous in the use of a turning tool, who
applied as much forcé when finishing off a piece of wood or
metal, as he would when roughing I t out P Or would a man
be thought dexterous in penmanship, who, in imitating the pre
sent fashionable, delicate, and indescribable female scrawl, ap
plied the same amount of force to his pen, that he did when a *
to y at school in writing large band, or vice versa f By no
means. Or should we say that, a painter was expert in his a it,
who applied as much force to bis, pencil, in the last finishing
touches of a female facet as would suffice for his first rubbing»
in P Or would a surgeon be an expert operator, were he to a p 
ply as much force when reducing a fracture in the leg of an-in
fant, as he would use when performing the same operation up
on an adult-—or vice versa ? Undoubtedly n o t I might,’ if
necessary, go through the whole circle of voluntary tnüscttUr
action, with, I think, the same results ; but sufficient has been
said to shew, that no man would be a dexterous or expert work
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man, who failed in . applying the proper ,amount ed foace
quired by the nature of his work. . But allow him that power
in a high degree, combined with a well developed and. healthy
muscular system, an active temperament, and a proper trainmg9'r-tmd he will be, in what I take to.be.the legitimate sense
of the term^gn expert workman, that is a rapid one 4 and the
conclusion appear&tpme inevitable, that as Constructiveness in
high endowment givenhis expertness, Constructiveness is, .to
all intents and purpose^ the orgap.of, Force* There is, how
ever, another qualification necessary. t o ,constitute a skilful or
good, in addition .to tin expert* workman,, namely, the power of
properly directing the^proper amount of force, which .depends,
as I hope to shew, qpon.theilffceU&tual organs; and in ther pre
cise ratio to the development of these organa, c&tefie paribus,
. will be the quality.of the .work performed. For inafepoe, an
artist: has t 6 execute a portrait o f the human face: he must not
only be able to apply to his pencil the proper degree of fopce,.
but it must be applied in certain directions perceived by the'or
gan of Form (which from &<great number of observations I beBeve .to cognise curved lines), and according to the accuracy of
his perception of the necessary lines, \yill be his direction 0$ the
pencil: if he. be deficient in Form, he cannot accurately per
ceive the. different curves, and therefore cannot trace them ; in
other words* he cannot apply the proper force in the required
direction. Or suppose, a n . architect has to draw the.planof a
building about to be,erected: unless he have the organ o f
Weight large, he cannot perceive perpendiculars and inclined
angles correctly; and though he may be quite competent. ?to:
use the just degree of force, he cannot use it in the direction o f
the required angles, because he cannot accurately perceive
them ; and so on through.the whole of the intellectual faculties,
both in their single and in their combined manifestotipps. W ith ,
large Constructiveness and the above-mentioned favourable
conditions, a man will be an expert workman, or able to apply
with rapidity force in the required am ount; and with a good,
development of the intellectual organs necessary in the particu
lar pursuit in which he may engage superadded, he will be able
to apply that force in the proper direction: he will be both an
expert and a skilful workman, no other qualifications being re
quisite.
. So far as my own observations go, they most decidedly-confirm
this view; and for some time 1 have felt convinced that if ConstructivenesB be not the organ for muscular force, ita function
is.qaknown* For instance, I had a man in my employment a
ahort> time ago as an engraver upon steel, who was very defi
cient in Constructiveness; and though his work when done was
in most respects tolerably good as to-quality or skill displayed,
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yet be was the most unprofitable workman t ever had, as, not-'
withstanding Very close application and great assiduity, he re
quired at least one-third more time for the execution of each
pattern than ought to have been taken. H is organs of Form ,1
Size, Weight, Colouring, Order, and Individuality, were well
developed, and the reflecting organs about the average. His
temperament was sariguine, and ne had been in constant prac
tice for eighteen or twenty years. His great deficiency was
really the incapability to apply to his work the proper amount
of muscular force*'; he required to go over his steel with the
graver and other tools several times oftener than others with
large Construotiveness find necessary, before he could‘work up
his drawing to the strength required, although'he was a strong
muscular person. And the practical result of toy observation
is, that I would never willingly engage a man, either as an en
graver or as any other kind'll workman, whom i- found deficient
in this organ; knowing that such an one would be a ir unprofit
able servant, however skfiful he might be. As a contrasted
the above—I have had 1for several years a man in my employ*
ment as a’turner and filer, whose Construedveness is large, but
whose Form and Size are small; W eight and O d e r are rather
large, and the reflecting organs small. His kind of work deed
not require much skill, ana he is truly “ rough and ready,” and
can execute more work in the same time than most men I have
seen ; yet, though he has been constantly employed a t a lathe
for the last sixteen years, should any thing occur to throw it
out of order, he appears to have no mdreidea how to set it to
rights, than a ploughman who had never seen a lathe in his
life would have: indeed he has no more mechanical skill or con
trivance or taste, than a North American Indian. His tempe
rament is a mixture of bilious and nervous, chiefly the former.
I might multiply cases of this kind to tediousness, but I trust
the above will suffice to make clear the kind of evidence* on
which my view rests, as to the function of the organ called
Constructivenesg.
1- hcwe hitherto always found that individuals with Coftstrucdveness large, are, cctteris paribus, more active in any kind of
muscular action, and delight more in muscular exertion, than
others who are deficient in i t ; and the organ appears to me not
only to incite to muscular action, but to give the power of using
the amount necessary to accomplish the result desired.
There isi a gentleman in Manchester, a principal in one of die
most extensive and respectable machine-making establishment?
in the neighbourhood, and who is personally eminent for his
mechanical inventions and improvements, whose organ of Con
st ruetiveness is most decidedly small (indeed, it was pronounced
to be so by Dr Spurzheim himself, and considered by him as a
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cose of great difficulty: M r Bally is my authority for this, who
tookaca 9to f the gentleman's headatthe Doctor's request, which
he has in his collection). The character given of the gentle*
man, by.bU workmen, as a mechanician» is» that he can invent
anything, but that he can scarcely put his .inventions together
when each part is made ready to his hand and by his own di
rection* or take them to pieces when put together. Of course,
tins is an exaggeration; but I believe he is a much better con
triver and judge of work than he is a]alc to work himself. Those
who are competent to judge of the matter, consider that his in
ventions are frequently defective in principle (which I humbly
conceive to arise from his organs of reflection bring, comparatively
speaking, deficient), but beautiful in detail as to proportion, form
of each part, rad general finish, the result of course of his. im
mense development of the organs of perception; and it appears*
to me that all mechanical inventions and improvements, as to
principle, are the result of reflection, aided bv observation and
experience; that the practical skill or knowledge necessary to
realize them in construction—in other words, to form the com
ponent parts, and to give them proportion, accuracy of position
as to the different angles each part should occupy, beauty of ft*
nish, &c.—is dependent upon the perceptive organs, and that Con
structiveness, the humble servant of the rest, gives the power to
apply the muscular force essential to the completion of the whole.
I may, perhaps, at some future period, resume die subject;
and in the mean time, I would request those phrenologists who,
like myself, employ a number of hands, to direct their attention
to it in the way of observation; as 'all mere opinions are, value
less in Phrenology, facts alone being calculated to further its
progress and completion.—I am, &c.
R ichd . E dmokdson.

Though not yet prepared ‘to coincide with M r Edmondson
in all his views, we think the facte and arguments adduced hi bis
paper worthy of the attentive consideration of phrenologist?« *
Having artisans in his employment) he is favourably situatedTor
making observatipns tending to throw light on the subject under *
discussion, and we trust that he and other phrenofagnte who
have similar opportunities- will continue to impart thrir disco*
verier to the public* Coostructiveness is a faculty regarding
elementary nature of which we have never been hilly satisfied!
The propensity to fashion or canJigurcUe has occurred to us
as the phrase most accurately descriptive of I t ; but if M r
Edmondson's views be sound, some other name must of course
be applied. In several of the manifestations ascribed by D r *
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Spurzheim himself to this faculty, there is neither construction*
nor any other kind of fashioning or configurating: “ I t is ne
cessary^ says he, “ to those who excel by their ability in. m usi
cal performances, to clever experimenters in physical doctrines,
to good operative surgeonsj’— E m t o e . •

A R T IC L E V II.
T H E D ETA ILS OF PHRENOLOGY.
T h e empty cry about the conclusions of phrenologists beipg
unsupported by facts has now ceased,, unless with a few speci
mens of antiquity or obtuseness, tp the stock of whose:ideas, no..*
addition has been made for some twenty or thirty years. I t is
found more convenient, because more vague and unmeaning, to,
make random protests,against the details. W hat are tbese der
tails ? They are either facts considered individually, or the re*
lations exisung between such facts; that which is discovered to
be applicable to all similar facts, or all similar relations, being
called a general conclusion. These general conclusions are
usually admitted by the persons who object to the details* Now,
the factB exist in nature, and that by millions,, whether we ob
serve them or not. So, also, do thgur-mutual relations. The
uniting of these details into general conclusions is what the phra> ;
Biologists can alone claim.the peculiar credit of. How vast, tnere^
fore, is the absurdity of these objectors to “ the details,” whp thus
give their acquiescence to Phrenology, in so far . as it depends
immediately upon the correct observations and reasonings of phre
nologists ; yet, in the same breath, deny such details of the
science as rest directly on the visible realities of nature, open to
the eyes of every one ! After all, we find such objections to the
details to. be merely nominal—merely a cry without substance
and support; since practical, observers of acknowledged ability
are continually bringing forward these details as matters of fact»
and differ from phrenologists only by failing to reach the con* :
elusions.
•
^
A good.illustration of this may be seen in Audubon's descrip*
tion of a visit to the late Mr Bewick, the celebrated engraver on
wood.* Bewick is described as being “ a tall stout man, with
a large head, and with eyes placed farther apart than those of
any man I have ever seen;—a perfect Englishman, fuU of
although seventy-four years of age, active «ad prompt in his la«
• In the third volume, recently published, of his “ Ornithological Bio
graphy,” p. 300.
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hours." On readihgtlus simple description, a phrenologist wouldat once presume the large bead and active temperament to have
been attended with a powerful and energetic mind ; while the*
yery large organ of Form, indicated ,by-the extraordinary breadthbet weep the eyes, would at once point out the probable, direction-'
of that mental power to some art in which a talent for coireetly
observing shapes is pre-eminently palled forth* Of .course, Au
dubon, in speaking of Bewick's talents and force of mind, deems
it necessary to give his own guess as to their origin; and, after
making due allowance for the vague manner in which mental
manifestations are usually written of, the explanation of Mr Au
dubon is substantially correct as a general statement; but it wants
the “ phrenological details^ necessary to repder it of any prac
tical applicability. His words are— “ My own opinion of this
remarkable man is, that he was purely a son of nature, to whom
alone he owed nearly all that characterized him as an artist and
a man. Warm in nis affections, of deep feeling, and possessed
Of a vigorous imagination, with correct and penetrating observa
tion, be needed little extraneous aid to make him what he be
came, the first engraver on wood that England has produced."
Let us now join this description of Bewick's mind to toe descrip
tion of his person,.and we have one of -the “ details of Phreno
logy," given by a man of great natural talent, and. who* in all
likelihood, had no suspicion that he was doing so when writing'
the descriptions above quoted. How many, too, will read those
descriptions without ever suspecting the necessary connexion o f
the facts mentioned; and, possibly enough, in &few hours there
after, some of them will declaim against the “ D e t a i l s or P o ts*
Nology."
H . C. W .
•
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A R T IC L E V IH .
REMARKS ON T H E CEREBRAL ORGAN C A L L Eb M ARVEL^
L O 03N E6B fcy Stubs he im, and WONDER by Combe.
( t o THE EDITOR 0 7 THE EDINBURGH PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL.) ‘

1

SlR*

H all G ate , D oncaster,
D eom btr 24.1835. *

A s soon as I could possibly spare time, I avail myself of your;
kind-offer of allowing me to make a few remarks on the fupc-.
tion of Marvellousnesa, in reply to a statement made in an. ar
ticle of your Journal, No. 43, -page 276. The writer says:

U R LBVISOK ON M&RVKl>LOTJKNK8S.

m

«* M r Levlsou entertains uft6ound and novel opinions respecting
tbesentimetifcof Wooden; though he propounds them' as esta
blished doctrine; H e thinks the faculty gives mankind an in
stinctive f«th,w&c* • I t will bepresentiy proved that'this 6 pU
nion is not so novel: as the writer seems to suppose. Before«
however, I enter upon 1a defence o f th a r p a r to f my own article
which might appear novel, 1 would premise' th a t'I 'used the
terin ' mhrvelkhtinteia hvmy Mental Colture, -because I ‘thought
thè vìbws which- D r Spurzheim -entertained' upen it Were most
oorrect, /and iny Only fault or merit was an endeavour to tracé
the manner of the operation o f t his faculty in a mind üncultft
rated—tor the purpose of proving that its elementary tendency
' .wasJìtMk ; pod becaóse,' in civilim i man, actions are more comipound-and influenced by opinions and'dogmas ràrly inculcated,
anditopro ved by' the experience and knowledge of physical and
moral science. I côriàkfered'theergari not only gave a love ’flu*
the-moniellau6,&&v b u tth a t^ u tft depended on it. "
'L
• ©r-Spurzheimnaihedit iiithéfirist instance’“ •Sumsíturálité^
and‘« ttrib u ted to k 4 'telief iptH ew om iw^i-i-the marvellous—
die sm r v r ig in g (étonnant),' and also m mysteries- and miracle^
-ta^ «mo these opMous .he retained ia bis English editions, when
lie altered the trame to’MarvelloUsness ; •distinctly’stating,' froth
•bfeinereased -observations^ tbak this faculty' contributed-to reli
gioni Jhith more than' Veweratioa' did." ' Now, in my work oh
-Mentdl Colture* I lufVfe ineimated a similar opinion, and endeavourod to prove this simple proposition «that ]3fafa>eUMt*itei« act
in g witboat tn ie knowledgeVmslìable tò a fcbildiih or ignorant cté-dubtyi^-an opinkHtwhich is n o tât variance with the deductions òf
M r Combe-in hisyiça{s_of W ondkh- But* át the-conclusion df thjr
-own article, page 68 . of Mentar Culture, I made one assertion
which seems to have been misunderstood, and, therefore, m the
remaining portion of this communication, it will be my endea
vour to render my novel notion clearer and better illustrated.
The statements made, page63. of my work, are in these words :
“ Yet when this.aentimitnt (MarveUoiiifiçst) is controlled by reav¿W, -táqjspné-mi eaaentSaltàigivm vn d¡M e6^wiiat't*e-'fitgard m
fundam ental truth j” and that J m th was required in what we
• It is proper that the reader should see the whole paimga- “ Ha tbiaVstlMt
this faculty gives mankind r an instinctive faith' in the recurrence of natural
phenomena of which a regular and unbroken series has for a long time been
observed. *Posac—ing this sentiment of natural belief^ says he, ‘ we are not
now under the necessity o f reconvincing ourselves that the operations of ne
ture, which we observe, are uniform ana constant : we feel certain that they
are st>,* (p. 63). Facts, it humbly appears to us, are wholly at variance with
such an idea of the function o f the organ of Wonder-wan idèa in support of
which Mr Levison offers not the shadow of an argument. Observation
prove«, that the larger this organ is, the less confidence have men in the uni.
ibrmity and constancy of the operations of nature, and the more are they dis.
' posed to expect the supernatural interference of occult being*— E dito * .”
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“ philosophical pursuits.” Thtrefoner a ff present
object, is an endeavour to wustrate, “ thatiriaU subjectsOf«
speculative kind M arodkmtnets is principally concerned, and
that in scientific ravestigations'it is an estentiaiauxiliaryF or,
although it is said com k tion dependson the mtelk<3ual<*dit.bes, yet beliefi credence, faith, &c., as parts of the ■mentalpW!cess, seem to me to depend onthe Marveltcrasoess.
< My own experience and observations have misled myjudg*
-aaent if it prove not as just stated, when nature is consuited ■
when numerous facts mil confirm my oo&oaption of the elemen
tary function of th e organ to be faitn.
• All things which are oognizabietfay. thw external senses may
seem at first to require little of faith, biH-h will be pbvieuvthat
(this is not'preoisely the case; for many*of tbepAmOmenein dm
■sciences embraced under die generic temNaturalPtuloiophyiate
■not, like mathematical truths, so demonstrable as not to admit
of a difference of opinion. Whearthtf sensesam impressed-ht
itheir respective manners, and their impMSsions are tranamtted
:io-the perceptive faculties, we take oognkance .af thinas,'firm ;
and by frequent repetition of such impressions, and ny i
-paring them as to their similarity or 'difference, wodedboe i
: general infarenee. Let; meflhisuate: this, to prove that <i
thing besides theintellect antem into bur inthwtivo proacas. ;Br~
ample: When we observe heads with towering foreheads, arid
.the individuals are benevolent, and that die contrary tikes place
-.when the head is low, we should be justified’by tro species a f
-enridanoe to conclude, that theelcvatedhcadatihr anterior and
■^superior portion a fth e anterior Jobe gave uteudepOy for kind•mtas, sympathy, and. mercy! B at whe» asked’ howpain arid
isuffering should affect this p arto f the brain sand no ctfer i we
most have recourse, from not knowing the modut openmdi,'tQ
bdieue that it wua. because persons who hove beneoajenoehame
are. invariably affected by scenes af sofiering, whilst those who
are comparatively deficient of- this organ are iadifierent spectator»
in sknilarcirciiinstances. If it is even admitted, tfaat whatever the
-intellectual poems cognize may be-considered as bringing cobvktkm, we-capnot reject the probability, that whateverdepewds
, on any thing like faith in investigating physical truths requires
'■-the aid of -Marveilausftess :-*4his tektim etital conviction 'is op
posed to parities conviction; in the latter is comprehended such
axioms as “ the whole is. greater than a part,'’ fire.; and the forraps j* intimately concerned in all abstract reasonings, dr insystetns formed on even what may be regarded assoUd data: the
-theories pf geologists form a striking comment, on the latter poyVe select another example from physical science. When a
magnet is placed >near a piece of iron, .it is said to attract it.
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Now, if the word attract meanseny thing, it is, that the magnet
putte the iron—this is inferred from the observed effects, «* the
.iron «w w to the magnet : To explain thiri ww say, theattraetion is occasioned bytne magnetic fluid ; which s u M sk ^ I w
philosophers feom the tame die nstew st was-first made^aithough' until very recently such a fluid was merely conjectasai,
until seemingly (wowed by the electro-magnetic experiments ;-and
even now we have but • learned ignorance na to ite r a i sàture.
Similar observations may be applied to the nervous, systemand
the varioue phenomena of nervous action.
The words maroettoueneae or mnder,* which are nearly-synonymoUs in all languages, do not explain the notion of that
process in-the mind which predisposes our assent to half glimpses
ef knowledge, but the active sentiment of Jm tk aids usr-tn
every tircumstanea In the pursuit of information man iakmger
a child than- hia selfesteem would induce him to :
for i! we were obliged to prove àtl things-before we ;
-assent, life would pees in the attainment of a vvry very small
portion of hmnan knowledge. Ifo we a rt Teceire information
dating childhood ahnewt paeeively, and as little is aetnally earn!
prshended of what » tola us, even when we appear to give oar
whole attention—but yet we adopt it, because we entertain . a
respect for our parent os our tutor ; and-it in even Bomsfter
life.
My first impression that jm tttttrb e tie f was owing to. whatsis
called Marvellousness, pas induced by numerous observations.
All the heads of persons with strong credulity, have thasuporar
and lateral portion of the frontal baie spread out, lookings like a
• flat shelf : the foliowere of Johanna Seutbeote maybecitedas
proving this statement; yoti-are aware that they consideredthat
defunct lady to be the mother of the true Shiloh,, and tbat al
though years have pasted away.fcnd this prophecy ie fidstfled,
yet these believers are certain that the time ie only-delayed io
pot their faith to thetest. I visited one of their chapels-« Shef
field about three yean siace, and was particularly struck that
every tree Southootorian had the organ of Marvenoueaess very
large;—-nor could I be deceived in the true diariples a t Johanna,
as each who claimed such honourable distinction had a brard,
-or, if too young, the-hair of the Bead screwed up in a sort of
French curie. Self-esteem was also largely developed in there
perone. It was laughabfe to observe the contempt winebtbey
showed to any beea&ee visitor. Fart of the service wasper. formedJby a wcasan, who read-that portion of Leviticus wsuth
contains the command, “ The corners of the beard ye ahaU not
clip." The preacher was a modest sensible sort of a person for
*' I do not intend to call the organ in my public Lectures Sentiment qf
Fatih, bat speak of it indifibnentlf as Marveliousneas or Wonder.
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a Southcotarian, and he did not allude once to the monomania
of the true Messiah.
I have repeatedly noticed persons with good anterior lobes,
but with marvcllousness large, great believers in occult and mys
terious doctrines; and others, with moderate intellect and their
fa ith strong, repudiating every thing of an intelligent kind, and
enforcing with much zeal the importance of faith ! T h e Swedenborgians illustrate my first statement, and the Antinomians,
Ranters, &c. the latter position. The Swedenborgians have
generally good intellectual faculties, but their Marvellousness is
■ very large. In the portraits of Baron Swedenborg we observe
a similar combination. He was the author of many scientific
works, the Regnum Mincralc in 3 vols., besides many others on
physiology and medicine.
His disciples believe, with their
founder, “ that the Lord manifested himself to him (the Baron),
- and opened unto him a sight of the spiritual world, and en• abled him to converse with spirits and a n g e l s T h e y also be
lieve that Swedenborg had all the arcana of Heaven and Hell
exposed to him ; and in their “ Doctrine of Correspondencies,”
they literally believe that whatever pursuit or calling we have
exercised during our earthly residence, we shall spiritually ex
ercise in a fu tu r e state. Upon the nature of the soul— they
suppose it an immaterial fac-simile of the general and particular
contour of each individual, in their form, stature, facial linea
ments, &c. Y e t, amidst much such kind of speculation they en
tertain many sublime views o f God and bis providence;— they
are highly moral, and have generally a very strong predilection
for scientific pursuits.
It is their naturally strong intellect
which constantly'forces them to contemplate the things o f the
visible and material creation (which they regard as a natural re
velation), and from which they derive the data for their pecu
liar religious notions :— they materialize spiritual speculations,
and spiritualize known phenomena in the material world. The
other sects alluded to above, present the converse o f this ; they
depreciate all positive knowledge, from atuenfal obtuseness, anil
in their, dreams, gjl.the (»pure they fKiU'ropi uo.otber data than
their own absurd fancies; hence it is that their notions are so
gloomy and irrational.
It is not a very rare occurrence to meet with individuals, who,
even if they are more advanced in knowledge than their asso
ciates, arc mentally struggling to reconcile their matured no
tions with their early ones, and even if they seem to overcome
the latter, it is rarely a complete victory, as much o f their early
impressions lurk behind, and witness at once the weakness and
strength of such a person. W e have often seen instances of
such early belief cling to the philosophic doubter with great te
nacity,— so that even his very doubts do not seein anv thing
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else but amiable weakness, the living proof of the potency of his
early impressions. I f such are the conclusions and compromises
during the vigour of the intellect, let the mind become sick, as
when a morbid action of the brain is induced, and then he re
turn* to hi9 early associations, and he believes in their reality as
if they were demonstrable truths.
D r Johnson believed in ghosts, because he had been frighten«
ed when a child with stories of the horrible—his powerful in«
teliect may have combated such notions, but he could never dis-'
engage his mind from the potency of their influence: and Blake
(who illustrated Blair's Grave, and Young’s Night Thoughts)
believed in the entity of the personages created by his morbid
mind, and which he conjured up with a magician's power; he
is said to have been very angry if disturbed while sketching his
ideal sitters, among whom were Moses, Aaron, Christ, St Paul,
and many of the worthies of olden time. In the heads of John
son and Blake the organ of Marvellousness Was very large.
The great lexicographer believed al6o in dreams as partial reve
lations, and was also a fatalist, in the sense this doctrine is re*
garded by the Orientals.
Now, it appears to me, from these and numerous other obser
vations, that all notions of an occult- kind are addressed to this
faculty (Marvellousness),. and that, their powerful influence on
the mind arises from the fact, that we imbibe such particular
ideas during infancy, and that tliey are accredited because com
municated by persons we regard and look up to as some unerr
ing authority. In this way our Ja ilh is stimulated tp.actkm,
For whatever creed or notion we receive in childhood, such
opinions remain more or less vivid in proportion to the size of
Marvellousnessi and in the ratio of the intellect.. When the first
predominates, the person goes on to the end of his existence
without a single doubt disturbing the even tenor of his thoughts.
On the other hand, persons with good reasoning faculties doubt
the reality of every thing that occurs to them, even matter of
fact evidence. The case of the late M r James Bullus of Howden, in this county, which I communicated in your Journal,
.vol. v. p. 430, illustrates my last position v “ H e saw ghosts and
did tlot believe in them? and he had an excellent anterior lobe,
but the organ of Marvellousness so very deficient, that the con
volutions appeared scooped out-at each side. This and similar
cases confirm my notion that Juith or belkef cannot be supplied
by any process of the intellect. Mr Bullus was an unbeliever
of religious dogmas—he laughed at them as dreams of fools, or
the imperfect conceptions of grown up c h i l d r e n i n short, he
was a consistent doubter, for I verily believe that even in the
ordinary events he doubted his own experience. If he had had
VOL. IX.— NO. XLVII.
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less peweoptfoe fatuities, he might have-become a B i m k h t a x
Mi iu io m s ii, auMed of the S h n o ia <rf his viliapo.
’I cmlld bring forward a great mo» of further evweote that my
notions are verified -as to the true function -of ibis organ, in the
success of charlatans, in all departafteBtS'; bat I have occupied
-you longer than I bad anticipated. Yet I must intrude a few
minutes longer, juat to recapitulate sam eof the previous state
ments, ** that belief is a sentiment depending on what we called
‘ instinctive faith,’ ’’—that MarveUouane«» and Wonder express
only some of its modes of action; and if there is any dtSbrenee
in the meaning of the terms now <ia use, i t is only in degree er
hnenrity. T hat rite first employed by D r Spumbehn ia need
to iodioet* any thing -mysterious, or the occumnee of acme «0 aeeoantaUe event ; whilst the-term employed'by M r Combe
-indicates the‘notion of children or ilUnfbnned adults when they
behokl uny novelty—whether it should be a frightful humcane,
mtiemendeus sSorai, or some curious inventioo in art-or scsenee.
- Many interesting cases are in my possession, should yen be
disposed to receive another short paper m some future-number.
I am, Sir, with great respect, your obedient servant,
J a i*. L kvmow.
W e aredlspbsed to 'think*that belief is in every case an in
tellectual operation, though frequently modified in its character
by Various of the affective powers; Belief that an occurrence
has happened,-or will happen, seems to-be a conception of fiven>
tuality, accomponied by the notion of post or future tim e; and,
h r like manner, belief in arfact that is not an event or relation,
tears to be a contention of Individuality. The chief affective
ulties by which tW character of these conceptions h modi
fied, are Wonder,- Hope, Veneration, Cautiousness, - and ‘SelfEsteem. Causality, also, has much influence.
W hen Wonder is inordinately strong; there is a powerful
tendency to believe in the marvellous*,- the strange, the occult,
the surprising. We know a gentleman‘With the organ *large,
who confesses that the more wonderful a circumstance -related
to him is,-the more apt is he to believe it. I t is among the
ignorant that this effect is most likely to happen; for by them
toe suggestions of the sentiment are in a very slight degree
counteracted by knowledge. “ Wonder," says Lord Karnes,
** is the passion of savages and of rustics. . . . The more super
natural tne facts related are, the more wonder is raised; and in
proportion to the degree of Wonder is the tendency to belief
atnong-the vulgar."* T o a sitnilareffect Montaigne observes:
-** Things unknown are the principal and true subject of impos
ture forasmuch as, in the first place, their very strangeness lends
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them c r e d i t &e. “ Nothing is so; firmly believed as wbqt-we
least know; nor are any people so confident as those who en
tertain us with fabulous stories, such as your alchynnets# judi
cial astrologers, fortune-tellers, and physicians*9' *
. .(
Hope, when «very powerful, disposes men to believe on «light
grounds 'what they «wish'to happen o r to be the case- This
sentiment is rightly denominated ?‘credu]onshope” by T i b u l l u s
“ Ctedufta v it a l.
Spas flxvet, et fore eras semper sit melius.”

I t facilitates belief in the existence of a state of happmess'beyond the grave. By persons in whom the1organ of Hope is
moderately developed, the evidence of that existence h o m e
critically scrutinised than by individuals differently constituted.
Bums, whose Hope wasmoderate, expresses himself thus: u Q»e
thing frightens me much ; that we are to live for ever searns
too goad news to be true. T hat we are to enter into a new scute
of existence, where, exempt from want and pain, we shall, enjoy
ourselves and our friends without satiety or sepanation-^how
much should I be indebted to any one who ooutd fully ogMtce
me that this was certain P Wonder, we may remark, wav a
feeling by no means deficient in the mind of Burns.
Those who have much Veneration are prone to listen with im
plicit faith to whatever proceeds from the mouth of revered-Au
thority.
From Cautiousness arises facility iu giving credit to what is .
feared. A very timid person in a storm at sea is much more not
than a courageous individual to believe the assertion that the
ship, will assuredly be wrecked* And as Hope disposes to belief
in a happy eternity, so perhaps does Cautiousness,to faith iq a
miserable one. Both faculties are aided by Wonder in this.
Inordinate Self-Esteem senders people credulous of whatever
tends to their own aggrandisement; in weak-minded men, and
even in some belonging to a different class, it causes the grossest
flattery to be swallowed and believed. This is well expressed by
Gay, m his eighteenth Fable:
“ But flattery never seems absurd;
The flatter’d always take your word:
Impossibilities seem ju s t;

They take the strongest praise on trust;
Hyperboles, though ne’er so great,
W ill still come short of self-conceit.”

D r Spurzheim seems to have regarded belief as an intellectual
operation, and to have, like us, considered Wonder as only a
modifying cause. His words respecting this sentiment are, tnat
it “ exerts a very groat influence over religious conceptions?
Now conception is a mode of action of the intellectual ntcukies
alone.—*£0 170 ».
* Essays, B. 1. ch. 31.
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A R T IC L E IX .
CASE OF JOHN ADAM, EXEC UTED AT INVERNESS. ON T H E
16th OCTOBER 1835, F O ll T H E M U RDER OF H IS W IFE.

T he murder committed in Ross-shire, in April 1885, by
John Adam, on the person of his wife, was one of the most atro
cious that have been recorded in the annals of ¿rime. The body
of the murdered woman was discovered by some persons em
ployed in planting trees on a tract of waste land through which
the road from Inverness to Dingwall, by Kessoch Ferry, passes.
The'deed having been committed after it was dark, the murder
er did not observe that some parts of the dress remained unco
vered by the materials he had thrown over the body, from the
walls of the ruined cottage within which, it would appear, the
poor woman had been killed. By means of a part of a veil the
body was discovered. As an old road passed close* to the spot, it
is probable that, the woman beingta stranger,4t had been describ
ed to her as a near cut, in order to induce her to pass iheindosufe. The selection of the spot seemed clearly to have been
made with a view to the murder; and this circumstance indu
ced some to conclude, at the time of the discovery, that the mur
derer could not be far off. Advertisements describing the per
son and dress having been promptly dispersed, some persons
from Inverness were induced to come to Dingwall, and by them
Hie body was identified as that .of a woman who had lodged
with them. They stated circumstances which led to the appre
hension* of Adam, who had lived some time in Dingwall uuder
the name of Anderson, with a young Englishwoman, Dorothy
Elliot, who passed as his wife, and had behaved uniformly well:
She was useful to the public authorities, and appeared to lie
truly penitent. No attempt to flee was made by Adam, whert
the body was discovered. When brought into the apartment
where the dead body lay, he denied all knowledge of the per
son, and scarcely a symptom of agitation was visible, even
when desired by the procurator-fiscal to take hold of the cold
hand (which he did), and say whetherhehad ever held that hand
before. From information received from the people with whonj
the woman had lodged at Inverness, it was ascertained that her
friends lived at Montrose. Some of them were sent for and
oame immediately to Dingwall, and identified the body as that
of Jean Brechin, their relation, and Adam as the man to whom
she had been recently married. He still denied all knowledge
of the woman and her relations. The following is the substance
of the judicial declarations which he made, taken from the Inver-
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• ties* Courier newspaper of 23d September 1835, and whioh
formed part of the proceedings of the -trial: w The prisoner's declarations were then read. The first was
. taken by M r Cameron, .procurator-fiscal, before Mr Mackenzie,
SherifftSubstiUtfe, on the 14th April. In this the prisoner pro
fessed to give ,ai> account of his whole life. H is name, he said,
was John Anderson, and he had never been known by any other.
H e was born at the Townhead of Dalkeith.; he mentioned, the
names of his teachers at .school, and. of the several masters
whom, he had afterwards served.in different capacities; that, in
1829 or 183Q, he went into the stxvice.of a Mr Crichtou, thp
tenant of New Barns, three miles east of Cupar Angus, with
whom he continued until about 1831 or 1832, when Mr Crich
ton's lease expired, and that gentleman .took the farm of Bantr
bill, 3£ miles from Nottingham, and the property of the corppmt
tion of that .town* Here the declarant had JL. 40 per annum of
wages; but Mr Crichton becoming bankrupt, his servants were
discharged, and he (Adam) travelled north. He was never .4
soldier. He brought with hint the sum of L. 55, the accumulat
tion of his earnings .while with M r Crichton. About the new
year of 1834, he said be married, by license, Dorothy Elliot,
the daughter of Edward Elliot, a publican in the town of Mans*
field, who accompanied him north. H is intention was to obr
tain employment as an overseer, but, failing in this, he went to
Dingwall, and worked at such labour as he could obtain. He
remained in Dingwall till the beginning of March, when he went
south to see his friends at Dalkeith, and received L . 70 from
his mother, as his share of his father's succession; he also lifted
L. 40 from his brother, being a sum he (the declarant) had gi
ven to him when he came from Barnhill. He denied all know*
ledge of the deceased Jean Brechin, and had never, he said,
been at Montrose. He had received some furniture and clothes
left him by an aunt named cJanet B u n t o n h e acknowledged
being in Inverness about the furniture ; but he denied that lie
had ever been in a house in Chapel Street. This declaration of
the prisoner was very long, and conuined a multitude of minute
details. The second declaration was dated two days afterwards,
April 16, and was also taken in presence of .Mr Mackenzie, She-,
riff-substitute. I t was substantially the same as the first, and
contained a distinct denial on the part of the accused of alf
knowledge of the deceased, and her relations in Montrose* The
Hdrd declaration was taken before M r Sheriff Tytjer, Inver?
ness, on the 7 ih of May, and was wholly different g o v the for-,
raer. In this he said his name was John Adam, and not John
Anderson; that he was a native of the parish of Lintrethen,
county of Forfar; that his mother is at present the tenant of
Cnaigieloch in the same parish; that he never was a farm ser-
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w tt In England ; that in 1891 he enlisted in Glasgow into the
£d Dragoon Gnards, bot deserted from the regiment while sta
tioned at Duffield in Derbyshire, in March 1884 ; that he indu
ced Dorothy EHiot to accompany him, on his promising to
marry her ; that they travelled to his mother's house at Craigieloch, and thence to Inverness and Dingwall, bat be was never
formally married to the said Dorothy. He acknowledged visit
ing Jean 'Brechin in Montrose about Martinmas last, as be wish
ed, he said, to get repayment of some money he had lent to her
before he jomea the Dragoon Guards ; bnt Jean Brechin infus
ed to give him the money until he came baek to marry her. Ac
cordingly, as arranged between them, he went back to Mont
rose m the end of February or beginning of March, stopped
about a fortnight, was married to Jean Brechin at Laurencekirk,
and came to Inverness, where he left her. Heobtained the Bank
fofeipts from 'Jean Brechin, one for L.96 and the other for
L. Ï9, on the 9th of March, two days before their marriage.
H e never told Dorothy Elliot the true cause of his absence m
the south, nor of his having been' married to Jeàn Brechin. He
visited Jean three times at Hector Mackintosh’s lodgings, In
verness, and a fourth time on die Monday se'emnght after the
Saturday upon which he had'the furniture brought to DingwaH.
Ow this occasion when he (the declarant Adam) was about to
set out for Dingwall, Jean took him aside and told' him that she
did not wish to remain any longer in these lodgings ns they were
cold, and that she wonld therefore pay them and leave them.
He said she might take lodgings in any other part of the town
she preferred. Jean settled for her lodgings, and came with
declarant,towards the Ferry, carrying with her a reticule bosket
mid umbrella and a bundle; on their arriving at the Windmill,
the declarant observed that the boat was about to start, and
then took leave of Jean and harried on to the Ferry, and she
returned to the town. He had never, he said, seen Jean Bredaa
since the said Monday evening unless 'the corpse shewn to Mm
by the procurator-fiscal was her’s ; but the features were so
much altered and disfigured, that the declarant cannot say they
were those of Jean Brechin. [The reading of these dudamfioa*
caused a strong sensation in Court. The last agreed with tbs
evidence on many points up to the fatal day on which the de*
¿eased, for the last time, was seen with the prisoner.'}'’
The third of these declarations was made after Adam saw it
would be Useless to make any effort against the testimony of the
clergyman who married him to Jean Brechin, and the tritnsase*
tram Montrose, from his native parish, and from the regiment
from which he had deserted. It was proved that, under pretence
Of providing a proper habitation, Adam had persuaded bis with*
to ftmamat Inverness till it was ready. In the mean time He bad
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flot.pouMMMi of her money andfefniture» He bad spokent?
Dorothy Elliot of a plan he had of geing to America tat settle
m an «migrant; and proposed that we snonld return to hep fit.
«ily until he was settled, when he would come back andmarvy
her. The probability is, that he-had this scheme in view * for
k is net likely he could have imagined that the. (Uteppearanee
ai his wife could remain long unnoticed, though her body might
have remained undiscovered. The murder appears to .have
been dehbensteiy and skilfully planned; and every thing stems
to bsvebeen arraeged fbr Ms depasture before it was commit tedi
astie had taken the money from the office of the National Bank,
where he had deposited it.
With respect to his general character, Dorothy Elliot stated
that he waa nt>t irascible, hut reserved, proud, and semetimta
sulky. He. was. resolute and vindictive. He never failed - to
execute what he had resolved upon, or said he weuld do; and
when satisfied by Dorothy that he was wrong, he would peireistt
because be had said it. He was sober; she net««' sawhu» hfl
twice intoxicated while at Dingwall, awd never beard hh t swear
or use an improper expression. On the night, as was ascertain
ed, of the murder, he came home in a state of great exhaustion,
brine scarcely able to stand, and Was morose and averse tospeak«
He has all along <tfoewa much regard for Dorothy Elliot, .and
expressed gratitude for attention shewn to her.
He persisted tn assenting his innocence from first to last, in
the fine of the strangest circumstantial evidence, and of the foot
that from the time he said he bad. lest panted with bis wife, ho
had made no inquiry about her. Even on the scaffold he dd*
dared that ** he was not afraid to meet God op the ground of
his innocence.'* After the execution, however, it was stated by
a young man named Sutherland; who had been confined with
him far theft, that about three weeks before the trial Adam eoa>
Ceased the murder to him, but made him take an oath that he
would not divulge the secret till after the execution, if such
should be the result. Great efforts were made toinduce him
to confess his guth, but without effect Indeed, we are inform
ed that the tmeeasing and injudicious importunity of numbers
ef the clergy and other persons, was enough to disgust and
soor a much leas determined temper than his. It is extremely
doubtful, however, whether a mind so constituted could have
been brought to confession, had even the most consummate knowladge of it been brought to bear on the predominant feelings.
The last visit of the unfortunate Dorothy Elliot (towards whom,
« we have said, he evinced something like genuing attachment),
it was hoped, might have moved bun. During the interview
her words and manner were powerfully affecting. She tried
him in every possible way—made strong and even eloquent ap-
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peals to every feeling of human nature, such as one would have
thought might have melted a heart of stoae—but his was of
iron. H e maintained an indifferent and dogged, yet respectful,
manner to the last.
», ..Of his previous and early history, the following account has
been obligingly furnished by the Reverend M r Canaan, minis
ter of Lintretnen, in Forfarshire.
“ The. family from which Adam was descended have been
tenants of the Airlie family in this parish for at Jeast three hund
red years. They have uniformly been a quiet, religious, moral,
and industrious race of men. His father had this character to
a remarkable degree. He died when his unfortunate son was
about fourteen or fifteen years of âge ; and the latter being un
der little control, we may decide with a good deal of certainty
what his natural dispositions were.
“ Before this event, however, his father was for many years.in
firm, and he bad been under little control, so that when be was de
prived of him, his character did not alter much. From his child
hood up to the nineteenth year of his age, he was generally con
sidered mild, peaceable, obliging, merry, free from malice, ho
nest, forgiving, and not addicted to swearing or intemperance.
Although he shewed no contempt for religion, he did not evince
any sense of religious obligation. H e attended church regularly,
and about his nineteenth year became a communicant.
His observance of religious ordinances, however, arose more
from habit and custom than from any interest be took in them.
He scarcely ever spoke in either one way or another about reli
gion. Almost the only failing, besides his religious indifference,
for which he was noted, was a constant practice of concealing
the truth when it affected him, and of fabricating lies. The fa
brications, however, which be invented, were not got up with
any view of iiyuring the peace of the neighbourhood, but to
amuse and entertain his companions. His conversation was in
general very frivolous, and he appeared not to be in any way
concerned as to his prospects in the world. B ut with all this
carelessness, during the few years that he was from home serv
ing some farmers, he did his work with willingness, and obtain
e d the approbation of his masters. He was also a great favouijite amongst his fellow-servants, on account of bU humorous
turn, and his readiness to assist any of them. He was at school
for several years, but showed a great disinclination to learn : he
frequently remained away many days without the permission of
his parents, aud was very much in the practice of inventing false
excuses, to escape the lash of the teacher. I f he was guilty of
' * any thing contrary to the rules of the school, he newer
to put the blame on some other person. He was never
theless respectful to his teacher and to his parents.
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“ A new era in his life commenced when lie was about nine
teen or twenty. His passion for women began to show itself in
the most violent manner. Having now got the charge of b«
mother's farm, and his time being at his own disposal, he wan
dered away almost every night, visiting females. He remained
so late, and was so fatigued with his rambles, that he often lay
in bed till 12 or 1 o'clock on the following day. This parish is
entirely agricultural, and there were no haunts of infamy to en
tice him away, and I never heard that he had any companions
to give him bad advice. Two women, one of them a deaf and
dumb person, and daughters of two elders in the parish, charged
hitn with being the father of the children with which they were
pregnant. As he knew very well that the deaf and dumb girl
could not establish his guilt, he denied the charge she made
against him, but confessed to the other. It was almost univer
sally believed that he seduced both. The children resemble him
in a very remarkable degree. It was given out, and with much
truth I believe, that he had intercourse with many other women
in this neighbourhood. He had a most uncommon faculty of
flattering and deceiving the female sex, and, notwithstanding the
injuries he did to many, yet he was more a favourite with the
young women of the district than any other person.
u His conduct was so generally disapproved of by the grave
and decent part of the community, that he considered it neces
sary to leave the parish : another circumstance also had its ef
fect in thus determining him. He had become so indolent, and
'veil his thoughts so entirely to women, that his mother's small
rna of twelve acres became nearly useless; and she and the
rest of the family accordingly wished him to go away for a while.
Up to this period he was very obliging to his neighbours, and
respectful to his mother. Although she scolded him, yet he
never said any thing harsh in return. The reproofs which she
gave him for his idleness and the ruin he was bringing upon her,
did not in the least degree disturb him, or alter his conduct.
His thoughtlessness was quite proverbial, and I suspect he felt
very little the power of conscience at any time. About his
twenty-first year he went to the neighbourhood of Brechin, where
he first met the woman whom he afterwards married and mur
dered. She was housekeeper to his master, and he paid his ad
dresses to her then; but as she was much older than he, it is
supposed his motive was to procure better feeding than the rest
of the servants.
“ He went afterwards to Aberdeenshire, where he renlained
for two or three years. During that period no new dispositions
in his character were indicated; he still, however, adhered to
his old practice of flattering and deceiving young women. I t
was understood that this was the cause of his leaving tha
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_ andgotngto the nagbbourbood of Glasgow and 'Edin
burgh. We know very little of hie behaviour -while there.
H e entirted in 1801, and visited-this parish « I f twice while
he was-in-the army. He was qn*te-prodigal of bis money, b«t
«■»»very lHtleof it-to assist-the women whom hehad sedwced
m the maintenance of their children ,* said 1 am dot «wave that
his mother receivcd-any asMStadee fmm him daring his absence.
H e never Was considered to bc avanekm.' When be deserted he
caaDednwn to hi® mother’s, ahcfceteideight days, This-ahewed
gaeat thonghtlesowcos; •for, two Stays after he was gone, I re.
named a tetter from the War-Office, inquiring whether or not
hehart come hither. He might haw known that information
of his desertion would be soon ¡transmitted to his native parish,
and that in all probability it would have reached me sooner,
la d tid of telihvg hit friends chat he -had-deserted, be stated
that he had ntarned a rich wilt, whohad bought Ms discharge^
h d s great many other-lias, which indicated a g n d deal of
abKeonerit; and although they kitew that he was-very mach
addicted to lying, yet, so expert had he beootne in that art,
that on <thit occasion he imposed upon -them. He want about
a t the same time telling the neighbours of his wealth and gal
lantry, and deceived them- alsor He did bring a considerable
sum of money-with-him, which'he -was suspected of having
stolen: Before leaving this place he committed-another'act of
dishorn sty. Thefrietodi of-one of the women whom he eedOced,
hearing that he had braught money with him, were anxious to
be compensated -for the maintenance of his children; and as he
did net shew -any disposition to*pay hi* arrears, "they sent Sheri&oflwers to arrest hint. When apprehended, he gave twenty
pounds, and prevailed upon his brother to sign an obligation
for the board of the children until they should be able to soppert themselves Without this' the womanb friends wnuld hot
Kt him go. -His brother afterwardb began to think that he
had been too rash, and was anxious to be relieved of the obli
gation. John Soon relieved him, but in a very unprincipled
way. He took his brother and his brother-in-law down to the
house of the man who had ordered him to be seized, and said,
as he was going away next morning, he was anxious to shew his
brother-in-law the document. The man who had it produced
it, and no sooner had John got it into his hands than he tore
:it to pieces. As it was Sunday, the injured party did not like
to use violence towards him. Next morning he decamped by
¡five o’clock, telling his friends he was going to England by the
coach, whereas it was afterwards found out that ne had bent
his course, with his female companion, on foot, over the Gram
pians. IBs conduct in this fraudulent transaction, and the
place which he selected to murder the woman Brechin, indi
cated some ingenuity. He never was known to shew any in-
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The age of A dam at the time o f the murder was thirty-on* <
that of Jean Brechin about fifty. H e is described a * ’4 a'tall,
handsome man»* Hss marriage! was solemnised at Laurence*
kick, on die 11th of March, by D r Cook the;minister of that
parish* well known as an ecetariastical historian^ The pait
then proceeded t o l n verness, and shortly afterwards the. m u r
der was perpetrated. A cast of Adam's head was tah e n b y S ir
George S. Maekehziei, assisted by D r Nicol and Provost Gamer
nm ol Dingwall. Owing- to an accident which happened to the
mould on one side, the Cast is to be- regarded as only approxi. - • imaring closely in form to ihe<actual head* •
Before being made acquainted w ith the details of A daaA
life and character, and having merely heard th a th e had card*
m itted a very brutal .m urder, we naturally- anticipated.to final
in the cast a representation of the. worst ,fort» <rf heacU*Jbuond,
low, and largely developed in the occipital region.. T hé organs
of the propensities, however, we found, though in general am-»
ply developed, not so to a very inordinate extent ; while in th e
coronal region a considerable development of Benevolence: and
Veneration appeared. Such being the case, we instantly con
cluded, that, nowever atrocious the act for .which he. suffered,
the tenor o f Adam's life would proVe to have beén of no tab
traordinary kind, and that the murder-would be found to< have
been perpetrated from strong motives in addition to that arising
from D estructiveness, and not for the gratification of mere lové
of slaughter. This anticipation We afterw srdshad the satis*
faction of aeemg ftdly confirmed by the Reverend M r Canaan’s
account.
•>>
W e subjoin three views of the cast, and, as a contrast to
them, three views of the head of John Linn, an lrish pugilist
and parricide.
Ad a x

L m t.

JOHN ADAM., A MUBOSBKB.

The following is a table of the dimensions of the cast of
Adam’s head, and development of the different organs.

1.

D im e n sio n s .

G reatest circumference of H e a d , .................................................
From Occipital Spine to Individuality, over the top of the head,
........Ear to Ear vertically over the top o f the head,
....... Philoprogenitiveness to Individuality,
....... Concentrativeness to Comparison,
....... Ear to Philoprogenitiveness, .
.................... Individuality
.................... Benevolence,
.................... Firmness,
.
.
.
.
....... Destructiveness to Destructiveness,
....... Secretiveness to Secretiveness,
....... Cautiousness to Cautiousness,
....... Ideality to Ideality,
....... Constructiveness to Constructiveness,
....... Mastoid process to Mastoid process,

Inchc*.

22|
14
13J

7f
7

<4
4*
«4
6

«4
2

!

«4
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2.
1. Amativenett large,

D evelopm ent o f the

Organs.

19 18. Wonder rather full,

.

19. Ideality rather full,
.
2. Philoprogenitivene» rather
large, . . . .
17 20. W it or M irthfulness full,
.
.
3. Concentrativeness rather large, 17 21. Imitation full,
.
4. Adhesiveness full, •
.
15 22. Individuality full, •
.
,
5. Combativeness moderate,
11 23. Form rather full,
d. Destructiveness rather large, 17 24. Size full,
.
.
7* Secretiveness large,
.
18 25. W eight full,
. . .
8. Acquisitiveness rather large, 17 26. Colouring rathef fhll,
.
9. Constructiveness full,
.
14 27* Locality full, . . .
28.
Number
rather
full,
.
0. Self-Esteem large, .
•
19
.
.
>1. Love of Approbation large,
18. 29. Order rather full,
.
.
12. Cautiousness large,
.
18 30. Eventuality full,
. . .
13. Benevolence full,
•
•
15 31. Time full,
.
.
14. Veneration rather large, .
1? 32. Tune rather full,
15. Firmness large,
.
.
19 33. Language rather large, .
16. Conscientiousness rather full, 13 34. Comparison rather full, .
.
17* Hope rather full,
.
13 3& Causality rather full,

12
12
14
15
16
13
14
14
12
15
12
13
14
14
13
16
12
12

S cale.—Idiocy, 2 ; very small, 4 ; small, 6 ; rathfer small, 8 ; moderate, 10 ;<

rather full, 12; full, 14; rather huge, 16; large, 18; very large, 20.

Murderers may be divided into three greal classes. The
first comprises the naturally blood-thirsty—men directly ac
tuated by an overpowering Destructiveness. Many instances
of this class of criminals are on record. Several are quoted irv
our last number, p. 500, and the following particulars men
tioned by Dr Caldwell in his New Views of Penitentiary
Discipline, furnish a good illustration of it. “ In some indi
viduals,” says he, “ the instinct of Destructiveness is like that
of a tiger. Nothing can appease it but blood. W e possess the
skull of a man who wtos executed, at the age of about thirty, for
the last of nine murders, the whole of which he acknowledged
he had committed from an inherent love of slaughter. He
murdered as an amateur. The flowing of blood he declared to
be delightful to him. Hence he never foiled to cut, from ear
to ear, the throat of his victim. In the case of his last murder,
he would probably have escaped detection, had it not been for
this horrid sanguinary propensity. After having proceeded
several miles from the place of his felony, he turned back to
cut the throat of him wnom he had' murdered, and was appre
hended. Ilis whole animal compartment, but especially in the
region of Combativeness and Destructiveness, was unusually
large.” The character of Linn is of a like description, and
the shape of his head corresponds. The basilar ana occipital
regions, in which are situated the organs of the animal propen*
sities, are extremely large, while the top of the head is compa
ratively deficient. W e intended to insert an account of Linn
in the present article, but are compelled by want of space to
reserve it for our next number.
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In the second class of murderers may be included those who
are blood-thirsty from circumstances; "that is, whose Destruc
tiveness, though not in itself habitually of inordinate strength,
is, roused by provocation, or disagreeable «Sections of other or
gans generally, according to a law expounded and illustrated
at great length in our 45th number,, article third. In such
cases, the passion usually has the form of fesentment, which sub
sides with the disagreeaole sensations that produced it. David
Balfour, executed at Dundee on 2d June 1826, for the murder
of his wife, belongs to this class of criminals. His head, of
which there is a cast in the collection of the Phrenological So
ciety, indicates no extreme preponderance of the organs of the
propensities over those of the moral powers. In fact, although
always a man of strong feeling, he bore a respectable character
for many years; and he was goaded to the commission of the
crime by nis wife’s long-continued misconduct,),which preyed
grievously upon his m ind* Othello may be referred to as
another illustration. Jealousy-—indeed every intensely ■disdgfeeable emotion—has the effort of rousing Destructiveness:
* Jealous he grew^ and Jealoutv ntpplied
Hi» mind with rage, unsoothea, unsatisfied”

■i

*

C ra b b i

The third class of murderers is composed of persons who
commit the crime, not from the excitement o f passion^ or any
purely destructive impulse, but as the only or readiest way of
removing an obstacle to the accomplishment, of a much desired
t epd,—such as obtaining possession of money, or effecting, an
' escape from confinement or annoyance. The Thugs or Strang
lers of Central India, whose profession it is to murder travellers
Ipr the sake of plunder, exemplify this class well.f David
, Haggart, executed at Edinburgh on 17th July 1821, for the
murder of the jailor at Dumfries, may be taken as another,
though less striking, example. His purpose was not to murder,
but merely to stun his victim, in order .to facilitate escape from
the prison ; and, on hearing a boy td l that the blow had been
fatal, his better feelings suffered dreadfully.
The words,”
says he, “ struck me to the soul; my.heart died within m e;
and I was insensible for a good while: on coming to myself 1
eould scarcely believe I had heard them ; for the possibility of
poor Morrin’s death had never entered into my mindL” J Benevolence was well developed in Haggart’s bead, and Destruo4tiyeness was not excessive.
* Phren. Joum. ill. SOS.
% L ife of D . Haggart, D im . 18*1.

t Ibid. viii. 0*7-
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I t appears to us that Adam’s case partakes of the chdracfte*
of the second and tdiiixl dassdsy chiefly the third. - T h a t.h e
does not fall within the first, is abundantly obvious from the
statements of Jtfr Caniuup, and Dorothy Elliot, and also of the
person by whom he was employed as a labourer at Dingwall.
All these concur in representing his habitual tem peras the re
verse of ferocious. * From his childhood up to the nineteenth
year of his age,” says M r Cannan, “ he was generally consi
dered mild, peaceable, obliging, merry, free from malice, hon
est, forgiving, and not addicted to swearing or intemperance
and his employer, in the evidence given at the trial, represented
him as having been, during the preceding twelve months while
in his service, u a steady, industrious, sober, harmless, and in
offensive man ; witness never saw a frown on his face.^ W e
are farther told by M t Cannan, that, when his mother scolded
him, “ he never said any thing harsh in return.” These arte*
not indications of a mind naturally and inherently savage
and we are of opinion, that the idea of murdering his victim
arose much less from any direct malevolence or crudity towards
her personally, than from his being unable to devise any bet
ter way by which he Could rid himself of an obstacle to the gra
tification of his selfish desires. There is too much Destruc
tiveness and too little morality to have revolted at such a way
of attaining bis end; and his mind may have been reconciled
to it by her age and homely appearance. Macbeth murdering'
Duncan is an analogous case. The two motives, unconnect
ed with Destructiveness, by which Adam was chiefly actuated,
appear to have been, 1st, a desire to get possession of the
woman’s money; and, 2dly, a wish to free himself of her so
ciety, which was far inferior in attractions to that of Dorothy
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Elliot. We have sometimes thought that, when the feeling of
the love of life is weak in an individual, the crime of murder is
regarded with less detestation and horror than by persons dif
ferently constituted; and it is not unlikely that some portion
of the apparent callousness of Adam proceeded from such a
cause. Firmness was so strong, that having resolved, in one
of his sullen moods, and under the influence of the motives ad
verted to, to commit the murder, he would persist in carrying
his resolution into effect, even though conscious of its crimina
lity at the time. Indeed it was explicitly stated by Dorothy
Elliot, that he never failed to execute what he had resolved
upon or said he would do, and, even when satisfied that he was
wrong, persisted in effecting his purpose.
W e ought now to enter upon the consideration of the details
of Adam’s character and cerebral development; but our space
being exhausted, we must confine ourselves for the present to a
very few remarks. Our readers will easily perceive how close
ly 'the particulars given above correspond with the leading
features in the development of Adam’s head. The effects of
Amativeness, Firmness, and Self-Esteem, which are the largest
organs, appear at every step of his history. Secretiveness large
and well cultivated, combined with Conscientiousness only ra
ther full and Self-Esteem large, was the origin of his unprin
cipled fabrication of lies, and disregard of the rights of others
when placed in competition with his own. Veneration was suf
ficient to antagonize Self-Esteem so far as to render his beha
viour respectful; although, being associated with moderate
Wonder and Reflection, it was never strongly directed to any
religious object. Under the dictates of Self-Esteem and Se
cretiveness, combined with a moderate endowment of the reflec
tive faculties, he appears to have thought his schemes and
movements unfathomable by other men; and in this way Cau
tiousness was apt to be on some occasions lulled into repose.
The obstinacy with which he denied his guilt was very re
markable ; and in accordance with this, and the general tenor
of his character through life, the organ of Firmness (as is re
marked in the Inverness Courier) u was so prominent, as to
give the head something of a conical appearance. W e know,”
it is added, Mthat one or two gentlemen who were opposed to
Phrenology, have acknowledged that the case of Adam almost
made them converts to the truth of this science.’*
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E dinburg h .— On 3d December, the following gentlemen were elected
office-bearers of the Phrenological Society for the ensuing year t—The H oi
hourable Douglas Gordon Hally burton, M. P. President /—-Sir G. S. Mac
kenzie, Bart., Dr Francis Farquharson, Bindon Blood, John Syme, Vice*
Presidents;—Charles Maclaren, H . T . M . Witham, Dr John Scott', Phineaa
Deseret, Dr Patrick N eill, James Simpson, CouncUhrs; Dr William Gre
gory, Secretary ;—Robert Cox, Conservator q f the M useum . The following
donations were presented, and the Society's thanks voted to the donors i—^
Cast of the head of Mary Ann Burdock, executed at Bristol on the 15th April
1835, for the murder, by poison, of Mrs Clara Ann Smith ; and casts of twd
Peruvian skulls, one from the Temple o f the Sun at Pachacamac, and thé
other from an ancient Peruvian tomb at Huacho, an India town north of
Lima—all presented by Samuel Stuchburv, Esq. Bristol ; cast of the skull of
a mechanician at Alyth, presented by the Dundee Phrenological Society ;
skull found in a stone-coffin m a cairn at Nether Urquhart, Fife, 16th March
1835, presented by the proprietor of the estate ; Eloge Funèbre de S. M. Don
Pedro, and Manuel des Maladies Veneriennes, both by Count Godde de
Liancourt, presented by the author; Annals of Phrenology, No. 5, presented
by the publishers ; two old skulls ibund at Gogar near Edinburgh, presented
by Dr J . R. Sibbald ; cast of the brain of the whale lately exhibited by Dr
Knox In Edinburgh, and mask of the late Rev. J. Brown Paterson, minisr
ter of Falkirk, both presented by Mr Anthony 0*Neil ; bust of Dr Hahne
mann, the founder of homoeopathy, presented by Dr Hirschfeld of Bremen ;
cast of the interior and exterior of tne skull of Dean Swift, presented by Dr
R. T . Evanson, Dublin ; duplicates o f the same, and cast of the skull of Esther
Johnson, or “ Stella,” presented by Dr Houston, Dublin; cast of the head of
John Adam, executed at Inverness, on 16th October 1835, for the murder o f
his wife, presented by Sir G. S. Mackenzie, Bart- ; cast of the head of George
Campbell, executed at Glasgow on 29th September 1835 for murder, and
skulls of a magpie and a starling, presented by Dr Robert Macnish ; cast of
the skull of Michael Pickles, executed about twenty years ago at y ork, pre
sented by Dr Jubb, Halifax. The Secretary read a letter from Dr Evanson,
Secretary of the Dublin Phrenological Society (published in our last Number),
relative to a proposed British Association for the Advancement of M ental
Science ; and the meeting expressed their cordial agreement in the resolution
passed by the Dublin Society as to the desirableness and propriety of such an
Association. W ith regard to the time and place of meeting, however, various
opinions were entertained. Mr H ew ett Watson suggests that the meeting^
ought to be held alternately in London, Edinburgh, and Dublin, where phre
nologists are numerous, ana the best collections exist.
L ondon .—In the Lancet of 19ih December 1836, there is an interesting
account of the proceedings of the London Phrenological Society, at the meet
ing on 2d November. Four skulls bad been transmitted to Sir James Macgngor by Dr Stewart, principal medical officer of the army in the M auritius,
with the following letter, dated 27th December 1834 :—“ Sir, I am commis
sioned to forward to England, and to your care, the skulls of four human
subjects, which are considered of sufficient interest to clsim the attention of
all lovers of phrenological science. This I am directed to do upon condition
that they shall be presented to the Phrenological Society of London, upon an
engagement to furnish a copy of the result of their examination. Should they
decline agreeing to this condition, it is requested that they may be forwarded
to the cultivators of the same science in Edinburgh, and with the like injunc
tion. The inclosed sealed packet contains matter relating to these skulls.
This packet is to be retained in your possession unopened, until the report o f
the Society to which they are presented shall have been received ; it is then
to be opened, and the contents to be at your disposal ; the observations of the
Society, or a certified copy thereof, to be transmitted hither for the informa
tion of all concerned in this island. The heads are numbered, and the reVOL. I X .— RO. X L V I I .
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■Mite upon them, contained in the inclosed packet» b a r corresponding n
b en . w ith the ewmnce that the interesting a itu m o f the subject will»
with you, be admitted as a sufficient apologyfor thus appealing to you in proeeeutian of a branch o f knowledge now ao generally and eo highly cultivated,
I have the honour to be? Sir, your most obedient humble servant, A s.
S tswamt, M . D .” The Society, as a body, never draw inferences from heads ;
but D r EUiotson individually undertook the task. The skull No. 1. he de
scribed to be that o f a gentle, open, and.Inoffensive person, fiv e from glaring
Vice, though probably not a splendid instance of active virtue. From N o. SL
he inferred pride, obstinacy, selfishness, deceit, cruelty, and quarrelsomeness,
as the leading characteristics; from No. 3, that the individual “ would be
exceedingly cruel, would fear nothing? would yield to nothing? and would be
atld and selfish in the highest degree; and his vanity and caution must
ve been as striking as any part of his character. Veneration is large, so
that he might have felt deference for those who were evidently his superiors;”
O f No. 4. it was stated—“ This is by no means a bad skull. The individual
m ight have been o f a very respectable character, though not intellectually
fiktiagiikbed.” Dr EUiotaon’s notes (which are here necessarily abridged)
baring been transmitted to Sir James MKjrigqx? the packet mentioned in D r
Stewart's letter was forwarded to the Society, containing accounts o f the cha
racters o f two of the individuals to whom the skulls hod belonged; these cha
racters having been furnished by the Chief Judge-of the M auritius, Edward
Blackburn, Esq. a zealous phrenologist. Upon the characters o f the other two
Individuals it appears that no particular observations had been made.. N os. 1.
and 3, were stated-to be the Skulls of a Government apprentice and a female
slave? both o f whom died a natural death, and of whose characters nothing is
mentioned; No. 3. to be the skuli-of a cunning, jealous, ferocious, and licen
tious negro? convicted of a barbarous attempt to murder a female ; and N d 4,
to be the skull of an Indian murderer o f very brutal dispositions. I t thus
appears, as Dr Ellietson stated* that there were two skulls o f ordinary.per
sons, and two o f very depraved persona, and that the phrenological characters
perfectly agreed with the biographical; .the two former having probably been
sent merely to occasion difficulty and put Phrenology to a severer test.
W hile, however, one ordinary skull and one b*d skull answered to .the charac
te r s respectively given of them in the JUS., it is remarkable that the other
two skulls indicated each -the .character that was given of the other the M S.
by which they were accompanied. Dr Elliotson remarked that there was no
possibility of mistaking the character of the skulk, and that, phrenology be*
ing true, he had no doubt that the skull marked 4 should have been marked
3? and that skull 3 should have been marked 4. H e added that he had writ
ten to the Mauritius to this effect, confident that it would be discovered,
either that a mistake had been made there, or that the skull had been wrongly
marked, in order the more fully to test Phrenology. Two sketches of each
skull are given in the Lenott.
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N ewcastle .— Extract from the Newcastle Chronicle of 19th December 1833 :
—M The first meeting of the Phrenological Society was heid on the 7th in
stant, In the Lecture lioom of the Literary and Philosophical Society, and
was very numerously attended; Mr T . M . Greenhow in the Chair. At the
request of the Committee of the Society, M r J. F ife consented to deliver an
address on the elementary principles of Phrenology. Mjr F ife observed that
he should best advance the objects of the Society bv directing attention to
the elementary principles on which Phrenology was founded; and, upon the
present occasion, he proposed to adduce those evidences of its truth which
were drawn from worts published long before the promulgation o f the theory,
or advanced bv men who desired to refute it, though philosophers, poets, and
artists, from the earliest periods, had assented to the common observation that
intellect in its highest state was invariably accompanied by a peculiar eonfiguration of the head. Mr Fife exhibited casts o f the skulk of various o f
the most barbarous and uncultivated nations, as also of some o f the lower ani
mals most resembling man, and printed out the marked differences between
them and those of the inhabitants o f civilised countries—« difference so con
stant and uniform as to make it a subject of great importance to persons dis
posed, from unacquaintance with Phrenology, to question the soundness o f

H « sxptimffM n Étdftd
and luminous »aim er, hoir from,the mode in which the te a d ls h J n te d 'il
the body, the proportionate quantity o f brain lying Iri tiw anteitorbse^ ofth e
cranium.regulated the attitude^ aninstanteilnistvativetafqAiAiis t M i m i
position, of the head, ascribed by Hamer*to tte'w lw Otfwe*i>lfc<wianted ftr
b a predominating proportion of h h h U a ÿ M n 't lf é ahtevioe past^ef Ma*
m d k or scat of intetisot, and tide development of thffbMto<afipeiitag to cause
Ida heed to droop in * forwarddinectldn { thmr dadneufriafejy the*ueudiae w t
pression,of dignity, in the cootairirof th e*}reeh stttu e^ e presfbrtbe Whdent
poet having been an, actu ate «bm ererafidW i«^ VUa n d w t< (3M k «h i«e
invariably attended to the shape inf the héad iiH t a h p n naW iM ii a f th e h
goda; andwe.observe by th e specimens1df th eir<statuary wMth^fnhhdn ta
o% that th eir dean Most connistea in an upright and spaeteus forehead, widely
different from these found in their figures o f satyr# and' fMmtouBVttonstdm.
Painters, whose art eonaiatadn accurate delineation of nature, h ate’always'**'
presented the brow as the seat o f intellect and intelligence, and the Italian
and Flemish masters in particular Bave constantly and uniformly "done so.
M r F ife related, that having on dne occasion tnade a remark on some o f the
features of a .Christ on the .Cross, painted by an artist «This acquaintance? he
argued that all the features were similar to what had been adhered tob y artists
from tim e immémorial—that, founded on. a minute observation o f nature,*
particular outline had been carried out as thé delineation of. wisdom, piety,
and benevolence. Shakspearé, M ilton, and others, have associated dignify
and intelligence with large and upright foreheads, and, as uniformly, the v il
lain and .the idiot with a contrary configuration. M r Fife traced the progress
eCfcbe studies and investigations o f physiologists and anatomists in the middle
and towards the close of the last century, which gradually led to the discovery
o f Phrenology by Or GalL H e detailed thé manner in which Gall so suc
cessfully demonstrated tbti anatorriy o f fbfe brain $ the circumstance which
led. to his discovery of the separate organs ; and the opposition b e m et
w ith from the Court o f Vienna, lest h lsiiew view should lead to the doc
trine o f Materialism?—an apprehension which Mr Fife finished lne address
by shearing, In the most satisfhctoiy manner, to be equally absurd and unphikwophicaL • M r Fife proposed at some future period to go more into
the details of Phrenology, ana to answer, severally, tne objections of the-most
plausible writers against the science. H is address manifested an intimate ac
quaintance with the subject, and was particularly interesting .to persons com
mencing the study o f Phrenology. On the motion’ofM r Turner, the follow
ing resolution was then passed, and the Secretary was requested to communi
cate H to M r Combe:—1 That the Phrenological Society o f Newcastle, at this
its first meeting, desires to testify its cordial respect to Geoige Combe, Esq.,
and its acknowledgment of the great obligations which its members feel them
selves under to that gentleman, for the information which (hey have derived
from the excellent course of lectures lately delivered by"him in this plaice ;
and particularly, for the effective means which He afforded to the establish
ment o f this society, by the collection of Busts, Ac., obtained by meant* of his
blic lecture.* It was then announced that at the next meeting Mr M- H .
inline would read d paper; entitled ‘ Somé remarks on thé doctrine of H el
vétius and his followers, respecting the causes of inequality in men’s minds,
as controverted by facts and Phrenology.” * W e learn that the subsequent
meetings o f the Newcastle Phrenological Society have been numerously at
tended, and that .the interest ejtdted by Phrenology In that town continues
to increase,
' B slvast — Extract from the B ifflu t Guardian, 6th February 1336
Another public meeting of the Belfast Natural History Society, (the fourth
o f the present session) was held in the Museum on Wednesday evening the
13th January, Nearly two hundred persons were present, and a paper was
read by Mr Grattan on the biists o f Sir W alter Scott, Lord Byron, and
Thurtell, the murderer of Mr W eare, considered phrenologkally. Some
extrem ely valuable remarks were made hi the course of the evening by
Dr Drummond, President of the Society and Professor o f Anatomy and
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Botany in the Royal Belfast Academical Institution, who expressed his fiilf
conviction of the truth of the science of Phrenology, and instanced some
important facts, illustrative of the subject, which had come under his own
observation. In speaking of ThurteU, Mr Grattan fell into an inaccuracy
which a gentleman who was present corrected next day in the following in*
teresting communication:—u In order to remove one stain from the ¿far
jackets, I must acquaint you that the noted Thurtell was a Lieutenant in th e
Royal Marines, and not in the Navy. H e served in that rank on board h is
M ajesty’s ship Defence, 74 guns, and in the return of the fleet from the
Baltic, in December 1811, that ship and the St George, 98 guns, were total
ly wrecked on the W est coast of N . Jutland; the crews of these two vessel»
amounted to about 1100 men at least, of this number only twelve persons
were saved, among whom was the unfortunate individual mentioned: so true
in fais instance our nautical proverb came to pass, th a t6he who is born to be
hanged w ill never be drowned."
F aeeham , 25th December 1835.-«M r M iller of Emsworthy delivered
an admirable lecture on Phrenology, in the Hall of our Institution, ov
Tuesday evening last. The lecturer urged his audience to free their minds o f
such moral defects as ignorance and prejudice, which frustrate sincere am i
honest research, and to give the science candour of reception and imparthdity o f
investigation. The three grand principles of the science were then discussed,
tingulatim et seriatim, viz. first, that the brain is the organ through which the
mind manifests itse lf; secondly, that the brain is a congeries of organs possessing a plurality of faculties; and, thirdly, that size, other things being equal, ia
a measure of the power of the faculty. Anatomy, physiology, genius, insanity,
dreaming, somnambulism, with the evidence of many eminent authorities^
all were made to contribute to the support of the principles of the science,
the progress of which at the present day is so rapid, and becoming so widely
extended, as calls for every individual to devote his mind to ascertain the
soundness of its doctrines, what are its pretensions, its tendencies, and what
is its utility, especially in reference to education, legislation, insanity, mental
philosophy, and morality. The influence of circumstances and education wa»
fullv admitted in modifying human character; and though they never did or
could create a faculty, yet they would strengthen it when in existence^ and
afford opportunities for action. The ignorance of phrenologists was freely
confessed, as to the nature of the thinking principle, and all discussion on a
subject beyond the reach of human comprehension reprobated. The lecturer
concluded by declaring his belief that Phrenology was founded on the solid
foundations of truth—and as truth is the basis of religion, both Phrenology
and Religion would be found to support and consolidate each other mutually
and harmoniously; that every individual was competent to examine and de
cide for himself: and his chief object on the present occasion he declared was
to excite reflection, induce observation, challenge scrutiny, and inspire a dis
position for the love of facts, either to confirm or refute the science of Phre
nology* The audience, which was as numerous as on any former occasion,
and comprised many of the most respectable inhabitants, listened with the
greatest pleasure; while the cordial thanks that were awarded to Mr M iller,
shewed now warmly they approved tbe sentiments delivered.—»H am pshire
Independent, 26th December 1835.
WoacxsTEB,.—W e observe, in the January number of our able contem
porary The Anatyst (which has now become a quarterly instead of monthly
publication), a notice of the proceedings of the Worcester Literary and
Scientific Institution, embodying a detailed report of a lecture on Phrenology
by E. A. Turley, Eso., being the fifth delivered by him in that institutkxx
“ The lecture,” says the report,« occupied more than an hour, and, in its course
and on its conclusion, was repeatedly greeted with applause. There was not a
whisper of dissent noticeable; and it may be not unreasonably inferred that the
unanimous approbation resulted from a concurrence of opinion. The mode e f
argument was well calculated to elucidate the profound physiological science
omprehended in this very interesting subject. The oral evidences were suc
cessively illustrated by a series of portraits and casts. These, and the re-
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¡Searches displayed in the exposition, evinced the deep study bestowed on the
subject. Those evidences are now submitted to the public, and all classes are
interested in affording them a dispassionate consideration. As the benefit of
mankind is the object, open discussion must be a public advantage; and the
friends of truth, on either side, have powerful motives for promoting a calm,
impartial decision. No person of candour and good sense w ill reject a pro
posed improvement without full and sufficient inquiry, nor persevere against
mi unbiassed refutation. The inestimable value of education is a general
them e, and in the late session it occupied the wisdom of Parliament. ' Peiv
haps no system ever offered to the world, opened a more important field for
investigation, than the probable effect of Phrenology on education, morals,
«and manners.”
F orfar— “ It gives us much pleasure to learn that a society has been esta
blished in this place for promoting the study of Phrenology. The means for
attaining this end are—1st, the formation of a library illustrative of its doc
trines ; and 2d, the procuring of a set of casts, &c., for experimental practice,
f t is gratifying to know that the prejudices against which Phrenology has so
long struggled are at length giving way, and that an earnest desire for infor
mation on this interesting science has become more prevalent, not only here, but
generally throughout the country. Instead of being assailed with unmeaning
ridicule, it is now viewed as an important system in the philosophy of the hu
man mind; and the longer it is pursued with a desire to learn, the better will
it stand the test of inquiry. I t is proposed that essays on the principles and
practice of the science shall be read try the members at their monthly meet
ings. These essays w ill either be original or selected; and as the society al
ready includes amongst its members several professional gentlemen, their
knowledge o f anatomy, so important in the study of Phrenology, w ill be
brought to bear on the subject. In the mean tim e, we wish the institution
every success, and shall rejoice to hear of its usefulness.’’*—Montrose Review,
In December last this Society consisted of about thirty members, among
wbum are the Sheriff-substitute, Town-clerk, and other gentlemen of the
legal and medical professions. A t the first meeting Dr Murray gave a lecture
on the osteology of the cranium, and at the second Dr Allan submitted some
remarks on the" structure and physiology of the brain.
M ontrose .— Mr W . A. F . Browne has been requested by the Directors of
the Scientific Association here, to deliver twelve lectures on Phrenology, and
has accepted the invitation. H e has received also requisitions to lecture in
Forfar and Kirriemuir.
A merica . —Several numbers of the Annals o f Phrenology have failed to
reach us, though regularly published. W e hope to be able to give some ac
count s f their contents in our next. The following is extracted from a letter
dated Albany,N. Y ., 1st March 1835 :—“ Mr Price of St Paul's Episcopal
Church, where I attend on Sundays, has been delivering a course of sermons
on the evidences of Christianity, and said at the close o f them, that he would
take the liberty of recommending a few books to those of his hearers who
might be inclined to follow out the subject. The first book mentioned was
Combe on the Constitution of Man.”
A paragraph, copied from the Gaaette Medicate, relative to the head of
Lacenaire, a French criminal, has lately appeared in several English pa
pers. I t states that the head of that individual has an excellent configu
ration, wholly at variance with his character. Such averments are exceed
ingly common, and uniformly turn out to have been either dishonestly or
ignorantly made. W e have instituted an inquiry into the facts of the case,
and confidently anticipate a similar result in the present instance. The writer
o f the paragraph seems to look for bumps alone as the signs of strong pro
pensities ; for he speaks of the cranium presenting a “ remarkable smoothness
o f the two sides, and particularly in those parts which are said to correspond
with robbery and murder/' Did it not occur to him that a smooth surface is as
compatible with great development of certain regions of the brain, as the
extensive plains among the Andes are with an altitude of many thousand
feet above the level of the sea ? [Since the preceding remarks were -sent to
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the printer, we have received an answer to our inquiry from a phrenological
friend in Paris, who has examined, th e akull o f Lacenaire. H is remarks are
th ese:-—'“ Veneration small ; Benevolence moderate ; Im itation very large;
Destructiveness, Combativeqesç, and Secretiveness, very large ; skull very
broadi Cautiousness large; A cquisitiyen^s very large; Amativeness large;
skulk very thin at Acquisitiveness and!Destructiveness. M . Dumoutier is to
have* .in a few days, an article ut. the
.utterly refuting the Gaxetta
Medicale.” Such is the true, version of the circumstances—Hsten now to the
Gazette “ Lacenaire*whose cold-blooded cruelty and want of feeling, under
the mast frightful circumstances, has astonished and disgusted all France, w a
phrenologically endowed with all.the qualities o f a good, kind, mild, sensibly
and religious man, holding injustice and robbery m horror, and a.hundred
thousand leagues from» befog.an, .assassjn« Thus there*.is a marked develop,
. m e n t all the anterior and superior paps, o f tlje crahii»«ç and /as remarkable
;a smoothpem o f ib e two siaes,, aqd particularly in fobs? parts which axis shift
to correspond with robbery and murder«. Xheorgians of Benevoien.ee and,
âbpvwaU, Vénération arejÇaigely developed*” W V call upon thoée journals
which have given currency tq the felsehçQjl
bo publish, the truth* 1
Pft’nÈNoib^tlÎAt* (¡ItUfcfcli— W en*e gkd to perceive that our Phrenolorfeefl^dntèixijiorhry hàÊ tâkôn ‘these gentry in hand. -It would be disgusting,
«fît w is hdt^o absiifd, tb Witness th^rboxmtebank performances ofsom e per
sons who profess Phrenology.' They thumb the heads of gaping or of laugh
ing audiences at sixpence or a shilling eaOh, andf pronbünfcej ore tdtxhido, tKa
elaborate characters of Styles and Noakes, who, m ty to one, hath got no'that
racters at alb W e hate been at some ôf thèse exhibitions, and a more com
plete travestie o f a science we never in our lived hate seen. W e hope* the
philosophical phrenologists w ill pùt this egregious humbug de#n.—Mtftt&h
ChirurfficalIlevieu>,Jan.\dS6.
»«-ii.-v«.
We. have received several phrenological pamphlets by Dr Caldwell o f Lex^
logtan, Kentucky, containing much important matter, ho.winch w e. shall.ad*
Vert more fu lly hereafter. A reprint of his Thoughts on Physical Education,
and on th e Means efTmgroying the Condition of Man, w ill shortly appear in
Edinburgh. W e anticipate that this impressive, eloquent, and eminently prac
tical treatise, ,gill have a wide circulation in Britain, and contribute to give
its author that celebrity to which fae is so justly entitled. '
D r Brigham's Remarks on the Influence of M ental Cultivation and Meo*
tal Excitem ent upon H ealth, of which we expressed a very favourable opbtiai*
in oor 45tb Number, has been reprinted by Messrs John Reid and Co.- o f
Glasgow, with many valuable notes by that talented phrenologist Mr Robert
Macnisfa. The extensive circulation which this work is* attaining cannot fell
to be productive of great improvements In the treatment of children in thefe»
early years.
A txandatâoir o f Mr Combe’s Elem ents o f Phrenology, by 'Dor FoMSlj,hSlv
recently been published in Paris« r
* h s; .»» *.;
‘ Although by far the greater nart o f out preseaTNufober is e^upied i f f
the communications o f correspondents, a few are «till unavoidably postponed*,
along with several articles by the conductors themselves. AmongothertarW
the coDununicatiuns of M r Grattan, D v M axwell, and. Dr Inglia; and M r
George Hancock’s reply to M r W atson. We entreat correspondents to stfifly
brevity above all things, as. by the absence o f this qualification thecharicc o f
insertion foccmsidembly diminished.
/
...T he vemes from,Galashiels are,!defective in structure, and hot quiteSuit-'
able for ou*, pages. TheçênLiipenta expressed are, however* excellent.
.W A dm air of folding room fer the communication of our respected corre
spondent, X» % Wf T he subject has already been so lam ely treated o f in Che*’
Phiunologkri Joprpai, that wo are .forced to give a preference to articles on
more novel, topics— Afr Saqpders’s little work, “ What Is Phrenology ?*’ has
hem recf&fed* , f .
tfotfcea.of tie .Journal of the Phrenological Society of Paris, and o f T he M o
ral Refer?)?r, :fqefdeferred for want of roook
EDlXAU^qH, !«! March 18^6.
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activity, 136, 460.
Alison, Dr W . P., on the functions of
A bbott ,

the nervous system, 477*
Alison's theory of Tatley BaVhs'fe opinion of, 74.
Alyth Phrenological Society, 190.
Amativeness, 60, 133, 188, 926, 383,
460, 486, 525, 542. See Cenbelium.
America, Phrenology in, 92, 191,
216, 286, 302, 383, 477, 517, 661.
American Indians, their revengeful
disposition, 411.
Analyst, The, 566.
Andnil, Professor, on the harmony of
Phrenology with general physio
logy, 5077
Anger, how excited, 410, el teqq^feom what faculties arising, 501.
Animals, comparison of the brains of
dmerent species at, fallacious, 514».
Annals o f Phtehology, reviewed, 216,
883, 477, 866. Quoted, 433, note,
517.
Anthony, St, compared with an insane
gatient in the Montrote Asylum,
An tiphrenological essay by the R ev.
Charles Fmdlater of N ewlands,'

233.^-answer thereto, by M r W al
ter Tod, 241.
Aphorisms; The Book of, reviewed, 23.
Apollonius; phrenological allusion in,
383l
Arbroath, M r W . A. F . Browne's
lectures In, 379.
Argument, warmth in, 416.
Armstrong, Rev. Mr, his address on
Phrenology at the Dublin Phreno
logical Society, 229.
Arnold, Professor, his opinion of
Phrenology, 50.
Association, proposed, for the ad
vancement of M ental Science, 281,
558, 561, 657.
Authors, irritability of, 410..'
Bacon, Lord, quoted on boldness,
154.—on anger, 410.
BaiUy, Dr, of Blois, on the means o f
forwarding the progress of Phreno
logy, 511.—his reply to M ..Letsret’s objections to Phrenology,
513»
Barbarous, savage, and d # E 0 d states
o f man, 3601.
Barlow, Dr, his opinion of .Phreno
logy, 382.
Barrow, Dr, on the employment of
reason in religions matters, 3Z&.
Bashfulness, 155.
Beauty, Albion's theory ofy 74*
Beechey, CapL, skulls brought home
by, 287.
Belfast, Phrenology in, 660.
B ell, Sir Charles, his opinion aa to the
inutility Of mutilation of the brains
o f animals, 122— his discoveries o f
the functions of the nerves, 197*
B ell, Dr Andrew, the original inven
tor of the Madias system o f educa
tion, 42,' 191-2.
Bellinger!, his claim against Sir
Charles B ell, 198, note.
Benevolence, large in the. head o f
Bum s, - 67— does not neutralise
Destructiveness, ib. 308,417*—very
large In the 'head o f JCustecbe, a
Negro, 134-
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Bewick, Thomas, his organ of Form
large, 635«
Bible and Phrenology,336.— interpre
tation of the bible, 371,393.
Bilious temperament, 112, 308.
Blood, its circulation in the brain
varies according to the degree of
mental activity, 223, 428, 427,
473.
Bkimenbaeh quoted on the cerebral
circulation during sleep, 223.
Bonaparte's head, 96, 132.—his am
bition, 414.
Boston (U. 8 .) Phrenological Society,
286, 384—infant schools in, 439,
B ottex, Dr, 183.
Bonillaud, Professor, 131.
B oyle, Hon. Robert, his character,
418.
Brain, case of injury and disease of
the, 17 -i—its quality in the poet
Burns, 6 4 —its activity generally
in proportion to that o f the muscu
lar system, 117*—mutilation o f the
brains o f animals an nnphilosophical
method of ascertaining the ftinotions o f different parts, 122.—cere
bral fibres, 122.—brain o f Cuvier
very large, 138—at what time does
assimilation go on in the brain? 165,
176, 318.—its texture immature
before puberty, 221— cases where
its exposure shewed a diminution
of its sanguineous circulation du
ring sleep and mentalrepose, 222-3.
See Blood.—Small size of the
brain of the bull-dog, 287*—cir
cumstances which influence the
power and activity o f the brain,
403— brain at different periods of
life, 426..—dyspepsia often caused
by cerebral disease, 431, 487*—in
sanity disease of the brain, 447*—Js
its structure always obviously
changed in insanity ? 464— effects
of its disease on the skull, 468,
47&—education the physical train
ing of the brain, 484.—light thrown
. on its anatomy by Dr G all, 513.—
comparison of the brains of differ
ent species of animals a fallacious
proceeding, 614— weight o f Dr
3purzheim*a brain, 667- — case
« e r e the mind was weakened by
fiqfury o f the, 669.—what is the
purpose of its duplicity ? 608.
Brigham, Dr Amaciah,*on the influ
ence o f mental cultivation and
mental excitem ent upon health, reviewed, 424.

Brinvilliers, Madame, -a French cri
minal, 611.
British Association and Phrenology,
120.
British Cyclopaedia on Phrenology^

678.

Brouss&is on Phrenology, 132, 611.
Brown, Dr Thomas, quoted oa the
sense of resistance, 194— on resent
ment, 408, 422.—on indignation,
417— on the pain of baulked curio
sity, 419. •
Browne, M r W . A- R , remarks by
him on two cases o f cerebral dimase
published by Dr Moir, 162.—hislectures in Dunfermline and Arbroath,
2 8 6 ,379, 634— on religious fanati
cism, 289, 682,677*—account o f Ida
lunatic asylum, 476.
Bruce, Rev. J . C , system o f educa
tion pursued at his Academy la
Newcastle, 646.
Burns, Robert, essav on the character
and cerebral development of, 52.
Butler, Biahop, on tne employment
of reason in religious matters, 224.
—on the adaptation o f the human
mind to virtue, 386.
Caldwell, Dr, on the admission o f the
principles, but denial of the details
of Phrenology, 69— his vindication
of Phrenology against the North
American Review, 217*—review o f
his thoughts on physical education,
481— Bis view or anger controvert
ed, 501— his description e f destruc
tive preachers, 692—character o£
by the Rev. Timothy F lint, 672.

Cambuslang, conversions of, 677Campbell, George, murderer, his head
and character, 663.
Caribs, characteristics of the* 90.
Carmichael, Andrew, his controversy
with Mr Machish on the proxi
mate cause of sleep, 164, 816L—
summary of his theory on that sub
ject, 326.
Cautiousness, 66; 406, 416, 60S.
Cerebellum, epilepsy considered by
D r Epps a disease of the, 168.—
case in which it is said not to have
existed, 226.
Gevennes, persecution of the Protest
ants of the, 694.
Chambers’s “ Information for the Penpie,” notice o f treatise on mentaL
philosophy in, 269.
Chambers, Robert, quoted on citiA ty,
416.
Charrua Indians, beads and character
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of the, 18ft -disfigure their persons
in testimony of grief, 421«
Children, brains o£ 426— precocious,
427* See Education.
Christian Phrenology,, three lectures
by the Rev. Henry Clarke, re
viewed, 336.«-W ardlaw’s Christian
Ethics reviewed, 385.—the Chris
tian Physician, 568.—Christian E x
aminer and Phrenology, 588.—
Christian.Pioneer, 232,384.
Christianity. See Religion*
Civilisation, its effects on the physical
characteristics of races, 101.—Phre
nological standard of, 880.
Clarke, Rev. Henry, review of his lec
tures on Christian Phrenology, 335.
Cleanliness, .love o£ 283.
Clergy, their labours why so ineffi
cient, 30*
Cleverness different from talent, 28.
Climate, its effects on the human con
stitution, 98*
Cobbett s advice to lovers as to the
signs of activity of mind in girls,
117#—*hia sarcastic disposition, 411,
nofo—his opinion of induit schools,
432.
Colouring, organ of, 438.—large in
Oriental na&ona, 307.
Comhativeness huge in the head of
Burns, 61— Mr R . Cox on the ele
mentary nature of the faculty, 147.
—distinguished from Destructive
ness, 159m—M r Levison on, 274.—
excited by intoxication, 306.
Combe, George> how far his views of
the natural laws are borrowed from
D r Spurzheim, 187*—his lectures
in Edinburgh, 189, 284, 379, 570;
in Newcastle, 519.—German trans
lation of his System of Phrenology,
191.—his work on the Constitution
of Man, 270, 375,480,676— O p 
tions to his views of Concentrativeness, 333__ his visit to the lunatic
asylums and prisonalNe wcastie,619.
Combe, Dr Andrew, review of his
Principles of Physiology, &c. 74.—
on the treatment of the insane, 70*
—on the importance of physiology
with reference to education, 620.
Comparison, Mr Hancock on the func
tions of the organ of, 435«—Mr
Watson on, 494.
Concentrativeness, remarks on, 330,
612»
Conscience, Dr Wardlaw and Sir Jas.
Mackintosh on, 394.
Conscientiousness, 70, 275, 394,418,
623.

Constancy, whence, <W7■■ "
Constructiveness, function <&, 307,
note, 274,624.
Contradiction, love of, 107-8«'
Convenions of Cambushreg, >577*
Cooper, Sir A stley, care of exjxMNtife
or the brain quoted from, 223: '
Corruption of human nature, doc
trine of the, 341, 385.
Costivenesa excites Destructiveness,
420.
Courage, 149, 274.
Courtship, phrenological, 572.
•
Cowards why generally cruel, 416»'<»
Cowper quoted, 158, 251, 333, 408,
499.
Cox, Robert, on the character and cé
rébral development of Bum s, 52* <
—on theelementaxy nature of Cott. bativeness, 147.—on the heads o f
two Swedish Laplander^ and* th e
skull of a criminal, 328.—on'the
mutual influence of the faowMes,
and the modes and law sof action of
. destructiveness, 402, 498.
Craniometer, 141..
Cretins, their heads, 49.
Criminals, cases of, 328,508,- of eeqq.
524, 553, 644.
Criminal legislation, 367, 506.
Cruelty, 499. See Ded/ruttiomet*.
Cupar Phrenological Society, 571*
Cursing, a manifestation o f Destruc
tiveness, 409.
Cuvier, head and brain of, 132,136—
his treatment of Gall, 138.
Dean, Amos, his lectures on Phreno
logy reviewed,302«—on Couoentrativeness, 330.
D e Fouchy, Mono. his faculty' o f la n 
guage deranged by a blow near the
eye, 118.
Depravity of human nature, doctrine
o f the, 341,365.
Destructiveness large in the head of
Bum s, 63— is not neutralized by
Benevolence, 6 7 ,308U-distinguish
ed from Combativeness, 159— excit
ed by inlexication, 306— Mr Cox
on its uses, and the laws and modes
o f its action, 402, 498.—its utility,
407— its sphere o f action more ex
tensive than the name indicates,
407.—reused by disagreeable affec
tions of other faculties, 408,6 5 4 cases of its excessive and morbid
action, 500, 663.
Details of Phrenology, 635.
D eville, James, 91, 133.
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ought to be long dwelt on, 258.__
M w iev philosophical treatment of,
teachers apt to became« rrogant,268.
465.
—greatly modifies the natural dis
Disputation, love of, 167-8.
positions, 264, 489— utility of the
Diversity* natural, o f human minds*
study of literature, 286.—does edt*.
230, 243, 253.
cation tend to increase or diminish
D os, small sice o f the brain of the
crime? 267— is genius the result
bulldog, 287.
of? 303.—hints on the formation
Dream, angular, 278— invention in
and conduct of a Model Normal
. dreams, 673.
Dublin, Phrenology in, 190;i—DttbHO
school, 397— review o f D r Brig
Phrenological Society, 229, 668.
ham on th e influence of mental ctdDuelling, barbarous,* 369.
tivaitonund mental excitement-up
Buff, Rev.' Alexander, bis speech od
on health, 494.—mental* precocity
the mode ofconverting the Hindoos}
generally a sign o f disease^ 427—
tasking, 428,488.«~Dr Brigham on
■•44* ■
infhnt schools, 429» •*- play«ground
Dumoutier, Mona. 139.
*
ought to be there meet attended to
D unces, James Foulis»on the means of
433.—infantschooUiff America,4S3,
..facilitating the study and improv
in g the treatment of insanity, 809j • *ieir—*4he mental A cuities improve
able only by improving their organs,
D undee Lunatic Asylum, 144,476*—
482— Dr Caldwell on infant school*}
^Bhmuology in Dundee, 286, 679» *
Dunfermline, Phrenology in, 286»
486— system of education at the
B nnsteae Lodge Lunatic Asylum*
Rev. J . C. Bruce’s academy in
Newcastle, 646.—errors in religii
621. :
Dyspepsia often caused by cerebral
ous education, 574— cheap lectures
to the working classes} 678— Dr
disease, 431,487.
. Combdon the importance of Physio
logy with reference to, 620— physi
Edinburgh Society ibr the difiVaslonof
cal, 28, 26, 424.-M.Dr Caldwell OH
moral and economical knowledge,
physical, 481.
.678.—Edinburgh Reviewer and D r
. ,£pursdwlm, 826— EdinburghPhi- Educational Msgaaine, noticceef, 479}
losophical Association, 284.
666.—quoted, *674.
Edmondson, Richard, on the function* Edwards, Dr W . F ., review o f hit
of the organs of Weight* 142} 298,
work on the physiological characters
624, and Gonstructivences, 636.
o f .races of mankind, considered *in
Education, review of M r Simpson's
their relations to history, 97*
work on the N ecessity off Popular, Egyptian mummy, skull and probable
character of an, 366. *
< 28~—must precede raBgious Instruc
tion, SOt^-moral training necessary EUioCson. D r,fH — his examination o f
33, 430— classical education too ex
skulls from the M auritius. 668.
clusively attended to, 5, 33.—in EIHe, D r, his mode o f treating Insane
struction of children in mental and
patients at Hanwell Asylum, 44.
political philosophy, 36»—study. o f Encyclopaedia BrHannica, life o f Dr
Gal? in the, 288«
civil history, 37*—should national
education he free or paid for ? 88* Engledue} Dr, h is lectures on Phreno
^.proposed code and board o f edu
logy in Portsmouth, 571.
cation, 4(1—ought religion to be Ennius quoted on hatred, 416.
taught in national schools?' 4to — Envy, «whence originating, 443*
D r D ell the original inventor of the Epps, Dr, case or epilepsy by, 1 8 8 Madras system of education, 42,
case of injury of the brain, 689—
-181.»*2— review o f Dr Combe's Prin
his lectures, 670.
ciples of Physiology applied to the Equilibrium, faculty of, 194, 694.
improvement o f education, Ac» 74— Eratine, Rev. Ebenezeiy account o f
review of “ The'Teacher, by Jacob
M s wife’s illness, 377.
- Abbott," 269.—utility of' mental Esquirol's lunatic asylum, 316.
philosophy in relation to* 261* 485, Ethics and Phrenology, 886.
48SU-*how dull boys ought to be Eustache, a negro» his head and cha
•treated, 268— severity, n e th e r to
racter, 164, 160. *
be used in, 96Er-strictness of dis Eventuality, pain of balked, 419.
cipline, 266.—system in, 257— es- Example «neatly modifies the natural
sayand ting a t schools, 267— details
996.

in
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Executions, 1ove ©^witnessing, 562.
Expression of the eye, 26.-‘-*of the
ooimteoanee« 54*
Faculties, prim itive or elementary,
nomenclature of the, 160-1,407*—
how to be determined, 4 61,996.—
d iftren t directioris of each, 266.—
M r Case on their mutual influence,
402.—-improvable. only by improv
ing their organs, 482,821.
Faith, Mr Levison <m a supposed or
gan o$ 896.
.. <•
F ell efm ao, 387* Fanaticism, observations on, by Mr
W . A . F - Browne, 288,63% 677*
Fareham, MrMUler** lecture on Phre
nology in ,680.
Fatalism, objection th at Phrenology
leads to, answered*-303. ..
Feeling, s e n s e d 211, 860, 639,441.
Feruasac's bulletin, casé o f diseased
cerebellum quoted from, 2 2 4 •
Fickleness, whence, 617- ‘
FifUbmonaxehy men, 303.
Fighting, love of, whence, 1 6 h
Findlatev, Rev. Charles, anti-phreno1logical UiuMy by, 233» '
Firmness, 70, 618. » >
Foissac, Dr, 138.
<
Fame, mnchanicaly faculty for theper
ception of, 193, 340, 6§4wr.
Forfar Phrenological Society, 661.
Focm, oigan <of, cateofW iU h n Manuel, a pnecceio.ua child, in whom it
is very huge, 10% 344—-huge in
Xhoums» Bewick,OS* *.
Foasati, Dr, 13% 606»
F ox, George, «hone time probably In
sane, 634 •• i
Fraoee^crhne and education in, 267.
Fraser s Magazine on Phrenology, 05.
Fretíulnees, what, 424
Friends, their bitterness towards each
other after a quarrel, 4 J6— grief
for the death 6r, sharpens the tem
per, 42L .
Future states Burns on the existence
o f a, 69.— tendency to believe ft» a,
643. . ■- /
Gall, D r, . Ids message on. deathbed to
Cuvier, 134—his method of ascer
taining the functions o f the diffe
rent, parts of the brain, 147-8— on
the means of determining the fun.damental faculties, 161— whether
he borrowed from Herder, 184, nets,
188— account o f Mm in the Eneyclopspdia Britmurica, 288U—Ms let
ter to R eiser in 1798,606*—light
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thrown by Mm on the anatomy of
the brain, 613.
Gambling, 969.
Gaums, action of .Combotivenes* 1%
163.
Game-laws, 367^ .*■ Genius not the result o f education,
* 393— irritability o f men of gratae,
41% *487«—unfavourablevto 1longe
vity* 487.
Geology, its connexion with religion,
2, 16,393.
*
Germany, Phrenology in, 191«
Gheel lunatic village, 86. *
Glasgow, Phrenology in, 91,18% 985,
474,670.
. v i
Gibson, WQUrtn» case o f derangement
of.the te o lty o f Jjangoaoe^by, 646.
Golden, stiver, b razen , a n i ironages,
360,
“5-*
. •»*. • • •
Gordon, Dr John, his controversy
with D r Bptuwheim, 5 2 4 • - ^
Gottfried, an amateur murderess, 6661
Grattan, John, his case1of deiétige»
• ment of the facu lty o f Language,.
471— Phrenological assay reed by,

.

660

Greek too nmdh studied at Cambridge^

Greeks, how for civilised, 962— Hum.
• nolooical állusiens i n f t a & e r and
ApoDoaius, 383.
Greenock PhnstadtoglealSociety, ShiL
Ijectures in, 671.
Gregory, D r J o h n , t h e
•' fluonce of mind Aefobody,
*W
Griefexcites* Bratructivenosa, 421*
Guerry, Moos., his tahtefc akawfog'the
parts o f France in which crin é
abetted* most;
< .-***'
>k ¡

• 't' »

Haggtr% Davi^OM.
Halter the father of modern' physio
logy* 468.
\v t f
Hancock, Georae, on tho ftmetteds of
the mgans or Comparison and W it,
438.—comments on* his views, by
MfcS»' C Watton, 494;^ • > ^
Hancock, William, jira-, on Gonéentrativeness, 617«
- - • •«••>.». *. i
HanWell Lunatic Asylum, treatment
of phtients in, 44,19% 3F7.
Happiness, whst, 406.1
Hatred, whence originating, 4ft6u 1
Hats, different «zees of, for personé of
different ages and ranks, 23fe*l* :
Headj large when mind VSeV powest
fill, 48.—this exemplified in the
case of Robert Burns,* 66*-«4feree
xtessesof heads* good, bad, nedmiddllng, 66— Dr Sorlandttre’s tMtm-
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spent for measuring the head, 141.-*. Imitation greatly modifies the natu
whether it attains its foil size at
ral dispositions, 264__ Mr Levison
seven years of age, 220.—hatter’s
on the faculty of, 273.
measurement of, 221. — tapering Incendiarism, propensity to, 500.
head of Thersites, 383— heads of Independence, love of, 65, 413.
idiots and infants, 506— hints about Indigestion often caused by cerebral
examining heads, 517— cases where
disease, 431, 487dispositions were inferred from Infont schools, Dr Brigham on, 429.
heads, 459, 512, 520, etseq, 553.
—Cobbett’s opinion of, 432.—how
Health, physiology applied to the
they ought to be conducted, 433.
reservation of, 74.—review of Dr
Dr Caldwell on, 485— Mr Owen
Ingham on the influence of menthe originator of, 490*.
tai cultivation and mental excite Infonts, heads of, 506.
ment on, 424.
Inhabitiveness. — See Conoentratiueness.
Heart, emotions popularly referred to
the, 238.
Injure, propensity to, 159, 407.
Henderson, W . R ., his bequest for the Insanity, cases of, 17, 118, 133, 149,
benefit of Phrenology, 375, 575.
204, 334, 459, 471, 515, 520-3— ac
H enin, a French pilot, 510.
count o f Han well Pauper Lunatic
Herbivorous animals not destitute of
Asylum, 44— Dr A. Combe on the
Destructiveness, 408, note.
mode in which the insane ought to
Herder, whether Gall borrowed from,
be treated, 76*—lunatic village o f
Gheel, 85.—Dundee Lunatic Asy
184, note, 188.
lum, 144, 475.—notice of Scipio Fi
Hereditary transmission of talents and
ner* “ Physiologie de l'Homme
dispositions, 2 7 .—Dr Edwards on
A lien fc,” &c. 259— improvement ef
the transmission of physiological
fected by the elder Plnel in the
characteristics of races of mankind,
treatment of, 259, 316— fanaticism
07*—effects of the mixture of races,
09.—hereditary rank and titles, 367.
considered as a form of, 289, 532,
Hindoos, is their Benevolence laige ?
577*—Mr J. F. Duncan on the means
973.— how convertible to Chrisof facilitating the study and improv
ing the treatment o£ 309.—Mr No
tianity, 443.
Hippocrates, his opinion of insanity,
ble on the application of Phrenolo
gy to the investigation of, 447— ab
449.
H istory, how hitherto written, 37.—
surd opinions formerly prevalent re
specting it, 449— monomania, 453.—
the physiological characters of races
tif1mankind considered in their re
philosophical treatment of insanity,
455.—its effect on the skull, 468lations to, 97*
470.—Montrose Lunatic Asylum,
Hobbies, 015.
475— cases of destructive insanity,
Hetm, Mr, his controversy with Mr
500, 501— the sense of feeling of
Owen, 489.
Homer, Ms genius imiate, 303.—his
ten apparently obtuse in the insane,
description of the head and charac
539, 541.—insanity on one side o f
ter of Thersites, 383 ; of the grief
brain, and not on the other, 611,
o f Achilles, 422.
note.
Hoppe, Dr, on Concentrativeness, Intoxication, how does it peculiarly
excite Combativeness and Destruc
Houston, Dr, on the authenticity of
tiveness ? 306.—a mark of barbathe skulls o f Swift and Stella, 60S. . rism, 369.
Hunger sharpens the temper, 420.
Ireland, Phrenology in, 477. — See

£

D ublin .

Ideality large in the head o f Bums,
70— cultivated by the study of li
terature, 265.—ought to be grati
fied, 374.—is Destructiveness roused
by offending it ? 418.
Ideler, Professor, of Berlin, his opinion
of Phrenology, 191.
Idiocy, case 0 ^ 126 .—Dr Voisin’s ob
servations on the heads of idiots,
500.

B elfast,

Irish, how' convertible from Popery,
444.
Irving, Edward, 597.
Itinerant phrenologists, 382,479.
Jealousy, whence originating, 413.—
excites Destructiveness, 664.
Jesuits and Jansenites, controversy
between them, 537«
Jews, their physiognomy..the same
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now as in undent times, 98.—tes Lymphatic temperament, 111.
tified grief by rending the garments,
Mackenzie, Sir G. S ., on the faculty
422— on credulity, 642.
o f mechanical force, 211, 349.—Jh£s
prospectus of a British Association
Karnes on moral training, 33. — on
cruelty and harshness of manners,
tor the advancement o f M ental
Science, 281.
411, note, 498—on credulity, 642.
Mackintosh, Sir James, remarks on
his views of conscience, 394.
Lacenaire, skull of, 661.
Lamarque, head ahd character of, 137* Macnish, Robert, notice of his Book of
Lancaster, Joseph, his controversy
Aphorisms, 23.— his controversy
with Mr Carmichael on the promwith Dr B ell, 42, 191-2.
mate cause of sleep, 164, 318.
Lancet, the, on the mastication of food,
Manchester, Phrenology in, 91,j26Q,
287.
480;—case of an idiot in, 126. ~
Language, faculty of, affection of it
from injury of the brain, 17*—its M anuel, W m., a precocious child,case"
of, 192,344.
derangement from a blow near the
eye, 118.— Mr W . A. F. Browne on Mastication of food, 287»
two cases published by Dr Moir, Materialism, answer to the objection
that Phrenology leads to, 304.
»
162.—case of W illiam Manuel, a
recocious linguist, 344.— case of Mauritius, skulls from the, 657.
erangement o£ by Mr Grattan, Medical Gazette, 288.
471.—another case, with pain above Medicine, history of, 450.
the eyes, by Mr Gibson, 515.—In Medico-Chirurgical Journal, defence
sanity of the unknown tongues,
o f Dr Spurzneim quoted from the,
626.
593.
— ■■. natural and artificial, 236,248. Menstruation, the temper irritable
Laplanders, heads of, 328.—their cha
during, 421.
racter, 329.
M ental philosophy, Dr Abercrombie
Lauder, M r W . Tait's lectures on
on its utility and the means o f im-.
Phrenology in, 380.
proving it, 124-5.—its utility in re
Laws of nature, Mr Sedgwick on the,
ference to education, 251, 465, 482.
2, 3.—their independent action, 12, Metaphysicians, their discordant and*
376.—Dr Spurzheim’s work on the,
absurd views, 249, 269, 449.
M ezzofanti, linguist, head ofj 231.
187, 223.
Legislation, 372.—crimina], 367,509. Mind, whether in itself improvable,
Lemoine, a French criminal, 508.
483.—whether clogged by matter,
485-6.
Leroy, J. A., his observations on the
skuU of Madame Tiquet, 511.
Miracles as an evidence of revelation,
Leuret, Mona., his arguments against
444.—at the tomb of Abbé Paris, 538.
Phrenology, 513.
M isery, what, 405.
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